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—

On the Origin of Species ; by Theophilus Parsons,
Dane Professor of Law in Harvard University, Cambridge,
Massachusetts.

It has frequently occurred in the history of science that some
startling theory, which, when first announced, was regarded as

the antagonist of received opinions, and became at once the sub-

ject of earnest hostility as well as unqualified approbation, has,

after much discussion been impoi i d modified,

and thus reconciled with views which it seemed to contradict

;

and when thus shorn of its excess and moderated in its demands,

has been generally adopted as an important addition to knowl-
edge. It may yet be so with Mr. Darwin's views.

His theory, stated very briefly, is, that all organisms tend to

reproduce themselves in a geometrical ratio, and with such ex-

uberance of life, that each one would speedily fill the earth, if

not repressed by constant and powerful causes of d«

Hence but a very small proportion of seeds or ova which are

impregnated are able to mature and reproduce. Therefore there

must be a competition, or as he phrases it, a "struggle for life,"

among all these impregnated germs of life ; and if one in a
hundred only lives there must be a reason why that one lives

rather than the ninety and nine which perish. This reason must
again be frequently, or at least sometimes, that it had some ad-
vantage in this "struggle for life," by a structural or functional

difference. That is, it varied from its kindred, in such wise,

that it was somewhat easier for it to live, to grow, to mature,
and to reproduce, than for them. This difference or variation
it must, as a general rule, impart to its offspring. When it be-
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came established, the same law of struggle, of advantage, of

life, and of death, would operate upon this new and improved

variety, and would cause another and a farther Improvement.

As this law is universal, and must always have operated upon

all organisms from the beginning, not only are varieties estab-

lished in this way, but so likewise varieties become species,

species become genera, and so also orders, classes, families are

formed, and thus finally we may suppose that all the organisms

of the earth, living and extinct, animal and vegetable, have pro-

ceeded from the simplest original form of life.
\

While much interested in Darwin's work and in the discus-

1 controversies to which it has given rise, it occurred to

me to consider whether one of the limitations which he seems

to have imposed upon himself, was necessary. He assumes, and

reasons exclusively upon the assumption, that the successive

changes by which these great results have been brought about

have alwaji been minute and slow, and have only become suffi-

cient to reach their consummation, by an indefinite accumulation

of effects, through the indefinite periods of time which geology

affords them. It seemed to me that this assumption was quite

unnecessary, and therefore unphilosophical ; and supposing that

these changes may sometimes have been much greater, I then

inquired what would be the effect of this supposition upon the

general theory, that the succession of organized being has from

the beginning been produced by generative development. This

paper is intended to suggest—and only to suggest—some of the

results to which I have come. Upon the question whether I

have not departed so widely from the theory of Darwin, that I

have no right to use his name, I have nothing to say. I wish

nly that
;

whatever that may 1

To say that it is the tendency of all organisms 1

their like, but with some difference, would be merely to* utter a

truism, for there is almost or quite always some family resem-

blance between offspring of the same parents, and always so

much of difference that no two of the offspring are ever undis-

tinguishable from each other. We may say, however, that one

certain law of this difference, or variation, is this ; that while a

slight difference is universal, great difference is less common,
and the greater the difference the more rare it is, and therefore

the less to be expected in any given instance. The question

then arises, how far this difference may go ; or to say the same

thing in other words, what limit is there to the possible immedi-

ate variation of offspring from their parents and kindred ?

The law of variation is itself variable ; and while we have
little knowledge of the causes of variation, we have none what-
ever of the limits to which it may be carried. Indeed, if we
assume that there must be some limit to the possible extent of

have no ngnt to use nis name, ± nave iiotuing lu say. j. wish

these suggestions may pass for what they are worth
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re may infer that it must be a very broad one, from

3 of extreme monstrosity which science has recorded.

Let ns say, then, that we will assume that there may be as much
variation or aberration as these records prove that there has

been, and no more.
Perhaps abnormality always seems to us a mischief, and by

monstrosity we always understand aberration in a wrong direc-

tion
; and facts would justify the inference that extreme aberra-

tion is usually a degradation. But we have no sufficient reason

for saying that this is a law ; or, in other words for asserting,

that there can never be monstrosity in a right direction ; or in

yet other words, that the aberrance can never be an improve-

ment and a help. As this seems to me an important principle I

restate it. We know that it is the tendency of all organisms to

reproduce their kind, but with some difference. We know, for

all the improvement in our domestic animals proves it, that this

difference may be improvement. We know that this difference

may be carried to an enormous extent, as a mischief, because the

records of monstrosity prove it ; and we do not know that this

difference may not be carried to an equal extent in the opposite

direction of improvement.
My position therefore is precisely this. It is always possible

that offspring may be born, differing as much from their parents
and kindred in the way of gain, of advantage, and of improve-
ment, as we know that offspring have differed in the way of loss,

of hindrance and of degradation ; and therefore when I speak
of extreme aberration I shall mean by it variation carried to

this extent.

Admitting this principle as possible, let us proceed with it to

consider what maybe called the system of Agassiz ; using bia

name only because he has mven to it great development .;

illustration.

Take first his assertion that there must have been in each eco-

logical age many new creatures ; say if you please an hundred
or a thousand, and consider this as proved and admitted. Still

it leaves wholly untouched the question how these new creatures

were created. And be the answer what it may, that aarawer
sp far as it is only an answer to this question, leaves the asser-

tion of Agassiz untouched. But if we bring to the question,

J

were these creatures created ? the possibility of aberrant i

ton of offspring in the direction of improvement, we b
t one answer. For example : suppose the time to have c

when there is to be a new creation, and it is to be a dog, or
rather two dogs, which will be the parents of all dogs. How
snail they be created ? We may say of this either of five th 1 ngs.

at we do not know, and never can know, and had bet-
ter not inquire. This does not seem any answer. A second is,

tbat they will be created " by chance." This also seems to me
no answer, because chance is a word only and not a thing. A



third is, that they will be created at once and out of nothing,

uc will of a creator. This answer does not satisfy

.me much better. The fourth is, that they will be so created by

.absolute feat, out of a proper quantity of earth and water, with

the necessary chemical elements in due proportion, which had

been summoned to meet together in a proper place by the will

of the Creator for that purpose. But this answer does not re-

commend itself to my reason much more than the others. The
fifth is, he will be created by some influence of variation acting

upon the ovum (before or at conception or during its uterine

nutrimeir.) of s..mo animal nearest akin—a wolf, a fox, a hyena,

or a jackal ; and the brood will come forth puppies and grow
up dogs to produce dogs. Now the question is not whether

kfeifl
- nswer offers a probability per se, but whether it is not

after all less improbable than either of the other suppositions
;

less ur.plulosophieal than either of the other answers, and there-

fore t© be accepted on that ground : and I may say in passing,

that if the present favorite theory for accounting for the diver-

sities of our domestic dogs, by referring them to four different

origins, be adopted, we may then conjecture that each of the

four animals above named brought forth its own puppies, to be
the progenitors of their respective families.

Let this doctrine of the new creation of new species, by gene-

rative development through variation be accepted, and we have
Darwin's theory of the origin of species by successive genera-

tion ; and instead of opposing the theory of Agassiz, it confirms
adopts ami reasserts i he principle of new creations,

and offers some explanation of the way in which they were made.
Let us glance—and only glance—at some facts in geology

.. to -e what would be the effect of this principle;

and 1 shall eaivfullv limit mvselfto the most general si i

_

on a topic which would fill more than a volume.
At the beginning of the fossil records of life, in the Silurian

formation, we find trilobites of various forms; and recently a

Limulus or something akin to a Limulus has been found there.

There are other Crustacea
; but with these tw< > only, is it not pos-

sible to account for all the Crustacea which have ever existed or
now exist, without overstepping the rationally possible limits of
extreme variation in .>f,^ - arranging those which
we already know in a chain of affinity?

But how shall we get to the vertebrates? These same trilo-

bites ran uplhrougli all the paheozoic rocks, through the Silurian,

the Old Bed- sandstone, the Carboniferous and the Devonian, and
are lost at last in the Permian. Near their end, when they are
nlrea.lv thinning out, we have, in thcMuM rod-sandstone formation,
t' !P "bn< -kl. ! head,"—or, to use the Greek name given by Agas-
siz, the Cephalaspis. And we have also tie: •

.

• , ;
:,

long regarded as a trilobite of the genus Asaphus, until Agassiz
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at length determined it to be a fish. Of the second, Murchison

says in a letter to Miller, "if not fishes they approach more closely

to crustaceans than to any other class. I conceive, however, that

Agassiz will pronounce them to be fishes, which together with

the curious genus Cephalaspis form the connecting links between

crustaceans and fishes." Now, is it too much to infer from these

facts, and always within the reasonable limits of generative aber-

ration, that either of these animals, if a crustacean was so nearly

a fish that some of its ova may have become fishes ; or if itself

a fish was so nearly a crustacean, that it may have been born

from the ovum of a crustacean ? We may add indeed, that the

Eurypterus, now called a crustacean, was regarded at one time,

by Agassiz, as a fish.

If fishes may thus have begun to be, and we may suppose that,

having begun, they could be so arranged by their affinity and

gradual difference as to account in this way for the successive

new creation of their kinds, we may then pass to the question of

reptiles.

Here also we have Lyell's Dendrerpeton, Owen's Placodus, and

the Archegosaurus of von Meyer, all of which were held, and

somewhat firmly held, by the highest living authority on this

point—Agassiz again—as fishes ; and all of them after further

and final investigation, have been lifted out of the water by the

same strong hand, and placed upon dry land, as reptiles. I know
the explanation of this; but does not the fact itself suggest irre-

sistibly that we have here what Murchison calls "eonn.vtiM
links/' Links, that is to say, through which, by generative va-

riation, the fish passed into the reptile, and so the family oi rep-

tiles began. So too, possibly, the Pterichthys, or fine

fish, the Pterodactyle, or huge winged fossil reptile, may suggest

the possibility of a similar origin for birds.

As to that difference between vegetables and anim,

some have regarded as the greatest difficulty, I would say only

what every one who owns or uses a microscope knows, that the

line which separates the protophyta from the protozoa is con-

stantly changing and always uncertain ; and that if the organ-

isms which lie along this line, should have offspring which are

certainly vegetable, or those which are certainly animal, in nei-

ther case would the offspring differ much from the parent.

Nor let it be said that the geological records exhibit numerous

instances where a rac aother, does not come
into existence until a certain period after the kindred race from

whom they might have come has utterly perished. It is not

quite so. On the contrary, ini a*8 oi ani-

mals lap over, as in the instances given, of crustaceon,

and the fish found with them, and again the fish and the earliest

reptiles, in a wav which has always suggested, of itself, this idea

of succession In ovnerative reproduction. There are eminent

naturalists who read in the records of geology the plain declaration
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that there have been some—perhaps many—cataclysmic destruc-

tions of whole orders of being, followed by periods characterized

by the absence of organic life. If this were proved, there must

have been not only many new creations, but many new beginnings

of organic life. It must be remembered however, that the geo-

logic record is assuredly not yet wholly unrolled; and that we
are not sure that we read aright; all that is seen. I have some

doubts whether there be an instance in which such an interval

of absolute nothingness unquestionably occurs ; or one, even in

the present state of our knowledge, in which among the races

passing away there are not found, and far within the limits of

extreme aberration, some who may have been their offspring,

and the parents of succeeding races.

But I must forbear following these suggestions further. The
difficulty of admitting the transformation is, I know, great ; and
still greater difficulties must be encountered in other parts of this

supposed chain of reproduction. A very great one to my own
mind arises from those beds below the Silurian, which, on the one

hand, are wholly free from traces of life, and on the other, from
evidence of destructive alteration by heat. They seem to me to

lead strongly to the conclusion of Murchison and others, that the

earth had only then become cool enough to make life possible,

and consequently that life must have begun there ; and there cer-

tainly we find it already very various. But, not to insist, that

with farther knowledge, wider discovery of "connecting links,"

or transitional forms, and better examination, all these difficul-

ties may be materially lessened, I say at once that I should ac-

cept them all unhesitatingly, rather than the notion that the first

horse, or dog, or eagle, or whale, flashed into being out of noth-

ingness, or out of a mass of inorganic elements which had been
drawn together in due proportion for that purpose.

This last supposition is inevitable if we reject the first.

The one thing I would be understood to assert, is, that science

must now elect between two hypotheses, which together fill the

whole ground, and cannot both be rejected. One is, that the an-

imals and vegetables of the world have been formed, by abso-

lute fiat, out of a mass of inorganic materials. The other, that

they have come into being successively, by generative produc-
tion, of some kind and in some way. When Milton tells us that

ibeyed, and straight

he adopts and adorns the first hypothesis; but while Milton
was a great poet, he was not so great a zoologist.
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I do not now assert that no creature can be made out of noth-

ing, or out of the dust of the earth, nor do I speak of the first

beginning of creation ; nor of anything but the existing and ex-

tinct florae and fauna?. In reference to the various species of

these, I say only that this is the last conclusion which we should

adopt, and only when driven to it, Perhaps I may illustrate

my meaning thus. If a pair of undescribed mammals, about as

large, we will say, as a fox, with young or preparing for them,

were found to-day in some district in England which has been

thoroughly explored, and of which the fauna and flora were per-

fectly well known, and these animals differed in some specific

essentials from any known animal, there would be a vast amount

of speculation about their origin. One writer would say that

they had escaped from a menagerie or from some ship ;
another

that they had always been overlooked and undescribed i

like that which Gilbert White tells of about the bird which 1

thought a cross between a pheasant and a hen. There would
be no limit to the extent or variety of the discussion,—ex-

cepting this. No naturalist would, I think, explain their ap-

pearance at that time and place, by supposing that they had
been made out of nothing, or out of the dust, suddenly, where
they were found. If any one ventured upon this hypothesis,

I do not believe that it would be generally adopted. I do but

apply the same way of thinking to past times. When the new
species appears first in the geological strata, I say that its cre-

ation from nothing or from the dust should not be held, until

all other possibilities of production are exhausted and rejected.

For creation from nothing is jus! as possible now as it ever was;
and we have no reason for saying that it would not be as natural

noiv, as likely to occur, and as worthy of admission and belief.

What do we gain by the use, in this connection, of the word
miracle in the sense of an exceptional interference by omnipo-

tence? When one of the wheels of Babbage's calculating ma-
chine turns up its numbers in a certain unbroken series for a

million of times, and then a new element is suddenly introduced,

and an old one goes out, this apparently disturbing thing is

just as much a part of the machine and its operation as all the

rest. The illustration fails so far as this. Babbage calculates

his machine and srts it <_roinQ-, and leaves its working to the nat-

ural laws which he finds in operation. God never leaves his

machine, for if he did it would instantly perish, because it is

always his present activity which gives force and efficacy to the

laws by which He works.
But what shall we do with that other principle of Agassiz,

that all this successive production or creation of new creatures

has happened by the will of a creating God ; or, to use his own
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phrase, that each new creature has come into being by the fiat

of the Almighty ? "What I do with it, is to accept it readily

and entirely. For when the voice of God issues the fiat and

says let this thing be, is it not as perfectly obeyed although that

thing comes into being by generative development, as if it sprang

forth from nothing or from the dust?

And again what shall we do with the principle of Agassiz,

that in all these new creatures there is no chance and nothing ar-

bitrary, but a coherence and coordination of parts, and a unity of

purpose and of place, which prove the whole to be the work of

one directing mind and one causative power. Again I answer,

admit this also freely and gladly ; thankful for every argument
en enforce it. For what is there in the sup-

position that God has his own laws of divine order, and operates

through these laws, and by the means which He has provided,

(no matter how universal these laws or how far back the chain

of influences or causes extends,) to prevent our recognition of

Him and of his wisdom in his works.
But what shall we do on the other hand with Darwin's " strug-

gle for life," and consequent u ml tkb plays so

great a part in his theory ? Again I say, if farther in\

renders it probable, as I think it will, admit this also with perfect

to it, be that

certain. And may
for life" as through any other of his laws? Must it be
as a blot, an imperfection, which he could not help, and" bears

with as he may ? If we regard it as an instrument, by means
of which he works out universal, inevitable, and never ending
improvement, incorporating this law with the nature and essence

of every thing that lives, or can live, may we not see in this

also, at once his infinite love and his infinite wisdom ?

Then as to hybridism. Darwin admits the vast preponderance
of authority against the continued fertility of hybrids, but still

thinks that there are some qualifications. Even since his book
was published, Isidore St. Hilaire, who has made hybridism a

uly, has published a work in which he asserts, and
goes far to prove, that hybrids are sometimes at least just as fer-

tile as their parents. Out of this uncertainty, let us draw one
certainty ; and it is that nothing is certainly known about it.

And also one probability—that offspring may differ from their
parents and brethren so very much that there can be no sexual
intercourse between them. They may differ less and then there

intercourse but it will not be productive. They may
Lleaa, and it may be productive, but the oflfopring will

not reproduce. Still less and they will reproduce, but only for
a few steps. Still less, and they will be as fertile us tli. ir par* i ts

or brethren. Scientific men may give to these degrees of differ-
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ence the names of classes, of genera, or species, or what else

they will. For here I will venture to remark that much of the

and discussion to which Darwin's work has given rise,

both in England and in this country, seems to me verbal only.

That is, it relates not to the origin and nature of certain exist-

ences, but to the language we should employ in speaking of

them. What do we gain in real knowledge, when we insist that

the word "species" must mean this or that, when it may mean
anything, and very few persons use it in the same sense, or in

any definite sense. And as to the question of difference or iden-

tity, do we know enough about it to be very positive on any
point, except our ignorance ? For how many years has the Ter-

tiary formation been arranged into four classes—the Eocene with

its one shell in twenty-five now living, the Miocene one in six,

the Pleiocene one in two and a half, and the Pleistocene nine out

every ten. DesHayes, a great man, has devoted himself to their

examination, and has reasserted this with the most emphatic
distinctness and the most abundant illustration: and Agassiz
now comes and declares it to be all a great mistake. He doubts
whether any one shell of the 4 per cent, the 17, the 40, or the

90, has ever been looked upon alive by man.
Far be it from me to undertake to decide between such men.

But again let me draw one conclusion, which seems certain

;

and it is that there is no sure, unerring, and unmistakeable test

of specific identity or difference.
If we admit with the qualification and in the way above stated

the theory of the production of all things by generative devel-

opment, and the active operation of this principle of the " strug-

gle for life," and admit also Agassiz's requirement of new crea-

tions, and of the order] v succession and coordination of these, we
have a theory composed of elements which certainly do not now
oppose and destroy each other, but coexist in harmony, and in

mutual support and illustration.
How far shall we carry it? Not to the creation of all things

from one beginning, unless farther investigations should remove

ties which this theory must now encounter,

i its probability. But let not the invest!

clouded, obstructed and defeated by the assertion that any the-

ory which calls into being all existing and extinct organisms
oj some method of successive generative development, cannot
be true, and must needs be false and dangerous.
The great difficulty to most minds would be, after nH. that

•

,

' i' '

> to mnn'h n s» If. Man, from a monad! Yet let it

not be forgotten, that this is the natural history of every man
• r been born of woman. At first a nucleated a il,

(call it a monad if you like,) not distinguishable from other nu-

cleated cells, which' bv srL'im'utation, gives rise to that germinal

membrane, from the outer portion of which are formed the or-

SECOND SERIES, Vol. XXX, No. 8&-JULY, 1660.
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gans of animal life, and from the inner those of organic (or vege-

tative) life ; and then, in its uterine development, exhibiting suc-

cessively resemblances, more or less close, to the lower animals;

the human embryo, for example, having, about the twenty-fifth

day, the branchial openings and elongated body of a fish, at a

later period the imperfect limbs of a seal, and still later the bent

limbs of a 'quadruped. These, and many analogous particulars

in the history of the human embryo, make this one of the most

il ile and yet suggestive wonders of existence. One might

well imagine that the "monad" retraces his footsteps along that

immeasurable pathway from primeval being, and as it repeats,

records them.

While all this is nothing like proof that man is also a product

of this law of generative devlopment through variation, it may
have some tendency to lead the mind in that direction. And
how much there is elsewhere in the metamorphoses of nature,

to exert upon the mind a similar influence. Tell one who is

eating a ripe peach, and after enjoying all the pulp, breaks his

teeth against the stone, and being curiously inclined opens that,

and finds the solid meat, and opens that again, and puts the in-

folded plumule under a lens, and sees there the promise of a fu-

ture tree,—tell him that skin, and stone, and seed and plumule,
all are but changed peach leaves, will he not be at least as much
surprised as if you carried him to a menagerie, and pointing to

there stands the father of the "yaller dog"
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the way of positive revelation ! In my own mind it does not.

I look upon the Bible as the word of God: but I do not believe

that the first chapters of Genesis teach or were ever intended to

teach natural scientific truth ; nor does this denial lessen my rev-

erence for what I consider as the moral, spiritual, and religious

truth which I believe they do teach directly, or under the form

of parable and symbol. And upon the question of the original

and physical creation of man, I think that we know no more

and no less, and are at equal liberty to think, to argue, and to

conclude, as if these chapters had never been written. To me,

they do not say one word about it.

But does not this notion stand in utter opposition to all reli-

gious belief? Again, I can only say that in my own mind it does

not. I believe, most unreservedly and undoubtingly, that man
is superior, not in kind only but 1

1

i aala, and is

immortal, which they are" not But this belief would not be

either shaken or troubled, if science should, upon evidence dis-

covered hereati t. teach, that the Gorilla, which Owen says is

most like to man, or the Chimpanzee, which Professor Wyman,
with better reason, places higher,—if either or both had given

birth, when the fit time had come, to a babe, whose brain and

nervous system, with all the residue of its frame, were so organ-

ized that the breath of life, of apii I life, could

be breathed into him, and bear with it all the attributes of hu-

man nature,—all those attributes which divide, as by an unfath-

omable abyss, the man from the beasts that perish, and lift him

infinitely above them. At present, science possesses not only no

facts which would lead to this as a certain conclusion, but none

which would declare it to be a probability. But neither baa it

sufficient reason for asserting it to be an impossibility. Nor,

does it seem to me, that religion would receive a blow, t! senmee

should be led by additional discovery and more thorough inves-

tigation, to go not only thus far, but so much farther, as to ac-

count for the various kinds of men by asserting that the brown

oran-outang that lives among the brown Malays was their pro-

genitor; the black gorilla the father of the black races, among
which he is still found; other si mine the parents of other human

I some one fairer than the rest, the remote ancestor

of the Circassians. who^esuperi.TiM over th ir progenitors was
so great that they had rooted him out from the earth

! _

But let us consider the general relation of this hypothesis to

religion. I am perfectly willing to confess that the theory pro-

pounded bv Darwin as it rests neon exc^ivelv minute changes,

and those p* tent," (of which word,

however, and of his use of it, he offers much explanation) seem-

ed to me to have a tendency to obscure the thought of provi-

dential causation and government; and that I was first led to

reason out, as well ; ,s I could, the probability and effect of more
salient changes in the offspring, by its appearing to open the door
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to this thought somewhat more widely. But aside from this, and

indeed from any reference to this or any special question or the-

ory, may it not be well to remember, that natural science belongs,

least, to the intelligence of man, and to his outer life,

ion belongs, mainly again, to his affections, his motives

and his inner life. Hence, entirely different faculties and func-

tions of our common nature are brought into exercise in reference

to science, from those which are invoked by religion. It is a good

and wholesome thing for a man to become religious because he

chooses to be so, and loves to be so ; and it is good for him to

compel himself to make this choice. He cannot indeed become
religious on any other ground or in any other way. And there-

fore Divine Providence has mercifully guarded him, not only

from the external compulsion, which, as all men see, cannot

reach the heart, but from the compulsion of his own intelligence,

which might be equally injurious.

In investigating the claims of science, he must call upon his

intellect to look sharply at the i arguments
and the conclusions ; and this is all, or nearly all. But he must
choose and hold his faith, not by means which logic disdains

and denies, but by asking of logic to do all that it can do and
and the best that it can do, as the instrument of something high-

er than itself, which can take up and complete the work which
mere logic must leave unfinished.

How easily could God have written his word and his truth in

fire upon the sky, and in gold upon every leaf or stone, if all he

had desired was the intellectual advancement of man. We may
infer from his course of providence, that he desires this, only as

a means to an end; and as an instrument of that moral and a£
fectional improvement, which must be man's own cooperative

work. Therefore it is, that religion never has been, and I think

never will be fortified by the demonstrations which belong to

ascertained science; and hence it is also that no science, and no
mere truth has ever yet been suffered to arise on the world, and
none I think ever will be, that does not leave man free to be ir-

religious if he will ; although all true science offers him much
to feed upon and to rejoice in, if he loves to look upon the truth

he learns as aliment for his religion.

To every creature is given a tendency and a capacity to seek
and find and appropriate that food which agrees with its own
nature. When a willow tree sends a root far in one direction

to a ditch where it may drink its fill, and a neighboring grape
vine mmhIs its root as i'ar in an opposite direction and finds a
heap of buried bones, we have but the operation of the same
law, by virtue of which if ten men read a book, it may be to
them ten books ; for each will read the same words, and then
translate them in his own way. It is an old saying, that what
one brings home from foreign travel, depends upon what he car-
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ries with him. So it is in the journeyings of the mind. Let

that go where it will it carries itself, and uses itself as the organ

for giving form and effect to all that it receives.

The poet may say that the undevout astronomer is mad ; but

astronomy, and every science cultivated among men, has those

who are devoted to it with the most faithful assiduity, and who
extend its borders and enlighten its dark places, and who are,

nevertheless, utter unbelievers as to God and religion
;
and find

in their science support for their unbelief. To minister to re-

ligion is the highest, the consummating work of science ;
but

science cannot render this service where there is no religion to

accept it. So will it be with the theory of the creation of all

things by successive generative and variant production, if it be

established in any form whatever.

This man will read it to whom the idea of God is an offense

pain. His unbelief holds him in subjection ; and when
"

i any book, or studies any subject, he reads with clouded

eye and mind all that favors religious truth, but brightens at

once when he gets a fact or an argument for his unbelief, and

dwells on that as a choice morsel. He will study this new theory,

and find in itmew evidence that God is a mere superfluity; and

he will say exultingly, now we have proof that the laws of the

world and their own necessity are all that a truly rational mind
can ask. And he will deny,* or forget, that there is no possible

conception which so imperatively demands a lawgiver, as law

;

and none which so requires a cause to set it in action, as an ac-

tive necessity.

Another man who loves to believe that God forms and fills

and is the universe, and that there is no other God, will find

here abundant support for his i

'
"ce in l

]

ie

evidence this theory affords oft « * a
f
d »«

connection of all things by gradation into unity. And he will

forget, or will not know, that all this implies design, and pur-

pose, and will, and therefore personality.

And a third man will see in this theory new proof of the

eternal working of the personal God in whom he believes. He
will rejoice at the evidence it offers that God loves to bless every

entity of his creation by using it as his own instrument and as

the means for farther creation; that preservation is continual

creation
; and that he forever puts forth the same power, born of

the same love and guided bv the same wisdom, that in the begin-

ning laid the foundation of the universe deep in that infinite

which no plummet of human imagination ever can sound, lo
such a mind it will be a new proof, that from God's 0*

there came forth laws of order, in which, through vs

by which, he has ever worked, from a beginning, which when
we try to think of it, recedes faster than thought can follow.

Cambridge, May, I860.
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Art. IT.—Notes on the Habits of the Common Cane, (Arundinaria

macro-pen na. Michx.) ; by Hugh M. Neisler, Corresponding

Member of the Essex Institute, Salem, Mass.

The common cane, as it springs from the seed, bears no slight

resemblance to some of our coarser and more reedy Panicums

;

rising, during the season of its growth, according to the more or

able circumstances of its locality, from the height of a

few inches to that of several feet, forming a straight unbranched
culm, with a bud at every node. The culm itself completes its

entire growth the first season, and though it endure for years,

even to the time of its flowering and fruiting, never afterwards

increases in height, only becoming tougher and stronger by the

gradual deposition of siliceous matter on its surface, and ligneous

matter in its substance.

The second year, circumstances being favorable, its lateral buds
are developed—forming slender, upright branches—whose growth
in length likewise terminates with the season, and which rarely

grow much higher than the summit of the culm.
The third year, the buds of these lateral branches are developed,

and they, in their turn, form other lateral branches with their

buds, and thus the plant continues to grow until it flowers and
fruits, until its existence is terminated by accident, or it becomes
so much crowded that there is no longer room for its growth in

this manner. However, the buds of one season do not invaria-

bly put forth the next ; but, if circumstances are unfavorable to

their development, they may remain dormant for a time, and
then put forth or eventually perish.

The first year, besides the growth already described, the plant
throws off one or more subterranean culms, popularly termed
"chain roots," differing from the others only in being white,

with very short internodes, and these clothed with imperfect
sheaths, or naked, the sheaths becoming obsolete or, as is more
commonly the case, reduced to a circle of rootlets around the
node. From the buds of these subterranean culms springs the
second year's growth of cane. This is subject to the same laws
ai il _:;• .\vs in the same manner as that of the first year, likewise
throwing off its subterranean culms, from the buds ofwhicl
the cane of the next season, and so on it proceeds for years, new
cane coming up each successive season, until it is so crowded
there is no room for more to grow. The buds of these subterranean

,
like the others, be developed the year after they ar^

formed, or remain dormant until circumstances'favor their growth.
The cane of each succeeding season becomes stouter and taller

than that of the preceding
; and as the cane of one year is over-

topped and ., „rows up t jie next it dieg out
gradually and gives place to the larger cane of some future sea-
son

;
hence arises the great uniformity in size, observable gener-

ally in the plants of a cane-brake.
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It may not be amiss, in this place, to observe, that the cane is

described by authors as " branching towards the summit"
;
this

is correct as applied to plants growing in a crowded cane-brake,

where the development of the lateral buds is prevented ; but

where it is uncrowded and free to grow, it presents itself, clothed

from the ground upwards, with numerous erect, closely appressed

branches, as the seedling plant is described near the beginning

of this article.

After the growth of a number of years, and when the cane

has reached as great a size as the circumstances of the locality

will admit of, it springs up only in such places as may yet be

unoccupied, until the whole brake becomes as thickly crowded

as possible. After arriving at this point, its growth altogether

ceases, excepting from the few buds that may be formed at the

summit, and may chance to be freely exposed to the light and

air. In this condition it will remain for a series of years, until

the time of flowering arrives. If, however, whilst in I

tion, any or all of it by chance be destroyed during tl

its place will be supplied by cane of equal size the following

season, from the buds of the subterranean culms ; but if an ac-

cident of this kind happens during the growing season, it never

grows up again, the whole plant dying; though if any escape

the accident, the extension of their " chain roots" may gradually

fill up the vacancies left by the plants that have perished.

The size which the cane ultimately attains is as various as the

soil in which it grows. In places peculiarly unfavorable, it may
not be higher than six inches ; in the " Piney-woods " swamps,

in my immediate vicinity, ten or twelve feet is about the aver- v

age height. On Flint river it is common to find it as high as

twenty-five and thirty feet; whilst I have seen occasional speci-

mens cut from the swamps of the lichee in Alabama, which,

though not actually measured, 1 should judge, could not have

fallen far short of forty feet. In the same cane-brake, too, it

covering ground which presents striking diversities ol soil, it

will be found to vary greatly in size.
. *_« •

.
We have above remarked that when cane reaches its full size,

it remains almost unchanged until the time of flowering: how
long this may be I have not the means of determining. It is

evidently many years. A piece of land, many acres I

" "
i pointed out to me in the low grounds of Hint river,

ntleman residing in the vicinity, who informed me
-ns removal to that country, it was covered by a dense

growth of large and full-grown cane, and that it flowered and

fruited fifteen years thereafter. ' ^.'PPose
J*

to have required ten years to bring it to the condition in wnien

he first observed it, its time of flowering would be brought to

twenty-five years—the age at which, in this region, it is pop-
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ularly supposed to flower and fruit. This, however, is but a

supposition.

When the flowering once begins, it takes place in every plant in

the cane-brake at the same time, whatever may be its age, its pu-

ending not on the actual age of the cane itself, but upon

the time that has elapsed since the germination of the seed from

which it has either directly or indirectly sprung. When the time

comes, it flowers, whether it has grown up from the ground ten or

twenty or more years before, or whether it has yet to complete the

first season's growth. In the spring of 1857 I found a small field

from which the cane had been cut the preceding winter. The
husbandman had been so careless in clearing out the young cane

that had come up amongst his corn, that great numbers of them
were left growing about. They were generally about three-

fourths of an inch in diameter, but only some five feet high, and
still so tender and soft that they could be easily crushed between
the finger and thumb to within one and two joints of the ground

;

yet every plant was in full bloom. There the time of flowering
had overtaken it when little more than two months old. It is.

however, no uncommon thing to find individual plants in bloom,
sometimes several years before the general flowering commences.
This is, however, only an exception, an occasional precocity
brought about by some extraordinary cause.

With the ripening of the seed ends the life of the plant. It

then perishes root and branch, as entirely as an annual grass

;

and if the same ground be ever occupied by cane again, it must
be produced anew from seed. Authors, I judge, have been un-
aware of this fact, from their describing the plant as fruiting at

stated periods, or at more or less distant intervals ; and this error

perhaps may have originated from their noting the times of the

flowering of the plant, as it occurred in different localities; or, if

observed in the same place, the intervals have been so long be-
tween the times offlowering, that the fact of its having been in the

meantime reproduced from seed, may have escaped recollection.

_
The question here presents itself, Whether there are two spe-

cies or varieties, or but one t Within the comparatively narrow
limits to which my own researches have been confined, I have
had opportunities of gathering the flowers of both large and
small canes ; but specimens have yet to be collected th

a difference. As to the question in general, if the reader bears
in mind, that the cane in the earlier years after the germination
of the seed is much smaller than that which follows at a more
distant day, he will readily see, that if both should chance to sur-
vive for years, they might appear so different as to be regarded as
li; -''"" r varieties, if not species, especially as the flowers are
rarely procurable to prove their identity. The same may be
said n| the differences produced by differences in the character
of the soil in which they grow.

Taylor Co., Geo., I860.
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Art. III.

—

Experiments on the forms of Elongated Projectiles ; by
Ogden N. Hood, Prof, of Chemistry in the Troy University.

Although during the last few years great attention has been
paid in Europe to the impiovt in. n't of title projectiles, yet much
obscurity seems still to prevail on this subject, as is sufficiently

evinced, by the different and opposite courses pursued by the

several governments; the variety in the shapes of the balls em-
ployed at the present time being almost as great as that in the

patterns furnished by a kaleidoscope.

The inquirer in this department meets with very general an-

swers, and is too often told in substance, that the accuracy of per-

formance is directly proportional to the excellence of the ball's

model
; it being in the meanwhile by no means particularly ap-

parent in what such excellence consists.

An explanation is found in the i'act, that there is perhaps no
other field of investigation, in which so great a number of ex-

- is essential to the establishment of single and even
- -wind raid weather, slight changes of temperature

in the tools employed, or in the form and fit of the
]

as well as other and more obscure cans, s, all largely influencing

ts, contribute and combii cate what at

i a moderaP iv simple problem.
A series of experiments lately instituted by me, had for their

°''ject the examination of a tew of the more obvious .

•

'i'-" - relative to tin accural tl _i-t oi eloi sated projectiles, such

. and other points.

The rifles emploved were with the exception of No. 5, made
l\v kelson Lewis, of Trov. N. Y.. and were of the model some-

""K'^ called '• Kentucky,'" or more properly. "Improved Arner-

.
Our marksmen know the quality of Mr. Lewis's work, although

it may be well to state, once for all, that rifles of tins model as

'^'Muuictiiml 1,\ |, i, n and a few other makers in t

1

e I mted

. to theKngli>h or Continental

arms that thi :| e apothe-
ca 0': a fact whh-h h;,s not escaped the notice of the author of

&e Encyclopeedia B

iv,!;
. vol. viii. p. 1«U, where, after a description of this rifle as

made by James, f l/tica. X. V.. and an account of its perform-

" it 2*2o s [, (
.
( >i,dudes: " The whole of the ten shots

would have gone in1
-card. A feat of this

kind is pro Great Britain, and it may draw

Katie Monthly for October, 1869.
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our own makers to the propriety of diminishing

increasing the speed of the ball."

Dimensions of the rifles employed.

.

Length of Barrel. Weight. Calibre. -

No. 1 30-5 in. 0-46 in.

No. 'J
0-34 " 42-35

No. 8 30-4 " 7 4 0-42 "

N„. 4 12-0 " 2 12 47-37

No. 5 5-5 " 8 0-20 " 12-85
1

plied with the false or loading muzzle, and all with the excep-

tion of No. 5 had "guide-starter.-," which ensured the accurate

placing of the ball in the barrel. Linen patches were in every

case employed, not greased, but moistened, it being now pretty

well understood that the latter afford the more accurate practice.

As a general thing, after each shot the barrel was wiped out with

a Blig oiv moistened rag, dampness being guarded against by a
repetition of the process with one that was dry.

Length of the Projectile.—As has been intimated, great vari-

ety of opinion seems to exist as to the proportion which the

length of the ball should bear to its diameter measured at the

base, balls being used in Europe whose length ranges from
1-36 to 3 diameters. The advantages of length are generally

known and there are writers who advocate progress in this
r naturally enough that a ball modeled

the aid expe

passing through the air than its shorter and blunter rival.

borne months ago, filled with this idea, I constructed a ball

of the model shown in Fig. 1, sharp both at bow i.

and stern, and having of course its centre of gravity

farther forward than is usually the case with solid,

projectiles. Its penetrating power at short distances

was great, but its complete and total failure otherwise,

of communicating a

higkrotarv motion, led to an examina-
tion of the rates at which it is necessary for balls of

different lengths to revolve in order to secure accu-

racy of flight.

Now it is evident that if the velocity with which p.
v

any ball leaves the rifie-barrel be known, and like- i*a*hpB
wise the twist of the grooves, the rate of revolution "u!,^

1 "'"

of such ball per second is easily found ; thus, if the *>'«»* 222

initial velocity should be 1000 feet per second and the twist c
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turn in 5 feet, it is plain that at the moment of leaving the muz-

zle, the ball will be revolving at the rate of 200 times per second.

To ascertain then the initial velocity, I constructed tv.

tic pendulums, similar to those used by Robins. The total

weight of the larger pendulum was 21/75 lb., and it happened,

by chance, that 120 of its small swings were performed in two

minutes; consequently its centre of oscillation was distant 39-13

inches from its axis of suspension : the centre of the pendulum

was 397 inches from the axis, while the centre of gravity was

374 inches distant from the same point : therefore we have,

39-7 : 39-139 ) . .

v
. 2Q .2 ^

39-7:37-4
f
_.--"'* • mJ*

or the pendulum resisted the impact of a body in

though its weight had been only 20-2 lb. The axi

of a bar of steel, two sides of which were ground to an edge.

Instead of the ribbon used by Robins to measure the chords,

' strip of paper was employed, which was fastened to

one side of the pendulu
inches from the axis.

The smaller pendulum a

was 7833 grs., it made 93 c

its centre of oscillation wa
i of the pendulu

i line with i

ras similar in construction : its weight

filiations in one minute, consequently

i 16-29 inches distant from the axis
;

t and its centre of gravity were dis-

tant from the axis 16'6 and 15 2 inches; it resisted therefore as

though its weight had been 70384 grains. .

For barrel No. 4 I succeeded in constructing, after many trials

a ball or picket, on the American model, Fig. 2, whose

flight was accurate up to 500 yards; its dimensions

are given below. This ball was fired with di;

initial velocities at targets of pasteboard,
'

certain distances from the rifle ; an exam
the holes made at once indicated whethe:

of rotation sufficed to compel it to fly truly and
f

foremost; for if this were not the case, the picket >

of course, made oval holes or struck the target sideways.

520 ft.

520 «

691 «

691 «

849 "

965 "

1128 "

r
244

20 "

165 "

75
"

165 "

1500 "

8 1 6

2

1

2

2

3
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It will be seen from these experiments that a ball of the above

model, ami 107 diameters in length, must make 280 revolutions

per second to ensure its accurate flight, when discharged with an

initial velocity of 1100 feet per second; what rate of revolution

• Mistain it point foremost, were the initial

mother question, and one which will pres-

Let us examine the case of a ball slightly longer than tho

its ball was slightly

D made excellent practice at 220

h the

ns pei

i table, it will be
carried with it t

ond. The lowest

in this rifle for

seen that this

lie necessity of

initial velocity

umber of revo-

lcr 503 or 543.

m in length.

mv roust rue

gth 74, so

; lowing res-

ted : its weight
that it was in

alts were then

: above shows that with this model 269 revolutions are a!-

icr insufficient, if the initial veioeitv be as high as 1063 ft.

! length of the ball used in the Sams, federal rifle is 1-0039
;. its diameter 0-41 inches, or it is 244 diameters in length,

t "2-37 grains, weight of the charge 62 grains. Making use of

itihh empirical formula V = 1600 \/
a-P, we have the ini-

tial velocity = 1600 y/F"6J!=1361 ft., and
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The initial velocity in Jacobs' rifle, judging from

ments, must be about 986 feet: as the twist is one turn in 23

inches, the "hall makes 422 revolutions per second.

Now why not, it is often asked, project either of
•

velocity of 1600 or 1700 feel p«r IWOOd .' Win-

J!;

r i>ecause the above r of revolut ion then beeome wholly

ilii-ie nt. Totestthi , p<

,

ted fori.;,

ball weighing 136 grain: ,1 only 2-0s diameters in length, con-

sec1'ientl;
f not requiring as rapida rot;in- motion as the ^wiss

Ball 2-08 diameters in length.

1714 ft. 4°8G

CV
' 165 ft! All sidewise.

It would probably require a rate of at least 600 revolutions

er second, and the'Swi^ loll beint: a-rain much longer would

ardlv fad to need a rate of from 700 to 800.

The twist of Whitworth's rifle (ball 3 diameters long) makes

ne turn in 20 inches: its initial velocity is not given, though it

I understood to be greater than that of the Enfield : »/ it be as

igh as 1600 feet, the rate of revolution of the projectile will be

60 times in a second ;
if 1700 feet, 1020 !

The above mentioned experiment will perhaps suffice to estao-

sh the fact that for any given projectile, the n

volution increases rapidly with the augmenta

The'inability to use larger charges of powder prevented me

from pursuing the investigation tart her in this direction, but it

still remained possible to invert tiie ord.-i : ;

examine whether at very low v.
- ;7 rates oi

revolution for projectiles 2 and 2* diwnetert toog I

creased. An elongated ball for barrel No. i> was now construct-

ed : its length was -38 inches, diameter % i.e. 19 diameters in

length; weight 20"8 grains. The initial velocity was determined

nailer pendulum and found to be 838* feet
:
the veloc-

ity was d<* ' 'nne of«»*5» :

of 15-41 feet gave it 233: the average ot 14 snots at 44 2 feet

aaue it 216.

Ball 1-9 diameters in length, weight 20'8 grain*.

n.

M3
• No

°J 6

Rev
- "*£}"'

Flight moot

>ther ball was :now - constructed for this barrel

;

the

Ball 2-3 die era in length, wei<fid 26-5 grai)

202 '°'l88

<T
'

75 ft. Flight Roniralc.

hird ball, 3 diameters in length, was finally made for the s
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barrel: it was cast with inclined bands on it, extending fof Uro-

thirds of its length and corresponding to the grooves of the barrel:

Ball 3 diameters in length, weight 42 "3 grains.

1579 ft. 147-5 30 ft. Flight accurate.

Patches were not used with these three balls.

As a termination to this portion of these experiments, I con-

structed the model seen in Fig. 3, 2 diameters in 3.

length and provided with a steel axis : it was caused

to rotate by the thread on which it was suspended

:

small discs of paper divided into green and red sec-

tors were attached, it having been previously ascer-

tained by a revolving machine, with what rate of rev-

olution each disc assumed a neutral tint. The model I

being made to rotate was allowed to fall from a height
'

and it was found that six revolutions per second en-

abled it to remain point foremost in a fall of five

feet, while 20 per second sufficed for a fall of 45 feet.

The only question that now remains is, if 700 or

800 revolutions per second are necessary for the flight

of a projectile 2£ diameters in length at a high veloc-

ity, why should this rate of rotation not be comma-
moated to it ? The answer is found in the practical difficulties

;

the friction and recoil become enormous, the act of discharge
twists the rifle over sidewise and out of the line of light. In
the American Rifle, with a gaining twist, where the friction,

twisting &c., are reduced to a minimum, it has been found that

the maximum number of revolutions per second that can prop-
erly be communicated to a ball is from 500 to 550, and many
will be ready to deny that even this rate can be employed with
Other than very heavy rifles of very small calibre without great-

ly impairing the accuracy. According to Chapman, a rifle hav-
ing a regular twist of only one turn in four feet, calibre 80
round balls to the pound, charge of powder 2 inches to the bore,
[initial velocity about 1680 feet, rate of rotation 420 times in a
second] will, " when fired, twist over sidewise in spite of all

you can do, and also kick or recoil very severely.* Surely if

d twisting can be felt and seen, the tendency of the
bullets to scatter and strike the target in a circle and not in a
straight line is easily accounted for."

* It appeal - moving with a low velocity are subject in

; •

sntly at 110 and 500 yards.
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But where accuracy is aimed at, it is highly desirable not to

employ a rate of revolution such as is able barely to cause the

to fly point foremost. A very notable excess above this

quantity is essential for good practice.

One point remains to be noticed, viz. : tbe<3

balls longer than 1-9 diameters suffer, when discharged with

more than a very moderate velocity, in their passage through the

inclined grooves of the rifle. Gen. Jacobs

states (page '_ : his projectile -A diameters in

ttblj w ith a charge equal to one-fifteenth

of the weight of the ball, but adds that he found, " A very

lease of the charge caused the lead to change its shape

under the pressure of the gunpowder so that a ball of the shape

of Fig. 4 came out like Fig. 5. The lead w~
found totally incapable of preserving any 1

semblance to its original form under the pres-

sure of a charge of powder equal to one-eighth

the weight of "the ball." From this dilemma
the General escaped by making the forward

part of the ball out of zinc ; Whitworth pro-

vides for this difficulty by the use of pewter,

which again necessitates a polygonal bore and a regular twist.

Finally,
1

1

ears many of our best gunsmiths

and marksmen have endeavored to increase slightly tl

of the balls of their rifles above the standard dimensions given

below, but in spite of the heavy charges used (3£ inches to the

bore sometimes,) it does not appear that their efforts have been

crowned with success, every fifth or sixth shot straying off some

inches, or even, in the worst cases, striking the target sidewise

at 220 yards.
It is "perhaps hardly necessary to dwell far

of length, for while all the foregoing tends to explain n

been found necessary in Europe to use low initial veloc

'//elongated projectiles, it at the same time gives us

little reason to , M „ ct that they will ever be able to compete with

their shorter and more manageable rivals.

Below ar igbts of a number of balls

belonging to first-class American rifles, each of which has been

distinguished for its accurate practice :

\m

jDiameteroftheBase, Len„, ,_»..»_«. "«•*•—

1
0-86is;

!
&:

j

0-47 "

0-62 "

0-82 "

0-87 "

0-85 "

1-72

1-78

1-91

1-93

112-7

243-6

249-

265-8
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But assuming the length of the projectile to be within \

above standard American limits, it is still possible to increase
weight by adding matter about the point, which of course 1

"— A ball was constructed of the same length
No. 4, but weighing 1211 instead of 113-6 grains, the 7,

1

tional grains of lead being C
fore been seen, the old ball with an initial velocity of 1128 feet,

1 grains of lead .-. As has be-

and with '286 revolutions, had been accurate in its flight, but
with the same charge of powder the new ball flew sidewise : the
charg. was increased still with an initial velocity of 1443 li

,

and making 305 \> revolutions per second, the new ball flew un-
truly, making oval holes in the target at 165 feet.

At present it seems to be the opinion of our best marksmen
that a projectile constructed with a very moderately heavv point
affords proportionately better practice at 500 than at 220* yard*

_

The Curve of the Projectile.—The bounding curve of the pro-
s been largely experimented on in the l.'nited State?,

and has been slowly perfected by a class of men whose stock of
mathematical knowledge was, and is, exceedingly limited : the
results of their experimental labors are on this very account the

I selected balls belonging to three excellent and well-tried rifles
(by different makers) and placed them under the compound
microscope, which was arranged so as to magnify onlv about live
diameters : a camera lucida being attached, by its help the mag-
nified images were transferred to paper. Tl
med and found to be portions of ellipses, the main d
being in the points of the bulls, which were slightly sharper
In two of the balls, with this exception,

E ct: the curve of the first formed a portion of an el-
diametera were in the proportion of 5 to 0-9; in

the second the diameters were in the proportion of 5 to 1 in
the third of 5 to 0-86. The agreement was pretty close with
the third ball, but its bearings had been made more nearly
parallel with its axis than was the case in the others, conse-
quently here it differed slightly from an ellipse.

Form of the Use of the Projectile.—-The base of most balls now
flier flat, slightly convex as in the American mode!,

or more or less deeph concave as in all those constructed on the
expansion principle. It is generally admitted that balls having
a mit base and moving with a velocity greater than 12<V» (bel
per second, leave behind them a . .],, i n addi-
t!on T " °Uu '\ sources of resistai <

pressure m front of b, ..„,,,;
«*" °>

ii*r?r
ir ' S ass,1M

1

u:(1 to rush into :l vacuum at the rate of
1100 feet per second, it now becomes a question whether the
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base of the ball could be so shaped that in its passage through
the air this vacuum might in great part be prevented by air

in at a certain, but lower rate than 1150 feet. It is

evident that the lower this rate is made, the more do we sub-
tract from the pressure in front, i resistance

to the flight.

Suppose the base constructed like
'''"'. Fig. 6, and the velocity of trans-
lation 1100 feet per second, then it

-

t per seconc
- it..-!

sure of the velocity with which the '

point b moves from a to b, viz : 1100
feet, a c will be the measure of the
velocity with which the air must
rush in to prevent a vacuum, and bd=cd
by construction a c is only 635 feet.

W X l
.
9 = «

We should be led to expect that a projectile of this shape
would exper v than one provided with a flat

base, until the velocity of translation was increased so that ac
became equal to 1150 feet, which' in the model used by me takes

place of course when a b or the velocity of translation is 1992 feet

per second. Every effort was made to give these double cones as

great a length as 'possible : many models were tried, and the

until the new projectiles flew tru-

ly
5 finally, moulds for two bails of this model 7.

were perfected for rifles No. 2 and No. 4,
and after some slight alterations the
double cones rivaled in accuracy of perfon
ance the pickets with flat bases. To accoi

i1 was found necessary to cut t

P™ as seen in Fig. 7, which ensured ace
rate loading.

Below are the results of a number of e

penments on the time of flight of the old fk

ended balls and of the new double cones, together '
with their

average velocities from 110 to 500 yards.

£ ngl C . (Weight 113-34 grains.)

Rifle No. 4. Initial Velocity 1128 ft.

•;;.,_;: -

Pf.0

Double Cones. (Weight 109 grains.)

Rifle No. 4. Initial Velocity 1138 ft.

1 m'v'rX S^ ^ 1006 )

220 « -71725 " 920

500 « 2-05080 " ?29

NO SERIES, v.-.l. XXX, No. S8.-JULY, 1860.
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1449 feet.

1062 "

i from these tables that the flight of the double

velocities,

but even here the new seems to possess no advantage over

the old form—the sharpness of the stern not at all coin!

for the necessary bluntness of the bows. It occured to me that

this inferiority in the flight of the new balls might be owing to

l disfiguration in their shape produced by the explo
"

that if the conical has any advantage over the

flat base, it is only at velocities as low as 400 or 500 feet per
second. These experiments also tend to show that the vacuum
behind a projectile does not suddenly cease at a velocity of
1150 feet, but that its diminution is very gradual : they farther

indicate to some extent the importance of making the forward
part of the ball sharp when a high velocity is desired. Indeed,
the air struck by the forward part of the ball seems to be thrown
from it with such force, at high velocities, that a vacuum is pro-

duced behind it, whatever its form may be; and the vacuum is

more complete the blunter the point is made. This may account
fully for the disadvantage of the double cone.

It is well understood that the weight of the projectile exercises
much influence on the time of its flight at the longer ranges: the
time of flight of a ball weighing 105'01 grains and starting with
a velocity 1917 feet has already been given : below are the re-

sults obtained with a heavier ball.

Rifle No. 1. Weight of Ball 243"6 grains.

Initial Velocity 1602 ft*

Although the difference in the initial velocities was 315 feet,

yet at 220 yards the difference in the average velocities was
city WM kfiom mnde with rifles Nos. 2
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only 100 feet, and at 500 yards it was reduced to 31 feet; showing

that after a flight of some 600 yards the lighter projectile is over-

taken by the heavier. It may be remarked here that the average

velocity of these two rifles' during a flight of from 500 to 600

yards, is as high or higl .•loci ties ofmany Euro-

pean guns! Thus the French Tige Rifle has an initial velocity

of 1028 feet, the Enfield Kifle 1115 feet, the V>< Ldan chasseur

carbine 1007 feet, United States new rifle musket 963 feet and
the altered Harpers Ferry rifle 914 feet per second. Certainly

Maj. Barnard is justified in his animadversions on the evils

which have attended the introduction of the "shot-gun p
into modern rifles; and with mneh reason he exclaims—"a deci-

ded step has been made ba 'cwards in losing that most essential

element to range and accuracy, initial velocity."*

Position of the Centre of gravity.—In many European projectiles,

every effort is made by hollowing out the base to throw the

centre of gravity " well forward/' in order that the disposition of

the ball to fly point-foremost may be encouraged as much as pos-

sible, and for the furtherance of 'the same di -

are usually made about its cylindrical portion That the first

proceeding exercises a notable influence (at low velocities,) is

generally admitted : that it virtually lowers the specific gravity

of the ball and therefore retards the flight is no less certain; and
if the rudder-like action of the grooves is admitted, their pres-

ence also entails a farther loss of velocity.

I have not as yet found time to experiment with either hollow
or grooved balls, but the results obtained with solid pi
seem to show that it is of small moment whether their centre of

gravity be a ;v the middle of the longer diam-

eter, or a little behind it: thus, in the double cone of which

mention has been made the centre of gravity was forward of the

middle of the axis, but in spite of this, it was found to require

almost (if not quite) as many revolutions per second as

ball No. 4. Balls were also constructed like Fig. 8 and
8 '

fired with an initial velocity of 1682 feet when with a

rate of 477 revolutions per second ;
they struck the tar-

get sidewise at 165 feet: a velocity of 1060 feet was then

tried, when 268 revolutions proved wholly insufficient to \

project them point-loremost a distance of 12 feet. \

It may not be amiss ;
" t0 ofter a \

few remarks on the accuracy of the American rifle

compared with those now used in Europe.
In Enirian.l it is admitted that the best practice has been

obtained by Mr Whit wort 1 oi Manchester with his h xagonal

projectile 8 diameters in length, in a covered gallery 500 yards

* This Journal, vol. xsix, p. 197.
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long. Mr. Whitworth states, or is reported to state, that he
succeeds in projecting ball after ball into a circle but little more
than two inches in diameter, and that he will not rest satisfied

till he has fired a ball from one of his rifles down the barrel of
another, placed at that distance ! This excessive hopefulness of
Mr. Whitworth might cause some to hesitate at the story of the
two inch circle; assuming it however to be true, it may possi-

bly be shown that the American rifle under like circumstances
will do as well or better. 9 .

The anexed target was
made by Lewis with a
rifle similar to No. 1, (pro-

vided only with globe and
bead sights), at a distance

of 220 yards, in the pres-

ence of over a hundred
persons at the yearly tri-

al of skill held at Wal-
tham, Mass.—ofcourse in

the open air. The aver-

age distance of the shots one-taiforrun size,

from the centre is 1-038 inches. Any marksman upon inspect-
1 at once see that shots a and a' were earn-

right and left merely by the wind, and that in a properlv con-
structed gallery all the shots except 5, would have been included

diameter. It will also be ackao
that in shots fired in a covered gallery the deviation with a
good rifle is proportional to the distance traversed, though
in the open air it is always somewhat greater owino- to the
wind producing more effect proportionally on the fligL
ball as its velocity becomes lowered.* Therefore as 2^0
yards

: 500 yards :: 1 in. : 2-27, or nine out of the ten shots, at
500 yards, would have been in a circle 227 inches
—practice as good as reported by Whitworth.

t a
1
/
W

T̂
at Was the nature of the manipulation in each case?

In Mr. Whitworth's by the help of "certain npplia.u,- with
reference to the reco.l, guarantees were obtained that each shot
should be taken under similar circumstances. The gun was
fitted accurately into a frame resting upon a perfectly 1,

and the recoil was compelled to take place in a line precisely

* The anterior probability <

by a company of the actual
m the open air by only moderately
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parallel to its axis and could be calculated to a nicety. Again,

when the object was to prevent any recoil, there was no difficul-

ty in doing so."* All of the above mentioned precautions being

no doubt essential to counteract the evil effects of the heavy

recoil and of the twisting of the piece. With the American rifle

no such artificial bolstering was employed, the barrel was rested

on a common shooting bench and the stock held honestly to the

shoulder of the marksman, the in I so insig-

nificant as not to require other contrivance.

But the Whitvvorth-gun was tried in the open air at Hythe,

April, 1857, in competition with the Enfield rifle, to which it

appears to have been greatly superior. We are not informed

whether "the firing machine" was transported and used on this

occasion ; be that as it may, the statement made as to the results

obtained is, " that when both had a range of 500 yards the supe-

riority of the Whitworth was in the proportion of three to one."

As the absolute deviation of the Enfield rifle at that distance is

28 inches, the deviation of the Whitworth rifle must have been

about 9 3 inches, or the shots averaged that distance from the

centre of tlu target. (

'

I the absolute deviation

of the American rifle at 550 yards is 11 inches; his work was

published in 1848 since which time very considerable improve-

ment has been effected by our best makers. Knowing this to be

the case, I instituted some experiments at 500 yards with rifle

No. 1: after it had been sighted i .

for that distance ten shots were fired

by a friend, who was but a moderate
marksman; a reduced cut of the
target is given. The distance of
each shot from the centre was meas-
ured, the sum of the distances was
67-1 inches: the absolute deviation
therefore in this experiment was
6rY<r inches or 2h inches less than
that of the Whitworth rifle.

This may serve to show how great-
ly the American rifle, as made by

best gunsmiths, must,
fact does s „! firurpass in accuracy
the various rifles used at the present
day in Europe, which are confessed-

tllis i.n-ri. the
K lntworth. By reference to the
tables below it will be seen that the
performance of Rifle No. 1 in the
above target made at 500 yards,
owiss rifle at 200 yards.

* "The Rifle," by Hans Bui
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No less demonstrable is it, that the American rifte-pistol, with

a barrel only 12 inches in length, bat constructed on the same

principle as the larger arm, surpasses in the accuracy of its fire,

up to a range of 500 yards, most of the rifles now used in Eu-

rope.* This may seem incredible; it is highly significant as

pointing out, that the principles on which rifled-guns should be

constructed, have been better apprehended by our countrymen,

than thus far at least, by the ordnance boards of European gov-

ernments.
Absolute Deviation.

Enfield,

Rifle a tige,

American Government,

13-3

11-0

6-8

6-58

28-0 in.

252 "

|

no yil . 1 230 yd. 330 yd, 550 yd. 1

1-5 to 2 6 to'

8

I
10 to 12 14 to 16 1

Diameters of Circles containing the best half of he shots.f

i French Rifle a tige,

Austrian Rifle,

Sardinian Rifle,

8-4 "

12-9 "

26-0 "

22-8 "

11-40 in.

40

40

90?

* Although ,

,

Hfle prflct jce at

ionofthet.meotfl,s ,ttob«ma.lc-wi,l
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Strange indeed is it, that Lieut. Wilcox in his recent treatise

•variation in the faulty

should wholly ignore the existence of this most remarkable

product of the experimental skill and mechanical ingenuity of

his countrymen.

Inasmuch therefore as our own rifle for years has stood with-

out a rival, how happens it that for the use of our army we bare

been induced to import an inferior arm from France ? Were it

not better policy to furnish our soldier with the weapon which

has became so famous in the hands of our hunters? If greator

accuracy or power be required, might it not be well to institute

a minute investigation into the causes to which our home-product

owes its success, rather than to spend time and incur expense

in the study of the inferior rifles of Europe, which although ow-

ing their existence to the labors of boards of ordnance, composed

of highly educated men, still have never approached in perfec-

tion the weapon devised by the experimental skill of our Ameri-

can backwoodsmen.

Below are a few of the initial velocities obtained in these ex-

periments. Instead of the average merely, I have given each

determination by itself. The powder employed was of very

moderate strength, such indeed as is for the most part used in

these rifles by our best marksmen

:

Rifle No. 2.
|

Rifle No. Z.

50 grains about )

2M5 inches off
the bore,

)

62 grains, about
|

2-60 in. the I
bore.

|

Rifle No. A

Weight of ball 1

Fig. 11 is a section of an universal bullet mould which is per-
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Prof. Henry on the Conservation of Force.

merits were greatly facilitated by its

merely necessary to make the parts

m and m', all other labor being
spared: an important consider-
ation, where new forms of balls must be made by the dozen.

[The following remarks upon the conservation of force, par-
ticularly in relation to organic matter, by Professor Henry, Sec-
retary of t. ,,,. u ,;] ],, interesting to those
who have given attention to articles on the same sable
have already appeared in this Journal.
They are extracted from the Agricultural Report of the Pat-

ent Office for 1857.]

Organic Molecules.—" The groups of atoms which we have thus
far been considering, are principally those which have been
formed under the influence of what is called the chemical force,
and result from the ordinary attraction of the atoms. These are
comparatively simple groups ; but there is another class of groups
of atoms of a much more complex character, and which are
formed of new combinations of the ordinary atoms under the
iada snce or, we may say, direction of that mysterious principle
calle, 1 the vital force. We are able to construct a crystal of alum
from its elements by combining sulphur, oxygen, hydrogen, po-
tassium, and aluminum; but the chemist has not yet been able
to make an atom of sugar from the elements of which it is

He can readily decompose it into its con
mpossible so to arrange the atoms artificially, as in the

ordinary cases of chemical manipulation, to produce a substancem any respect similar to sugar. When the attempt is made, the
atoms arrange themselves spontaneously into a greater number
of simpler and smaller groups or molecules than is found in su-

i is composed of molecules of high order, each contain-
than 84 atoms of carbon, oxvgen, and hydrogen

1 he organic molecules, or atoms, as they are called, are built
•e of the vital principle of inferior groups of

simple elements. These organic molecules are first produced in
the leaves of the plant under the influence of light, and subse-
quently go t lgea |n ronnection with the vital
process. After they are once formed in this way, they may be
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combined and recombined by different processes in the labora-

tory, and a great variety of new compounds artificially produced

from them.

But what is this vital principle, which thus 1

sagacity of the chemist and produces groups of at

j.k-xitv far exceeding his present skill? It is generally known
under the name of the vital force; but since the compounds

which are produced under its influence are subject to the same

laws, though differing in complexity, as those produced by the

ordinary chemical forces ; and since in passing from an unstable

to a more stable condition in the form of smaller groups, they ex-

hibit, as will be rendered highly probable hereafter, an energy

just equivalent to the power exerted by the sunbeam, under

whose influence they are produced, it is more rational to suppose

that they are the result of the ordinary chemical forces acting

under the direction of what we prefer to call the vital principle.

This is certainly

term, or in that i

tions and repulsions with which material atoms appear to be pri-

marily endowed. It does not act in accordance with the restrict-

ed and uniform laws which govern the forces of inert matter, but

ith forethought, making provision far in advance of the present

condition for the future development of organs of sight, of hear-

ing, of reproduction, and of all the varied parts which constitute

ry of a living being. Matter without the

vital influence may be compared in its condition to steam which,

undirected, is suffered to expend its power in producing mechan-
! •'! effects on the ail ' ^ marked with no

i indications ot d hjii; \ lid. m tier under its influence

may be likened to steam under the directing superintendence of

an engineer, winch is made to construct complex machinery and
to perform other work indicative of a directing intelligence. ] t-

tality, thus viewed, drives startlinii evidence o! the n innate

presence of a direct, divine and spiritual i

-

l ' lf- ordinary forces of Nature, but being in itself entirely distinct

from them.
This view of the subject is absolutely necessary in carrying

out the mechanical theory of the equivalency of heat and the

s. Among the latter,

• & Kty has no place, and knows no subjection to the laws by
which they are governed. _

All the constituents of organic bodies are formed ...

n "'°l'-f:ules. and, as we have said, these are of great complexity,

lesser groups. Thus the constitution ..f can- sugar is represented

V C
' »H . .0, „ making in all 34 atoms. Organic bodies are,

"before, in what may be called a state of power, or of tottering
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equilibrium, like a stone poised on a pillar, which the

jar will overturn ; they are ready to rush into closer union with

t disturbing force. In this simple fact is the explanation

if fermentation, and of the effect pro-of the whole phe:

duced by yeast and other bodies, which being themselv

bange, overturn the unstable equilibrium of the organic

molecules, and resolve them into other and more stable com-

pounds. Fermentation, then, consists simply generally in the

running down from one stage to another of organic molecules,

changing their constitution, and at last arriving at a neutral state.

There is, however, one fact in connection with the running down
of the organic molecules which deserves particular attention,

namely, that it must always be accompanied with the exhibition

of power or energy, with a disturbance of the ethereal equi-

librium in the form of heat, sometimes even of light, or perhaps

of the chemical force, or of that of the nervous energy, in what-

ever form of motion the lattter may consist. It is a general truth

of the highest importance in the study of the phenomena of Na-
ture, that whenever two atoms enter into more intimate union,

heat, or some form of motive power, is always generated. It

may, however, be again immediately expended in effecting a

change in the surrounding matter, or it may be exhibited in the

form of one of the radiant emenations.

Balance of Nature.—The term balance of organic nature was
first applied, we think, by Dumas, to express the relations be-

tween matter forming animals and vegetables, and the same
matter in an inert condition. We shall apply the term " bal-

ance of nature," in a more extended sense, and include within it

the balance of power, as well as the transformations of matter.

The amount of matter in the visible universe is supposed to re-

main the same, though it is subject to various transformations,

and appears under various forms—now built up into organic
molecules, and now again resolved into the simple inorganic
compounds. The carbon and other materials absorbed from the
air by the plant is given back to the atmosphere by the decay-
ing organisms, and thus what may be called a constant balance
is preserved. But this balance, if we may so call it, does not
alone pertain to the matter, but also to the energy which is em-
ployed in producing these changes. It may disappear for a
while, or may be locked up in the plant or the animal, but is

again destined to appear in another form, and to exert its effects,

perhaps in distant parts of celestial space.
To give precision to our thoughts on this subject, let us sup-

pose that all the vegetable and animal matter which now forms
a thin pellicle at the surface of the earth were removed—that
nothing remained but the germs of future organisms buried in
the soil and ready to be developed when the proper influences
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were brought to bear upon them. Let us further suppose the

sun to cease giving emanations of any kind into space. The ra-

diation from the earth, uncompensated by impulses from the

sun, would soon reduce the temperature of every part of the sur-

face to at least. 60° below zero ; all the matter and liquid sub-

stances capable of being frozen would be reduced to a solid state

;

the air would cease to move, and universal stillness and silence

would prevail.

Let us now suppose that the sun were to give forth rays of

heat alone ; these would radiate in every direction from the

celestial orb, and an exceedingly small portion of them, in com-

parison with the whole, would impinge against the surface of our

distant planet, would melt the ice first on the equator, then on

the more northern and southern parts of the globe, and, finally,

their genial influence would be felt at the poles. The air would

he unequally rarefied in the different zones, the winds would

again be called forth, vapor would rise from the ocean, clouds

would be formed, rain would descend, and storms and tempests

would resume their sway.
If the sun should again intermit its radiation, all these mo-

tions would . and after a time entirely cease

;

the heat given to the earth would, in part, be retained for awhile,

hut in time would be expended ; the water would slowly give

out its latent caloric and be again converted into ice. Some-

thing of this kind takes place in the northern and southern parts

of the earth during the different periods of summer and winter.

Since the mean temperature of the earth does not v

year to year, it follows that all the excess of heat of bui

ceived from the sun is given off in winter and hence the im-

pulses from • h constitute all the energy, pro-

ducing the i i ice of the earth, merely lingering
for awhile, are a°ain sent forth into celestial space, changed, it

may be, in form, but not in the amount of their power. 1 He

solar vibrations have lost none of their energy, for the ,

returned to the state of ice, and the surface of the earth

in the same , it was before it received the solar

impulse. The energy of the solar vibrations comtmim

the ice overcomes it? cohesion, converting it into the h<
|

and the ice again becoming solid gives out the same amount
,

ot

neat in a less" energetic form. Even the motive power of the

*ind is expended by the friction of its particles in producing an

amount of heat equivalent to that which gave rise to its motion,

and this also is radiated into celestial space.
_

But the :vt of our inquiry relates to the

effects which the radiation alone of heat from the sun would

have on the vegetable germs buried in the soil If these germs

were enclosed in sacs filled with starch and other organic ingre-
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dients, stored away for the future use of the young plant, as at

the case of the tuber of the potato, or the fleshy part of the bean,

as soon as the sun penetrated beneath the surface in a

degree to give mobility to the complex organic molecules of

which these materials consist, the proper degree of moisture

also supposed to be present, germination would commence. The

young plant would begin to be developed, would strike a rootlet

downward into the earth, and elevate a stem towards the surface

sent leaves. The growth would continue

until all the organic matter in the tuber or sac was exhausted;

the further development of the plant would then cease, and in a

short time decay would commence.
But let us dwell a few minutes longer on the condition of the

plant and the tuber before the downward action becomes the

subject of consideration. If we examine the condition of the

potato which was buried in the earth, we shall find remaining of

it nothing but the skin, which will probably contain a portion

of water. What has become of the starch and other matter

which originally filled this large sac? If we examine the soil

which surrounded the potato, we do not find that the starch lias

been absorbed by it; and the answer which will, therefore, nat-

urally be suggested is, that it has been transformed into the ma-
terial of the new plant, and it was for this purpose originally

stored away. But this, though in part correct, is not the whole
truth ; for if we weigh a potato prior to germination, and weigh
the young plant afterwards, we shall find that the amount of or-

ganic matter contained in the latter is but a fraction of t

:

was originally contained in the former. We can account in this

way for the disappearance of a part of the contents of the sac,

which has evidently formed the pabulum of the young plant. But
here we may stop to ask another question : By what power was
the young plant built up of the molecules of starch ? The answer
would probably be, by the exertion of the vital force; but we
have endeavered to show that vitality is a directing principle,

and not a mechanical power, the expenditure of which does
work. The conclusion to which we would arrive will probably
now be anticipated. The portion of the organic molecules of
the starchy &c, of the tuber, as yet unaccounted for, has run
down into inorganic matter, or has entered again into combina-

the oxygen of the air, and in this running down, and
union with the oxygen, has evolved the power necessary to the
organization of the new plant.

The oxygen of the atmosphere penetrates into the interior of
the potatoe, to enter into combination with the gluten and
starch;—or, in other words, to burn it by a slow cod
and the carbonic acid and water produced find their way, in
turn, back to the atmosphere. We see from this view that the
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starch and nitrogenous materials, in which the germs of plants

are imbedded, have two functions to fulfill—the one to supply

the pabulum of the new plant, and the other to furnish the

power bv which the transformation is effected, the latter being

as essential as the former. In the erection of a house, the appli-

cation of mechanical power is required as much as a supply of

ponderable materials.

To return to our first supposition. We have said (and the

assertion is in accordance with accurate observation) that the

plant would cease to increase in weight under the mere influence

of heat, however long continued, after the tuber was exhaust©!

Some slight changes might, indeed, take place ; a small portion

of pabulum might be absorbed from the earth ; or one part of

the plant might commence to decay, and thus furnish nourish-

ment to the remaining parts ; but changes of this kind would be

minute, and the plant, under the influence of heat alone, would,

in a short time, cease to exist.

Let us next suppose the sun to commence emitting rays of

light, in addition to those of heat. These, impinging
earth, would probably produce some effects of a physical charac-

ter; but whal Id be we are anaole, at the pres-

ent time, fully to say. We infer, however, that the light, not

immediately reflected into space, would be annihilated ;
but this

could not take place without communicating motion to other

matter. It would probably be transformed into waves of heat

of feeble intensity.
.

Let us now suppose, in addition tbe chemical

rays to be sent forth from the sun. These would also produce

various physical changes, the most remarkable of which would

he in regard to the plant.

The carbonic acid of the atmosphere, in contact with the ex-

panding surface of the young leaves, would be absorbed by the

water in their pores, and in this condition would be decomposed

by the vibrating impulses which constitute the chemical emana-

tion. The atoms of carbon and oxygen, of which the carbonic

acid is composed, would be forcibly separated; the atoms of

oxygen would be liberated in the form of gas, and the carbon

he absorbed to build up, under the directing influence of vitality,

the woody strncture of the plant. In this condition the

of the plat- acid of the

•--. v.,;-.,
:
\. : ... .

.- •
.. :

--.;.
power by which the decomposition and the other- chi

effected. This is the general form of the pr<

view minute changes, actions and reactions, which must take

place in the course of organization. .

In the decomposition of the carbonic acid by the chc

a definite amount of power is expended, and this remains, as it
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were, locked up in the plant so long as it continues to grow; but

when it has reached its term of months or years, and some con-

dition has been introduced which interferes with the balance of

forces, then a reverse process commences, the plant begins to

decay, the complex organic molecules begin to run down into

simpler groups, and then again into carbonic acid and water.

The materials of the plant fall back into the same combinations

from which they were originally drawn, and the solid carbon is

returned in the form of a gas to the atmosphere, whence it was

taken. Now, the power which is given out in the whole descent,

:

according to the dynamic theory, just equivalent to the power <

pended by the impulse from the sun in eleva
'

unstable condition of the organic molecules.

ing heat, it i

a tree, extending, as it may, through several years;

cess be rapid, as in the case of combustion of wood, then the same
amount of power will be given out in the energetic form of heat

intensity. This heat will again radiate from the earth:

and in this case, as in that we have previously considered, the

impulse from the sun merely lingers for a while upon the earth,

and is then given back to celestial space, changed in form, but
undiminished in quantity. It may continue its radiating course
through stellar space, until it meets planets of other systems

;

but to attempt to trace it further would be to transcend the limits

of inductive reason, and to enter those of unbridled fancy.

In the process we have described, the carbon, hydrogen, and
other substances which are absorbed from the atmosphere, are

returned to this great reservoir to be used again, and, it may be,

to undergo the same changes many times in succession. The
earthy materials are again returned to the earth, and all the con-

ditions, as far as the individual plant which we are considering
is concerned, are the same as they were at the beginning. The
absorption of power in the decomposition of the carbonic acid

gas, and its evolution again when the recomposition is produced
of the same atoms, is precisely analogous to that which takes
place in forcibly separating the poles of two magnets, retaining
Kl apart for a certain time, and suffering them to return by

» their former union. The energy devel
oped in the approach of the magnets towards each other is just

equal to the force expended in their separation.
By extending this reasoning to the vast beds of coal which

are stored away in the earth, we are brought irresistibly to the
conclusion that the power which is evolved in the combustion of
this material, now so valuable an agent in the processes of manu-
facture and locomotion, is merely the equivalent of the force
which was expended in decomposing the carbonic acid which
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furnished the carbon of the primeval forests of the globe ; and
that the power thus stored away millions of years before the ex-

istence of man. like other r reordinations of Divine Intelligence,

is now employed in adding to the comforts and advancing the

physical and intellectual well-being of our race.

In the germination of the plant a part of the organized mole-

cules runs down into carbonic acid to furnish power for the new
arrangement of the other portion. In this process no extrane-

ous force is required ; the seed contains within itself the power
and the material for the growth of the new plant up to a certain

stage of its development. Germination can, therefore, be carried

on in the dark, and, indeed, the chemical ray which accompanies
light retards rather than accelerates the process. Its office is to

separate the atoms of carbon from those of oxygen in the decom-
position of the carbonic acid, while that of the power within the

plant results from the combination of these same elements. The
forces are th- nun is more
rapid when light is excluded; an inference borne out by actual

experiment.

Animal Organism.—-Besides plants, there is another great class

of organized beings, viz : animals ; and as we commenced with
the consideration of the seed in the first case, let us begin in this

with the egg. This, as is well known, consists of a sack or shell

containing a mass of organized molecules formed of the same
elements of which the plant is composed, viz : carbon, hydrogen,
oxygen, and nitrogen, with a minute portion of sulphur and
other substances. Without attempting to describe the various

transformations which take place among these organized mole-

dies, a task which far transcends our knowledge or even that

°f the science of the day, we shall merely consider the general

changes which occur of a physical character.

As in the case of the seed of the plant, we presume that the

germ of the future animal pre-exists in the egg, and that by sub-

mass to a degree of temperature sufficient perhaps to

glve greater mobility to the molecules, a process similar in its

general effect to that of the germination of the seed commences.
Oxygen is absorbed through some of the minute holes in the

shell, and carbonic acid constantly exhaled from others. A por-

tion then of the organic molecules begins to run down, and is

converted into carbonic acid, and, possibly, water. During this

process power is evolved within the shell—we cannot say, in the

' ol -vi.M.re. under what particular form; but we are

that it is expended under the

direction,' again, of the vital prroci] &e organic

molecules, in building up the complex machinery of the future

animal, or developing a still higher organization, connected with
which are the mysterious manifestations of thought and volition.
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In this case, as in that of the potato, the young animal, as it

escapes from the shell, weighs less than the material of the egg

previous to the process of iucubation. The lost material

case, as in the other, has run down into an inorganic condition

by combining with oxygen, and in its descent has developed

the power to effect the transformation we have just described.

We have seen, in the case of the young plant, that alter it es-

capes from the seed, an a to the air, it receives

the means of its future growth principally from the carbon de-

rived from the decomposition of the carbonic acid of the atmo-

sphere, and its power to effect all its changes from the direct vi-

bratory impulses of the sun. The young animal, however, is

in an entirely different condition; exposure to the light of the

sun is not necessary to its growth or existence ; the chemical

ray, by impi ace of its body, does not decom-

pose the carbonic acid which may surround it, the conditions

necessaary for this decomposition not being present. It has no

means by itself to elaborate organic molecules, and is indebted

for these entirely to its food. It is necessary, therefore, that it

should be supplied with food consisting of organized materials,

that is, of complex molecules in a state of unstable equilibrium,

or of power. These molecules have two offices to perform : one

portion of them, by their transformations, is expended in build-

ing up the body of the animal, and the other in furnishing the

power required to produce these transformations, and, also, in

furnishing the energy constantly expended in the breathing, the

:- nil the various other mechanical motions of the liv-

ing animal. We may infer from I .!. in propor-

tion to its weight before it has acquired its growth, will require

more food than the adult, unless all its voluntary motions be

prevented ; and secondly, that more food will be required for

and renewing the body when the animal is suffered

to expend its muscular energy in labor or other active exercise.

The power of the living animal is immediately derived from

the running down of tin d molecules, of which

the body is formed, into their ultimate combination with oxygen,

in the form of carbon, water and ammonia. Hence, oxygen is

constantly drawn into the lungs, and carbon is constantly evolved.

In the adult animal, when a dynamic equilibrium has been at-

tained, the nourishment which is absorbed into the system is

entirely expended in producing the power to carry on the vari-

ous functions of life, and to supply the energy necessary to per-

form all the acts pertaining to a living, sentient, and, it may be,

thinking being. In this case, as in that of the plant, the power
may be traced back to the original impulse from the sun, which
is retained through a second stage, and finally given back again
to celestial space, whence it emanated. All animals are con-

stantly radiating heat, though in different degrees, the amount
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in all cases being in proportion to the oxygen inhaled and the

: haled. The animal is a curiously contrived arrange-

ment for burning carbon and hydrogen, and the evolution and

application of power. In this respect it is precisely analogous to

the locomotive, the carbon burnt in the food and in the wood

og the same office in each. The fact has long been es-

, that power cannot be generated by any com

of machinery. A machine is an instrument for the ap
:

of power, and not for its creation. The animal body is a struc-

tui,' <»i this cliariK-ter. It is admirably contrived, when we con-

sider all the offices it has to perform, for the purpose to which it

ifl applied, but it can do nothing without power, and that, as in.

the case of the locomotive, must be supplied from without. Nay,

more, a com].arisen has been made between the work which can

ho done by burning a given amount of carbon in the machine,

man, and an equal amount in the machine, locomotive. The

result derived from an analysis of the food in one case, and

&« weight of the fuel in the other, and these compared with

the quantity of water raised by each to a known elevation, gives

the relative working value of the two machines. From this

comparison. vients on soldiers in Germany and

France, it is found that the human machine, in consuming the

same amount of carbon, does four and a half times the amount
of work of the best Cornish engine. The body has been called

"the house we live in," but it may be more truly den<

the machine we employ, which, furnished with power, --

^

the appliamvs tor its iw\ t-nables us to execute the inte" f

our intelligence, to gratify our moral natures, and to c

with our fellow beings.
This view of the nature of the body is the turtl <t ivn v< d

possible from materialism ; it requires a separate thinking prin-

ciple. To illustrate this let us suppose a locomotive engine,

equipped wil in wort, with fcbep

«Tuy i.av,Sll . v to the exhibition of immense nuvi.aim-al j...\ver;

the whole remains in a state ofdvnamic equilibrium, without mo-
tion or signa eee. Let the engineer now open a

v^lve which is so poised as to move with the slightest touch, and

J,!t»o*t with volition to let on the power to the piston
;
the ma-

chine now awakes, as it were, into life. It r

tremendous tb , it r< tun - again, it may b<-,

a* the command of the master of the train ;
in short, it exhibits

P" of life and intelligence. Its power is now controlled by

mind—it has, as it were, a soul within it. The engine may be

considered as an appendage or a further development of the

°ody of the engineer in which the boiler and the furnace are an

^'iti-rial eapaeious' stomach for the evolution of power; and
tlie wheels, the cranks and levers, the bones, the sinews, and the

muscles, by which this power is applied.

S1:, ''>M)sn;il^ ^ I'xu No. 83. -JULY, 1860.
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Art. Y—On a mode of employing Instantaneous Photography as

a means for the Accurate Determination of the Path and Vefa*

city of a Shooting Star, with a view to the Determination of its

Orbit; by Jonathan H. Lane.

A tolerably accurate knowledge of the orbits of those meteors,

or shooting stars, which may enter our atmosphere, would be of

very high value in the settlement of certain questions as to their

origin. Hitherto this knowledge has appeared unattainable by

reason of the difficulty of effecting sufficiently precise observa-

tions of the meteor in the transient period of its visible flight,

especially considering how this difficulty is aggravated on account

of retardation of its motion by the resistance of the atmosphere.

Kecently, however, a method has occurred to me of applying in-

stantaneous photography, so as to show accurately, not only the

track of the meteor, but the division of its track into many equal

and known fractions of time. If this can be successfully accom-

plished, we should have the data for ascertaining the velocity of

the meteor at each point of the recorded part of its track, and

the rate or law of variation of the velocity, and thence, with

probably a good degree of accuracy, the velocity it had beyond

the limits of the atmosphere, and the like remark may be made
concerning the direction of the motion, should that" be found

subject to change.

The basis of the proposed process, as already intimated, is the

extraordinary advances that have been made within a few years

in the preparation of the sensitized surfaces of photographic

plates, whereby artists are enabled to produce good pictures by

an exposure of a very small fraction of a second—so small as to

afford a tolerable definition of objects in motion, such as sailing

vessels. This holds out encouragement for a hope, at least, that

a passing meteor would leave a visible trace on a plate so pre-

pared, or, even if that degree of sensitiveness has not yet been

reached, that it will be hereafter. I need therefore make no

apology for placing the suggestion on record previous to direct

experiment on this point.

In the first place, simple exposure in a camera, at a given sta-

tion, would give the apparent track of a meteor as seen by the

observer at that station, and a pair of such records made in two

cameras at two stations, would give the track in absolute space.

In the second place, if one of the two cameras were fun,

to the real path in space, and if both c

furnished, the two records would, to that extent be a check I

each other, and serve to reduce the limits of probable error.
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device for marking time is an application of the revolving glass

prism, very similar to that described in my paper on a visual

method of comparing time between distant stations, published

in the January number of this Journal.* Immediately in front

of the object glass of the camera, a glass prism of small angle

and sufficient area to cover the entire aperture, is made to ro-

tate at an accuratelv measured rate of say twenty-five revolu-

tions per second. The prism may be replaced by an excentric

lens, or the object glass itself may revolve on a slightly excen-

tric axis. The consequence will be that the image of a fixed

star in any part of the field of view will traverse the circum-

ference of a circle every twenty-fifth of a second, and the image

of a shooting star will combine this motion with its motion of

. If the photographic surface retain a visible impres-

sion of the looped curve or the waved curve which will thus be

produced, then, i|eglecting for the present the small effects of

optical distortion, the line drawn midway between the two

straight or regularly curved lines between which the looped or

waved curve oscillates, will represent the apparent track of the

meteor, and the points where it intersects the looped or waved

curve, if they be translated along this middle line through a

space equal to the optical displacement of the meteoric image,

will show the apparent place occupied by the meteor at points

of time separated by the equal intervals of one fiftieth of a sec-

ond. If the period' be made too brief, the impression left by the

head of the meteor in one sweep of the looped or waved curve,

might possibly be obliterated by the impression of the closely

following parts of its train, while the head is traversing the sub-

sequent sweeps of the curve. But therms no reason to aatici-

pate from this cause any difficulty in obi,

short period to determine the law of variation of the velocity or

direction.

In the above statement I have supposed only a single camera,

but it will probably be impossible in this way to command a

sufficient extent of the heavens. A system of many cameras

may, however, be formed, so arranged that their several optic

axes shall cross in a common point in front of the objec glasses.

The object glasses may thus be approximated as closely as we

can desire, and the several revolving prisms, or excentric len.es

may have a common seared connection, and the backs of the

cameras wil ssible for the renewal of plates.

When the track of a meteor, by reason of its extent or situation,

is obtained in parts from different cameras of such a system, it is

geometrically impossible, on account of the spherical excess that

the exact interval of one fiftieth of a second between the times
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marked upon the meteor's track, should, in general, be preserved

1 from one plate to another in all situations of the

track, or in other words, that every two adjacent cameras in the

system shall be capable of marking, in the manner described, the

same common point of time upon the track of a meteor, but the

exact difference in time can always be known.
In the execution of such a plan as this, two stations are to he

selected at a suitable distance, and a system of cameras estab*

lished at each, of such range that the two may cover in common
a sufficient extent of the upper regions of the atmosphere to af-

ford a fair chance for the occurrence of meteors. Each station

will require at least an observer and a photographer. The pho-
tographer will renew the plates as often as their surfaces, either

from time or exposure, become impaired, and will perform the

manipulations required in fixing the impression when taken.
The observer, after having made the necessai^ instrumental ad-

justments and determinations will be charged with •the solo

duty of watching for meteors in the region covered by his sys-

tem of cameras, and at the appearance of a meteor wl
spring so contrived as to cause the instant unveiling of all the
cameras of the system, and on the extinction of the meteor will

promptly replace the screen.

The expense and trouble of this process will certainly be great,
but will not be disproportioned to the importance of the object
in view. Only let us have a photographic Bi

a visible trace of the meteor's path, in the face of exposure to the
light of the sky during the time of the meteor's visible flight,

and then success, as regards the attainments of an a.

cord, will be» nearly c^ain, and we should not hesitate at the
expense and trouble.

Nor does it seem to me that our success would be much less

certain in respect to the reliable determination of the direction
and velocity which the meteor had before entering the atmos-
phere, and consequently of the orbit in which it had moved. A
very simple calculation based upon the mechanical theory of
heat, leads us to the conclusion that any body of a nature to be-
come readily incandescent by heat, of such a thickness as half
an inch, and not possessing a greater power of conducting heat
through its mass than any we are acquainted with, must, on
entering our atmosphere with planetary velocity, become self
luminous by the time that velocity has been reduced by some
such fractional part as one thousandth. The vis viva of a body
moving with a velocity of twenty miles a second is equivalent
to the heat that would raise the temperature of an equal weight
of water about 224,000° Fah. With such a velocity, so many
times exceeding that of sound, the masses of air lying in the
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path of the body must be driven before it, and receive a ve-

locity equal to that of the body, or at least to a large fractional

part of it. The mass of air which the body must have encoun-

tered m losing the thousandth part of its velocity, will, there-

fore, be of the order of a thousandth part of that of the body.

With the loss of a thousandth part of the velocity, the loss of

the body's own vis viva will correspond to the quantity of heat

that would raise the temperature of its weight of water 448° Fah.

If after making allowance for the motion communicated to the

displaced air—approximately one half—and for the quantity of

generated heat which this air retains and carries off, we assume

that a twentieth part of the above 448° enters into the body it-

self, and by reason of the rapidity of its production is

in a superficial coating of a hundreth part of its mass, and give

this a specific heat within that of water, we should find an eleva-

tion of temperature of 2240° or upwards. The inference we
would draw from these considerations seems confirmed by what

we know of the great length of the visible flight of m<

of the great elevation of the region of atmosphere in which it

If, therefore, upon suitable trials made upon the fixed stars,

and upon shooting stars themselves, we shall find ourselves in

possession of sufficient photographic power, there' is no reason

why an organized system of observations should not be institu-

ted. If the fact in regard to the retardation of a meteor

be as the foregoing considerations lead us t

cussion of a collection of such records as we should obtain, of a

large number of meteors, will be likely to afford us complete

assurance on the subject, by pointing out certain laws of the re-

sistances at different altitudes. A moderate degree ot

in the absolute determination of the orbits, except, when they

make a near approach to the parabola, will be sufficient to an-

swer all the questions of interest that will be likely to arise upon

which a knowledge of the orbits would have any bearing.

Whether the November meteors, for instance, move through

regions that would identify them with the Zodiacal lignl

ing to the theory of the late Prof. Olmsted, is a question that

would receive an absolute determination.
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Art. VI.—The True Figure of the Earth.—Notice by Madler in

Prof.Heis' W< i ttBohrifl l'ir Astronomie, Meteorologie und
Geographic, No. 51 and 52. Dec. 21 and 28, 1859 *

Essai d'une determination de la veritable figure de la terro. Par T. F. dk Schu-

This brief but very important paper treats of a question which
has engaged mankind for ages, and treats it in such a way as to

convince us that an essential step forward has been taken to-

wards its final determination.

It is not intended to recapitulate the history of opinions and
notions which antiquity, as well as the middle ages, had formed
on this topic so generally interesting, as it docs not belong to

the plan of the work to be discussed.

Since the establishment of Newton's theory, that the earth is

flattened at its poles, and the confirmation of this theoretical re-

sult by the first measurements of arcs in the eighteenth century,
the chief inquiry has been directed to the magnitude of this

compression, or, in other words, the difference between the semi-
major and the semi-minor axes of the earth. The attempt wm
made to determine it by comparing arcs measured i i

latitudes, the latitudes of their extremities being astro
and their extent on the earth geodetically determined. In this

manner was obtained, between 1735 and 1746, two arcs, the one
in Peru, and the other in Lapland, which could be compared
with each other, as well as that previously measured by Oassiffl

in France. The result of the comparison was not sal

Although they proved a comparison, the measures did not agree,
and the source of this difference was too obscure to favor the
supposition that any nearer approach had been made to the ob-
ject of research.

In the course of the eighteenth century measures of arcs of
the meridian were executed or attempted in France, Austria,
Italy and Pennsylvania, at the Cape of Good Hope and other
places. Their comparison made it apparent that the compression

(ttt), as at first concluded, was too great, and that it must be
reduced one half or even more. Yet the uncertainty remained
very considerable.

The measurement of arcs was continued in the nineteenth
century over greater extents in different parts of the earth and
with greater pare and accuracy, and the close agreement of these
arcs, as it appears from the comparison of their parts, left but
little, further to be desired. Perceptibly different values for the
compression were nevertheless obtained, as when the most proba-
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ble value was determined from them all, there still remained from
the separate measures of arcs, deviations which could not be as-

cribed to errors of observation.

Repeated investigation has shown that the old measurement
of a degree by Maupertuis and Outhier was considerably in error.

Bosenberg and Swanberg obtained quite different values. In
like manner the measures executed by Boscovich, Le Maire,

. Beccaria and others in the eighteenth century could
not bear severe criticism nor stand side by side with the better

and approved arcs. A more accurate and reliable coefficient of

compression still remains a desideratum.
We insert here for comparison the values of the compression,

as they result, for the most part, from the same measures, but
according to different methods of reduction, in the first four de-

cades of this century.

Walbek, - -

Schmidt, - -

Bessel, (I.), -

Set
?n"Toi!5es

aXiS ' '

3271953-9
3260853-7
3261072-9

10785-5

10881-0

As Bessel afterwards discovered an error in Delambre's French
ou which could not be without influence on the corn-

it, he repeated his reduction with this correction and

Bessel, (II), -
| 3272077-1

|
3261139-3

|
10937-8

| ^.T¥
Still, according to the last reduction, the probable error is three

.at as the difference of Bessel (I) and Bessel (II).
_

Since in this even the best measures of this sort do not yield

sufficiently accordant results, it was attempted to find the com-
pression in two other ways. The observations of the pendulum
give, as a consequence of the earth's compression, different

lengths of the seconds pendulum in different latitudes, and
from these

) fluctuated be-

- can deduce, conversely, the compressi
observed lengths or, if we choose, from the number of beats
which the same pendulum I

- made <
*

"

of such €

tweem
; not without

Jimuence, was also resorted to. and gave'
f

i
5 for the compression,

but on account of the smallness of the aggregate effect it is of
inferior accuracy.*
We have found it necessary to present this general view in

order to define the limit of the results arrived at by preceding

' "" *" ' >Kt
,

\?the
S

ceutre

meaSUre
' ^^^ ^ ^^ ° *

w v ctuons made with extreme care were useu us

f such experiments, yet still the result (¥¥f¥T]

ween the limits, ¥TI and ?*T
.

-The moon's path on which the compression ^
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efforts, and in order to place the merit of the writer in its proper

light, especially for those not possessing a special knowledge of

the subject in question.

The preceding investigations were all based upon the follow-

•nptions

:

(1.) The meridians of the earth are ellipses.*

(2.) The minor axis is also the axis of rotation.

(3.) All the meridians of the earth are equal.

The writer remarks that, in a rigorous sense, no one of these*

assumptions is proved and that we do not possess the means of
proving the first two. We may however add, that these two
assumptions, if not absolutely, must be very nearly true.f
In regard to the third assumption we are now prepared to

submit it to investigation, and the previous failures compel us to

question its applicability. Paucker and Borenius havealrea.lv
attempted to prove that it must be false, but neither has arrived
at any definite result. The writer uses as a basis the following

(1.) The Eussian (or more properly Russo-Scandinavian) exe-
cuted in 1820-51 by Hansteen, Selander, Stmvc and Tenner
from Fugleniis (in latitude 70° 40' 11" -3 N) to Staro-Nekrasofka
(45° 20' 02" -8 N) the longest arc yet measured.

(2.) The Indian arc, 1802^13, by Lambton and Everest, from
Kaliana (29° 30' 48" -9 N) to Punnas (8° 09' 32" '3 N).

(3.) The French arc, 1792-1806, by Mechain, Delambre, Biot
and Arago, from Dunkirk (51° 02' 08" -5 N) to F<
(38° 39' 56" -1 N).

(4.) The measure at the Cape of Good Hope, by Henderson
and Maclear, from 34° 21' 06" 3 S to 29° 44' 17" '7 S.

(5.) The Pernvia n arc, 1.735-46, by Bouguer and la Condamine,
from Tarqui (3° 04' 32" 4 S) to Cotchesqui (0° 02' 31" 4 N).

(6.) The Prussian arc, 1831-34, by Bessel and Ba?ycr, from
Memel (55° 43' 40" 4 N) to Trunz (54° 13' 11" '5 N).

(7.) The British arc, by Eoy and Mudge, from Clifton (53° 27'
31" 4 N) to Dunnose (50° 37' 07" -6 N).

(8.) The \\ i
,. v Iv; • ;.;:, ; re, 1764, by Mason and Dixon, from

39° 56' 22" -5 N to 38° 27' 37" -5 N.J
The writer does not explain why he has not taken in other

reliable measures, in particular the Hanoverian by Gauss and the
Danish arc by Schumacher ; but h ing to prove
merely the untenability of the assumption that all meridians are
equal and similar, and pronouncing his own work as preliminary,
no exception can be taken to this course. In a peSbcl
ous investigation by the method of least squares, where each

' the Ordnance Survey of Great Britain the figure of
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measure with its corresponding weight would enter, such omis-

sions could of course not be permitted.

Reducing and comparing with each other, each of the eight

arcs, he obtains twenty eight binary combinations, which he
communicates in detail ; but this can only be for the purpose of
showing the impossibility of an. agreement by the assumption
hitherto made. For instance, the Eussian arc compared with
the English gives ^ti-i, the French compared with the English
gives

,

.l _
}
and the deviations from the general mean are still

greater in comparing the Prussian and Pennsylvanian arcs with
all the others. It is thence inferred that the meridians of the
earth are not equal to each other, and thence that the equator
and the parallels are not circles, so that it is generally impos-

raw a great circle on the earth's surface anywhere.
Meridians different in form and length really indicate different

polar compressions, a non-agreement of the results found, prov-

the accuracy of the measures.
Now since all meridians must converge at the poles they must

all have in common one and the same diameter, viz., the small-
est (the axis of rotation) which can be obtained from each of
the large arcs referred to.

The three greatest measured arcs are—

the Russo-Scanclinavian = 25° 20' 08"-5,

" Indian =21 21 16-6,
" French =12 22 12-4,

whilst all the others, including those not used by the writer, are

less than 5° in extent.
By dividing each of these three arcs into two equal parts and

comparing one part with the other and also each part with the

whole, the writer obtains the following mean values

:

From the Russian 3272G10-3 3261428-7
" " Indian 3272650*9 3261547-4
" " French 3273448-2 |

3260364-7

In the first two, the differences are unimportant, but the last

shows a greater deviation. Schubert remarks that this latter

deviation can be got rid of by changing the latitude of Carcas-

sonne, the selected point of division of the French arc, by 1"'96,

v not exceed the limits of uncertainty. He considers
it safer, however to obtain the semi-minor axis from the first

lone, the greater arc (the Eussian) having twice the
weight of that of India. In this manner he deduces the semi-

3261467-9 toises.
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By means of this value the semi-major axis can be found for

each measure of an arc. It results as follows:

For the meridian of Kaliana in Long. 95° 20' I 3272581-3
" Dorpat " " 44° 23' 10" 3272650-1

" " Tarqui " " 298° 44'
|
3272382-8

Three radii and their included angles suffice for the determin-

ation of the ellipse. The writer finds for the semi-major axis

of the equatorial ellipse 3272671 -5 toises

and its direction 58° 44'

for the semi-minor axis of the equatorial ellipse 3272303*2
and its direction 148° 44'

Compression of the equator = __!_T ;

Polar compression of the greatest meridian = j^J
r„" " " smallest " = __^i__

T}

and the separate arcs calculated with these values have the fol-

lowing deviations

:

£
eru-----. -f 1-2 ^0tt

Pennsylvania, _ 105-68 6 -687
England,

-f-
11-68 -736

France, - 25-45 1 -607
Cape of Good Hope, _ 6-98 -442

J
rus

?
ia

> + 23-28 1 -267

?
n™*> ~ 20-47 1 -289

lDdia
. -f 25-54 1 -619

In reference to the arcs showing greater deviations the writer
remarks that the Pennsylvaman arc was measured with imperfect
means (by the chain only, and without triangulation) and that

be has taken it merely for trial * The other seven devia
so small that no one exceeds the ten thousandth part of the meas-
ured length, and the great accuracy of the Peruvian measure,

been already shown in former discussions, appears
here m its true excellence. Honor is justly due to the memory
ot the men who at so early a period, accomi

untold difficulties of ten years' separation from all civ-

It has frequently been shown that the geodetic measures, in
particular•*» longitudes, do not harmonize with

has yet succeeded in discovering wm
iause of this disagreement. The ellipticity of the earth's Iqua-
or, as discovered by the writer, will eall for(h new mvestigations,

fopra'a base (Phil Trans Lon-

°f th

°Mton ''i S5o
liMea of the states of Mary]a

'

nd
.

'^
aa3^
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since it shows that each geodetic survey, and particulj

longitudinal differences, require correction. The writer shows

from two examples how we must proceed and what we may
expect.

Between Pulkowa and Dorpat the difference of longitude was

found as follows

:

Astronomical 3° 36' 16"-77

Geodetic 3 36 23 -07'

Difference + 6"-94 = 57-8

found to the geodetic is-

-6"-01 = 50-1

and the remaining error = 0"-93 - 7*8

Between Fulkowa and Warsaw is found-

Astronomical 9° 17' 48"43
Geodetic 9 18 01 '24

Difference +12"-81 = 124*7 toises.

Correction to the geodetic -18 *85 = 1834 toises.

remaining error = - 6 '04 = 58 -7 toises.

The first error is thus completely got rid of and the second is

reduced to nearly one half.

The writer concludes with the following remarks

:

"This determination of the earth's figure is only an approxi-

mation, subject to many improvements, when we have more

data, and when we use more rigorous methods of reduction. But
it shows that we can obtain an agreement of the met

which we have not heretofore succeeded. The detenu

the general figure of the earth does not exclude local lrregulan-

;<>('
its suvf-h-

Boo, finds general adoption, all geographical positions

which will refer principally to the differences of longitude,

As much as I may agree with this view and

the importance of the object requires the applicat

methods, it is yet clear that the trouble will be

warded when further reliable data, particularly from the western

hemisphere, shall be available to the computer It may be re-

marked here that the meridian in the western hemisphere cor-

responding to the small equatorial axes passes through New-

foundland, and in the eastern, through the Amoor country and

Eastern Siberia. For **** * present not

even approximate determinations. The Pennsylvania measure

Of L764ia -ion and the superior

Peruvian measure is at too great a distance. Measurements of
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arc in the meridian of Irkutsk and extending throu.

chooria southwards, through the Chinese empire, as well as the

Atlantic States of the American Union* will give us the smallest

meridian of the earth with the same accuracy, corresponding to

the determination of the greatest, which passes through Eastern

Europe (Kostromo, Stawropol, Erzemm). Still, much requires

to be done. The continuation of the Eussian Survey through

Turkey, and if possible to Eastern Africa, would be most import-

ant; and Struve has already (in 1857) advocated it in the Paris

Academy. The opposite part of this greatest meridian passes

over the icy deserts of North Western America and the group

of islands known as the Marquesas, and hence afford no possi-

bility of its completion on that side.

After this article was printed, the writer received the account

of the New British Survey and notice of the correction of a

small error of computation. This induced him to reprint some
of the sheets on which the numerical results are given as above.

It will hardly be necessary to add anything in praise of the

author. .To bring up a question of such importance is suffi-

ciently praiseworthy in itself, but the writer has done more ; he

has opened the way to a final determination and has given it, at

least in its general aspect. We shall rejoice if this interesting

subject calls other powers into the field to labor further in this

direction. Corrections like those which the writer has made for

Art. VII.— On the Transit Instrument as a substitute for the

Zenith Telescope in determining Latitude, and on the Latitude of

New Haven ; by Prof. C. S. Lyman.

The method of determining latitude by measuring micromet-
rieally the difference of meridional zenith distaiKvs'o! -tars on

opposite sides of the zenith, known commonly as TaicottV meth-

od, strongly commends itself to observers, both by its beautiful

simplicity, and the very great accuracy of its results. It is the

3thod of late years exclusiv
'

' late years exclusively used in the operations of the

United states Coast Survey, and may properly be regarded as

one of the many excellent incidental fruits of that great National

* It may be stated in conn ..;, tic surveys of

two arcs, one in the Few England States, the other on the Chesapeake Bay, are

already completed and the astronomical part of the former is nearly so, promising

nt result derived from the labors of the U. S. Coast Survey .
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sired. But being expensive, and of limited use, i

likely to be in the hands of but few observers. The suggestion,

therefore, of additional instrumental facilities for using this meth-

od of latitude, so as to render it more widely available, may not

be considered as without value.

At the recent meeting of the American Association, at Spring-

field, the writer, in a brief communication, pointed out the facil-

ity and efficiency with which a transit instrument may be used

as a substitute for the zenith telescope, in such observations.

The object of the present article is, in part, to exemplify further

the same point, and at the same time to place on record* the re-

sults of a more careful determination, astronomically, of the lat-

itude of New Haven, than, so far as appears, has heretofore been
attempted.

The essential parts of the zenith telescope, as an instrument
for determining latitude by Talcott's method, are its level and
micrometer. And the superiority of the method itself rests

mainly on the fact that its results depend on these simple and
efficient instrumental means, instead of on graduation. It is ob-

vious, that a tuLHt iii-tiuiiit n: with a do In n. n micrometer
and a suitable level attached to its finding circle, is, at the same
time, essentially a zenith telescope, and is capable of performing
the whole work of that instrument—as accurately, if of corres-

ponding size and quality, and as conveniently, if rua •

iflg apparatus. The advantages of such a use of the

transit instrument, in a multitude of cases, scarcely need to be
pointed out. Where both latitude and longitude are to be de-

termined at the same station, as is usually the case, a single in-

strument will suffice for both, and thus half the ordinary equip-

ment for the purpose may be dispensed with. The correspond-

ing diminution of expense will be a consideration i

where pecuniary means are limited, as will also the saving of

transportation, in the case of boundary and other surveys in re-

mote and uninhabited districts. The observer who has at com-
mand such an instrument, even of very moderate size, will have

" in his power to fix his latitude with a degree of precision

scarcely surpassed even in first class observatories.

The transit instrument with which the observations were made,
the results of which are given in this article, has a

(by Fitz) of two and six-tenths inches aperture, and
and a half inches focal length ;

a filar-micrometer, so constructed
as to be used with equal facility either in the plane of the me-
ridian or perpendicular to it ; and a twelve inch circle, (gradua-
ted on the new and excellent engine of Messrs. E. k G. W.
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Blunt, of New York,) reading by two verniers to 10". The level

bo the alidade of the circle has a run of one-thirteenth

of an inch for 5" ; and this being the smallest division of the

scale, single seconds and fractions have to be estimated by the

eye—a defect which will be further noticed in another con-

The graduation of the circle is very accurate. The difference

between the readings of the opposite verniers seldom amounts to

to 15", and from its law of variation, it is manifestly due, in the

main at least, to a very slight excentricity in centering the circle

on the graduating engine, not to imperfection in the engine itself.

The micrometer-screw has 75 threads to the inch, or one rev-

olution of the head equal to 78" -

74.

The optical performance of the instrument is very satisfactory.

Transits of Polaris are readily taken at midday, and in favora-

ble states of the atmosphere, at that hour, even by reflection in

mercury. Transits of Aldebaran have been taken when the star

was within 6° of the sun's center. The eye-piece commonly used

is a diagonal one of four lenses, with prismatic reflector,—the

magnifying power about 190.

The method of observing for latitude with the transit instru-

ment is of course essentially the same as with the zen
cope. A pair of stars having been selected, which culminate
within a few minutes of each other, but- on opposite sides of the

zenith, and having their zenith distances nearly equal, the instru-

ment is set for the star first to culminate, the level clamped, the

bubble brought to zero by the slow-motion screw which turnl

the whole instrument, the star bisected with the micrometer
wire, and the readings of the level and micrometer noted. The
axis is then reversed, the bubble brought to zero as !>

the other star observed in the same manner.
The pairs for the observations now to be considered, were ta-

ken from the Catalogue of the British Association. The stars

are to the sixth magnitude, and mostly within 25° of the zenith,

the difference of zenith distances of the stars of a i>

usually less than 25'—averaging about 12'.

The individual results of 92 pairs are exhibited in the follow-

ing table, i two exceptions, all the observa-

tions made, whether in favorable or unfavorable states of the

atmosphere. In a few cases where the B. A. C. differs widely
from other catalogues, the B. A. C. results are enclosed in brack-

ets [] and are omitted in computing the mean. That the fault Mj

in the B. A. C, is obvious from the accordance of the correspond-

ing results from other catalogues with the general average.

The contents of the table are as follows

:

Col. 1 and 2. The numbers from the British Association Cata-

logue designating the stars of a pair.
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3. The dates of the observations.

4. The mean results for latitude from each pair, using the

positions of the B. A. C. ; the seconds of the individual results

where the same pair was observed on different evenings, being

placed at the left hand side of the column, and connected with

their mean by a brace.

5. The differences, ^, between these mean results of pairs and

the mean of the whole.

6. The results for latitude from the same observations, the

position of one or both the stars of the pair being taken from

some other catalogue than the B. A. C. ; the arrangement as in

column 4.

7. The names of these other catalogues; G. standing for Green-

wich Twelve Year Catalogue ; B. that of the British Association

;

R the catalogue in Badcliffe Observations for 1856 ;
and A. the

English Nautical Almanac. A. G., for example, signifies that

the position of the first star of the pair is from the Nautical Al-

manac, and that of the other from the Twelve Year Catalogue ;
etc.

8. The differences between the results in column 6 and the

mean of the whole.
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If we divide these 92 pairs into four sets of 23 each, as indi-

cated in the table by the lines after Nos. 5336, 6623, and 711!',

the mean of each set respectively, and of the whole, will be as

follows : column 1, giving the number of the set ; col. 2, the num-

ber of results of pairs in the set by B. A. C. ; col. 3, the mean of

these results ;
col. 4, the number of results of pairs by other cat-

ool 5, the mean of these; col. 6, the number of results

by both B, A. C. and other catalogues taken together; col. 7, the

mean of the same ; col. 8, the probable error, E, of this mean

;

col. 9, the probable error, E', of a single result for latitude.

|

By B. A. <
t*. By both B. A. C.and

w
j.,, Mean Prs Meat

r^h.,.
Mean Lat.

. A :\ r'M ±o"-i5
?:%•ho 35 42 -45

•3d 35 42 -34 ±1 03

42 -43 ±0 -12 ±r, -b

All 8- A

±<
U lfi+ 4 4 ii <53

Mean of the
Ie'I ± , h, -whole.

We may regard 41° 18' 42"-41, then, as a close approximation
to the latitude of the point in New Haven, where the observa-
tions were made, the probable error of this result, as given by
the observations, being less than a tenth of a second. In taking
the arithmetical mean of the results for the several pairs, we
assume, of course, for each of these results equal weights

—

no discrimination having been attempted between errors of ob-

servation and of star-places, or between different catalogues.

Such discrimination, however, in so large a number of independ-
ent pairs, would not have materially changed the result.

It will be seen, from the above table, that any one of the four

sets would have given a latitude almost identical with the mean
of the whole—in no case differing from it so much as a tenth
of a second, or ten feet on the earth's surface. That this ex-

tremely close accordance, however, of results from sets composed
of so few pairs, is in a measure accidental, may be inferred from
the larger probable errors of these results as given in column E.
Had there been three sets, instead of four, the' differences would
have been somewhat greater, though still not exceeding a few
tenths of a second.

The probable error of a single result for latitude, as given in

the last column, (about nine-tenths of a second on an average),
includes, it will be understood, the accidental error of observa-
tion, (depending on observer, instrument, state of the atmos-
phere, etc.), together with the error of the stars' places, as given in
the catalogues. The experience of the observers of the Coast
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Surrey with the zenith telescope, as stated by the superintendent,

shows that usually the latter error very much exceeds the former,

or that the catalogues are less reliable than the instruments. The

same is apparent from our own results. While the probable

error of a single result (including both error of observation and

of catalogue) amounts, on an average to ± 0"'88, the probable

error of observation, as distinct from that of catalogue, is found

by comparing the repetitions on the same pairs in 01 <

to be only ±0"*48. A similar value of this error is given by

a comparison of the longer series of repetitions on the last two

pairs of that table (« and 61" Cygni, y Cephei and o, Piscium) as

given below. Twenty observations were taken of the former

pair, and twenty-one of the latter. The star-places used are

those of the English Nautical Almanac.

Prob. Er. c

^OrWc,

We have, then, for the probable accidental error of ofc

from the repetitions on the same pairs in our first table, ±0 ;48

;

from «and 61' Cvgni, ±0"47 : from yCeplui Mid

0"-55; from all thest combined, =h0"-r.«>. '! ^ compel •, ,t.t t :•:

average probable error
' t,tu,]/

-'-' "*-' m
which it is

i
» probable error depending on

the catalog s ,. ,1 i-0"-72 Th relati\ i racy, therefore,

of instrument and cat:
,- be repre-

sented a PI ,
;

,
...of:, to -That the Twelve

Year and other catalogues used are, on the whole, mor

>'
*

\ - '- '

.

'

:

9 in the ],. .age 58 ; viz. dfc0"-97 for B. A. C.,

and ±0"-80 for the other catalogues ; although in the column tor
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the latter, as may be noticed, many of the positions for one of the

stars of a pair, are also from B. A. C. If we separate from these

values the probable error of observation, ±0"-50, before stated,

we shall have for error depending on the catalogues, ±0" -82 for

B. A. C, and =b0"'63 for the others. This result accords well

with the remark of Prof. Bache, in a paper published in the

12th volume of the Proceedings of the American As •

that "the probable error of the result by a single pair of stars

as depending on the catalogue errors of the stars' places, will

range from ±0'"60 to ±l-"00."
In the same paper it is stated also, that "a probable error in

observing of from ±0"*25 to ±0"-80 may be expected for one
observation, according to the size and quality of the instrument
and the ability of the observer." The average value of this

error for some 300 pairs of stars, observed with the excellent in-

struments and by the experienced observers of the Coast Survey,
is, according to the same paper, =fc0"-47—ranging from ±0""25
to =hl"14. The value of the corresponding quantity in our
own results, is, as we have seen, ±0"-50, ranging from ±0"47
to ±0"-55. A considerable portion of this is due, doubtless, to

the want of sufficient sensitiveness in the alidade level of the
instrument; the run of which, as before stated, is only one
thirteenth of an inch for 5", smaller portions of the scale than
this being measured by the eye. This level, we may remark,
was intended originally only to be used in the ordinary way, in

connection with the graduated circle, and is sufficiently sensitive
for that purpose ; but not enough so to correspond, in point of ac-

curacy, with the micrometer* or for the delicacy required in ob-
servations for latitude with the zenith telescope. The use of the
instrument for such observations was wholly an after thought,
and no change was made to adapt it to its new functions. It is

of smaller size also than the zenith telescopes of the Coast Sur-
vey, and it may be proper to add, that, being of the observer's
own make, and a first attempt of the kind, some allowance is

due m a comparison of its results with those of more finished
instruments in the hands of trained observers.

In order to compare the latitude, thus determined astronomi-
cally, vrith the geodetical determination of the Coast Survey, a

survey was made with theodolite and chain connecting the wri-

ter's observatory with three points in the city, the positions of

which are given in the Coast Survey Eeport for 1851, viz.,

"Brewster's Factory Cupola" at the foot of Wooster street,

"Episcopal church," which means the west spire of St. Paul's,
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Factory Cupola, East Street

St, Paul's Church, W. Spire,

CoUege Observatory, (Athen. Tower),.
" College Spire," (Lyceum),
Chapel Spire

Mean excess of geodetic

It may be added that a series of observations made in 1850,

with an excellent Pistor and Martins' Patent Sextant, on north-

em and southern stars, and also a series of observations made

in 1858, in the usual way, with the circle of the Transit instru-

ment before described, on Polaris and other stars, both direct

and by reflection, and in reversed positions of the instrument,

gave results differing but about half a second from the above

determinations, the former minus, the latter plus.

The differences among results for latitude, depending on dif-

ferences of catalogues, are often considerable, even when the

best authorities only are trusted ; as will be seen by ©

the mean results, given below, of the observations on a and 61

'

Cygni, and y Cephei and w Piscium, according as the declinations

are taken from the several catalogues named.

7 Cephei,

Washington, 1845-1!
Radcliffe, 1856, '57,.

Bradley,

It will be noticed, also, in respect to these two pairs, that there

is a greater difference between their respective mean results,

than we should expect from well determined nautical almanac

stars. This difference between the means of the twenty and

twenty one observations respectively on the two pairs, using the

jautical almanac declinations, amounts to "8, an amount dif-

ficult to attribute to any errors of instrument or of observation,

and equally difficult, perhaps, to ascribe to errors of stars places,

especially i the several catalogues so well agree with each other

From whatever source it may arise, it seems to be constant, and

will receive further investigation.



Prof. J. Nickles on Magnetic Phantoms.

Art. VIII.—On Fixing Magnetic Phantoms ; by Prof. J.

The name phantom was given by M. de Haldat* to the fig-

ures which are obtained when iron filings are thrown upon a

sheet of paper or a pane of glass placed over a magnet. This

physicist fixed these images by producing them upon a sheet of

aper coated with starch or prepared with gelatine.

This process certainly enables us to obtain the £
of the phantoms, but all physicists can see that it suppresses t

details. I was more particularly struck with this fact on a recent

occasion, where I sought to fix the phantoms of some new elec-

tro-magnetic combinations ; I therefore propose another method,

which is here briefly given; it is very simple and succeeds

perfectly. The paper upon which the phantoms are to be

fixed is "waxed" paper. A sheet of this is placed over the

poles of the magnet in question, and kept in a horizontal posi-

tion by means of a screen placed between the paper and the

magnet. Then proceeding in the usual manner, when the image
is fully developed, a hot brick is held above it, or the warm lid

of a crucible, which is preferable because it is lighter, and easily

managed with the tongs. They must not touch the paper, but
only be brought within the distance necessary to fuse the wax.
As soon as this happens, which is easily perceived by tl

ing appearance produced, the brick is withdrawn. M
the current does not cease its activity, nor the filings lose their

arrangement, in which position the whole solidifies so well that

the fixed image does not at all differ from the phantom of the

magnet in activity.

This result is explained as follows. By capillarity the melted
wax penetrates the masses of filings, very much as" water pene-

trates a heap of sand ; the heat of the brick facilitates this, by
preventing the solidification of the wax, and as the ten

is not sufficiently elevated to sensibly affect the magnetism de-

veloped, the phantom, after the solidification, and in the most
minute details, preserves the same arrangement which the iron

filings had, while they were free to obey the action of the magnet.
A condition indispensable to success, is, that the stratum of

wax has a sensible thickness, so that it may suffice for the ag-

glomerations, since these absorb melted fatty matter, evn to

saturation. That this force of absorption is very ei^iLM-tieally

exercised, may be perceived after the cooling, since the paper

about the agglomerations is deprived of wax, and differs thus in

appearance from those parts where capillarity has not been exer-

cised. It is therefore possible to preserve to the phantoms the

* Memoir before the Academy of Stanislas, p. 43, for the year 1839—1840-
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relief which has before been sought in vain, and what will be still

more useful, to give permanence to the sort of molecular arrange-

ment which the tilings take, when exposed to magnetic influence.

Instruct* i be derived from the use of these

means, by aid ot winch it will be possible to study the figures

more advantageously, which are, in some sense, the visible ex-

pression of the force animating bodies endued with polarity de-

veloped by magnetism.*

Nancy, March, 1860.

Art. IX.— On some Questions concerning the Coal Formations

of North America ; by Leo Lesquereux. Continued from

Vol. xxviii, p. 21.

Geographical Distribution of the Coal Flora.

To follow the plan exposed in the first part of this memoir

'a Journal, No. 82, July, 1859, p. 21) I should have to

examine now the nature of the coal-flora, that is, the a

and chemical constitution of the coal plants, first com)
tween themselves the groups of species of plants from which
the matter of the coal is a compound, and then examining how

u m is related to the plants living at this epoch. The
ii of the coal plants, either geographical or stra

ical, is a question accessory to the former. Nevertheless, it has

become now of a greater importance, since it touches upon a prob-

km winch is at present discussed bv the authorii vol

scientiHc names. I allude to the "theory of the origin of species

by Mr. Darwin. It evidently concerns the great problem of the

inmost nature of man, and thus forces every naturalist to seek,

in the sum of facts gathered up by his researches, either con-

firmatory or contradictory evidence of views which cannot but

preoccupy his mind. Thus it is apparently advisable to change
the order of examination of the flora of the coal measures of

North America, studying it now in its strati.-iraphical and geo-

graphical distribution, and leaving for another opportunity the

discussion concerning the nature of its vegetation and the spe-

cific and generic value of its representatives.

* This note is extracted from a work now in press and which will soon appear,

Public in 1853 (v. this Jour.. \i ]. vol. xvi, p. 337 ». vre s!k
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I shall not attempt in any way either an exposition or a criti-

cal examination of the views of the celebrated English author.

This task has already been admirably fulfilled in a former

number of this Journal.* I shall merely expose the facts that

appear surely ascertained by a long and careful exploration of

the coal-fields of North America, leaving the naturalist-philoso-

pher to take from these facts any conclusion that may appear

just to him. It is a mite only. But the monuments of hu-

manity, like the mountains of limestone, are built by the slow-

accumulation of minute remains.

The botanical palaeontology of the coal-period and the succes-

sion and variation of species in the different strata of the coal-

measures, cannot be studied with more advantage and with more
chances of reliability than in the coal-fields of the United States.

Their immense area, the uniformity of their generally unbroken
lion, the facility of ascertaining in many localities the

order of this stratification, the numerous exposures of coal banks,
not limited to a particular district, but opened and worked now
at distant points over the whole area of the coal-fields ; all this

affords to a systematic exploration such advantages as cannot be
found m any other country of the world.

Moreover, my explorations of the coal-fields of North America
have been favored by peculiar circumstances. Connected at dif-

ferent times, during ten years, with the geolouu-d s u vvs ..i the

states of Pennsylvania, Kentucky, Indiana, Arkansas and Illi-

nois
;
called to survey for comparison the coal-fields of Ohio and

part of those of Virginia; constantly limiting my researches to

botanical palaeontology, I have thus, I suppose, collected on the

distribution of the coal-plants in North America, more materials
and more reliable accounts than geologists may be able to get at

for a long time to come.
The first important question in regard, to the coal-plants of

America is : what is their relation of forms with the plants of

the same formation in Europe? The comparison of the coal

flora of both continents has never been made except on few and
insufficient data.f

Except two, all the genera of fossil plants of the coal-fields of

America are represented in Europe. One of them is the remark-
abk- 11 iullleseya elegans of Dr. Newbury, a flabellate, apparently
short pedicillate, cuneiform-oval and truncate leaf, fbun<
always detached from the stem. It evidently differs from the

genus Cycbpteris by its simple straight nervation and by its up-

f I have attempted it formerly,

State Survey of Perm., delivered January 1st, 1854, bin only yv,\A\-

, ii
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per margin being horizontally truncate and regularly wavy-den-
ticulate by the percurrent and slightly emerging nerves. The
typical affinity of this plant is unknown. It is perhaps more re-

lated to Cordaites or even to Salisburia than to a fern.

The second genus peculiar to the American coal-flora is my
Scobpendrites, represented, like the former, by a single species

;

Scolopendriles dentata Lsqx., of which fragments only have been
found. The name has no relation to the nervation of the leaf,

but to its outline. This leaf is apparently five to six inches

long, more than an inch broad, lanceolate, deeply cut by obtuse

somewhat regular teeth and marked by a' few very thin distant

oenrules, emerging from a narrow medial nerve in an acute angle,

scare* 1\ arched mid forking twice. Both these genera represent

peculiar types to which no form of the European coal-flora can

be compared. I could also mention as a peculiar type of our

coal-flora Crematopieris Pennsylvanica Lsqx., a thick stem or

branch, on both sides of which short, lanceolate, obtuse, thick

leaflets, without any trace of nervation, are pinnately attached.

The single specimen which I have found of this plant was not
well preserved enough, and it would be unsafe to consider the

species which it represents as having been seen in its true form
and full development.

If we admit the generic distribution of the fossil plants of the

coal, as it has been established by Brongniart in his Tableau
des Genres, (certainly the best that has been attempt,
before or after him) all the European genera, even the undefined

genus Aphlebia, (Sterbg.) have representative species in the coal-

fields of America. From the nomenclature of Goppert and
^orda, a few European genera, it is true, are hitherto without

dve species in our coal-fields. But these genera, es-

tablished on the form and the position of ['rnctilieation, always
very difficult to identify from even the best preserved specimens
of fossil ferns, may be represented by some species of our Spke-

nopteridece and Pecopterideoe. These genera, viz., Uhodea Mcrnb.,

'
Gfipp., Wood troea Thra, conad-

. the coal-plants of Europe and of

^orth America show very little difference indeed. But m ex-

amining the species separately and comparing them on both

sides of the Atlantic, the number of forms peculiar to America

appears much larger than il was ; thus the

vegetation of our continent, at the epoch of the coal formation

and considered in its whole, is far more different than it has been

supposed heretofore. . .
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mentioning the identity, the relation, or the difference of each of

them. I will therefore give in a table the number of species

of each genus, belonging either to North America or to Europe,

or common to both continents, and complete this general view

by a few remarks on some of the species, apparently the most

interesting, by predominance of number, of typical form or by

a peculiar distribution.

1. Noeggerathia Sternb,,

2. Gyclopteris Brgt,

3. Nephropteris Brgt.,

3 + 2* 5 1

2 2

5

5. Neuropteris Brgt., 18 + 1*

6. Odoutopteris Brgt,

7. Dictyopteris Gutb.,

4 + 1* 6 3

1

8. Sphenopteris Brgt.,

9. Hymenophyllites Gopp.,

10. Rhodea Sternb.,

10+ 9* 12

6 10

11. Trichomanites Gopp.,

12. Steffensia Gopp.,

13. Beinertia Gopp.,

13. I Minaxites Gopp.,

14. Woodvvartites Gopp.,

15. Alethopteris Sternb., 9 + 2* 20 9

16. Callipteris Brgt., 2 1

17. Tecopteris Brgt, 12+4* 49 12

18. Aphlebia Sternb., 6

19. Caulopteris Brgt,

20. Psaronius Brgt., 10 6

21. Crematopteris Schp.,

22. Scolopendrites Lsqx.,

23. Whittleseya Newb.,

24. Cordaites Ung., 1 2

25. Diplothegium Corda,

20. Sticrmavia Brgt, 5 5

'27. Sigillaria Brgt, 12 + 9* 17

28. Syrigodendron Brgt., + 1* 2

29. iiiploxylon Corda, 1

30. Lepidodendron Brgt, 14 11

31. Ulodendron Rhode, 4

32. Megaphytum Artis, 1+1*
33. Knorria Sternb., 2 + 2* 1 2

34. Halonia LI. & Hutt,

35. Lepidophyllum Brgt, 2

36. Lepidostrobus Brgt, ? 1 2

* In this enumeration, I count the species named as new ones in a catalogs

published in 1853 by Dr. Newbury Nos. 8th and 9th of the Annals of Science

bava not beendescribi

, they are still doubtful and separately r
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Genera of Coal plants. *"; ;:!""",'

'

l < ,- "
'

37. Cardiocarpon JBrgt.,

38. Trigonocarpum Brgt.,

2 + 5* 6

3+3* 5

39. Rhabdocarpos Gopp. & Brgt.,

40. Carpolitb.es Sternb.,

1 + 1* 1

12 + 1*

41. Sekginites Brgt.,

42. Lycopodites Brgt.,

43. Lomatophloios Corda,

44. Lepidophloios Sternb.,

1 12

J

1

45. Bothrodendron Gopp.,

46. Cvcadloidea Buckl., 1 j

47. Calamites Suck,
1

l

l48. Bornia Sternb. & Gopp., 1

49. Equisetites Sternb., 2 1

50. Asterophyllites Brgt., 5 8
I51. Annularia Sternb., 5

52. Sphenophyllum Brgt., 2 + 3* 3 I 3

Noeggerathia Sternb.—Two of the American species are closely

related to N. obliqua Gopp. A third, N. Bx
I referred to M Gopp., from the exact likeness

the author has established his species, is evidently referable to

the genus Adiantites Gopp. The two species of true Nt

belong to the Old Ked Sandstone of Pennsylvania ; the third

found at the base of the millstone grit of Pennsylvania belongs

by its typical form to the true coal measures.

uteris Brgt.—Cannot be separated from the genus Aw-
ropteris, since it represents large, mostly rounded and deciduous

leaflets attached around the stem at the base of secondary pinna*

of some Neuropteris. Two of our American species, viz., Neph-

ropteris fimbriate Lsqx. and Nephropteris laciniata Lsqx have a

typical character which has never been seen on any ol I

ferns of Europe. As the names indicate, both these beautiful

species of leaves are fi
inference.

The fringes and lacinice are unequal in length and breadth, flex-

nous, and do not bear any likeness to the straight and regular

points fiurro ei ri ng leaves of some ferns ot our

time.

Neuropteris Brgt.—Our Neuropteris hirsuta Lsqx. is probably

at least, the equivalent of Neuropteris cordata, N bcheuxen, A.
;. A pecu-

liar charac; nl use hairs

of its upper surface may help to bring together the numerous

and diverse forms of its leaflets, which are generally separated

from the stem Mr Bunbury had already remarked and men-

tioned those hairs I have not been able to detect them on the

few, badly preserved specimens of the European Neuropteris cor-
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data Brgt. which I had opportunity to examine. It may be also

that Neuropteris smilacifolia Sternb., N. plicata Sternb., N. rotun-

difolia Brgt., ought to be referred as varieties to Neuropi

osa Brgt. Nevertheless, we have these same scarcely distinct

species with just the same characters in America. They are

mostly found in the same places where Neuropteris fiexuosa

abounds. Of the other American species of this genus, Neurop-

teris Clarhsoni Lsqx. is closely allied to Neuropteris a

Brgt., and Neuropteris Desorii Lsqx., to Odontopteris Beichiana

Gutb. But Neuropteris speciosa Lsqx., N rarinervis Bunby., N
gibbosa Lsqx., N undans Lsqx., JV. dentata Lsqx., N. Morii Lsq*

are widely different from any European species, and may be con-

sidered as true American forms or types. Neuropteris

Lsqx. should perhaps be referred, by its peculk

the genus Sonopteris of M. Ponsel.

Odontopteris Brgt.—I have counted Odontopteris Brardii Brgt.,

among the species belonging to both continents, on the authority

of M. Unger, who indicates it at Mauch-Chunk, Pennsylvania.

Nevertheless I doubt of the identity of our species with the true

0. Brardii Brgt. The small specimen which I formerly referred

to it belongs to another species, Odontopteris crenulata Brgt., and

I would rather suppose that some incomplete specimen of Ocfon-

topteris alata Lsqx., has been mistaken for the true 0. Brardii

Brgt. Our species, though closely related to the European form,

evidently differs from it by its obtuse leaflets, and by the position

of two large, opposite, cuneate, truncate leaflets attached to the

rachis just below the base of the pinnae.— Odontopteris £

Witt Brgt., common to both continents, is one of the few species

which, either in its fructified or sterile form, show a perfect iden-

tity at any locality where it is found.

Dictyopteris Gutb.—The affinity of the European Dictyopteris

Brongnarti Gutb. with our Dictyopteris obliqua Bunby., is so great

that these species could be considered as mere varieties of the

same. D. obliqua Bunby. has narrower, less obtuse leaflets.

These are generally found detached from the stem and spread

over the shales in the greatest abundance.
Sphenopteris Brgt.—This genus, to which- 1 have united the

Gleichenites of M. Goppert, appears from the number of its spe-

cies, to be far more abundantly represented in Europe than in

America. Probably the difference may be accounted for, first

by the number of European species which, established on small

specimens, represent variable parts of a frond and may be re-

called to a common species. Secondly by the insufficiency of

our explorations. Since the publication of my catalogue of fos-

sil plants of the coal, in 1858, ten new species of Sphenopteris

not counted in the table, because they are still undescribed, hare

come under my examination. From the number of species enu-
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merated by Dr. Newberry it would appear also that this genus is

largely represented at some places and in restricted areas. Thus

we may expect to see the number of American species largely

increased.

The essential European types of this genus are all represented

in our coal measures, either by identical species, or, by closely

related forms. Thus we have : Sphenopteris spinosa LI. and Hutt.,

tttes Brgt, S. Davalliana Gopp., Sphenopteris irregularis

Gutb., & Gravenhorstii Brgt., S.- Dubuissonis Brgt., S. latifolia

Brgt., S.polyphylla LI. and Hutt., S. artemisicefolia Sternb., &c.

Besides, as American types, we have Sphenoptn isjtyp Uaru Lsqx,

and especially Sp. Neivberrei Lsqx. This last species has a ramifi-

cation different from that of any other kind of fossil fern. viz.. two

secondary pinnae, joined at their base and forking in an obtuse

angle at the top of a short naked stem. The form of the leaflet

and the nervation of this species is also peculiar. One of my
species, Sphenopteris decipiens Lsqx. has, like Neuropteris adiantites

Lsqx., the primary nerve folded along the base of the leaflets

and the nervules curved and branching upwards, a character

ascribed by Brongniart to the genus Lonopteris Tom.
Hymenophyllites Gopp.—From analogy of nervation, rather

than from a relation of typical form, I have, perhaps wrongly, con-

nected with this genus, some species referable either to Aphlebia

Sternb., or to Schizopteris Brgt., or even to Selaginites Brgt. Four

American species: 11 ' s Lsqx., II. ofi'mis

Lsqx., 11. /, ,ratus Lsqx., are represented by
fronds which form a broad base, divide in ascending, as

irregularly cut in sin it. curved, somewhat
obtuse lacini:.- or l<,l„s. K.„,li ol'tim divisions is marked by a

single nerve, ascending to its top. The fronds appear

of a thick texture- but in H. giganteus Lsqx., which may be the

same plant as Schizopteris lactuca Sternb., they are ,

very thin. These species ought to constitute a separate genus.

In the fossil flora of Pennsylvania I had attempted to group

them together under the name of Pachyphyllum ; but as some

species have apparently thin leaves or fronds, the name could

not be preserved of course. A discussion concerning the mor-

phology of the plants of the coal would be out of place now.

The subject ought to be separately treated. I needed only to

mention these peculiar forms, for comparing the distribution of

the genus Hymenophyllites. Two of our American species are

closely related to the\ H. elegans Brgt. of Europe. The others,

especiallv H. fimbriate Lsqx., are apparently peculiar American

^pes. This last, nevertheless, could be compared to i

©tfmemi Gutb. . ,

Akthopteris Sternb.—All our American species have some af-

finity with European types of the same genus. Even the re-
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3 related, though distantly,

from which it differs, especially by its very

long (sometimes 4 to 5 inches), narrow, linear pinnae, It has

been found only near Pottsville, Pennsylvania.

Callipteris Brgt.—One of the American species, 0. &

Lsqx.. is a beautiful fern of a peculiar character, apparently bi-

or tri-pinnate, but of • Wvn foimd. The

general outline of the pinnas is like that of Alethopteris Serlii

Brgt. But the pinnules are twice as broad, rounded at the top,

marked by abroad and deep medial nerve, abruptly ten

in the middle of the leaflets, and from which emerge in acute

angles, thin arched, forked nervules as closely placed as those of

X^imj,?n-isflexuosa Brgt. The other American species is closely

related to Alethopteris sinuata Brgt. A. nervosa Brgt. is a com-

mon species over the whole extent of our coal fields. As it is

generally found connected (though not on the same stem) with

A. Sauveurei Gopp. (A. nervosa var. Brgt.), both forms are refer-

able to the same species.

Pecopteris Brgt.—The identification of the species of this geirt«

is difficult. Here, as •

-/, some species have

been established on fructifications, which are seldom found in

?u<-h ;>. state of preservation that the form and the position of the

fruit-dots can be ascertained, and others have been differently

named from the branching of the veinlets, which differs in the

same species according to the position of the leaflets. Thus
identical species have received different names or even been
placed in different genera. The number marked in the table

represents only species of ours of which the value is ascer-

tained. Some of them show apparently true American tvj.es.

Thus, Pecopteris Sillimani Brgt., P. Loschii Brgt., P. Y<<Utim
Lsqx., P. distans Lsqx., P. decurrens Lsqx., and Pecnpt< ria CO**

i t, widely differ from any European fossil Pet

Caulopteris Brgt—Uniting Stemrnatopteris Corda, to this gemrtj

we have at least four distinct species.

Stigmaria.—I think that the varieties of Stigmaria anabathra
Corda, described by M. Goppert, are true species, beii

found in our coal-fields at different geological horizons. The
five species described as new in the report of the Pennsylvania
survey, may be perhaps reduced to three, but some well ohaffl*

terized species have been found since the report was made.
'iition of this genus does not ope-

rate identically on the coal-fields of both continents. We have

few species of the narrow-costate Sigillarice, more than SO speck*

of which are counted in Europe. We have more of the broad-

costate forms and especially a large number of species belonging

to the peculiar section of the smooth or rather uncostate 6
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In this last section, three well characterized forms are peculiar

to our coal-fields. The one has its surface

around the scars; the second is wrinkl. d crosswise, and the third

has double, oval, obliquely-placed scars united by a deep groove,

and the surface is beautifully reticulated b

obliquely intersecting each other. The beau* i

C, of which the large scars have nearly the form of an

eye, ifl also a peculiar American form. The number of our spe-

cies, as i Marked on the table, is too small. About ten new species

g to the Geological State surveys of Kentucky, of Ar-

kansas and of Illinois are not here counted.

Syrigodendron Brgt.—The two species described by Mr. Brong-

niart are common in America. I have never seen any other.

Dr. Newbm aliar species of ours under the

> Newb.

this genus collected from 1

grit series of our coal measures, has afforded a good opportunity

for examining the development and variations of the scars at

the different stages of growth of the trees. Except L. oculatum

Lsqx., which might be referred perhaps to L. distans Lsqx., all

the new species described in the report of the survey of Penn-

sylvania are well characterized. Some of them might be con-

sidered as American types. L. distans Lsqx., is related, by the

distance of the scars only, to Sagenaria rimosa Sternb.

Megaphytum Artis.—A beautiful and large specimen of a new

species of this genus is preserved in the cabinet of the Geologi-

cal State Survey of Illinois. Another new species is mentioned

by Dr. Newberry under the name of if. discretum Newb.

Knorria Sternb.—The number of American species is appar-

ently pretty large; but the difficulty of determining the species

from specimens generally badly preserved has prevented or re-

tarded the d,-,M .j.u,,^.
*

Kuur'ria uuhri-ata Sternb., is especially

common below the millstone grit.

Lepidophyllum Brgt.-We have already seven we 1 character-

ized American species, and three new and unpublished ones.

The number of peculiar forms of these scales or leaves of the

cones of Lepidodendron, evidently shows that the large proportion

of species of Lepidodendron, which have been found in America,

cannot be considered as resulting from peculiar changes of the

same species, according to the age of the Bd

hastatum Lsqx L brevifolhm Lsqx., and L. phcatum Lsqx., are

American tvpes not related to any European species
>

Lepidostrobus Brcrt.—The number of cones of Lepidodendron is

extremely large, especially in the shales of the first bed of coal

above the conglomerate All the species ascertained, from the
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:ie only reliable specif

nted with Lepidophyllum.
The fruits distributed among the genera Cardiocarpum Brgt,

Mabdocarpos Gopp. and Berg., Trigonocarpum Brg .

Sternb., are generally found broken or flattened or divested of
their outer envelope. Consequently the identification of the

species is very difficult. The number of these fruits dissemi-
nated in the shales and in the sandstone of the low con I <>! our
American basin is considerable. They follow the stral
cal distribution of the genus Lejridodendron, though they do not
appear in any way related to this genus. About twenty well
marked but undescnbed species ought to be added to those
counted in the table. Some of them have peculiar forms with-
out relation to any European species. One of the mosl

; mred tor

the fourth volume of the Geological Eeport of the State Survey
of Kentucky, under the direction of Dr. D. Dale Owen

Lycopodites Brgt.—Nothing, perhaps, shows more evidently
the difference m the characters of the coal flora of both conti-
nents than the scarcity of species of Lycopodites and the abund-
ance ot 8P "

cm, in our coal measures ; when a
contrary distribution rather predominates in Europe. Both the
genera are considered as closely related. Nevertheless we have

Bpecies of Lycopodites, very rare indeed, since I found
specimens of it only lately on both the extreme limits of the
state of Kentucky at the same geological horizon, viz, in the
shale of coal No. IB. By its concave Teaves, decurrent and em-

from any of the twelve
species of the coal yet described Dr. Newberry has not men-

this genua in his catalogue
Asterophyllites Brgt.—As some species of this genus are repre-

sented by catkins, scarcely if ever found attached to the stems,
and of which therefore the relation is obscure or unlmay have counted as peculiar to America a few specie
are only fruiting modifications of some others. I consi.

'

;

:!t;:i "^ " ; '"'li ar. apparently
Mg the branchlets;—a kind of frucl

position contrary to that of some pines.

*Sw° T +?
th

?
SpeC16S °f Dr - ^wberry, the table of

distribution shows that from six hundred and fifty-five species

sixt'vl
P

r
n°W d

fermined 5
^re than one hundred and

sixty are pecuuar to America; three hundred and fifty species

ml7°v
W
!v / m EuroPe 5

and one hundred and fifty are com-

totl^ i *
Certain that future marches will ,hv : ,i!v add

the number of species common to both
much, also, to the number of species peculiar to America? The
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fore, the difference pointed out by the table, may be admitted as

fairly representing, in a proportional manner, the general distri-

bution of the coal plants on both continents. The botanical re-

mains of the coal-fields of Europe have been carefully collected

and studied by learned naturalists for more than a century, while

those of America are only beginning to be noticed by scientific

explorers.

In the Introduction to the Fossil Flora of the coal-fields of

Pennsylvania, I had already pointed out the great analogy ex-

isting between the plants now living on the peat-bogs of America
and of Europe. Admitting the peat-formation of our time as

being the actual representative of the coal-marshes of the coal-

epoch, I was led to the conclusion : that at this last epoch, the

flora of both continents was as different and even more different

than its representative flora is at our time. Thus, on twenty-five

species of mosses growing on the peat-bogs and entering into

the formation and composition of the peat, a single one is peculiar

to North America. By extending my researches to the South,

namely to the latitude of Norfolk, in the great Dismal Swamp
of Virginia, I found the proportion changed in some manner

;

but nevertheless, the most common forms of the genus >'

which in Europe and North America form the principal mass
?f the peat, were found there also, performing the same work
in the composition of the combustible matter. In the family of

the Ferns, out of ten species growing on our marshes, five are

identical with European species growing in the same situations
;

and two more are so closely allied to their European congeners
that in a state of petrifaction, they could not be distinguished

from each other. Even now, in their normal state, they are ad-

mitted by some botanists as varieties only. Among the JimcecE,

Cyperacea and Qraminece, twenty-six species out of forty-one are

common to both continents; and from the other families, of which

representatives are found on the peal-Ws, twrniy-six species of

thirty-one are found in Europe and in America. The 1

some species of this section, peculiar to both continents, is still

'. Thus, Larix Americ «ea; %m-
Phcea odorata and Nymphcea alba; Ledum latifuliu.m and Lxhun
palustre, Trientalis Americana and Trientalis Europcea ; Vaccinium

macrocarpum and V. Oxycoccos (ma I
I * named),

are so nearly related that their specific characters can be distin-

guished only on good a
ns - There are

>
indeed,

°n the peat-bogs°of America, some peculiar types which are not
tound in Europe : Xw Samuxnta

and a few others. But it is even so with the plants of
the coal-period where we have seen certain types peculiar to this

i rity serves only to render the more strik-



ing the analogy of distribution of the flora of both epochs. It

shows the same degree of difference and of analogy. Some
species, even a few types, peculiar to each country, the greatest

number of them peculiar to America ; many identical species, and

f many forms, so nearly related, that it becomes very
difficult to separate them by specific characters.

Columbus, Ohio, April, I860.

Art. X.—On an Oil- Coal found near Pictou, Nova Scotia; and
the Comparative Composition of the Minerals often included in

the term Coals ; by Henry How, Prof. Chemistry and Nat.
Hist., King's College, Windsor, N. S.

The name given to the substance I purpose describing indi-
cates the use to which it is put, viz., the manufacture of paraf-
fine-oil and an inquiry into the association of elements in the
minerals constituting the sources of this and similar "mineral-
oils" and in the bituminous coals, may possess some interest in
a chemical point of view. As regards the classification of these
it is not necessary to do more than recall the attempt made a
few years ago m courts of law, in Scotland, New Brunswick and
Nova Scotia to decide what should and what should not be
called a coal. The great array of evidence of various kinds
brought to bear on the question rendered it a very interesting
one, and it is well known that the opinions of the numerous sci-

entific men consulted on these occasions were so nearly balanced™at the P°] rmined on the commeroia
than on the scientific merits of the cases. It will be remem-
bered that the substances in dispute were the Torbanc-h

i

found near Bathgate Scotland, and the Al-
bert coal occurring at Hillsborough, New Brunswick. As re-

former, the result of the trial in Edinburgh, in 1853,
w.^s that the jury considered it to be " coal,

'
"

regards the latter, it was decided !

of that

Fredericton, N. B, i

-

.

.'

'£ S
"

' to be also a
coal.

_
Notwithstanding these legal decisions, which, from the

s were obviously arrived at from
other than scientific considerations, the question as to what is

is not a coal, must be held to be an open one in those
sciences in whose province the matter lies; and it will probably

n so, because it was not from the absence of data, but
lrom differing interpretations of facts about which for the most

rdance, that there arose the well
iimity among geologists, mineralogists, chem-

iaui ana microscopists.
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In this paper I do not hope to decide the question, but I wish

to point out as interesting facts the occurrence of true bitumin-

ous coal in contact with the Oil-Coal, and to call attention to the

relative proportions of the ultimate elements in the latter and

in the before-mentioned disputed substances as compared with

bituminous coals, as important in explaining the different nature

of their products of distillation, and in affording support to

those who do not make one species only of these minerals.

Some of the analyses which follow are published for the first

time ; others, of my own, relating to bituminous coals, I have
taken from among those given in the Eeport on Coals suited to

the Steam Navy of Great Britain, by Sir H. Delabeche and Dr.

Playfair, and those of cannel-coals are taken from sources here-

after indicated.

The oil-coal found near Pictou, N. S., was first met with by
persons residing in the neighborhood, early in 1859r

and its

exact locality is called Fraser Mine. I occurs in the ©
ures. I am indebted to Henry Poole, Esq., manager of the Fra-

ser Mine, for the following particulars relating to the geological

position, etc., of the substance :—
" The lowest measures about sixty yards, on the surface, short

of the distance where the oil-coal crops, are composed chiefly of
strong bands of sandstone, actual thickness not yet proved;
then shales with bands of ironstone, and Stigmaria roots with
Sigillaria stems, and a few detached fern leaves, in such soft

shale that I have not been able to preserve any good specimens.

Immediately above the oil-coal is a seam of bituminous- coal

about fourteen inches thick. Where we commenced to open a
mine by driving a slope, the oil-coal was fourteen inches thick,

but at 200 feet down at the bottom of the slope the oil-coal waa
twenty inches thick ; it has a smooth regular parting at top next
the coal, as also at the bottom next to the Oil-Batt below, but
throughout its entire thickness it is of a curly twisted structure

:

many of its fractures look like the casts of shells, and the sharp
edges are polished of a " slickensides " character. No fossils that

Jam aware of have hitherto been found in the curly Oil-CpaL
J-he Oil-Batt next below is nearly two feet thick, of a homogene-
ous character with a slaty cleavage of various thicknesses. In
this band two or three varieties (species?) of Lepidodendron
beautifully preserved have been found, also leaves about one-
fourth of an inch wide, and in lengths of from four to six inches,

which have undergone so little change, that when the damp
shale was fresh split, they could be removed, and were so-

elastic that they could be bent considerably without break-
ing- At the bottom of the slope another thin seam of curly
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cayed wood very little c • aged, which I consider a great cu-

riosity. On M'Lellan's Brook shale is above the Oil-Coal, and

Oil-Batt below in which have been found Lepidodendra and ap-

parently molar teeth with three fangs, flattened modiola shells,

and spines or small fish-teeth. The Oil-Batt has been found in

several places without the curly band or so-called Oil-Coal. Two
thousand tons of Oil-Coal have been raised (Dec. 1859) at the

Fraser Mine."

The Oil-Coal varies in color from brown to black, is dull where

not polished as just mentioned, has a reddish-brown lustreless

streak, its powder is dark chocolate colored, it is very tough and

breaks at last with a hackly fracture, its specific gravity, in

mass, after the vessel of water containing it had been in an ex-

hausted receiver =1103. It takes fire very readily, and when
removed from the lamp still burns for some time with a brilliant

smoky flame, and flaming melted fragments continually drop
from it in a truly characteristic manner. Ignited in coarse pow-
der in an open crucible it gives off abundant smoke and flame,

then seems to boil quickly, and a " coke" is left of the bulk of

the original material, and showing when turned out a complete
cast of the interior of the crucible. The ash of the "coke" is

grey, and consists mainly of silicate of alumina, at least no lime
or a mere trace is dissolved by acid, while some alumina is

taken up and a great deal of solid remains undissolved. The
powdered Oil-Coal digested with benzine and with ether does
not more than sensibly color these fluids, but some residue re-

mains on evaporation in each case.

The bituminous coal occurring with the oil-coal had the usual
characters belonging to its species; it was black, brilliant, and
very_ brittle. The proximate analyses of the two are placed side

by side
: and it will at once be obvious that they contrast very

strikingly.

100-00 100-00

The following is the ultimate analysis of the Oil Coal, for which
I am indebted to Mr. Slessor, assistant to Prof. Anderson of
Glasgow, whose aid I requested from want of the necessary ap-
paratus :

Nitrogen" (by loss),



The Oil-Batt appears to be decidedly a shale, and a specimen

from Bear Brook, Frazer Mine, gave these results

:

I proceed to compare the Torbane Hill mineral, and the

'Albert coal." A specimen of the former, examined at the

;ime of the trial before mentioned, in 1853, gave me—
Volatile matters, 7117 Carbon, 6600

In a recent examination, z

Volatile matters, 54-39

Fixed carbon, 4544

;imen of "Albert coal" gave:

Carbon* 87-25

These results I place in a table with corresponding data ob-

tained from bituminous and cannel coals, the specific gravities

of the substances, and the ratio of carbon to hydrogen as calcu-

lated directly from analysis, with the authority for the numbers,

The first 7 analyses are from the Report on Coals by Sir H.

Delabeche and Dr. Playfair, 1848, and Memoirs Geol. Survey,

vol. ii; the 8th and 9th from Miller's Chemistry, iii, p. 201

the 10th from Report of Trial on Torbane Hill "CoaL
burgh, 1853; the 11th has not been heretofor

lO-15;o-68l
I »,«. a . 1

.1039 ^.53 25.23 g-^ou wji» i~y »oi • ~| i a. mow.

A,
In this table we observe in the first place the resemblance of

the last three substances in having a density much below that of

* WeXy8i9
-

kindly Wshed by^ ^^oSS^^mfn^:
"<i. 1 English cancel' ' fScoteh^jjdk

NandO =11-761 percent. ft S» and =1-21. « N, S, and -0 68.
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all the others, and secondly, that in all the bituminous coals but

one the vol isiderably less in amount than the

fixed carbon, while in the cannel coals this is also the case with

one of the two whose proximate analyses are given ; as regards

the other we see that it contains a large percentage (=11-761)

of N and which would of course be included as " volatile

matters," and in the last three substances the volatile matters

greatly exceed the fixed carbon. It is well known that in dis-

cussions on the chemical nature of coals, etc., much stress is laid

on the relative proportions of these products, and also on the

ratio of carbon to hydrogen, but it appears to me that an im-

portant element in the calculation has generally been omitted,

or has not received due attention; I allude to the quantity of

oxygen present, which of course can only be found by ultimate
analysis. It is constantly stated that the gas and oil-producing
value of a coal is indicated by the weight lost in coking, but
this is obviously true only to a certain extent, and indeed is in

some cases clearly untrue, for if we do not take into considera-
tion the effect of oxygen present we cannot make a just com-
parison of the chemical nature of the substances, nor find the
ratio of C : H, neither can we give the real gas or oil value, when,
as above, from eight to ten per cent of what is generally sup-
posed to be carbon and hydrogen is really oxygen with nitrogen.
If for example we consider the effect of the oxygen in the com-
position of the substances given in the table we shall see the last

three present such differences from the others as to strengthen
the position of those who decline calling them 'coals.' Limit-
ing our view to the cannel-coals, which, as seen above, exhibit
the ratio of C : H apparently equal or nearly so to that in the
substances in question, we observe that they all contain mu< h

more oxygen, and if we deduct the equivalent quantity of H
in all, as is theoretically necessary for arrivinir at the heating
power, we shall find this similarity greatly lessened ; as thus,

" FraserMine,' 100 : 1-2-43

The last three substances should prove, theoretically, the ex-
cellent 'Oil-Coals' they are known to be. Of course the practi-
cal yield of oil will vary according to the manipulation, the per-
fection of the manufacturing processes and the quality of sam-
ples employed, but the following statement of the comparative
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amounts of oil afforded by some of the above may be taken as
a good illustration of the point brought forward in this paper.
I am indebted for these details to H. Poole, Esq. :—

In Scotland the Lesmahagow cannel coal gives 40 gallons
crude oil, and 32 gallons rectified oil per ton.
At M'Lellan Brook the Fraser Oil-Coal gives 40 gallons crude

oil per ton.

At Coal Brook the Fraser Oil-Coal and Oil-Batt together give
53 gallons per ton.

At M'Cullock Brook the Fraser Oil-Coal gives 77 gallons per

The "Albert coal" gives 100 gallons per ton.
The " Torbane Hill coal" gives 125 gallons per ton.
And some picked samples of Oil-Coal from Fraser Mine, tried

in Boston, U. S., gave no less than 199 gallons of oil per ton.
Windsor, Nova Scotia, May, 1860.

?o
Xl~T/ie Great Auroral Exhibition ofAug. 28th to Sept. Uh,

18o9,- and the Geographical Distribution of Auroras and Thun-
ter storms.—5th Article. By Prof. Elias Loomis.

Since the publication of our former articles on the great au-
rora of Aug. 28th to Sept. 4th, we have received some additional
observations which we here subjoin.

1
fifo

lTtfrom a J(>™'nal of the weather in Swedish Bothnia, flat.

r V ''
]ong- 22 ° E -), fa Robert Rawlinson, copiedfrom the

London Times of Oct. 5.

• &• 27-28. Morning gloomy ; clouds gray and electric look-
in
g; a sort of dense il Noah's Ark" sky.
A "g- 28. Night, heavy rain.
Aug. 29. Night bright and clear, but bitterly cold ; ice a quar-

ter of an inch thick round tent.

^g- 30. Day fine
; sun very hot. No observation at night.

^
u g- 31. Day fine, clear and calm. No observation at night.
ePt- 1. Morning, heavy clouds showing for wet.

delu !'
2

' H<
r
avy thunder storm at night, vivid lightning and

g
ePt. 3. Morning cloudy ; thick mist over forest,
ept.

4. Morning cloudy ; heavv dew in night, thick fog.
oePl

- o. Cloudy, but fine.
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2. Observations at St. Petersburg, Russia, (lat. 59° 56'), communi-

cated by Prof. A. T. Kupffee, Director of the Central Physical

Observatory.

From Aug. 28th to Sept. 4th, 1859, the disturbances of the

magnetic instruments at St. Petersburg were very remarkable

not only for their extent but for their long continuance. The

magnetic observations are ordinarily made every hour, but on

the preceding days, observations were made every five minutes.

We have not room to publish these observations entire, but the

following table exhibits the most remarkable deflections of the

the

he north pole of the unifilar magnetometer moves towards

east, when the numbers of the scale increase. The value of

e division of the scale is 26"'3.

When the numbers on the scale of the bifilar magnetometer
3rease, the magnetic intensity increases. The value of one di-

sion of the scale is 0-0001 of the total intensity.

In these observations the day is supposed to begin at noon.

Hour,
j

Unifilar.
j

Bifilar.
, Hour.

|
Uoifilar. Bifilar. Hour. Unifilar. Bifilar.

August 28th.
4l0 .

8 25 Il5o
"^

o o '

1 32-5 ! i85 4

9 o M3-0 ' 207-0

i3 o 1080 ! i86-o

16 o
;

169-3 i 4200

: 21
!

53o-o I'yo
10 35 95-3

s
j

2£ 10 6oi-5
21 3o

j

3020

a I 45 off scale
"•8

12 .5

12 2 5

12 v.

i3 35

63o
47-3

oir.M-i.1

19 O 122-0
| 420-0 2t 55 94-o 1 i 45

23 o5
1

io5-o 106-7 22 i5 3aoo
11 90

If! 20 m3o iS-o

August 29th.

22 3o
;

85-o

£ ?,£ £° $i
23 3o 1 1280 20 ro 1 2K>
23 45

j
59-5 86-o 2. 'O i5o-3

55 [94-0 ' 3ai-a
1 5 ii. 66 5

September
2 2 5

y\ 55 IK
!,V!-3

.36

2 40 i i43
|

222-8

4 i3 2 -3 1870

5
i

i35-o

35
|

67-0
2o5-3

i5o-o Se ptember

5 5 !
220-5 257-5

i

45 i34-5 65o i5

i« Ii Fo 2 20 186-0 1 55 85o

8 i5oC \ IS-o

2 25
|

82-0 2 55 75-5

3.-4-5 4 1

5

5o-o
3 20 i34-o 3o6-,, 4 55 45-o aao-o

8 45 , 39-o : i33-3

19 i53o
j 124-0 !

3 4o 1 3 5

jjg 8

2-5-0

'3 i37-4
j i25o 4 4? \lt 420-5 8 40

5 10
j

4,-o
571*5 9 "

i58o i54-o

J
° '<»*

|

J36-5
5 5o i io4-5 2775
6 45 ioo-ci 35 5

8 234-5 ,5-o
8 5

: 2420 3u3-4 |S .5 i5o-o
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20 55

B
84o September 4th.

i i5 ^S-o 135-6

a 35 n3-8
|

i34-o

3 20 79-o
1

=33-0

4 o 1 ioi-5
I

a57-o

5 40

J!

i42-5

124-5

n 3.5

i'^i-3

u5o

i58o

i5o-o

i34-2

I-rom

o" ftn-Mfa

ni4 = 49 58

From io6- 7 to 4ao =3i3-3=-o3i
» 665 " 32i- 2=254-7=-025
" o " 4i9o=4i9o=-o42

||
o

||
57 i-5= 57i-5=-o57

" 122 " 257 =i35 =-oi3

It should be remarked that in the preceding table, indicates
that the magnets passed beyond the range of their scales; so
that we can only conclude that on Sept. 1st and 2nd the range
of the magnets certainly exceeded the values here given.

3. Observations at Catherinenburg, Russia (lat. 56° 50', long. 60°

34' E.), communicated by Prof. A. T. Kupffee.

The following observations are arranged in the same manner
as those from St. Petersburg. The value of one division of the
unifilar scale is 38" -4. The value of one division of the bifilar

scale is 0-0001 of the total intensity.

H°<»- Unifilar. 1 Btltar. Hear Unililnr. Bifilar.

September 1st. a*a 1 off scale 1 off scale 8 536-5 3oo-5

48i-o 295- 7
3o8-5

September 2nd. ;
5i2-o

£» 3i9-o o I 434-b 1 238-c 20 539-o 285-4

5»5-o

58o-o
3

Zl I £ S:
fc Observations at Barnaul, Russia (lat. 53° 20', long. 83° 2\

communicated by Prof. A. T. Kupffee.

The value of one division of the unifilar scale is 32"'8.

"Vision of the bifilar scale =0'0001 of the total intensity.
SECOND SERIES, Vol. XXX, No. 88.-JULY, I860.
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Hour.
|

Unifilar. Bililar. Hour. 1 Unifilar. Bifilar. Hour 1 Unifilar. 1 Bifilar.

August 2 August 2 September 1st.

IKI
4i6-5 off scale L I 4 i3- 2 1 m

1754 402-5 a3 | 519-3 1 off scale

,n

392-6 i85o
I fZ-l "fro September 2nd.

437 o 94o 466-5

Ifi 690
385o

ia5o 35o-6 i56-5

2j 4o8-5 io7-5 44o-5

3 4S0

5. Observations at Nertehinsk, Russia, (lat. 51° 18', long. 119° 20'

E.), communicated by Prof. A. T. Kupffek.

The value of one division of the unifilar scale is 33"-8. One
division of the bifilar scale =0-0001 of the total intensity.

September 2nd,

o 34ro 385- 1

i 383-o 235 4
2 635-4 3to-i
3 355-5 3ai-5

5

6

9

a94-8

3a 7 - r

3l2-3

3n 9

2o5-6

256-5

25o-4

288-5

243-5
•

i3

3

45oo
333o
345-4
3a7 o
352o
343-5

260-0

246-o

f
9
l

'

6. Observations at Athens, Greece (lat. 37° 58'), by J. F L Schmidt,
Director of the Observatory. (Communicated through Rev. Mr.
King, Am. Missionary at Athens.)

The aurora was not seen at Athens Aug. 28th and 29th. Both
evenings were very clear and still, especially Aug. 28th. Aug.
29th from 7" to 8* P. it some clouds were seen in the west over
tu<- M„rea. Aug. 30-31 was likewise clear, with a very few
small clouds. Aug. 31st, in the evening, lightning in the N.W.

the weT'
eVenmg

'
partlj clear

' Partl 3' cloudy, with lightning in

8
!

* 2d 7* 15- a. m, beginning of a storm from the west,

™ '
ulil ,lll " i

' at & 30- a m, rain, hail and lightning.
n-om noon to V>h 40'» p. M ., violent shower from the west.
llH

;

u b^.'u. ie clear with sunshine. The evening was clear, and

\

n tl ' t
-

l ,""' t1
'

tli^-re appeared a dark bank of ordinary cloud (not
11 ;

-

,!;il
'

K >'^"ei.t oi the aurora,, above which, from> 30- P. *
ti

;

s
!'• M

>

^>s ^m. a fine aumra of a carmine red color. The
"hicl. extended <>0° in azimuth, was elevated some-
t! "' Ix'nzon, so that stars were seen beneath it. The

centre ot the annual 1,-ht was not in the north, but N.N.W.un tne west it was bounded by Cor Caroli, and on the east by
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a Persei. No streamers or fluctuations of light were observed.

By 10 P. M. the cloud bank had disappeared, the auroral light

having disappeared previously.

Sept. 3d. The entire day was clear; and at 4 P. M. I went

on board a steamer for Syra. From 7£-8 p. M.
r
near the island

Egina I saw in the north and northwest the carmine red light of

an aurora. From 9£-10£ P. M., near Cape Sunium, a faint trace

of the aurora was still seen ; but no dark segment, streamers or

fluctuations- of light.

7. Observations at Camp Simeahmoo, Washington Territory, (lat.

49°, long. 122 SO* \\\). by Archibald Campbell, Commis-

sioner ofK W. Boundary Survey.

At 8 p. m. Aug. 28, 1859, a diffused light, without definite

form, was observed a little east of north, covering about one-

fourth of the heavens, which gradually increased to the west,

sending across from east to west an arch of a whitish color, the

arch itself being much brighter than the circumjacent light.

This arch remained visible until 2 A. M. At 9h 25m P. M. strongly

marked rays became visible, which rising from the horizon eon-

verged to a point on the arch a little south of the zenith, and in

this position remained visible about one hour. The rays in the

northwest were of a pink color, those in the southeast were pur-

ple, alternately brightening and fading to a whitish color. At
midnight, all disappeared except the arch, and at intervals un-

dulating flashes of light appeared, not visible longer than three

seconds. Occasionally streamers shot up from the horizon, the

Wer part disappearing before the upper part had reached the

^nith. Sometimes these streamers were broad at the horizon,

and came to a point near the zenith, and sometimes the reverse.

T.he arch before mentioned was easily identified, and wm itiU

visible at 2h A . if., and probably remained so until daylight,

*hich at that season, in this latitude, occurs not long after that

time. This arch was - i{ anJr to the south-

ard of the zenith, and was the limit of all light in that direc-

H ?. The light was sufficiently intense, between 11 and 12
o clock, to enable a person to read the ordinary print of a news-
paper. After the aurora was fully formed, it remained sr

jnd did not move either to the west or east. At midnight, the

barometer stood at 3013; external thermometer 64° F.

August 29th a faint diffused light was seen in the north at
y p

;
M., and was still visible at midnight.

August 30th a similar light was first seen at 8£ P. M. and was
3 were made after mid-

n,ght. There was no exhibition pf tte auroral light at this

Place from Aug. 31st to Sept. 4th.
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The view of the northern horizon at this place is cut off by a

dense forest of firs, and the sight of the heavens in that direc-

tion is some 5 or 6 degrees above the horizon.

Answers to the questions in our first article, vol. xxviii, p. 408.

1. On the 28th of August the sky was overcast by a dark
sombre cloud-like substance, but which was not cloud as the
stars could be seen through it. There was no dark segment
resting on the northern horizon, but one was seen at the south
between 8 and 9 P. M. rising 8° or 10° in the centre. Sept. 1st

between 8 and 9 P. M. this dark segment was well defined at the
north, with an altitude of about 10°, and skirted the horizon
fully 120°. At 1 a. m. Sept. 2d, an unusually large segment
was distinctly defined at the south, where it rose fully 15° in the
centre, and stretched over 130° of the horizon.

2. At 8 p. m. Aug. 28th, and from 1 to 8 A. m. Sept. 2d, the
re of the aurora converged to a point a little east of the

meridian, and 15° or 20° south of the zenith, forming a brilliant
corona. °

3. Aug 28th, both in the southwest and southeast there was

? a*kI>
S
?°V?o

0U
t>

14° in breadth
>
and extending from alti-

tude do to alt. 50 . Both spots presented the same appearance,
and nung in corresponding parts of the heavens east and west.

4. At 1 a. m. Sept. 2d, the whole of the southern half of the
sky was lighted up, resembling the sky at late dawn

5. On the night of Aug. 28th, the most frequent and conspicu-
ous color was red and its different shades. The aurora of Sept.

all marked with any of these colors. The
light was chiefly white, resembling the dawn just before sunrise.

6. The aurora of Aug. 28th was most brilliant at 8 p. m. It
was also very brilliant at 1 and 3 a. m. Aug. 29th. The aurora
of Sept. 2d was most brilliant at 1 a. m.

During the auroral display on the evening of Sept. 2d, there
was a very rapid and incessant flashing of white light, like
waves running up to the corona, the light being intermitted for
some seconds after the passage of each wave, and the next wave
pursuing the same course, and following certain curvatm
remained constant for a considerable time, perhaps half an hour,
inere was a succession of waves flashing up from a point in the
northwest, where the effect was as if a luminous fluid were in
its course passing through a narrow strait, from which it issued,
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expanding like water violently forced through a narrow passage

out upon a broad level area, and being at the same time some-

what deflected from its former course. Fig. 1 is designed to

convey some idea of this appearance.

From another point nearly
in the east, there was a succes-
sion of waves of light, directed
to a point north of the corona,
but turning suddenly into it

nearly at a right angle with
their former course, the light
disappearing after the passage
of each wave, and being re-
newed after a short interval in
precisely the same form. Fig.

tied to give some idea

10. Observations at Cleveland, Ohio (lat. 41° 31'), by Capt. B. A.

Stanabd.
Aug. 28th, at 8h 30m p. m., the aurora began to show itself,

lighting up the northern sky, rising towards the zenith, in a broad
°elt of luminous haze of about 40° in width, the southern edge
starting a little to the westward of the star Arcturus, and run-
ning through the head of Hercules, a little south of Altair in

Aquila, through the head and neck of Pegasus. The eastern
end was bright enough to light up the edges of the detached
basses of cumuli that were driving over from the north. In the
zenith and the western end it was of moderate brightness.

At 9 p. m. another belt began to rise up in the north, and as
the convex edge attained a height of about 40° it began to shoot
out long, attenuated, bright rays, close together, moving slowly
to the westward, and reaching to the zenith. Near the convex
edge they were of a bright yellow, changing as they shot up to
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orange, and near the zenith to a bright red, the middle and lower
ends remaining yellow and orange. As the fiery points of the
rays shot into the broad belt overhead, which had still remained
like a belt of luminous haze or fog, the whole thing was changed
in an instant into a bright red color, deepening as it neared the
eastern horizon, to a bright crimson, and at the western end,
near the star Arcturus, into a bright scarlet, gradually growing
fainter in the zenith, and increasing in brightness nearer the
horizon.

At 9 h 15™ p. m. it resolved itself into converging ravs. The
zenith at that time was covered bv a massive cloud, covering the
point where the rays would meet, which must have been°near
the star (? Cygni.
At 9 h 30m p. m. the whole had disappeared, except a steady

white light in the north, very bright, forming a curve from the
western edge of Bootes, through Cepheus and Perseus. The
northern horizon was too clouded the whole time to see anything

Sept. 2nd, at 7 h 45™ p. m., the northern lights began to show,
forming a low narrow arch extending from the N. W. to N. E.,
the lower edge about 10° in height, well denned, of
brightness, and remaining without perceptible change until

L K
?

i

M
i' I

a
*
n
?
ht Ve

y
tical ra?s shot UP simultaneously

the whole length of the arch, of an exceedingly bright white
color, with no perceptible motion E. and W. Shooting slowly
up towards the zenith at an altitude of about 45°, they began
to change coI„r rapidly, varying from white, yellow, orange,
and at the upper ends red ; diffusing a soft pint color over S

sky at an altitude of about 45°. At 9 p. m. they grad-
'red, the arch was 1 me irregular

white blotches in the north, which faded away and disappeared
altogether. Then commenced a series of quick, sudden flashes
of undefined light; here and there in the north scimeta
ing a strong resemblance to heat lightning, sometimes in unde-
fined rays, and sometimes in undefined shimmering li-ht

fnrmpH
C
f

°
t

ntmUed mf£ *£ *• *, when a double° arch was
formed of two narrow belts of light about 15° in height, running

st^T \enatlC1
u°
^^n ^ge of Perseus, the bright

two arches
°g S naiTOW bkck Space ^etween *

he

mnZJt^l:
M

" W* ra^s sudder% shot up in quick suoces-

nJ£lv££ a
Q 1

J
°W6r thr°Ugh the UPPer ar̂ reach11^

ed , ll ? f if?-
th

' n
nd m°vinS 8]owly t0 we^ ^ntil they reach"

ern It It T C°r°lla B°r6alis
'

l^htlnS UP th^ north west-

5£ « Jv a
yell

°,
W
l
°range and red

- Aft^ the last rays from

of hot?inn^t
Pa88ed

u
he

J
P^°' there commenced a sudden flashingof horizontal wavy bands from the upper arch towards the zenith!
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At 10h 10m P. M. the rays and arches disappeared and the

northern sky seemed to be covered with a steady white light,

with horizontal wavy bands of dark haze rolling up in quick

succession, and vanishing as they attained an altitude of about

60°, continuing until 10h 30m p. m. and gradually fading away.

11. Observations at Fort Bridger, Utah Ter. (lat. 41° 14', long.

110° 33'), by Kirtley Ryland, Assist. Surgeon U. S. Army.

Sept. 1st, 1859, a brilliant aurora was seen at this place. It

was first observed about 11 P. M. and attained its greatest bril-

liancy before midnight. It extended from the northeastern ho-

rizon to the southern horizon, and was in fact a Borealo-Austral

Aurora. Generally the light assumed the form of spikes and
bars, but high above the horizon in the northeastern sky was
a large blotch or spot, whose diameter was perhaps three times

that of the constellation Orion. This blotch was of a deep crim-

son color, and remained for a considerable time unchanged in

form, color or intensity, and faded gradually away. In the oth-

er portions of the aurora the light appeared to spout from the

horizon, in the shapes already named, frequently reaching the
zenith, and was of great brilliancy. It appeared to flow gradu-
ally from N.KE. to the southern sky.

12. Observations made at Cantonment Burgwin, Neiv Mexico (lat.

36° 21', long. 105° 42'), by W. W. Anderson, Assist. Surgeon
U. S. Army.

A member of the guard mounted' Sept. 1st observed a light

reflected from the clouds on that night about 1" p.m. as ho was
walking post, the clouds having probably just then ttu

or broken away a little. No other member of the guards from
Aug 28th to Sept. 5th saw anything unusual during the inter-

erring nights. By reference to the Meteorolo^i, al Register I

find that the weather w whole time that the

aurora was visible elsewhere. There was rain on the last four

days of August, and also on the 1st, 2nd and 4th of September.

The exlnbitio i w < win ssed at Taos, about ten miles north

°/ us, by persons residing there, but was not observed with suf-

ficient attention to enable them to answer any of your questions

J™h accuracy. A physician, Dr. Ferris, who arrived at Taos
from Pike's Peak during the fall, states that he was in the South
Park at the

I that it was on the night of the 28th
of August that tin- Aurora was observed by him. He saw it

out one night. Streamers were seen to converge to the zenith

about 10 p. m. but the aurora was not seen m the southern half
of the heavens. The li'-rht was like a large fire in the distance,
so that at first it was thought to be an extensive fire on the
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~. 'I'Ih 1 aurora exhibited sudden flashes, and there
were pulsations like waves of light rushing ui> from the horizon.
I have been told that Capt. John G. Walker, of the Eifle Eegi-

13. Observations at the Sandwich Islands (lat. 20° N., long.
157° W.),'from the Pacific Commercial Advertiser.

The Advertiser of Sept. 8th, 1859, states : "There was quite
a display of the Aurora a few nights since, visible at Honolulu.
Broad fiery streaks shot up into and played among the heavens,
almost as beautifully as those which are sometimes seen in more
northern climes."

«
Th

o ^dY?r
i
iser °f Sept. 17th contains the following letter

from S. E. Bishop, dated Lahaina, Sept. 9th. "Your s1

irora was seen in Honolulu enabled me to account
tor the phenomenon I observed here a few nights since At 10
P. m. I noticed a bright, unsteady crimson glow upon the sky,

g from N. E. to N., and about 35° of altitude. It re-

the reflection of a great o lty or thirty

attributed it to heavy fires r™ «*- «>>«

puzzled however by the fact that
the clouds which rested on the mountain did not give 1

1

est reflection of the supposed fire. Moreover the light was far
too pure and rich a crimson to have been caused by a fire.

14. Observations at Porta Rico, West Indies (lat. 18° NA by
M. du Colombiee, from Vlnstitut of Feb. 1st, 1860.

Having awakened at 2" 30- A. m., Sept. 2nd, I was greatly

xed towards the north,
brightly illumined by a brilliant purple light. Bino

ight proceeded from a magnificent
aurora which, according to the testimony of the guard, com-
menced at 2 h a. m. and was observed till 4 h a. m. The luminous
r:.'0 r

V
11!T ;

' -nid violet, extended even to the zenith. The
i I bi tants of the place de< , , 1 never be-

tore seen a phenomenon of this kind.

15. Observations at Santiago de Chili (lat. 33° 26' SA by C.
Moesta, Director of the Observatory.

»W aT* JT ^Jft
t0 did occur at this and se^ral other

?W eHo°f
?
hA durinS the niSht between Sept. 1st

and Sept. 2nd 18o9 I did not witness the phenomenon myself,
out it appears that the aurora was visible from about

I

L. t *!•' sho™g a motion to the west. The v
,were much alarmed at the color,

I .,. southern
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part of the sky was covered, which gave rise to the belief that
Mage about three leagues south of Santiago was on fire.

This seems to be the first time that a polar light has been seen
No notice has reached me as to its appearance

i place.

16. Observations near Cape Horn (lat. 57° S., long. 66° W.), by
Richard Schumacher, communicated by G. Moesta.

Mr. Richard Schumacher, assistant to the Chili Observatory,

J
as at the time on board a ship near Cape Horn. Being in-

formed Aug. 29th that an aurora had been seen during the pre-

ght, he begged the mate of the vessel would let him
know if there should be another. Accordingly he was awak-
ened during the night from Sept. 1st to 2nd, between 2 and 4

the aurora was already in its splendor. In a south-
won there appeared a bright yellowish light forming
whose diameters were as two to one, the centre of

tne ellipse being elevated about 15° above the horizon. The
part of the horizon below this light seemed to be a cloudy mass
of a dirty reddish color. From this ellipse, emanated a red
Jgnt, apparently all over the heavens up to the zenith, and
jnence onwards to the north. Mr. S. did not distinguish any
warns or columns of light, though the sky seemed illuminated
an round nearly uniformly, except that the light of the ellipse
was much brighter than the surrounding parts. There were also
some light transparent clouds discernible near the zenith. The

!!? -nS™
so brilliant that he could easily read the title page of

™e JNautical Almanac, and distinguish the seconds hand of a
"ox chronometer. '

±ne vessel was at noon, Sept. 1st, in lat. 57° 8', long. 66° 38' W.
Sept. 2nd, » 57 36 " 66 47 "

x the Geographical distribution of Auroras in the
Northern Hemisphere.

Auroras are very unequally distributed over the earth's sur-
ace

- They occur most frequently in the higher latitudes, and
are almost unknown within the tropics. At Havana (lat. 23°

)
out six auroras have been recorded within a hundred years;

and south of Havana, auroras are still more unfrequent. As

anVv"5. nortnward from Cuba, auroras increase in frequency
«n

?- brilliancy
; they rise higher in the heavens, and oftener at-

am the zenith. The following tables furnish the most precise
ata i have been able to collect for constructing an auroral chart

L ? Vorthern hemisphere. Column first gives the name of

C]
at

i°
n of Nervation ; columns second and third its lati*

sEcnv
longitu<ie ; column fourth the average number of au-
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roras .observed per year ; column fifth, the greatest number of

auroras recorded in a single month ; column sixth shows the

number of years embraced in the comparison ; and column sev-

enth shows the authority for the statement.

The numbers for several of the stations are derived from an

article contained in vol. viii of the Smithsonian Contributions,

entitled, Record of auroral phenomena observed in the higher

northern latitudes, compiled by Peter Force. Such observations

are indicated by the word ' Force ' in the last column.

../A,. i y..nh .

froml^ituje 3u 3 rm Greenwich.

Pl.ee. ';,;',: ';;::* '.',
V. ,.

Authority.

Havana, 2-1
'.

B2 2, rV i 100 Am.Jour,[2lxxviii,403.
',1 4" IL'2 2.

:..:: !2I 2"

Washington, D. 6.,
:;'.'»

4 :L:„
Philadelphia, : - 5S bservations.
New York, 74 ( N. Y. Regents ft

72 .".:
':>

12 - observations.
North Salem. N. Y

12
f

:

78:$*
.-2 3.-

j

l

l

N.Y. Regents Rep, 1850,258.

Fayetteville, Vt„ -;-.>

Toronto, C. W., ;;;
81 25

7^»2P 3« J it

j Regents Ren. .

1 Am. Jour, [2], xiv, 156.

Kin-ton. </. W„ ii > Am. Jour., [2], xiv, 156.
4i :,

Halifax, X. S.,

Montreal, C. E.,

Quebec, C. E, ',:. 1'

7:< ::_

71 11 I 12 J
Regents Rep., 1850, 290 A 291.

St. John's. N. F'nd, 4 7:;: ;,2 :;,> 52
Michipicoton, 47 50 85 2 l: 2 Am. Jour, [2], xiv, 156.
Matawa-omin-en,
Moose Factory, -.1 i< SI t in 19 ;

Martin's Falls, -.1 5 2 so \;,

Cumberland House, 102 10 104 25 2

Athabasca Lake, 58 4:; 11118 91 21 2
1 »!„., p.' 145.

] Am. Jour., [2], xiv, 156.
Frances Lake, 120 sea, p. 148.

12 1
!

d
X

Am.J,xiv,156.24 H
-

)2 \: l"0 1 28
Oodthaab, 51 :,:; 6 Obk'rvat.Meteorolog, 166-228.

Fo" \!lrni!m,

Se
'

1514ft

!

'i 15 j far6-

i |

Force, pp. 60-64.17

WS'lsland, kl n
i Am. Jour., [2], xiv, 156.

1 Force, pp. 66-72.

Fort Confidence, !fi6 54 „ Ij Athabasca Oh*.. 32-1-350.

Peel's River, 67 27 -. 16
j( Am. Jour., [2], xiv, 156.

1 Am. Jour.. 12.. xiv. 156.

i*^*5!«5 '6912 51 °' 18 5 8 Observat. MWeorolog. ,82-16*;
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Place.

S
x

:z\
!': ':'/,; „.,

v
; ;::., Authority.

Felix Harbor,

lfclville

W
b£ndI

^.-;
k
47 15

26 8

i

i

i

Force, pp. 84-87.

-57, p. 497.

The following auroral observations are generally confined to

brief periods of time, and have therefore less importance than

the preceding. They* are nevertheless of some value in deciding

in what part of the world auroras are most frequent and bril-

liant. These notices are all taken from Force's article in the

Smithsonian Contributions, vol. viii.

iity, from, longitude

»»iw west from Greenwich.

PI»«. Aurora,

Cedar Lake,
Off Cape Farewell, SfS EHiatrt and covered the whole sky.

York Fort, 57 2 93
( Very few winter nights without the aurora.

) O mav 1 d listincth bv it.

57 3o' 45

At sea',

1 nearly as much light as the full moon.
'

At sea, KB oJ A A oj \
V

'58 30, 44 60
j port fiowen

59 50 been in every part of the heavens.

hIS,
v.;s r,o.-,:tl!..lluntro,uMMtmns.

Kikkertak,

Kennortalik, Greenland, 60 J 4510'^' Brighter than the

Davis Straits, 60 10. 49 40,
j neor( |,e zenith.

Davis Straits,
Davi, Straits, . . - ; \;...' '!:,:.:. ' '

Join's Inlet,
udso,, Strait,

ft* Hope,
Cape Lavenom,

,;, [J J] ], «.. rheE.orS.E.

Southampton
Island,

65 j 63 |Ver\ ? ' ,e heavens.

"is Bay,

JaansWand,

65 50 61 'Ver - ;o the zenith.

•
'•il'iunt.

KoUeWs Sound, 66 11 11 Auror" allien to the northward
5'l!MacpJ

]
erionJ^__ 67 1135 [si* auroras Veen in fifteen days.
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Table 11.- Continued.

Cape Krusenstern, 67 8163 46 j Shot up to the zenith
;
pink,

Spread all over the sky.

lant display.

. -[.lay.

purple, and

Fort Good Hope,
Behring's Sea,

67 28130 54

68 48115 31

Igloolik, 69 15 81 45 ( 2 auroras m Nov.; 1 in Dec. 1822. Gene-

} rally faint.

Baffin's Bay,

Somerset House, 72 48 95 41

Batty Bay,
72 49 70 55

rays issued from t

Austin's winter quarters,

Lancaster Sound,

7410 94 16
\ and 4 in March,' 1851.'

Feb. 1851;

Griffith Island, 74 30
1

95 20 r to those seen in more south-

Off Be'echy Island,
74 3111138
74 40 92 TeTaurolfseeninNovl

Barrow Strait,

74 40 9416
74 45 94

•naninmoresouthe
Two auroras in Sept. 1850.
Seven auroras seen in Oct. 1850.

Wellington Channel,
Northumberland Sound,

74 54 93

™31
e foll°winS tebte exhibits the average annual number of

as Sel ^ arranged in the same manner

Table IIL—Averag mber of Auroras in Europe.

Place.
tude.

j
tudf '.;;,' mon

h

t

e

h
8t

iem
y
brac

r

ed |
Authority.

IWm,
Montmorency.
Carlsruhe,

Plymouth,
Leyden,
Berlin,

Franecker,

Kendal,

ChislL
St. Petersburgh,

44 3211 23 E.
48

50J
2 20 E.

55 35 2 31 W

59 54 10 43 E.

69 58(23 34 E.

25

HI

;:'

I:;

5

5

11

14

24 Mairan Aurore Boreale, p. 505.

27 Cotte Meteorologie,'355.'
11 Gehler Wort., vii, 1, 146.

29 Cotte Meteorologie,' 355.'

28 Mairan Aurore Boreale, 500.

7 Cotte Meteorologie, 355.

7 palton's Mel

10 PhTl. Trans. AbSacts
9

' vi, 291

.

21 De la Rive 1

11 Mairan Aurore Boreale, 510.

1 IPouillet Physique, ii, 663.

and aJfw 'f

ng observations *™^ definite than the preceding,and are therefore given in a separate table.
F
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Table IV.—Notices of J
/:-/ .-, 0° Wetf/rowi Greenwich.

n>
!,;«J. \u,i":

Aurora,. Authority.

M* 2816 16 39 W
•j the first time in the mem- Alfred Diston.

Shetland Islands 30 20 1 9 W j Constant attendant of clear
Rees

> Cyc T jjj

At sea, ;0 3. 25 W
25 W

A bright arch with coruscations. Force, p. 13.

^
Pa--,-, I ilu ^n-h the zenith and]

^

Iceland

„., 24 13 E.

Seen almost every clear night. Henderson, p. 148.

f Frequently occupy the whole
•? sky. Commonly seen in M,

ine ionowing a

able to collect froi

Table V.-Auroras i?

Westfrom Greenwich.

Place. I

J*«-
Longi-

Aurora.. Authority.

Irkutsk,
'52 20 108 50 E. j Two auroras seen in Dec

Gmelin, p. 434.

Tomsk, 56 35

Catherinenberg, 56 50

86 30 E.

63 35 E.

j Only one aurora per month

1 in 1741.
Gmelin, p. 477.

Kupffer Obs.

Turinsk, 57 45 63 45 E. 5 Three auroras seen in

\ March 1742.
Gmelin, p. 326.

Kirenskoi Ostrog, 58 108 E.
(Five auroras seen in March Gmelin, p. 458.

Tobolsk, 58 12 68 18 E.

i X,.t much more frequent

Erman,i,394.

Jeniseisk, '58 30 92 e.I| Three auroras seen m Feb.
Gmelin, p. 453.

W, '6356 65 4E. \\ togttb

E ' ' nstant and ver brilliant

Erman, i, 470.

Virchni Koorina, 66 Billings, p. 57.

Koliutchin Island, 67 26
! ( More frequent and bnl-

175 35 W. \ liant than at Nijnei Ko-

j

( lymsk.

160 56 E. Seen almost every evening.

168 41 E. {
An aU

b
r

e

°

a

r

u

a
t;

f extraordina-

174 13 E.| Beautiful aurora all night.

Von Wrangell, 506.

%eiKolymsk, 68 32 Von Wrangell, 83.

On the ice, L 58 Von Wrangell, 103.

°^li£5^_|7020 Von Wrangell, 318.

roras over the earth's surface. If we travel from the equator
northward along the meridian of Washington, we find on an
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average near the parallel of 40°, only ten auroras annually.

Near the parallel of 42°
;
the average number is 20 annually;

near 45°, the number is 40 ; and near the parallel of 50° it

amounts to 80 annually. Between this point and the parallel

of 62°, auroras are seen almost every night. They appear high
in the heavens, and as often to the south as the north. Further
north they are seldom seen except in the south, and from this

point they diminish in frequency and brilliancy as we advance
towaafda the pole. Beyond lat. 62° the average number of auro-

ras is reduced to 40 annually. Beyond lat. 67° it is further re-

duced to 20, and near lat. 78° to 10 annually. If we make a

like comparison for the meridian of St. Petersburg, we shall

find a similar result, except that the auroral regioif is situated
further northward than it is in America ; the region of 80 auro-
ras annually being found between the parallels of 66° and 75°;

Upon the accompanying chart, the deep red color indicates
the region where the average number of auroras annually
amounts to at least 80; and the pale red color indicates the re-

gion where the average number of auroras annually amounts to

at least 40. We thus see that the region of greatest auroral ac-

tion is a zone of an oval form surrounding the north pole, and
whose central line crosses the meridian of Washington in lat.

56 and the meridian of St. Petersburg in lat. 71°. Accord-
ingly auroras are more frequent in the United States than they
are in the same latitudes of Europe. On the parallel of 45°, we
imd in North America an average of 40 auroras annually; but
in Europe less than ten.

Geographical Distribution of Thunder Storms.

The geographical distribution of auroras is believed to be in-

timately related to the geographical distribution of thunder
storms. I have therefore made a considerable collection of facts

showing the average annual number of days of lightni
ferent points of the earth's surface. In the following table, col-

umn 4th shows the average annual number of days of lightning
tor the places named in column 1st. Column 5th shows the
number of years embraced in the comparison: and column 6th
shows the authority for the s

Table VI -Av.r ge numbe of days of Lightning annually.

Place. L „,,!. Longitude.
N
T

°

eâ
r

' .V Authority.

Georgetown, Guiana,

Lima, Peru,

Madras?"
1
'

Central Africa, !:'.:-

5S11W
36 E.

37 E.
80 16E.

8
-J

l

\

Brit.GuianaMet.Obs.1846-56.

I vs. p. l"'- !
-

AragoMet. E-saV-, P. I- 1
-'-

Madras Obs., 1841-45.
Barth's Central Africa.
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Table VI.— Continued.

Place. Longitude. bn'.rr Authority.

Martinique, 14 40 61 3W. r;9 Arago Met. Essays, p. 129.

5 5 4 E. H
5

-ays, p. 128.Calcutta^ 88 25 E. 60
23 >><

Patna, India, 53
Cairo, 3126E!
Buenos Ayres, i>s 5

5 2?w:
225 7

Berghaus Annalen, 200, 6.

23 44 E.' \ !,.:. M ' Essays, p. 133.

135 irolagy, p. 362.
Smyrna, Asia, 38 23 27 he'. Arago Met. Essays, p. ISO.

is ;,;; 1 M.servations.

Marvlan.1,

•>u„ina, Turkey, Kamtz Met, ii, 463.
Vkin, China, 5-S Arago Met. Essays, p. 134.

Philadelphia,

New York, 25-4 N\Y. Regents R
8125W. 7 -, rvations.

North Salem, N. Y.
4145 h-o B

- Rep, 1843-51.
" 1851-52.

Amenia, N. Y., 11 IS 73 36 W. 18 " 1850,241.
Home, Italy,

Rodez, France,

11 54 12 25E. 4 2 '4 Kamtz, Met, ii, 463.

2 39E. 11 l-.-.l. p. 122.

\ Y. Regents Rep, 1840-49.

Kamtz Met, ii. 463.

Albany, N. Y.,

Marseilles, Fr., HH 73 44W. 21-6 7

Toulouse, Fr.,

Newbury, Vt„
''

n •'!

126E. 171

;

( Annuaire Met, 1851, 131.

} Arago Met. Essays, p. 131.

•-Hep., 1850,371.

1:547

?S
3

5W *M l
X. V. Regents Rep, 1840-43.

Orange, France, 31
^"niorvilW V V
Padua. Italy

'
''

La Uochelle, Fr

7 ;»•.'.-. \\
;

17':; 3 ta Rep, 1850-52.

1
5 -4 1152E. 4 1V

8 SmtzMet'ii,455.
Geneva, Switz.,
B°urg, France, lS5Rp.l88.

M°rges, Switz, 16 81 6 28E. 22-8 5
1'niverselle,

\ March 1860, p. 229.
Quebec, C. E,
D'jon, France, 1851, p. 84.

c r

s»'gr;:
tT:;o 4 40K Arago Met, p 129.

19 2E. Kamtz Met, ii, 459.

i
egernsee, Bav.,

Peissenberg, Bav.,

1

47 3"

17 48

23-2

23 -0 12
;; :: :;

4
f-

47 58 1112K 27-1

2 20E. 20-u 24 Arago Met, p. 130.
'

; . ii, 457.

I

''-". Vlirt.
L'«^r, Russia,

htu
«J,'i»rt, Wurt.,

In
'

1

10 54E. £1 S I « - «

is",-. 2E.

30 2 IE 35 1 'Berghaus Annalen,' 200, 5.

18 37 10 15E.
17 20 lArago Met, p. 131.

21-9 12 Kamtz Met, ii, 456.

28 !
Berghaus Annalen, 200, 10.

1> 16 9 in E. 20-6! Kamtz Met, ii, 456.
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Versailles, France, 48 48 2 7E 15 ! 1 Annuaire Met, 1851, p

Goersdorff, France, 1- :.: 7 48E 27'
6
" AragoMet., p. 132.

Kegensberg, Bav.,

Rehberg, Boh.,

Metz, France,

Tabor, Bohemia,
Rouen, France,

:

:-:i

1156E
13 27E
610E
1659E

29 1

!!
j

!

Kamtz Met,, ii',
457.

'

Annuaire Met, 185l", p.'

Mannheim, Bav.,

Brzesnitz, Boh.,
1

•';

8 27E

917E

JO-8
12 Kamtz Met, ii,' 45*6.

'

Berghaus Annalen, 200,

Deutschbrod, Boh.,

Wiirzburg, Bav., y>'n; 954E 13-9
J 8 Kamtz Met, ii, 427.

Landskron, Boh,

'

J!','

-'-,

15 58E
11

Berghaus Annalen, 200,

Tepel, Bohemia,
La Chapdle, Fr,
Eger, Bohemia,
Prague, Bohemia,

-ill

','

14 23E1
ir

18 Arago Met, p. 131.
Berghaus Annalen, 200,

Koniggratz, Boh!,

.0 ! 1

. 03
Berghaus Annalen, 200,

1

Polpero, Eng,
Oberwiosenthal, Boh.

Hohenelbe, Boh.,
--;

17 54 E.

i
23 Arago Met., p. 133.

Berghaus Annalen, 200,

Altenbeig, Boh.,

Tetschen, Boh.,
.<' :, 13 43 E.

17
Brussels, Belg.,

Maestricht, Hoi,
Zittau, Sax,
Freiberg. Sax,

Schluc'kenau, Boh.,

Dresden, Sax, [5

i 50
11 51

M55
14 48E. :r

8

11

Kamtz Met, ii, 455.

AragoMet, p. 131.

58

11 27 K.

13 44E.

3 37E.

1519 E.'

M

"s-3

29-3

8 Kamtz Met, ii, 457.
Berghaus Annalen, 200,

1

Nertschinsk, Ru>,
Middleburg, Belg., 5
London, Eng.,

j5
Sagan, Prussia, 5
Minister, Pr, 5
Utrecht, Hoi., 5
Leyden, Hoi., 6

6
-

Kamtz Met, ii, 459.

Arago Met, p. 133.
Kiimtz Met, ii, 457.

7 38E.
5 8E.
4 30E.

29-7 Berghaus Annalen, 200, 5

'.»

1
:;•-> 29

4rago Met, p. 132.

Mimfen' Pr
S

"' |5 17 04 17E. 8-5 2 iamtz Met, ii, 459.

Berlin, Prussia, U

Barnaul, Russia, 5

Cuxhaven', Qenn, J53

!;

!

, -; ";
i:

20 "2

20

I

Berghaus Annalen, 200, 6

Ciimtz Met, ii, 457.

erghaus Annalen, 200, 6

8 44F
[0-7 iLiimtz Met., ii, 456.

Braunsberg, Pr, (54 *'

."
:

;

r I erghaus Annalen, 200, 5.

Slatoust, Russia, 55

Mem!'!"'?'
1

''
I>L' n

" 5: n -
'"

4 GehlerW6rt,v.4,2,p.l5
21 6E. 26 Berghaus Aonalen, 200, 5.

Kasan Russia, '

5 { 52 49 30E ~l
4

l
1

1,::llllt2 Met., H, 459.

Jj^iitenne^^ 50 60 34K
1
23-3

1 3 1 Berghaus Annalen', 200, 5.
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Table VI—Continued.

Place. Lalim-l, Longitude. ^"'aT U; i Authority.

Skara, Sweden, 12 28E. 92 25 Kamtz Met., ii, 461.

18 4E. 10
9 E.

Bogoslowsk, Rus., 59 59 E. Berghaus Annalen. 200, 6.

Petersburg, Rus., ;V.if>2 ii, 159; Arago.
Abo, Russia, r,,i i,j 10
Bergen, Nor., 5 18E. h <. 461>

Sondmor, Nor., e 20 E. 12
Archangel. Rus.. tt4 32 40 33 E. 18 Berghaus Annalen, 200, 5.

1 Arago Met., p. 111.
Fort Franklin, .'.:>

1

2

Baffin's Bav, SO W " " 110.
Melville Island, :i it

At sea, 75 100 W 1

It is obvious from an examination of the preceding table, that
thunder storms prevail most frequently in the equatorial regions

inish as we proceed towards the poles. It is also evi-

the frequency of thunder showers depends upon other

amply latitude; but without stopping to en-
quire what those circumstances are, we will take the average of
the observations included between different parallels of latitude.

We thus find that :—

between lat. 0° and lat. 80°
1 f516

tie average number
of thunder storms -j

annually is

beyond u 70

Maury's storm and rain charts of the Atlantic Ocean furnish
most important information on the same subject. The following
table presents a summary of the results of these charts. The
ocean is divided into squares by parallels of latitude drawn at

intervals of five degrees from each other, and meridians of lon-
gitude at intervals of five degrees. Each square of the follow-
ing table contains three numbers. The first shows the number
°f days of observation within the given square ; the second
shows the number of days of lightning reported, and the third
ls the number of days of lightning which would occur in one

7ear, as computed from the numbers actually observed. Thus
^ the square included between the parallels of 30 and 35 de-
grees of north latitude, and between the meridians of 65° and
70

,
the first number is 548, which shows that 1644 observations

have been obtained in that square. Each observation represents
* period of 8 hours, so that 1644 observations represent 548
<%s During this period, lightning was reported on 44 days,
which is at the rate of 29 cases for one year.
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Wee this table abundant evidence that the frequency of

lightning depends upon other circumstances than simply latitude.

Throughout the western half of the Atlantic Ocean, lightning
occurs three times as frequently as throughout the eastern half of

that ocean. If we take the average of all the observations upon
the same parallel of latitude, we shall find the number of days
of lightning to be as follows

:

From 1

' 10

ila

£
20

I

' 25

U
40 19

2

> 50
"

; |
< 55 00 4

The average frequency of lightning in the North Atlantic is

two and a half times as great as in the South Atlantic ; also the
average frequency of lightning on land, at least in the northern
hemisphere appears to be more than twice as great as in the North
Atlantic. The bearing of the preceding facts upon the theory
of auroras will be considered hereafter.

Art. XII.— On the Products of the Distillation of Common
Rosm ; by James Schiel, of St. Louis.

The chemical process taking place in the distillation of com-
mon rosm or colophony, and the two different liquids which are
obtained by that distillation, have as yet escaped the attention
of chemists

;
the whole process is almost completely wrapped in

darkness. The two liquids just mentioned are distinguished as

i (in Europe " Gen

I he essence of rosin is a mixture of two substances, which may
be separated by fractional distillation if often repeated. During
this distillation the liquid passing over sometimes assumes a
milky aspect, produced by the formation of a small portion of
water and a trace of acetic acid ; a small piece of lime or bary-
ta instantly renders the liquid perfectly transparent. Of the
two liquids into which the essence of rosin separates, the first is
very thin, perfectly colorless and transparent, and of a strong,
retracting power. I call it colophonon. The specific gravity of
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colophonon is 084 at 14° C, its boiling point 97° C. (Barom.

•756); with concentrated sulphuric acid it forms a brown liquid

from which water separates a green oil, having much the smell

of 01. anthos. Chlorhydric acid produces a similar transforma-

tion. With potassium it gives rise to a lively emission of gas

and coagulates into a brown-yellow mass. Heated in a closed

vessel above the boiling point it colors brown and assumes an

odor of peppermint.

The composition of colophonon is expressed by the formula

One hundred parts consist of

10000 10000 10000 10000

The determination of the specific gravity of (vapor of) colo-

phonon gave the number 5*1, which however I consider merely

as an approximation. It is remarkable, that this substance,

whose composition is distinguished from that of phoron by
€jH4 should have a boiling point as low.

The second constituent of the essence of rosin has it-

point at 160° C, and possesses all the chemical properties of oil

of turpentine. The analysis of it showed it to be composed of

Carbon, 87"44

Hydrogen, n '78

The formula of oil of turpentine € 10H 16 requires

Carbon,
J
8
"JJ

Hydrogen, I177

100 00

As it does not seem to have any effect on the plane of polariza-

tion, it may be identified w itli the thcrcblnc of Deville.

The oil of rosi,,. with n boiling point above that of mercury,

does not seem to have a constant composition ;
at least tnere is

sometimes a difference between the raw oil and the refined oil.

The raw oil, which has the property of fluorescence, loses this

Property in a great degree by a very simple refining process This

process con- /the earthen vessels containing

*e raw oil on the hot wall around the neck of the iron^retort

from which the rosin is distilled, and allowing them to stand

^re for some hours, keeping them covered up.
_

A portion of

^e raw oil that had been heated ir

" '"
. showed the composition €20H28 2 of the resineine-^uciirne showed lhe composltic

ot Seville and Fremy, viz :
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A portion of the refined oil, treated in the same way, gave the

formula € 15H20o 2 ,
viz:

Carbon, 86'44 86-25

Hydrogen, 962 9.95

Oxygen, 294 2-77

100-00 10000

Further investigation will show whether this difference is pure-

ly accidental, and there is good reason to believe it to be so ; or

whether there is really a difference in the composition of the

two products.

The gases formed during the distillation of the rosin burn
with a bright light and may be used for illumination. I have
analyzed a portion of these gases, collected in glass tubes which
were sealed up with the blowpipe, in the gas-room of Prof.

Bunsen. They contain 14-96 p. c. carbonic acid, 11-45 p. c. of

oxyd of carbon, 5 -89 p. c. ethylene and butylene (ditetryl), be-

sides oxygenated nitrogen very nearly in the proportion of 1 :6.

Towards the close of the distillation the oxygen nearly disap-
peared, and a portion of light carburetted hydrogen made its

appearance.

I have to remark that it must be left undecided whether there
may not be an admixture of some propylene with the above 5-89

parts of ethylen and ditetryl, as we do not yet possess any means
of analyzing these homologous gases. The analysis of the three
homologous gases, ethylene, propylene and butylene, would fur-

nish the equations

:

x+ y-\- z=Y
2x+ 3y+42=B
2x+2-5y+3z=G

V being the volume analyzed, B the volume of carbonic acid
formed by the combustion, and C the contraction. From the
first of these equations we have x=V-z-y, and this value of
x introduced into the two other equations, makes them

y+2z=B—2V
2y+4:z=C—2V

The second of these is evidently the half of the first and C=£B.
*or the determination of y and z we therefore have only one equa-
tion if there is a large quantity of the three gases to be dis-

posed of, they may be absorbed by sulphuric acid and the alcohols
o± the two first may be distilled off after dilution with water.
By sending a current of common coal-gas slowly for an entire

week through a number of flasks containing sulphuric acid, then
diluting with water and distilling; I found on the surface of the
water disti led over, a light oily substance, collecting in large
drops, and having a strong, disagreeable odor. It is very likely
that to this substance dissolved in the odorless parts of the gas
is due the offensive odor of coal-gas. I hope yet to obtain enough
of this oily substance for an analysis.

Heidelberg, May 1, i860.
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ART. XIII—(1.) An account of the fall of Meteoric Stones at New
Concord, Ohio, May 1st, 1860 ; by Prof. E. B. Andrews, of
Marietta College. With (LJ ) Cor»p'.it«lions respecting tin Me-
teor,- by Prof. E. W. Evans, of the same Institution. To
which are addedfurther notices of the same by D. W. Johnson,
Esq. and Dr. J. Lawrence Smith.

About fifteen minutes before one o'clock on the first day of
May, 1860, the people of southeastern Ohio and northwestern Vir-
ginia were startled by a loud noise, which was variously attributed
to the firing of a heavy cannon, to the explosion of steamboat
boilers, to an earthquake, and to the explosion of a meteor. In
many cases houses were jarred. To persons within doors the
noise generally seemed as if produced by the falling of a heavy
soft body upon the chamber floor. Many persons heard a rum-
bling reverberation which continued for a few seconds. The
area over which this explosion was heard was probably not less

than one hundred and fifty miles in diameter. At Marietta, ()..

the sound came from a point north or a little east of north. The
direction of the sound varied with the locality. An examina-
tion of all the different directions leads to the conclusion that
the central point, from which the sound emanated, was near
the southern part of Noble county, Ohio.
At New Concord, Muskingum Co., where the meteoric stones

Jell, and in the immediate neighborhood, there were many dis-

tinct and loud reports heard. At New Concord there was first

heard in the sky, a little southeast of the zenith, a loud detona-
tion, which was compared to that of a cannon fired at the dis-

tance of half a mile. After an interval of ten seconds another
similar report. After two or three seconds another, and so on
Wlth diminishing intervals. Twenty-three distinct detonations

became blended

i awkward t

*ere heard, after which the sounds bee;
and were compared to the rattling fire of __
soldiers, and by others to the roar of a railway tram. These
sounds, with their reverberations, are thought to have continued
for two minutes. The last sounds seemed to come from a point
111 the southeast 45° below the zenith. The result of this can-
nonading

v, arge number of stony meteorites
»pon an area of about ten miles long by three wide. The sky
was cloudy, but some of the stones were seen first as "black
specks,'' then as « black birds," and finally falling to the ground.

^ few were picked up within twenty or thirty minutes. The
warmest was no warn* i!1 on the ground ex-
posed to the sun's rays. They penetrated the earth from two to
^ee feet. The largest stone, which weighed 103 lbs., struck

J°

e earth at the foSt of a large oak tree, and after cutting off

roots, one five inches in diameter, and grazing a third root,
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it descended two feet ten inches into hard clay. This stone was

found resting under a root which was not cut off. This would
seemingly imply that it entered the earth obliquely. It is said

that other stones which fell in soft ground entered the earth at

heard at New Concord came lower and lower from the zenith

toward the southeast, and that the area upon which the stones

fell extends with its longer axis in a southeast and northwest
direction, would imply that the orbit of the meteor, of which
these stones are fragments, extended from southeast to northwest.

This conclusion is confirmed by the many witnesses who saw,

at the time, a luminous body moving in the same direction. It

is a fact of some interest that the larger stones were carried by
the orbital force further than the small ones, and were found

upon the northwest end of the area referred to. This
fact is readily explained by the larger proportional surface pre-

sented to the atmospheric resistance in the smaller stones. The
us far found vary in weight from a few ounces to over

a hundred pounds. They show a decided family resemblance.
All are coated with a black crust and show a bluish gray feld-

spathic interior with numerous brilliant
j >i

iron. Although in some instances the edges remain quite sharply

defined, generally they show that they have been rounded by
lusion. The accompanying figure shows the appearance of the

larger stone now in the cabinet of Marietta College. Viewed
trom most positions this stone is angular and appears to have
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been recently broke

figure) appears to b
meteor. Two of it

more than a foot in ]

of its diameters are fourteen inches.
In the small stones the edges are, I
think, more rounded than in the
larger ones. The angle at A, fig. 2,
is an exact copy of a specimen in
my possession. The dotted line
- r '\vs the thickness of the
Figure 3 repre-

oother, and this (the outer surface ir

part of the original surface of the r

dges extend

gree. The heat apparently penetrated the crack in straight lines
as it driven backward by the high velocity. The edge of the
stone surrounding this peculiar surface is a feather edge made
°y the melting of the metallic crust in an unusual manner.
In the examination of this interesting meteoric phenomenon,

J
am led to believe that the people of New Concord and in the

immediate vicinity of the district where the stones fell, heard
Querent sounds, and consequently of different origin, from those
heard by people

i
iistance. The former heard

^ny distinct detonations followed by a rumbling roar like that

« thunder. The latter heard but a single explosion followed
U

J a somewhat si oise but less distinct. This

so

X

l°
S,0n Seemed to take place at a point in the air over the

southern part of Noble County. The people of the northern
Part of the same county heard it in a southern or southeastern

Th^
tl

?
I

\
and v " f rd{on towards New

,

C.°™md-

uld indicate that the great explosio

niore than seventy-five miles away, took pla> . Noble
*& and that tl

!ieard at 8

r ^ew Concord were directly connected with the falling of

^ several stones in that district. A diagram will illustrate this
' A-- other points.

lalsooneoM
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By the careful computations of Prof. Evans the meteor passed
1 its orbit from the point A over Newport, Washington Co.,

Ohio, to the point C, which is quite as far to the northwest as
New Concord represented on the diagram by D. The south-
eastern limit of the meteoric shower is shown by E. B is the
point over Noble County where the explo-
versallv heard to take place. If it took place there, then the
onward orbital velocity would take the stones for,
twenty-five to thirty miles before they would drop to the earth
between D and E. It is evident that the stones were thrown off
from the meteor before it reached the point C, as the stones couid
hardly have been thrown backward towards E. It is also to be
inferred that the meteor passed onward beyond C, although the
clouds prevented further observations in that direction The
detonations heard between D and E must be accounted "for by

mos
r

here
^"^ ^^ St°neS thr°Ugh the lowera''

(2,) Prof. Evans's Computations,

dy state of the atmosphere, ^
'ing such facts as are necessary for the ac-

curate determination of the height of the meteor, the direction

fiSiSVVif
8 itS Y

f°?
ty

'
After careful investigation,

however, the following results have been obtained
1. Direction of itspath.~The district along which the meteor-

ites are known to have fallen is about ten miles long and from

ZL o luir f I,' pending in a northwesterly direction
from a little west of the village of Point Pleasant, in Guernsey

SelL ^fV mi
V
G °f New C°nCOrd

'
in Muskingum Co.*

nmvpfew ft
WUh a ^^nwesterly inclination. This isS^k> Je testimony of those who saw them descend,

and by the direction in which they were subsequently found to

ovIrcZr^fl *?Th
-
AS the Sk^ along ^^ ^

overcast with clouds, the main body of the meteor was not seen

to W%To
a

sSi
a
tK?

n
nv ^ade °ut {

rom the data
>
the Path <* the meteor appears
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by those who witnessed the fall of the fragments j "but the sounds,
as heard by them, first proceeded from the zenith, and gradu-
ally receded towards the southeast This seemingly contradic-
tory fact agrees perfectly with the hypothesis that the course of
the meteor was northwesterly ; for if it approached with a ve-
locity greatly exceeding the velocity of sound, the explosions

scarred last must have been the first heard. At some
itations towards the south and west the view was not

wholly obstructed by clouds ; and there are many witnesses who
relate that a few minutes before any report was heard, they saw
a large ball of fire pass across the northern sky, towards the
northwest. By tracing out the line along which the reports
were loudest and seemed to proceed from the zenith, I am led
to the conclusion that the meteor passed over the eastern end of
Washington County, then across the interior of Noble County,
then over the southwestern corner of Guernsey and the north-
eastern corner of Muskingum, with a direction of about. 42°
west of north.

2. Its height above the earth.—Mr. William C. Welles of Par-
tersburg, Virginia (lat. 39° 10', long. 81° 24'), a gentleman of
liberal education, testifies that being about three miles east of
nat place at the time of the occurrence, he happened to look up
to the northeast of him, and saw a meteor of great size and bril-

: merging from behind one cloud and disappearing be-

hind another. When about 35° east of nor
tide was 65°. Now the distance, in a direction 35° east of
north, from his station to the line directly under the meteor's
Path, u 20 miles. Calculating from these data I find for the

to the nearest unit, 43 miles. This was
in Washington County near the border of Noble.

Mr. C. Hackley testifies that he saw the meteor from Berlin
n J ackson County. It crossed a cloudless space in the north'

.-. at the highest point, was 30°.

mw the distance from Berlin to the nearest point under the
meteor's path is 70 miles. These data give nearly 41 miles for

height over Noble County, a few miles to the south

-lie (lat. 39° 53', long. 81° 40').

Many other reliable witnesses have been found who saw the
meteor through openings in the clouds from various points west

.nvso far agrees with the fore-

2 between 37 and 44 miles. Care
"as been taken as far as possible to verify the data in each case

"J Personal examination of the witnesses. The angles have in
^ost instances been taken as pointed out by them from their re-

Pective posts of observation. It is unfortunate that

Te r°
me t0 our knowledge in which the i

ae ^gion east of its path. But it was a
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azimuth
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respects favorable to the definiteness of the observations made
from the west side, that the observers in nearly all cases saw the
meteor only at one point, or within a very small space on the
heavens. It is impossible to reconcile the various accounts
without granting that its path was very nearly as above de-

scribed, and that its height did not vary far from 40 miles as it

crossed Noble County.
In regard to the time which intervened, at different places,

between seeing the fire-ball and hearing the report, the state-

ments are so vague that not much reliance has been placed upon
them. It may be remarked, however, that they will essentially

•li the foregoing conclusions, if we suppose that the
loudest explosion took place in the southern part of Noble
County. r

I will add under this head the statement of Mr. Joel Kichard-
son, ot Warren, Washington County, who from a place six mil-
west of Marietta, saw the meteor as much as 15° or 20° west of
north, at an altitude of about 45°. The direction in this case
was so oblique to the meteor's path, that the data are of little

value for simply determining the height; but they are import-
ant on account of their connection with the place of the meteor's—arance. Mr. Eichardson was visited by the writer, and

subjected to close scrutiny. If we take the
at lo west of north, we shall have a distance of 41T3 ™ th^ lme

7

under the meteor's path; and these data will
give about 41 miles for its vertical height over a point not more
than a mile from New Concord, at the extreme western
the district along which the meteorites were scattered. If we
take the azimuth at 20° west of north, both the distance and the
height will be greatly augmented. I have found two persons
living near Bear Creek nine miles north ot Marietta, who make
statements closely corroborating thai of Mr. Kichanlson.

3. Velocity of the meteor.-Mr. Welles furnishes data from
wmcn we can now determine approximately the meteor's rate of
motion. As this gent

' accustomed to astro-
nomical observation his judgment as to angles may be strongly
relied upon. He thinks he saw the meteSr pass from a point

2Ln3
8t ^°rth t0 a P°iat 20° east of nortl> in about three

seconds. These two points in the meteor's path are over the

?W ^^POrt in Washington County/and Elk in Noble
bounty. I he distance between them is 12 miles. According

£™T T1 ^ its re]ative velo<% was ab°ut four milesa
second No other statement regarding the velocity has been
obtained that is sufficiently definite to be of any value.

i\l' ^.T™? shape—Those who saw the fire-ball from sta-
Uons not less than 20 and not more than 30 miles to the west-
ward, agree m stating that it appeared as large and as round as
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the full moon. Its intense brilliancy may have produced exag-

gerated conceptions of its size. But if we take the minimum
apparent diameter of the moon, and the minimum distance of

the meteor (its height being assumed as 40 miles) we shall have
for its diameter 38-hundredths, or about three-eighths of a mile.

The train is described as a cone, having its base upon the tiro-

ball. As seen from near Parkersburg its length was estimated

at twelve times the diameter of the ball. The part next the

red as a white flame ; but not so bright as to render

3 of the ball indistinct. About half way toward the

apex it faded into a steel blue.

(3.) Notice of the Fallfrom D. M. Johnson, Esq., of Coshocton, 0.

[Mr. Johnson's notice of this shower of meteoric stones is the
result of a visit to the locality :t few days after the event. We
copy the following particulars from Mr. Johnson's account as

umstantial detail and historic interest to the facts re-

counted by Profs. Andrews and Evans. Mr. Johnson also adds
a chemical analysis of the meteor.—Eds.]
Two carpenters, Samuel L. limes and Samuel M. Noble, were

at work near the house on the farm of Jonas Amspoker, of New
Concord. Upon hearing the first report they looked up and
saw two dark looking objects, apparently about the size of an
apple, come through a cloud, producing a twirling motion in the
vapor of the cloud. One of them they saw fall to the ground
about one hundred and fifty yards from where they stood. The
other one passed behind the house out of their sight. They
went immediately to the one which they saw strike the ground,
and found it at the bottom of a hole two feet deep. When
taken out it was still warm and in a few seconds dried the moist
earth adhering to its surface. It was found to weigh 51 pounds.

Nathanael Hines, who was ploughing in a field adjoining Mr.

Amspokers pla.v, heard a report hko the blasting of rocks in a
well, followed by several smaller reports. He looked up and saw
a black body descending to the earth at an angle of about 30°
to the vertical. It struck the ground about two hundred yards
from him. Repairino- to the place he found that in its descent
it came in' contact wTth the corner of a fence, breaking off the
e?ds of the three 'lower rails, and entering the ground about
^gbteen inches. It was warm, and had a sulphurous smell.
1 his stone was not weighed, but it is estimated to have been be-
tween 40 and 50 pounds in weight before any portions were
broken off from it. This was probably the stone that the car-

penters saw but lost sight of when it passed behind the house.

.
James M. Reasner was in his house at the time of the explo-

s]on but hearing a noise like striking against the door with the
nst he went out, when his attention was attracted by a whizzing
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sound over head. Looking up he saw what appeared to be a

black streak descending in a 1

1

,,

{

3 the earth.
After he heard that stones had fallen in that vicinity he sought
for and found a stone weighing 36£ pounds.
Wm. Law was in his house, one mile east of Concord. Upon

hearing the first report he went out into the yard. He heard a
buzzing sound passing over the house in a northwest
and saw the sheep running in a field not far from I

Hearing that stones had fallen he went to the field in which the
sheep were and found a stone weighing 53 pounds. It had
fallen upon the end of a partially decayed losr, through which
it passed and buried itself it the ground. This was the largest
stone that had been found at the time I visited the district. But
I since learn that the one described by Prof. Andrews was found
after my visit to the place.

A blazing meteor was seen from other parts of the state on the
same day The Columbus Statesman of May 5th says that
near McConnellsville several boys observed a huge stone de-

scend to the earth, which they averred looked like a red ball,
leaving a line of smoke in its wake." McConnellsville is 25
miles south of Concord.

Mr. D. Mackley of Jackson Co., in a communication to the
•i Commercial, says, "On the first day of May, at pre-

c sely half past 12 o'clock, I was standing on the platform at the
rai road station in Berlin when I saw, in a northeast direction, a
ball of fire about 30° above the horizon. It was flying in a
northerly direction with great velocity. It appeared as white
as melted iron, and left a bright streak of fire behind it which
soon laded into a white vapor. This remained more than a

«Wftn
W

?
n lt

lCame c™°ked and disappeared." Berlin is

about 80 miles southwest of Concord.
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rom McCounellsville and Berlin was un-

doubtedly the same that exploded and fell in Guernsey County.Ao one of the many persons who saw the stones fall and were

1 ™ l™ vicinity at the time, noticed anything of the
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The fragments are of a bluish gray
«Mor. u nder the lens five substances can be detected. A snow-

«1 * largely disseminated throughout the mass. A
clearer white mineral can be distinguished in some specimens,
metallic grams are quite numerous, a yellowish brown mineral
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in patches, and black particles scattered over the surface. One
specimen had very thin veins of a shining black mineral. When
in large masses the stone is exceedingly tough, requiring re-

peated blows with a hammer to fracture it, but when broken
into small pieces it can be crushed with ease in an agate mortar.

The specific gravity of the mass was found to be 3-5417. On
analysis one gramme of the stone was found to contain:

—

Protoxyd o

•08873

•05325

Chromium, trace.

Phosphorus. trace.

Water, -00035

1-03819
Coshocton, Ohio. June 4th, 1860.

(4.) Prof. J. Lawrence Smith, M.D., of Louisville, Ky., in-

Ims.

us tnat
> on hearing vague rumors of the event two days

after its occurrence (reported as an earthquake accompanied by
a fall of stones), and although four hundred miles distant from
the place, he immediately visited New Concord and obtained
all possible data respecting the phenomenon. He is convinced
irom a thorough examination of the facts that no fall of meteoric
stones before recorded possesses so many points of interest as
the one in question, surpassing even the far famed fall at L'Aigle.
He reserves many details of the event with his chemical exam-
ination for a paper in the next number of this Journal. The
analyses, so far as they are complete, show the constitution of
the New Concord stones to be identical with those that fell about
the same time last year, March 28, 1859, in Indiana (see this
Jour

-> xxviii, 409).
Louisville, Ky, June 6, I860.

Thus far about thirty stones have been recovered from this

Jail, and one witness estimates the entire weight of the fragments
discovered at about seven hundred pounds.

-Lbe fine specimen (figure 1) secured by Prof. Andrews for

avc believe, the largest meteoric fragment
wherto recorded as existing in one piece. Profs. Silliman and*«iwj recorded as existing in one piece, rrois. oiuiman

ngsley estimated the weight of a fragment of the Weston
*•*"

'1807), which was dashed in many pieces by fall'

! about 200 pounds.—Mem. Conn. Acad, i, 149.
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Review of Dr. AntiseU's Work

Art. XIV.—Review of Dr. AntiseWs Work on Photogenic Oik, dec.

[The following; Review of Dr. AntiseU's book on Photogenic Oils has been

would permit a amply repay the careful pe
who are interested in this important practical subject—Eds.]

REVIEW.

1. Tfce Manufacture of Photogenic or Hydro-Carbon Oils from Coal and
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tin's nrti. 1. . Our attention will be especially directed to the first chapter of
book—" History of the Art"—for in it are errors which have too

rent in the annals of chemical science—errors, the repetition of
author is the more unpardonable, since, from his very position,

>e known them to be such. Indeed, from statements to be found

here be brought forward.

That we may form a correct notion of the subject under discussion, 1

apparatus a quail

substance is subject

i, /. e., when it is gradually hotted

an oilv linid I-

substance Paraifnie is an almost nt. Crude oil, though

g WBIW wrying toorcefl from which it is derived
iii-^tne. various marketabl, - oal , - .i.tame. u< m it b\ purification, is spe-

cially characterized by its low specific gravity, being capable of floating upoi

When, on the other hand, a bitu rtead of being gentlj
and gradually heated, is suddenly exposed to the action of an intense heat-
when, as in the ordiui « n into vessels of irot

1

". M*J . bicfa i \ ed heat, a different se
of products is obtained. A large <|uaniih of permanent gas is produced, while
the liquids formed at ds just spoken of, bu
are composed of another set" of h\ ..mm- r'.. us M.'.-ii taken collectively, are

'-
'

^
>

.
.

.- '- -

'""• Naphth if the mixture. When
**£©eeMto w] is a mixed one, i.e..

*WW» a portion of th. i fly heated surfaces,

"biieothe, port, . to disti !
oh oils

;

j1 the kind first described, a mixed product, containing both coal-oil and coal-

- NaturalU .d»i ,ini ..
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.',1 of several exceedingly
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have been at times spoken of as • .semblance which

fm ^u
ar t0 sPirits of turpentine and other essential oils, and to eliminate them

™» the discussion. They are of " presentmoment,
v hen compared with the true »c.,r

loved in th
\
s T?"

1? We may mention, in passing, that Dr. Antisell has very inconsiderately

^Bcured
his'historicaT sketch tf *e progress of the art of distilling coal-oil
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by blending with it the question of coal-tar naphthas. He has, for that matt

..:..'. -
:
<—

• .
' .;:.: !!:,

,

' :,.; . .
,

ilways resulted from t

do believe t
-

on the contrary, would accord them high praise ; but

man knowledge, sooner than to its mere diffuses

,

-rare
O

ntton i

m
e

C

rroneo

nd -°ther bit,,niin0US subst

!

:>rs method of obtaining

$ Usuelles, for Dec, 1834,

S*8?«mj w£u
;.-:'

t.,;.;,v;:

:

,";:
. ...

-
/-.-"' -.'-< - '

i i nc^ani?S^«?te C°"

"

iprovements,

A<= n, 4 „ f 1,7
Moors of some of his predecessors,

from ™,i '
' 1 of the production of oil

the weli^kno
P
w
e

n7v
t0^ " ^> (1728-1799), whenKnown experiments of Dr. Clayton were made.f
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In distilling coal from a pit near Wigan in Lancashire, this observer ob-

tained, first phlegm (water), then oil, and finally gas.

writings of the alcln ted almost every sub-

stance to processes of distillation.

During the last century attention was again several times called to the

It would seem, however, that nothing very definite was published before the

year 1830. UivvERDOKBENt had. « year, called atten-

tion to oils distilled from petroleum, and even appears to have obtained paraf-^

world was first really attracted t
memorable memoir

of Reichenbach,§ who separated it, in the first instance, from wood tar, and

described its properties at length. In the following year.:''. -
lation of coal, but is a result of the subsequent decomposition of such products

by heat; and that thi - is not crude-oil, but an impure

mixture of the produi those resulting from their decom-

l°win<r from An I
l i-dtca, or of the tfa

, .,;;„ .!/,./;,,,/<: bv William Lewis, M.B,1

-rlEdit.'Sv,, Dul.lin mp..i\i\ vol. ii p. 148. Article ]\t, '• m, also (a>

-' "' Ar.H-ii ; n edition of Lewis

used by the comn

\'Berzelius's Jahresberichi x, 181, from K'astne/s Archiv, xvi, 122; also in

§ Journal fur Ch ' »" c * Fh^lk
'
Ba ' d'

* .^that-inlS^l,

InnoZ, of Phiiotq

; ...":.:.." '

--.-.„.. ..-..
.

.

.



These
being, at this time, "chief

some fifteen nil- igger Seidel).

>ns of 7511*
«< 1_I f n„ .nil ,,[,. it ! , ,11 Vv ifli I o ,,| f , ,

i

the less volatile portions of the rectified oil by cooling—the d<

petroJ_eumv
Two more papers upon tir

enbach designates in
i some ,;„ of the some.

;' i

-

|

;i!;
' ' -'

'

'

'

. - ' „ •:„-

" - -
! '' :.

'

paraffine
,

oil by some, and deSignated
y
inThrreteil

C

tode^by Snumi
names of only local significance.
Eupion was obtained by Reichenbach from the products of the B]<

tion of animal and vegetal, :<

ny-two pages: "When
pion, at a sufficiently cheap rate, fror
bly enter into the circle of substanc

!';' '

r
,''."

i

n
'

,, " n '"'';;'- l;n-litly ami rl, ir ]y, „„!)., I, , , frolll smoke,
in now.se inftno

material. It does

nPPJI ™ r i ^T568
' " influence, the para

need not be separated, but can be left dissolved in the eupion and us.

purposes:-

81"06 ^ tV° s^™s *« thus mutually improved for tech

.t.^
183

?'
Reiche"ba

l

ch
§
a?a 'n published a note upon eupion: and, in 1

another long art.cle,|| m which he once more dwells upon its useful pre

guage, ^[compare, for example, he. cit, B. lxviii., [B. viii, of the Neues-Jahrbuch.,}

It may be worth while also to call the attention of the reader to the fkrf that all of

., :

t FW ;iv!
Xi

' [
°r B

'
1,0f thG '^^-J^rbich], S. 273.

V
I

!«rBn...ftl I,.W,^ rAl/ , A l.S.129 > 2M.
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Her " notes." A tolerably complete list of which may be found in

that these memoirs have never been col as a separate
ratame. Even now. any i

mote the cause of science by so doing.

at the question for a moment, hearings, we

,•. of chemists;* while, on
the other hand, we are forced to confess, that it is in

v. have so fully described a
future art—have so accurately pointed out the methods to be followed and pre-
cautions to be observed by li . We must not omit to

:<!e known his discovery of
'

m lignite.

Bum. Of this memoir we cite but, two
lines, (vid. Trans., p. 1 •_><). or Hop., p. 1 1:.{). '• It follows." says Gregory,

«on, and are consequently the results of destructive
In the following year, v. Kobell|| also noticed para
*or the labors of Hess in Russia, and of several

tive distillation."'

paraffine in petroleum.

:,
.

•

. .

....,
Annalen, xxiv, 178; also in

I Phytique, [2], 1, 69 ; and quite extensively copied by

,
:

";"-'
^

:

:' '.'
;

'

:
.;'

'.;. :. ',.;,.':,:'.

| ( |, , I , I M .. nt.T. 't M

calimn*
r

f

0f th6Se welln 'gb forgotten bodies should be fbu,

cot£?» T' We would fr ,h ; i,s " d""

..-.''' ' "

": :- ....,- .: : ;..,
;

••• '

icalwith,or a eo D Reichenbach.

LIS; also in Repertory of
«nt Inventions, 18:<

[
X. s.| vol. iii, p. wo.

. mU a. Physik, B. brix, [B. be, of the Keue*

Sfe'&fRf ft*jr g*ttirffh> xiii
' 124; also in Repertory of

Upr.Chem ,^^ LN. S.] vol. »v, p. 10y.
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dorff's Ann !•
. d r l'hysik u. Chemie.

At the cam Qtific researches were in progress in Ger-

many and Scotland, or even earlier, numerous practical eF
oils from hit.n uinous substances were made in France.

ill not be difficult to trace the history of the success-

-

only the applii ts manufacture,

Subsequotr
s ned a patent for extracting

n (Saone et Loire), and finally

ill better gas than that pre-

pared from coal being thus obtained.

—...
a sombre red heat at the close of the operation ; also of the percentage amounts

oil cannot be , but 'affords a

shows moreover that the oil contains paraffine, and does not contain

La urent subsequently published another paperll upon this oil, in which article

he records his efforts to asc< lemical compounds are con-

s obtained by fraction i] distillation, viz..

3°

b

F.,

f

he
Ct

c

time, an article** describing the process of

oemgue, aitnougn it would appea
of others, that his attention had

Til no more oil comes over; how tne on

a solid substance differing from the latt at called para-

naphthahneft by Laurent.

3 d'lnvention x

§ Annates de Chbnie et de Phydow,]iv.
- - •"•• """ :" ' i

2 Compter Rendus, 1837, iv, 909 ; more fully in Annates de Chimie et de P¥'

tcTnifcTeTjoSn^r^^
U*uMel1

'

DeC
-

1834
' P "

285
;
also ia DinSler

'

9 ***

llwltirparama™ subsequently
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h David Blum, he holds

from shale to

f capable of developing I

upon tne great important
introduced.

In the following year we again find Selligue before the Academy§ request-

08 shales on the great scale

of crude oil per day—this being about 10 per cent of the weight of the shale

process of separating various product

rthe

S

ar°t

mittee ot three—Thenard,*D'Arcet and Dumas-

In 1838 Selligue also obtained a new patents "

- *'." Ii-'itinj." i„ !,„ specification he infori

3 different V

purposes of
;ring the oil obtained from shal

- *nf.linvf illumination depend, are:
Removal of almost all odor. II. Removal of all I III. Removal of

he most odorous, the presence of « i! to have too great

*ne operations, conti stilling the bitumin-

!

us shale
> and collecting the liquid products in large receivers. These pro-

JJ JW Wdwtilli . -'rating. They are
reated with concentrated -

i phunr a, i i for a lono-er or shorter time accord-
n* to the nature of the shale employed. Twenty-four hours are ordinarily
utncient, the oil being agitated from time to time. The quantity of acid
jsed varies from T

'

y to -'.,. After this tho oil is to be carefully drawn off

">™ the tar, and wash, Ime is then added and a cur-
""- W team pus id I bo < any off by distillation all the
"

t

'\"!itil.. ind ... is the mostim-
want part of my process, tor if this vorv inflammable portion were allowed
° remain in the oil, one could not use the latter in ordinary lamps a courant
air. * # * Tiu ..served claims only to be an im-
•rovement upon that of Blum and Moneuse [vid. Supra). Selligue asserts,
10ffever, that coal-oil had never before been prepared in such a manner that

86. For a des

1S37, iv,969.
. •.

Encouragement, Dec. 1837, p. 493.
» Lyptr* Jin,,/,,*, ISSS.vii. MIL
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it was fit for use in common lamps. This has, indeed, he says, bee
subject of many researches, but no one has hitherto succeeded in avoidi:

eiupyreumatic odor, and the very inflammable products which cause

difference between his purified oil and the crude oil <

shale. On the -: ligue specifies certain addition

divide: tiK' prod' s ,
v h < li alibi

every facility for employing these products in the arts and for dor
economy. In these divisions there are indeed some anomalies which

sea in the shales, &c. which I treat; but the following pH

which it is derived. * * * This can be used in painting, for disst
'•'sins, fee., for t (it being very volatile) or for th
duction of gas according to my system.

IL A fat f,l!
1 having but little odor ; this c

used for domestic purposes ii

;• fable oils.

[11. A fatty substance almost odorless, possessing all the properties o

It can moreover be used for soap* since it saponifies very well, and 1

without odor affords a very good soap; with
pomade.

IV. An odorless pitch of great purity and tenacity, suitable for prep
a black solid vara &c * * #

InJ839Sellign '.in the treat*
cutaneous diseases speaks of the three large establishments for the distill
of bituminous shal

| !u the Department Saone et I
and mentions the fact that the oil (crude ?) is furnished at the rate of abou

1 to afford light, i

< ajrain discussed a few years later, when Selliguef

hat crude shale oil costs only $1 50 per 100 pounds,

r cent of a very light volatile ethereal oil *
£u iu anum ngnc, as well as 40 per cent of a fat substance. Now since

ted more than 4,000,000 pounds of oil from bituminous

n 27 cents when delivered in Paris. From every hundred measures of the

0=s2t2 !'.; .30 measures of less volatile oil boilinjr at 150° to 260°

=302° to 500° P.; 14 measures of an oil containingVraffine, and 23

isures ot tat—-five measures being lost. In purifying these products a

i
patent

sandstones.

' apparatus used in i

: I. "A white/;

i superheated steam was

e m alcohol—which maybe used as a solvent, or for
i suitable lamps, &c.

pier's Polytechnic

revets ^Invention, fr
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II. A sparingly volatile mineral oil of sp. gr. 0-84 to 0-87, of a light 1<

t odorless, never becoming rancid, and susc
ble of being burned in ordinary oil lamps, of constant level a reservoir ,

rieur, with double current of air—a slight

asary. This oil can aJso b<

I or vegetable oils. Oils thus prepared do not readily

icratains a little paraffine ; it is p for lubricating ma-

lgeal easily when subjected to c

1, liquid at the same temperature as olive oil. This oil

l advantage over olive and other vegetable oils, o
loot on in tn;

'

i city when in contact with metals and
does not dry up. It saponifies easily, and forms several compounds with

IV. From the oils Nos, I, II, and III, I extract a red coloring matter which
can be used in various arts.

\ • White crystalline paraffine which needs but little treatment in order to be
tit for making candles ; this substance does not occur in very large proportion

substances upon which I operate. There is but little of it in petroleum, and
intheoi] obtum aestone. I often leave a great part of
tne paraffine in the fat oil and in the grease in order that these may be of
superior quality.

VI. Grease. This grease is superior to that of animals for lubricating
and for many other purposes, since it does not become rancid, and

Perfectly black pitch—very " drying"-

s soap obtained by treating t
VIII. An a

I
quor, or the blood of animals, with the crushed fixed residue (coke) o
na'e. XL Sulphate of alumina from the residue of the shale. f. h.

SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.

I. CHEMISTRY AND PHYSICS.

J»

On Chlorophyll.—Yr^y has communicated the results of an in-

* H investig ng matter of plants. His con-
clusions are as follows

:

sub'
ChloroPhy 11 may be decomposed into a blue and into a yellow

svhich areinsolu-

n alcoholic solu-

7° ot chlorophyll, neither of the constituents of the latter unites with
dearth, ^hen, however, water is added gradually, the blue substance
mi a little of the yellow first unite with the alumina to form a dark

F^n Palpitate, while the alcoholic solution remains yellow. Both

J"* are precipitated together from a very dilute aqueous solution.

^'P't.t, thenliu and yellow substances completely, the author in-

parts of e'
1Educes a „. 1Alu

a bottle, and shakes the whole till the mu-
«econd SER1ES v "i ;; »' 1S60 .
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riati a. d :

- ? turnt 1 with ether. ! natm-a .
>' jihvll which may

be extracted from leaves by means of alcohol, m,

into its constituents by -
f m u iati < 1 1 i 1

ether. The liquid first takes a brown color, after whieh the aqueous imi-

riatic acid takes a beautiful blue, while the ether separates, holding the

yellow coloring matter in solution. Fremy
phyllocyanin, and the yellow phylloxanthin. W
that the two liquids mix, a green is again produced, of the color of the

natural chlorophyll.

Young leaves exposed to the vapors of muriatic acid, quickly assume
a beautiful green color. The yellow autumn heues, <>n tin- ..ili.-r liatiJ,

contain only phylloxanthin. Under certain cirei

is capable of yielding another yellow substance, to which the a

the name of phylloxanthein ; from this substanr

blue coloring matter of chlorophyll 'is more easily

altered than the other. The author promises a further i
t,

•

this v, - r
.

v ;

st to natural-

ists and chemists.— Compt. Eendus, 1, p. 405.
2. On the Separation and Estimation of Phosphoric Acid.—Chancel

has given a method of ,^ w hirh depends upon

nitric acid. When a solution of acid nitrate' .,f bismuth, so dilute as

not to be rendered tin 1.
,

„, _ ,

mediately formed, which has the formula l'.i* > |

of which, according to Chancel, is perfectly constant.
The neutral phosphate of bismuth is

[Q water, and

tnc acid, whether cold or hoi , in solutions

wits <rf ammonia. The filtratiop ^
washing is very easy and rapid; the dried salt may be ignited in a

tinum crucible, and does ir* e~~

Pyrophosphate acid is

' n.iMimth
;

a white precipitat. is form,,! u hi, h is nun hmoiv voluminous
than the tribasic phosphate. This precipitate has the formula 2l3iOs.-

3pPOs: it is easily and completely transformed into the tribute phos-

phate by simply boiling it in the presence of an excess of the acid nitrate

The metaphosphates behave in the same manner, but the precipitate

-

phosphate.

Chancel asserts that he has been able to detect the presence of one

milligram of phosphoric acid when mixed with 120mm. of alumina in a

ling more than a gramme of free nitric acid. As
the precipit.e

;!1 id becomes

it would be easy to estimate phosphoric acid by

bismuth.
Chancel prepares the a „., with the aid of heat,

water, and filtering if necessary In
—'—

i using this solution, the phosphate,
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if not soluble in water, is to be dissolved in nitric acid, avoiding a large

excess. The solution is to be diluted with water, the nitrate of bismuth

rag as a precipitate is produced, and the whole brought to boil,

filtered and washed with I* eiing water. After drying, the filter must bo

separated as completely as possible from the precipitate, burned by itself,

mid the -i-!u- add -i i..
•

.y be heated to redness

enicibie. ! he lu<U are .M-iU estimated in the filtrate, af-

ter removing the excess of bismuth by sulphuretted hydrogen. This

process requires that the liquid should be free from chlorids and sul-

i, when present, are easily removed by nitrate of silver and

ptes Jiendus, 1, p. 416.

3. On a New Mode of Pr.-p-inni < '>h-', >„>.—Carost has succeeded in

„ .

(

u:m rities of calcium by the following process: A mix-

ture of 300 parts of fused and pulveri/j ' um -with 400

ihted distilled zinc and 100 ['.arts of solium in pieces is to

be heated to redness in a crucible. The reaction is feeble, and after some
time flames of zinc appear. The heat is then to be moderated, the tem-

perature remaining as 'high as possible without volatilizing the zinc; af-

ter a quarter of an hour "the crucible may be withdrawn from the fire.

It contains a well fused metallic mass, which is biul.lv crystalline, and

which contains from 10 to 15 per cent, of calcium. The alloy is then

to be placed in a crucible of gas-retort carbon and the zinc expelled by

is manner Caron obtained masses of 40 grammes at a single

; only the impurities of the zinc employed. As

'" l'S, it. is not sensibly volatile, bin, filings of the metal burn with red

sparks of remarkable beauty without formation of vapor, which seems to

t the temperature of its oosoirttttion.

The author promises to communicate the result-

in the prepare -v, 1, p. 547.

4. On a X, w M ' < >ic El »/.— Von Koimi.r, has disooi ered m eux-

, ,,.1-i,... ;ili ,i ;1 tantalite men lamniela, a iiew

To the new metal chained in this acid, ti,- author has given the (not

very well selected) name of Dianium. When die

tatedbyammoniatVon.it. Nation in .l.helu

.

•

,,,,, urI1 iobic acid from Hodenmais. are treated

' ' ;

'
•

• , ,, ;,. ,- .-, - ^ •

-

and the solution, on filtering, passes through

colorless.

AV '"-n dianic acid is boiled with chlorhydric a

!" th • '
• the. bin. ...lution does not appear, the precipitated acid becomes

-

water be then i I
becomes perfectly clear,

wade the tantalic and hyponiobic acids remain undissolved.
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When freshly precipitated dianic acid is heated to boiling with dilute
sulphuric acid, the milky liquid poured into a glass, and grain, of < -

tilled zinc thrown in, the dianic acid in a few moments becomes smalt
blue, even dark blue, and retains this color for some time on
water

; but the liquid passes through the filter colorless. In this respect,
dianic acid resembles hyponiobic acii

circumstances, becomes pale blue, and immediately loses this color on
addition of water. In this manner, tantalic may be distinguished from
dianic and hyponiobic acids. The relations of the three acids

;
id and tin, and to sulphuric acid and zinc, are thus sufficient to

; them from each other.

Dianic acid appears to exist, though in a less pure state, in the tanta-
hte from Greenland, in pyrochlore from the Ilmengebirg, and in
Wohlente-though the author had I

als at his disposal. A small piece of black yttrotantalite, believed to be
from

^
tterby gave the reaction of dianic acid. A second specimen, how-

lie acid

S ^"^ h WaS f°Und t0 be 5
'55

'
contaiaed taDta'

Titanic acid is easily distinguished to tl e otl e 1 ,f the same
group, by boiling it with muriatic acid and tin, and diluting the solution
with water. The blue color then passes to rose red, and the solution re-
tains th,s color several days. When dianic acid is present, the blue color
predominates, but after standing some hours the rose color of titanic acid

8Jin;
t

^-;
tef^-TaTf 1Vhich VoQ Kobe11 terms dianite, has a

specific gavity of 5-o-wh,le the other tantalites vary in density from

hW™ T
The

,

8tr^k * *anite * dark grey, while that of the tanta-

hb JTJnX ,?<?
k10WYed

-
Bef°re the blowpipe, dianite ex-

hibits no sensible d.fference from the tantalite of Kimeto
H. Rose, to whom Von Kobell sent a specimen of dianic acid for ex-

amination considered it probable that the peculiar reactions of this sub-

WvTfl
dr t0 the

,

FeSenCe °f tUn£stic add
-
V°n Kobe11 ha9

<

however, shown by specu .,. im .
u

wlT' the
1

aUth
,
0r commends those who deaii

wSf ™ T? 7
, f

nie Pr°P° rti^s of water, acid, etc!, of which b.
himself made use and for the details of which we must refer to the orig-

(MunffiT
'
deT Wissensch«ft™, March 10th, I860,

^^^^^^^^^^
Zt

tl
tAe

f

m°re
i?

,atile

,
S
!

lbstance Carry™S with it the less volatile, as in
the

Tf

ase
f

of
f

a
1

solutlOD of boracic acid when heated.

comnXl f r " 0l
;

Seem
.
t0 have been very generally noticed by the

compilers of chemical text-books in treating of the history of mercury,
always stated that the metal is capable of volatil

I rLnW?
X

I
?' eVe

f T
hen al°ne

'
at the common temperature of the

atmosphere. Some doubt too. would seem to have been thrown upon
Stromeyer's observation by the experiments made, under peculiar condi-
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tions, by Fresenius, and reported by him in tbe appendix to bis treatise

on quantitative analysis. It was found that 6-4402 grm. of mercury.
" >/W with a considerable quantity of water, and heated to tbe boiling

exposuiv to tbe air at summer heat for six days produced a further loss

of -0005 grm.
I bave lately observed the tolerably rapid evaporation of tbe metal

with steam, produced not from a mass of water covering the quicksihor,

•tive clay which was dry to the touch,

but gave off some eight or ten per cent of water when heated to 100° U.

A specimen of this soil had been in contact with mercury, and several

the metal in small globules had become mixed up with the

luass. It was placed in the common copper box with double sides which
serves as a steam-bath, and exposed to the temperature of boiling water.

r I «> >urprized to see that the little piece of glass tube

-;'i'Ji which the heated air and vapor from the inside of the steam-

was coated with a bright specular deposit of metallic mer-
rily.

r

J bis was brushed off, and the tube replaced, when again it be-
r:i] "'' i» a short time similarly coated. The steam-bath was kept in con-

Irj ii g ibis and other specimens of soil for twenty or thirt\

between four and five grains of mercury was col-

i the glass tube. Doubtless the condensation of the mercury
vapor on the latter must have been far from complete—a large propor-
tion of mercury probably escaped into the atmosphere. At any rate it

when surround at 100° C, and not at the same ti im-

pressed upon or affected by the cohesion of a mass of liquid water.

Hence an obvhui. i,-,-, s.itv f.. r thoroughly effective condensation when
mercury is to be determined in its compounds by ignition with soda-lime.

Technical Chemistry.

^ 6. Disinfectants.—The use of a mixture of coal-tar and plaster-of-

purposes of disinfection and for dressing wounds, as pro-

(Comptes Hendus, xlix, 127; see this

ntly reported upon in the French
'

J. Cloquet, and Velpeau (rappor-

redin July, 1859.

„ i interest, which this method,—so favorably commented upon
bJ the distinguished surgeon Velpeau soon after its publication,—excited
among the m. on of numer-
ous other sysl Emitted to the Academy
j°r its approval were also referred to the committee in question. The la-

bors of its members have thus been materially increased, and their report
swelled to the dimensions of a general treatise upon disinfectants—
•specially those applicable to wounds.
« numerous experiments made at the Hospital de la Charite the

m'xed coal-tar and plaster of Come was exployed, both in the state of

I as a poultice made by mixing it with oil. When applied as

-r. three or four times a day, upon putrid, gangrenous and
sanious wounds, t!,.. |, , u ], , ,l,^tr.»v.-d theii odot without giving rise to
Dy sPecial pain. Upon indolent sores, however, or upon recent burns,
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the contact of th< usiderable smarting
tionts, though well borne by others. Wounds of the first

ten found to be cleaned as well as disinfected ; while those

class generally acquired a dirty, pale, gray tin

hindered.

The poultices were found to be more advantageous than the powder

in the treatment of cavernous wounds, purulent or

open Mippuni'in-j: abscesses, anthraeoidal suppurations, etc.

Applied directly to the sore, the poultices destroyed the putrid o.lors.

rilayed <v the pain, leaving beneath

them a heal .-.ices in better condition. In a word,

the mixed coal-tar and plaster, when properly applied, disinfects wounds
y :

which its inventors also claim for it, these are less clearly evident.
The powder absorbs better than the poultices,—the latter, it is true.

take up a portion of the morbid exudations, but unless the dressing is

can-fully renewed, live or six times a day, pus will nevertheless collect

rig been somewhat cleansed

'he end of a few days, to clean itself, or to heal more
rapidly than it would with the usual topical applications.
UP°n "'<•'

.. . cither a> poudc- or poultice, dis-

infects them partially, but neither dries up the suppuration ti-

the pain.
r FF

It is in the dissecting-room, upon organic matter in a state of putre-

faction, that the 1>t ,. r js aj| powerful. The
lections mass.,., when j mbued with the powder? Qr gim ,

-

it, lose at once their disagreeable odor. According to V<
topsy room was as approachable towards the close of last summer as it

»Hy been repulsive. It was freed from flies and other insects, as

well as trom putrid odors.

Although it would have been out of the province of the committee to

experiment upon the app]
jng fihh upon

the great scale, they have nevertheless proved that it can be advan-
tageously used m hospitals for deodorizing urine or fecal matters.
The following inconveniences, to which the use of the mixture in tat

-cry would gave rise, are enumerated :

It not only soils the clothes of the patient, but hardens them and

i <* about the wound; it imparts

to the bandages, with which the poultices are covered, a very tena-

w yellow color; it. must be frequently renewed, and al-

though it d
i r retains a bituminous odor by no

means agreeable to many persons.
These inconveniences are of comparatively slight important -

and may possibly admit of being remedied.
Of the other disinfectants submitted to the committee, several were

only modifications of that of Corne and Demeaux :—Vegetable tar, as

shown by Renault, may be substituted for coal-tar.—A mixture com-
posed of hydraulic lime and tar did not disinfect wounds to which it was

applied, nor could it be supported by the patients. With regard to the

assertions of some practitioners, that common earth, talc, flour, or other

rolled about lr
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vegetable and mineral powders—even poudrette

—

I a more convenient and leas an that pre-

pared with plaster, the experiments of the committee have proved that

equally, or perhaps much more, eflScaci > al matter as

when mixed with plaster; that while comparative experiments made
from this point of view upon sulphate of lime, clay, charcoal, linseed

meal, and earth have resulted in favor of the latter, the same is by no

means true in surgery. When applied to wounds or infectious Bjapfwra-

only partially successful, having proved

5 efficacious than the mixed plaster

practice : most patients

i proposal to use an emulsion of coal-tar and tincture of sapon

lias not been found advantageous
of it, their wounds exhibited - tory, while the dis-

infection was very imperfect. The mixture of plaster and coal-tar was

substituted for it, upon the same wounds, with decided advantage.

Although the modifications of Corne and Demeaux' process have not

l-'cen particularly felicitous thus far, they have nevertheless served to con-

firm the fact that in reality it is the coal-tar which acts the principal part

Among the numerous other substances proposed as disinfectants, or for

dressing wounds, the following have not afforded satisfactory results:

Chlorate of potash,—-mixed with clay or kaolin (for example, 10 parts

"
1 parts of white clay or fine sand) which was proposed

fetid

efficacious.

Whites of eggs,—mixed with chalk and applied to wounds, previously

oiled, succeeded no better than simple-cerate.

* The inefficiency of sulphate of lime as a general disinfecting agent when used
-

- u. .
.

.

...-.- .: .:_ - - '

pears to be widely spread among recent wri »™ told by

:

- \
.

.. :.
•

•- '

'

' :

-'

- of powdered gypsum and fresh urine be

r obtained was a trifle less insufferable than that of the experiments with
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Powdered sugar.—When employed in layers upon ulcers forms crusts,

healing. \.
,

.<•. glycerine and cellulose.—According to Antier,

equal parts of cherry-laurel water i rm

i converted into pomade by mixing it with powdered almondi
posed as a topical application for all kinds of wounds. But in the

hands of the committee neither the liquor nor the pomade by themselves

proposed as a topical i

hands of the committee
r mixed with kaolin produced a

i-putrid or detergent sol
.mo iuemuers or another group of disinfei

degrees of consideration.

nother group of disinfectants are worthy, in various

the front rank.—Surgeons have long
as one of the best antiseptics known. I

'.-;'
llm -''' it -'- f-»-"i»j,'to th.-

i V | Klt it is M1111
.

ily :ipp''^l than \n ii^n u-

iu.xture of < :u al-ta, and ;

-iM-ra! appli
Coke of Boahead coal—\n ™™W QO „,.,- i . .m He of Boghead coal,—in powder as proposed k Ah-i ide* liko'carb n

:

-:

';..'' '.' '

;

'
'

'
' ' '- :

•

-.:-.:..

I '" 11 ,! I & -J' ui thai .,,1 , tu |, ( | IL 1

>-r P »,,(,,;„,, one uniform Quality of Feculent Sewage
by the several Articles mentioned.

= 12..] per ton.

Table showing the c

Boghead charcoal (cok.

Chtorid o*f lime?'"
15-'"1

-^(imperfect),

ChE 2
l

Sc tsltntTaS'
The sulphates of **, iron, and alumir i gypsum ; sulphuric, i
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»«. \ \Vaturor l'i^—proposed U M imie, and the mud of

lsed as a poultice by Desmavtis, ,!<• not appear to be susceptible of

instituted for the mixture of Corne and Demcaux.

j rendered, and do still render important ser-

well worth preserving, but should not be com-

posed at one time or another, have i

""£« substance-:.

wV k
D excel,ent

. though somewhat expensive " disk
aicn was quite extensively used in this country a le^s

cording to analyses of F. K Holyoke, of an aqueous sol

fluid "(Ledoyen's),
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health, especially since Labarraque, some thirty years since, indicated an

improved method of employing them. But the odor of chlorine, dis-

agreeable in itself, is neither easily borne nor devoid of inconveniences.

Wounds, moreover, hardly accommodate themselves to it any better than

the sense of smell, whenever somewhat large doses of it are required.

Chlorinated Sponge.—The idea of applying sponges saturated with

chlorinated solutions, directly upon purulent or gangrenous wounds, as

suggested by Hervieux, appears to be excellent for certain cases. Such
sponges, renewed s.'\ ,'

t ph,, -,
j , , ,1.,\ . absorb the pus gradually as it

forms better than anything else, and disinfect the wound very well. Un-
fortunately, chlorine rapidly alters or destroys the sponges and soon

causes undue irritation. While this method, therefore, is an excellence
for cleaning certain gangrenous and sinuous wounds, it is, nevertheless,

t

Subnitrate of bismuth—suggested by Fremy as an absorbent and dis-

lnfeetant, was applied to a large number of wounds. Upon large cavern-
ous cancers it disinfected somewhat better than Peruvian bark? charcoal,

or chlorate of potash, but less than the coal-tar and plaster. By its use,

however, several i...

it causes no pain or irritation, and since it neither soils the skin nor the

clothes, the subui: ,
1 , ll ,: e to a multitude of other

antiseptic powders ; but it n itl(
.r (incamatif), or

In their resume the committee affirm :

I. That coal-tar mixed with plaster, according to the formula of Corne,

Vsee this Journal

Mixed with alvine dejections this powder destroys their odor, and leads

nu'ntataiT ^d ^ '* ^ profound reforms in the Present s?stem °
f

about. For this purpose, ordinary earth, 'coal-ashes, or sand maybe
substituted for the plaster, as Cabanes prefers, being at least equally

i prefers, being

•' eoal-tar and plaster has fulfilled c

—-\ci\ ^Ih-m where tin r. i- tit--,

rue as regards putrid I

"H " '' " l|s
<

-
; """ns wounds, i< !

' acute and exposed wounds, or upon ordinary

wounds or,,:
icationa are preferable to it.

III. Used win, lint upon ( .j,, t hs, will, pomades or cerate, it has afforded

istered internal!) it ha- produ. ed the least benefit.
'

5
V - Asa n

L although it is
>f

totbe. powders, i « :ture of Corne

:

"

;
'

' ' '- r : ' -., ; r .

. :-. :.:!:• '-

\

pus. It is nevertheless true, that as an absorbent. t.h« mixture of coal-
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tar and plaster, either as powder or as poultice, is of some use upon fetid

and putrid wounds or suppurations.

V. Cellulose, glycerine and cherry-laurel water ; chlorate of potash

mixed with t ile, A iv, marl or kaolin, are neither sufficiently efficacious,

nor in application are they convenient enough to be retained in practice.

VI. The mixture of saponine and coal-tar does not appear to be pre-

ferable for dressing wounds to many other liquids already known,—tinc-

ture of aloes for example. The same may be said of the mixed coal-tar

and charcoal of Herpin ; nor does it seem as if carbonic acid should be
used, unless some improved method of applying it can be devised.

VII. The Boghead residue would be useful only in lack of coal-tar and
plaster. While charcoal in porous envelopes does not mould itself to

and sinuous wounds with sufficient readiness to come into

general practice.

VIII. From its low price, and by its action, at once mild, absorbent,

laiif, as well as by its drying properties, the subnitrate of bis-

muth will render important sendees in default of tin* mixture of coal-tar

and plaster. It is even preferable to this when the wounds are accom-
panied or surrounds! with heat or irritation.

IX. Tincture of iodine and perehlorid of iron act. rather lo

- of wounds and of purulent foci, than as absorbents or disin-

fectants. They have their sp, ,
, ,1 ., ,p] ttiou- in Mtieen, but agents of

this sort are not comparable with the mixed coal-tar and plaster.

a» Sponges soaked in chlorinated water can also render good service

upon pale, burrowing sores and upon jjangrenous foci.

We have occupied ourselves, say the committee, only with the practi-

\ -

:irin^ would have ,-ai ried u< too far. Moreover, since the
authors of the different comtnunieath.ns whieh have been submitted to

: -'|\es uoe-leeted this for the most part, it lias seemed to us

at of it at present; whether it be the phenie re-id or roM.iic.

°r brunolic acid, or the anilin, picoliu, etc., of the eoahtar, whieh disin-

iliiy of bul little importance. Science will inform us of tins

some day no doubt ; for the moment we have merely to aseertain \\ h.-rh-

';;;" no the .|-..ught to us do really

disinfect.

At>t"r eitine- the labors of various persons who have proposed methods

• g U »aaj : "M. ( on,,,,, ad the authors
-

jiJ riai. the preparation of ma-
nures * * * * Itis M. I )emeaux who appears hist to have had

practice, the powder

.

,'.. p.,, !„,,!-, worked upon for more than a cen-

itude of savans having competed with each otb i

the discovery baa 1 a effected. M.
'- ''"• dUena i than bis predecessors,

let]-, tl.
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ater and pomades of tar are frequently employe-

led it- applications to therapeutics."

1

method, accessible to every one, which shall be capable .>t* rlisini'.-rtiti^

ill HI l 1 I\, 1 \\ b I , 1 I 11 ! , 1, ill 1 ,,-_;,. 1 Mil ill - I (1

lections and tilth ot ill kii h in dwellings is well is in privies oi

slaughter-houses; in dissecting-rooms and the like, as well as in the ?i.-k

room, upon wounds, improvements will still be wanted ; there will vet h>

room for new attempts. While recording those of to-day and those of

yesterday up.»n the read al;vad\ tv, ,
, ., to dimin-

ish the ardor of the laborers in the future, who will finally endow civ-

tlizatkm with a complete am
Finally, ivr unions must be followed, in order to

it. Itisevi-

liundivd, by triturating oi ^rindinu-. ought to impart to it a gray tint,

without destroying- ondition. Objects to be disin-

fected should be rolled in this powd.-r until ea.di point upon their stir-

Ted withthirk \n\ s,,f it, 1,

dejections, or the like, enough of theIf one is

er should be added to form i

sibility of its application." * * * * * Jt remains onlv to

other articles upon us,, ,

i u ,, „ iu tl l0rs may aiso be:
in vol. xlix of the Cn,,,,,/,*' 1} „ ins.—Y. n. s.|

7. Decoloration ,,r ludlno h < S> s«iu»j , I ./ Iron.—[In the May
ber of this Journal we took occasion to maintain (hat the verv int

•'- "-;
- i .: . . -

.
. , . . -.

endish Soc. Edit.), xiii, 69.—V



II. GEOLOGY.

1. On Some V ' ; by T. SrtRRt llrvr. F

(Rend before the Geol. Society of London, January 5th, 1859—pub!

in the Quarterly Journal of the Society for Novembei

i

'
1, u I iddifi ' not'"'- 1 t! i

•

in the Camcaan i\i

t'<'i- January, 1800.).—In this paper the author discusses a nu

i

-riotH which e at tl t i latum of a true history of the d

H;u- views, which were for the most part, first enim
In ii-irar.l to the raetamorphism of sedimentary deposits, /. f,, tie

-:>;! of sands, clays and marls into crystalline stratified rocks, th<

ushing between local and norma! m.-tamorphism. insi

m, which ha . , er been effected at tempera

Lion of alkaline solutions, i)

, sediments rnay be heated to the sarno degree wi

uncement of this vievr will be found in this Journ

he author, aftei

expre-ys the ,

vneral." Fa

-

dot's theory < •f the no nnal metamorp liism of s.-dii

low temperat ,e intervention,
«

:
.

':
.

;

-..
:

--:•.

284).
} l

!n the second place the author &\t
f plutonic to

ttetamorphie that the latter, becoming

:,\: ,-)f water and boat, maybe displaced by dis-

turbance and pressure thus taking the form of intrusive rocks. Sedi-

.

:: . indigenous, sad thofte displaced

hwoiis of Seropo. Soheeivr and Flie

de Beaumont supported' bv the late observations of Datihriv and S>rbv,
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gards them as iu all cases, fused and displaced sediments. He proceeds

to show that the action of waters removing from permeable strata their

, brings these to the compositio

feldspars ant

!'•' n gradually removed

esia, orings mese to tne com]
k-s permeable sediments, retaining theii protoxwi

subsequent alterations to iby subseqi

.m di>

1 !1 l"iib up. The aluminous silicate set free in the decomposition of

th.^-l,l>pars is thus the equivalent of the earthy caihoiiab> an.l -aV.!
wI "«-b '!• h'l'in d. Ilonci we liu 1 that in the oldest kn •>.

:

s w.-ll as chlorite, chloritoid, mus-
f" ,V11

"; - ' minous silicate

over the alkali required to form feldspars.

.

lllL' v<

;

vi, ' us h:lv '-' ahead} app,- m d in a communication from the author
1,1 t!i: - J " ui » (w>l. xxv, p i:i.j) u r. aboth, aet.i ,n of oi :'a ii< in tt 5

m deoxycbzing, dissolving and removing oxyd of iron from certain strata

l
?

! " ; ;l"
illustrated by a considera-

tion^ the iron deposits of various ages. The existence of beds of iron

ore in the Laui-ntian fork-, not !-, than tin- -raphit.- : .nd im-taliic *ul-

h these contain, is by the author regarded as evid

[eposited. As
Mr. Hunt has elsewhere explained, he supposes the condition of the cool-

ing globe to have been one of thorough uxvdation. and regards all pro-
:

- deoxydation as dependent either directly <
*

,:

„.„! acids, fin

«r other sources
;
such solutions, and others from the oxydation of py-

rites, may be <l loihj ,1 !, v dkilin. ,„ , „th\ , uboint.V and j-ivcii^

to iron deposits. A similar process with aluminous solutions will serve

to explain the origin of corundum, beds of emery, and aluminous iron ores.

In regard to the agency of organic matters in the formation of iron

deposits we may here n-mark that a ivvi.-w.-r in this Journal (xxv, 2*5)

I contained in his Gee-

log, cal Report for 1856, writ., a> if Mr. II. had'appro,,, ,.-,!. ,1 the vk-«* <•'

: ii

•nly attempted to extend and develope. We may here observe

- r i ap| n h< . Mi. Hunt's \ ia on the form*

that I'.isebof and Hunt agree in

supposing all rocks to be formed by cl the presence of

-re the latter cannot claim originality. Now upon

lere is little or no affinity between the views of the

two writers, for the simple reason that Bischof seems never for a moment
to apprehend the nature of the great problem which Mr. Hunt has under-



taken to solve, but -with I
! ofl as pseudo-

morphism on a grand scale. The ingei Bischof and

others on the possible alteration of mineral species by the action of vari-

ous saline and may pass for what they are worth, al-

though we are satisfied that by far the greater part of the so-called cases

of pseudomorphism in silicates are purely imaginary, and when real are

but local and accidental phenomena. Bischofs notion of the pseudo-

morphism of silicates like feldspars and pyroxene presupposes the exist-

ence of crystalline rocks, whose genera- wr attempts

to explain, but takes his starting point from a plutonic basis.

The problem to be solved, as we have elsewhere insisted, is the conver-

sion of sands, clays and marls, (consisting of silica, silicates of alumina,

carbonates of lime, magnesia and oxyd of iron, derived by chemical

s from the ocean waters and pre-existing crystal-

line rocks,) into aifor^atioiis of crystalline silicates. These metanmrphii
~~'\ once formed, are Hal'

cies, and are not, like

sant transformations, tl

vet, Mr. Hunt is the only (

based on experiments, of the problem of the" conversion of sedimentary

bis views, whether true or fa

be judged by themselves, and not by comparison with those of Bischof

or any other writer. Among the geologists who since the time of Hutton,
have best com; ,f the problem of rock metamorphism,
are Bone, Virlet and Lbdanoue. We hope at an early day to discuss in

the pages of this Journal, the question of mineral pseudomorphism, as

istoty and theory of metamorphism.
Passing from plutonic to volcanic phenomena, Mr. Hunt proceeds to

deyelope the view- of I'. .! ha uv and lb rs< hel as to the effects
J' xl-~

deeply buried sedn

the

-cements, while in the subsequent .—

^

Herschel finds an explanation of volcanic phei
author adopts, and enters inf ..

mons which must

^ke place between silica and n :iU's
'
chlonds a"d

organic matters in the piv«enc<> of water at an elevated temperature, lo

azotized organic substances and to the ammonia condensed in argillaceous

^ata, he ase.rihes, w

g the metamorphism of the strata, which i. \>x :
Iwavs

great contraction

.. .-..
bination, by which they are converted into silicates of high specific

-,, epidote, chloritoid and chiastohte. In

in his 1< .mi*- before the Smiths,
,
ian

hington last winter, we may realize, to a certain ~—

rocks, once formed, are liable to alteration only by local and supei

agencies, and are not, like the tissues of a living organism, subj<

incessant transformations, the pseudomorphism of Bischof and Dana

i deeply buried sediments. Babbage has shown that t

the sedimentary rocks by heat may cause great yerth

S'avity, such as pyroxene, garnet.
^ u ". a- remarked by Mr. Hur

£iie de Beaumont's notion of a shrinking o

beuomeoa of subsidence and corrugation, although

6M for the most part to " the disturb-
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••iihv of the equilibrium of pressure consequent upon the transfer of so.H-

We conclude with th -

to tin- Canadian reprint of Mr. Hunt's papers, in one of v

attention to the remarkable work of Keferstein, whose ingenious views,

too much in advance of his time, have hitherto been overlooked.
" The metamorphism of sediments in *//«, th. it \\>[>\ ceim nt in a p.isf.

condition from igneo-aqueous fusion as plutonic rocks, and tln-ir , i>rti,;i

as lavas with at ten hint ga>es and .
; tin- sihy

cause, and depend upon the differences in the ch
1 itui.. and the depth t . \\hi< li tin v ;,iv lain. 1

. :;

:i1 "' according (,, ,]„, calculations of Messrs. ll,.pki„< and Hennessey,

I
,r" !,|i

} -
'

l
>

! t- a .o. it l.-ptli, intcrv. nes in tlie
]
In i ..nn na under con-

sideration only as a source of heat." *

" The volcanic phenomena of the present day appear, so far as I am
aw;llv

- '" >"' confined t.. regions o.vnvl hv the iinm- recent secondary
I P'^its. whi,.-h we ma\ siipp. *e* the cent, d lent to be still

I

•- longsiu<*

dings of ii-

' which pher
cause, and to depend upon the aceuu

ot mountains. The me.-!
,l thiekm-s an- made up

ot coai>e and heavy sediment-, and b\ their :

rL-M<tingrock<: so that subsequent elevation .-,

great accumulation of sediments by the oceanic currents during the whow

*"The n..ti.m that volcanic phenomena have their seal

is=, as Humboldt ;liiiSs
and are dependent upon the com

Christian
: K. h,r-r -111 puhl

5?.7;::
in part very re

i peculiar pro.-
is, where they t

-

) Bull. f.

ble conclusions were unknown to meal
paper, ar..1 —on i ndeed to have been entirely overlooked b

[:
:

'

:

- '-. '

' - • • '

;
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daeozoic period ; rm. log been removed

7 subsequent denudation, we bud the inferior members of the series

ansforrned into crystalline stratified rocks."*

III. BOTANY AND ZOOLOGY.

1. Flora of the Southern United States, containing abridged descrip-

ons of the Flowering Plants and Ferns of Tennessee, North and South
arolina, Georgia, Ala arranged accord-

g to the Natural System ; bv A. W. Chapman. M.D. (The Ferns by
aniel C. Eaton.) New York : fvison, Fhinney & Co. 1860. pp. 621,

just to add that the bn,,k was pr...ln«-. ,! l>v th- I'nneiMtv Press of Welch,
Bigelow & Co., Cambridge. The matter of the volume is, we trust, as

gives to schools and colleges, and to botanical students generally at the

northern section of our common country. Having said this, modesty
prevents more particular eulogium. If experience annually shows that
the work with which this volume is compared is not yet perfect, but still

requires many minor emendations, notwithstanding luiig pains-taking and

* "The theory that volcanic mountains have been formed by a sudden local ele-
ViLvt.Mi or fcumefacti' .va and other volcanic

:

K - 'i pi>omi n to tin vi. \ t tin i. uli t ,io! >_nU wh > -upposed them to Lave
been built up by the I

[though supported by
Humboldt, Von Buch, m the first opposed by

p. 703, for

we' think'will be'foun
"'" the elevation hy-

evost, Scrope and LvelL (Se

This n

;

.

'
'

''
'

'
' '

'/.d

.
V

.

..r;_M,.l

nbsequent contim

r.H k- btvum

ner j" P^Lelle^JlSLrte'that" mountains are but fragment;

als and preserved from ;,.. -vr r!il

trer's Guide, 1859, p. 53 ) See also
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repented revisions, it may be expected that equal experi

:

tised teacher can tell beforehand

partially anticipate them. They must be found (

rected :

the young student the Artificial Analysis of

cally the key to the whole thing; a perfect key of this sort was" never

made at one trial ; in fact most keys in mi h works fail very largely. So

we may safely haz i

tt
»
a artirici.U analysis

will need emendation in a future edition. We are bound to add, how-

This book is wanted by '

tdants, and we think

they will be well nieased with it. Its merits are manifold ; its deficien-

cies are either such as are natural if not unavoidable under the circum-

; production, or such as pertain to all works of t

'"ledge is progressive, tlknowledge is progressive, the records of I
' and the fi

finitely numerous. An introduction gives a good condensed sketch of

the Lleinents of B,

book can be used independently; though such a hook as the First Les-

sons in Botany ought to precede and accompany its use bv the student.
1
> ery appropriately is this volume dedicated to one of the worthiest

botanists of the Southern States, the Kev. Dr. Curtis. Now that the

Southern Atlantic states are provided with a good Flora of their own, we
trust that botany v

g „ scieutific piirsuit

and as a branch , i -,,ied region. a. g.

2. Synopsis of Dalbergiece, a Tribe of Leguminosce ; by George Bes-
tham, Esq.—This [s inyi [x yo]ume f the

plants, X, ,,,:;, „,;J|Tej to on 1?; and Ml , , !ollt i ialll

Uncls tins a new generic type, Fissicalyx. \. o.

f\RepmtS ""- h X ''"'•'' Ifl *tory, Climate, and Physical Geography
'' -

1
" " n, and Oregon Territories

seventh ana ,,,.„.,_ ; ,.,., , ._^ under the

of Washington ~
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make certain emendations, but also to insert four or five pages of errata,

correcting typographical errors, perhaps a tithe of those contained in the

volume. This remark does not at all militate against the statement that
• < vol i im "there are fewer errors than is usual in similar government

Mt" We are satisfied of the truth of this. The roassV

reports published by Congress and printed at Washington are marred

endurance by want of proo of proof-cor-

r in some instances proofs revised, but

the corrections were never made. The folly of the late system having
now been exposed in other ami more considerable respects, we may hope
f"r the inauguration of a much better and more economical plan.

The first chapter of the present very interesting volume (whether pe-

thw edition or no is more than we can i

-•'1, and is devoted to the met* oioi g\ and. mate o Nebraska

ington Territories. The BotanicafReport, which comes next
in order, consists, 1. of a very interest;! -ketch of the

botany of the route, in reference to the character of the vegetation, geo-

graphical distribution, &c, mingled with zoologio
ations. 2. A catalogue of the plants collected east of the Rocky Moun-

i up by Dr. Gray. This portion i

l

«>ur eveJleiit plates, ,»ne of which is devoted to the Endo-
:

"/i of Torrey, the new genus referred to. 3. Catalogue of
Plants collected in Washington Territory; with observations. A
up by Dr. Cooper himself, ineh.ding nous, characters, &c, supplied by
Dr. Gray, Dr. Torrey, and Prof. Thurber ; with two plates.

The remainder and most striking part of the volume is the Zoological

Report; that on tin- Inlets I,y Dr. Leconte; on the Mammals by Dr.

Cooper, Dr. Suekl<>\ and Mr. Gihbs; on the Birds, by Drs. Cooper and

es, by Dr. Cooper; on the Fbhes by Dr. Buckley ;

is.-a l.v Wm. Cooper, Kmj. (a veteran naturalist whom we
gladly welcome back to active labor) ; on the Cruel
Bie zoological plates are many an :

"*' th e birds

The volume Bella for ten dollars; and this small separate
h
\
u " will douhtl, >s 1,

j takeu up at once, to complete the sets of the Pa-
'
hr [ i;iili '.td Reports. A - G -

4. Polamof/eton rrixpiis L. was introduced into the North American

\

Flora of the State of New York, we
1Qfer that there was some mistake in the tirst instant. Prof. Tucker-

J°an wno has paid great attention to this dillimlt genus, not haying

lltrv . and not ho. ng ourselves met w tint.

-
, u n j | | ,,m t i M mi i f the Botany of the Northern

i,. t'rom Delaware. It may also he noted, that

;
v wars been growing in a pool in the Botanic
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is a tradition that it was introduced into the pool by Mr. Nuttall. Last

year Mr Edward Tatnall, an intelligent botanist

tected the plant in question in Delaware, in the vicinity of V\

and this season he finds it to occur abundantly, under circumst •

give it a good claim to be regarded as indigenous. So Potamogeton

crispus must be restored to our flora. If really indigenous it probably

occurs in other stations. Its early flo

the other species (viz., blossoming in May) may have "led to its being

overlooked; but the species is probably* local 'in this country. It is

however, so vigorous and so difficult of eradication where it is

so likely therefore to hold its own or to extend, that, if no!

where, we may believe that it was recently imported into this county,
as another water-weed, the Anacharis of North America, was into Eng-

land, where it has spread prodigiously with a few years. a. g.

5. Marsilea quadrifolia, L.—Aquatic plants, ,'.,„.
, :dlv those of low

type, are in general so widely diffused geographical 1 v. that the absence

from North America of the above named plant,—so common throughfld
the northern part of the Old World,—has always seemed rather excep-

tional. We have now to announce its actual occurrence hero. It has

just been discovered on the muddy borders of a pond in Litchfield, Con-

necticut, by Dr. Timothy F. Allen. This adds another instance of the ap-

parently extremely local occurrence in this country of a common European
species, of which Scolopendrium officinarum and Subularia aquatica are

cases in point. As it is not likely that this Marsilea was created for

Litchfield pond, or for any other few localities, if such there be, in this

such plants must be regarded as of recent and casual rattodw
h is most improbable—or else as species once diffused over the

country but now on the verge of extinction from this flora,—a view

which chimes in with other inferences about geographical distribution.

6. Catalogue of the Acanthopteryyian Fishes in the collection «f &
-um; by Dr. A. (JrxTNKH. 8vo, pp. 524. London, 1859.

— Tn thi< volume all the hMics in the British Miisnim. belon-in- to the

"' 'ii<-d ;ir<; described, and abstracts arc inven of the charac-

ters of many others, not in that collect he,. The work must be there-

fore, useful to naturalists, and especial h to students, as the author has

been quite diligent in collecting the indications ..f species f„.»i all

sources. Considerable discretion must however be used in consulting

'hor appears to have considered nianv species that he had

not himself seen, as being very "doubtful" or "as identical with ^mt
known to him. In his work, our American fresh-water fishes are es-

pecially in great disorder. None of the genera recently established by

Agassiz and Girard are adopted. The Calliuri are placed partly in Cen-

I partly in Brythus. The Grystes are distributed in Ce»
II" ro as well as Grystes. If recent American works had

been consulted these errors would not have occurred. Some ?>pocie.<

- identical wine), l,ave i ,, s fi,,n>l p to each other,

nPomotis falax, B. and S., and P. rubricanda Storer. In manv other

erto treated of the order. Thirteen genera and forty species are de-
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ASTRONOMY.

1. First Comet of I860.—(Gould's Astron. Jour. No. 134).—" A let-

ter from Mr. Liais, "Director of the Brazilian Coast Survey, to Prof. Pe-

ters, published in the Astronomische Nachrichten, No. 1248, announces

the discovery, February 26th, at Olinda, Brazil, of a faint double comet,

near the star fi Doradus. The larger portion preceded ; it was brighter

on the side toward the sun, and sensibly elongated in that direction,

having near the extremity a small luminous point, about as bright as a

star of the 9th magnitude. The object was so faint as to render ob-

servations difficult, for which reason the diameter could not be meas-

ured ; but Mr. Liais estimated it at 25 or 30 seconds in the larger, and

7 or 8 seconds in the smaller diameter. The second or smaller nebu-

losity appeared nearly circular, and about 4 seconds in diameter. On
February 27th, at 10"^ 25m it followed the other by about 27 seconds,

being about 1' 8" to»the North of it. On March 3d, at ll b 16m , the

difference of position was 23 seconds in right ascension, and 46" in de-

clination. On the 6th, the moonlight wholly extinguished the comet.

From observations made by Mr. Liais with the ring-micrometer, Dr.

Pape, of Altona, has computed three normal places, and thence de-

duced elements as follows, viz. :

—

Time of perihelion passage, Febr. 16-7667, Berlin m. t.

Long, of perihelion, - - 173° 26' 2 ) App. eqx.

" " asc. node, - - - 324 1 9 f
Febr. 29'6

Inclination, 79 22 6

Log. perih. dist., - - - - 0-07652

Motion, ... - Direct.

2. Second Comet of I860.—On the 17th of April, 1860, a telescopic

d by Mr. George Riimker, of Hamburg. It wa

alous spot of light. Having passed its perihelion au

close of the preceding February, it was when discovered receding

from the sun. Its elements appi >\ m it< \ d termined, are found

semble those of the second comet of 1793.
' :ording to thethe alleged intra-Mercurial Planet.-

d by M Leverrier to the planet which Dr. I

observed passing across the sun March 26, 1859, there

on to expect that the planet would !• -

March or April of the- present vear. In the hope of detecting

transit the sun's disc was cWI\ wat !
• d d i ng these months

"vers in t! ,ee .daces at least in 'this country, and doubtless also

hear, the search has every-

r this period

toany hours in which the -un's disk was not and could not be under

does not disprove the existence of such a planet.

« is to be hoped that ti
?ter

'
and *

jWe is gre.v &e planet, a

thorough observation at ai " * ot 10° °*

aore will be valuable. If the spot seen on the sun, February 12, ] 820,

»J Steinhtibel and by Stark, (Mon. Not. Boy. Astr. Soc, March 9, I860,)

*as this planet, the inclination must be quite small, and a transit across
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Lescarbanlt's allege,] observation of March 26, 1859, is c
h M L is i , N , 1-248 ot tli Vsti niw 1, \ [ lU
ter states that on that day he was observing, with a view of determin-
ing the relatne intensities ot tin; dim-rent parts of the disc, at San Do-

l?* 1 42'" to lh
] T»» S. Dora, mean solar time. A

difference oi -- of the spot should have been at l
h

6m at St. Domingo. At J
1
' I 7<" i!

j v have been
on the sun's dis, f,,r twelve minutes and would in that time have trar-

aserta he must have seen such a spot
had it been tin-re. He i ;, a p ianet as tne one sup .

posed would be easily seen during a large part of its orbit, by the tele-

^<>P;'- and often by the naked eye of an observer within the tropics.
As the planet has not been thus seen he does not believe it to exist.

V. BOOK NOTICES.

Prof. Agassiz on the Origin of Species.

1. Contributions to the Natural History of the United States; by
L. AoAssiZ.-The third volume of this work, now in the press, will ap-
pear shortly We copy from the adva. J, paragraphs"'

-' ^ ' -
-••-

.<
'

in consequence of the publication of Darwin's book on that subject.

Individuality and, Specific Differences among Acalephs.
The morphological phenomena di.cu-d m ti „. ,„-., ,.. lni ,v section nat-

ind of the extent and im-
portance of specific differences among the Acalephs. A few

- -
orders classes, and any other more or less compreh

lone had a real c in nature. Whether the
ed in the first volume of this work (p. 163), where I showed 'that species

genera, families, i

-™ „puu tu» pumi among scientihc men, is not for me to say; bul

whatever be the cause, it is certainly true that, at the present dav, the

numoerot natura
,-

•

is ffreat|j
mcreased. Darwin in his recent work on the "Origin of Specief," hi
aiso clone much to shake the belief in the real existence of species, bui
ine views he advocates are em

; ;il ,s0 t have attein pt-

^establish. For many years past I have lost no opportunity of urg-

pecies have no material existence, they yet exist

i categories of thought, in th<
- "" 1 branches of the an

i

#

contrary, is that species, genera, fam

TT^T6 j .
' lIUU£^ »» tae same way as genera, families, <

fCl2d
":itT [^ animal k-^m.

g
Darv'-

do not exist at all and are altogether artificial, differing from ot

»*IZ$T**' *" hfinS originated from a successive different!
primordial organic form, undergoing successively such chanra
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id still farther

svas produced

ti has existed or exi.-ts in \\ In 'j.m i ..„i' • i:> lt «'th these views. 1

on the contrary, at all the natural divisions in

nimal kingdom ai different late-
" characters, and that a"

.

i.

plans of structure, and for that very reason have embraced from the be-

bich there could be no community
1 "iuin

: thai .!..--. are founded upon different modes of e.v

and therefore they also embrace representatives which could
have no community of origin,; that orders represent the different degrees
of complication in the mode of execution of each class, and therefore em-
brace representatives which could not have a community of origin any
more than the members of different dames or bram esj
are founded upon different patterns of form, and embrace representatives

if *igin; that gene;

ng repre

, species are based upon relations ami pi

as all the preceding distinctions, the idea of a c(

As the commi
lifferent categoi

hey cannot be the result of a gradu

s themselves. The argument on whiematerial differentiation of the objects

founded may be Bummed up in the following few words:
Species, genera, families, <fcc. exist as - :i * facts. It

rk work, (p. 137-168),

,,ne have a definite- material exiM-

thev are. tor the time being, the bearers not only of speoi-

.: ,; teatisres in which animal life is

'

ot ^ganic life.

arguments presented by Darwin in favor of a universal deri-

w primary form, ofafl tJ - now among

p i'ave not made the dig a»»d, dot
moclibed in any way the view- 1 no I m*7 Wriy

_. plis allnd, ! to above as eontaii

evidence of their correctness, and 1 > . e argument,

T

lc" see"is to leave the question where I have placed it.

omeioB of ideas in the general

- so often repeated lately. If species

nutation theory maintain,

duals alone exist, how can the differ-

.

at'oii3 among - ways amoug themselves,
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'^'Ii 11 li\ 'I' t i- i list i] t being, has a definite course to run from the

time of its first formation to the end of its existence, du
never loses its identity nor changes its individi

'

:_ j :

egories of relationship which constitute specific or generic or f

ity, or any other kind or degree of affinity. To prove that s,,

should be proved that individuals born from common ancestors changt

the different categories of relationship which they bore prhni'u
another. While all that has thus far been shown is, that there exists aeon-

random, as affording the m< .„,,;' .1,-,, nhin- . itisfactorily a.., ~r -

.-
'

' '• : :- '.-.' >:
, .

•

.
.

- . .

- to describe a species, and that the more complete
are, the more precise appear the limit- uhi.-h - pa,;- -peci.-s. Surely

the aim ot science cannot be to furnish amateur zoologists or
1 -ntification of any chance specimen thai

into their hands. And the dirhYn ,, meet in :.t-

cies do not exist at all, as long as most of them ca
such, almost at first sight. I foresee that some convert to the

I will at once object that the ciesmayta
»hed ,s no evidence that they were not derived from --

It may be so. But as long as no fact is adduced to show thai
well known species among the many thousands that are buri« 1 n I

the parent of any one of

he species now living, such arguments can have no weight; and thus far

on theory have failed to produce any

1
istt ad of facts we are tn ated with marvelous bear, cuckoo,

Credat Juda Apella!
Had Mr. Darwin or his followers furnished a single fact to show that

- change, in the course of time, in such a manner as to produr
at last sp.viv.-s different from those known before, the state of the cas

might be different. But it stands recorded now as before, that the an

n to the ancients are still in existence, exhi
the characters they exhibited of old. The geological i

all its imperfections, exaggerated to distortion, tells now
irom the beginning, that the supposed intermedia*- f«

merely in supj:

by fact, however plausible it may appear, can be admitted in science.
It seems generally admitted that the work of Darwin is particularly

remarkable for the fairness with which he presents the facts adverse to

his views. It may be so ; but I confess that it has made a vei
impression upon me. I have been more forcibly struck by bia
to perceive when the facts are fatal to his arguue
else m the whole work. His chapter on the Geological Record, in P»

r
'
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beginning to end, as a series of illogical de-

ions of the modern results of Geology and
i misrepresentations

gy. I do not intend to argue here, one by one, the questions

he has discussed. Such arguments end too often in special pleading, and

the subject may readily perceive where the truth

h the geological record itselt. But

^iHv'tlie .Miction at issue is chiefly to be settled i>;

Je ice. ami 1 haw devoted the greater part of my life to the special study

Is, t wish to record ray protest against his mode >

this part ot" the subject. "Not only does Darwin never perceive when

the tacts an- fatal i<> his view-, but when he has succeeded by an ingen-

; -:;> <m.-•iimh.ciit.iun in overleaping the facts, he would have us believe

that be has e or changed their meaning. He

w.-uKi thus have us b, neve that there have been periods dun;

all that had taken place during other periods wa-

Wlelyto* . form between the fossils

lunnd in successive deposits, for tie- origin ot which he looks to those

m:--:iii: links; whilst every recent, progress in Geology shows more and

m « fall] \a
;

;
'

\
vllk'h

t'-u'in the crtK. ot our earth.— lb' would have us

hu,' disappeared before those were preserved, the remains of which are

It is tin. , he explains theii a ». tic. b\ tin siij

delicate to be preserved ; but an\ u

em to base left, at least. traee> of the;

.us roeks, had they ever existed^ at

believe that the oldest organisms t'

exiimt in «• s<>me of ihtin more

favored descendants gained over the m&joritj

' - • . " :
'

'

' '
.

'
'

.
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geological deposits took place during the periods of subsidence ; when it

CM
'

! i; -" ^n.,.k't. 1 r. I.at L m „nl\

ass. In this part of tin
-

nds from the Atlantic Stat.- t- tin- ;,, ,. L ..f the

* waves. Origin of Species, p 290.-He
moat perfect organs of the body of

-

'' "' -' ^ • - - ..,.-,,.,.:
, . :

have us believe that the geogi

''-""• cr,-.iulitv. a», ,-,.i|. ,,,.,], ,,, ,h, tau- d

"""^^'"tj.huvhis opinions .,l )(1V Hlh. records of an

,

U lS ll '" "" -
'

niiilat.-d l.v rrmvJs of H tli m Id -
' -

,' /;""' '

M| " " ll " -"'i- ik< in d.-tail tl, nnmt, \ wl '

ehwlosl »igh! of the .. re8 and *•

,- I, r.,rivsp„i 3 ding to tin- .n-ntal «]>-

beino^nl
'"

!

'
! " "» « t"inkiD*

• «»> "the. 1,.m, than that th^ ouc ll.eir

fence; and no theory that overlooks

to look upon the idea of creation, that

oS ; f

out a thought

• . -
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quence of the working of some "bundles of forces," about which they know
nothing themselves. And yet such men are ready to admit that matter

is omnipotent, and consider a disbelief in the omnipotence of matter as

tantamout to imbecility ; for, what is the assumed power of matter to pro-

duce all finite beings, but omnipotence? And what is the outcry raised

against "those who cannot admit it, but an insinuation that they are non-

compos? The book ot Mr. 1 >urw'm is free of all such uncharitable senti-

his mistake lies in a similar assumption that the most complicated system

of combined thoughts can be the result of accidental causes ; for he

ought to know, as every physicist will concede, that all the influences to

which he would ascri ieiital in their veiy

!, and he must know, as i very naturalist f

progress of science does know, tl ings which live now,
and have lived in former geological periods, constit

intelligibly and niethodieallv combined in all its pai

must know in particular, that, the animal kingdom is built upon four dif-

the reproduction and growth of ani-

mals takes place according to four different modes of development, and

plana of Btrscttfre, and these four

modes of development, are transmutable one into the other, no

j q of specie* The fallacy of Mr.

:v of die origin of species by means of natural selection,

aced in the first few pages of his book, where he overlooks the

difference between tl. \ Imiin md deliberat lets of sel tioi ijmli 1

iv by man to the breeding of domesticated animals and the

the state of nature. To call these influences " nat-

i
The oondrtkma nndef

wl
1> tli''} lmn pro, ,i , tin desired icmi ts. S ieetion implies design

;

the powers to which harwiu refers the order of species, can design noth-

ing- Selection is no doubt the e>seutial principle on which the laising

•und-d, and the subject of breeds is presented in Us fuo

» ..f raising breeds by the selection

sui-jrets, is in no wav similar to that which r. u

differences. Noddic- is more remote fr the t

*'ldones. Did thore exist such a parallelism, as harum n

'" -I.... -,-,,,,.. •
.

.

. ., .- :

;
;

ences among wild species, and afford a clue to d ;

degree of affiniu bv a comparison with the pedigrees ot w,

.: :

genera now liviim- \, « 'lei am • ne lamiii ir with the fossil species of

the genera Bos and Cards, compare them with t i <-s t our cairl, md
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breeds, and the cause or causes to which wild animals owe their specific

differences.
,

It is true, Mr. Darwin states that the close affinity existing among an-

imals can only be explained by a community of descent, and he goes so

far as to represent these affinities as evidence of such a genealog

at I apprehend that the meaning of the words he ifces nas

ef that he had found the clue to phenomena

which he does not even seem correctly to understand. There is nothing

parallel between the relations of animals belonging to the same genus or

the same family, and the relations between the progeny of common an-

cestors. In the one case we have the >' '?w reg"

ted with reproduction. The most

or the different specie*

, e different gene°ra of one and the same natural family,

embrace representatives which at some period or other of their growth

yet we know that they are only stages of development of different species

distinct from one, another at every period of their life. The embryo of

our common fresh i if picta, and the embryo of our

snapping turtle, Chelydra serpentina, resemble one another far more than

the different species of Chrysemis in their adult state, and yet not a sin-

gle fact can be adduced to show that any one egg of an animal has ever

produced an individual of any species but its own. A young snake re-

semble? a young turtle or a young bird much more than any two species

of snakes resemble one another ; and yet they go on reproducing
A

kinds, and nothing but the" o that no degree of affinity, hovv-

>ui- science, be urged as exhibiting

, while the power that impartedany evidence of community of descent,

all their peculiarities t<> the the species

side by side, could tfa similar relations,

and all degrees of relationship, to any number of other species that have

existed. Until, therefore it can be shown that any one species has the

ability to delegate - iea ami relations to any other

species or set of species, it is not logical to assume that such a power

inherent

"We must look to the original power that imparted life to the first being

for the origin of all other beings, however mysterious and inaccessib e

of 8[ieck'9,or, what i* si

nominal priority. Such
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the modes by which nil this diversin has been produced may remain for

us. The production of a plausible explanation i- no explanation at all, if

it does not cover the whole ground.

All attempts to explain the origin of species may be brought under two

categories: viz. 1st, some ' all organised beings
•

:

it is to eay, endowed B i
ichr existence

*ith all their characteristics, while '2d, others assume that they arise

spontaneously. This classification of the different theories of the origin
"" *\»''-h'*. may appear objectionable to the supporters of the transmuta-

>e between their Hews
ik ma\ ha\e arisen spontaneously. They differ

'><,'• in the modes bv which the spontaneous appearance is assumed to
he effected; some believe that physical agents may so influence organ-

- as to modify them—this is the view of DeMaillet ami the
1 reation ; others believe that the organized beings thetn-

g their mode
of life, etc., this is the view of Lamarck ; others still assume that ani-
mals and plants tend necessarily to improve, in consequence of the

•-. in which the favored races are supposed to survive;

iew lately propounded by Darwin. I believe these theories

the fete of the theory of spontaneous genera-
"<1, as the facts of nature shall be "confronted more closely

*ith the theoretical assumptions. The theories of DeMaillet. ( >keu,
and Lamarck are already abandoned by those who have adopted the

n theory of Darwin : and unless Darwin and his followers

diowing that the struggle for life tends to something beyond
•Aistenceof certain imlb iduals over that of other individ-

ual the\ are following a shadow. The asser-
tion of Darwin, which has crept 'info the title of his work. is. that fa-
ired races are preserved, while ail his facts e- onlv to substantiate the

f
Se

]

rtl0Ib that : Vl , ., l„;U er chance in the struggle

-the.s. But who has ever overlooked the fact/

'

^ber Darwin nor an, :, .ingle fact to show
"ii divei-qn-.- ''['he criterion of a true theory consists in

hat,mIgh t account for the divcrsiD of speci, s ,pnte , s w e ll, if not bet-

^^Darwin-spre.rvatio, ,,t favo, ra - Tl It' n - « !d

-ve that they agree with the facts of Nature. It might be
stai o, that u>\ < priiuarx Icing contained the possi-

of an

SOf
.

a11 tll0Se that havP follow .J, in the same manner as the egg

'id only remove the difficulty one step further back. U
nothing about the nature of the operation by which the

ge is introduced. Since the knowledge we now have, that similar
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factory explana

in such peculiarities as relate to tl iivid tlit\ The great defect in

any statement respecting the features that constitute individuality.

Surely, if individuals may vary within t(„. limits assumed by Darwin, he

was bound first to show that individuality does not consist of a sum of

hereditary cliaracteristi - - m .in d with \ i de elements, not necessa-

rily transmitted in their integrity, but only of variable elements. That

onograph of

Itil'lilvn^iha

! types of the animal kingdom upon which minute ,

gh a series of

features of the adult;

that in this n ocea of sex may very early become

distinct; and that all this is aecompii-hed in a

1111
• * urcmely short, indeed, in comparison to the immeasurah

!'• mured by Darwin's theory to produce any eh i;

yet ill this takes place wi( ,i | \ u o

able to the maintenance of the type. A\ hatevvr minor differences nia.v

exist hetween the products of this succession of generations are ail

\nr,y„l„„l prru/ian/;,,, m no way co t ,i,ee tt,l ..

s. and therefore as transient a- the individuals; while the

era an fore?ei fixed. AaJngla example will prove tfc»

All the robins of North America now living have been for a -

the Hist time made known that sp,<<-ies mi ,j,'r the name of Turd us

migratorius, and not one of the specimens observed by Liuna
> was alive when the I'ilirrims «,f the Mayflower first set fee!

upon the Rock of Plymouth. Where was the species tH !

where is 'it now.' Certainly nowhere but in tie

inu>t be eitie-r a male ,,,• a t'emaie. a«, i'n.e th -:>• i- - : n< ' i» M" 11
'

theni. foi tii -p >, . \hibits it. p. , in mti s m it. mo !

its nest, in its L.g^s. in its vounrr. as much as in the appearance of the

adult; not ii ,, district, for the geo-

its specific characters.* A species is only known when its whole history
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that history is recorded in th

als through successive generations. 'The same kind o;

H ever) existing sp-eies, and with still
:

reference to those n n to the ancient

Let it not be objected that the individuals of succ

have presented marked differences among themselves;
ces, with all the monstrosities that may have occur

passed away with the indiv

»al peculiarities, and the s|.

]' is itself capable of reproducing its kind, and, perhaps, with all I

intervening phases of an uneoiini production of males and females,

*«t while individ generation after g
Ration, all that is speciiie or generic, or. in one word, typical in them,
tie exclusion of every iudiviihial peculiarity which passes awav w
them, and that, therefore. « hile individuals alone have a material ex
<-nce. species, genera, families. orders, cla^.-s, and brandies of the anin

-"">"\Ku lll} as cat, g,„H., ,t thought m the Supreme Intelhgen

leet here 'i

Individual^,

'
,,f the Ka

for the rtenophorse and

LH.rn from ,-_

ln'»•' the higher an <"/"> or consecutive incii-

Pflrts °f t»e product of a single egg. We have derivative individuals

dJ^ ^ Nudi! "-< ' e«8a Produce si"£lv
'
b

.
v a

obs ?
om Plete segmentation, several independent individuals. \\ e

(Sri'?
* similar phenomenon am "' voting of which

^}piiostoma) ends »ion (Strobila), a

ffj^wW I
We have it also among

^V'J
1

"-
.'
Vlli,:!l produce free Mediae. Next, woiiuht distinguish
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buds from other individuals, and remaining connected with them. This

. ..

sav iuteiiiionallv in the immovable ones ;
for, in the movable

of complex individuality may be applied to it. In complex n

a new element is introduced, that is not noticeable in the

The individuals of the community are not only ,

'...." . i
.

:..-' '

As to the specific differences obs< na d an oi <; \' ah pb-, there is as

great a diversity between tbem as between their individuals. /n_f™ e

t\ pes of this class the species are

ing to one and the same specie

and exhibiting hardly any difference among themselves except s

arises from aire. This identity of the individuals of one and tho .---

species is particularly striking among the < 'telephone. 1

all hermaphrodites. In the Discophonc proper a somevJ
'

versity prevails. In the first place we n<>tiee male and fen

als, and the difference between the sexes i- q

among them, in the normal number of their parts ;
their I

ing frequently of one or two spheromeres more than usu

rear, the same Discophorae reappear upon our shores v..;

range of differences among their individuals. Aimm- 11;

morphism prevails to a greater or less extent, besides the

arising from MX. Few species have only one kind of individuals. >.

the cycle of h - mbraces two d

viduals, one recalling the peculiarities of comim
thos, ot Medusa ; but even tin Hydra tvp« ot on. md the ><aniyr

a larger number of heterogeneous Hydne. And this is e.pia J _
though to a less extent, of the Medusa type. Xel among SipoOOOjj ^
there are generally at least two kinds of Medusae in one an^

^
same community. But notwithstanding this polymorphism amol%

tQ
_

individuals of one and the same community, genetically connecl*^
gether, each successive generation reproduces the same kinds o

^

ogeneous individuals, and not I

'deed t°ge
J
b

.

€,
\! :ju.

same way. Surely we have here a much greater div»--'v

als, born one from the other, than f

breeds of our domesti-

• i. main true to their s

and do not afford the -'

Would the supporters of the

the other
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lea of development of the Helminth, the repro-

duction of the Salpse, etc., etc., they would soon learn that there are, in

enomena, strictly circumscribed be-

tween the natural limits of unvarying st>eeics. 1 1 1
•
i ; 1 the slight differ-

ences produced by the into :icated ani-

i -. and. pern ps, cease to be so confident as they seem to be, that

these differences are trusts I y of species.

For my own part I must emphatically declare that I do not know a sin-

• !ing to show that species do vary in any way, while it is

true that the individuals of one and the same' species are more or less

polymorphous. The circumstance, that naturalists may find it dificult

to trace the natural limits of any one particular species.' or the mistakes
they may make in their attempts to distinguish them, has nothing
whatsoever to do with the question of their origin.

fheiv is another feature of the species of Acalcphs winch deserves
'

• be noticed. All these animals are periodical in their ap-

-hort period, in their perfect state of development.

Medusa- make their appearance, as Ephyne, early

their full size. In September and

isappear; the young hatched from

___, . r a short time, and then become at-

tached, as Scyphostomes, and pass the winter in undergoing their Stro-

ma metamorphosis. The Ctenophora? appear also very earl}, and lay

. passing the winter as young, and growing to

ize towards the beginning of the summer. Among the Hy-
!s more diversit\ in their period'n-itv. [Ivdraria'are found

a
1 the year round; but the' Medusa* buds, the" free 'Medusa?, and the

arauee in dirf. rent seasons, in different spe-

M,,ius:e buds and free Medusa or Medusaria
'•: others, and in our latitude this is the ease with by far

mher of the ilvdroids. produce their Medusa? brood in the

• breed later, in' the summer or in the autumn; so that,

h periodical return, Acalephs may

.?'ben considering In, . Iit\ ,nd S, I >iilerenees. as manifest-
«« m the class of Acalephs, I have taken an opportunity

-rounds hou futile the argument-- are upon «:,

- hi. >iv objections to that theory, based chietly upon special

iected v,,]!, the characteristics of classes. If there is any
m 2 striking in the features which distinguish classes, it is the def-

and this definiteness goes

alifieations, as we pass from

characters to those which mark the orders, the families, the

and the species. Granting, for the sake of m
>'d beings living at a latt r |

ei od ma\ ha\e otag i ated by a grad-
nge of those of earlier periods, one of the most characteristic tea-

fall organized beings remains totally unexplained by the various
D SEIUEs, y 0Im XXX, No. 68.-JULY, 1660.



ited, combined with the greatest inequalit

;
and at least three

times their number of Birds and Fishes. There may be twenty thou-

sand JVlollusks ; but there are over a hundred thousand Insects, and only

a few thousand Radiates. And yet the limits of the class of Insects are

as well defined as those of any other class, with the only exception of the

class of Birds which is unquestionably the most definite in its natural

boundaries. Now the supporters of the transmutation theory may shape

their views in wIk to suit the requirements of the

theory, instead of building the theory upon the facts of Nature, they

never can make ii tfio characters of the

class of Birds is the result of a common descent of all Birds, for the first

Bird must have been brother or cousin to some other animal that was

not a Bird, since there are other animals besides Birds in this world, to

no one of which any bird bears as close a relation as it bears to its own

class. The same argument applies to every other class ; and as to the

facts, they are. fatal to such an assumption, for Geology teaches us that

among the oldest inhabitants of our globe known, there are representa-

tives of nine distinct classes of animals, which by no possibility can

be descendants of one another, since they are cotemporaries.

sumption that eith

those of one of the s

should be considered as lineal descendants of a common stock ; for or-

i;ies and genera are based upon different categories of charac-

acters, and not upon more or less extensive characters of the same kind,

as I have shown years ago (Vol. I, p. 150 to 163), and numbers of differ-

ent kinds ot :
- heir appear-

ance simulta
il periods. There appear

together Corals and Echinoderms of different families and of d i 1

1

era in each successive geological form
Bryozoa, Brachiopods and Lamellibranchiata, for Trilobites and the other

in fact for the represents

i

,,f the animal

kingdom, making due allowance for the period of the first appearance

of each ; and at all times and in all c] -Ives of these

dnd* of groups are found to present the same definiteness in

W.-s. the trapjwnutation theory

true, the geological record should e ted succession

of types Wen. -hat through-

out all geological times each period is characterized by definil

types, belonging to definite genera, and these to definite i

ferable to definite ord< re classes and definite

branches, built upon definite plans. Until the facts of Naturet upon definite ph
i been mistaken by ollected them,

«

a different meaning from that now generally assigned to

lem, I shall therefore consider the transmutation theory as a scientific

ustake, untrue in its facts, unscientific in its method, and mischievous
i its tendency.
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2. Anleitung zur Organischen und Gasanalyse von J. Schiel. Erlan-

gen, 1860. 260 pp., 8vo—This introduction to elementary organic and

gas analysis, by our adopted countryman Dr. Schiel of St. Louis, contains

a very full, yet concise, account of all of the approved methods, and is

an excellent hand-book of these subjects. Many of the refinements of

research which the text-books do not notice, and newly discovered pro-

cesses or apparatus that are beginning to displace those hitherto m vogue,

we find satisfactorily described in these pages. The best and simplest

methods for taking d termining melting

and boiling points are given, and the admirable process of Simpson for

the quantitative de m as well as that of Natanson

for taking va[ ! scribed.

The chapters on Gas Analysis present i:

be of great service in the bands ot

students, and by its careful selection and full description of the methods

that unite simplicity and accuracy, will help to inspire them with the

animus of scientific research.

SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.

1. Parhelia seen at Weld, Franklin Co., Me. ; by Stillman Mas-

terman, (in a letter to the Editors).—Messrs. Editors :—I send you the

following account of a parhelion seen by myself, at this place on the

21st instant, at 10h 45™ a. m.

A light haze was spread over the' sky at the time, for the most part

80 thin as to be scarcely visible, but at a few points coming out m lentic-

ular patches of well-marked cirrus. When first noticed at the time

above stated, the meteor presented the appearance delineated in the ac-

companying drawing. The circle ,:,

AB was about 45° in diameter,
having the sun in its centre ; and
was very brilliant, having the colors
°f the primary rainbow, but with
the red next to the sun. It was

t by a bright corona of

' or four degrees in

width
: the width of the colored

ri"g A B being equal to the appa-
rent diameter of the solar orb. Two'

J

n A B, having their middles 2° dis- v
,

tant from the inner edge of the lat- \\
ter and their extremities falling

XX

o o' and P P. In color

: and b ueiv preciscly
'/''' -* '"' and of a like brightness.
Concentric with AB was the arc C D, being a little let th

Clr^, on a diameter of 95°, colored like AB with its red «
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sun, but of twice the width, of the latter, and of daz/ ing I'Tnn •.

The circle E F, with a diami jj its circumference in

the sun and its cent bim, [the arrow denoting the po-

sition of the vert* be sun,] and consisted of a ring

of pure white, quite brilliant, and having a width equal to two-thirds

the apparent diameter of the sun. The arc G was concentric with EF,
and bore the same proportion in radius to the latter that C D did to

A B. It was white like E F, but not nearly so bright. The parhelia

at m mJ and n n' were equal to the united brilliancy of the rings inter-

secting at those points.

At ll h 10% all thethe rings had vanished but A B, which had contract-

ed in diameter and width, and a small portion of C D immediately be-

low the sun.

At ll h 30m , A B had regained its former dimensions, with increased

brilliancy. C D had entirely vanished.

At 12 h m
, AB had contracted to 30° diameter, and become faint.

All traces of the meteor had entirely vanished at l h 30 ra P.M. The
cirrus had in the mean time become gradually converted into cirro-cu-

mulus, and the thin haze had completely vanished.
Weld, Franklin Co., Maine, May 28th, 1860.

2. Tolles
1 improved Microscope Objectives.—It has been generally sup-

posed that the further improvement of object-glasses tor the microscope

was to be sought in the production of flint glass of high dispersive power.

I am happy to inform your readers that Mr. R. B. Tolles of Canastota,

N. Y., has boldly discarded the use of flint glass of unusual dispersive

power and has discovered a method of constructing glasses of as large

aperture as have ever yet been made by any artist, using only such glass

of uniform density as is made for ordinary optical purposes.
I have recently received from Mr. Tolles a one-third inch objective, con-

structed on his plan, which has an aperture of 100° and is remarkable
for the great amount of light transmitted even at the extreme borders of

the lens. This objective is well corrected for chromatic and spherical

aberration and gives excellent d<
'

puscles as well as of

other tests appropriate tor surh an objective. This is a remarkably fine

rrlass for ordinary investigations in minute anatomv and pathology. Mr.

loiles makes i ,,u< fourth inch objective of 140° to 160° aperture, and a

Mqraphj in construction of Micrometers.—^

has been made by Mr. Clarence Morfit of the U. S. Assay Office, New

i of a large scale of exact dimensions

Jed into inches and tenths of an inch has been re-

Ins manner to one-twentieth of an in.!,, thus making its small-

s equal to one two-thousandth part of an inch square. The
method is simple, accurate and economical. Moreover, the D

giving the exact measurement of the object
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tions of an inch and at the same time determines the power of the micro-

scope itself.

4. Geological Survey of California.—The Act of the California legis-

lature (approved April 24, 1860) appoints Prof. J. D. Whitney State Ge-
ologist with a salary of $6000 per annum. He appoints his own assist-

ants with the approval of the Governor. Twenty thousand dollars are

appropriated to the payment of i the survey. The
provisions of the A porta are eminently

judicious, especially >te the Governor and Secretary

benefit of the Common School fund of the State.

No state geological survey was ever more auspiciously inaugurated,

wisely provided for, or fraught with more int.;' resting scientific and practi-

cal problems. It is understood that Prof. Whitney will commence his

Californian labors in the coming autumn.
5. Total Solar t. -The American Nautical Al-

manac Commission has sent three observers to the Cumberland House,

British America, to take note of this eclipse. This is a station of the

Hudson's Bav Company on the West side of Pine Island Lake, in lat. 54°

8", long. 1 02° 40' W.
Another party of observers, consisting of Prof. Stephen Alexander, of

Princeton, N. J., President F. A. P. Barnard, of Oxford, Mississippi, Prof.

C S. Venable, of North *

' r. iina, IV. f. A. W. Smith of the Naval Acad-

emy, Annapolis, Md., and Lieut. E. D. Ashe, R. N., of the Quebec Ob-
' -vatory, embarked June 28th at New York in the U. S. s

- Chadleigl

I for the Advancement

-The next meeting of the Association will be held at Xewp. r r

;

, commencing on Wednesday the first of August. The officers of

n<Min u-a,e: IWl.-nt, I-a-c"l, u !>',. -f I'lma h Iphia
;
VicePres,-

, Dr. B.A.Gould •!' * mhridg ; General Secretary. VM •' - h

™te of Columbia, S.<\,.; 'IV„nv, Dr. A. L Elwyn of I'lulau. ph.a.

will be remembered that Prof. Henry, at the request of the Associa-

will delner a discourse commemorative of the life and s M.rnV

•s of Dr. Robert Ham. Prof. B
ddress on the Gulf Stream ; while I'mf. \, ily was requested to pre-

a discourse on the extinct E
North America.

iere are many rea
•'" i B« ard t0 as °"^of

n-st attract™ i

described by Mr. IV. Stioipson.

connected with the I „
the absence of Prof. Dana. You have also 1 see re-

ur Lingula, long known to naturahsts but not before de-

i found more than ten years a|
,,. Aiivin ,_

vMr.Burklardt

and when Prof. Agassiz had a laboratory there. I have

O„;mo„ ^.,ring all

D
the time I have resided on Sullivan s

>u have distinguished and described >

u

iieve you are connected 'with the'/,,*!,'^ ^l^lt-partment^of SjHj

•Cribed there our Lingula, long
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I have found quite lately something very interesting in connection -with

this 1 n , ibi /". /// data. You know that up to this time nothing has

been known to science of the development of the Brachiopoda. I have

within a tow days discovered an embryo unlike anything known, and

which has at once so many affinities with the Bryozoa and the Brachi-

opoda, that I believe it to be an embryo Brachiopod, and very probably

the young of Lingula pyramidata. Imagine an equilateral, tb.ii

' r-hinovd bv a outline, and with valves very

shell *
•

borders'of *

Within this and near the hinge, a large flask-shaped body containing a

digestive cavity surrounded by a dark mass. This cavity extends into

the neck of the bottle shaped cavity (oesophagus) and terminates towards

the gap of the shell in a mouth. From the opposite or basal end of the

digestive cavity goes off a pretty long intestine which turns first to the

left, makes several convolutions and terminates in an anus on the right

side between the two valves of the shell. The mouth lies on a somewhat

triangular prolongation of the body-wall which rests with its apex to-

wards the gap of the shell in the dorsal valve. The borders right and

left of this homologue of the arms are fringed each about six cirrhi, the

hindermost being the longest,

The animal thus constituted, when quiet withdraws its whole body,

cirrhi and all, within its bivalve shell, which is tightly closed ; but when

the shell is distinctly opened and the gap of the valves is

m
hrough - •

,
which t

in circular funnel dike manner precisely as in a Bryozoan polyp, and by a

motion plainly ciliary, and with its cii - extended the

The cirrhi of this embryo I take to be the homologues of the cirrhi of

Brachiopoda, and of Cristatella, and of the tentacula of Bryozoa gene-

rally. The rest of the sti anus on the right and the

shape of the shell, point, I think, to Lingula embryo with cirrhi extended

about a line in length. There is no trace of a peduncle. It appears to

me that this must set at rest all difficulty about the approximation of

Bryozoa and Brachiopoda, as proposed by Agassiz and others. A some-

description of this young animal, with a figure, will be pub-

lished in the forthcoming issues of the Elliott Society of Charleston.

Charleston, S. C, June 18th, 1860.

8. The Fusion and Casting of Platinum on a considerable scale has

been accomplished bv Messrs. Deville and Debray. At the sitting of the

Academic des Sciences at Paris, June 4, they exhibited (1.) Two ingo<*

of platinum weighing together 25 kik
cast in an ingot mould of cast iron.

r^^ ..,

dence of perfect fluidity and carries the impression of characters engraved

on the surface of the mould.
(2.) A toothed wheel, of platinum cast in ordinary founders' sand \

also shown. This was cast in the mode common for cast iron in a «

part flask with a sprue and vent holes as usual.



their disposal ; the details of the process being reserved for a second com-
munication to the Academy.— Comptes Eendus, June 14, 1, 138.

9. New Arctic JUrped it ion l»j Dr. I. I. II ayes.—Dr. Hayes, well known
as the companion of Kane and the author of " An Arctic Boat Voyage,"

leaves Boston in a small vessel with seventeen companions for Smith's

m respecting the open sea

"Observations of reaching the North Pole."*

This new expedition of Dr. Hayes is equipped by private liberality, and

goes out under the au-pires of the Am. rh an < ..-.graphical Society.

Ib this connexion we may mention the proposal of Mr. Parker Snow
of London, well known fur' his Arctic researches, to set on foot a new
exploration to search :

. .1 in Expedition. Mr.

Snow has prepared a paper setting forth his plans and motives m detail,

a copy of which we have received and placed before the American Geo-

graphical Society at a hue siuin^, 1>\ whom it has been officially commu-
nicated to Dr. HaveN ju-! ..n the , \e ..f hi- departure.

10. Constitution and By-Laws of and List of Officers and Members of
the Chicago Academy of Science. Chica-o, Illinois, 1859.—This
flourishing young a was orgaoked in 1857, and

incorporated March, 1859. Its another gratifying

proof of the rapid progress of science at the West.
11. Personal—Vrol A. D. Bache, Superintendent of the U. S. Coast

Survey, was recently chosen a Foreign Member of the Royal Society of

London. Of the fifty foreign members, three are now Americans, viz.,

Professors Peirce, Agassiz, and Bache.
, .„

Prof. Dana has been in Switzerland since early in May, and nil re-

gain among the mountains until his. return, toward the close of summer.

His health is slowly but steadily improving.
Prof. Benjamin Peirck of (

r
'
Iief from Ij,s t0°

severe labors in a voyage to Europe by packet. His numerous friends

'''
:.:<:

: : .

:

,. •

'

•. .- ^ •
.

.
Prof. J. P. Cooke, of Cambridge, lately read before the Chem.ca So-

ciety of London a paper on the
v ;l,ld zinc

(
bbZ"

SbZn3), de8igned t/show that crystailine form is not a necessary Indi-

an of definite chemical composition. A copy of this paper from the

Author reached us at too late a date for publication in the present num-
ber of this Journal. . .

The gold medals of the London Geographical Soaety have been

yarded (May 28), at the suggestion of Sir R. L Murchison, to Lady

* ^e deeds of her husband and in I-x-wo ui uer nusDana ana m ict*jg"'««" — - „ , ,

, ^d to the second for his discovery of the fate of the Erebus and

Aerror and the accompanying additions to Arctic geography.

. Lady Frav*,™ » LI,Li « printed soon to arrive in the L ruled

States as the guest of Henry Grinnell, Esq, Vice-President of the An
1Can Geographical & "1 Society.

, No. 78, 805, Nov. 1



Correspondents we owe an apology for the unavoidable post-

i succeeding Number of several valuable papers, crowded

\j» rttil length of the Articles in the present issue. Even

13. Obituary.—The Rev. Baden Powell, Professor of Geometry in

the University of < I mguished as a mathematician

and physicist, died the *
'

Geology ; Il,n,t.—y ,, .|„. t L-s ; I

— p. VM, A list ni r >b> n treal; & Urban.
—^

— p. M'., Donation ..:
,

'',
'!_,, -

the coloring matter. ; t
. w y„ llt h American

Uniomdae; Lea.—v. :•_
, ag

f
New Cretaceous

fossils from Xtnv Jersey; <J<:Lh.—
\ „ a j i^ol^y ;

/•Wv.

Monograph of the gei
i geiiencally distinct

prom Mitchell)—p Li —
p. 126, Notice of geo-

logical discoveries made bv t 'apt. J. 11. Simeon ; M-,k and Evgdman—y.^'-'
(

^
at

?!"^ u ° °!' 1!ir ' k
' -

«p»dit»n underU

Academy ok Nai

, Hist., I860.—p.
~l rd <,« , Ml ill snivel and H , / 7 V, s H Bryant); 2>r. Henry Br^-

{
' ;" ''"-• -- ~ - •

•

subject of Virion; / - ', J-P -

Discussion on the the Prof. W. B. Rogersr-

p. 235, Description.; if. //arm/ wilb re-

' :.:.: - ., ....
. (

.
.... .., ...

.

. - .: .

'

,i /;. n..„er*.-v- ;.-;

bection of an elephant's tooth as an example of Oste'o-dtntine; JJr. W/tiit.-V- "' '

Laws of fracture of a thick glass tube; trof. W. B. Rogers.
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Art. XY.—On the Nebular Hypothesis; by Professor Daniel

Kirkwood, Bloomington, Indiana.

The records of our planet's physical history, from the dawn

of organized existence down to the epoch of man's creation,

We, for the most part, been brought to light since the com-

mencement of the nineteenth century. Within this brief period

the immense antiquity of our globe, the former high tempera-

te of its surface, and, in short, all the main^tsand toe

examination of the planetary c

geologic history—a, history as vet u
lines of which must be derived chiefly from celestial Phenomena

" The testimony of the rocks " in regard to the one may be more

crard to the other. It must
" research—

by gravii

origin of the system-nas hithenu

received but little attention from men of ™wfr,™J^M&
pent*, it is true, were adduced by Laplace andP^ â° l^
favor of the nebular hypothesis, but very little has since Deen

accomplished, tending eiiher to invalidate or confirm it.

The present article is designed as a popular rathe
r

th»
a
m

fatific discussion of this interesting subject, and we trust

^
^terest will not be abated by the fact that a portion of themat

te has been before presented by us anonymouslv 11
aQ^J

Review. We shall in the first place present a brie

^°™J™
tne origin and nature ofLapWs theory; secondly, a connected

AM. JOUR. SCL-SECOND SERIES, Vol. XXX, No. 89.-SEPT., 1860.
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view of the principal phenomena by which it is sustained ; and

thirdly, consider the most prominent of the objections which

have been urged against it.

As a group, our solar system is comparatively isolated in space

;

the distance of the nearest fixed star being at least seven thou-

sand times that of Neptune, the most remote known planet. Be-

sides the eentral or controlling orb, it contains, so far as known

at present, sixty-seven primary planets, twenty-one satellites,

three planetary rings, and nearly eight hundred comets. In ta-

king the most cursory view of this system of bodies, we cannot

fail to notice the following interesting facts in regard to the mo-

tions of its various members :

—

1. The sun rotates on his axis from west to east.

2. The primary planets all move nearly in the plane of the

sun's equator.

3. The orbital motions of all the planets, primary and second-

ary, except the satellites of Uranus and perhaps those of Nep-

tune, are in the same direction with the sun's rotation.

4. The direction of the rotary motions of all the planets, pri-

mary and secondary, in so far as has been observed, is identical

with that of their orbital revolutions; viz., from west to east.

5. The rings of Saturn revolve about the planet in the same

direction.

6. The planetary orbits are all nearly circular.
7. The cometary, is distinguished from the planetary portion of

the system by several striking characteristics : the orbits of com-

ets are very eccentric and inclined to each other, and to the

ecliptic at all possible angles. The motions of a large proportion

of comets arefrom east to west. The physical constitution of the

latter class of bodies is also very different from that of the

former ; the matter of which comets are composed being so ex-

ceedingly attenuated, at lea.st in many instances, that fixed stars

have been distinctly visible through what appeared to be the

densest portion of their substance.

.
None of these facts are accounted for by the law of gravita-

tion. The sun's attraction can have no inl'lucnce whatever in de-

. either the direction of a planet's motion, or the eccen-

tricity of its orbit. la other words, this power would -

planetary body moving from east to west, as well as from v.v.-t

to east
; in an orbit having any possible degree of inclii

the plane of the sun's equator, no less than in one coincident with

it; or, in a very eccentric ellipse, as well as in one differing but

little from a circle. The consideration of the coincidences which

we have enumerated led LaPlace to conclude that their expla-

nation must be referred to the mode of our system's formation—
a conclusion which he regarded as strongly confirmed by the con-

temporary researches of Sir William Herschel. Of the numer-
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cms nebulae discovered and described by that eminent observer,

a large proportion could not, even by his powerful telescope, be

resolved into stars. In regard to many of these, it was not

doubted that glasses of superior power would show them to be

extremely remote sidereal clusters. On the other hand, a consid-

erable number were examined which gave no indications of re-

. . These were supposed to be a species of self-lumin-

ous, nebulous matter—the chaotic elements of future stars. The
great number of these irresolvable nebulae, scattered over the

heavens and apparently indicating the various stages of central

condensation, very naturally suggested the idea that the solar

nd perhaps every other system in the universe, origin-

ally existed in a similar state. The sun was supposed by La-
place to have been an exceedingly diffused, rotating nebuln, of

spherical or spheroidal form, extending beyond the orbit of the
most distant planet ; the planets as yet having no separate exist-

is immense sphere of vapor, in consequence of the ra-

diation of heat and the continued action of gravity, became grad-

d rose, which condi i

v attended
by an increased angular velocity of rotation. At length a point
was thus reached where the centrifugal force of the equatorial

• equal to the central attraction. The condensation of
the interior; _ this zone was detached, but
necessarily continued to revolve around the central mass with
the same velocity that it had at the epoch of its separation,
Jf perfectly uniform tin circumference, which
W^ldbehig] tinue its motion in an
unbroken ring, like that of Saturn ; if not, it would probably
collect into several masses, having orbits nearly identical. " These
passes should assume a spheroidal form, with a rotary motion in

ii "1 that of their ivvol ition, because their inferior

have a less real velocity than the superior ;
they have

therefore constituted so many planets in a state of vapor. But
» one of them was sufficiently powerful, to unite successively by

• ion, all the others about its centre, the ring of vapors
would be changed into one spheroidal mass, circulating about
the sun, with a motion of rotation in the same direction with
that of revolution."* Such according to the theory of Laplace,

^
the history of the formation of the most remote planet of our

That of every other, both primary and secondary,
W0

{Jd be precisely similar.
, t T

,

Xi tt be said that the small eccentricities of the planetary or-
01 s, the approximate coincidence of their planes with that of the
K^ar equator, and the uniformity of direction in which the plan-

3 m°ve
, are ultimate facts that the final cause of these arrange-

* Harte'a Translation of Laplace's System of the World, vol. ii, note Tii.
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ments was the stability of the system ; and that we transgress

the legitimate domain of scientific research in attempting their

explanation ;—we ask by what rule in philosophy the arrange-

ments in question are determined to be ultimate facts. Even

granting their final cause to have been the stability of the sys-

tem, we are by no means to conclude that they are necessarily

unsusceptible of explanation. " Final causes," says Whewell *

" are to be excludedfrom physical inquiry ; that is, we are not to

assume that we know the object of the Creator's design, and put

this assumed purpose in the place of a physical cause. We are

not to think it a sufficient account of the clouds that they are for

watering the earth—to take Bacon's examples—or ' that the sol-

idness of the earth is for the station and mansion of living crea-

tures.' The physical philosopher has it for his business to trace

clouds to the laws of evaporation and condensation ;
to deter-

mine the magnitude and mode of action of the forces of cohe-

sion and crystallization by which the materials of the earth are

made solid and firm. This he does, making no use of the no-

tion of final causes ; and it is precisely because he has thus es-

tablished his theories independently of any assumption of an

end, that the end, when, after all, it returns upon him, and can-

not be evaded, becomes an irresistible evidence of an Intelligent

Legislator. He finds that the effects, of which the use is obvious,

are produced by most simple and comprehensive laws ; and when

he has obtained this view, he is struck by the beauty of the

means, by the refined and skillful manner in which the useful

effects are brought about ;—points different from those to which

his researches were directed."

As the question, then, to which the cosmogony of La
poses a solution, is a legitimate one, we shall proceed to consider

some of the evidences by which the theory is supported.

1. The nebular hypothesis furnishes a very simple explanation oj

the motions and arrangements of the planetary system. In the first

place, it is evident that the separation of a ring would take plac_e

at the equator of the revolving mass, where of course the centri-

fugal force would be greatest. These concentric rings—and con-

sequently the resulting planets—would all revolve in nearly the

same plane. It is evident also that the central orb must have a

revolution on its axis in the same direction with the progressive mo-

tions of the planets. Again: at the breaking up of a ring, the

particles of nebulous matter more distant from the 8

have a greater absolute velocity than those nearer to it, wbicn

would produce the observed unity of direction in the rotary an

orbital revolutions. The motions of the satellites are explained in

like manner. The hypothesis, moreover, accounts sal

for the fact that the orbits of the planets are all nearly circular-

* Bridgewater Treatise, vol.ii, p. 180.
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nuli had been left by the Architect of Nature, as an index t the

The argument derived from the motions of the various mem-

bers of the solar system is not new, having been forcibly stated

by Laplace, Pontecoulant, Nichol, and other astronomers. Its

fall weight and importance, however, have not, we think, been

duly appreciated. That a common physical cause has determin-

ed these motions, must be admitted by every philosophic mind.

But apart from the nebular hypothesis, no such cause, adequate

both in mode and measure, has ever been suggested ;—indeed
none, it seems to us, is conceivable. The phenomena which we
have enumerated demand an explanation, and this demand is met

by the nebular hypothesis. It will be found, therefore, when
ciosely examined, that the evidence afforded by the celestial mo-

tions is sufficient to give the theory of Laplace a very high de-

gree of probability.

2. The fact that this theory of the genesis of the solar system

may be extended to the binary and multiple systems among the

so-called fixed stars, may be urged as no inconsiderable evidence

in its favor. Unity, no less than variety, is characteristic of na-

ture's works. All the diversified and apparently disconnected

phenomena of the universe have their roots in a few general

laws. Whatever, therefore, leads us higher in the process of gen-

eralization may be presumed to have some foundation in truth.

3. Numerous geological facts appear to harmonize with the

hypothesis under consideration. Fossil organic remains, and

their absence 3, both indicate that the tempera-

ture of the earth's surface was formerly much higher than at

Present, and that the decrease was slow and gradual. In places,

for instance, where ferns do not now exceed three ieet in

weight, those of former periods are found to have been irom

forty to fifty, or even seventy feet high. Now in regard to

existing plants, it is well-known that their number, as well as

their size and luxuriance of growth, gradually increase as we ad-

vance from high latitudes towards the equator. In both these

respects a similar increase is observable in descending through

the successive strata of the ancient world, until we reach the old-

est Secondary rocks. These facts are doubtless to be referred to

the same cause, namely, a gradual change of temperature. A
comparison of fossil animals with those now existing, leads to a
s!milar result. This hi^h temper:
nng the earlier stages • »

.

att"bn
,
ted b/most geologists to a central heat,* which diffused itself through-

* A different theory in re-ard to the ancient high temperature of th.

**<* developed by the celeS «*» the fact-estabhshed be-
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out the entire mass. That the interior of our planet is in a state

of igneous fluidity, or has, at least, an extremely high tempera-

ture, is now very generally admitted. As we descend from the

surface we find a regular increase of heat, varying indeed for

different localities, partly no doubt, on account of the different

conducting powers of the rocks which constitute the crust, but

averaging about one degree for every fifty feet* This has been

ascertained from a great variety of experiments upon rocks and

springs in mines, and upon the water issuing from Artesian wells.

It is true, the depth to which man has been able to penetrate, is

comparatively small ; but assuming the same rate of increase to

continue, it has been calculated that the point at which all known
rocks would be in a state of fusion must be considerably less

than one hundred miles from the surface, and possibly less than

fifty. Reasons are not wanting for regarding this molten mass
as the seat of present volcanic activity,f as well as the source of

that great upheaving power by which not only mountains, but

islands and continents have been elevated.
Geologists are generally agreed that there is conclusive evi-

dence of the primitive igneous fluidity of the unstratified rocks of

the earth's crust. Indeed it can scarcely be doubted that the solid-

ification of the outer portions of our globe was a mere cooling
by radiation from the surface. " There is no small reason," says

Professor Hitchcock, "to suppose that the globe underwent nu-

merous changes previous to the time when animals were placed
upon it

; that, m fact, the time was when the whole matter of

the heat of i

';'">/';

22-';',;\

'';' ''"-'• n! whi.h prohul.iy i-

from the gaseo-rluid

j. b',5

1'' -'-' u 1. rlV Annalen, bd. xxxht, S. 93-100."

I'roL'fi'rlin^ ,,f tli

•;
,
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the earth was in a melted and not improbably also in a gaseou3
state."* All this, it will be perceived, is in striking accordance
with the Nebular Hypothesis.

4. Whatever may be the nature of the elevating force, it is not
confined to our globe. The lunar and planetary mountains afford

evidence of its action in the other members of our system—

a

fact which seems indicative of their common origin.

5. The spheroidal figure of the planets points to a great and
significant fact in regard to their pi 1 1—the fact

that they have all, at former epochs in their history, been in a
liquid, if not in a gaseous state. That the polar flattening of the
earth is not conclusive evidence of its primitive fluidity, has been
affirmed, we are aware, by more than one writer of scientific emi-
nence. If we suppose our planet to have been originally solid
and perfectly spherical—its surface being entirely covered with
water—the effect of its axial revolution would be the accumula-
tion of water in the equatorial region, and a consequent reces-
sion from the poles. Sir John Herschel remarks,f that the grad-
ual abrasion of these polar continents and their slow deposition
m the deep equatorial ocean would eventually reduce the solid

f to the form of an oblate spheroid. Recently, how-
ever H. Hennessy, an eminent mathematician, has subjected
this hypothesis to the best of scientific scrutiny. The learned

ial researches of this gentleman have shown that the
ultimate ellipticity, in case the earth were at first a solid sphere,

J

3 supposed by Herschel, would be T
i
T ,

while that found by ac-
tual measurement is ,i, to _—'_- .+ The theorv ol i

fl,M% may therefore bed. It is

Worthy of remark that the oblateness of Mars is much greater
wan would have resulted from its observed velocity of rotation,
apposing the planet to have been originally fluid, homogeneous,

J

nd of spherical form. How is this anomaly to be accounted
**? On the nebular hypothesis we have only to suppose that
m the process of transition from the gaseous to the liquid and
wiia form, "the liquid surface of some planets was solid; tied

etorethey could assui -raining to their ve-

ilV rotat»on."§

> The Nebular Hypothesis affords the most probable explan-
*tlon of the phenomena of comets. Laplace supposed these bod-

lfoi u
ave llad their ori£in in portions of nebulous matter which

^ been left about the points of equal attraction between the
.

*1
and/^boring stars—the occasional preponderance of the

to

lnfl uence causing portions of these outstanding nebulosities

orh?
ter

t
<

OUr sJstem from different quarters of the heavens. The
°its of such bodies would be very eccentric, and might have

I hSk", f,
Geol°gy. P- 22. + Outlines, Arts 226, 227. \ Madler, p. 50, this vol.

S Humboldt's Cosmos, vol It, (Bonn's Edition,) p. 427.
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any degree of inclination to the plane of the ecliptic. The

tion, moreover, might'be either direct or retrograde. Thus the

great characteristics which distinguish the members ot the comet-

r from those of the planetary system are necessary c™**r

ces of this theory of thei c
" The attraction of the planets," says Laplace, and perhaps

also the resistance of the ethereal medium, ought to change sev-

eral cometary orbits into ellipses, of which the greater axes are

much less than the radius of the solar activity. It is probable

that such a change was produced on the orbit of the comet ot

1759, the greater axis of which was not more than thirty-five

times the distance of the sun from the earth. A still greater

change was produced in the orbits of the comets of 1770, and ot

1805."*
, ,

7. The evidence afforded by the telescope in regard to the pres-

ent physical constitution of the different members of the solar

system appears to be confirmatory of the nebular hypothesis.

If the sun and planets have condensed from a gaseous state, the

former, not only on account of the comparative recentness ot its

'My because of its great relative

;ly high temperature for an indefinite pe-

riod after the planets had cooled down. The present a

fore, of the central orb, and the existence ofa very extensive p
velope, together with the variousphenomena of the solar spots, would re-

sult as consequences from the theory ofLaplace.

The Moon.—Although the diameter of the earth is nearly lour

times that of her satellite, the mountain elevations of the latter

arc nearly equal to those of the former. The cup-shaped cavi-

h cover a great part of the lunar surface, are very
af-

ferent in appearance from volcanoes on the earth. The larg

are from fifty to one hundred and fifty miles in diameter, anu

some are from three to four miles deep. In no case, however,^

there any decisive evidence of present volcanic activity, thoU='

doubtless the phenomena justify the inference that at some r

mote epoch in the past history of our satellite, its crust has Dew

and shattered by up-heaving eruptive forces, compa

- in our own planet, at least tnw

in operation during the historical period, sink intoinsigninca-

In contemplating these striking characteristics of the mo

surface—the traces of ancient igneous activity over the we

visible hemisphere, and the apparent absence of organizatuo^
ul to inquire—what is their physical import I * . ,

satellite, in accordance with the nebular hypothesis, has ^*™L
from a gaseous state, the earth having also undergone the s

process, the latter, on account of its superior magnitude, w

require a much longer period than the former to cool down

* System of the World, Harte's Translation, toL ii, p. 364.
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a condition of igneous fluidity. The moon may therefore be far-

ther advanced n than the earth. On this

subject Mr. Nasmyth, '-
i

'

1,
who has devo-

ted much time and attention to observations on the lunar surface,

remarks as follows:—" Having in my travels, seen the actual re-

sults of volcanic action, extinct and active, 1 think I can com-

prehend what I observe on the moon, and trace the analogy

where it is applicable. * * *. I may express one of my most

definite and strong convictions in a few words, namely, that J do

not believe there is one of the countless thousands oj votamoes, whose

s bespatter the Ivru

/, ,n t ,j„*nah n, <n> < mist. 1 am vain enough to think

ive got the right view of the true nature of v',

ew which close observation of the phenomenon, m all its pt

: d on me; namely, i i

"

ins for its cause and source g
any mere cnemicai uuim.

,

n lava and the heat of vol-

canic action, to be nothing less than the residue of that igneoui

statethroughwhi: passed, in their cosmicai

history, from th
ation to the pre-

sent time. And, in this view, if our globe be permitted to exist,

in its present condition, for ages to come, volcanic action as an

active phenomena ,
and imally cease to ex-

ist,—the solid crust of the earth so increasing m thickness n* o

Prevent the issue of any of the yet remaining molten matter

"The5 from its small mass, and pro^rtioDally£^^
face, must have cooled down much m
and all have been dead, tranquil and silent, for *f^J**ere we had passed over our rampant voicanic ei.to

most tremendous modern volcanoes are but mole-nm*

££to and Satum.-What indications do the belts
;

of Jupiter

S^Wn afford ?£$£?%£
these planets? When our own planet was in a.moJten ^
where was the water which now constitutes our ocean

^
11 cessarih have existed in tin i -rm I n >1

tnt7yvor̂ luld

I I«.;od to a ,!is,a„, .,..,,:,to,-. v.tv ... cl, £ • »
teheen jnst ,
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temperature as would be fitted to permit their oceanic matter

permanently to descend and remain upon the surface, would be

mger than in the case of such a comparatively small planet as

theearUiP

Thus, in accordance with, the nebular hypothesis, it would

seem that Jupiter and Saturn, on account of their vast dimen-

sions, still retain so much of their primitive heat as to produce

the vaporous envelopes by which they are surrounded.

Vurtable Stars.—The well-known phenomena of variable stars,

the explanation of which has greatly perplexed astronomers, is

ingeniously accounted for, according to the nebular hypothesis,

by Mr. A. D. Wackerbarth, as follows :
" Suppose a nebula

such as that from which the earth, sun, and planets, are suppos-

ed to have arisen, existing in space, such a nebula would proba-

bly be composed of elements more or less the same as those

whereof our own planet is formed* Some, indeed, of the lat-

ter we might suppose wanting, and others present which we

possess not here; but on the whole, let us suppose that the

<mief elements of the earth are found in our nebula, which

would thus form an immense spheroid of nebulous matter re-

volving round its own minor axis
;
or rather, if that matter were

not quite homogeneously distributed, on an axis passing through

its centre of gravity. We may suppose or not as we
|

this nebula has a nucleus, as many nebula appear to have, and

many not to have, any such portion; but in the former case we

must suppose some little difference in the constitution of the par-

ticles towards the centre, or position of the said nucleus. Our

nebula, thus composed, may wander a longer or shorter period

in space peacefully
; but now let us suppose a disturbance such

as that which broke up the nebulosity of the mass which forms

the planetary system, and condena globes. Such

disturbance might come from without or from within ;
there are

forces in nature to account for either. We have supposed all or

many of the elements present ; but in a nebulous form they

would be in a finely divided state, and many of them, perhaps

all the baser metals, have such affinity to oxygen, as when in

that state, to take lire on comin itb ;
so that
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ignition, condensing it into burning masses, each by the violent

explosions casting out smaller fused and burning masses into

space, to revolve as burning globes around itself, or the centre of

gravity of the whole. But what would be the condition of one
of these fused and blazing masses ? Hydrogen is present as well

as oxygen; and ignition must therefore immediately cause the

production of water. An ocean is thus poured down on the in-

candescent globe, to be cast up again as steam into a damp at-

mosphere formed by the nitrogen and the watery vapor. Here
it cools, and is again poured down in torrents on the glowing

mass; and this process must continue until the globe has suf-

ficiently cooled for the water to be able to rest upon its surface.

Now, I imagine that the appearance of a globe in such a state

viewed at a stellar distance, must be variable ; that when the

water is, in the form of steam, driven up into the atmosphere, the

burning mass must glow with greater brilliancy; but when, the

steam condensing, a boiling ocean is poured upon it, the violence

of the conflagration must lor a time abate, and thus the object

assume a less brilliant appearance, until the fire has succeeded in

reconverting the water into steam, and driving it up again into-

the atmosphere.

"Another circumstance may be mentioned as possible, name-
ly, somebodies may be at preseni in some parts extinct; while

other parts of them are yet fused and burning. Would not the

revolution of such a body present the phenomena of a variable

j
8. The Satellites.--It is a remarkable coincidence in regard to

the motions of the moon that her rotation is completed in a period

precisely equal to that <»!' her orbital revolution. The same is

true of Jupiter's satellites, at least some of Saturn's, and prob-

ably, indeed, of all secondaries. Such coinciden

> chance. Either, therefore, we i
. them

as ultimate facts, or refer them to the operation of those pnr

Jive natural forces by which other phenol
oodles were produced. Few correct think

to adopt the former alternate
«je philosophic mind is for emanation, i e, for the breaking up

of complex phenomena into familiar sequences, or-equally famil-

^rtransitionnleh ^"TJ ih™
an be no doubt that the e £»

,

t0 the^T
ahon of known physical 6

rM * fPla
t

n*
10
'ht it is well-known, assumes the original fluidity of the Batel-

ltes
- The attraction of the earth on the primitive tluiajnass oi

^e moon would produce an elongation of the hemisphere in, the
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direction of the primary. The force of gravity of this tidal ele-

vation would maintain the greatest axis in the direction of the

attracting body, thus producing the observed coincidence. The

same applies to the other secondary planets.

This equality, we believe, is best explained by the nebular hy-

pothesis. ISiew: - the two motions t<

have been originally so adjusted as to differ very little fromexac

coincidence. But if the moon once existed in a state of vapor, |
s much greater than at present, and the gravity of

f

ticks nt its surface proportionally less ; while from the far:

gaseous condition they would yield with the greatest facility to

any force impressed upon them. The equality between the

two motions might thus become established long before our satel-

lite had contracted to its present dimensions.
But why, it may be asked, should tins isochronism obtain uni-

versally in the subordinate systems, while there is not the

least approximation to it in the case of any primary planet? It

has been suggested that "the integrity of the motions of the

ring, when bes, may have arisen from the com-

parative maturity of the system—then approaching the close

of the first epoch in its history."* Without entering here into

any discussion of this question, we may remark that in the

case of the secondary planets, the epoch of solidification would evi-

dently be reached, and c rotary veto-

\y early -period of their existence.

"The motions of the thnv first satellites of Jupiter present a

phenomenon still more extraordinary than the preceding
this, that the mean longitude of tl

times that of the second, phis twice that of the third, is con-

stantly equal to two right angles. There is the ratio oi

one, that this equality is not the effect of chance. But in order

to produce it, it is sufficient, if at the commencement, the mean

motions of these three bodies approached very near to the rela-

tion which renders the mean motion of the "first, run. us three

times that of the second, plus twice that of the third, equal to

nothing. Then their mutual attraction, rendered this

orously exact, and it has moreover made the mean long

the first, minus three times that of the second, plus t\\

the third, equal to a * nu-eireumference. At the same time, ij

gave rise t.= y ponds on the small

quantity, by which the mean motions orif

on which we have just announced. NoU
all the care Delarnbre took in his observations, he could no? re-

cognize this inequality, which, while it evinces its e.vi

nes;s, also i idi ties with a h -1 d< zree «>|

ence of a cause which makes it disappear. In our hypothesis,
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the satellites of Jupiter, immediately after their formation, did

not move in a perfect vacuum ; the less condensible molecules

of the primitive atmospheres of the sun and planet would then

constitute a rare medium, ti h being different

for each of the stars, might make the mean motions to approach

by degrees to the ratio in question ; and when these movements
had thus attained the conditions requisite, in order that the mu-
tual attraction of the three satellites might lender the relation

accurately true, it perpetually diminished the inequality which
this relation originated, and eventually rendered it insensible.

We cannot better illustrate these effects than by comparing them
to the motion of a pendulum, which, actuated by a great veloci-

ty, moves in a medium, the resistance of which is inconsiderable.

It will first describe a great number of circumferences; but at

length, its motion of circulation perpetually decreasing, it will

be converted into an oscillatory motion, which itself diminishing

more and more, by the resistance of the medium, will eventually

be totally destroyed, and then the pendulum, having attained

a state of repose, will remain at rest forever."*

9. The Asteroids.—-Our data perhaps may not yet be sufficient

to afford a satisfactory explanation of the phenomena of the as-

teroids. The question, however, in regard to their origin, and
the bearing of this inquiry on the cosmogony of our system, are

subjects of more than ordiuan interest. The following facts ap-

pear to indicate the most plausible theory of their origin :—

(1.) These bodies occupy a chasm—observed before their dis-

covery—in the order of the planetarv distances ; an order which

indicated the existence of a single planet where fipj-eijht have al-

ready been detected.

(2.) The members of the group are characterized by certain

Peculiarities which are doubtless indicative of an intimate mu-

tual relationship. They are extremely diminutive in size
?
the vol-

ume of the lamest nrobablv not exceeding the ten-thousandth

3 generally much greater of the other

v
,

~'
'•• The strongest evidence," says

^'Arrest, " of the iminnle connection of the whole group of

small planets am orbits are supposed to be

Resented mat, all hang together m such

a manner that tl,
d by any given

•J*-"
The occasional rapid variation in the apparent magnitude

°f several members of the group-changes not attributable to

^nations of distance-would seem to indicate some peculiarity

(3-) The asteroids already discovered amount to one for about

every six degrees of longitude. Their number appears to tn-

* Harte's Translation of Laplace's System of the World, rot. ii, p. 367.
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sideration may here be suggested. Planets of greater magnitude

and hai
! ' :lbl

3
r tlirow

iber of rings. An explanation may thus be

given of the striking fact in the constitution of the sola

that the extui-.r planch have numerous satellites. Satm

phere of attraction, has the greatest number oi

;

i'ranns, the next in n has the next

greatest number: while .Jupiter, which is the third in regard to

:. is third also in the latter. Mars, it is true, has a

greater sphere of attraction than the earth ;
it may be remarked,

however, that owir

proximity to Jupite:

near the primary.
.

13. Reca iiy of the Nebular By\

When the number and variety of the phenomena expli

the nebular hypothesis are duly considered, the weight oj evi-

dence in its favor must be admitted, we think, by every unbiass-

ed mind. The rotation of the sun ; the unity of direcl

planetary motions; the approximate coincidence of th<

which tile planets move, with the plane of the solar equ

general agreement between the direction of the axial

revolutions; the small eccentricities of the planetar

the rimis of Saturn; the central heat of the earth; the oblate

form and primitive fluidity of the planets ; the origin oi

telescopic revelations in regard to the physical constitution ot

the sun, moon, and some of the planets; the phenomena ot

variable stars; the equality between the periods of rotation an

orbital revolution of tiac satellites : the extraordinary

presented by the first three satellites of Jupiter ;
the zone ot as

teroals between Mars and Jupiter; the zodi;

ogv between the periods of rotation of the primary pla

d.^iinuamoi t\, satellite ; all. as vo

ed ibrbv the nebular cosmogony, while for many -

least, no otluT^xplanatiui, ha, .v,r been oilVred. A

hypothesis, all the motion, of the solar system are d !

a single impul o m mi sate 1 by the Creator to the
]

nebula: rejecting it, each motion of ever

separate operation of his power. Now, " if there be I

Of explaining any phenomenon of nature, then, eaten

that is the ;, >t ] roh :i l le which is the most simple. *or "j

what we ol d around, we are forced upon tM

. . \ .

- " :

ww of creative energy, which, although infinitely u.>

in its degree, has nevVrtl 1 ss its visible type in that

of our resources, that disposition to economy in (»<r <
t

iiiitwls us always to avail ourselves of the simplest possible me.

of ell'ectuig all that we wish to do.
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"Thus, when in reasoning upon any hypothesis, we are forced

back upon secondary causes, it is sound philosophy to judge of
the probability of that hypothesis, according to the simplicity or

complication of the eausos to which we are thus compelled ulti-

mately to refer it. If, for instance, there be two hypotheses, by
one of which we shall be com pi 11 d to fall back upon a double
operation of the hand of the Almighty, whereas the other re-

solves it into a single effort of his will. 'then is the latter hypothe-
sis, according to the analogy of nature, more probable than the

former, and that infinitely."

Objections to the Ntbidar Hypothesis.

1. The Satellites of Uranus.—It has been objected to the ne-

bular hypothesis that it cannot be reconciled with the retrograde

motion of the satellites of Uranus. We reply that in every in-

stance, so far as we know, the motions of secondary planets are

performed in planes nearly perpendicular to the axis of the
mary, but that in n o case, w.th th<3 single exception of Jupiter,
is the axis of a prii

of its own orbit. 'Phe earth's axis is inclined more than twenty-
three degrees ; thai : of Mars, as w.;11 as that of Saturn, nearly

Df Venus, if wc ) may rely on the observations
of Schroeter, is inclined more thar
amount of inclinati ilidate the hypothesis in ques-
tjon, ought the gre;iter one of one'
the satellites of Ur,anus their bacl<:ward motion—to be regarded
as wholly inconsisfcLmtwithit? 1 nese inclinations, as well as

itiea of the orb
Jbe plane of the su v be ascribed partly to irregu-

Unties in the densi . of the ohnets in a state

of vapor, and to th
Process of condens;'uioir

1

The t\
molecular' forces daring the

^ also worthy of notc:~" If any 'com'is 'h^ve" penetrated the

n:avnce.-4-
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round the sun, an opposite direction is not, as some have suppo-

pcl. 11. >i,|j ..! wui'i it lVi Imps, indeed, it is not more improb-

able than a permanent ring, like that of Saturn, or a zone of

small plan >ts like the asteroids. We have supposed that on the

breaking up of a nebulous ring its matter collected into several

masses, the orbits of which were not greatly different, and that

they revolved separately during an indefinite period, but ulti-

mately united, except in the case of the asteroids, in one planet-

ary body. Those primilu < in isses. owing to perturbations, &c,

would meet in different directions, and it is by no means impos-

sible that the circumstances of the collision and coalescence of

the nebulous fragments may have been such as to overcome

the natural tendency to rotate in the direction of the orbital

Again : the form of the primary ring may have influenced the

original direction of the planet's rotation, and hence that of if?

secondary rings and the resulting satellites. If the thickness of

a ring was greatest in the direction at right angles to the plane

of its motion, or if the diameter of its mass when it firsl

the form of a gaseous planet, was u'reatest in that direction,

the plane of rotation would probably, for obvious reasons, be in-

clined to that of the orbit ; the amount of inclination depending

upon the ratio of the diameters*
2. The Revelations of Lord Rosse's Telescope—"The opponents of

the nebular hypothesis affirm that it derived its chiei

from the supposed existence of irresolvable nebula? ; that is, ot

widely diffused vaporiform matter not yet aggregated
but slowly undergoing the process of condensation. S
1846, was believed to be the constitution of a large proportion

of those mysterious objects. The great nebula in Orion, for in-

stance, was thought to present decided indications of irresolva-

bility. Lord Eosse's telescope, however, has shown it to consist

at least in some portions, of minute stellar points, in extremely

close proximity
; in the language of Dr. Nichol, "everv wisp,

every wrinkle, is verily a sand-heap of stars." This discovery

has been considered by some as satisfactory evidence th-
'

ulae are resolvable. The sublime conception of Lapli
been dogmatically affirmed, can hereafter be regarded as but a

vision." We reply that the principal evidence m
favor of the theory, i, sna of the so-

lar system nS, 1

f md tl it/ i* would not 1

ted should every nebula within the reach of the telescope be re-

solved into stars. But no results hitherto obtained :

ilaa are composed of stars. A large pro-

portion remain still unresolved, even under the highest power oi
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the "Parsonstown Leviathan." As this, however, is a point
Med on by the opponents of the nebular cosmogony,

we shall endeavor to place it in its proper light.

gradually condensing arou ms proposed by
William Herschel ; that of the genesis of the solar system fr<

adopted the Herschelian theory
natter, and regard, ^1 it as hiddv favorable to his own

«s. Popular writers of the present day, however, look
upon the former as constituting the entire ground of Laplace's
speculations. " The theory." says a distinguished author," "pro-
ceeds on the assumption of the existeneo'and w ide diffusion of a
nebulous fluid." The achievements of Lord 'do.so's t h-seope
are accordingly claimed as almost decisive evidence against La-
place s cosmogony.
Now if the mere fact that we have no certain knowledge of

toe present existence of nebular vapor warrants the inference
that the primitive condition of the solar system was not gaseous,

mless some of the
members of the solar system are now in a fluid state, our own
g'obe has always been solid. But the form of the earth proves
B» ancient fluidity

; and so, in like manner, various phenomena
; nebular state.

ibered, moreover, that the analoirv of the

;

•»s of our own sideral "cluster, the miikv-way, hove
'> solved; and that while Lord Losses telescope has

h

ePa

[

ated Particular ;,o'/.s ( ,f some nebuhe into stellar points, it

rnm-fl
° parts ur'resoh<ed, and revealed very faint nebulous

^cations which cannot be composed of stars, unless we

thesi a
comP°neu ts as extremely minute, the nebular hypo-

In^ 8 not aPPear to have been materially weakened by

7 Rosse's discoveries.f

dml:7, w
,

e ™y remark that comets and the zodiacal 1Jght
Titrate the existence of cosmical vapor similar to that which
ine theory assumes.

* James Buchanan, D.D., LL.D.
-the;,,' '

b'e Z!
hy h

:

'

\
''"' - ' -

1

'

- "
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3. The alleged atheistic tendency of the Nebular Eypoihesis.-^Thl

most prominent objection to the nebular hypothesis is its alleged

I as an attempt to ex-

clude God from his own universe, by substituting natural law lor

his direct agency in the work of creation. The force of this

ust evidently depend upon the question—What arc

we to understand by the " laws of nature?" As the question is

one in regard to which much misapprehension appears to have

existed, its brief consideration may not be out of place.

In the nebular theory, the process of condensation, the sepa-

ratum of rings and their ere, version into spheroids, the accelera-

tion of rotary veloeity, solidification, &c, are supposed to have

occurred in accordance with the known laws of gravitation, cen-

trifugal force, cohesion, and chemical combination. The hypo-

thesis does not assume, however, that these laws wen .-

ated and independent material fences. It has no conflict with

Divine revelation. It assumes the existence of chaotic matter-

has nothing to do with its origination. Its advocates therefore

can consistently grant that matter was created by a Being of

infinite power, and that the q ,, ith <>i the various elements

were determined, their collocations arranged, and their respective

properties appointed by a Being of infinite wisdom. Laws oj

nature are formal expressions of the ordinary modes in which the

DioinetmlU iena. McCosh* specifies

three different senses in which the phrase is understood, but they

are all embraced in the preceding definition. "A law never

acts;" but it invariably points t< > t or designer.

Gravitation, for instance, is nciti dierent prop-

erty of matter, nor an absolute cause of motion. The Newtonian

law by which it is expressed, so far from being independent ot

an All-wise and Omnipotent Author, is simply the rule by whica

the Creator governs the material universe. The assertion there-

fore that this law " is probably the only efficient principle of the

creation of the physical world, as it is of its preservation, f »

obviously absurd.

The fact then of the existence of a laiv, necessarily implies

the exi.stenct ,.1 a laa^/ior; hence the objection which we have

stated is destitute of foundation. It must follow also as a neces-

sary consequence that the nebulai hypothesis is nl

ith the very system to the" support of which a »»*

i v has attempted to pervert it. Moreover, if the
power

of the Deity is manifested in accordance with a uniform
a ''law of nature "-in smtawiny and rjover.m.y <

universe, why should it be regarded as derogating from bis pe

fections to suppose the same power to have been exerted m
similar way in the process of its formation ?
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But some writers, among whom we may mention in particular

the author of the "Vestiges," have attempted to connect the

nebular hypothesis with the Lamarckian theory of development.

Each of these hypotheses, however, is complete in itself. The
arguments which lie against the latter have no logical bearing

whatever against the former. It is not necessary to our purpose

therefore to discuss the Lamarckian theory ; this has been ably

done by Miller, in his "Footprints of the Creator;" Buchanan, in

his ".Modern Atheism;" and by other distinguished writers on

both sides of the Atlantic. We have no hesitation, however, in

affirming that its complete refutation leaves the nebular hypothe-

sis untouched, and that the demonstration of the latter would
afford no evidence of the truth of the former. To regard them

ked, dependent, and essential parts of a great atheistic

scheme, is to mistake entirely their mutual relationship.
_

The foregoing are, we believe, the most weighty objections that

have been urged against the nebular hypothesis. The first, or

ived from the retrograde motions of the satellites of

Uranus, has doubtless the greatest force; the most eminent
astronomers, however, have not deemed it insuperable.

.
But if we admit, in general, the truth, of the nebular hypothe-

sis, the question still remains whether the special form of it pro-

posed by Laplace is thai u Inch ''^n of our
system, or whether certain modifications ought not to be admittd 1.

Did the chaotic matter, for instance, advance with regularity

trough all the stages of condensation, or were its con
sudden and violent? The former supposition, which is that oi

Laplace, has been generally adopted by writers on the subject;

but the latter, as has been remarked by Professor Nichol, seems
moro in harmony with the known operations of nature around
us- When gases pass to the liquid form it is not generally by
gradual condensation: on the other hand, such changes are

characterized by rapid and energetic action. The same is true,

at least in some cases, when bodies pass from a liquid to a solid

It will be seen, we think, from the foregoing discussion, that
the confirmation of the. ii.-bu ar hypothesis would tend to reduce
the apparently isolated phenomena of the solar system to the

domain of law, and show that, in a cosmical point of view, tnc

Material world, in each of its diversified operations, exnibits a

Bloomington,
]
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Art. XYI.— On a new Theory of Light, proposed by John Smith,

M.A. ; by Ogden K Eood, Professor of Chemistry in Troy

University.

Several months ago, when attempting, by means of a revolv-

ing disc, to measure the time occupied by the explosion of small

charges of gunpowder, the following observation was made:
The flame of a burning-fluid lamp was viewed through a rotating

disc provided with four radial slits, and it was found that a cer-

tain rapidity of rotation caused the lower part of the flame to

assume a green hue, while by a diminished rate the whole name
was colored deep purplish red

; a lower rate gave a violet tint,

alternating with [mre white.

It was evident that these appearances depended much on the

state of the eye, for they often could be perceived only after it

had become a little fatigued by the blinding effect consequent on
tl! *-' '".' :

;.s of light;

• to this, I found that my colleague, Prof. Vincent,

I e green tint, was unable to perceive the

red hue, with which my eyes at that very moment were dazzled.

I considered these appearances Uve, and laid

the matter aside for future experiment. As, however, similtf

aa have been observed in England, and have been
thought to have not only an objective existence, but to be worthy

to build anew theory of light, it may not be
amiss to enter into a slight examination of their nature.
In Mr. Smith's experiments, of which I have been able to

obtain only the account given in the March number of this

Journak l1 Mowed to act on the eye during a

i action of a second ; it is succeeded by shadow or dark-

ness, which lasts also during a certain short interval of time,

when the operation is repeated anew, &c.
This pulsation of light and shade the author effects in a variety

of ways
:
the result is color—a yellowish green, purple, pink,

&c. Fechner, to whom we are indebted for extensive researches— "ight, several years ago observed that white discs having

£<>\Ijw

black spiral figures painted on them,
i exhibited colors which he consid-

ered subjective.*

That these colors are really subjective, the

- lay serve to
show: A blackened disc nine inches in
diameter was cut with four slits of the shape
seen in the wood cut; the width
at the circumference was T\ of an inch : the
disc was made to rotate before a bright cloud.

* Pogg. Ann. voL xlr, p. 221.

$
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A rate of ten revolutions per second caused the cloud in a short
time to appear of a deep red color, having in it a tinge of pur-
ple, or, according to Mr. Smith, the disc transmitted pink light;
it was now viewed through a plate of orange-tinted glass. Pre-
vious experiment with a small tei 'scope provided with a microm-
eter, and a flint glass prism, had shown that this orange colored
glass readily transmitted the red, orange, yellow, and a portion
of the green, but that it was opaque to the blue and violet rays;
it was therefore fairly to be expected that if the disc was really
transmitting red light, the plate of glass would do the same. The
result was different; through the glass the disc appeared of a
bright greenish- blue color. This experiment is very easy to
make, and the effect is brilliant.

Plates of glass of other tints were now employed ; the results
are given below.

Medium. Tints of the Disc

Yellow glass, ' Violet,

Green, neutral, -

Red, neutral, or

As the green glass was nearly opaque to red rays, the effect

« its use ought to have been darkness. It is evident by an in-
spection of this table that the disc really transmitted white, and
not red light, which becoming colored by its passage through
the pktes of glass, inda om time to time, the

oi the complementary tint, more or less mingled with

impression,

rt ri
lng now snown that, contrary to Mr. Smith's supposition,

* -

aojiee some of its effects on the eye.
*or this purpose I caused perforated discs to revolve at uniform

jjtes by means of clock-work ; the arrangement being similar to
«?at employed by Plateau. A blackened disc five inches m
diameter and perforated with four slits 7

J 12' in the width was

of ti?

rotiltion
> and the bright skv viewed through it; the eye

" he'^server being immediately behind the disc. With a

oftv? ^ rev "' the appearance 2.

* the window was as in fig. 2 ; a central spot was -

X°
red blu'sri-green, the rest of the field was pur-

|

evl'

° r

mf
id,sh PurPle , according to the state of the

'

^e
.1 he green spot remained always in the axis

_eof it. With

SDot

eX

? Ptl°n ° f fluctl, ations in the outline of the
P°

»
this appearance remained tolerably constant.

sarnrr*
3 the rate of revolution continued the

blnl\ ^e sPot or shadow was fringed with a narrow, fain
Ue border, indicated by the dotted line.

R'M.a
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Upon increasing the rate of revolution, the bluish-

green spot expanded into an irregularly shaped

ring, and continued to expand, filling the field, till

the 'rate had become as high as 15 rotations per

second, when often the field for an instant became
of a greenish 1 1 ; tied by a bluish

tint; upon increasing the speed this also vanished.

Still higher rates cease to produce any of these pe-

culiar effects on the eye.

Upon slowly reducing the rate to 9 revolutions per second,

the green spot contracted in dimensions, and assumed a yellotf

tint, while the field often became at the same time tinted deep

crimson. With a rate still lower, the appearance of the field is

variable and the tints flickering; it assumes sometimes a purple,

a yellow, or a yellowish green tint.

This experiment I repeated a great number of times, with the

same general result, and though it sometimes happened that the

eye became insensible to these colors, from repetition, momentary

rest in darkness restored this power for a short time. Thus it

occurred that the tints were sometimes seen with great distinct-

ness, while at others they could hardly be distinguished.
Upon a dark cloudy day to produce these effects it was found

necessary to increase the width of the slits to 20°
;
from whence

it was mnnif. st that lack of intensity in the light might be made

up by its longer duration.

It would appear then, from these experiments, that
!

a bright cloud, if allowed to act on the eye repeated
from x

±
w to T£T of a second, dei lors ;

that)

however, the development of the subjective tint is dependent

not so much on the loiurth of time which the eve is exposed, as

upon the interval of ? -',e h: i which follows each ex;—.'
may be shown in the following manner: In the e

where with 11$ revolutions a reddish purple was pre.

exposure lasted ji^ of a second; the interval of real

-7' 1-2 inVi.lth. when it-was found t':i*t

' "f LI".') revolutions per second
!

red tint; here the exposure -a as tv i,,. J !,>„-. but t

of rest or shade nearly the ?airu\ With sixteen slits. _

tions produced the same tint, the exposure being of course four

long, but the interval of rest nearly the same. Deter-

minations of the lengl

'

• given below :—

Length of the intervals of shade required for the production of

B1 "e, ^V seC-

Purplish-red, ^ "
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before these tints make their appearance, or how long the tints

are actually seen by the eye. is another matter, and would no

doubt require an elaborate sen i s of < xperirm nts, though it would
seem probable that at least half of the time of the above given

intervals passes before the subjective color makes its appearance.

The table does not apply to the axial portion of the retina,

which is almost always differently affected. That the change in

susceptibility in the retina is progressive outwards, is shown by
the gradual expansion of the green ring ; that it varies from
second to second, is seen in the fluctuations of the outline of

_j and sequence of these subjective colors may
be explained by supposing that during the interval of
' shadow the action of the yellow rays diminishes more

f than that of the red, the red more rapidly again than

'the blue. If this takes place as indicated by the curves

it is easy to understand the production of the tints, for if

4. the moment after the blue

has been developed white

light be again presented to

the eye, it is evident that

/\ B neither purple nor red will

\\jN\ be seen, sufficient time not

\^^\ having been allowed for their
Y \^^_ production.

sensibility to such impressions of light, requires a some-

nger interval of rest before the reaction occurs.

I impression be too strong, that is, if the light be too

t the eye too long exposed to it, these pecuJ

observed, and I
intervals of rest as ft

i second the white clouds seen through the dis

\gein tint; but if a blackened
inches in diameter be cut as seei

're, with an aperture of 30°, and made
«e before a white cloud at a rate o"
ne revolution per second, the ey
as near it as possible, will most dis

see, in the interval of darkness, ai

of the sky, of a bluish-green tinl

» H follows that an exposure of the

white light lasting ft of a second,
5 m it for a considerably longer time the sensation of this

L'R. SCL-SECOXD SERIES, Vol. XXX, No. S9.-SEPT., 1860.

#
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In general these experiments seem to point out that after mo-

mentary exposure to white light subjective colors are induced in

the eye, whose tint and duration are dependent on the strength

of the impression received, as well as upon the length of time

allowed for rest ; these sensations of color apparently having a

relation to the colors observed after looking at the sun, similar

to that which a temporary disorder bears to a chronic affection.

Troy University, March 20, 1860.

Art. XYIL—On the Meteor of November 15th, 1859 ; by Prof.

II. A. Newton, Yale College.

In the forenoon of November 15th, 1859, about half-past nine

o'clock, a meteor or meteorite was seen to descend towards the

earth by many persons at widely different places. Throughout

the southern part of New Jersey a tremendous explosion was

heard immediately after its appearance. Mr. Benjamin V. Marsh

of Philadelphia has published in the Journal of the Franklin In-

stitute, a very valuable collection of statements of persons who

saw it from various positions, from Newburyport, Mass., to Pe-

tersburg, Va, In the January and March numbers of this Jour-

nal Prof. Loomis has also given a selection from the accounts

of several persons who were so fortunate as to witness it.

The physical circumstances attending its passage through the

atmosphere, its explosion, and its entire or partial combustion are

of interest and the accounts referred to are of great value in

studying them. My present purpose, however, is to determine as

accurately as possible the path and velocity of the meteorite. The

result of my investigation has been to establish almost beyond

a doubt the conclusion, that this body was not a member of the

solar system but came to usfrom the stellar regions.

In several instances have the paths of meteors or shootinjj

stars been determined and velocities been computed which would

necessitate with respect to them the same conclusion. But in

general the data are so vague that the result lacks the

which is afforded by the meteor of November. This is espe-

cially true of the velocities given by M. Petit of Toulouse. &
not a single instance have the results given by him seemed to

me worthy of confidence. I have thought, therefore, that a care-

ful discussion of this meteor was desirable. rThe observations from Alexandria, Va., and New Haven, lA

seem for several reasons the best for determining its path throng

the atmosphere. Mr. Marsh quotes the following from a lew
of Mr. Caleb S. Hallowell of Alexandria. . ,

Abram Martin, a student particularly well qualified for^uoa

observations, was fortunately, standing perfectly still with tn
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meteorite in full view during its entire visibility, and he seems

to have completely daguereotyped its path and appearance on his

mind. By my direction he made at the time a careful note of

the spot where it fell, and as to the point in the heavens from

whence it originated, he, on two independent and distinct occa-

sions pointed the telescope of the theodolite very nearly to the

same spot, as given below.

Apparent altitude at moment of appearance, . 40°
°

39J°" |
39£°

rude at moment of disappearance, behind
houses 11° 10° 10J°

Azimuth, « « « N.WE. N.16E. IN.WiE.

The time of flight was estimated at two seconds. The deter-

mination of the point from which it originated was made some
weeks after the 15th of November.

In New Haven it was seen by Judge W. W. Boardman, who
was standing at the time in the west door of the Exchange
Building, Church Street. He was conversing with a friend, and
looking S.E., when his attention was caught bv the meteor down
the street.

It shot obliquely down across the street and disappeared be-
hind the cupola of the Catholic church, which is 700 or 800 feet

distant. The course of the street is about S. 29° W. He says
it must have been seen as far east as the line of the street. Mr.

J.
C. Herrick, from conversation with Judge Boardman some

days after the meteor was seen, concluded that the most probable
angle of its path with the vertical was 33°, though it might vary
torn this several degrees. This inclination was obtained, first

Dy calculation from the apparent altitude at the moment of ap-

pearance, and second, by holding up a rod at the inclination
which Judge Boar i that of the meteor's path
and measuring this inclination. The perpendicular lines of the

buildings would help to impress on his mind the direction. The
P°mt of disappear;,.,*, a as. in :imuth S. 35° 34' W., at an alti-

tude of about 6°. The time of flight was estimated as one second,

oetween one and two seconds. -,010 io«
ihe position of Judge Boardman was N. lat. 41 18 18

w
.
long. 72° 55' 10". That of Alexandria is N. lat. 38 49

,

w. long. 77° 4'. There arc indications wh -h go to show that

few extremity.
6

BuUhemrt seen by Judge Boardman must
nave been very n, may be so considered with-
ut serious error. The plai

*ew Haven, and

J

e Point of the!, 6°, and making

J

h*e an angle of :;;; w ith th. vertical, moots the plane pass-

ninrouoh Alexandria and the two points given in the last

iTu ° f the table of Mr. Ilaiioweil in a straight line, Which
Dal1 insider th. r. This line cuts the earth
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in TV. long. 75° 10' 30", and N. kit. 89° 13', a place a mile north

of False Egg Island Point, .just on the eastern shore of Delaware

Bay. The azimuth of the point from which the meteor wooW

approach the earth, at that place, was N. 88° do' E., and the alti-

tude was 49° 35'.

Observations at New York, and also in the neighlv

Dennisville, N. J., prove that the azimuths of the points of dis-

appearance at each station ore quite xact. Tin o

question is, whether t - ,

L od are reliable. To

test their general accuracy, I have collected such other observa-

tions as seem at all reliable and can Lie coniparcd with them.

Theinclinal oi oi :; ! t \ -v. Uav< u, is eo med bv oh?

vers at Salem, Mass., Waterburv, Ct., New York citv and New-

ark, X. J. These places were all N.E. of the meteor and nearly

in the same azimuth as New Haven. In the third column of

the table below, is given the reported inclination, and in die

fourth, the angl • at which the path above assigned to the met
"

would be seen to be inclined to the verti

Pl.ce Observers.

I
80°

:u= >[' V W V^ Wil.lt-r Smith.

X % York,' 35 '27 Mr. tJouR
35 27 15 27 Mr. Latham.

85

45 9 33
7 P^wark, 4 5 36 33 8 27 TFe'nn-J. Mjik

The observations that appear to me from the circumstances of

the observer most worthy of confidence next to thai at New Ha-

ven are taken in order, the fifth, the second, and the scvenm.

These in fact agree best with the New Haven inclination. 1
l0

third 1 I '1 di<; ..> 1 to 1, , Ve ()ll t «,| consideration.
>'

fourth should be likewise discarded. The numbers in the fourth

column, refer to the horizon, the third in

it. They are not therefore exactly comparable. The numbers in

the fifth and sixth columns appear large, but if we coo
those observations that .ntidenoe, 1 duo-/;"
'-

'

!

•
-

' -
^

. .

meteor. The probable error would be quite small. The errors

are pretty nearly the same in excess as in deficiency. The as-

sumed angle of inclination therefore cannot be far from the

truth.

The inclination of the meteor's path as actually seen at Alex-

andria, must have been nearly th
the mean of the observations reported by Mr. Hallowell }

as

arc passing through the two given positions is at the bor»z£

the vertical. The meteor was seen

persons at Washington, two of whom say it descended vertical!)
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The third says il led to the ground a little

nor; h of the' point oi' its first appearance.

The computed trajectory would be seen at Washington in-

clined 9
2
30" to the vertical circle.

Mr. Nickerson, four miles west of Dover, says the column of

smoke was nearly or quite vertical.

Mrs. Cowgill, six or seven miles west of Dover, says that if

it varied at all from the vertical, it disappeared to the north of

the point where it was first seen.

The inclinations at these two phices of the computed trajec-

tory, and the vertical, are 7° and 6£° respectively.

A line but little inclined to the vertical would be easily con-

sidered strictly vertical. But one would not readily mistake the

direction of inclination. For my present purpose, moreover, an

error of several degrees in the inclination at Alexandria would

be of little imoortance.
i the next thing

hat he saw it as

.. ....o of Church street. It was probably visible

sometime before he saw it. If S. 29° W. be assumed as the di-

rection in which it was first seen we have a visible arc of about

12°, corresponding on the real line of the meteor to a distance

of 36, or more exactly 35*91 miles. The motion was nearly at

right angles to the line of vision. One extremity of this line was

in N. lat. 39° 13' 33', W. long. 74° 24' at an altitude of 49£

miles. The other extremitv was in X. Iat. 39° 13' lo", and

W. long. 74° 49' 40", at an altitude of about 22 miles. Alter

the meteor disappeared to J udu". lSoai huan. il must have pass .

several miles before it exploded and vanished. Many accounts

agree in this, that it disappeared above the horizon.
_

borne say

^ burst into fragments , ieh 1. iving behind a tram o Jignt.

At Tuckerton, N. J., it disappeared at 10° altitude. _g"«^g
counts make me think this not far from the truth. 1 his would

make it explode at an altitude of a little less than I
,
as seen

:
> Xeu haven. It wnul ! ad 1 V to the 12° of the viable arc

and about 14 miles to the track of the meteor, making it in at

about 50 miles long from the point assumed, as that first seen by

J ndge Boardman. , ft,

Prof Loomis, from the reports of several persons wfacjwritoe

meteor in New \ length of its visible pal b,

P7*^y '••
t,r

Bv
P
m

1

o:s

d

to

Pwbablvsaw in
,ount of the me-

ta*£fc H j. ,.t New York city, sub-
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The meteor was no doubt seen at Alexandria much sooner

than at New Haven. I am inclined to think that the reported

altitude of its first appearance is less correct than the inclina-

tion. Taken strictly, the visible arc corresponds to a distance of

522 miles on the meteor's path. But a change of one degree in

the place of first appearance might diminish this nearly 80 miles.

When first seen at New Haven, it had an altitude of 17° 25' at

Alexandria. If the altitudes had been estimated, and not meas-

ured, the 17° 25' might be considered 40°. But the method em-

ployed, that of directing an instrument to that point in the heav-

ens, seems well fitted to give tolerably correct results. Though
we cannot determine the distance passed over by the meteor

while in view, yet it is evident that Mr. Martin' saw it much
sooner than Judge Boardman. If we were to allow an error of

15° in the place of first appearance, the length of tl

path of the meteor would be at the least 908 miles. If in addi-

tion, an error of 5° be allowed in the direction of the meteor's

path, the length would not be less than 70 miles. If even the

meteor's path was 10°, and the place of first appearance 15° in

error, the visible path would be 57 miles.
These last errors seem very much greater than can be allowed.

Mr. Hallovvell says, "I cannot believe the body could possibly

have had a less altitude than 35° at the time it was first seen."

Ten degrees change in the direction of the meteor's path would
c; rrvit about 8° towards the vertical as seen from New Haven
and New York citv, a change observations
wo ild hardly allow.

The Washington observers, to some extent confirm the Alex;

'Tvation. One says it appeared first a! an elevation ot

50 Dr. Mackiesays that the meteor had a luminous train ex-

• to 20°. When iiivt seen, its base was

about 30° from the horizon. The point where it was first seen

by .-Judge Boardman, would have, at Washington, an altitude of

The time of flight is the most difficult element to determine.

My purpose is not to compute the actual velocity. I wish rather

to prove that it was much more than 21 miles per second, when
the body entered the atmosphere.
Judge Bo the time at one second, and says

dd not have been as great as two seconds. He estima-

ted it by supposing a body to pass with the same velocity over

a similar dig •
e
e interval. The person to whom

he was speal . ,.,
r a vitnv of tne raeteor. The

most probable velocity from this observation, would be 3(5 mil* :

the least velocitv over 18 miles a second. The New York city

observers, reported by Prof. Looi jame amount

- Judge Boardman. " The entire period ot

visibility did not exceed one or two seconds." The velocity then
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would be not less than 18 miles a second, and probably it was
much greater.

Mr. Mills estimated the time at two seconds. The arc passed
over seems to have been 15° or 20°. This would give a velocity
of about 18 miles a second, if his estimate of time is correct.

Dr. Mackie of Washington, says: "It was perhaps two sec-
onds in view, for I had time, after seeing it first, to grasp my
companion's arm, and point to it, before it disappeared." The
altitude of its first appearance being estimated, and not meas-
ured, the velocity cannot be easily determined from this obser-
vation. But considering how liable an observer is to over-esti-
mate the time of flight, 1 think the velocity, so far as indicated
by his observation, is much greater than 20 miles a second.
The time of flight at Alexandria was estimated nearly in the

same manner as at New Haven. The velocity which is indicated
by this observation depends on the amount of error we can allow
m the determination of the point of first appearance. Taken
strictly, we have a velocity of 260 miles a second. Though
1 should not be unwilling to admit such a velocity, if we had
valid proof of it, yet the present observation cannot be consid-
ered as furnishing it. Allowing a possible error as great as men-
honed

(p. 190) we have a velocity of 45, or 35, or 28| miles per
second. Only one person, that I am aware of, gives a period of
«me exceeding two seconds. Mr. Wallis of Salem, Mass., says
"was in sight from five to eight seconds.
Resides these specific estimates of time, we have other reasons

j paper argues with great reason, that " the

extreme shortness of the time occupied in its flight is proved,
not merely by the estimates of several observers, hut by the faii-

ure of people in the vicinity of the explosion to distinguish the

source of the sudden flash of light seen by them, and by the im-

pression of even the most distant observers, that it fell very near
to them." The latter reason, especially, has much weight.

rQe light is always called a " flash of light," by some a sudden
or instantaneous flash.
A large number of observers state that they were unable to

2
[[ the attention of those standing by them to the meteor. It

^ems that only those looking towards that part of the heavens,

In a letter dated June 13th, Mr. Marsh says, " all I have since

°eard from parties I have conversed with tends to confirm the

^ortest estimates, the impression generally being that it was in-

stantaneous or nearly so."
a . , . , .

k
^n reasoning from these data, two considerations should be

1§t- The natural tendency is to make the time of flight too

Peati and hence the velocity, too small.
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2nd. From the moment the meteor entered the atmosphere, \\

would lose velocity. The resistance whirl, the air offers to so

rapid a motion, is enormous. If meteorites be admitted to con.e

in ueneral from meteors, it may be added that they rarely oi: :

the ground more than two or three feet. They do not strike the

earth with a velocity at all comparable to that which meteors aro

known to have, in the higher regions. They lose almost all their

velocity in passing through the atmosphere.

A careful examination of all these observations leads me to

believe that the actual velocity was as great as 36 miles a second.

If we consider the resistance of the air, and then mab
an allowance for errors of observation as can reasonably be

made, it seems almost impossible that it could have entered the

atmosphere with a velocity less than twentv-one miles. The

parts of the earth directly under the meteor, were by the earth >

motion in its orbit, and on its axis, niovin." in a li

89° 31' to the path of the meteor, with the velocity of W.M
miles. If the velocity of the meteor in this path was 21, its ve-

locity relative to the sun would then be a little more than 2«i

miles. If the meteor had been moving in a parabolic orbit

around the sun, it would have had from the combined action of

the earth and sun, a velocity of 279 miles a second. If, there-

fore, as I think, can hardly be doubted, the meteor entered the

atmosphere with a velocity not less than 21 miles, it must have

been moving in a hyperbolic orbit.

We have been accustomed to consider the solar system as filled

with small planetoids, millions of which, each day, comeintothe

atmosphere, and are burnt up, causing the shooting stars. .No*

we rind that we must, in all probability, add one, and no doubt

innumerable other similar bodies to the stellar spaces. It <>P
ens

a new view of creation.

It must not hence be imagined, that the meteors and shooting

stars all come from the stellar spaces. The periodicity of the

August and November meteors, shows plainly that they are irom

permanent members of the solar system.
This meteorite did not come from the moon. If we could sup-

pose a lunar volcano to throw out a bodv with such an enormous

velocity, that body must come to the earth, nearly from the di-

rection of the moon. But the moon was at that time about 1W

from the direction of the meteor's path.
The recent research .^formation of motio

into heat, throw some light on the subject of shoo;

When these bodies come into the atmosphere, the molW i s transformed into motion of the air, heat, light, sound, anu

bly other forms of energy. If it was all transformed m
—~, it would be easv to compute the amount due to the fo*»

i given velocity. If they have a motion of their own, and tne

Iirections are subject to no hw
;
it is easily seen that the avera

probably <
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velocity is much greater than 19 miles a second. A body weigh-
ing one pound, and moving 25 miles a second, has momentum

n ise (25> 5280)3 -r 2^=271,500,000 pounds one foot.

M\ Joule's equivalent the raising of 772 pounds one foot, corres-

ponds io the heat necessary to raise one pound of water one de-

ity of the meteoric substance for

teat is 0-2, (that of iron is 012,) the loss of a velocity of 25
null a would be equivalent to heating (271,500,000-=-0-2)-=-772=

I pounds of the substance one degree Fahrenheit, if the
v. lole of the motion was transformed into heat. A very small
fraction of this heat would doubtless suffice to burn up, or dissi-

pate, any substance whatever.
It is often urged, that the shooting stars cannot be solid bod-

ies, since of the millions that daily enter the atmosphere, so few
come to the ground. The above calculation shows that the heat

ay be ample to vaporize or dissipate them.
The shooting stars need not in general be large bodies. The

i.s due t<» irradiation,' and indicates, not amount of
n-tter but rather amount and in* is the stars
though often spoken of as mere points have disks. The diame-

3 of the first magnitude was estimated at 2' by Tycho
tfrane. The telescope has shown that this disk is spurious. If
these stars are equal in size to the sun, Tycho's estimate makes
taeir diameters 50,000 times too great.

It has been estimated that the light of the sun's surface is four
°r nve times as great as that of the same surface of the lime in

li'-iit. It is also estimated that the light of the sun

>,000,000 times that of Sirius. A simple calculation
^ows that an inch globe as brilliant as the calcium light, would
give at over 100 miles b a light as a star of the

which are used as the basis of
calculation are confessedly very va-uc yet they show that a very
small body may furnish as much 1

ita r. Such
a body won: :

without passing through the
atmosphere.

I can therefore see no reason, as some persons do, to make
a marked distinction between the different classes of meteors.
A hose which furnish meteorites those which explode with a
^report, and those of all degrees of brilliancy which are not

W t0
,

exPlode, all seem to belong to one class, and to differ

;

fom each other no more than substances on the earth. That
_

me are solid and others aeriform is not impossible. Differ-

2T>\°
chemical constitution, size, velocity, and orbit exist,

Q these may account for the variety of appearance.
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Crystalline form not necessarily an indication of

definite Chemical Composition : or, on the possible variation of

constitution in a mineral species independent of the Phenomena of

Isomorphism. By Josiah P. Cooke, Jr., A. A.S., Professor of

Chemistry and Mineralogy in Harvard College.*

Ix a memoir presented to the American Academy of Arts and

Sciences in September, 1855,f I described two new compounds

of zinc and antimony which I named stibid

zincyle, on account of their analogy in composition to the metallic

radicals of organic chemistry. The symbols of these compounds

are Sb Zn 3 and Sb Zn 3
; and they are distinguished by the high

perfection of their crystalline forms, the last being Btil

characterized by a most remarkable property of decomposing

water quite rapidly at 100° C. I stated in the same memoir

that crystals of these two compounds could be obtained contain-

ing proportions of zinc and antimony differing very widely

from those required by the law of definite proportions; and I

also traced out the relation between the composition of the

crystals, and that of the menstruum in which they are formed.

It is my object in the present paper to consider the bearing of

these facts, already fully described, on the idea of mineral spe-

cies, and to offer a few suggestions which I hope may be of

service in determining the true chemical formula? of many min-

erals, and thus in simplifying the science of mineralogy. But

in order to render myself intelligible, it will be necessary to

—apitulate very briefly the facts in question, referring to the

ginal memoir for the full details.

The crystals both SbZn 2 and SbZn 3 can be obtaii

great readiness. It is only necessary to melt together the two

metals in the atomic proportions, and when the metals are fai'y

alloyed, to proceed exactly as in crystallizing sulphur. The

melted mass is allowed to cool until a crust forms on the surface,

which then is broken, and the liquid metal remaining in the

poured out. On subsequently breaking the cr

interior is found lined with magnificent metallic crystals, whicn,

when not tarnished by oxydation have a silver-white lustre. 1°

the course of my investigations on these compounds, ci

tions were made, or attempted, of alloys, differing in composition

by one half to five per cent, according to circumstances, from

the alloy containing 95 per cent of zinc, to that containing *o

per cent of antimony
; hut only two crystalline forms were obser-

ved, that of Sb Zn" and that of Sb Zn\ r

t:
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two compounds both belong to the trimetric system ; but they
differ from each other, not only in their crystallographic elements,

but also in their whole " habitus." Stibiotrizincyle crystallizes

in long acicular prisms, which group themselves together into

larger prismatic aggregates; while stibiobizincyle crystallizes in

broad plates, which twin together on an octahedral face, and
form a very character^ -

re. This very striking

difference in the character of the crystals proved to be an im-

reumstance in the investigation, as it enabled me to

sh with certainty between the two compounds, even
when the faces of the crystals were so imperfect that a measure-
ment of angles was impossible.
The most remarkable result of the investigation, and the one

to which I wish to direct especial attention, is the fact that each
of the two crystalline forms was found to be constant under very
wide variations in the per-centage composition of the crystals.

As this is a point of great importance, it will be necessary to en-
ter more into detail, c« n

|

lace the crystals of
SbZn 3

. The crystals of this compound are obtained in the
greatest perfection from an alloy containing the two metals in
just the proportions represented by the formula, namely, 42*8
parts of zinc, and 57*2 parts of antimony. They are then com-
paratively large, generally aggregated, and, as the three analyses
cited in the accompanying Table indicate, they have the same
composition as the alloy.

Composition of the alloy by ' Composition of the crystals by
synthesis. analysis.

Per cent Per cent I Per cent Per cent Sum.
of Zn. of Sb. i

of Zn. ofSb.

42-80 58-20 43-15 56-93 100-08

I
43-06 56-50 99-56

«
! 42-83 57-24 100-07

On increasing gradually the amount of zinc in the alloy up to

*87, the crystals continued to have the composition of the alloy :

and the on!

,

uld be observed in their charac-

M they were smaller, and more frequently isolated,

between these limits the whole mass of the alloy exhibited a

is it cooled,

Jomone vessel to another, it could be crystallized to the last

drop. On in £ zinc in the alloy to o07 per
Cen-t, the amount of zinc found in the crystals was uniformly

• bo closer relation between the
two could be detected •

t0 the unavoidable

"•regularity in the crystallization of the alloys winch contained
«°re than 50 per cent of zinc. This tttrpastv

^naition wh: point of cryst Ui-

*f'°!>-
Definite crystals, however, we" ~-

of 60 per cent zinc "containing 55 per c
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tals became less and less abundant, and gradually faded out,

although the alloy of 86 per cent of zinc exhibited a radiated

crystalline texture ; and a trace of this structure could still be

discovered even in the alloy containing only 4 per cent of anti-

mony. It was very interesting to trace the gradual fading out

of the crystalline structure, as the character of the phenomenon
was entirely analogous to that which may be noticed in many

: rocks.

Finding that the crystalline form of Sb Zn 3 was constant un-

der so great an increase of the proportion of zinc in the crystals,

it might be supposed that, on returning to the alloy of 42 8 per

cent of zinc and increasing the amount of antimony, we should

obtain crystals containing an excess of antimony ;
but so far is

this from being true, that the slightest excess of antimony en-

tirely changes the character of the crystallization. On crystalli-

zing an alloy containing 41'8 per cent of zinc, not a trace of

any prismatic crystals could be seen; but in their place there

was found a confused mass of thin metallic scales, which, as will

soon be shown, are imperfect crystals of Sb Zn 3
. Thus it ap-

pears that, although perfectly formed crystals of Sb Zn 3 can be

obtained containing 55 per cent of zinc (that is, 12 per cent

above the typical proportions), they cannot be made to take up

the slightest excess of antimony.
Let us pass now to the crystals of Sb Zn 3

. In order to obtain

crystals having the exact typical < „ found ne-

cessary to crystallize an alloy at least as low as 31'5 per cent of

zinc. At this point large compound crystals are obtained corres-

ponding to the large crystals of Sb Zn 3
; and the same was true

of alloys down to 27 per cent of zinc. Between these two lim-

its (namely, alloys of 31-5 and 27 per cent of zinc) t

formed were found to have the theoretical composition of SbZn
3

,

Qg of course a tendency towards this point; but on in-

creasing or diminishing the amount of zinc in the alloy beyond

these limits, the composition of the crystals immediate
to vary in the same direction as that of the alloy. Th<
of Sb Zn 2 containing an excess of zinc are smaller and more

frequently isolated than those having the exact theoretical com-

position. A similar fact, it will be remembered, is true of the

crystals of SbZn 3
.

At the alloy of 33 per cent of zinc, the definite crystals of

Sb Zn 3 begin to disappear, and are succeeded by thin metallic

scales, which are obviously imperfect crystals of the same form.

This was established, not only by the obvious law of o
n the different specimens (the perfect crystals gradually

into the scales), but also by the peculiar mode of twin-

ing, which was the same with the scales as with the large crys-

tals, forming the peculiar cellular structure already referred to.

Moreover, the angle between two scales thus united was fo^A
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to be equal to the basal angle of the perfect crystals, at least as

nearly as could be measured. These scales continue up to the

alloy of 41 #8 percent of zinc, becoming, however, less abundant
and less distinct. Several specimens of them were analyzed;

but no regularity could be detected in their composition, except

that they all contained a much larger amount of zinc than the

alloys in which they were formed.
Crystals of Sb Zn 2 containing an excess of antimony were

ining loss than 27 per cent of

zinc. They became more and more imperfect as the excess of

increased, and finally faded out altogether in the alloys

below 20 per cent of zinc. It is evident, therefore, that definite

and perfect crystals of Sb Zn 2 can be obtained with a large ex-

cess either of zinc or antimony above the theoretical composi-
tion. It is also evident that, of the two compounds, SbZn 2

is

the most stable.—first, because it is formed to the exclusion of
Sb Zn 3 in all alloys containing less zinc than the amount corre-

sponding to the typical composition of the last compound ;
and

secondly, because the crystals retain the typical composition un-

der quite a wide variation (viz. between 31'5 and 27 per cent)
in the composition of the alloy.
The facts above stated are fully illustrated by the following

fable, which gives the results of a large number of analyses of

both compounds formed in alloys containing different

proportions of the two metals :—
Analyses of the Cry, \ the Alloys of Zinc a

'*T.i 4,->::i.

5210 U7-3U
r
ioooo

* In this analysis the antimony only jl
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The relation between the composition of the crystals Sb Zn J

and that of the alloy in which they are formed, is discussed at

length in the memoir already referred to. It is there shown to

be a very simple function of the mass of metal which is in ex-

cess in the alloy, and of the force which determines the union of

the elements in definite proportions. The whole order of these

phenomena seem to the Author to point to the existence of a

power in the mass of metal which is in excess in the alloy, to

disturb the action of the force, whatever it may be, which tends

to unite the elements in definite proportions. There is, in the

first place, a strong tendency in the elements to unite and form

crystals having the exact typical composition ; and secondly, this

tendency is only overcome by a certain excess of either metal in

the alloy. Then, again, the crystals of one compound obviously

interfere with those of the other. This certainly has the appear-

ance of one for.' the action "of another,—the

force of mass (if I may so call it) perturbing the action of the

chemical force. But it is not my object at present to enter into a

discussion on the cause of this variation. Moreover, since such

a discussion must be based on purely hypothetical grounds, we

could not expect to arrive at any definite conclusion. The facts

will be viewed differently according to the theory which may be

adopted in regard to that long-controverted subject, the essential

Leaving, however, all theorct
erations aside, there are certain practical bearings of the observed

facts on the science of mineralogy which are ofImmediate apph-

Here are two beautifully crystallized products, as well crystal-

lized as any that occur in nature, and yet the different specimens

of the crystals differ from each other so widely in composition

that any single analysis might lead to an entirely erroneous con-

clusion in regard to the general formula of the substance. Were

a chemist to analyse accidentally solely the crystals obtained

from an alloy containing 58"6 per cent of zinc, he would at once

determine that the formula of the compound was Sb Zn 4
;
and by

a like accident he might be led to any other formula between

this and Sb Zn 3
: in fact, by an analysis of a number of speci-

mens of needle-shaped crystals obtained from alloys of copP^

and tin, Rieffel was led to several just such improbable formula;

and in my own investigations it was not until I had analysed a

whole series of crystals, that the real nature of the phenomena

became apparent, and the true constitution of the compounds
twmined. If, then, such great variations in composition a«=

compatible with a definite crystalline form in these furnace pro-

ducts, may not similar talline mur-
als formed in nature?

It is not necessary to make an extended investigation in order
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to answer this question ; for the materials at our hands are suffi-

cient to give us a satisfactory reply.

There is a compound of antimony and silver called discrasite,

which occurs in many localities crystallized in trimetric prisms
homceomorphous with Sb Zn 3

. The formula of the mineral is

therefore probably Sb Ag 3
, which would require 71-5 per cent,

of silver
; but the per cent as given by analysis varies between

75-25 and78 per cent, and one analysis gives the per cent as
high as 85. Further analyses of this mineral are required in
order to determine its constitution, but there can be no doubt

es in composition like Sb Zn 3
.

Silver-glance is another highly crystalline mineral. Theoreti-
cally it should contain 871 per cent of silver and 12*9 per cent
of sulphur

; but in a specimen analysed by Klaproth, the pro-
portions were 85 and 15.
Again, the analyses of pyrrhotine (magnetic pyrites) give re-

sults varying between 38'78 per cent sulphur, 6052 per cent
mm (variety from Bodenmais), and 43-63 sulphur, 56"37 iron
(variety from Bareges). The constitution of the mineral is still

uncertain; but its true formula is probably FeS, which would
quire 36-4 per cent sulphur and 63"6 per cent iron. Lastly,
ue analyses of antimony-glance give results varying between

Antimony 74-06, . Antimony 735,
Sulphur 25-94,

and
Sulphur 26'o!

The true formula of this mineral is undoubtedly SbS', which
would require only 72"88 per cent of antimonv.
similar examples might 1 I. Those just

<SvV
ere

/?
leCted at random fr°m tne fi rst few pages of Dana's

nnni
em

,.
Mlneralogy.' They are all examples of binary com-

P^uds whlch occur almost chemically pure in nature; so that

Cmor hi°

mena ln question are not complicated by those of

samp
e

U
W6 paSS t0 minerals of more complex constitution, the

e phenomena can be made evident, although not quite so

stituf'
°\aCC°UQt of the introduction of the phenomena of sub-

cessa^V J ls0morPhous elements. It will not, however, be ne-

W?t ii

me
.

to cite examples; for it is a fact perfectly well

subst
mineralogists, that, after making allowances for the

such ^tl0n
,
of isomorphous elements, the various analyses of

verv ,

s M mica» hornblende, garnet, and tourmaline differ

merA
gr

^ from eacn other,—a difference, moreover, which no

rpfJ
e

J
ror of analysis will explain, and which must therefore be

this v!
-

t0 an actual variation in composition. Jn the silicates

\vW on ln composition is made evident by the variation of

Cerai
t6rmed the " oxyge* ratios;" and it is well known to

iogists that in many species this variation is very large.
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For example, in mica the following ratios between the oxygen in

the base and acid have been observed in merely the Muscovite

varietv:— l.'j
: H>, IH: 1>>, and IU : 10; and similarly wide va-

nations might be pointed out in other well known species. It

isequenoe of such variations as these that the general

formula of some of the best known mineral

such as mica and tourmaline, are still uncertain ; and in other

cases, where the true formulae is probably known, the constitu-

tion of the mineral has been determined quite as much from

other considerations as from the chemical analyses.

Sufficient has been said, I think, to show that van

composition similar to those which I have observed in

antimony occur in many minerals; and I trust that th

of my invi to throw light on this v,

of phenomena, which have so greatly perplexed mineralogists,

and rendered ill -nu tl\ < h. in d < 1 i-iin ation. <.i -

cies so unsatisfactory. This investigation has shown tl

nite crystalline form is compatible with quite a wide va

composition, and has in this way pointed out an explai

the variation observed in the mineral kingdom. But. n

this, the investigation has also indicated a method by wnico,

amidst all this variation, the true constitution of the mineral can

be determined.

In the compounds of zinc and antimony, although the definite

crystalline form was compatible with a wide variation in the

proportions of the constituent elements, yet the point correspond-

inuf to the typical composition was marked by several unmis-

-. which clearly enough indicated the true-for-

mulas of the compounds. These properties are discussed at

length in my original memoir, and need therefore only to be al-

luded to in this connection.
7 ,

It has already been stated that the crystals, both of So M
andSbZn 2

, having the theoretical composition arc.

larger and more generally aggregated than those containing a

excess of either metal. Moreover, in Sb Zn 2 the general char-

acter of the crystals appears to be modified by the change o

composition, although the crystallographic elements n

same. Thus in th. crystals having the theoretical c

the octahedral planes are greatly developed, giving to tue ^^
tals the general appearance of a truncated octahedron. ' #u

the crystals take up an excess either of antimony or zinc,

basal planes become more and more dominant, and th

are at last reduced to thin plates. In fact, so marl

changes, that, after a little experience, a person could U

proximate composition of the crystals from their general app"

* See figure accompanying my original memoir.
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>I many minerals are

een in calcite, heavy
j as guides in tracing

ance. Similar changes in the appearai

familiar to the mineralogist. They a

spar, Anglesite, and others, and may I

variations of composition.

Again, the s

Sb2
the results are tabulated below. The union of the two elements
is attended with an increase of volume, and this increase is at a

maximum at the points corresponding to the theoretical compo-
sition. These points would therefore be marked in a set of crys-

tals by being points of minimum specific gravity; and they
could be determined with great accuracy by means of this prop-
erty, even in a series of alloys of the two metals which had not

been crystallized. This fact is illustrated by the following Table,

reprinted from the original memoir.

Specific Gravities of Crystalsformed in the Alloys of Zinc and Antimony.

Compo^o„ofthe Composition of the

V;:z
IVr .."",.!

•96-00

- 184

*T040
23-70

29 GO 642*0
-.-_ 6769

6975
263

61-00 6959 1

6506 6933

SIS
89-40 55 00 4500 6931

0*18

4340 49-95 50-05 6388 6906 0518

6404 6900

\aa% 57 20 43 09 5691
till 6860 474

33 00

t*9"50 7050
73-50

:5 ; «-J

33 85
32 08

6638
66 15 6383 G831

Q-M6

0-422

Tbll ?t«o 3.

l

.-4?) 6957 6 428 6816 0-388

225o 77-50
tM6

6453 6798 345

8500
24-83

If" till J?u 180

*1000
*5 00 95 00 6655 6698

~-^__ 100-00 _!l!ill_-
6b7T
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The point of typical composition in the case of the crystals of

Sb Zn 3 was still further marked in a most decided manner by a

very remarkable property. It has already been slat:

compound has the power of decomposing water with rapidity at

100° C. ; but this is true only of those crystals which have ap-

proximately the theoretical composition. During the course of

my investigation I determined the quantity of hydrogen evolved

by alloys of different composition during a given time, taking

care, of course, that the circumstances should be the same in all

eases; and I found that with the alloy containing 43 per cent of

zinc, there is an immense maximum, confined at most between 2

per cent on either side, the' alloy of 43 per cent yielding over

nine times as much gas as an alloy of 50 per cent, although the

crystals of the last were fully as definite as those of the first*

It is evident from the above facts, that the points correspond-

ing to the theoretical composition of the two compoum
and antimony, are also points of miu-ima and minima of various

properties. Now I have no doubt that the same truth will be

found to hold in the mineral kingdom. In a mineral like tour-

maline or mica, for example, the specimen having the exact theo-

retical composition ma
large number of - tssing their various physical

* " the physical properties may be of value in this

lustre, hardness, specific gr.v-

heat, &c. ; and no mechanical rules can be laid down. Much

properties. All the physical prope
connection, such as lustre, hardne

; depend on the discretion of the observer ; and in any cases

such proptrties will be selected as are best adapted to the cir-

cumstances of the case. In comparing different crystals of the

same mineral, it is obviously important to select such as have

been formed in a different matrix ; for it is only with such that

we should be led to expect great variations of composition,

is ala

there

also evident that the phenomena would be complicated wi

ere has been a substitution of isomorphous elements ;

and t

effect of such substitution on the physical properties ca^

ed, it will be necessary to select specimens of as uniform

possible.
The

With one other consideration I will close this paper. }

principle which has been here discussed must modify material

our notion of a mineral species. The idea of a mineral specif

has hitherto involved chiefly two distinct characters :—hrs,^

defnitetorysl A. a constant general for:

any important variation in either of these characters has ^
regarded as equivalent to a change of species. Rutile and *!.

tase are regarded as different species, because their crystal!

forms are slightly different, although both minerals ha

cally the same constitution
; and again, magnetite and JranM*
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ite, which have the same form, are regarded as different species,

because they have a slightly different composition. It is true

that the actual composition of a mineral may vary very greatly

by the substitution of isomorphoms elei u iits, : cl yet, if the gen-
eral formula remains co istani 1 sj < lies may not be changed.
But the extent to which such substitution can be carried without
changing the species is not so well settled among mineralogists
as could be desired, and the same rule is not applied to all spe-

cies. The difference between the varieties of garnet, for example,
is as great as that between the species magnetite and Franklinite.

Leaving, however, this point undetermined, all mineralogists
have agreed that any essential change in the general formula was
inconsistent with the idea of the same species. The result, how-
ever, of my investigation is to show that the general formula of
a rmiiri'al species may vary also, or. as I should rather say, the

rmtUa is not necessarily the actual formula of each given
it only the typical formula of the species towards

tends, and which it would unquestionably
reach if it could be several times recrvstallized.
According to this view, the general"formula represents not the

the mineral, but only a certain typical com-
position, which perhaps is never realized with any actual speci-

men. The fact that the composition of a mineral species may
be modified by the substitution of isomorphous elements, was

. and has long been an admitted
Principle in mineralogy. We must now, as 1 think, still further
expand our idea of a mineral species, and admit that its compo-
sition may be modified by an actual variation in the proportions

.

lts constituents. Thus it is that in mineralogy, as in other

we are led to admit the truth of that maxim which

nee in true knowledge seems to verify, "Natura non
laut saltus."

While the results of my investigations thus serve to render
™e idea of a mineral a than before, I cannot
°ut hope that they will tend ultimately to simplify the whole

full
mineral specie*, .». <— , ~, —

,

„
l0rtnula3 of those w wfy the

K.eater precision than is now possible. To do this, however, im-
P''es a careful revision of the whole subject-matter of mineralogy
°n the principles above given,—a labor of which few can ap-

P*»ate the extent, except those who are familiar with the meth-
*** of physical research. The work cannot be done by any one

att
• '

and il is the chief object of the present pnper to call the
«ntion of mineralogists to the importance of the subject.

obii« Vot th ' this paper on the
V10us distinction between the phenomena here in considera-
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tion, and those of isomorphism. It was shown in my previous

memoir, that the variation in the composition of the crystals o:

SbZn 3 andSbZn 2 could not be explained by this principle;

and tone distinction between the two classes of phenomena has

been still further illustrated by a recent investigation on the cry*

tals fh-mi-d in alloys of copper and zinc, made in my laboratory

bv Mr. F. H. Stor'er. These crystals, which are undoubtedly

mixtures of isomorphous elements, give no indications whatever

of points of typical composition,—thus illusl

characters of an isomorphous mixture, but also the distinction

between such a mixture and a true chemical compound. Ad-

mitting, then, the possibility of a variation of composition in a

mineral s] eeies, indepeixh ,it of the phenomena of isomorphism,

it becomes of importance to distinguish this new class of phenom-

ena by a separate term ; and I would propose for this purpose

the word AUomerisrn. By this word I would designal

tion in the proportions of the constituents of a crystallized compound

without any - -sntthtl cluing' in the <•,-, tulliiu /-."</. II'. tin n, '• '-

also use the word typical to indicate the condition of dt

position, we may speak of those specimens of a miner

which contain an excess of one or the other constituent, as alb-

meric variations from the typical composition. The clegr

merism would then be measured by the excess of the

constituent above the typical composition. Thus the crystals of

Sb Zn 3 containing 42*3 per cent of zinc would be said to have

the typical le those containing 55 per cent oi

zinc would be distinguished as an allomeric variety, the degree

of allomerism in this instance amounting to 12 per cent, and

zinc being the allomeric constituent. In the case of I

Discrasite, it is probable that no specimen having I

composition has yet been analyzed. Those specimens wbose

analyses are given in Dana's 'System of Mineralogy,' are W
probably allomeric varieties of the mineral, silver bee

meric constituent, and the degree of allomerism varvi-

to 7 per cent. It is unnecessary, however, to multii

pies, as the above are sufficient to illustrate the use of the tern.

Art. XIX.

—

Notices of several American Meteorites; by

Charles Upham Shepard.

1. Nebraska Iron.—This very interesting mass, first noticed «

a late number of the Proceedings of the St. Louis Academ)

Sciences, was brought to St. Louis by the fur traders in the

ploy of C. P. Chouteau, Esq., about two years ago, and by

YM-^ntfvl trs tl10 m ,100„m r,C tUn. Ann^omv Tt. WAS fOUnQ "C '
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originally weighed about thirty-five pounds, but is now reduced
to twenty-nine. Its shape was an oblong, compressed oval, not

unlike that of the Chesterville, South Carolina, iron-mass, which
has been compared by me to the form of a thick, blunt edged
fresh water clam {Ohio). Its surface is as black and smooth as

that of the Braunau Iron, from which however it differs in being

more even and smooth, though it is not destitute of the usual

one belonging to meteorites, but these are by no means
uniform in their occurrence over the entire surface. The crust

is everywhere extremely thin, amounting to scarcely more than
a more varnish: and what is very remarkable, is often insuffi-

cient to hide the Widmannstattian figures with which the body
must have been covered before it entered our atmosphere. The
lines are not equally' displayed throughout, and indeed will gen-

erally require a single lens'in order to be distinctly seen. Nor
have they the same beautiful regularity as when obtained by
etching upon a polished surface from the interior. They are

moreover curiously knotted, so as to resemble, under the micro-
scope, the blunted teeth of a tine saw blade. The configuration
upon the etched plates of this iron resembles slightly that of the
Texas mass, though the bars are much more rectilinear, and in
this respect approach nearer to the new African irons described
Dy me (those from Namaqua Land and Orange River). I ob-
serve, however, in this as well as in most other irons, that the

fullest regularity of internal structure does not prevail, until

some little depth from the outer surface or crust is reached. The
Nebraska iron is quite free from earthy, plumbaginous or pyritic

tatter. Prof. Litton, of the St. Louis University, has recog-

nized in it the presence of nickel ; and is understood to be now
engaged with its complete analysis. Its specific gravity is 7785.
the character of the surface renders it cerl

must be of very recent fall. I am indebted to the liberality of
the Academy, and the kind offices of Nathaniel Holmes, Esq.,

ry, for a fine slice of the mass, from which I have been
enabled to make the foregoing observations.

.
2. Forsyth (Taney County, Missouri) /;<„,.—My first informa-

tion of this \ i

on a visit to southeast-

X. Aubushon, Esq., of Ironton.

Ue stated that a small specimen of curiously knitted, malleable
ore, of a white color resembling silver, had been sent him two
or three years ago by a person residing near the locality. Mr.

Aubushon forwarded it to an assayer at Ducktown, Tenn., from
whom he learned that it was composed of iron and nickel. On

St Louis soon after, I was informed by Prof. Swallow,

}

fae State Geologist, that a specimen had also been transmitted
to him by letter from the same place; and that Prof. Litton had
lound it to be composed of similar constituents. Prof. Swallow
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presented me a small fragment of his specimen, upon which I

am able to offer a few remarks, awaiting the results of Prof.

Litton's analysis, for fuller information.

The mass evidently belongs to the rather rare group of amyg-

daloidal meteoric irons, in which, like those of Steinbach (Sax-

ony) and llainholz (Westphalia), the peridotic ingredient pre-

ponderates over the nickelic iron. Its specific gravity is 4'-R

The iron is remarkable for its whiteness, while the
;

a well marked green color, and Xo py-

rites is visible in the very small fragments examined. It is

reported that two considerable masses of this meteorite were

found buried in the soil upon a hill-side
; and that they are at

present secreted under the belief that they contain silver.

3. Bethlehem (New York) Meteoric Stone, of Aug. 11, 1859.-

The only stone found from the great explosion heard over a

large district of northw< stern Massachusetts, and < : t

the state of New York as far as ten miles west of the cities of

Albany and Troy, was the httle bailment, less in size than a

pigeon's egg, of which an outline is here subjoined.
I am imdebted to David A. Wells, Esq., the y s

editor of the American Scientific Annual, for ^ 1
several interesting particulars concerning its dis- /

\
covery and properties. He was good enough to / A
visit, at my request, the residence of Mr. Garritt / J

Vanderpool (situated seven miles from Albany /
/

and one mile west of Bethehem church), where
(

/

the stone fell, and to ascertain on the spot the \ /
facts respecting its descent. Mr. Vanderpool was ^^-^
at work near his house, and heard the explosion in common
with other members of his family. About two minutes after,

as it appeared to him, a stone, coming in an oblique course,

struck the side of a waggon-house, glanced off, hit a log up011

the ground, bounded again, and rolled into the grass. A tiog

lying in the doorway of the waggon-house sprang up, darted

out and seized it, but dropped it" immediately, probably on ac-

count of its peons smell. Mr. Wells had two

opportunities of inspecting the stone before it was sold to tne

tenet in Albany. It was far from being entire when

1 up, no doubt having been broken by its

with the house. On the second inspection, he noticed that one

corner had been broken away, and other portions much marred

the use of knife blades upon its surface by th

wno, m s lis ru le way, had been led to inv<
ties. About " one-half of it however," he observes, "

i

with the peculiar dark colored crust of meteorites, and has a

-arance. This is so well marked that it at once estab-

lishes its identity as a meteoric stone. The other sides present
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ing the appearance originally bright and of a fresh fracture were
clear, but are now soiled from handling. The color is a light
steel-grey, with metallic particles interspersed. The structure

charge the state cabinet, a small
• of the stone including a portion of the crust, was most

I to me by Mr. Woolworth, accompanied
by the following note:

"Albany, Nov. 11, ia59.

Prof. Charles U. Shepard,

Dear Sir :—] am directed 1a- Gov. Morgan, as Chairman
of the Committee of the Rebuts of the Cn.versny on the Stale Cabinet
•' Natural History, to send you the inclosed portion of the aerolite '.atelv

l";in>l near this city. The Committee had hopes of findino- other parts
of the stone than the one first discovered, but have not been successful

they cannot send you more, but could not do so without de-

nuiv be sufficient for your
purposes, I am, very truly, yours, &c,

J. B. Woolworth, Sec'ry, &c.

I am likewise much indebted to Henry A. Homes, Esq , the

brarian, for his good offices in facilitating my early ac-

of the specimen which enables me to compare it with
those I possess from other localities.

-the crust of the Bethlehem stone is very peculiar. It is

double the thickness of any in my collection," equalling that of
hick pasteboard. It is perfectly black, and very open in its

texture. The outer surface is rough, being nowhere perfectly
^sed, but only semi-vitrified. Without being fragile or carbon-
aceous, it nevertheless resembles in color, lustre, and porousness,

,.vs of mineral charcoal. The interior of the stone
ls equally peculiar, beimr loosdv granular, the particles being
Uniform in character, sin; 1!, !. lM\ < rvstalline, and nearly trans-
parent. They possess a brilliant lustre, a very light grey or
greenish white color. They resemble volcanic peridot more
fhan any species of the augitic or feldspar family. Kickelic

j

rorb of a bright white color, in delicate filaments and semi-crys-
talline grams, is thi< d\ diffused thr< _h tit mass ai t t ese

II as t] 10se of the peridotic mineral, are flecked with
onuiant points of pvrrhotine (FeS). The specific gravity is

^>o Ingei ;,hesnear-

Sf
to the Klcin-W.mlcn >u^ (Sr t. lb. 1Mb); but it differs

^m this in being larger grained, and looser in its texture.

* Hemu,
: .,„ es of May 1, 1860,-Througb

JJ>e
much valued assistance of Prof. J. L. Smith, the large 53-

Ppind stone that fell near the house of Mr. Wm. Law of New
>- ricord, forms part of my meteoric cabinet. Without attempt-
nS at present a complete description of its form and character,
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I will.only offer a few remarks upon the relationship of the Ohio

meteorites to those of other falls. In its internal aspect it ap-

proaches the stone of Jekaterinoslaw, Russia (1825), though it

is somewhat firmer and more compact. In crust, the two are

identical. It is also similar to the stone of Slobodk

(Aug. 10, 1808) ; and compares closely with those of Politz

(Oct? 13, 1819), of Nanjemoy, Maryland (Feb. 10, 1828), and of

Kuleschowka, Eussia (March 12, 1811); but the crust is less

smooth on the Ohio stone than in that of the latter.

A pearl grey peridot forms the chief constituent (above two-

thirds) of the stone. This mineral is often rolled up into ob-

scurely formed globules, which are so firmly imbed 1

more massive portions of the same mineral, as to be broken

across on the fracture of the stone, which thereby presents a

rice. Snow white particles of Chladnite are

thickly scattered in mere specks through the mass, and closely

incorporated with the peridot. The nickelic iron, of

white color, is also everywhere thickly interspersed

points. Pyrrhotine is less conspicuous, though often

rather broad patches; while black grains of chromite are easily

distinguishable by the aid of a glass, and sometimes with the

The crust is of medium thickness, and the usual wavy and

pitted impressions are also strictly characteristic of these stones.

Their origin in meteorites generally, is perhaps still obscure, but

may be conceived to originate in the flaking off of fragments in

consequence of the sudden transition from cold to hot, which

must happen to bodi aeously from a tempera-

i, ;, I ,. ...
.

.-.-
'

• , - , ;;

upon their immediate surface. We see a somewhat
flaking up from heated surfaces of granite blocks dm
flagration, when wetted by cold water; though in the

as might be expected, convexities take the place of coi

5. Supposed Fall of a Meteoric Stone in /,/'/•/<;<

Iowa, during the summer of 1857.— I. casa

centlv in Missouri, that a stone fell at a place called Pi^t Grove,

near the stage road, in or near the month of August, 18o7. in«

stone was preserved: and I am not without hopes of obtain^

a portion of it, having heard of its exhibition during the M»

year before the Academy of Sciences at Chicago *

* Detection of Phosphorus in the native steel of Montgomery {.Vermont), an



ACCORDING to experiments made by Prof. Schmidt and Dr.

:.' of Dorpat,* arsenious acid when introduced into the

is a considerable diminution of the ordinary

waste of the tissues.

This decrease, which amounts to from twenty to forty per cent,

occurs even alter the administration of very small doses; more
rapidly if the acid is injected directly into the veins ; more slowly,

yet with equal intensity, if absorbed from the intestines. The
action is most striking in the case of fowls which neither vomit

ction of the arsenic nor reject their accustomed food;

but even in cats which are subject to vomiting after the injection

and must therefore be regarded as in a starving condition, the

I he organism was diminished about twenty per cent after

subtracting the decrease occasioned by the mere want of food.

T! h i <•! s- ti- .1. torily explains the fattening of horses after

small doses of arsenious acid, a phenomenon well known to

horse dealers.

An amount of fat and albuminous substances equivalent to

toe repressed carbonic acid and urea remains in the body and in-

! receives at the same time a suf-

ficient amount of food.
AA hen larger doses of arsenious acid are given nervous symp-

toms appear, which may be classified in two groups: spi

tation and paralysis. To the first may be referred the vomiting,

the accelerated respiration, the feeble pulse ;
to the last, the in-

clination to sleep, the weakness, and the retarded and labored

Scathing. Hotli n.av bo explained bv the very considerable

congestion of the central orpins which was constantly observed

These ex
|

1 icular interest since they go far

to prove the complete reliability of the published accounts of

the custom of " arsenic eating/'' which is said to prevail among

ian provinces These accounts

have been time and again held tt] i
:

.'oloPlsts'T

and as a rule have bee, ;

scientific

men. They have nevertheless been widely published and are

consequently well known to the public.

during the last eight or ten years the origin of these accounts

* Jovrnnl fy(r ?rakC,sche Chemie, 1859, 1

i/.,/.,W.. rtfc,
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has been generally attributed to Dr. v. Tschudi, who published

a communication upon the subject in 1851 ;* an abstract of

which may be found in Chambers' Edinburgh Journal, Decem-

ber 20, 1851, [N. S., No. 416,] p. 389.f
Two years later, v. Tschudi made another comrm

in support of his previous assertions :—this, in <

his first letter which had previously attracted comparatively life

tie attention, was very extensively copied.

§

Similar stories had been circulated, however, long before the

letters of v. Tschudi were made public. For example, our own

attention was first directed to the subject by the statement pub-

the Penny Cyclopaedia of the Society for the Diffusion

Knowledge, London, 1832, ii, 403. Art. "Arsenic,

Medical Uses of." * * *

" That its [white oxyd of arsenic] employment in such doses [fa
or

^ of a grain] as we have stated is not only safe but beneficial, may be

ii!y proved. Not only are old worn out horses endo

new vigor, improved appetite, &c, by its use, but pigeons to which this

article is gii Lite and liveliness than oth i

it; and in Upper Styria the peasantry use it as a seasoning with many

articles of food, such as cheese." * * *

In the Boston Medical and Surgical Journal, 1835, xii, 211, is

the following

:

"Dr. Strohmayer in his Medicinische Praktische,|| relates in exemplifi-

cation of the extent to which the system may become accustomed to the

operation of arsenic, that a peasant who resided near a convent in the

Tyrol, for a long time, took ten grains of arsenic daily with his food."
*

In noticing the article in Chambers' Journal, for 1851, a cor-

respondent of the London and Edinburgh Monthly Journal ot

Medical Science, February, 1852, xiv, 190, cites the following

extracts

:

ah aoswact
16, 1854, p. 229

' .^ ..... '
'• • ' -;

Y ofCommon life, New York, A

iraktuche I
Tagebuch n
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" From Vogt's,* Arzneiiriittelleh.ro, 13. 1, S. 507." "It is well-known

that old worn out horses gain an •:
1 spirit by the use

of arsenic ; and a pigeon which often got arsenic was observed to have
its appetite increased and its movements more lively."

"From Med. Jahb. des Oester. Staates, 1822, S. 99." "There is

scarce a district of Upper Styria in which in at least one house, arsenic

may not be found under the name of Hydrach, Orpiment, &c. It is used

for diseases of the domestic animals, against v. nam. and also as a stom-

achic to increase the appetite. A peasant in my presence showed, with

the point of a knife, how much arsenic he took "daily and without which
he said he could not live. I estimated the quantity at about two grains.

It is also said to be used as a seasoning for cheese, and indeed several ca-

ses of poisoning by Styrian cheese have occurred, and one but lately."

when Korper," 4 vols., Munich, 1831-39,) are referred t

man works upon the materia medica ; while travellers who have
spent much time in these provinces, all concur in their statements

regarding the common custom of mixing arsenic with the food
of horses,f
Evidence of this sort could without doubt be multiplied to

almost any extent by any one familiar with the literature of the

provinces in question, or with the habits of their people. A
quantity of such material,:}: has indeed been recently collected by
Heisch," and published in the London Chemical News, May 19,

I860, i, 280 ; from which we quote it, as being recent, (for the

most part,) precise and toleral.lv direct : although it does not

differ in its genera' .-limonv winch had already

been offered.

On the Arsenic Eater* of Styria, by Charts Ffisch. Esq.. F.C.S., Lecturer t

m

ChcmiHry at the M 7,^.§-At the last meeting of the

Manchester Philosophical - icietj I i bservi tl I

'

:

".

''
"v. V :

'7

:„
D
are of the practice, hot^ added,

mit " u generally difficult to tret hold of individual ca

Steven, cited",: f*»
i(» *

'^!
!

* Paper, the tenor of which is not readily to be inferred from Dr. Taylors

™pare Boner of Ratisbon in Chambers's Journal of Pop Lit Ac^ Feb Jth,

'"!• v, No. 110, p. 90 ; see also ibid, July 19th, 1856, vol vi, No. 133, p. 46.

romthe Chemical News, May 19th, 1860.



: Eating, and its influence upon

peasants In stym,

the Tyrol, and the Sal >i w Ica&m N

"The arsenk is b lid, as coffee, beginning

with a bit the size of a pin's head, u pea. The complexion

and iremral ;>pr.< .• using it seldom look so

"Once begun, it can onlj be

toms of poison!

i

.

; v death.
" As a rule, arseoi 1. and are peculiarly exempt from in-

up the practice inrana-

j at last

"In some arsenic uainted, hfi tVft 9
only men who can ' • are those who swallow daily dose:

I This gentleman - not wish the onlything

known about him in be is an arsei i< eatei ,
hi t it am

"' At seventeen years of age bad much to do with ar

self from the fume.-, t t i
* < t 11 m I t c< >

l

enjoy your custom::: \ adraHO \-tfi
'

advise you, nay, it is ibatainingfi «J*
itons liquors you should learn i .

, r'get, when you have at-

tained the age of fifty years, gra Id lose, till from the dose *

which you have become accustomed you return to that with which you began, h

even less.' I have made trial of my preceptor's pros nptions till now. the torty-m.

year of my age. I hicfa I take at
P'fJ'JJ

pains in the bow, i

owed by a keen appetite and a feel

twelve or after tir

'

> : :-. • ,

•

D ; loss of appetite, and I^K
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;

v ith * dose which we shoul

rfdnoTteUWm ol "custom only by



... - -
.

: 'I.- :
'

'

: '':.
:

rhaiwyoavmtiBl the name of hydrach.

] \\ i i' ii ar-em< ll! nuI llu x
'"

quantity I should estimate at two grains. It is said, but this I will not answer for,

several cases of pois( Stym one ii..tM
since. The above.;, that they buy the arse-

nic from the Tyrol.—

are (heeaiweofm ; .ued in Orhlas /-"

-Urn .ii-.-a>p, and _ i.. five grains daily. He said he him-

li -u. .1!! mi v .th thU ,1 ,-. daily for a long time. He wrote to the medical

ns- !! with whom ho was assistant, and I have been for a long time promised full par-

ticulars, of the case, b - of arsenic, in "•>:

form of Fowler's solution, daily, for about six years, and could never leave it o

without inconvenient a yet not W»

siderable delay take -
I have thought it bet-

ter to publish at one, ilready received All the
P^j^JJJ

Dee here ? Or is there anytnmg w — ~
prevents it?

. .. niseX.

"3rd < an any evidence be obtained as to how much

faeces during twenty-four hours, or to collect the same and forward them to m>

The only wonder is that direct experiments have not been

made long ago upon the excretions of suspected arse

or upon their bodies after death. In callii

ject some months since,
' FebrX

1860, ii, 44.) we to bis point and to brino

forward the observation of Prof. E. Koppf, who feu

course of his experiments upon ars -nic acid- -whk;

factured upon the great scale and largely employed in calico-p

.-..-' :• '-
"

: ' ""
'

i 1063 ; /. pr. Ch. Ixbc, 273.
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ing by him—that the weight of his body rapidly increased, some
20 lbs. having been gained in the course of the two months, dur-
ing which he was subject to absorb the acid, his hands having
been. frequently in contact with the arsenical solution: arsenic
being detected the while in his solid and liquid excrements. As
soon, however, as the exposure to the arsenic ceased, his weight
began to decrease, and in the course of 9 or 10 weeks, fell back
again to its normal—150 lbs. Believing that direct, positive
evidence like this—though the instance be solitary—where the
subject of the experiment was a healthy, vigorous man, and a
trained observer, ought to outweigh almost any amount of nega-
tive testimony, such as has been brought forward by physicians
who have not witnessed similar effects upon their diseased pa-
tients when the latter were treated with arsenical preparations.
It should be observed that one ofthe strongest arguments brought
up by toxicologists against the truth of the accounts of the arse-
nic eaters has been drawn from the result of medical practice.

Il i

* attemPting t0 discuss the matter at length, it may, nev-
ertheless be permitted to the non-professional reader of the med-
ical literature bearing upon this subject to remark that the evi-
dence there accumulated in spite of its apparent obscurity and
of

the contradiction, with which it is involved seems to poin
clear y to the fact that in minute doses arsenious acid acts bene
ficially upon the general health of many patients. Thus, accord-
in
g to Dr. Henry Hunt:*
"Arsenic operates most favorably on persons who are of lax fibre, ac-

wrapanied by a hu
g , HOM secretions are

ratner profuse than other* ise
;

Btiful, and more es-
pecially on those whose skin is cold and moist. In persons of this des-

JPtion, whilst arsenic to an extent far beyond other medicines, relieves

2 neura glc pain, it improves the general health, and gives firmness and
'g°r to the constitution." * * "* * While upon certain peculiar

j^peraments it is hurtful
; thus Dr. Hunt continues, « when neuralgia

associated with the sunn- morbid action in the spine, with anaunia ; or
*"«* from injuries of nerves- or h., i .

' i f nerves by diseases, or

the ?!
1™ 1 £rowth of bone ; o'r if it be complicated with engorgement of

H*!J
Ver

,.

and otllei v
•

'"k1 I believe sel-
Q°m useful."

usA?
,n

'
DOt t0 multiply instances further, Erichsen,f in treating of the

tv of\TGT in dis" ;, - ; "' t! >" ^"' " Ia-vs g^eat stress upon the necessi-

J
lent before commencing the use of the medic.ne. It will be badly

o

D

r

0r ebyi ndividu;iU . ^y „ of* highly sanguine

Pro3
Um?"nervous temperament, ~ti^ ari>- from the stimulating

P tles of the metal. In such cases, the digestive organs become so ir-

!:
'-':.v:

:

: upon Neuralgic Dis
iu

''

s Retrospect of

I. No. ix, p. 34 ; also, ibid. No. x, p. 23.

s Retrospect, 1843, No. viii, p. 14-



. ;t upon the <

close as can be expected
|

3 affection. There are othe

complication of the cutaneous affection with oth. r -lipase,,' and fa-

cially willi irritative or inflammatory g:iMri<: dyspepsia^ accompanied

with" a sensation of beat and opprosion at the epigastrium, increased

by food so well described by Dr. Todd. When this form of dyspepsia

is present the small t .W >f a.-nic will do harm, as the usual

effect of the reme.lv when « a, tan 1 too long- is to produce these very

symptoms Besides this forn of indigestion am otlu r locd inflara-

Further on he 1 em i K 1 , , , t i w <
the

preparations of this metal b <>\> <. dit^U ha/udoii-, in in hsi.hu'* "i*

body, or in those who suffer from or are peculiarly disposed to irritatise

gastric dvspepsia, or any inflammatory disorder. On the other hind the}

are in most cases borne well by individuals of a somewhat phlegmatic,

debilitated, or lax habit i . i y are pas

middle age, with a pale cac I weak circaWg

and a general want of tone about the system, acting upon such patients

as powerful and useful tonics. In persons of this habit of body the dis-

eases of the skin a] dent upon a degree of debility

lia^ manner? mo, Bsels, thereby modify-

ing or removing those morbid changes that are the. results of au abnor-

mal condition in their secernent and nutrient functions."

In this connection it must not be forgotten that in the opinion

of many scientific men, the healing action of various minora

waters may depend, in part, at least, upon the arsenic _w no

these springs are known to contain* A doctrine which is puu

licly taught by several of the chemical Professors at Paris.

Taken as a whole the medh ,1 on idem o u hi. 1. has ^.]^ J

our notice, is adverse to the possibility oi
ll arsenic eating, ° -^

in so far as relal ie poison wuic,

is affirmed, the human bo. I If by long contin

ued habit, to sui . This last enquiry, fl°\

ever interesting^ itself, is one on which very little is ki * •;

with certainty as yet, and is plainly of quite secondary im] >

<

in a scientific point of view to that of the beneficial

moderate doses of ai -onions acid, wl icli would now ''\T''
:1 l

| u
proved. From the very general interest which attaches

subject it is greatly to be hoped that further researches y J

soon decide the amount of this tolerance.
F> ' *
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Akt. XXI.— Geographical Notices. No. XIII.

JOURNAL OF THE AMERICAN GEOGRAPHICAL SOCIETY.—The
first number of the second volume of the American Geographi-
cal Society's Journal has appeared in a new and enlarged form,

an octavo volume of 148 pages. The articles (eight in number)
are of a more extended and scientific character than usual, and
the whole appearance of the Journal is such as will reflect great
credit on the society and enlarge its sphere of usefulness.

Article first, which is compiled from data furnished by the
Hydrographical Office, Washington, gives an account of the pro-

gress of Marine Geography, within the past few years ; which
is followed by a synopsis of the operations of the Coast Survey
during the year 1859, by Prof. Bache. An account of the lake
Yojoa in Honduras, contributed by Mr. E. G. Squier, is the
next article. The address commemorative of Karl Eitter, de-
livered before the Society by Prof. Guyot, comes next in order,
forming the most complete and eloquent tribute to the great ge-
ographer which has yet appeared. Its review of the character-
istics and contents of Hitter's Erdkunde is especially valuable.
The sixth article is a translation by Mr. E. E. Straznicky from
the Journal of th siety of France, of an essay
on the Geograph Animals, by Mons. A.
Maury. Mr. J. G. C. Kennedy, the superintendent of the IT. S.

^ensus, then reviews the origin and progress of Statistics, and
•Ur. Wynne illustrates the working of benevolent societies, such
as the Odd Fellows, among the laboring classes. The number
!

s concluded by an excellent and full survey of recent geograph-
fcal and statistical literature, prepared by the General Secretary
°f the Society, Mr. D. W. the cooperation
of the Committee of Publi - ilG Journal was
entrusted. The Society now has a small but well selected
library, with rooms in a central part of New York City. Its

jj*
of active members enrolls about five hundred names, and

lts usefulness and importance have never been greater than at

present.
*

Schlagintweit's Mission to Central and High Asia.—
VVe nave received through Mr. S. H. Grant of New York, the

Prospectus of Mr. ipsic, announcing the con-
jents and character of the Eeport which is soon to be published
°y the brothers Schlagintweit on their journey to the Himala-
yas, from 1854 to 1858. It contains some information to which
*e have not had access in our previous notices of their expedi-

J

10n
- Since the return of the authors from India in June 1857,

ltley have been engaged in preparing for publication the results
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of their observations, and are now able to promise a work in

nine volumes, quarto, with an atlas in three folio volumes. The

importance of this work will justify us in explaining its character

at some length.

The first volume will be devoted to Astronomy and Magnet-

The observations extend from Ceylon to Turkistan and

well known observations at the government observatories of

Bombay and Madras, some very valuable ones by Taylor and

Caldecott in Southern India, and others recently made by Brown

at Travankor, scarcely any observations have been taken in the

interior of India, so that the modifications of the magnetic lines

over this large area form a new object of scientific discussion.''

In India proper the astronomical labors of the Schlagintweits

relate chie"

the astronomicaL labors ot the &cniagmiweiw

iefly to the determination of the true and magnetic

meridian and to observations for finding time. But in the Him-

alaya, their operations included also determinations of latitude

and longitude. The whole of Western Thibet has been found

to be farther west than has hitherto been supposed, and for

Kuenluen and Turkistan the latitudes have also been largely

corrected.

The second volume will contain the hypsometrical and trigo-

nometrical observations, including the determination of about

2000 points in the various countries explored. The third vol-

ume, on Topical Geography, has for its object a practical aim,

reviewing chiefly the commercial and military routes in Eign

Asia, with reference to their commercial and military import-

ance. Part of this volume is devoted to linguistic researches

and vocabularies. The fourth and fifth volumes include all that

the explorers have collected on Meteorology, and the sixth 13

devoted to Geology. Volume seventh relates to Botany ana

Zoology^ Volume eighth is given to Ethnography, in
^!
u
,

dl°D

e
an examination and comparison of the facial casts to wmcn

have previously referred in this Journal, The ninth and ia*

volume presents in a popular form comparative descriptions

the various regions of India and High Asia. . . j

The Atlas will contain: 1. Maps, geographical, physical, am*

geological ; 2. Profiles, meteorological, hydrographical and ge

logical; and 3. Views and general panoramas. The gene*

size of the plates is three feet by two. The whole cost oi ™

work will be £86, and its completion is promised in about tnre«

Canadian Expedition to the Eed Kiver under $1^'
man, Dawson, Hind, and Napier, 1857-1858.—The mter^

which has been manifested in the report of the Palisser exp
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tion contained in a recent number of this Journal,* leads us to

condense and translate from Dr. Petermann's excellent MitOceil-

ungen (January, 1860) an account of the explorations of the

Red Eiver which were made in 1857 and 1858 by Gladman,
Dawson, Hind, and Napier. We regret that we cannot repro-

duce the admirable maps which accompany the article. The
writer in Petermann's Journal remarks substantially as follows

:

Although the Canadians had long endeavored to direct the

attention of the British government to that vast portion of Brit-

ish North America, which stood until very recently under the

immediate supervision of the Hudson's Bay Company, and had
tried to induce them to effect a revision of the claims of that mer-

cantile body, it was nevertheless, not until 1856 when gold was
discovered in Fraser's and Thompson's rivers, that the British

government took the matter into serious consideration, and
in 1857 sent out an expedition (Pallisser's expedition) and de-

clared in 1858 New Caled* id under the above

mentioned company, an independent colony, to be known in

future by the name of British Columbia. At the same time

it was urged, that the government of Canada might be empow-
ered to incorporate adjacent portions of land, particularly the

so-called Saskatchewan district, east of the Rocky Mountains.

This expedition accomplished its chief object, to find a pas-

sage across the Eocky Mountains, and also reported favorably

iu regard to future settlements in the Saskatchewan distnet,

which may be called the intermediate district between the set-

tled portion of British North America and the new gold region

m British Columbia. At the same time with Palhser's expedi-

tion another expedition was started directly by the Canadian

government, and it is our object in the present paper, alter hav-

ing presented a few general remarks on the country, to give a

brief synopsis of latter expedition

The Saskatchewan district between the Bed River and the

Rocky Mountains has already, since the beginning of the present

century, been the object of many explorations, the most promi-

nent of which are those of Astronomer Thompson!, Lefroy,

Richardson, Lord Selkirk, Blodget, and others I

Aat the Saskatchewan district is well adapted f. .r cum v; >

It comprises an i i early as 180o, Lord Selkirk

.

-

'

mpany. From fragments of them
J WJ^Jether t

s kept them buck. [Compare this Journal, xxvin, „«,
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give bread to at lea

•egard to the climate, says Blodget, who i

acquainted with the subject, that the average temperature in win-

ter is not below that of St. Petersburg and Moscow
;
in summer

it equals that of northern Italy and New York. The tempera-

ture., in^.rfiasfts. iust as in Europe, as you go from east to west.

.3 at all points almost at the same time. There

i
;

grass, forests and buffaloes abound. Useful

timber is abundant ;"cocd is lound in many places, but partic-

ularly rich deposits exist at the foot of the Eocky Mountains,

and near the Little Sauris River. The country is level and ap-

pears so even, that Blakistone remarked that for the construc-

tion of a railroad nothing was required but to put down the rails.

Its numerous lakes and rivers can easily be connected for inter-

nal communication, and afford even now the only means of

transport between the different stations of the Hudson's Bay

Company. The Saskatchewan district can also easily be con-

nected with the new gold region by means of commodious roads

through Palliser's passage across the Rocky Mountains. This

new colony will, by reason of its very favorable situation, its

beautiful harbors, but particularly by reason of its wealth m

gold, surely rise as speedily as Southern California ; and, as it is

less capable of agriculture, would naturally become the great

market for the products of its eastern neighbors, in the Saskatch-

ewan district.

_
We may therefore well be justified in prognosticating for this

district a prosperous future in regard to agriculture, hut we

cannot agree with such opinions expressed some time ago in the

Montreal Pilot, that by a regularly established road from bate

Superior to Lake of the Woods, Red River, Lake Winnipeg,

Saskatchewan river, across the Rocky Mountains to the rivers oi

British Columbia, thence to the Pacific, all commercial inter-

course between Europe and China, Japan and India would take

this route. A road which changes so often between land ana

water can never become a general commercial road f°' suc
,7.

distance, not to mention the almost insurmountable difficuiti

for vessels of a larger draught, such as sudden bends, rapids, iau,

shallow waters, etc., and the entirely uncultivated state oi

country.
r

After these few remarks we return to our subj ect proper. »

can give but a brief synopsis, and refer those who desire a

tailed account of the Canadian expedition, to the "Reports ou

the exploration of the country between Lake Superior and

Red River Settlement." A still more minute account is g»

in the " Papers relative to the Explorations of the Country
J>

tween Lake Superior and the Red River settlement, Prese°,

to both Houses of Parliament, London, 1859. " Three charts vj
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the

The members of the Canadian expedition landed July 31,

1857, at Fort William, and started in boats along the usual route

of the Hudson's Bay Company for Lake Winnipeg, in order to

ascertain the practicability of this route. To this end surveys

of rivers were made and a very minute determination of levels.

Napier estimates the whole length of the route to be 747 miles,

viz: from Lake Superior to Eainy Lake 335 miles; thence to

Rat Portage at the northern extremity of Lake of the Woods
176 miles ; from this point to Fort Garry on the Bed Eivcr 286

miles. Of these three portions only the middle one, upon Rainy

Lake, which is at an average 460 feet wide and 6 feet deep,

forms a continuous water road. Its falls (Chaudiere falls near

Fort Francis, 22 feet,) mav, according to Dawson, easily be made
harmless by two water gates. The two remaining portions of

the route can only be travelled by land, unless one prefers the

tedious transport from one little river to another. The Kamin-

istiquoria on the first portion of the route cannot be navigated,

as its rapids, shallow water places, and falls (Kakabeke falls, 119

feet,) are too numerous. From Little to Great Dog Lake, a distance

not over a mile, t feet and yet the portage in

this place has still an elevation of 142 feet over Great Dog Lake.

This is the steepest descent on the whole route. The passage

upon Dog River is partially obstructed by rocks and sandbanks,

and on Prairie Portage, between Lake Superior and Lake Win-

nipeg, it leads mostly through swamps. The difference of eleva-

tion between Lake Superior and Prairie Portage, 54 miles dis-

another, is, after Dawson, 879 feet *»
~it; thatbetwe J

LakeJV?
n

'

iles) is calculated by Dawson 8! 2,

'fus the descent toward the east is much more rapid than toward

fewest. The canoe roul '^ .

t0 Rai
?£

Lake has too many portages and the Riviere la Seme is by

reason of the numerous difficulties in its^Q e^o^ec-
honable. But the Winnipeg River, from Lake of the Woods to

Lake Winnipeg, was by all declared to be the most difficult and

^practicable on the whole route. The canoe route on the

fgeon River, from Lake Superior to Bainy Lake along the

Wdary, is the shortest, but if has 29 portages,"^^
lead through United States territory. Another route to

>
the Red

*iver, which is still used by the Hudson Bay Company, com

fences from Fort York, near Hudson's Bay, and goes up Hays

W, through Knee and Holy Lakes fep—>
River

^nite Water Lake and Sea River, down to U c \
\

i i -
—

11 squires thro, •
to travel lt

»
bCbldt;S

XapierNsT feet; that bet
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cess to Fort York, through Hudson's Bay is only about two

months open during the year. But the most commodious and

most frequented road to the Red River over St. Paul and Crow

Wing leads entirely through United States territory. In the

English possessions the best connection between Lake Superior

and the Red River would be established by country roads, the

one from Lake Superior to Rainy Lake, the other from Lake of

the Woods to the Red River. In regard to the first,

nothing has as yet been done, and only in the latter district ex-

s have been made with this view. When Gladman had

arrived at Fort Garry (September, 1857,) he sent out engineers

Napier and Dawson to reconnoitre this hitherto entirely un-

known district, which explorations were continued by Gaudet

and Wells during the winter 1857-1858.
The whole country between the Red River and Lake of the

Woods appeared perfectly level, although it actually descends

toward the east nearly 400 feet. Dry prairies change alternately

with wooded districts and extensive swamps, the latter being

particularly frequent toward north. The establishment of a

road through this district seemed to them an utter impossibility.

Hind went up the Assiniboine River, explored the Great and

Little Rat river, examined the valley of the Red river up to

Pembina, and followed the Reed Grass or Roseau river up to a

great swamp, which separated this stream from a lake of the

same name. Unfortunately Hind could not survey this river

up to its sources, but all the Indians who lived the

that a swamp of 9 miles in extent existed between R

and Lake of the Woods. This swamp sends the Reed river,

30 miles long, to the latter lake, and another little ra

about 40 or 50 miles long, to lake Roseau. From
Muskeg morass goes a little river westward into an extensive

swamp, from which the Rat river issues.
R
,n

Gladman was relieved from his post as chief in

and Napier also recalled about this time. But Hind went t

same spring again with Dickinson, Fleming and Hine on anotn

expedition known as the "Assiniboine and Saskatchewan expe-

dition." Their object was to explore the regions v.

Red River and Lake Winning up to tl,

Before they arrived at Fort Garry, Dawson, Wells ai

had already made some new surveys, around the Red river,

Winnipeg; and the lower Assiniboine, and bad just left lor™

net. This latterpartv went bvvrav of Lai

and Lake Winnipego-sis, over Mo<sv Portage tow:

Bourbon lake to the grand rapida of the Saskatct)

Portage they separated; Wells went over I

I eD a >h ,!.< i Manitobah, the LittleS

river, which he found to be 8 to 12 feet deep, 250 yards ffi" -
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free from rapids and throughout adapted for steam navigation,

thence over Lake Winnipeg to the Eed river. The rest of the

party followed Swan river to Fort Pelly, and thence went down
the Assiniboine river.

Dawson considers the whole alluvial plain east of the Pasquia

and Porcupine hills and Dauphin mountains, where the large

lakes are situated, well adapted for settlements. It is partly

prairie land, for the most part, however, thickly wooded. Korth
of Lake Dauphin wood predominates ; south of it the country

becomes more open, and toward the Assiniboine an apparently

endless prairie commences. Wheat gives abundant harvests

near Lake Manitobah and the Little Saskatchewan river, and near

the latter even Indian corn may be cultivated. The valley of

the Swan river is particularly fertile and its climate equals that

of the Eed river district. The Eed Deer river district has also a

good soil and fine climate, as its maple tree forests plainly show.

Coal is said to be found in the Porcupine hills and the Duck
mountain

; Dawson himself found samples of lignite near Snow
nver. The great alluvial valley of the Assiniboine and its

branches will, in his opinion, hereafter become one of the finest

wheat growing districts upon earth. Near Moss or Dauphin

river, a fine navigable stream, the Indians grow maize, melons

and potatoes. Vines, hops, and vetches grow naturally IB

abundance.

Hind and his companions went (June 14, 1858,) from Fort

Garry in a westerly direction over Fort Ellis toward the mis-

sionary station near Qu' Appelle lake (July 18), where he di-

vided his corps into three parties : Dickinson traveled on the

Qu' Appelle river up to its mouth, thence on horseback to *ort

Pelly; Hine surveyed Lono- lake northwest of the Qu Appelle

mission, then went over land to Fort Pelly to meet Dickinson

and to explore with him the Dauphin mountains ;
Hind and

Fleming followed the Qu' Appelle river up to its source, wen

over to°the elbow of the southern arm of the Saskatchewan oi

Bow river, on which they tra
*7-^w«™

a la Come (Aug. 9). The Qu' Appelle and Bow rivers have no

connection as D°r. Hector believes!* The latter <£«*»«»
°J^ Saskatchewan) has down from it, elbow for a distance of

about 100 miles, a width of 300 yards to half a ^tto 1^eomes narrower and straighter in its course, itesandanlmnd

banks disappear and finally it hurries through t"*™^*
deep

> valley, with a strong current toward the noto anoof

**«m coast, until he reached the Bed River. Hind made a
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land voyage alo lutheast went over

Touch "Wood hills to Fort Ellis, where he met Dickinson with

whom he returned over White Mud river to Fort Garry (Sep-

tember 4).

But Hind and Fleming soon started on another excursion

(September 18). They went in boats along the western shores

of Lake Winnipeg, up to the mouth of the Little Saskatchewan,

hence (September 29) into Lake Manitobah, and by means of

Water Hen river and a lake of the same name reached Lake

Winnipego-sis, where they examined the salt springs, which had

been imprudently exhausted by the Indians. From here they

started for Lake Dauphin, ascended the Dauphin mountains

(1700 feet high), and navigated Lake Manitobah in different di-

rections. Hind stayed four days on a little island there, which

was much revered by the Indians as the seat of the " Manitou,'

or fairies. On its northern side were limestone cliffs about fifteen

feet high, which by the beating of the waves emitted sounds very

similar to chimes from a number of church bells, ringing at a

distance. From Oak Point, at the southern extremity of the

lake, the party went over land toward Fort Garry, where they

arrived the 31st of October, 1858.
Hine, while sojourning on the Eed river during the fall

months, took photographic views of landscapes, churches, Indians,

etc. Dickinson made excursions in the district east of the lower

Eed Eiver, and in the regions between the Assiniboirie and the

U. S. boundary, but particularly along Eiviere Sal through the

Pembina mountains and Blue hills.

Some Canadian journals have blamed this Expedition for not

having made any determination ofpoints and for giving genê l
but little positive information, although $50,000 to $60,000 naa

been expended for the purpose. They said that the whole coun-

try had been much better e Bt ronomer Thomp-

son. This, however, is an unjust imputation. Astronomical ob-

servations of points, although very valuable, cannot bethel
object of explorers, who have to run through a great number

districts in a comparatively very short time, and who must ai^

--, here a great
us the general features of the country ; moreover, as here a gre

number of such fixed points already exist, a careful survey

routes by dead reckoning is perfectly sufficient. Tn® rePr0
g0D

that the country had been much better explored by TliomP

is most unjust. Thompson's reports were undoubtedly as i«

accessible to the members of the Canadian expedition as m

were to the rest of the world; besides, if we compare Thompson

chart with that of the ex] perceive that

knowledge of the country between Lake Winnipeg ana d

river is more accurate and more complete tin ""
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The expedition has achieved much. They made very com-
prehensive levellings, effected numerous measurements of width,

depth raid rapidity of rivers and lakes, made geological observa-
tions, inquired into the climate, forests, quality of soil, etc., made
surveys and discoveries between Lake of the Woods and the
Red river, between the Assiniboine river and the IT. S. boundary,
along the upper Assiniboine and Qu' Appelle rivers, in the dis-

trict of the great lakes, etc. A comparison of their charts with
the older ones of these districts will at once show that the money
was not thrown away.
This expedition has moreover excited the curiosity of the people

more than that under Capt. Palliser. Thus a society was formed
at St. Paul in Minnesota, who, under the direction of Col. Nobles,
left this city in June, 1859, with the object to explore the val-
leys and sources of the Saskatchewan and Columbia rivers.

Their plan was, to start from the elbow of Bow river toward the
Rocky Mountains, to explore carefully the region of their east-

ern foot up to Edmonton House, thence to go over Athalaska
Portage between Mount Hooker and Mount Brown toward the
sources of Thompson's river and here to disperse in different

directions. Col. Nobles intended to start for the sources of Co-
lumbia river, and to return over Lewis and Clarke's Passage,
the Missouri Falls, the valley of the Milk river, Fort Mandan,
«g Stone Lake, and Fort Eidgley to St. Paul. Dr. Goodrich
accompanies them as physician, and the Smithsonian Institution
sent Dr. C. L. Anderson, of Minneapolis, to make scientific ob-
servations and collections.
The " Board of Trade " in St. Paul offered a reward of $1000

for the first steamer that should ply on or before the first of
June on the Red river, and the " Anson Northup " really com-
menced her voyages in June. She carries, besides passengers,

1W to 150 tons of cargo, and is intended to do the post service

between the mouth of the Shagerme river and Fort Garry, and
Jhus to connect St. Paul, (which sustains a post wagon up to

«ie
:

Shagerme river,) directly with the Red river.

Another company in Canada intend to put four steamers on
«ainy lake, Red v i

tni] .eg. Even the settlers on
"»e Red river themselves show an active spirit of progress.

°I- J'JlR, su.-s!:(;und SERIES, Vol. XXX, No. 8S.-SEPT., 1860.



Discussion between two Readers

Akt. XXII.—Discussion between two Readers of Darwiris Treatise

on the Origin of Species, upon its Natural Tlieology.

Fiest Eeadeb.—Is Darwin's theory atheistic or pantheistic?

or, does it tend to atheism or pantheism ? Before attempting

any solution of this question, permit me to say a few words

tending to obtain a definite conception of necessity, and design,

as the sources from which events may originate, each independ-

ent of the other ; and we shall, perhaps, best attain a clear un-

derstanding of each, by the illustration of an example in which

simple human designers act upon the physical powers of corn-

Suppose, then, a square billiard table to be placed with its

corners directed to the four cardinal points. Suppose a player

standing at the north corner, to strike a red ball directly to the

south; his design being to lodge the ball in the south pocket;

which design, if not interfered with, must, of course be accom-

plished. Then suppose another player, standing at the east

corner, to direct a white ball to the west corner. This design

also, if not interfered with, must be accomplished. Next sup-

pose both players to strike their balls at the same instant, with

like forces, in the directions before given. In this case the balls

would not pass as before, namely, the red ball to the south, and

the white ball to the west, but they must both meet and strike

each other in the centre of the table, and, being perfectly elastic,

the red ball must pass to the west pocket, and the white ball to

the south pocket. We may suppose that the players acted

wholly without concert with each other, indeed they may he ig-

norant of each other's design, or even of each other's existence;

still we know that the events must happen as herein described.

Now the first half of the course of these two balls is from an

impulse, or proceeds from a power, acting from design. »•*

player has the design of driving Ids ball across the table in a
'

agonal line to accomplish its lodgment at the opposite corner

the table. Neither designed that his ball should be deflects

from that course and pass to another corner of the table. J-

direction of this second part of the motion, must be referred en

tirely to necessity, which directly interferes with the P^Pose
,

is

him who designed the rectilinear direction. We are not in

^
case, to go back to find design in the creation of the P^f^e-
laws of inertia, and elasticity, after the order of which tne

flection, at the instant of <• takes place. ^
{

know that these powers were inherent in the balls, and were

created to answer this special deflexion. We are required, j

the hypothesis, to confine attention in point of time, from

instant preceding the impact of the balls, to the time or w
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arrival at the opposite corners of the table. The cues are moved
by design. The impacts are acts from design. The first half of
the motion of each ball is under the direction of design. We
mean by this the particular design of each player. But at the
instant of the collision of the balls upon each other, direction

from design ceases, and the balls no longer obey the particular

designs of the players, the ends or purposes intended by them
are not accomplished, but frustrated, by necessity, or by the ne-
cessary action of the powers of inertia and elasticity, which are
inherent in matter, and are not made by any design of a Creator
for this special action, or to serve this special purpose, but would
have existed in the materials of which the balls were made,
although the players had never been born.

I have thus stated, by a simple example in physical action,

what is meant by design and what by necessity ; and that the
latter may exist without any dependence upon the former. If I
have given the ,^t i th what may be thought, by some,
unnecessary prolixity, I have only to say that I have found
many minds to have a great difficulty in conceiving of necessity
as acting altogether independent of design.
Let me now trace these principles as sources of action in Dar-

win's work or theory. Let us see how much there is of design
acting to produce a foreseen end, and thus proving a reasoning
and self-conscious Creator ; and how much of mere blind power
acting without rational design, or without a specific purpose
or conscious foresight. Mr. Darwin has specified in a most
clear and unmistakeable manner the operation of his three great

powers, or rather, the three great laws by which the organic
power of life, acts in the formation of an eye. (See p. 169).

following the method he has pointed out, we will take a num-
ber of animals of the same species, in which the eye is not de-

veloped. They may have all the other senses, with the organs
or nutrition, circ i! and locomotion. They all

Jave a brain and nerves, and some of these nerves may be sensi-

tive to light; but have no combination of retina, membranes,
^mors, &c., by v image of an object may be
?°rmed and conveyed by the optic nerve to the cognizance of the
internal perception, -or the mind. The animal in this case would

^ merely sensible of the difference between light and darkness.
fle would have no power of discriminating form, size, shape, or

^"H", the difference of objects, and to gain from these a knowl-
e«ge of their being useful or hurtful, friends or enemies. Up to

{?}?. P°irit there is no appearance of necessity upon the scene. The
Mliard balls have not vet struck together, and we will suppose
«»at none of the arguments that may be used to prove, from this

°rgamsm, thus existing, that it could not have come into form
an4 being without a creator acting to this end with intelligence
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and design, are opposed by anything that can be found in Dar-

win's theory ;
for so far, Darwin's laws are supposed not to have

not come into operation. Give the animals thus organized, food

and room, and they may go on, from generation to generation,

upon the same organic level. Those individuals that, from nat-

ural variation, are born with light-nerves a little more sensitive

to light than their parents, will cross or interbreed with those

who have the same organs a little less sensitive, and thus the

mean standard will be kept up without any advancement. If

our billiard table were sufficiently extensive, i e., infinite, the

balls rolled from the corners would never meet and the neces-

sity which we have supposed to deflect them would never act.

The moment, hoAvever, that the want of space or food com-

mences natural selection begins. Here the balls meet, and all fu-

ture action is governed by necessity. The best forms, or those

nerves most sensitive to light, connected with incipient mem-

branes and humors, for corneas and lenses, are picked out and

preserved by natural selection, of necessity. All cannot live

and propagate, and it is a necessity, obvious to all, that the

weaker must perish, if the theory be true. Working on, in this

way, through countless generations, the eye is at last formed in

all its beauty and excellence. It must, (always assuming that

this theory is true,) result from this combined action of natural

variation, the struggle for life, and natural selection, with as

much certainty as the balls, after collision, must pass to corners

of the table different from those to which they were directed,

and so far forth, as the eye is formed by these laws, acting up-

wards from the nerve mereh >en.-ltiv< to light, we can no more

infer design, and from design, a designer, than we can mfer cle
'

sign in the direction of the billiard balls after collision. Botn

are sufficiently accounted for by blind powers acting under a

blind necessity. Take away the struggle for life from the one,

and the collision of the balls from the other —and neither w

these were designed,—and the animal would have gone onW1
f,"

out eyes. The balls would have found the corners of the toDie

to which they were first directed. » j

While, therefore, it seems to me clear that one who can m
no proof of the existence of an intelligent creator, except throuD

,

the evidence of design in the organic world, can find no ev

dence of such design in the construction of the eye, "A^L
constructed under the operation of Darwin's laws ;

I B$T^2
for one moment contend that these laws are incompatible *»
design and a self-cc c o 1 t 11 cut crcatoi Such aes B »

might indeed, have coexisted with the necessity or natural se

tion
; and bo the ight have designed thee

o

ion of their balls; but neither the formation of the eye, nor

path of the balls after collision, furnishes any sufficient
prooi

such design in either case.
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One, indeed, who believes from revelation or any other cause,

in the existence of such a Creator, the fountain and source of all

things in heaven above and in the earth beneath, will see in

natural variation, the struggle for life and natural selection, only
the order or mode, in which this Creator, in his own perfect wis-

dom, sees fit to act. Happy is he who can thus see and adore.

But how many are there who have no such belief from intui-

tion, or faith'in revelation; -but who have by careful and elab-

orate search in the physical, and more especially in the organic
world, inferred, by induction, the existence of God from what
has seemed to them the wonderful adaptation of the different or-

gans and parts of the animal body to its, apparently, designed
ends

! Imagine a mind of this skeptical character, in all honesty
and under its best reason, after finding itself obliged to reject

"
i Cre-the evidence of revelation, to commence a search after the (

ator, in the light of natural theology. He goes through the
proof for final cause and design, as given in a summary though
clear, plain, and convincing form in the pages of Paley, and the
Bridgewater treatises. The eye and the hand, those perfect in-

struments of optical and mechanical contrivance and adaptation,
without the least waste or surplusage ;—these, say Paley and
Bell, certainly prove a designing maker as much as the palace or
the watch prove an architect or a watchmaker. Let this mind,
m this state, cross Darwin's work, and find that after a sensitive

nerve, or a rudimentary hoof or claw, no design is to be found.
From this point upwards the development is the mere necessary
result of natural

i i
q receive this law of natu-

ral selection as true, and where does he find himself? Before,
he could refer the existence of the eye, for example, only to de-

sign, or chance. There was no other alternative. He rejected

chance, as impossible. It must then be design. But Darwin
brings up another power, namely, natural selection, in place of
this impossible chance. This not only may, but, according to

Darwin, must of necessity produce an eye. It may indeed co-

exist with design, but it must exist and act and produce its re-

sults, even without design. Will such a mind, under such cir-

cumstances, infer the existence of the designer—God—when he
^n, at the same time, satisfactorily account for the thing pro-

ceed, by the operation of 1
•
B seems to

m
f,

therefore, perfectly evident that the substitution of natural

selection, by necessity, for design in the formation of the or-

ganic world, is a step decidedly atheistical. It is in vain to say
that Darwin takes the creation of organic life, m its simplest

!°rms, to have been the work of the Deity. In giving up design
}a these highest and most complex forms of organization which

• 5 ahva3"s been relied upon as the crowning proof of the ex-

Jstenceof an intelligent Creator, without whose intellectual power
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they could not have been brought into being ; he takes a most

decided step to banish a belief in the intelligent action of God

from the organic world. The lower organisms will go next.

The atheist will say, wait a little. Some future Darwin will

show how the simple forms came necessarily from inorganic mat-

ter. This is but another step by which, according to La Place,

1 the discoveries of science throw final causes further back.'

Second Reader.—It is conceded that if the two players in

the supposed case were ignorant of each other's presence the de-

signs of both were frustrated, and from necessity. Thus far it is

not needful to inquire whether this necessary consequence is an

unconditional or a conditioned necessity, nor to require a more

definite statement of the meaning attached to the word necessity

as a supposed third alternative.

But if the players knew of each other's presence, we could not

infer from the result that the design of both or of either was

frustrated. One of them may have intended to frustrate the oth-

er's design, and to effect his own. Or both may have been equally

conversant with the properties of the matter and the relation of

the forces concerned, (whatever the cause, origin, or nature 01

these forces and properties), and the result may have been

according to the designs of both.

As you admit that they might or might not have designed the

collision of their balls and its consequences, the question arises

whether there is any way of ascertaining which of the two con-

ceptions we may form about it, is the true one. Now, let it

J*
remarked that design can never be demonstrated. Witnessing the

act does not make known the design, as we have seen in the case

assumed for the basis of the argument. The word of the actor

is not proof; and that source of evidence is excluded from the

cases in question. The only way left, and the only possible way

in cases where testimony is out of the question, is to infer tne

design from the result, or from arrangements which strike us as

adapted or intended to produce a certain result, which anoras

presumption of design. The strength of this presumption may

be zero, or an even chance, as perhaps it is in the assui

but the probability of

of the act, the speciality of the arrangement or niacin

with the number of identical or yet more of similar and anaio

gous instances, until it rises to a moral certainty,—*. e., t0 a ®°

t0
viction which practically we are as unable to resist as we ar

deny the cogency of a mathematical demonstration. A si g

instance, or set of instances, of a comparatively simple arranD

ment might suffice. For instance, we should not Aon

iter by the moving of the nan
•

"
"

l is the stronger, or at least the soou
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arrived at, where we can imitate the arrangement, and ourselves

produce the result at will, as we could with the pump, and also

with the billiard-balls.

And here I would suggest that your billiard-table with the

case of collision, answers well to a machine. In both, a result

is produced by indirection,—by applying a force out of line of
the ultimate direction. And, as I should feel as confident that a
man intended to raise water who was working a pump-handle,
as if he was bringing it up in pails-full from below by means of
a ladder, so, after due examination of the billiard-table and its

hat th

i than that of

And a similar
ments and results in nature would raise at least an equal pre-

sumption of design.
You allow that the rebound might have been intended, but

you require proof that it was. We agree that a single such in-

stance affords no evidence either way. But how would it be if

you saw the men doing the same thing over and over ? and if

they varied it by other arrangements of the balls or of the blow,
and these were followed by analogous results ? How if you at
length discovered a profitable end of the operation, say the win-
ning of a wager ? So in the counterpart case of natural selec-
tion

; must we not infer intention from the arrangements and the
results? But I will take another case of the very same sort,

though simpler, and better adapted to illustrate natural selection
;

because the change of direction,—your necessity—acts gradually
or successively, instead of abruptly.

.
Suppose I hit a man standing obliquely in my rear, by throw-

ing lorward a crooked stick, called a boomerang. How could he
Know whether the blow was intentional or not ? But suppose I

Jad been known to throw boomerangs before ; suppose that, on
oinerent occasions, I had before wounded persons by the same,
°r other indirect and apparently aimless actions ; and suppose
«?at an object appeared to be gained in the result, i. e., that defi-

nite ends were attained—would it not at length be inferred that

^assault, though indirect, or apparently indirect, was designed ?

f
o make the case more nei <* ll 1S brought

*° illustrate, you have only to suppose that, although the boom-
erang thrown by me went forward to a definite place, and at least
aPPeared to subserve a purpose, and the bystanders, after a
J'hile, could get traces of the mode or the empirical law of its

ni?M, yet they could not themselves do anything with it. It

J*
quite beyond their power to use it. Would they doubt, or

aeny my intention, on that account? No: they would insist
"iat design on my part must be presumed from the nature of the
results ;—that, though design may have been wanting m any one
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case, yet the repetition of the result, and from different positions

and under varied circumstances, showed that there must have

been design.

Moreover, in the way your case is stated, it seems to concede

the most important half of the question, and so affords a pre-

sumption for the rest, on the side of design. For you seem to

i designer, accomplishing 1
: - '

instance. You—a bystander—infer that the playe

design in sending the first ball to the pocket befor

infer this from observation alone. Must you not from a

i of the same observation equally infer a common design of

the two players in the complex result, or a design of one of

them to frustrate the design of the other ? If you grant a design-

ing actor, the presumption of design is as strong, or upon con-

tinued observation of instances soon becomes as strong, in regard

to the deflection of the balls, or variation of the species, as it was

for the result of the first impulse or for the production of the orig-

inal animal, &c.

But in the case to be illustrated, we do not see the player. We
see only the movement of the balls. Now, if the contrivances

and adaptations referred to (p. 229,) really do " prove a designer as

much as the palace or the watch prove an architect or a watch-

maker,"—as Paley and Bell argue, and as your skeptic admits,

while the alternative is between design and chance,—then they

prove it with all the proof the easels susceptible of, and with

complete conviction. For we cannot doubt that the watch had

a watchmaker. And if they prove it on the supposition that

the unseen operator acted immediately,—i. e., that the player di-

rectly impelled the balls in the directions we see them moving,

I insist that this proof is not impaired by our ascertaining that

he acted mediately, i. e., that the present state or form of the

plants or animals, like the present position of the billiard-balls,

resulted from the collision of the individuals with one another,

or with the surroundings. The original impulse, which we sup-

posed was in the line of the observed movement, only proves to

have been in a different direction ; but the series of movements

took' place with a series of results, each and all of them none trie

less determined, none the less designed. u ,

Wherefore, when, at the close, you quote Laplace, that tn«

discoveries of science throw final causes farther back," the mo^

you can mean is, that they constrain us to look farther back tor

the impulse. They do not at all throw the argument for desf

farther back, in the sense of furnishing evidence or presumptio 1

that only the primary impulse was designed, and that all the re*

followed from chance or necessity.
Evidence of design, I think you will allow, every where

drawn from the observation of adaptations and of results, am*



xcept where you
ise you have not

argument for design, but testimony. In nature we have no testi-

mony
; but the argument is overwhelming.

Now, note that the argument of the olden time,—that of Pa'
ley, &c-, which your skeptic found so convincing,—was always
the argument for design in the movement of the balls after deflec
don. For it was drawn from animals produced by generation,
not by creation, and through a long succession of generations or
deflections. Wherefore, if the argument for design is perfect in
the case of an animal derived from a long succession of indi-

viduals as nearly alike as offspring is generally like parents and
grand-parents, and if this argument is not weakened when a va-
nation, or series of variations, has occurred in the course, as great
as any variations we know of among domestic cattle, how then

'ned by the supposition, or by the likelihood, that the
variations have been twice or thrice as^ivat as we f. )nnerly sup-
posed or because the variations have been 'picked out,' and a
tew of them preserved as breeders of still other variations, by
natural selection ?

Finally let it be noted that your element of necessity, has to do,
*> tar as we know, only with the picking out and preserving
« certain changing forms, *. e., with the natural selection. This
selection, you may say, must happen under the circumstances,
itns is a necessary result of the collision of the balls ; and these
Results can be predicted. If the balls strike so and so, they will
oe deflected so and so. But the variation itself is of the nature
ot an origination. It answers well to the original impulse of the

1

.'
or t0 a series of such impulses. We cannot predict what

Particular new variation will occur from any observation of the
past. Just ag the £rst impUise was given to the balls at a point

J?

°i sight, so the impulse which resulted in the variety or new
wrm was given at a point beyond observation, and is equally
mysterious or unaccountable, except on the supposition of an

etvT
nS Wil1 The Parent had not the Peculiarit7 of the vari"

7, tne progeny has. Between the two is the dim or obscure
region of the formation of a new individual, in some unknown
part of which, and in some wholly unknown way, the difference
8 intercalated. To introduce necessity here is gratuitous and

vah7]

leiltmC
; but here you must have it to make your argument

th t

agPee tbat
J U(%mg from the past—it is not improbable

at variation itself may be hereafter shown to result from phys-
ses When ; * -- x — -~" ™ nrr ovto" r1 ™"" ™*aa.

' "»to this region, but ]

unc discovery goes to assure us th,

f
e
,

of variation will be only a resoluti
J0CR
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factors—one, the immediate secondary cause of the changes,

which so far explains them ;
the other an unresolved or unex-

plained phenomenon, which will then stand just where the pro-

duct, variation, stands now, only that it will be one step nearer

to the efficient cause.

This line of argument appears to me so convincing, that 1 am

bound to suppose that it does not meet your case. Although

youintroi! ; is probable

that you did not intend, and would not acce]

your supposed case suggested. When you say that the proof of

design in the eye and the hand, as given by Paley and Bell, was

convincing, you mean, of course, that it was convincing, so long

as the question was between design and chance, but that now an-

other alternative is offered, one which obviates the force of those

arguments, and may account for the actual results without de-

sign, [do iot el rl app i
•

I this third alternative.

Will you be so good, then, as to state the grounds upon which

you conclude that the supposed proof of design from the eye, or

the hand, as it stood before Darwin's theory was promulgated,

would be invalidated by the admission of this new theory.

First Eeader.—As I have ever found you, in controversy,

meeting the array of your opponent, fairly and directly, without

any attempt to strike the body of his argument I

unguarded joint in the phraseology, 1 was somewhat surprised

at the course taken in your answer to my statement on Dar-

win's theory. You there seem to suppose that I instanced the

action of the billiard balls and players as a parallel, throughout,

to the formation of the organic world. Had it occurred to me

that such an application might be supposed to follow, legiti-

mately, from my introduction of this action, I should certainty

have stated that I did not intend, and should by no i

cede to, that construction. Mv purpose in bringing

table upon the scene was to i I

necessity, as different and independent sources from which result

it might indeed be identical results, may be derived. All

conclusions therefore that you have arrived at throu

conception or misapplication of my illustration, I ca

as an answer to the matter stated or intended to be

me. Again, following this misconception, you suppose the s&v

tic (instanced by me as revealing through the evidence oi

sign, exhibited in the structure of the eye, for its designer, tW
as bringing to the examination a belief in the existed

in the construction of the animals as they existed up to the i

^
ment when the eye was, according to my supposition, adcu

>

the heart, stomach, brain, &c. By skeptic I, of course, mten

one who doubted the existence of design in every organic su
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tone, or at least required proof of such design. Now as the
watch may be instanced as a more complete exhibition of design
than a flint knife or an hour-glass ; I select, d. alter the example
of Paley, the eye, as exhibiting by its complex but harmonious
arrangements a higher evidence of design and the designer, than

mentary part or organ. I could not mean by skeptic one who
believed in design so far as a claw, or a nerve sensitive to light

was concerned, but doubted all above. For one who believes
in design at all will not fail to recognize it in a hand or an eye.

But I need not extend these rem dge in the
sequel to your argument that you may not have have suited it

to the case as I had stated it.

You now request me to " state the grounds upon which I con-
clude that the supposed proof of design from the eye and the

hand, as it stood before Darwin's theory was promulgated, is in-

validated by the admission of that theory." It seems to me
that a sufficient answer to this question has already been made
in the last part of my former paper ; but as you request it I
will go over the leading points as there given with more minute-
ness of detail.

Let us then suppose a skeptic, one who is yet considering and
doubting of the existence of God, having already concluded that

the testimony from any and all revelation is "insufficient, and
having rejected what is called the a priori arguments brought

1 1 heology, and pertinaciously insisted upon by
"t. Clark and others, turning as a last resource to the argu-

ment from design in the organic world. Vol
a palace cou I 1 .,

i
, s . . ,.- a to design it. Dr.

paley tells him ilmt :i watch proves the design of a watch-

maker. He thii ks this ver i as< liable, and ah ough he sees a

difference between the worked nature and those of mere human
art, yet if h. , nic body, or part of a body, the

same adaptation to its use" that he finds in a watch, this truth

*fl go very far towards , mvmm if it is not entirely conclusive,

m ; „.
!

,

: .
;

-
•

of Paley he takes an ,

-

at not a

mechanical. ftotes.

e^ry other part of the body is opaque. Was this the result of

amereK 1Ul .; .mcourse of living

atoms?" He is not v
'

i,G s0
-
Next e sees

«W it is ',onv°ex form alone is capable of

*hk& paro. eda ' oadistent
body, anill ,, t mage within rts

globe. Kem mace where this image must
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be formed a curtain of nerve work, ready to receive and convey

it, or excite from it, in its own mysterious way, an idea ot it

in the mind. Last of all, he comes to the crystalline lens. Now

he has before learned that without this lens an eye would by the

aqueous and vitreous humors alone form an image upon the re-

tina, but this image would be indistinct from the light not being

sufficiently refracted, and likewise from having a colored fringe

round its edges. This last effect is attributable to the refrangi-

bility of light, that is, to some of the colors being more re-

fracted than others. He likewise knows that more than a hun-

dred years ago Mr. Dollond having found out, after many ex-

periments, that some kinds of glass have the power of dispersing

r each degree of its refraction, much more than other

kinds, and that on the discovery of this fact, he contrived to

make telescopes in which he passed the light through two object-

glasses successively, one of which he made of crown and one

of flint glass, so ground and adapted to each other that the great-

er dispersion produced by the substance of one should be cor-

rected by the smaller dispersion of the other. This contrivance

corrected entirely the colored images which had rendered all

previous telescopes very imperfect. He finds in this invention

all the elements of design, as it appeared in the thought and ac-

tion of a human designer. First, conjecture of certain laws or

facts in optics. Then, experiment proving these laws

Then, the contrivance and formation of an instrument by whicn

those laws or facts must produce a certain, sought, result.

Thus enlightened, our skeptic turns to his crystalline lens to

see if he can discover the work of a Dollond in this. Here ne

finds that an eye, having a crystalline lens placed between trie

humors, not only refracts the light more than it would be retrac-

ed by the humors alone, but that in this combination of humors

and lens, the colors are as completly corrected as in the con

bination of Dollond's telescope. Can it be that there was no afr

sign, no designer, directing the powers of life in the formation

this wonderful organ? Our skeptic is aware that ii

man, great aid has been, sometimes, given by chance, that is,)
the artist or workman observing some fortuitous combinatiou,

form, or action around him. He has heard it said that w

chance arrangement of two pairs of spectacles, in the shop
-

Dutch optician, gave the direction for constructing the first ^
scope. Possibly, in time, say a few geological ages, it

some optician's shop, have brought about a combinai
and crown glass which, together, should have been
But the space between the humors of the eye is not a

>' ': "' .. '
- -

• .. ^

•--
-

-
~

placed by chance, in all manner of relations and p<>>
'

the hypothesis under which our skeptic is making his exam
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tion,—the eye having been completed in all but the formation of
the lens,—the place which the lens occupies when completed,
was filled with parts of the humors and plane membrane, homo-
geneous in texture and surface, presenting, therefore, neither the
variety of the materials, nor forms which are contained in the
optician's shop for chance to make its combinations with. How
then could it be cast of a combination not before used, and fash-

ioned to a shape different from that before known, and placed
in exact combination with all the parts before enumerated, with
many others not even mentioned ? He sees no parallelism of
condition then, by which chance could act in forming a crystal-

line lens, which answers to the condition of an optician's shop,

where it might be possible in many ages for chance to combine
existing forms into an achromatic object-glass.

Considering, therefore, the eye thus completed and placed in

in its bony case and provided with its muscles, its lids, its tear-

ducts, and all its other elaborate and curious appendages, and,

a thousand times more wonderful still, without being encum-
bered with a single superfluous or useless part, can he say that

this could be the work of chance ? The improbability of this

is so great, and consequently the evidence of design is so strong,

that he is about to seal his verdict in favor of design when he
opens Mr. Darwin's book.

t

There he finds that an eye is no more than a vital aggrega-

tion or growth, directed, not by design nor chance, but moulded
by natural variation and natural selection, through which it must,

necessarily, have been developed and formed. Particles or atoms
being aggregated by the blind powers of life, must become un-

der the given conditions, by natural variation and natural selec-

tion, eyes, witboul inly as the red billiard ball

went to the west pocket, by the powers of inertia and elasticity,

Without the design of the hand that put in motion. (See Darwin,

p. 169.)
b F

Let us lay before our skeptic the way in which we may sup-

Pose that Darwin would trace the operation of life, or the vital

orce conforming to these laws. In doing this we need not go

through with the formation of the several membranes, humors,

«c, but take the crystalline lens as the most curious and nicely

arranged and adapted of all the parts, and as giving moreover a

^ose parallel, in the end produced, to that produced by design

7 a human designer, Dollond, informing his achromatic object-

f
las.s- If it can be shown I

aud natn™1 Se
;

section were capable of fori
;,

:

ns
'
* wlU

,

not

2
s denied that they were ca

ir,s
'

*e sd"T0 '

tlc
*, the aqueous humors or any and all the other parts. Sup-

P°se,then, that •

wlth e?cs 7et

Anting the crystalline. In this state the animals can see, but
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dimly and imperfectly, as a man sees after having been couched.

Some of the offspring of these animals have, by natural variation,

merely, a portion of the membrane which separates the aqueous

from the vitreous humor, a little thickened in its middle part,

a little swelled out. This refracts the light a little more than it

would be refracted by a membrane in which no such swelling

existed, and not only so, but in combination with the humors,

it corrects the errors of dispersion and makes the image some-

what more colorless. All the young animals that have this

swelled membrane see more distinctly than their parents or breth-

ren. They, therefore, have an advantage over them in the strug-

gle for life. They can obtain food more easily ; can find their

prey, and escape from their enemies with greater facility than

their kindred. This thickening and rounding of the membrane

goes on from generation to generation by natural variation;

natural selection all the while "picking out with unerring skill

all the improvements, through countless generations," until at

length it is found that the membrane has become a perfect crys-

talline lens. Now where is the design in all this? The mem-

brane was not thickened and rounded to the end that the image

should be more distinct and colorless ; but, being thickened and

rounded by the operation of natural variation, inherent in genera-

tion, natural selection of necessity produced the result that we

have seen. The same result was thus produced of necessity, in

the eye, that Dollond came at, in the telescope, with design,

through painful guessing, reasoning, experimenting, and form-

Suppose our skeptic to believe in all this power of natural se-

lection
;
will he now seal up his verdict for design, with the same

confidence that he would before he heard of Darwin ? H not,

then " the supposed proof from design is invalidated by Dar-

Second Reader.—Waiving incidental points and looking

only to the gist of the question, I remark that, the argument lor

design as against chance in the formation of the eye, is most con-

vincingly stated by you on p. 235-237. Upon this and numerous

similar arguments the whole question we are arguing turns, bo,

if the skeptic was about to seal his verdict in favor of design,

and a designer, when Darwin's book appeared, why should his

verdict now be changed or withheld ? All the facts about tne

eye, which convinced him that the organ was designed, remain

just as they were. His conviction was not produced througn

«„ :—.;=t;Wv inferredtestimony or eye-witness, but design was irresistibly infers
+rom the evidence of contrivance in the eye itself. A
Now, if the eye as it is, or has become, so convincing WgO«°

design, why not each particular step 'or part of this result.
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j swelling c

brane behind the iris—caused you know not how—which, by
" correcting the errors of dispersion and making the i:

what more colorless," enabled the "young animals
'

^ than the"

lens, yet as much as a common spectacle w
Darwin only assures you that what you may have 1

was done directly and at once, was done indirectly and i

ively. But you freely admit that indirection and succesi

not invalidate design, and also that Paley and all the natural

theologians drew the arguments which convinced your skeptic

wholly from eyes indirectly or naturally produced.

Recall a woman of a past generation and show her a web of

cloth ; ask her how it was made, and she will say that the wool

or cotton was carded, spun, and woven by hand. When you tell

her it was not made by manual labor, that probably no hand has

touched the materials throughout the process, it is possible that

she might at first regard your statement as tantamount to the as-

sertion that the cloth was made without design. If she did, she

would not credit your statement. If you patiently explained to

her the theory of carding machines, spinning Jennys, and power-

looms, would her reception of your explanation weaken her con-

viction that the cloth was the result of design? It is certain that

she would believe in design as firmly as before, and that this

belief would be attended by a higher conception and reverent

admiration of a wisdom, skill, and power so greatly beyond any

thing she had previously conceived possible.

Wherefore, we may insist that, for all that yet appears, the ar-

gument for design, as presented by the natural theologians, is

m as good now, if we accept Darwin's theory, as it was before

that theory was promulgated; and that the skeptical Juryman

; ;il«.ut loiu the other eleven in an unanimous verdict

- of design' finds no good excuse for keeping the Court

lQnger waiting.



/. L. Smith on three New Meteoric Irons.

XXIII.—Description of three New M
son County, Ky., Marshall County, Ky., and Madison County,

North Carolina ; by J. Lawrence Smith, M.D., Prof, of Chem-

istry, University of Louisville, Ky.

Nelson County, (Ky.) Meteorite.—•This came into my possession

about two months ago, being obtained from a ploughed field

where it may have laid for a considerable length of time, atten-

tion was drawn to it by a plough striking it ; its metallic charac-

ter leading the neighboring farmer to believe it to be silver.

It is a flattened mass of totfgh metal, a little scaly at one cor-

ner, being 17 inches long, 15 inches broad, and 7 inches in the

thickest part, shelving off like the back of a turtle, and weighs

161 lbs.

It is free from any large proportion of thick rust, consequently

showing no indications of chlorine. On analysis, the following

a—e found in 100 parts, No. 1 in the table below:

Marshall County, (Ky.) Meteorite.—A piece of this Meteorite

was sent to me 1

1

v> m this State. I have not

yet seen the entire mass, which is said to weigh 15 lbs., and to be

scaly in structure. It has the usual characteristics of meteoric

iron, as seen from the analysis, No. 2.
Madison County, (X. < '.) \\frt, /Wfc.—This meteorite was presen-

ted to me some time ago by the Hon. T. L. Clingman, of North

Carolina. It came from Jewel Hill, Madison County, of that

State. There is a great deal of thick rust on the surface, witu

constant deliquescence from chlorid of iron. Its form and surface

indicates that it is entire, its dimensions are 7x6x3 inches, witu

a number of indentations ; its weight is 8 lb. 13 oz. Its com-

position is given in the analysis, No. 3.



Trilobite.

Trilobite fro

Fig. 1. The hen.;. t!ie supposed outlines

; preserved.
Fu •-' TI,p pv.i.iunn magnified.
*'g. 3. A detached cheek, magnified.

Cephalic shield apparently semi -circular, or nearly so ; anteri-
r ;i' margin as far as preserved with a narrow slightly elevated
nm, just within which there is a rather strong groove. Glabella
corneal, slightly narrowed at the neck segment, three-fourths the

whole length of the head, verv convex and obtusely carinated
along the median line. Neck segment rounded and prominent

;

neck furrow narrow, but well defined. There are two pairs of
deep glabellar furrows which are inclined inwards and backwards
at an angle of about 45°

; their inner extremities distant from
each other rather more than one-third the width of the glabella.

-The anterior lobe is a little less than one- half the whole length
of>e glabella, excluding the neck segment; the two posterior

Pairs are nearly equal to each other. The glabella is distm, ily

separated from the cheeks by a narrow, deep groove, which ex-

tends all round. From the anterior lobe on each side a narrow
Wiform ridge curves outwards and backwards on the fixed cheek
to the edge of the portion preserved. The eyes appear to be

Jtuated just where these ridges terminate as represented in

Jgwe 1 Judging from the portion of the eye preserved m a

.Cached cheek-plate, its form is semi-annular, and its length at

east one-fourth thai of the glabella. Its distance must be at

least one-half the Na. Caudal shield nearly
« Jfge as the head, its v, idi li scarcely equal to half its length

;

he lobes nearly equal ; the middle lobe very convex with five

^!?iransverse gloves ; the side lobes somewhat fiat, and each

*"} grooves.

ned. The

one of the specimens appears

• others can it be distinguished.
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The specimens are mostly in a clayey layer, which is full of

- of all degrees of perfection ; in one specimen 1 conn:

ten heads and three tails, all in a fair state of preservation. In

two instances, I have found the casts of maxillary plates, showing

distinctly the elevated margin, of one of which I give a figure.

The original specimens were collected, (at High Bridge, near

Keeseville, N. Y.,) in August, 1856, while on a geological ex-

cur-inn v.-ith Col. Jewett of Albany, but were not recognized

. L857, when a second visit to the locality secured a

f.v, caste in the solid sandstone, none of the clay layer being

obtained. By the kindness of Prof. Dana, the specimens were

presented at the Am. Assoc, for Adv. of Sci. at Montreal but

weTe not recognized as belonging to any known species. Since

that time, I have looked for descriptions, but cannot find any to

correspond.

At the same locality, I also procured the cast, a Pleurotoma-

ria, and one of what seems to have been a plate from the stemot

a crinoid.

New Haven, June 15th, 1860.

_
Note by E. BiUings.—lk. Bradley having favored me with a

view of his very interesting specimens, I think there can be no

doubt but that they belong to the genus Conocephalites. If tins

reference be correct, then we have at least three, if not lour

species in North America.
1. C. antiquatus (Salter,) described from "a cast in a^ brown

sand tone, said to be a bouldered fragment from Georgia." (^ee

Quart. Jour. Geol. Soc, vol. xv, p. 554.) , .,

.

2. C. minutus (Bradley.) In this species, the form^ot tne

glabella and its proportions in relation to the length of the nea

are almost precisely the same as in C antiquatus, and yet I thin

the two are not identical, for the following reasons : I

place, all the specimens of C. minutus are of a near',.

size, the length of the head being about two lines, a

fore, it seems probable that they are the remi
uals. The total length would thus be about half an inch, wm*

Mr. Salter's species is full one inch and three-fourths. _

In «»

second place, the distance of the eye from I

width of the glabella, but in u «

nutus it must beat least one-half the width. The,
only differences that can be well made out, from the

specimens, but they seem to me -

Mr. Salter says further, that the lobes of tl

qanh.s are very obscure, and that the ocular ridge.

ted, must have been very slight. His specimen was somew

abraded. In C. minutus the ocular ridge is, for so small a sp

cies, very strongly defined, and the glabellar furrows are sou r
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that it would require a very considerable amount of abrasion to
obliterate them.

a C. Zenkeri, (n. sp.) This is a new species recently discov-
ered in the magnesian limestone near Quebec. It will proba-
bly be described m the next No. of the Canadian Naturalist and
Geologist.

4. There is in the collection of the geological survey of Can-
ada a plaster cast of the surface of a fragment of rock which
holds four specimens of a trilobite, each about the size of C. an-
(j^atus They appear to me to belong to the genus Conocepha-
hies. The original specimen was collected in Newfoundland, in
the same slate that holds Paradoxides Bennettii (Salter,) and I
am informed that it is in the possession of a gentleman who lives
somewhere m the United States, but whose name or place of re-
sidence, I have not been able to ascertain.
Of the above four species, Mr. Bradley's is at present the most

important as it tix«- indi^TcY v, at least one point in the geo-
logical range of the genus on this side of the Atlantic. In Europe,
tonocephaliteshns not been found out of the primordial9m <X
tfarrande, but the Quebec and Keeseville specimens show that
here it reaches the Lower Silurian.
Montreal, July 25th, 1860.

ART. XXV.— On the Combustion of Wet Fuel, in the Furnace of
y^sThompsou: In B. Silliman, Jr.. Prof. Gen. and App.
^nem. in Yale College.

[Read before the Am. Assoc, for the Adv. of ScL, at Newport, August, i860.]

In all ordinary modes of combustion, it is well known that
me use of wet fuel is attended with a very great loss of heat
rendered latent in the conversion of water into steam. As the

?St Perfectly air dried wood still contains about 25 per centum
w water, according to the experiments of Eumford, the term
rJtol might seem appropriate to all fuels, but mineral coal and
narcoal. But technically, this term is restricted to substances

si
e

Jf
at

,

nd
' - ,,f th " arts wh

j

cVike
,pent tan, begasse and dye - one ha]f and

neriniT
re than half of 'their weight of water. Until a recent

7 the attempt to consume these products as sources of heat

Itl tt

6n
f
tteQded with uneconomical results, or total failure.

in *k- S °,bJect '

< ibe a mode of com
7

bustlon

^nchbyam m ,f | be furnace the
j

Com-
^onofwet fu Med consistent with the

tu>n\ «
nomical resn.Its; hut v . -has it involves chemical reac-

Uons never before, it & \
applied for such
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Qg of particular notice from a scientific as

well as from a practical point of view.

It is a w in chemistry, that the affinity of

carbon for oxygen, at high temperatures is so strong, that if

oxygen is not present in a free state, any compound c

oxygen, which happens to be present is decomposed, in order to

te affinity. This fact is well illustrated in the familiar

case of the Blast Furnace where this affinity is employed to de-

prive the ores of iron of their oxygen in the process of reduction

to metallic iron.

In the first stages of combustion, in wet fuels, the chief pro-

ducts given off are steam from the drying of the wet mass, smoke

or volatilized carbon and oxyd of carbon, with, of course, a va-

riable proportion of carbonic acid and carburetted hydrogen.

These products in all ordinary furnaces, pass on together into

the stack, carrying with them flu- h \e which they have absorbed

and rendered latent. The problem presented is then to recover

the heat thus locked up and lost, and by the furnace now under

">. -:'•:'
... •

access of the ontn- air and <:uii.--i,y/ tin uxt furl • > -

supporter of co,'i/ju,f,ja i/m.r a fr»,a t/<>
"' '

of water at a high tempi rj uriih free carbon and

the oxyd of carbon.

The practical solution of this problem was first successfully

accomplished, as appears from a decision of Patent Commissioner

Holt, by th paon, in 1854. The controversial

questions growing out of this invention, are entirely foreign to

our present purpose and in no way affect its

value. Suffice it to say, in passing, that we find in tl

tion another instance of a truth already so often signalized m the

history of inventions, that iniportani results vro oil

of the highest value in promoting material prosper!
welfare of society, by those who are guided in their search only

by the result in view, and not I

ledge of the

scientific principles involved.
Mr. Thon ... been inspired with the convic-

he could briii- ih«- product from the combustion ol

wet fuel together in a place, hot enough for the purpose, and faWB

which the atmospheric air was excluded, they would, as he ex-

tion was realized, and the reaction secured between the elements

of water and the carbon of smoke, or the oxyd of cai

part of the furnace called bv the inventor, the mixing chamber.

the one essential thin- about it, is, that if should b<

place, and oni> to which the atnm.;|,li. ric air can have no direc

•d it has pas.ed by, and through the burning fue«.
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is in fact a retort or place for combination and reaction, and may
be a distinct chamber or flue, or only a recess or enlargement
greater or less of the main furnace. Wherever it may be placed,
or however built, it must meet the essential conditions of a high
temperature, and of atmospheric isolation. In this mixing cham-
ber, then, the important chemical reaction before insisted on,
must be set up. The vapor of water is decomposed, furnishing
its oxygen to the highly heated carbon to form carbonic acid,
while the oxyd of carDon is in like manner exalted to the same
condition, and any excess of carbon forms with free hydrogen,
marsh gas or light carburetted hydrogen. The vapor of water is

only its constituent elements 1

but a great part of the heat absorbed by the water in becoming
steam is also liberated in this change of its physical and chemi-
cal condition. Moreover as i combustion and
of chemical reaction pass together over the bridge-wall of the
furnace into a space from which atmospheric air is not excluded,
it then and there happens that any free hydrogen, light carburet-
ted hydrogen or oxyd of carbon n hich have previously escaped
combustion, take fire and burn, yielding up their quota of heat
to the general aggregate.
Such is the intensity of heat in that portion of the furnace

where these react at only the most solid struc-

tures of refractory fire bricks will endure it, and the color seen

throughout that portion of the furnace is of the purest white.

In view of the facts already stated it is easy to anderstand
*ny it is that when the reactions described are once set up, the

admission of a free current of atmospheric air should immedi-
ately check the energy of the combustion and soon result in to-

tal suspension of the peculiar energy of this furnace. The air

containing only one-fifth part of its bulk of oxygen gas, the ac-

tlv

,

e agent in combustion, the access of so large a proportion of

cold air—four-fifths of which are not only indifferent but posi-

™? prejudicial from th ibsorbs,—it hap-

g*M that the tei i ing chamber is rapidly re-

cced below the j'o t at win, carbon can decompose vapor of

^ater and tlu> i.w ,, , r , „ < died the arrival of fresh

applies of steam c oe of energy and the furnace

commences forthwith to belch forth from itsstackdet.se volum. ?

jf
smoke and wat, n -

, ,. Wh :: in proper action not a par-

M? of smoke is
.em which wet

^1 is burning ;!

reactions are so

^enlybalan,v,i
: rv vapor are observed,

^lemtheearli W re the proper tern-

Pfature in the mi -bed, both these products

^ seen in great abundance.
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1st. Furnace for combustion of wet tan, sawdust, &c.

Fig. 1, is a horizontal section of a furnace constructed accord-

ing to the specifications of Thompson's first patent, (issued

April 10th, 1855).

Fig. 2, is a vertical section of the same m the line x y, of

Similar letters indicate corresponding parts in both figures.

I

The furnace shown in these figures has three square i

fire chambers, A, A', A", side by side, experience havii

that not less than three compartments are required to seoare »
furnace, although n

some cases two may suffice, but frequently more than three are
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desirable. The fire chambers are furnished with grate bottoms
B, B', B", of fire bricks, and are arched at top. Each chamber
has a door C, in front for lighting and tending the fire. This
opening is seldom used after the furnace is once set in action. The
wet fuel is supplied through the opening D at top. E is an open-
ing at the back of each chamber leading to the flue F, or the
mixing chamber. This opening may be provided with a damper
K (which must be of fire clay, if of iron the. intense heat soon
destroys it). Each chamber has a separate ash pit G with its

opening H. This although called an ash pit serves a most
important purpose in the economy of the furnace as a receptacle
lor the burning coals which toil from the lower
part of the wet mass above, as will be more particularly ex-
plained beyond.

If the furnace is used for generating steam the best place for
the boiler is over the flue I. The inventor remarks in his first

patent that the current from the mixing chamber in passing
to the place of use, in the case of burning wet tan or other
very wet fuel, should descend or pass under a bridge to the
place of use equal to about one half of the depth of the burning
chamber between the grate and the crown, then rise to the place
of use. In case of dry or nearly dry fuel, such as green wood
and saw dust, the current should rise immediately after leaving
the burning chamber to the place of use.

The mode of conducting the operation of the furnace is as fol-

lows
: fires being lighted in all the fire chambers with dry fuel

and the masonry heated to a high degree, two of the three cham-
bers A A' are fed with wet fuel and have their ash pits closed.

The other fire chamber is kept in action by dry fuel (its ash pit

door being prop* .. a of combustion
sets in over the surface of the pile of wet fuel resting on the

grates of the other furnaces. As soon as this is the case, wet fuel

js added by degrees to the third fire chamber, the ash pit door
being at the same time closed. If things have been properly

managed so far, the process will now continue by the addition
of new portions of wet fuel to each furnace in succession or al-

ternately. The temperature of the mixing chamber F is now
seen to be of the most perfect whiteness and not a visible particle

of smoke issues from the stack.
Before discussing this process more in detail, let us first con-

sider the Inventor's description of his furnace as designed more
particularly for the consumption of begasse or crushed cane stalks.

2. Furnacefor Combustion of Wet Cane Begasse.

F
jg- 3 is a sectional side view, the interior and exterior form

j» the furnace, and its several parts according to the specifica-

tions of Thompson's patent of Dec. 15, 1857.
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Here let the Inventor speak for himself in the language of the
Patent last named.

F ° b

1 build two furnaces side by side, each nearly square in its horizontal

aVa' ,
Towards t1 ' 1 ' •"[' I dnw in the wall in'sueh manner as to form

*wnd of dome Tilth i t top to feed th bajjasse. The™ walls of these furnarvs should be from 24 to 30 inches thick and

ide of the central partition and

rate should be doors tor feeding

;:,';;;,

emngs capable o a justment to
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capacity of all the fire chambers and it should extend down about as low

as the t.ack end of the grate. The flue through which the pi

combustion p
« »n<J under the boiler should be in

section about one square foot to forty cubic feet of mixing chamber

The feed openings at the top of the furnaces should be closed by doors

which open itn irds bj th. wuight of the feed, but are self-closing, and

do not yield to pressure from within.

The sides of the interior of the upper or wet fuel chamber

chamber of the furnace, except the front and back, are corrugated up

and down, as also the sides of the central walls or partitions as shown

by the dotted lines in Fig. 4, the corrugations extending down to the

grate ; these corrugations are for the purpose of allowing the heat to

radiate upwards from the fire chamber " '

'
*7» and

^
e

wet charge, while the gases or vapors driven out of the wet (

he tire chamber or the mixing cham-

ber. If the surfaces of this masonry were smooth the bagasse would lie

against them in such a manner as to obstruct the upward radiation ot tne

heat and the downward passage of the vapors.

These corrugations are unnecessary ' £
The spaces between the grate bars for burning bagasse should be about

6 inches wide for the finest grinding and twenty inches for the coarse;
s

,

and should vary between these widths according to the fineness ot grind-

ing, but for saw lust and tan much less, say from one inch to f of an men.

The grate should be made of fire brick. , ,.

The operation of my furnace is as follows: A hot fire of dry fuel is

kindled in the lower or fire chambers of the furnaces and after it has been

t e J t 11 the masonry is well heated, the chamber above the grate

fed with the begasse or other wet fuel. This hot fire in the fire chamber,

especially tow ards th fi . ,i,t , ,t' it under the principal mass of the wet tue,

1 throughout the operation. The heat from A*

•cated to the wet foel

1th the intensely
the fire chamber will be communicated '

hot gases of combustion from the fire chamber, and in a short iuu

combustion and heat, the
'

d*mP
t

of the fire che closed. The lower part

charge will by degrees 1 d will Wl through the

,.;' ' r r. :..,..: ..- , • ,
-..

,
:

, •

tin: w.-t fu. ; l b,-ii.gfn,m time to time ,uppli.'d will furnish in a nij^j

heated state aqueous vapors which descending through the corrug

and otherwise into the fire chamber and mixing chamber, will

posed, furnishing much oxygen to the fire, and supply the oxygen ^
sary to combustion of all the combustible gases issuing from

chamber. I

:

d the lower part of the furn

and, if by accident, the fire in the fire chamber should become t0
J^

cooled down -

nYlittle

he fire chamber. Under proper maim gei

<>r no dry fuel need be fed to the fire chamber after th. <d»

•Mimi.-iiml, the charred matt.-r falling through '

ply its place ; and the caloric thus produced by the combustion o
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fuel, will be vastly greater than from the same quantity by measure of
the same fuel when dry. In the fire chamber and in the mixing cham-
ber under intense heat the carbonaceous gases will decompose the steam
from the wet fuel and effect complete combustion.
When the operation is fairly commenced if the water in the wet

charge amounts to say fifty per cent by weight of the fuel, the dampers
of the fire chamber should be nearly or quite closed to exclude the air

;

vapor from the wet charge will then descend through the corrugations
.

id otherwise into the ri hampers and support the combustion there-
in, while other portions of the vapor will enter the mixing chamber and
complete the combustion there. If the fuel, however, contains much
smaller quantities of water, more air in proportion should be admitted at
the damper, the object being to admit no more air than will supply the

the vapor.
In the drawings, D represents the chambers for the dry fuel, W those

for the wet, M the jotted line m in Fig. 3 limits it

for the wettest bagasse, 1' the partition, F the feed openings for the wet
foe with their doors, B the boiler., b the bridge. Little if any of the
boiler should extend over the mixing ehamber. If any considerable por-

wll prevent the decomposition of the the vapor and defeat the object of
tty invention.

_
Great care should be observed in giving proper dimen-

sions to the mi xing eham her, for the perfection of the combustion and
the efficiency of the . iy upon it. The principal ob-
ject of this chamber is to give the combustible carbonaceous gases from
the fire, and the aqueous gases from the mass of wet fuel an opportunity
of mingling together in such a manner and under such circumstances
that the aqueous vapor will be decomoosed bv the carbonaceous gases,

e carbon, with-

dng chamber, thus saving the cal-

the wet charge, while drying it and
rnng its lower portions, and avoiding the cooling influences of cold

idiis can take plaee efb-ctually only in the presence of a high de-

e of heat and in the absence of a supply of free oxygen. If this

"''-'duee them the operation will of course be choke'! and impeded.
he chamber is larger than can be kept densely filled with these gases, of

continue to find i(
U d * bile atmospheric air

resent, the carbonaceous gases will take their oxygen from that source

lcipally instead of (b.ompoM 1 1^ th Menn, .ni the h it in 4he chamber

») ieh dm i s„
1 „ 1 tin ,i'_ >) H }

! gen f contained

he air, which is neither a combustible nor a supporter of combustion,

at once greatly increase the volume of gases to be sent forward to

stack and prop- i temperature; and when the

Nber becomes very large the cooling influences !.,vome so great that

'bustion will immediately cease, and smoke mingled with steam oxy-
:u " 1

,
"itrngen, will go forward, thus wasting the fuel and imparting

1 a faint degree of heat to the boiler.

oave therefore fixed the size of the mixing chamber by many care-

"periments—and that given above will produce the desired effect with

t the aqueous vapor will be decomposed by the
its oxygen given out to complete the combustion
the introduction of air into the mixing chamber,
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air and to effect coin lules more precise would be in-

consistent with the nature of the subject.

A large and hot fire should always be preserved in the fire chamber

below the grate, and directly under the charge of wet fuel, for the pur-

pose of driving the vapor out of it and charring its lower portion—and

the grate is left much more open than in furnaces for burning dry fuel of

the same size, for the purpose of allowing the charred portions of the wet

charge to fall through to supply fuel for this fire as fast as it becomes fit

for that purpose, thus consuming the mass with little or no expenditure

of other fuel.

What I claim as my improvement in furnaces for burning bagasse and

and other fuels too wet to be conveniently burned in the usual way and

well known ways is :

First, the combination of two chambers, the one above the other, and

separated by a grate, the lower one for the combustion of any known dry

carbonaceous fuel, and the upper one in immediate proximity

with a mixing chamber, into which both continuously am
discharge their gases before

heating ami drying the charge of wet fuel,

which both c

I also claim in combination with said fire chamber and wet fuel cham-

ber or drying chamber making the grate upon which the wet charge rests

sufficiently open to allow the lower portion of the wet charge as it be-

comes dried and charred to fall through into the fire chamber and keep a

hot fire therein, supplying the place of other dry fuel, while the un-

charred portions of the wet fuel is properly supported by the grate till

dried as described.

I also claim placing the mixing chamber of combustion in substan-

tially the same position described relatively to the fire, and the wet

charge, so that the products of combustion from the dry fuel may pass

along the lower part of the wet charge, drying and charring it on their

way to the mixing olj.iini.rr, ;m ,i ,v;udi h without being in any consider-

able degree obstructed or cool- ! : .tuntially as shown.

I wish it distinctly understood that I make no claim to any of the

parts or combination above specified exempt in their application to the

preparation and combustion of wet fuels
"

It will be observed that in this mode of combustion the wet

fuel is subject to a constant process of distillation by the fire in

the ash pit. The products of this distilhiti. m react on each oth-

er in the mixing chamber in the manner alretulv described

while at the same time a portion of watery vapor is decomposed
in the ash pit.

J L

Theoretically no more heat can be generated in this mode of

combustion than is consumed in the transformation of water

into steam and the conversion of fixed into volatile products.

But it is by no means a matter of mditUMviice whether the oxy-

gen requisite for complete combustion is drawn from the atmos-

phere or is derived from the decomposition of water by carbon
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and its oxyd In the former case, not only is there a great loss
of heat carried away by the inefficient nitrogen of the air but
the diluted oxygen can never produce so intense a heat with the
carbon as is the result of the reaction of the nascent oxygen
with that element. Although Mr. Thompson was no chemist
he did not fail with his natural acumen to perceive this advan-
tage and in his earliest patent he remarks :

" After ample exper-
iments I have discovered that any results that can be produced,
by the use of dry fuel are inferior (to those obtained from my
process) m proportion to the quantity used, and that results like
mine can only be obtained by the use of wet fuel * * * fedm an intensely heated chamber: under such circumstances the
water m the fuel in presence of the carbonaceous substances in
tbe iurnace will be decomposed, giving its oxygen to the car-

wSeSmatter
'

d
i

sPensin« with a draft and its cooling and

J smoke is visible.'

rendering the combustion so perfect the

ough this mode of combustion of wet fuel is now in use
on many sugar plantations

i i
,me Tanneries of

Pennsylvania and New York, no notice of it has so far as I am
aware appeared in the scientific Journals. I am not without
personal experience of its operation on a large scale, having in
«o/ enjoyed the opportunity of studying carefully the manage-
ment oi one of Thompson's furnaces in three compartments

TW / *?
FigS

*
1 and 2

)
built for the combustion of wet peat.

Aflat fuel contained over seventy-five per cent of its whole
height of water and was too wet for the best results. But with

ad
US

t
° ?ne

"fourth Part of dl7 wood, even this extremely wet
na otherwise valueless fuel was rendered efficient, three cords

jot 128 cubic feet) of wet peat and one cord of dry wood doingoi wet peat and one cord ol

'rds of dry wood in drivingof four cords of drv wood in driving a steam boiler.

A X VI.-~Nbie on a am .
'on of Metallic

Copper and Dinoxyd of Copper; by J. W. MALLEI.

n-ASK', in which nitric oxyd had been prepared from nitric

ind scraps of copper, was allowed to remain over night by
aeumatic trough—the end of the gas-delivering tube dip-

under the surface of the water. On the next day several
! of copper were observed dotted over with very minute
nihant crystals of metallic copper, which under the micro-

proved to be octahedrons and combinations of the octahe-
w»th the cube and dodecahedron, of various sizes—the

'i meter along

wedral edge. Along with these crystals of copper there
ittle cubes "of the dinoxyd of copper in great abundance—
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the latter not more than two or three hundredths of a millim

on the edge, translucent, and of a splendid garnet red color.

'

t became evident that these two bodies

been deposited in the crystalline
'

l of the so-called " Bucholzian circuit "—one solid and

i to produce electric action. As the

flask cooled down the water from the peneumatic trough gradu-

ally rose in the tube, and in time ran down into the flask. The

latter being in an inclined position the water flowed gently down

the neck and formed a distinct stratum above the strong solution

of nitrate of copper. Some of the scraps of metal which had

projected above the surface of the solution, were now immersed,

partly in the latter and partly in water, and it was upon the low-

er portion of each of these scraps—the part immersed in solution

of nitrate of copper—that crystallization had taken place.

The deposition of metallic copper under similar conditions

was observed by Bucholz, and other metals may, as is well

known, be thus crystallized from solutions of their Balta The

crystallization of the dinoxyd of copper was effected by Bee-

querel, but the arrangement of substances in his experiment was

different from that now noticed—he placed a strip of copper in a

saturated solution of the nitrate, the lower end of the strip

touching some protoxyd of copper at the bottom of the solution.

The crystals which he obtained were octahedral, not cubic.

Art. XXYII.-Heview ofBr. AntiseWs Work on Photogenic Oils, &c.

[Concluded from page 121.]

proposed by !

a attempt to follow their various details," our limited space compelling us

to content ourselves with only tit . Selligue sets lortn

i wo met 1--1 --

the oil with sulph

amount of acid is required. After the oil has been thus separated trom

u

deposit of tar, the acid remaining in it must be ni

alkali. I prefer, says Selligue, to employ the lye of soap-boiler--

to 38° [B.?], since it is easy of application/and produces a -

:pitate together the coloring matter and tar which would ou
'^

gt

of the crude oil I do not allow the mSture to subside e

iths of the latter. * * * When the soda lye— in

the alkali; this agitation must be continued until the color of the oil under
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«cdd
e

tSitment™
eS ^ °d°r0US ^ l&* h 'ghly C°lored after each SUch

After having been allowed to separate from the lye, the oil is decanted off;

shouldbearat f T h

°f
T C°]°T^ process has been badly conducted. It

for, by so doing-, the dark color of the oil would be restored. * * * As

Stecf£SLat

cJ
SUV oj whiSiwm

coSninlTx^e^s of
*'
******* ^nter ta*7soap,

made, or by adding water, grease maybe separated" ^S greawTSimilarto
that used for wagons.

r s

2d. A warm treatment which follows the cold, and consists of a series of
fractional disti]lations,_Special operations for the purification of the "light-
stuffs," being resorted to. For the details of these we must refer to the

n of Selligue—a truly cla
be read by every on,.

.. Norwm<ntt
nmited space permit us to cite the detailed "example" of his treatment

*

tn Pnli !

gUe f described
-

v^ >dy written enough
.loenaDie tue reader to judge whether or no Selligue understood his business,

fnrp in
V
a i

ne
'

,

Selh£ue obta!ti oil to a low tempera-obtained it by subjecting
ince might crystallize. '

illic filters throi

•r one may sepai

id paraf-

- -r.J fine metallic filters through which the oil flowed

d also requin

of the subject by Selligue

iesf to a note published by

Jl ?
can be f°und in the prod, i -iiments. He againE l

,

locality and £eol °- r i,e method of distil-

was
S
^ lnteri>:1 coal-oil in France

industr^ f
mt

;

raI fancy> but f°r many years was a well established branch of

riiwo e ..
JIS connection thr the commercial pro-

with k
Contemporaneous with Selligue we f

"

cov4eu
e

a

S

^!r br f>

.

TllliS I!
'l'

1

' "i'\ in MI '

" , ..: - ... ..;.-.

Holthorp " ~ ""

fying the fluid s

t jn

( ''' lll:inl Moyiiier,* m |s]-j, 'rom shale, telling us

rated h
y U8

?d
'"'

-
and tiiat Paraffine m^ be sepa"

In th
the oil is coo1ed or°treated with alcohol,

demaiw
8ame

-

ye:u
'

;

;

:

• '

ilids suitable for h^htlD^ mci"

>ns enpion and paraffine.

j^
''' ^'..: Ji( j m tele upon Hydrocar-

es
>
4d Ed., Paris, 1854ft J, in which Selligue's processes are incidentally

foundi ^"^y accu . ,f this important patent may be

of the F„ ?Tcmv: > 1 *"*> 1846; sPecification No - lu^ 26

Patent Office.

I cZP
f
S Rendus

> 1845, xx, 573. t nid, xx, 306.

- , .. , f Brevets dim-

°al> ,3^ contained in Dingle* /V.
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described. After discussing in detail tl « is obtained by

says, we have still to speak of the carbo-hydrogens

of Autun: I, volatile ethereal oils, II. fixed oil.-;. [I!, mis combined with

for making candles, &c. Among all th(

only to occupy ourselves with the vol;',!:

;
:

.;•. .-
. >

:•-•;.

not purified and partly on account of their high price—about $10-00 the hun-

dred lbs.—when purified.

We have been at no pains to ascertain whether t!i

» well grounded by Selligue, has been continued in Fn
, on up to the present time, for we know of no reason to doubt the fact.

Certain it is that co - ties were exhibited,

at the Exposition Uni in 1851 atLondon.f

To any one fan,: 1 which the practical .

applications of chemistry are even now imparted to, and recorded by, scientific'

writers, it would have been no matter of surprise if the results obtained by

Selligue had remained uncopied upon the records of the French patent office.

Such however was n ttfons it will be seen
'

diffused. Dumas. : . ;,-/,?,| expressly calls

attention to them. They are also erbuch cfer »*jg
tmd angewandten Ch adorff u. Wcehler, 1844, iii. 3^

exhibited by several of the leading chemists of Great Britain on the occasion,

of a trial,§ Young,
. [854, in the Court of

Queen's Bench before Lord Chief Justice Campbell.

stances were mean

«

for example, in de-

distil bituminous shales, &c. for the purpose of obtaining oil and gas free

from naphthaline. The shale, 1, -.. sitor if the principal

object is to obtain oil, under which a gentle

fire is lighted. As soon as oil begins to flow over freely the fire is to^be

obtained which is co B Butferinfc«J
us, maybe purified [ration,

&c.,_ortney

ae used in the rough state for making oil-gas. The oils in their tmvii

are often found entirely free from oxygen, and if obtained by the Pro
^
eS

described

ue. Moreover the less volatili

* It will be observed by the reader of Mallet's treatise thai

f A. U. MoreaT*
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'
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'?*/' Count (It; Ilompesch of Prussi
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ili-A-n
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,

'
!
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Hon to all kinds of
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,

• DuBuisson

'

utun, Department of

n.l that he has the

" extracted largeljr ftom I

ltent is »ot 1'ientiojird in -
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George Michiels.* It is peculiarly interesting since a portion of it relates to

the preparation of oils from caking coals. JV1 i.

' •
;.:.

.

' - '-.,-. ;...' -....
'

•

...

retorts are then heated as if it were intenaied

to produce gas, wil are lor the tret fifty

hours should not ex- \ Y.:xu\ th.Miu.fMi
jj

.1

abouUhTninety-si':; i

« ' m miu-== U iHih Is. that about

3 [now being evolved] and the producl

the retort, &c. in pas od the retort. •

I thus obtain cok". -o-carburets. these
'

" hydro-carburets" were repeated I

let to obtain as much

wis also obtained • Ifcable to Big
useful purposes, and

Further on (p. 15 thai this oil W W|
adapted for maiiut'actur'mi: gas upon a small scale, since the gas prepared

from it requires no
|

ca D be used in any of the ordinary

apparatus for making gas from camphene, oil, or resin. In a word, he pro-

posed using it jusl oyed by private gas-

works in this country, or as Boscary and Butler had used the same coal-ou

of Glasgow.^ From evidence brought forward in the trial already cited it

appears that Mr. Ya ,) m 1847 to a mineral oil [petro-

leum] found exuding from a coal byebire. From it lie

obtained a good lubi ntinued to prepare as long as his

supply of petroleum lasted. Occ subject it can sur-

prise no one that he should soon have turned his attention to the distillation

of the highly bituminous mineral of Torbane-hill. n .w know n a- U 'irhoad '

.""

in England and in d -roduced to public notice in 18^
From this substance S h larger amount oi oil

per ton of mineral than had been obtained by any of his predecessors. 1 <->
-

discovery of the vast source of an admirable raw material which the Bognea

mine furnished is evidently due the immense increase in the production, arm

of course consumption, of coal-oil which immediately ensued. To this w

say, more than to anything else is to be attributed the rise and progress, iluruv

the past few years, of the a
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? by distillation.

i production of naphtha
rsr: this ii

>ejutin-e than had hr- en lirtict-ro ( ;'ee*e-i. and this novelty in practice was
wed by the novel result of a c" ,-..-
its had been hiili

I paraffine-containing compounds." Having
ence might have been more ti it means only—if

eans anything— that in the

nil's private views regarding "low tempera-

, Reiclienhaeh de-
lw.weisrlite.ich,

d the greatest care in maintaining the temperature of his retort

'^e :- ,.,... .:.,. .
.

• '

'

which we have alreadv cited ;—when he obtained paraffine and

i inly demonstrated the p

1 pararfine a

isfyDr. A.

irs that the manufacture o

Since our author has si

wraffineand "paraffint

,..*.:-

is applied in common language ti

,. .,':: -
'

' '

unlike others. I

better one, to di

«

y ignorant
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With the flint-like anthracite of Wales, the heautiful Albert coal*—bu

step removed fro

n

swick; oar coaffl

points upon its

of which are, in technological language at least, \a.i- ties of coal.
"

"amplitude of vai term, enjoys is

a matter of no small dil

single member of the medley as a central point, or even to conceive oi

such selection a native of one of our sea-hoard states would assuredly 1<

towards anthracite; the Soul

Scotchman towai .'.castle would claim a proverl

right of precedent. We would, for our own part, w, i n tli
1 la-t na i

"il.

some other good caking coal, capable of furnishing hoth gas and servicea

coke, and of being used for an infinite variety of purposes. Starting fr

this then as a type, observe, that as we pass towards the cannels, the differ

or oil, i. e., they contain more and more hydrogenous compounds. The
pearance of the mi and more closel)

that of slate, while at the same time the value" of the fixed carbonace-

residue becomes 1 ig to he "coke" at all, but rathe

ter is reached as in the case of Boghead coal, a slati

- -

less as fuel am ite for bone-black, for purposes

to which the residues of

French shales have long been mm, as the a mo

taking the place of the fixed carbon in or

:

:

.:'-;• '.- n:,.. v,, ,.:,.-.,:

ould not fi^
exhibiting tin,: almost" insensible gradation. Now did .Mr. Young devote hi:

attention to the
, typical Newcastle.

was called indiffer in 1853 decided in i

Scottish court thai ,,. Legally known as coal.f

remark occurs. "In one re?p

... :

•''
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ast no reflection upon the judgment rendered in this fa
suit. Looking at it as a mere matter of equity, depend. n
relations of the parties at issue, this verdict was in our o« ;

/. does not in the-
. .

......
:

. ....:, ,,
; ,

the shales than to

lied meo. We

towever excusab] „ a retained attorney or solicit

.. ..; r (!.-. i
;

-
:-,•

oeing content to refer the reader"
"

tioned. We will here cite only a
"The quantity of oily matter "in these shales i

W James Ru^.lun.ls-,,.
ODdpart. H '

from
ticle fifth relates (

^pFrom Dufrenoyot Klio ,!.> H, auin-nt'; Explication de la Carte Geologique de
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considerable. According to M. Xardel some rare samples exist wh

-•
•
....

1, yield from 5 to

'
:9 per cent." [p. 675.]—Again [p. 676], "The .

mon in the shales of i

poorer shales. The rich shales,

found in the coal measures. Perhaps the beds of ricl

--:.-

:

" (Boghead) upon which Mr. Young has

operated from tto tf. Selligue?

It may not be amiss to mention the i ent of Europe

the Boghead i

shale. A fact

the German ten years. In proof of it

it case appears to be contrary to the scienti

.
- :

to the trial coming on in Scotland, which terminated on the 4th

last. It appears that in Frankfort-on-the-Main there has, for some time past,

and to give both fair play, it was decided that the latter company should be

confined to the use of coal alone. Mr. - '" of the °,

(Resin) Gas Company, hari

obtained specimens, and h I
m-^s, gave an

-
: ' ;-.- - ',-

.

a Dutch agent. This was entered at the Custom-house as cannel coal, much

;

from coal than his rivals were to make it of anything else but coal.

however, prevented from the necessity ^ oracia

not fei'l th»Mii^"l\«--
f

; i - 1 i 1 1
. « 1 in r ln,-_iii_r t!u- dut\ '•

mineral, it would pass free, and applied lo higher autli '

These parties were as much at a loss as their inferi ,

eventually transferred to the Central Board of Customs a1 B

court of appeal of the Prussian Zoffremn, where
>

;

:

' - ..;--. }-:-.,• ...
• :.(;,. •

:

' .

gas. It is described as i

: ::.. .• .' ;

'.- :-. '. -.,..
: , I,. .-.

from Is. to 1*. Gd. per ton." - „,

In connection with the question of the products of the distillation of coal

which Dr. A. so entirely new to the world and to; n»

p. 461. Article, Coal : paragraph, " products of dry distillation.

* See London Journal of Gas Lighting, Oct., 1853, iii, 256 ;
from

-
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"These products [of the dry distillation of coal] are somewhat analogous
to those derived from wood, and some are identical with them. * * * The
hijui.l pmilii ts « ,;iM-t of vu;i iih I. n\\( - elnsoh allied to petroleum, and the
l W A iphtha ine and Parajjine. The relative proportions of these products

The lower the heat employed, the less gas,
md liquids are produced; the hig.

f carburetted hydrogen." Before closing I

aim correct a palpable error of Reichenbach'
been cited by Dr. A : -So remained par-
affine until this hour [date of Y.'s patent], a beautiful item in the collection of
chemical preparations; but it has never escaped from the rooms of the scien-

Upon the reader who has followed us thus far we need not urge that the
above statement is incorrect. .e following:*

"
r » the Parisian igue exhibited: 1st—

refined (the former at 50 fr! the
'

!

I

I i loS'S/ft akTo mim-
ml '"''• ||)'ira!line] crude and refined (the former at 125 fr., the latter at 180 fr.

L=i^,,eeti\H\ ]•> „„! Im| .[-untied mineral wax
was beautifully white but the candles made of it had a soiled appearance."
\. Hermann (now. .uneillor of State in Munich goes;

«Mfc assert thai
-

n be prepared economically they
belong to then,,,-:

history of the art of space allowed of it.

fr"?
the past few

JTears a larSe number of PaPerst on tne subject have been
published in the Scientific Journals of Germany; while several recent works
upon the materials used for producing light have each devoted a separate
cbapter to its description. A few special treatises have also been published
w which the following is a, doubtless very incomplete, list.—

§

Uhlenhuth, Ed. Hundbuch der Photogen- und Part$
r<"1. Brmmkoh!, ,'arh den neucslen Versuchtn und
Erfahrungen. quedlinburg, Basse, 1858.

Mueller, Carl, Georg, Die trockene Destination und die hauptsdchlichsten

«"/ ihr beruhenden Industriezweige. Leipzig, Barth, 1858.

Dakckwort, Meitzendorff und Wernecke. [Committee of the Mag-
deburg Gt erbevt m] Ueber das Photogen oder Mineralal, so trie die %hm

* Enlmmm-s Journal fur prabtkhe Cbemie, lxiii, 63. Did our space allow we
Woul

<] ?ladlvtn riaiwlatit.not whu-h
" ; "

i
,

;•
::'

.J *«y complete syc - ners dahresbencht,

• !, i|'ii!.,b'
( . ,;,

,,<•''
|

k. and others, which

J ^rnall as this list h it will nevertheless recall to the mind of the reader the
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ahnlichen Leurhhtofe, hi Hizuz avf ihn FeuergefnhrlkMeit mid ihre An-

wenduntr. Magdeburg, 1856.

Also the insignificant brochure of Schrader, F. W. Ueber di<

sondcre des Paraffin's und Photogen's aus dem Kohlenthecr, u. s. w. Ascher-

sleben, Beyer, 1856.

- '

be unfavorable effect of that patent upon the

coal-oils in I
*inst it. That

the owners of this patent have no, ;, ling- sales and
''''"

1 of any one who carefully t

' - Kiitf.I I'.-. > ...I... '•
. , .

,
: ,.. ;...

The s ;cond from !

. -boll's charge* to the jury in the

case already alluded to. "Now
g

a point of law, HW
if there were books then [at date of Young's patent. I -.10] in emul ttioii in In-
land disc'osing this mode of obtain -time oil which were

never read those '

< i. wtinl \ }mt

in practice. If thei i, accessible to all

who were interests! . ;; ml would instruct

them and enable them to obtain thi tffine oil from the dis-

tillation of bituminous substances, then Mr. Young's patent would be invalid.

SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.
I. CHEMISTRY AND PHYSICS.

1. On a probable means of renderi,,,, vivhl" the Circ dution hi th A> :

by Ogdex K Rood, Prof, of Cli«jiiii>try in Trov University.—Some time

ago while iookin- .-it a bright .sky through three plates of cobalt--!'!-. I

saw with astonishment that the field of' view was tilled with, and travers-

ed in all directions i>v small bodies ivseml'liiK' animalcules.
They were seen on fch«

_

tolerably uniform. The same result « aenting upon

the eyes of a number of persons.

Convex lenses of various foci, (from 3 in. to J- in.), were now held be-

fore the eyes, so as to gi\ tin bin, h-ht \,u" i
- d.ine^ "f <-' llStr ".

gence and divergence, without in the leasl .

the moving bodies; this seemed to il
ility was in

the retina or in its immediate neighborhood.
A position near the axis of vision was selected, and observed, when it

was found that these bodies in traversing this spot always pursued _tne



TtflnuLUi <

preclude the possibility of the moving bodies be-
ng in the humor of the eye; the most probable

i it- mimtUi.il.> f i^nihui i. 'Hi-' •.

cted on a window six feet distant may be about

:h on the retina,

inch, but taking

of the moving bodies are not well
defined the correspondence may be considered pretty satisfactory.

The question now arises as to the manner in which the blue glass ren-
ders the circulation visible, i'< > r these moving shadows cannot be seen with
distinctness through red, orange, yellow, green, nor even purple media

;

they are on the other hand w.-ii Oiowu by a certain thickness of a solu-
tion of the eupro sulphate, of ammonia.* Yellow solutions when com-

anditdoes not reappear till the yellow solution has been made so dilute
as barely to preserve a vellow tint, and to transmit the spectrum almost
unaltered. This shows 'that the indigo and violet rays are principally con-
(

'

ei"tied in the production of th oannot be attribu-
ted to fluorescent properties in ted by the fact that
we circulation can be seen through a considerable thickness of crown glass,

through an infusion of red sanders wood mixed with ammonia, as well as
trough a solution of the disulphate of quinine.
Iheonly explanation that has occurred to me as being probable is the

following; the blood discs are vellow and consequently opaque to a great
extent to the indigo aid violet 'ravs; they would therefore in passing be-
foiv the retina cast shadows on it'; now the retina being already strongly

^pressed with blue li-hi, i ,t ,
rt ion of it win, i, was momentarily pro-

tected from the action ,.f this light, would experience the complimentary
sensation—or would see instead of a moving shadow a yellowish moving
sreak. This explains also win i ie anp< aran. < is not seen with any dis-

nctness in red, orange, yellow, or green light, for yellow media are to a
eftat extent transparent i<> mi ; t0 (

'

;1?t ilia ' 1
-

0w\ These observations if nm miv'be of some interest to those enga-
ged in the study of the physiology of the eye.
Troy. May Hth, I860.

T«CHJ«CAI ChEM,STRY.

J-
Care of Platinum Crucibles.—In connection with some sensible re-

J5 npon the use of sand in i

ddes,—a practice

J

hl
fh, with Berz, mie, 1841, 4th Aufl. p. 516,)

Wtortily commei raid be employed every time

J1
.

8 crucible is used Erdm y"v explains the cause of the gray coating

J
n*h forms upon i

.never they are ignited in the

-^y l'"'»W, gas-burner.
,. . ,

,

1J»|s coating has given rise to much annoyance and solicitude among
Cbem

'sts. Ia ,i eed r , that the use ot Bunsen's
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burner is unadvisable in quant
altered and the crucibles the

most rapuilv when the erucib

md the more readily in propoi

burned, is higher. Having f

of a special Hru.l! gas 1

wi.tie.oin to muntain, bj means ot a speual -in.il 1 v 1^ '
'

a
l'
K

J

sure 'of four or iiv,
'

; in !i] - <'«» hi 'i-ratory^Ln..-

maun has ob«rved thai the

^

-tat place,

tinually so 'that after lo

ukofer, Enimann instituted

:rS. The coating cannot be' removed either bj ^V^^

thYi^aHs^polilhed with sand ; the loss' of weight'^
ô

"l^m^t'lmr.i ,1he grave ltl

... r,storo the original te.ia.-.iy m -
..! otf meanwhile. Hid

the nak.,1 -y, V ,tn,k. \ itli tin bunching ton. h>

;cd by auy etcbii



If tach comme
bles will be preserved unaltered,

brittle. Crucibles of th<

Technical Chemistry. 2

membered that what is dull white in silver, i

this loosening is again destroyed, the cm

*?""'• "" - r '" '' ' p edges or corners
sil<m|,i be obUw.—Jot,,

. fiir pmktisrh CI m ie, March IS
2 S"h ami ens;/ m (ho,/ ./ , (H), ,, Sulphurh leal

ot Kiev.—-Tie- reetitieatinn of Hilphur'ic acid offers an ex
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inasmuch as he lias during the last twelve years, repeatedly rectified Mi-

ner indicated.—T. H. s.]

3. Wran/.-a/wi "f" Caoutchouc, by means of mixed Sulphur and Hy-

pochlorite of Lime.—Gaultier de Claubry, having detected the pres-

ence of chlorid of calcium in many samples of vulcanized rubber, and

suspecting th ve been derived from hypoc

lime employed in some modification of Parkes' process of cold

ing, [English Patent of March 6, 1846. Repertory of Patent I

(E. S.,) ix, 46,] to produce chlorid of sulphur in the rubber paste, was led

to perform the following experiments :
•

When flowers of sulphur and dry hypochlon

powder,) are - J strong odor of chlorid ol

immediately developed. If the mixture be somewhat forcibly rubbed in

a mortar, el ^<1S and th®

mixture becomes solid while abundant vapors are evolved. When a much

larger amount of sulphur than of the hypochlorite

avoided when the two are blended, a mixture is

ded to the caoutchouc paste—either with or with-

matters, such as chalk, oxyd of zinc, etc., serving to give u bon

product—effects the vulcanization of the latter either at the ord

perature, or when gently heated.
, By this means, objects of any thick-

If instead of employing an excess of sulphur, an excess of the hypo-

chlorite be introduced into the mixture, and this bo agitated, so much

ger be held ':.-]< be closed, the action becomes so

violent that the cork will be Mown out, or the flask broken by a violent

explosion.—O J0O, 1, 876.

4. Preparation of Cyanid of Barium, and of Ammonia -

trogen of the Air ; by Margtjeritte and De Sourdeval.—In a brief pre-

liminary note, the authors claim :

—

That baryta when calcined in the presence of charcoal and of atmos-

d nitrogen, cyanid ot

t of aqueous vapor »

[572° F.] and disen-

aro-e scale, have been

ot°onlv the various cy-

d nitric acid may thus

be economically produced.*— Comptes Rendus, June, I860, 1,
1100.

5. Gun-Cotton Filters; bv Prof. Bo ettger.—Since guu-cotton—itseK

a product of the action of strong acids—when properly prepared is scarce.

decomposed at

gages in the foi

Trials which the\ have made upon a tolerably large scale, have

eminently successful, leading them to hope that not only the variou

nployed in

all acted upon at the ordinary temperatun

* To prepare baryta from its carbonate, M.

appliq. Juue, IStSQ, ii, pp. icy, ITU.
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ble of withstanding the most corrosive agents ; it affords a material for
filtering strong acids,, and the like, as well as liquids which would be
decomposed by-contact with the organic matter of ordm ry Altera, the
excellence of which cannot be too highly extolled.

Besides employing it for removing from strong nitric acid the chlorid
of silver which is precipitated in the common method of purifying this
acidby means of nitrate of silver, (as has recently been advi'sedm the
Berlin polytechnisch, s Intel 'muz-Mutt, No. 4, p. 30); Boettger affirms
that, he has for several years

|

«

-e in filtering off
the shiny precipit;

.

, „hieh is gradually deposited,
when fuming sulphuric arid is mixed with a little water; in separating
crystallized chromic acid from the sulphuric acid of the mother liquor;
"^nfilteringc '

•ended pe

suited for ™„„
j of chlorid of z

instances. In using tin ttuii a small bit of it is pushed loosely* like a
stopper, into the throat of a funnel.
The materials which have heretofore been used for similar purposes,

g' garnets, asbestos, powdered glass, &c, are very much inferior, as
filters, to the loose, fibrous gun-cotton.—From polytechnischcs Xotizblatt,
I860, No. 1 ; in Dingler's pohjt. Journal, civ, 463.

6. Preservation of Flesh ; by Verueil.— Having been separated from
the bones, and, as far as possible, from fat, the flesh is cut into slices from
one to five centimetres, (one cei in thickness; the
slices being cut as ne ul\ a« p -ibie i. io- th n,v\ of the flesh. These
are now laid upon hurdles of bask t-w< ik, whi. h are subsequently placed
m a chamber. As soon as a sufficient number of the trays have been in-

troduced into the chamber, it is .dosed, and steam under a pressure of

oi
re

o

°r
.

f°Ur atmospheres coii.^.-jiiently of 135° to 145° C. [=275° to

293° F.] is admitted through several opeuings.

.

The chamber, which may be of lead or iron, must not be absolutely

"gbt, a small outlet for the steam being necessary, in order that the pres-

sure may not become too great.
After from six to ten oMilteen minutes, according to the kind of flesh

an <i the thickness of the slices, the steam is shut off, this part of the pro-

finisfaed.
, ,

the flesh is now very nearlv in the condition of boiled meat, but has

retained all of its ingredients, the albumen having been coagulated: us

J«»tj recalling that of roasted meat. It presents a wrinkled appearance.
8

J • g^y color, and may be readily divided.
ttong removed from the gfa

! B0W Placed uPon

Ms or hung upon A* *M<* w»"™ed, but in

*h 'ch the temperature is never allowed to exceed 40° or 50° C. [=104°

*ZZL The drying proces9 is C0ffipleted in the course of eight or

Packed in tight casks or in tin boxes, so that it may be protected from
«• action of moisture an 1 from insects the lb Ax thus prepared may be

Preserved for any leiwth .,f time which ma\ be •i-i.able. It is never-

^welltopb, :,sk. in order that it shall

»t»orb any moisture which the flesh may have retained. Before using



is meat it must be soaked for an hour or two in warm watei in which

softens and vegaii lulitioi When boil; I with water

nt soup, and passes into a ojn..liti-»n, in which it

i
, i t ,„ i tVesii meat.— ! r< m L 'iSte'dhSr^

Bormna's jwSyft ',„;„/ Vol , ,ft \> SO, sv, 11.

, lhL—Prof. A. S< hmiti

the pi-acti.Hl.Uity

According toBi stained, by forcibly

I ie iA iriMiiiren nit i iiitt !_ tli \.n «b made, by connecting

spools of it with rollers moved by clock-work so that the wire should >e

unrolled like the ribbon of paper in MurVs teh-anph, the end ot tne

s the clock-work ane

feet of'X light i'

L

a

remarkable tranquillity of the flai

Tlie present high price of magnei

nlarg.J

1

;; l^nn^} ^FL '^/'eKj'
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hers, since it would only be required for exec; bin- !v short intervals

Method ofemplouu -i arhou ,«;</ /« cmmrriioa with the hypochlo-

ching salt.') wiill,; the latt.-i ,v which is to

cached, is deM-nbed in the Nov., (1859.) No. of lbureswil's Riper-

det, upon carefully aborted rags. The cost of the chemicals and labor,

and the amount "of time required, having been exactly noted. After

bleaching, the pulp was converted into paper. The different papers were
tj'O" carefully tested. As the result of these experiments, it appeared
that the new process was more energetic and more rapid than the old

method, an More, \chlonm .'] U^aah, [with solution of bleaching salt,]

a»d that in many cases it is also e.piallv enerevtic with the process in

Nashville, Tenn., has i

nnati, May 5th, I860,) :

mi^herellXre'mlde'only"with amalgainl'.'
^
It's"

cicU to aav cxk'Ut by the addition, of mercury,



9th, 1 860, Dr. Wood says :—
.

-on.' point in paitictilar that strikes me as being worthy of note is the

mi possesses the property of promo-

tn.M com! , ui-n- I'lie ilh>\ <>t one to I

an alloy of one or two parts bismuth, two parts lead ami four_ parts tin;

i tin are in larger proportion the effect is still more

„i u-k i. It t ikes / ss cadmium to reduce the melting point a certain

number of degrees than it requires of bismuth, besides that the former

domnol i
.-ability of the alloy, but increases

its hardness and general strength.

|;i-inut!i has always held a pre-eminent rank among metals as

fviim a to at in all .vs. In - m u'kable property of 'promoting •

is s|, ,a 1\ not. .1 in ill our works on . h mistry. But 1 do not tin 1 it in-

timated in any that cadmium ever manifests a similar property. I he tact

indeed appears to have been wholly overlooked—owing perhaps to the

Cadmium promotes the fusibility of some metals, as copper, tin, lead,

bismuth, while it does not promote the fusibility of others, as silver, an-

timony, mercury, &c, (i. e., does not lower the melting point beyond the

mean.) Rs alloy with lead and tin in any proportion and with silver and

men my, within a ceitain limit, say . epiafparts and especially of two parts

used, are tenaceous and mala tble, while us alloys with some malleable

metals, (gold, copper, platinum, &c.,) and probably with all brittle metals

I notice a great discrepancy among authors as to the melting point of

this metal. It is usually put down the same as that of tin, (442° F.)

1! i! 1. (I) '. > S< rno ami Arts,) says it 'fuses and volatalizes at a

temperature a little below thai at which tin melts.' Dauiell, e

the New American Cyclopedia) gives its melting point at 360° F., while

Overman places it at 550° and gives 600° as the temperature at which it

volatalizes.

The latter is doubtless the nearest the truth. The metal requires for its

fusion a temperature too ! . the mercurial thermom-

eter, but from relative test, wiih other metals I should pi

i numbers at uOO F. as it melt- and conceals ne

nously with lead, the melt

ties as 594°, 600°, and 612°~F. It volatalizes at a somewhat 1

.

I draw an the metal possesses pro-

. md that it merits^more

[We have had time only to repeat a few of Dr. Wood's ii

in lowerin'4 tin nisi!,! p, ,t f various alloys. The alloy math
together two parts of cadmium, two parts tin, four parts lead and eigne

I»u-tsl,i>mutlim tsatatemp.u h vary n- i ,t far from 70° O. (158 *)
It may appropriately be called " Wood's fusible metal.*—Eds.]



II. GEOLOGY.

1. Notefrom Dr. Newberry, in reply to Mr. Lesquereux, (in a letter
to the Editors).—I see by the note from Mr. Lesquereux, [contained in
this Journal, \\i\ ,m Santa Fe was unacceptable
to him. This both surprises and grieves me. as the tluuio*l)t that ho
might be drawn into the controversy had not occurred to me; and
I am sincerely sorry to learn that one with whom I have had so many
years of friendly intercourse could so readilv misconstrue both the
statements and the spirit of mv letter. Possibly its tone may have
failed to reflect the gr< it resp. t vhi li I ha , ha I md still have for

altogether courteous! It" si.''''' I'wlveTtliat the
discussion in reference to these fossil plants, and the age of the strata
containing them, had alreadj ;

bl before the pub-
lic; and that in this discussion the tone of the associate of Prof. Heer
had been marked bv a decree of arrogance difficult to bear patiently.

Prof. Heer had call I'd (hem Woccnc—an error which with the imper-
fect material in his hands was natural enough ; and one which should
detract nothing from his heji reputation— but by the testimony of sev-

eral observers"they had been proved Cretaceous. Ignoring their testi-

mony, however, and adhering to his former opinion, a portion of his
fetter to Mr. Lesquereux was bat I knew to be a
mistake. It also did me, is I < .neei e, m nit'eM i istice. That letter

reached me when I had been for months in exile. aiid where I was sur-

rounded by proofs of the truth of 1
i taken—circum-

stances favorable to the development <>t a little honest indignation. In
the freshness of that fecline; mv roplv «> written, and I am willing to

admit, if others think so, that it was not sufficiently respectful.

»o much for the maimer of m\ biter. In regard to its statements of

**I fear I shall be unable to malt

g* my regard for truth requires

0-) Prof. II. considered the plants in question Miocene. There :

n°t the shadow of a doubt that they are Lower Cretaceous.

l*J Pro£ II. states that "except Crtdm
rated (in my list) are represented tn me lernary ana nut m
«." It will be observed that be dee. net s:i; :

"»mstic of the 'Tertiary, or " of the Tertiary," as Mr. Lesquereux
^oteS him—but disti; ,tk atHnns that they are not represents' w the

Waceous." Hence there is no propriety
: " ^

;
|

,: " A,ii
i this point ; and the error in

ee to StiehlerVs Paper, b
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great learning and of world-wide reputation, and, I am sure, would be

one of the last to ask us to believe a sc in'}7 because

he had made it.
,

(3.) In my letter I made no suppos the Tertiary

ssissippi. I merely stated some

ferenceto the Miocence flora of the co

in hi , u ,l t- !U ut then the i
i -e Mates. I

-nl that the absence of tropical plants from the collec-

bo lound in

that region to-,.-! ow, !>u* at t! tim • « m that 1 tter they had

not been found, an-1 all th. i
..<•>. i i

-
- I it es, as I then

..;.!'
(4.) 1 was alM, fully aware that marine Tertiary deposits extend up

the Mississippi even "higher than state.] I.v Mr. Lo.iuoreux. I ex-

cluded them from " the central portion of the continent ;" by this mean-

ing as I then explained, the region between the Mississippi and the

Sierra N'evada. 1 [ere, too, the evidence is negative, but now stands just

as I represented it.

(5.) Mr. Lesquereux says : " I cannot admit, as Dr. Newbei

i

to do, that the fossil flora of the American Cretaceous, ought to be

closely related to the European." My onlv ret'ereneo to •''

will h'e found on page 21(3 (Journal, Mai- h." 1^><>), win iv 1 m\ ~" ^ *

may find hereafter, in other parts of the continenl

i

flora of that period more closely to that of Europe, but, so far as at

present known, our plants of this age present an ensemble quite dit-

(6.) The statement made by Mr. Lesquereux that " the age of the

certain," is manifesth incorrect. At least nine-tenths of the species

enumerated are from the Carboniferous and Devonian rocks, whose

place in tin- geological series is certainly well ascertained. Of those

collected and not yet cat il 4' d. puhq.s m equal pn

been obtained from the Cretaceous and Mioeeno strata, oi

places in the series have been as accurately determined, by the mollus-

rhich they contain.
,

(7.) It is true that "in America fossil botany has had but few devotees,

and doubtless all of them have at times keenly felt the

books and specimens bearing on their suhieet> of study, >:

everything that has been published in reference to fossil i

cessible to the American stu ' nt v. tl in th limits of his own country.

At the same time it is ls,,tiu that s ,ti-t:i.-toi \ . . nmarison betwee

tie .-I .t :;,„•:, „f Europe and America can only be made by rnea

•of full collections of well-marked specimens, many more than we)

possess. . ,

Mr. Lesquereux is aware, as is ,. Verv one who has given the subject

any attention, that on, k;,,e, ,
\.rv ,-,f the tlo. .

calfc much by the want of learr

i botany, as by the small nun

ted It could hai
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be otherwise, then, than that in the whole New World material should
be discovered winch *houi I thn w new light on the ancient vegetation
of the globe. The idea that no American can be qualified to make good
use ofsuch material, is another instance of the arrogance to which I

have before alluded, and to which it would be unmanly tainclv to

III. BOTAXY AND ZOOLOGY.

1. Geological and Natural History Survey of North Carolina. Part
III. Botany ; containing a Catalogue of the Plants of the State, with
Descriptions and History of th - ByRer.M.&
Curtis, D.D. Raleigh, 1860 : the First part only, the Woody Plants of
North Carolina, pp. 123, 8vo.—We have turned over the pages of this

popular exposition with much interest, and gleaned some valuable infor-

mation. " Botanists will of course find fault with it," says the author,

who we well know could write scientifically and profoundly enough, if he
so pleased, but who has here come down to the level of his most unlearn-
ed readers, discoursed separately of trees, shrubs, and vines, and clari-

fied these in a fashion which might well shock the susceptibilities of a
stickler for technics ifi botany. Now,
we are not shocked at all : indeed we quite enjoy a glimpse of Flora en
deshabille and slip-shod, and are well aware how' much easier it is, and
how much better in such cases, to fit your book to its proper readers than
o fiUhe readers to it. The fault we should find is not with the plan of

;ity. We could wii

Emerson's Report o

setts. We quite like to see the popular mimes put tmvnms
" wou|d suggest that the botanist who does this should lead as well ;

tu,low the indigenous nomenclature, so tar as to correct absurd or iucoi

Virgin's Boi

rightlv applied to Clematis Virniniana over the leaf. (V

—- e iu aim, in passing, C. Viorna to the list, having gathered u ,,.

Ashe County.) And, although the people along shore call Bacchans by
the name of the English annual weed, Groundsel, it were better to write

« Groundsel-tree. Yellow wood is the name of Cladrastis, rather than
°f

.
Symphcos, which the Carolinians call Horse-Sugar. Dr. Curtis can

;0!n a name uoon occasion • for snrelv nobody in Carolina knows Men-

* (Uohuluris us False Heath, nor 1

mood we may express a strong dissent troin

. nnnctatvm is too inferior to the other^proposition that Rhododendron punctatum
'

.

species "
t0 attract or deserve much attention. " .*« »=> - » —

.urn, none the less so because its habit is so

gjlt, hariog r] ches, when well grown forming

^•oadand thick n « mdsom. i^e-cohuvd l> s-

oms. While Lea-. "a very pretty shrub." the tar

^ndsomei Andromeda floribiu
'""'

""^fT.nen,

J"
no commend..- may not only be "cultivated in

t
^> w near LMnlad-lpli a" hut is periecjly hardv near Boston, and

We
earliest to blossom

; but we never noticed the fragrance of the flow-
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i as far south as Florida, ii

;s any wh
ta are described as if larger thai

hi a. The flo

of M. Fraseri,

hardly say much for their beauty, ex<

i those of the common Cucumber-tree. P< unii*

est tree of the country, all things considered, when it is known to grow

only a few rods over the Tennessee line.

On the or 1; —d to doubt if the genu:

; bi$* alba,) occurs in North Carolina. A

tree, but only in Canada and parts adjacent. It is more, instead ot less

its range than A. nigra. But since President V
pretty neany Green Moa*

tains'in Vermont, we could not deny that J. alba grows with

on the high mountains of North Carolina. We dm
freely,—as we know the excellent author would wish,—foi

likely that this part of the Report will pass to a second edition—when

we hope it will be largely augmented. A
-
G '

2. Tkwaites, Enumeratio Plantarum Zeylanicce, Parts I. II. 8vo, pp.

Ion, with characters of new or little known genera and species, and nu-

merous descriptions and critical remarks, the synonymy, &c, elaborated

by Dr. Hooker. These two published parts extend from Ban

to Compositce ; so that a good-sized volume will complete the work, and

constitute an e great Indian Flora. K
'\\-,

3. Walpers, Annates Botanices S>/s; I

"'• (
;

"*"

ler, Berol.—Five parts of the fifth volume are published, extending to

page 800, and to the order Coniferce.
A

-
Gl

4. Bueck, Index ad Be Cand. Prodromum, etc. Pars III. Hamburg,

1869. pp. 506.—This useful Index to De Candolle's Prodromus here

from the second part of the seventh to the thirteen!

As we urn expect that at no distant period the Prodromus will be termi-

nated, as announced, we fust that the next Index will combine the who e

into one continuous alphabetical list
A- °"

5. Synop mitorum, ft*
N

pp. 141-430.—We are -I id to welcome another portion of th-

.

The higher tribes of Lichens are l,v no means

ill before lu is m m " B < '',:U
b'
M

tion of the g by him in Sticta, St>

- litis,
waspu»"

lhhed nearly fifty°years ago, and the vast amount of valuable^natter, l©Mr

tered in many pub been accumulating, ba- o '-?

needed to be brought together in one work. This Dr. Nylander prog"

-

ses to accomplish, adding also the results of his investigation ot aJ
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most important collections
; and disposing the whole in a system, which,

while it aims to retain all that was most valuable in the old, gives us, as
it should, the whole light of modern (microscopical) science upon both
old and new. We have onlv r •• r,<nca lacunosa
Willd.? is a name found only in WilM -n^\ lie. barium, and was antici-
pated in print by U. cavernosa, published by the present writer, in the
appendix to Agassiz's tour to Lake Superior. Messrs. Westermann and
Company of New York, will receive subscriptions to the synopsis, which
is put at a moderate price for so handsome a book. e. t.

6. Reports of Explorations and Surveys to ascertain the most practi-
cable and economical route for a Paiiroad from the Mississippi River to

the Pacific Ocean, made am - cretary of War, in

1853-6, &c, vol. x. Washington, 1859.—FISHES; by Charles Girard,
M.D. Washington, D. C, 1858.
Of recent contributions to our knowledge of special Faunas, none have

been of greater importance or interest than the report on the Fishes of

Western North America. In this volume, Dr. Girard has incorporated
almost everything known to the date of publication concerning the Ich-

thyology of our Pacific possessions.
In the introductory remarks, (which with some variations, are duplica-

ted) a general new is given of the Piscine Fauna of Western North
America. The families which are richest in genera and species, and
*bich are most characteristic of the California^ Fauna especially, arc

those of the Catapl the Embiotocoids, and the Pleu-

ronectoids. Of all these families, many new genera, previously indicated
in the " Proceedings of the Academy of Natural Science of Philadelphia,"
are described and illustrated.
The classification of the late Johannes Muller is adopted, and the

orders, suborders and families of which representatives are described, are

all characterized
; the genus A ah •

'
. however, is retained in the family

°j Scuenoids; this should in strict accordance with the principles ot that

classification, be transferred to the order of Pharyngognathi. Agassiz has

demonstrated the union of the lower pharyngeal' bones, the only . h iraoter

on which the order depends. Dr. Girard 'does not appear to have noticed

this discovery as he has not adverted to it in the generic diagnosis of

Of the family of Percoids, representatives of only one genus are yet

in,n"> aMidnl.it int,, t the Pa iti. coast I'his genus has been des nl. 1

M new under the name of Pan '"' *Pecies>
both of

wh>ch had been first referred to Lahras in the Proceedings of the Acad-

Many fresh water Percoids are described, belonging to the genera

Xylites Raf„ p (l ,
rt» Raf, Bryttus

jal, Pomotis Raf., l.ahrax ( uv.. and Stho*U dioa \\ »f. I he specie- de-

J
nbed have been collected in n

*fl M«"»IPPi

Slifo

Ut °ne Spe°ieS (Anibbplitei interrupts) having been obtained in

fc

T
,

h e name of Dioplites has been substituted for Grystes of Cuvier. It

**W by many have been deemed more proper to have applied Rafin-

^ques generie name of L i$ Rafineaque in his - Ichthyologia Ohi-
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ensis" has characterized the genus Le\ into two sub-

genera, ApU: I
a« the same time, to each of the

generic name of Lepomis-Aplites and

ence of an error of observation, and

from ,;,•]« other, cannot be retained—Lepomis mu>

have been for one of the genera or subgenera, if both had been

plilea is restricted by Dr. Girard to the

thoat teeth on the tongue.

The Cuvieran section of " Percoids a Joues cuuirasses is retained as a

••::.

lies, Heierolepidoe, Coitidcs, Scorpcenidce. Perhaps tie ' mm . - -> ".di< a-

l.'but the characters given to them are vague and will require

revision after a comparative study of the foreign genera.

The famih had been previously named by Swain-

con Chinda-.'and that name should have been retai

of its priority, as its consonance with the terminology of the other

In the family of Cottoids, the species are distributed into ten genera, all

of which appear to be founded on good characters, but the names of some

of which are objectionable.

Among the Salmonoids, the three genera of Valenciennes, Salmo, Fa-

rio and Salar are accepted, but we notice that Dr. Girard has named

all the new species he describes as belonging to those genera, Salmo—

" Grd. MSS.V
in I of the species.

In the family of Clupeoids, the modifications of Valencienm

been adopted, and the genus Hyodon is interposed between Meletta Val.

and Enqraulis. .

The genus Anarrhkhthys of Ayres is adopted; its only speci<

Anarrhichthys fells Girard. To this name we d<

tion of our readers, as an important question of nom
In the " Proceedings of the Academy of Natm ..

phia" for 1854, Dr. Girard mentions a fish which be calls

-

'riuns slate of Mw.rv.nion that th-ve was no probability of keeping them.

Subsequently, Mr. Ayres, in the Pr. ™ian Acade"

my, gave a I
- « bid. he referred to a new genus

and .'died Auurrhirhtlnj^y.iutus, which «> c

To this reference we would remark that as Anarrhicas has by all

modern naturalists, been restricted to such species as had the dorsal a

ana! fins separated from the caudal, we would infer that

whatever and -L but a* statement I

was made that the species po-.s,->ed the stunt body an 1 fin-

and was consequently in direct opposition to the e!

I the case, 1 >r. Girard's name cannot be adopt* ,

and that of Ayres must be retained.
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The family of Golidce is limited to the species with the ventral fins
united iii the manner of a funnel and thus excludes the Ehntmlds as well
as the Cyrtoptcroids. The latter are very properly regarded as distinct
but the propriety of excluding the former from the Gobioids is more

The genus Gobius is limited to the species with cycloid scales. The

naturalists been pivvoush restricted to species \\\\X\ pectinated scales.
Mr. Gill has framed tor the t to Gobius, a ffenus

IlK-jl he 1. .
IiIm, Lof/tdofiohius.

We find that in the family of Cyclopteroids, the Gronovian name of

l-ecu almost universally accepter] l.y naturalists, and being the prior name,

specific chara.-tei's of Lipunx, but the references he has given are full and

1

Hs withoul doubl to ascertain what is meant.

.ias described a genus under the name of Homalopomus which he has
referred to the lrachiiioi.K This is now referred to the Gadoids, and a
oubt is even expressed whether it is distinct from Merlangus or Aferlu-

«ms. It does not appear to differ from the latter genus. The cause of
ie former erroneous reference is attributed to the broken tips of the

ill*2 family of Hlmbiotocoids is rich in generic forms, nine being de-
scribed and illustrated, and . e descriptions by
Ur. Gibbons of five other, which Dr. Girard was unable to identify with
«• Some of the species describe.] as new by Dr. Girard will probably be
°und to have been previously indicated by Gibbons.

are Embiotoca Ag. with -even

M Grd., Abeona Grd., Rhacochi-

>tus Ag., each with one species,

„ach with two species.

1 by the comparative size of the
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pial mammals. Want of space forbids us to I

recorded obsen ations, and we must remain satisl

tex] and plates of the report. „ :£
Of the Cvprinoids, numerous genera and species are described from

almost every portion of the west. The family is divided into the tribes

of 1. Cyprini with teeth of the molar kind, of the grinding type,

2. Cittish,,,.;. with pectiniform teeth ; n. C/on^rnstomi, in American

species of whioh I

.,-> of "the grinding

type and cultriform kind:" 4. Pogukhthyi, in which barbels^™ nres

tic- Miout is prominent, and the

and 5. Alburni, which differ f

The 'author has devoted much time and research to these groups, and

all of the genera may be good, but some of them appear to be distin-

guished on quite slight grounds, and many of the species are small and

perhaps the young of others. But on this question we will not venture

cacophonous, some of those nam e»« tnai nave u^»

mostlv accustomed to Latin and Oreck derivatives.

In Dionda, a genus of Cypriiioid.s, Dr. (iirard has named two species

collected bv Capt. John L\ p •. l)b ;».l • episcopa and D. Papahs.

The genus " Arqyrms Lleek-i "' is svnonvmous with ilhin.chthys ct

Agassiz. It is notV'-oUble that 1 >r. < drard will be sustained by Ichthy-

ologists in tin application of Heckel's name. An extract from the re-

marks of the learned I> ,.-,., hiin^ii .,., the nomenclature of the genus

will show the history of the name Argyreus.
. ,.

"Heckel includes in thin are genencally dis-

distinct Cyprian-; a *r*u Mus. Par. M •

But Cyprinus rub: trnvtvt] an<t>"K

Leuciscus cornutus is to enter the genus Plargyrus of Rafinesque, WJ
nus atronasus remains as the type of the genus Argi/reus which again i

identical with Rht recollected, however* toat

teeth figured by Heckel under the name of Argyreus rubripinms are those

of Plart/i/rus cornutus.'
1

''

TT
. i

The diagnosis and illustration of Arg>tre»s having been °yj^*„
founded on "

( and not a

the former species in tl

is adopted, ]

' he had ki

:,.,„,,,, <j lihunrhthys to tnesau-

mown the pharyngeal teeth, and^ be

the genus, when it proves to be distinct from the type.
_

ibove views are cm »^ve to be retai

I called by Gil

i.,i ///-;.

• -

three groups distinguished by the comparative length and breadtn
pparently on good g™»fVZ
..'

i tl, an d breadth of the
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snout, and the presence of one or two rows of teeth in the upper jaw.
For two of these groups, Rafinesque's names of Cylindrostms and Atrac
tosteus have been adopted, although to Dr. Girard, the credit of first
giving them valid characters is due.

In the Plagiostomes, we have some interesting additions. A second
species of Triakis { 7

. Probably this is
he speces noticed ai ( hondropterygii of
the British Museum, but as this name is unaccompanied by a description,
tarards name must of course be retained. A new species of Heterodon-
tusis described which is called Cestracion francisci Grd. But the name
tieterodontus of Blainville must be retained for the Cuvieran Cestracion-

species must

chs, Raf."

Among the Rays, a second species of Muller and Henle's genus Urap-
tera is made known.
Among the Cyclostomi we perceive that Dr. Girard has not only

retained the genus Ammoccetes, but he has even separated from it a new
genus which he has called Scolecosoma. The researches of A. Muller have
demonstrated that the Ammoccetes are only the young of Petromizontoids,
and there is no reason to doubt his accuracy' Dr. Girard must have
<*en acquainted with these researches, and it would therefore have been
more advisable not to have added to the number of names, until it was
^rtam, as may possibly be the case, that there are fishes of the Ammo-
Mud type Which are adult.
We

i

have now concluded, and although we think that there is cause to
dissent from the author In m 'iv bear witness to
» the general abilil

i
, rformed, and to

7 Ter7 g^at advance in our knowledge of the Fauna of our Pacific
possessions.

b

To the Smithsonian Institution, we are indebted for the accumulation

^
the materials which have been used in the elaboration of the report,

itnough Published by the liberality of the General Government, it is
ne of the valuable "contributions to knowledge" which we owe to the
fctenng care of that Institution. t. a.

IV. ASTRONOMY AND METEOROLOGY.

Sofor Eclipse of July 18, I860.—From the numerous accounts which

Z\ ,f
ached us of the observations made upon this Eclipse we place

ttefollowing before our readers.*
• Notice of the Astronomical Expedition to Cape Chudleigh (or Chid-

7L^ m
1

C?0r
' (

in a letter to one of the Editors).—Dear Sir:—The
t of Labradoi

) morning of

plish iT
v

*
° ulie iasl

" ±ne ex
l"

'

yl "^ ^e accom
* ned and energel { the U. S. Coast Survey, unde:

; the French Expedition, see Postscript, p. 309..
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Prof. Stephen Alexander,

of the College of New Jersey, Prest. F. A. P. Barnard, of the Univer-

. E. D. Ashe, Ft. X., director of the Quebec

Observatory, Prof. C. S. Venable, of tbe College of S. Ca<

Prof. A. W. Smitb, of the TJ. S. Naval Academy at Annapolis. \s d

[

these were associated the Commander of the Coast Survey stea

conveying the expedition, Li Alexand r Murrav, l\ S. N. Messv,.

P. C. Duchochois, of New York, and J. P. Thompson, of the Coast

Survey serv ; Tps for the purpose of takri

\. !!, niy, of Washing

! n! To tin i t" oi the corps.

In addition to the purely astronomical objects of the expo-

vantage was taken of the opportunity it presented, to secure •

tions of the important magnetic elements at th<

well as meteorological and other observations continued throuf

entire period of absence. The thermometrical and ban mi

sen at ions were kept up hourly from the time of sailing until the morn-

ing of the day on which the Bibb entered the harbor of Newport. <->n

the 'lav of the eclipse the intervals were reduced to a half hour. Fre-

quent record was made of the surface and deep sea temperature of the

The magnetic observations were placed under the charge i

Edward Goodfellow and Samuel Walker, of the Coast Survey. The me-

teorological, under that of Prof. Venable, of the astronomical corps, as-

sisted by Oscar M. Lieber, Esq., of South Carolina. Mr. Lieber also

undertook such observations of the geology of the coast as the oppor-

tunities afforded would permit.
. ,

The history of the expedition and its results have been communicated

by Prof. Alexander, the chief of the corps, to the Supt. of the Coast

-- and will probably be, at a Milt;,!, e tune, presented to the public

The present m<

of presenting m

Survey, and will probably be, at a suitable time, presented to the public

•
"ill. The present memorandum is furnished

1

permission of the Superintendent, with the v.~.. -

i form the facts of most imm
The track of the central eclipse left the eastern coast of Labrador

lat. 59° 51#. On the evening of the 13th July, the expedition

reached this parallel ; and was, for several hours, en :

vor to penetrate the seemingly unbroken and gloom
of precipitous cliffs which marked this rock-bound shore.

rrUo '

dit was of the most hazardous character. II

sarytofeel every foot of progress with the lead, and the successive

. which gave everywhere, a rocky bottom, showed the mos

singular and sudden variations of depth. One a
give ten fathoms, the n*

seven or eight fathoms. On every hand were seen rocky islets, rocks

nearly submerged, or reefs and breakers. i

Through such a sea, for five or six hours, from six o'clock

12 at night, the Bibb was engaged in cautiously seeking out for be -

self a harbor of refuge ; and just about at the moment when tbe s

was passing his lower culmination, though a bri

the atmosphere, she dropped her anchor in the inlet which divides a.
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'or, once entered, proved to be com
.'

I"...
i' .i'-l- I<» moor the Bibb so i

Inl! ot'tlio party to sleep on board of licr, and thus to avoid some
he discomforts of ..-Mm]. life, which, in a region so i \.

by no means- trilling. Others, including the met<
neti,

\ <'l>sL-rv(M-s, and the members of the astronomical corps in

=
,

'

i

,"
t

i

li ; :i: "^' 1
' iiislnm nt, were compelled to make a larger sac-

' "' their ease. \\ hat thai amounted to maybe appreciated, "when
mentioned that several of the tents were blown down almost
(li;lt,

'l)
it'tei the ii « red inn; md that i wind i-, di _>, ibl t .1 it.

ing chilliness as for its force prevailed 1
?
'" "'

days. Thete

ored, by piling rocks upon

1 there commenced a storm

'"togoverit'eonccaliim from view. At
Qe very close, the alternations o( >un and shade were so rapid, that it

Jj
8** question of donbl >,ould be secured,

jja» flatter of e* observing corps :

^ the last fonr or »tem limb entirely

rif ,

u
1"; \ioisK- t, ( the time of the sun's total immersion, a thm veil

j

' 1; '
1 intervened between it and the observers, not dense enough to

c ,

ercoptthe direct ravs ( >f the luminary, but too dense to allow the

li |.

o:i;i slu '

l'ounding the dark in.
tiou to be visi"

Irtl f

Aslie wa* fortunate enough, however, to catch one point of

Us5ness a^ to fix its positio ' "
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orable circumstances, in regard \

beautiful and rare phenomenon. The br'm-hl point observed by Lt. A
•was wbite and not ruddy. The expedition are unhappilj inaM* to

|

any testimony in regard to the roseate clouds which have been so ol

seen during total eclipses upon the nv

ibject of great regret, the mo 1

t the astronomical party, was
of great regr<:

'cal party,

of the Bibb. From the description giver

by these, the chief of the corps has prepor. ' h dr.r* mg. m win-

appear four principal radiant beams extending outward beyond t

eral limit of the coronal luminosity, in positions sufficiently wen nxeu

to admit of comparison with observations made elsewhere. But as this

class of observers were not furnished with instruments, they gave no

testimony as to the positions, or even as to the presence of rosy clouds.

The whole astronomical corps observed the breaking up of the last

line of solar light lingering before total obscuration, into the fragments

commonly called " Baily's Beads," from Francis Baily, President of the

Royal Astronomical Society, by whom they were described in the Mem.

Astr. Soc. for 1837, as observed by him in the annular eclipse of 1836.

These fragments were very evanescent, and were not preceded by those

longer dark filaments or ligaments noticed by Mr. Baily on the same

occasion, and more or less perfectly by others since. At the emergence

of the sun, the beads were not noticed, owing probably to the veil ot

clouds. Only two of the observers attempted, in fact, to fix the exact

second of emergence.

The darkness which prevailed during total obscuration was not as re-

markable as had been anticipated by most of the observers. The pres-

ent writer, for in,i - :

'

this time, or in reading lines written in pencil in other parts of his note

book. It was not necessary to bring the book nearer to the eye than

The pallor or ghastly appearance which has been remarked at such

moments in the human countenance by former observers, did not strike

was unusual and impressive, but it scarcely effected the tints of objects

or rendered the face of nature very different from what it appears during

early twilight. Cloud* covered at the time almost nine-tenths of the

heavens; and in the interval, of tl,e clouds the blue of the sky was in-

tensely deep and dark. On one side only was the horizon unobscureo.

This was on the north where the harbor opened out to the sea

;

this direction a beautiful rose and orange Hush pre»
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South Carolina, and a rnammoth comet-seeker, of ty inches aperture,
by Fitz. An equatorial belonging to Mr. Rutherford"of X«nv York citv*
a gentleman well known for his disinterested zeal and efficient labors in
the cause of astronomical advancement, served the photographers of the
expedition to fix from time to time the successive phases of the eclipse.
Another comet-seeker was fitted up for the purpose < >f furnishing an ima^e
of the sun upon a white ground in a darkened chamber.

Fifteen auroras were observed during the absence of the expedition.
In nearly every instance a corona was repeatedly formed, though many
of the auroral clouds were exceedingly filmy and thin.

_
Atmospheric electricity was almost or absolutely nil during the en-

tire stay of the expedition at the observing station. The passing of the
s,,adow seemed to produce no change in this respect,

r large, v

J- Me northward. It was frequently down t

But the lowest surface temperature at anytime observed, was in the
Straits themselves, on the return passage; when the thermometer
"'"rked, Jii the surface water, 32°.

In the harbor at the observing station, ice formed in the shoals near
the beach on the 13th of July. On Sunday, July 22, there occurred a
storm of snow and sleet, which covered the deck of the steamer, and
wrapped the whole surrounding country so far as visible, in a mantle of
white. On the return passage, this snow was observed still enveloping
the mountains far down the coast.
Scarcely any quarter of the world presents, perhaps, more difficult or

dangerous navigation than the coast of Labrador. The islands, islets,

submerged rocks and reefs are absolutely innumerable, and icebergs

swarm where these more fixed dangers are wanting. The month of
jnjy was pronounced by the hardy mariners engaged in the Labrador
Series, to have been one of the most tempestuous ever known in those
seas, and most prolific of disast* ^ Jt wil1 there-

«>re occasion no surprise to state that the Bibb has been repeatedly in

Positions of hazard, requiring all the resources of her officers to meet
successfully. The members of the corps cannot but feel that the hand
ct a protertinor iWidei , has h-cn uion than once distinctly vimI-1.

J

n Preserving them amid dangers, and delivering them from situations,

J
hl^ they can hardly look back with tranquillity. r. a. p. b.

2- Extract of a letter from the Superintendent of the Coast Survey to

^Editors in relation to observations made on the Western coast of th*

Vnted'States, for the Coast Survey, by Lieut. J. M. Giixibs, U. S.Nw-

y. G.lliss arrived at the station selected by him for observing the

Jpse, and which is near Steilacoom, Washington Territory, on the 9th

J f
u 'y. Here he encamped and made his preparations for observations

S
f t'me, latitude, etc. These are not yet definitely worked up and hence

* do not give the position of the station or the times of the different phe-

2«na in detail at present. The following particulars from Lieut.

Whss's report will be found of interest in anticipation of the time and



" For the first time after our a be sun rose clear on

the morning of the 17th, nor was there at any time during that day

more than two-tenths of the sky obscured by clouds. Yet, although fe«

evening was absolutely cloudless, and the stars were shining with remark-

able lustre after midnight, so fickle had been the climate during the pre-

ceding three weeks, that when we closed the tent, three hours before the

eclipse would begin, I had no confidence that the next morning would be

By 3£ a. m. we were up and had removed the meteorological instru-

ments from camp to the knoll. At that time it was sufficiently light to

write without artificial aid. Mt. Rainier was distinctly visible and sharp-

ly cut against the southeastern sky. Beyond it and towards the point

at which the sun would ri-s then/ was ii "stratum of vapor whose upper

line was slightly in ; of Rainier towards the north-

ern horizon. At that time the barometer stood at 29-69S ;
att. thermom-

eter 44°-5, the temp. . f i aii ir, •>, and there was only a very slight air

from the southward. At (0
h lYm , sid. chron.) the mist striae became dense

to the N. and E., and were more ging from the point

of sunrise to an elevation of some 25°. The air was so cool and so loaded

with moisture that although the telescope had been out all night the ob-

ject glasses were densely covered with dew immediately after the caps

were removed. By (0 h 30m ) a part of the vapor in the N. and E. had

condensed into little cumuli beyond the Cascade range each more light

and feathery witfe
g

point, though none of this se-

ries extended as far as Mt. Rainier, and "it was only Urn irds the north

that a dense volume of vapor could be seen coming in towards the lower

lands bordering on Puget's Sound. Two minutes later and the edges ot

the little flocculi were tipped v a hues increasing m
brilliancy of color as the sun approached the horizon.

The eclipse had far advanced a ppeared above the

horizon at (0
h 39m 38 s

). It was seen through a red scree" glass and W*

sharp and without tremor. Indeed the atmosphere was so still that the

rise of the second cusp over the distant ground line at (0
h 40m 58 s

)
was

observed almost with the precision of a transit of a limb over the wire

of a telescope. But it was at once perceived that there was great dis-

turbance of the lune, the lower half being flattened by the unequal re-

fraction.

J I was again obliged to wipe the heavy of dew

from the object glass of the telescope, and whilst so doing mj

was directed to the vapor near us. The whole northeastern
|

the prairie had apparently been converted into a placid lake i

and there a knoll projecting through and form', a

illusion being enhanced by rapidlv diminishing intensity of

At (0*» 54«n) distant obje rized more distinctly than

v midsummer twilight at 8| p. m. ,

as
(0

h 55m) the southern cusp had become rounded off and ruggea

h the moon's edge was sen a the case this po

tion of the lune would have fa Jit before the tow

obscuration took place, and that did not occur, the moon's disc eqaany

and uniformly interposing between us and the sun until the last glimmer

of light disappeared.
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I had turned off the red screen half a minute before and was surprised
to behold quite distinctly the following segment of the lunar sphere
The periphery of this segment was more than 100°. Its oolor was uni-
formly shaded from an intense black at the centre of the lunar disc to a
very dark grayish purple near the limb of the sun. It was still tmc able
during twenty seconds after the last glimmer of sunlight.
At the moment of totality beads of golden and ruby-colored light

flashed almost entirely around the moon not constant even for a second
at one point but tin v,{ watCT} anci as
mutable m the respective places of the colors. This bead-thread oould
not have extended more than ten seconds beyond the lunar disc, ft

broke up suddenly at (lh 16«* 21-.2 sid. chron.) and then for the first
time protuberances were noted limb of the moon.
Ihe position of its largest one was 75° or 78° W., and in the form

3 or pyramid of cumulus cloud about one minute
i first observed perhaps two minutes broad at base.

t a uniform mass but apparently an aggregation of
small ones, and its general tint was a rosy pink with occasional spots
and edges of yellowish white light as though sunlight shone obliquely
through them. Except in the pink color it greatly resembled the pro-

I tod du.

'

broader at the baa s apparent eh \ a
tion remained the same. This was an extremely beautiful sin-lit. and 1

watched k closely, giving nearly all my attention" to it during- 15% yet at
the same time I was able to perceive a lesser one of a more flattened ap-
pearance distant 10° or 15° towards the west, and several others yet
smaller and one long one of a much darker color at different points of
toe disc. Intently occupied with the great protuberance, the corona had
not been recognized up m this instant (0

h 58m 10s
), interest in the former

causing me also to drop the beat of the chronometer.
U was then so dai .rnize the second's

aial of the chrpnon and Mr. James Gilliss was called
to bring his lantern and read the time at which I should indicate the sec-
ond internal contact of the limbs, liaising my face from the box on
wnich the time keeper stood to the telescope a most extraordinary scene
*as apparent ! Over the moon's black disc colors of the spectrum
Hashed in intersecting circles of equal diameter with that body, and each
apparently revolving towards the lunar centre. The moving colors were
not visible beyond the moon, bu

-' r eilliri ''
'' ''<

Jaich was quite uniformly traceable more than a semi-diameter beyond
toe black outline. This corona was composed of radial beams or stream-
'

s k""U MiJuK d ilu .
'

nan a disc of reg-

gHy diminishii) the gorgeous appearance of

^y^l'wtrumcircl.'s with their incessantly changing bands of crimson,

.
•'"•• yellow, an ; tied roe from the equanimity

',

U w°ich the preceding phenomena had been observed. Nor were these

°^ Physiological results from a change of position of the body, or of

oad' -

g 8train of siSht in et! " M °n °f tll
°

Se°"

a s dial, in darkness, and subsequent direction of the eye towards the
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sunlio-ht, for they continued visible with the telescope at least 10s longer.

As near as it was posible to estimate, the breadth of each specti

was about two minutes. The green colors were not darker than the tint

usually called pea green, and were on the edges farthest from their re-

cither of the lines seemed to retain a definite posi-

tion, and I was irresistibly drawn to their contemplation to the neglect

of all the changes that might have been taking place in the protuber-

ance and corona.

They vanished with the first appears

em limb of the moon, their sudden obliteration causingme b

exclamation which was regarded as the signal for noting the time, a

M importance had been wholly forgotten in the fascination

!. I cannot liken them to anything so nearly as to the image

seen in the kaleidoscope."*

3. Observations made during the Total Eclipse of I8tk July, I860,

on the summit of Mount Saint-Michel, in the Desert of Palmas, Spam;

bv A. Secchi, S. J. Communicated to the French Academy of Sciences.

(
Comptes Rend., li, p. 156, July 30, I860.)—The place where I observed

the orlipse was on the top of Mount Saint Mi •!.. 1. in the desert of

Palmas, at the same point chosen by Biot and Arago for their triangula-

tion operations, and at a height of 725 metres (=2378 ft.) above the sea,

commanding a very wide horizon. The weather was magnificent during

the whole time of obscuration, notwithstanding we were tormented with

a cruel anxiety up to a few moments of the time by parasitic clouds form-

ing continually on the mountain and dissolving only when at some dis-

tance. Bui sod just before the critical moment,

and the sky was fine till evening.

I was accompanied by M. de~Aguilar, director of the Madrid Obserr-

Story, and by Mr. Cepeda, lawyer from Valencia, a distinguished ama-

The instruments were a Fraunhofer telescope of 78 mm. aperture

(about 3-04 inches) and lm-20 (=47£ in.) focal length, with

60, 90, and 130 diameters. The two first powers gave the entire disc ot

tinum wires so disposed ' that there was a space just eqm
diameter between the outer wires—the two intermediate wires were

slightly inclined, subtending l' 30" at the narrower, and 2' 30" at tlie

larger angle ; an arrangement designed to aid in obtaining a more exact

estimate of the protuberances. The whole micrometer revolved on

transom, with a plate on which was a graduated circle and a sheet ol

white drawing paper upon which the angular position was marked oy

touching a pencil, carried by the fixed transom—thus reserving tne

reading until the observations were concluded. This instrument j»
mounted equatorially, was very stable, and bad been adjusted the aay

* Up to this date, Sept. 7th, the party sent to the Cumberland Houae, British

Columbia, have not been heard from.—Ens.
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v" n miiiut(< '. u< Tin roiiiiu, iiccment of observations I verif
podtion <>f the telescope and the commencement iva^ mark. -d le

-I tV.-.m Madrid bv M. A-uilnr, pro\id
in which marked the seconds "A sinipk nmeli.-uii

! fir the c

not make it out. At 2 h 19m I succeeded in seeing very clearly through
an arc of about 10° or more, but some time after the moon disappeared,
and after that it could be observed only for an instant, Is this due to
the inequality of the portions of the solar corona, upon which the disc,

of the moon is projected \ I observed « ith certainty that not only the
edge of the solar crescent was more sharply defined upon the side of
thft ""leave phase, than upon its own propel border, but also that the

P the telescope was much more clear upon this side than upon

»W on white 1
_

the cusps remained tlir< niudiout vei'v distinct, and the solar spots were
" ; * ~Muh eclips n as viewed with a magnifying
Power of 90. The lunar mountain- were well outlined upon the solar
ground, and indented the inner border of the limb. After the centre
';'!

tl'e s»n was hidden (and even a little mo e) ih light of the horizon
1 "ni'ished suddenly in a decided and unexpected manner. Surround-
ing objects did not however notieablv change color. As the eclipse
*as becoming nearh total, I ; .. k , .. 1 ih, lixed colored glasses,
na followed the sun v iih a glass held in the bain!. This was an excel-
j^t glass of neutral tint made by Leivhours. a graduated light, the
Uuttl *bade being very delicate.

'

1 he slender crescent is-now breaking
! 'to many parts near the cusps which still remain very distinct, and the
corona begins to show itself even wiih the dark -lass.

" The sun reduced
a simple thread di- . .;. , d \\ thout forming (qrains des chapelet)

ioli\h
eads

'
Qlli, 'kl

-

,;!ki "'4'
au '

l} ,!h "'" 1 " r, "
i

-
l:is\ 1 u;l

-
M,r

i

,ri ^" 1

^ jts splendor m"

w..°^
at once appeared to terminate in an infinity of purple points,

wen were ju, soon hidden, and then two o- tvat red protuberances ap-
peared near the point of , ultation. < me of these was at least 2' 30"

;"
lj, '|glit, and as lar-e at the base as •_>': it was conical in form, slightly

i

;X:m Z. cuned at the top. The other was about half the height of
e Preceding, extending over a considerable arc, at least 5° upon the

to tl k
rder

'
Its toP was formed like ver^ minute saW teC'th

'

,,ara11 " 1

a .

border of the moon. I looked as soon as possible at the opposed
rp of the sun, but nothii \

h
'
the first mar"

C i

aw that t! "'
;

!
'" ring the whole

theVr
C°r0na was magnificent but most brilliant on the side on which

runt-
PSG be

ff
an - Its light waa ' '

without mter-

ein r i°
f a beautit "' sili er '

from the mar'

;•:' "5. the moon to the distance of about the lunar radius or less. At
jg-Wance there began to be many interruptions; large sheafs of

out t

appoared
> th " the lai-e >t, and extended

a distance equal to a diameter and a quarter of the moon. On
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the lower part I saw only one of these long sheafs. With Arago's po-

lariscope, already directed very near the sun, 1 ascertained that the two

images were not of equal brilliancy, and that the corona id

lengthened in one direction, and in the other in a direction perpendieu-

' ;

Returning to the telescope, I regarded for an

black showed itself with all the glory of its rays, which appeared

;

in shadow. All this unique scene remains pro-

foundly engraven on my mind ; the solemnity of the spectacle appeared

forcibly to "impress the' assistants who, though numerous,

in perfect silence. Not to lose these precious moments I rel

mediately to the telescope. The aspect of the sun was inn-

The two great protuberances of which I have spoken ba

appeared, and a great number of others appeared from

the sun (this moment corre>ponding to the middle ..f the total obscura-

tion), 1 was for an instant embarrassed to deride which to select tor

measurement of their angle of position ; for it was useless to measure

the size, which changed while looking at it. With the mechanism o

at least ten—there was hardly any part c
there was not a point, they seemed regularly distributed. These a-.

the angles taken in reckoning from east to northwest. South :
39'0 j

75-0°, 116-0°, 173-0°, 211-3°, 310-0°. ,

A greater brilliancy of the corona on one side announced that tne

sun was emerging, then in directing my attention to this side I was as

tonished to see a very large number of very small protuberances, a

above all of them a red cloud entirely detached which was sllS
l
u'n^

and separate from the rest and from the lunar margin by a marK

white space. Its figure wa- elongated, about 30" of length to i

1 >- - > - .i * theridth, and its form somewhat tortuous and sharp a

called to my companions to witness this). This cloud wa<

I had the conviction that it was accompanied wit 'i many o!

rested at nearly the -anm le\d a> a -erie> of cirrus. Thei

, ttlli.h

,arc formed like a

. « circumference, and which pvtoW
lengthened while its central part increased in width and Dnl"*V'

white became so * I not sustain it ; the protuber-

ances then disappeared.
]ec.

The sun then began to shine in the heavens like a point of true ei

trie light, and im, :

ith the corona ^j1 remT 4o
and which (by hiding with niv hand the bright part) I could see

seconds longer. That which most struck me in the di-«-uin>tanc^, -

the immense qua q1 i ces and their distribution

,
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that one could absolutely say they enveloped the sun. Those commonly
observed are only the summit of the most elevated, and without doubt
it is only in certain favorable i ,,U1 see the sun
entirely crowned by them. T , vented accurate
<!m,\ i^mi.m.I tn i.. md u \..ul I _n.

i litfeivnt s-olar diameter a ord
ing to the depth of shade of glass employed.
The time of total obscuration was found by M. Cayetano de Aguilar

to be 3m H«, but it passed like a moment and seemed to us, {' "

My convictions upoi
phenomena were real a
phere and clouds suspended in these flames

;

imagine anything else, as for example, t
of diffraction or refraction.

The clear graduation and distinct mingling c
ored light with the white photosphere was of a
it can never be mistaken by any p
or any illusion whatever, I do not doubt that it really appertains t-
the sun, and the structure of these suspended elouds tends to strengthen
my conviction. As regards the part of the corona more remote and
those long bundles of rays, the thine- does not appear to me so certain:
they have too mm h tin aspect uftho-e seen through the clouds at

^h^t
"^

et ^.is "11
'

M "'tanl to distinguish from these the true corona

u
Was continue(1 much beyond the protuberances.

M. Cepeda, however, who made his observations with an excellent
^lescope, liaving a large held, assures me that he saw a bundle of rays,
curved and branched like the horns of a stag, at the upper part.

ha been eonii bv } hotography.
fhe director, M. Antonio de Aguilar, had brought, f

': ,,'l'h'>to-'rapl,s, the lai-MV telescope of Cauchoi:
s°hd cast iron foot, furnished with dork-work.
proofs of the c

exposure varied f,, ,m from 3
ne protuberances, but the <•

to the time. There was not the same intensity throughout
most vivid parts do not correspond to the protuberances.
We notice also a greater intensity in the chain of protube

vwdthe first and the Lm infant ..f" total occupation. The force of the

Jgnt ot the protuberances i

- is hecome triple

°Ja momentary jar of the toleseope. In this delicate operation M.
Monserat, Professor of Chemistrv in the [TniverMty of Valentia, was
"larged with all photogr-iphic , \» rations, and my compeer, P. Vinader,
took charge of tie scope. This communieation
"« already become so long that i omit <>r.linar\ observations, and will
°"iv say that the light uj^m^ enough to enable one to distinguish
mall objects, and x U v ordinary books, and without
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seeking I saw Jupiter, Venus, taries. A portion of

this light may have proceeded from the reflection of a thunder cloud, a

short distance from and feebly lighted by the sun.

I give the result of the observations made with the therm ©multiplier

of Melloni by M. Botella, inspector of mines. In general the progress

was very regular, as the figures show :

A very sensitive decliuometer of Jones, observed hourly by M. Mayo,

engineer, showed no disturbance. Professor Barreda observed the solar

spectrum at my request, and will give his report thereon in a special

4. On the polarization of the light of the corona, and of the red protu-

berances, in total solar eclipse*.—il. I'razmowski observed at Briviesca

in Spain, with special reference to these subjects, the total eclipse ot

July 18th. His observations seem to justify the following conclusions, viz.

(1.) The light of the red protuberances is not polarized. In this re-

spect they resemble clouds in our atmosphere. May we hence conclude

that these are solar clouds, composed of particles, not gaseous, but liquid

or even solid ? The high temperature of the sun leads us to infer that

these clouds are constituted of very refractory matter.

(2.) The polarization of the corona proves that its light emanated

from the sun and was reflected. The bright, very decided, polarization,

proves also that the gaseous particles from which it was reflected send

the light to us reflected nearly at the maximum angle of polarization.

For a gas this angle is 45°
; but in order to reflect light at this angle

it must be near the sun. A solar atmosphere seems to furnish the ne-

cessary conditions.— Comptes Eendus, Aout 6, 1860. .

.

5. Baihfs Beads.—Mr. Lespiault, who watched especially tor tni

phenomenon, savs- (< \u\ i. K. :, I.. ;;. l'21)—some seconds before trie

first interior contact, tl. ica-m f..i nod by the arc of the moon ap-

peared irregular and trembling, but I did not see either the ' i>«« V

Beads " or " comb-teeth.'
1 ''

6. Third Comet of I860.—A brilliant comet, with a tail several degrees

long, was seen bv many persons in different parts of our country, on

evening of June 21st and 22d, 1860. It was seen on the evening

June 20th, by Prof. Caswell of Providence, then on the deck of the stea

ship Arabia. The first public notice of the comet appears to have d

madebyMr.C.AV.T.uile, ;,^!a:,i m ii, Harvard < 'ollege Observatorv,

The comet continued vissible to the naked eve about two weeks.
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Perihelion passage, 1860, June 16.00730.
Long, of perihelion, - - - 161° 34' 56" ) Mean eqx.

" " asc. node, - - - 84 41 20 j" Jan. 0.

Inclination, - - - - 79 18 11
Log. of perihelion distance, - 9.46687
Motion, direct.

Gould's Astron. Jour., No. 136.

7. The Meteor of July 20tk, I860.—This remarkable meteor was vis-

ible over a portion of the earth's surface at least a thousand miles in

length (from N. N. W. to S. S. E.) by seven or eight bandied in width ;

or from Lake Michigan to the Gulf Stream and from Maine to Virginia.
The newspapers have contained many notices of its appearance as seen
at various places within these ! accounts rue too
vague to be of any scientific value. We are not yet in possession of a

sufficient number of good obser ussion of the phe-
nomena presented-, and can only at this time notice briefly a few of the
best that have come to hand, and state some approximate results derived
from them respecting the height of the meteor above the earth, the di-

rection of its path, «fec

At New Haven, it was seen, during a portion of its flight, by several

members of the Scientific Faculty of the College at the house of Prof. J.

A. Porter, and pains were at once taken to fix Its apparent path by refer-

ence to parts of the building, tree-tops, stars. A:c, near which it Lad 1 een

seen, and also to determine its time of flight, by noting the time re-

quired to repeat th : while it was in sight. The
bearings and altitudes of the points noted for fixing the path were subse-

quently determined instrumentallv. Independent data of the same kind
were also obtained by going \\ it) *« to the places

occupied by them at the time, ai >< ""-l quadrant
the path in the sky pointed out by each, and noting the time for each m
the manner already indicated.

°7 laying down these bearings and altitudes on a globe, a normal or

average path was obtained, which cuts the horizon at N. 62° W. and S.

62° E-, and gives , . :>°, in a direction S. 28° W.
Thetime of flight for the diligent observers, determined as above

stated, ranged from 10 to 20 seconds—giving an average of

{"teen seconds, which a-rees with the careful estimate made ai me nine

ty the observers at Prof Porter's.

Valuable observ. eived from individuals in dif-

ferent places, some items of which we proceed to state. They will be

given more fully hereafter.
M r. J. D. Lawson, of New York, saw the meteor from the corner of

fourth street and Broadway, a)
hirh Sive

(
or max "

"mrm altitude (N.) 56f°. Another independent observation at the same
8P°t, as published in the Journal of Commerce, gives from data subse-

quently obtained bv IW. II. A. N.-ut-.n. an altitude of about 55°. We
use for N. Y. 56° as the mean of the two.
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Mr. F. Huidekopcr, of Meadville, Pa., makes the altitude at that place

39° 30' from the northern horizon ; 1

1

nice at altitude

3° 30', and 10° 45' S. of east ; time from crossing meridian till disap-

pearance, 10 to 12 seconds.

Mr. W. King, a. surveyor at Erie, Pa., makes the altitude 44°, and

point of disappearance in a cloud due east at an altitude of 22°.

Mr. S. B. McMillan, of E. Fairfield, Ohio, reports it as having been seen

"
i ino froi i a point about 10° E. of N. to within as much of a due

Rev. T. K. Beecher at Elmira, N. Y., saw it pass very nearly through

b, and "so very close to" a Lyrse "as to quench, if not eclipse

it" This star was then about 11° from his zenith, and in azimuth S.

76£° E. The meteor separated into two parts with an explosion when

Other observations (not now at hand), which have been use I

ing our results, have been received from Mr. B. V. Marsh, of Ph
and Prof. HallowvII, of Alexandria.

Acompar -.and a tow of the best that have

been published. _-,
tits aa follows :

(1.) The vertical plane in which the meteor moved cuts the earth's

CBtfine in a line crossing the northern part of I

through, or very near to, Goderich on Lake Huron, (C. W.). I

mira and Sing Sing, N. Y., Greenwich, Conn., and in the same direction

across Long Island into the Atlantic.

(2.) In this plane the pal the observations is sensibly

'
-'

:

' .; :

'' '.;..-;. '' ;' '"

south of Bh a an elevation of 42 miles above Long

Island Sound, of 44 over the Hudson, 51 at Elmira, 62 at Buffalo, 85

over Lake Huron, and 120 over Lake Michigan. The western observa-

ld imperfect, seem to indicate a somewhat

he western part of the path. Possibly,

uiereiore us true iorm may nave been a curve convex towards the earth,

resulting from the increasing resistance of the atmosphere as the meteor

descended into denser portions of it. The observations made this side of

Buffalo, which are somewhat numerous and many of them good, are very

well satisfied by the straight path already described. Further and more

accurate observations beyond Buffalo arc greatly needed for determining

the true form and position of the orbit, both in respect to the earth's sur-.

face and in space.

(3.) The close approximation to parallelism to the earth's surface of the

eastern portion of the observed path leaves it a matter of doubt, consid-

ering the imperfection of the observations, whether the meteor finally

passed out of the atmosphere i

, especially!/'the path wal curved^ as above

^a ot a straight line. - ..

(4.) The meteor exhibited different appearances in different parts of its

have been observed first as a single body, i

i elongated, gradually increasing in brilli

j sparks and flakes of light, until it reached the neigh
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mira, N. Y. Here something like an explosion occurred, and the meteor
separated into two p Ji many subordinate fragments
all continuing on their course in a line behind each other, and still mat-
tering luminous sparks along t

!

,. as reached about
south of Nantucket, when a second considerable explosion took place,
and afterwards the principal fragments passed on till lost to view in the
distance. The most trustworth the meteor as dis-
appearing while yet several degrees above the horizon, (generally rr<>m 3°

to 6° or 8°). Besides the actual changes of form which the body suc-
cessively underwent, apparent changes would present themselves to each
Wmw AVising from change of direction in which the meteor was seen.

(5.) It is not easy, from the observations in hand, to determine with
much accuracy the velocity of the meteor while passing through our at-

'— The time of flight is doubtless largely overestimated by most

cts performed during

or, usually reduces the interval to not more than

s fifth, of the observer's own estimate. From 15 to

nge for good observations, and probably to no ob-

in sight over 45 seconds or a minute, although a

_„. rrobable estimates of time with the length of path
observed, gives a velocity ranging from eight to fifteen miles a second,
probably 12 or 13 miles is a tolerable approximation. This, allowing for

the earth's motion in its orbit, giv^ '1 -JT mil.- a second as the actual
velocity of the meteor in space. Its relative velocity may have been
ouch greater when just entering the atmosphere, than after encountering
rts accumulated resistance.

_. (
6 -) The actual diameter of the luminous mass, taking its apparent

diameter as nearly e
observers nearest its 1

ny estim:
heads when passing New Haven must have been i

(?•) A report is mentioned by many observers as having been heard
r<mi one and a half to five minutes after the meteor passed. The least

"me in whieh such a report could have been heard, taking the usual con-

Jtantfor the velocity of sound (1090-47 feet a second) would be about
wee minutes and a half. This is a point of much interest, and needs
10 »e investigated.

ri»e " rushing sound" spoken of by many as heard while the meteor
Was

Passi&g, is of course to be attributed to imagination.

C. S. Lyman.
8 The Meteors of August 2d and 6th, I860.—A meteor, rivaling in

Jfilhancy that of July 20th, was extensively observed throughout the

southern United States on the evening of August 2d, between 10 and 11
°<*>ek, according to the local time. It appears to have passed from east

yest vertically ov( "ites past ten, Knoxville time,

jrom three to five minutes after the disappearance of the meteor a re-^ was heard like the discharge of an eight-pounder; which was fol-
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red by a long long rolling, reverberatory sound of more than a m
V duration.'

7
This fart is'mentioned by Mr. W. C. Kane writing fr<

oxvi 1" to a friend in Hartford, Conn.

iant meteor was seen in the southwest, from New Hav

i X,.w i
'

I

>
i i) 1 . past s-'Vevi i»il.i_'it \ lock, on £be eveni

V,_ u , t r,th." It i i- d from s .nth to north, and notwithstanding \

•ted attention over a wide extent of count

V«e Concord (Ohio) Meteor, of May 1, 186

ication published
E. \Y. lv \\k.—Since writing r

number of this Journal, on th.

by a good obsi

>r |>:iss.-'.|, tie-re mv l.in

oUrnerivferredtoi> 1 >. Mackley, Es.

-
t

i ':

happened to be at

north east from the former place, and seventy

point under the meteor's path. He took pains to

spot in order to determine more' definitely the

His testimony, in answer to my interrogatories,

ppe'ared to me at a point about 55° east of north.

thin cloud, and I thin*

If that of the sun."

nilcs over the northern

eighths of a mile ;
and

fhe results agree suin-

rthern part of the State or bey*

ras not dissipated in the :iti". -pi

; again. The A«w« of stones which came _<

near New Concord had probably been detached from the principal mass

before the latter came into sight.

Marietta, Ohio, Aug. 20, 1860.

10. Shooting Stars of August 9-10, I860.—Since the year 1837,'

»

least, it has been found in the Northern hemie
v-oather has permitted -• stars have been ivn

ally abundant durine; a period of several nights in August, F^UV
increasing in numbers for a few days up to the 10th of the mon ,



,, , "j
,

> very other mete-
rftfa little change.
[-en air, from the

;,

tH
r

,uh ],lt,m " " rale College, by a

IT1
'
^-C Johnston, II. U. -,'„..!. p, , |»,M, v thm^olf.
fom 2b to 3h a.m., there were but six observers. Each

1

Y'
;|

'," ' i;
' '"• '"'"

l no °ne was reckoned twice. Between
; •

... " tlie i'ili and 3 a.m. of the 10th of August, 1860, we observed^hundred and stxly-five different shooting stars/distributed as fol-

X. R. H b tol2^r

I
al

%
of

S88n7ei

°^ third of all the meteors which might have been seen ii

e
- At 3 a. m. mist was forming rapidly, but we saw after

Tin-

on mug rapidly,

luded above ; and while we wei

previous to 10**6 ^eighteen,!

by us during five hours and ten minutes. Had
e" should probably have seen 800 during this

Voni mx times the common nightly average for
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It is perhaps hardly worth mentioning that the Aurora Borealis was

visihle all night, being by turns quite

phenomenon has been seen here with uncommon iro.,r,-m-y tin, .um-

During the entire nights of the 8th, 10th, 11th, 1-J« h and lath <
t th.<

month, our sky was wholly overcast. Edw'd. C. Hkbbick.

Yale College, New Haven, August, 1860.

V. MISCELLANEOUS SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.

1. The Fourteenth Meeting of the American Association for the Ad-

vancement 'gust lst-8th, I860, at Newport, K.

ting from the Colonial times under

Queen Anne. The Hon. W. H. Cranston, Mayor of Newport, pronoun- •

the citv of Newport, to the members oi

asion was amply se-

city and its citi/>.-us

having m all who participated the most agreeable impressions of New-

port. The weather was superb, neither fog or rain marred the pleasure oi

by beach and shore over this American Isle oi

i Gh (IcgistB with Mr. Hitchcock's map* of the Island in

hand found the conglomerates of 'Purgatory' and 'Paradise and tne

these most overdone and contorted coal measures

a fruitful theme of discussion both in hall and field.

The numbers in attendance at the Newport meeting were
_

small co -

pared with most previous meetings. An erroneous impression appears

unfortunately to have gone abroad that Newport was a very costly pmc

to visil and that the « height of the season' at a great watering

not a time when science could hold ground agaii.

this was eminently untrue, the effect of such an impression was visible

the absence of numbers of familiar faces. e

Neither can we, if we would, conceal the fact that while many papers o^

marked ability were presented, the character of I

all respects creditable to American Science. A conviction

among many who were present at Newport of a decadence in

tific character of the Association, of a loss of tone

sinn threatened soon to become such. There was a time

led on
weak speculations—by whomever put forth—were promptly tramP

wer f

and their authors made to feel that they were answerable to apo

united public sentiment which bore rule with a -

evidence of this power was '

scientific charlatanism were 1

it, and we left the meeting v

proceedings could be restored, the American Association r

speedy and disastrous end. We do not despair of the imi

tion of a higher standard—the effort will certainly be made.
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entific leadership of Prof Stephen Alexander of Princeton, to witness the
total Ecnpse of July 18th. As we elsewhere give a detailed statement of
the results from the pen of one oi

|

,-

necessary to add
that the -Bibb- made Newport harbor on her return in season to secure
an agreeable reunion on Tuesday evening, and that on Wednesday morn-

"
' '

.
.

..*

monumental desolation' in a brief but fervid recital, deeply movinjr his
audience

_

by his peculiar eloquence. Tt was a happy circumstance that
the meeting could close under so agreeable an irnpra
The address of tlm

, ti in- LV.^i.1 ,,t. Pi f.
-',

rh,n Alexander, was
.lvered on Wednesd ire the adjournment, and will——tions of the year.

1 interesting public discourse reviewing the history
discovery, and the method of investigation employed in regard to the

ml/ Stream. This address we hope to present to our readers in full
i a future number of this Journal, as also the substance of another

List of papers presented t

August 2S ami Septei

io Tiieoretu-al Do

byB.F.-»,„„, ,,: .
.

.
nam--. in.

g» Natural Ice-Hou
. by Elias Loomis.

Uescnpfon of a n, , :,,- ; by James Lewis,

o
esentei1 hy w. i!. un-ci-s.

byJohnLeCo
n0mLn

"

ri P^ '"iM l>
>

tlu
'

" Silvi " r sPrilJ-'" in Marion Coun
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„ ..... : l»v B. Silliman, Jr.

:

'

- '' !' -'"'' 1'. D |;
'

, . „ s„„„.:

^.^t!:I;i.'v .'.v.,,! by J. Smith, of Manchester, Engl«nd;»J

O
'£mf,°eflectio„, on the Observations of the Solar Spot, and of the Magnetic-

r

ta"4
;

e

b
ZcSr:K-.WH.- .fchnr^i '-, ' * *» **£

talunar tidal w

P
VUal Statistics of the Blind, with an approximate Life Table ;

by E B. Elliott

ght, Velocity, &c, of the Meteors of the evening

; by H. M. ]—
' ig. 11, and 1860, Jul

., ^Boston, due to Spontac

,
by Q.

_,„..i 1860, July 20; byB. A

i Induction-Time in Electro Magnets ; by A. D. Bache a

.ss by lire of Berdan's Mechanical Bakery i

Presented by E. I

The Meteor of July in!!, a.- uiti-.m W.i-'xrryun, J> .tehoss County,i>ew

7
SoTe

e

rem«ta oathe Open Sea of the Arctic Regions; by W. W
jjj*$££ti

On the production of Ethylamine by reaction of the Oxy-Ethers ;
by M.

Presented by B. Silliman, Jr.
_ f at Van Rens

laer harbor and other places near the northwe-f

i.y Charles A. Schott, Assure*

Surrey. Presented by A. D. Bache. i
. Modification:

Chrome Salt ; by E. N. Horsford.' , •

c j rC t

On the Time Necessary to IV: ' :nilcr ceru

stances; an<l the practical h sons thciviYom 1>> )ai c- Hyatt.
^^ on Organisi

b7
oine nSric acid and ammonia in rain water, collected Sept., 1859, between 1

To* «a limp 0w«4i by*-*"*
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On the Relations of Salts of Zinc and Alumina to Soda and P<

pr ssionaone, o e ermm<

The Theory of Probabilities applied to determine the Identity of

'
Analysis of

ii.iiitv polar co-ordinates of

by Q.W. Coakley.
iminous Earth from Brazil ; by E. i\

r
. I

the Asteroids 1

lection B—Natural History and Geoi OGY.

Remarks upon certain points in Ichnoloo-y
Synchronism of Coal Beds in the Rhode IsW; byC.Ii. ]:

Geology of Newport and Vicinity; by C.

by Edward Hitchcock.

H. Hitchcock,

teris of East Hampton ; by

:£OMEarth
n

fiS

r

mNotting

in Shelburne, Vt., with spe<

Edward Hitchcock.

f:;"''"^
"" »» <V.1.,^ ->f tl.o J Astern part of Maine, «fcc. ; by W. B. Roger*.

t „

rl

"V;
tv ''" t

'»' " «> b v .M . in the conglomerate of
Taunton River

; by W. B. Rogers.

i

,°
)

" h
;
''"v" "''I'll "i i .pineal relations of the Trappean rocks of Lake Superi-

"5 ^ J- W. Foster and J 1) Wl.iti.ev.
P

On the Lead i I appi ; by J. D. Whitney.

LA ag.
arranSement of the Museum of Comparative Zoology at Cambridge; by

w_2?i.
th

.

e °ri
?in and distribution of the Sediments composing the stratified rocks of

North America
; by J. S. Newberry.

ica : bv J. S. Newberry.
1

Remarks on the diet n remarkable Gold
Spwanena from G

fceutty in relation to the characterist-

On*l
nci

£
nt and " 1!! '""

i
" 1 Wih 'n -

Descrf tdon

r

of

eUm WdlS ° f t! "'- "
^'wherry.

Sfljjjj

11 Sandstone
;
by l Vl. I

IYeVciite'l i . 1!

lina

D

b
er

N
in

h
Phen0m °na

°f th° ° reat DiSmal Swamp in Yirffinia and N°Tth Car°"

;

J. S. Newberry.

On t] !(
.

,.,

;
by J. D. Whiti

beh l°^
Ce t0 a PledS° Siven in 1859

'
that the next meetinS should

vin rj
ln sorae Southern city, I

*> raeet m Nasn"

'J
lessee, in t date to be fixed by the local

LLr? ^?Cers of the Nashville Meeting are, President, F. A. P. Barnard,

p-;,' Resident of the University of Mississippi ;
Vice President, l'r.

Sllf ;
°ibbes

' of South ^.-l'in:i: < rrv >.'>vtary, Prof. J. W.
et

>
of Mississippi

; Secretary, Dr. A. L. Elwyn, of Philadelphia.
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2. Reclamation by Gov. Stevens of Washington Territory.—Prof. B.

S n i tu \..\v.—S'r :—I send you h< r 'with a opy of my final Report and

Narrative of the Exploration of the Northern route for a Pac

road, and desire respectfully to ask you to examine it in connection with

a vhiiuo entitled Natural History of Washington Territory, by Drs.

Coop, r raid Sueklev, also .sent with this.

It is due to one of the authors (Dr. Suckley) that I shoi; !

d

' the injustice done me, he frankly
'*

' nearly all the facts

a—that when he

Meteorology had

neighbor,

t my per-

l to the incorporation of the chapter on Meteorol-

ogy. He also added that ' lie should send notices

over his sign the book and also one to be pub-

of the title page and that I was the sole author of the chapter on Meteor-

ology. Therefore wherever Dr. Suckley's name is referred to, it is simply

because he appears as joint author of the " Natural History," and not

because I attach any blame to him in regard to the matter.

An examination of im
ry " is a portion of my own Report. I will first call your a;

their letter addressed to m olume. You will find it

at the close of the volume (Appendix C). In thai

from its contents, they b ny Report immediately

following the alphabetical Index and p
lieea.

;
, :

ban I Shapter IV. of my Report on M
that this chapter is illustrated by several views taken from the body ot

my Report, an iarl is to be found at tl

volume. By turning to my own Report, it will be observed

chapter on Meteorology is an integral portion of my own personal and

official Report of the route, follows the geographical memoir and precedes

ie of the cost of a railroad on the northern route.

You will also observe upon page viii. of the preface to the " Natural

: hat the authors (Drs. Co. -.,
that none ot

aeir volume have been before published in any ot

the series. If you will compare these pi i.-ria! \' ">-- v, iili those in my

final Report and i m itiv. , vo . will tin 1 ! a to be identically the same,

L
struck off from the same stone, by the same person, and

th !'.-(. .iv .-

My object in addressing you is to expose the plagiarism of Dr. Coope

and to show his injustice to myself.

It being doubtful whether extra copies would be ordered by Congress,

I gave my consent to the Government printer's '

copies of the Natural History Report for the i

Suckley, they bearing the expense, and the pretended e

Brothers was struck off in this manner. I did not give my
orology, or to the use of the

riking off some extra

of Drs. Cooper and

ed edition of Bailliere

incorporation of the chapter on Meteorc
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plates, or to the use of the isothermal chart. It was done without au-
thority, without the least consultation with me, nor was 1 aware till I saw
the bound volume that th< the kind.

Now turn to their title page. 1. My name is altogether omitted from it,

whereas since the work is simply a portion of my own report, my name
should have been there. 2. The title states that Drs. Cooper and Suck-
ley are the authors of the work, and of course the authors of Chapter
IV. The following extract from the title makes this claim :

"Being those parts of the final Reports on the Survey of the Northern
Pacific Railroad route, containing the Climate and Physical Geography,
with full catalogues and descriptions, &c, by J. G. Cooper, M. D., and

certainly*ir

I will now call \ - inent which I send
you with the "Natural History." It is there set forth that Chapter IV,
on Meteorology, is by Gov. Stevens and Dr. Cooper.
By reference to the date of my letter to the Secretary of War, trans-

' mitting my Report, and the date of Drs. Cooper and Buckley's preface, it

will appear that on the 7th of February, 1859, this chapter w sent in

to the Secretary as my exclusive work and was so published by the Sen-
ate. In November per and Suckley in

their title page as their work, and in Bailliere's notice as the joint work
°f Gov. Stevens and Dr. Cooper. The priority of the Senate publication

establishes the plagiarism.
The authorship of the chapter in question is exclusively my own. Dr.

Uoper has no pretext to any portion of the authorship. He was em-
ployed by me and ir I tepartment, at the rate of $1 25

Per month, to assist me in my Report. He did assist me on this chapter

and in other portions of my Report. I prescribed the mode of investiga-

faon, supervised the work daily and prepared the Report. The mode of in-

stigation, reasoning, deductions and conclusions are my own and not Dr.

toper's. My attention had long been given to the subject. The Doctor

was patient under i

'I looting data. It

*«ship of an^an - ™ employe, but

"hasbeenlono;,:, b claims are utterly

untenable.

Wty did not Dr. Cooper claim the authorship when I sent in the Re-

port to the Secretin i V\ hv did he not claii it wh. n he was employed

£ *e in assisting me in the tables to be found in it ? He ^ during

J»
whole time and for ,% Why ,

i 1 It was
Preface.

^ Wj>y has it been done clandestinely, my first notice of it being s

^nths after the Sens

a» article of which he knew!

mplating claiming authorship to

uthor, he was pretending friend-
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iip towards myself, and afterwards did seek and obtain through my i

I have respectfully to request that you will publish this communicate

i your valuable Journal. I am, Sir, very i

3. Dr. Suckley's

Isaac I. Stevens.

-Gentle-

-You will confer a favor hy si: iujr in the next number of your

valuable Journal tfc ™ Meteorology in

Cooper and Suckley's work on the Natural History of Washington Ter-

ritory should be accorded to the Hon. Isaac J. Stevens. \\l\>.y name

was unfortunately pa ge. Notices to this effect have

.

been sent to all the owners of copies.

Very respecti it, George Sucklev.

New York, July 31, I860.

4. Stereoscopic Advertisements ; by Eli W. Blake, Jr.—Prof. H. W.

Dove, to whom we are indebted for so many beautiful stereoscopic exper-

' "i Opttich o of si re >scopic print-

l of Iceland Spar, as seen in binocu-
> illustrate the o

TnU utile* i-
;

- in the ordm; r;

manner, while for the right eye, the alternate lines are shghth advanced

Upon combining the two by means of the stereoscope, the printing ap

> planes, more or less distant from each other.

f the two not eorrespon I

3 towards or fait back from the eve ; th

:! I',- •;::... .
. _

eed. In this age of advertising it might be worth the while
_
of enterpn-

' _ i i \ i !s in print tin ii adv< rtis m in- in stereos opic form. 1

woul.l certainly gain for them a more g n< i.ii n 1 e-n t'ul -

ihis mo ]>-> of pri ding, a -U r< .-. o] io a lv< rti.-> m< nt of this Journal, wtuc

maybe observe'- 1 h\ simj.Iy placing the instrument over it.

5. Parasclena and Lunar Rainbow ; by Lieut. J. M. Gilliss.—Vvne

returning from Washington Territory and at 9 i\ m. of July -< ; ^-
w

|"

vwie winces to atmo-pheric phenomena so rarely seen together that .1

r

lhest,. llniI \ p, .,( ,i, ftihin.lt' N.;'l..nl. 1 -J i° 30' W., and, con-

sequently, some -jo miles N. W. of dnp.ma river, in Calif--;

brightly overhead and the atmosphere was pn
loaded with a wet fog or mist. At the time sp-eitiod, the *

days old and its altitude about 20°. Its d»<S •.

;i weil-d-tinedeireleot'no' to :rj' dh

k£pr. \\h.,ii. ha-1 disappeared

* Optiscbe Studien von II. W. Dove. Herliti. is."'.'.
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Prior to the formation of the halo, and for some time after, we ceased
to see it, there was a perfectly formed fog or mist bow to the north of the

ship. At times, a slight tinge of dirty red could be traced on its outer

border and near the sea, though the predominant color was a murky
white.

At 9h 30m a faint • v> ndary 1 v, was formed of 3° lesser radius, but

-nly a few minutes.

6. Oil Wells of Pennsylvania and Ohio.—A strong impulse has been
given to the explorations for petroleum by the success of the well at

TitiMilIe, Pcnn^hania, uoik. d r->r »<>me years pa-t by the Pennsylvania

Rock Oil Company, on Oil Creek. In a circuit of five miles from Titus-

ville, there were early in July, over 400 wells in progress, and 100 at

work, raising fr< ra
i

1 v from depths varying from 40
to 300 feet. The a .'. having by transmitted light a

dark brown color, which by reflected light is greenish or blueish. Its den-

'

sity is 0-882. It is even in warm weather rather thick, and in cold weather

is more stiff, but even at -
1
5° is still fluid. Its odor is slrong and pecu-

liar from the Pennsylvania wells—but from the wells at Mecca, Ohio, it

is nearly odorless. It boils at a very high temperature, but begins to dis-

till a thin colorless oil, even at 212° F. By fractional distillation, I ob-

tained from 304 grams of crude oil of Titusville:—

4th « « if.eC. U > I7.i-C.=:l-J(t° to 33S°F. 38 " '.66

5th « « 17QOC. to 180°C.=338° to 356°F. 17 " -"6
6th « « 180°C. to 200°C.=356° to 392°F. 16 « "BOO

8th « « 220°C.'to270oa=42So to518°F.' 12 " '854

The boiling points of these several fluids present some anomalies,

are usually progressive, thus,

I'.

"

« uo°c=^T°F
""

" 290°C'.=5£

6. u » 135 o C _27 o°F. rose rapidly above the range of m

7. .. „
i 35oa!io75o;"

0!1

^a
t

itill rising at 305°C.=305°F.

The first five products remained entirely fluid at the low temperature

|

AtL town of Mecca, Trumbull County, Ohio many Oil Wells have

]ately been bored. We learn from Dr. J. S. Newberry, who has lately

Wet them, that only two were as yet considerably product! \ e < tae at

j^en Corners,' which yields three or^k^^^^f"
* the second has " f tw0 Po0r Gei™an

?
h
7

,

the

^xpected yield of twenty-five gallons hourly, or from twelve to sateen

Wels daily. ()Vli -, Many of them

N^g oil from tb. T !w^1 to the depth,
dollars-wrthout

the Pumping apparatus and lining. Oil springs have been known m both

-<
I I'.l UMI r
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these districts for over fifty years, and were regarded by the agricultural

population with disgust, as spoiling th-ir water—until tiny found them an

unexpected source ot wealth. Both thes. ii-ri iets are within the coal re-

gion—but the Pennsylvania locality, at least, is below the coal-bearing

1% Artesian Well at Columbus, Ohio,—rate of increase in temperature

at 2,57 5 feet depth.—In a letter to the Editors from T. E. Wormi.ey, Esq.

dated Columbus, Ohio, August 6th, 1860. Dear Sirs :—I herewith send

you the temperatui our city, at a depth of 2.575 feet.

placed in

ng iron rase, ..-

where it reman.

feet, where it remained for forty minutes. Upon the withdrawal of the

instruments, it was found to have registered 88° F. Assuming this to be

the temperature at the bottom of the well, and also assuming as correct

data, that the temp l\ at a depth of 90 feet, we

8. Salt Wells in Michigan.— At Saui,i<ui\ Michigan, a well 669 feet

deep has been SUI coal measures and reaching

about to the top of the Devonian. Its water is half saturated with salt

and has the temperature at surface of 54° F.
At Grand Rapids, Kent < Uu,tv, Michigan, on the Grand River, the

salt well is GG1 feet deep—but as it. logins 445 feet lower down m the

section than the Sigi nu well, the *i„,l. s , , ti.ui presented by the two is

over 1,100 feet. Careful sections .4" all the beds passed through have

been preserved by M .
<,,-,,..,,. A. Lathi p, our informant, who will com-

municate them to the State Geologist.
It would be interesting to record the bottom temperature of all artesian

wells, by a Walferdin's thermometer, and we trust our correspondents

r,.«t~e o„ Khmrutun, and Hi„her Algebra; by Theodore

,
LL.D., Prof, of Math, and Nat. Philosophy in Rut-
w York. Pratt. Oakley A: Co. l*.V.i.

are so abundantly sup>plied, but is a fresh and o t ;

;
_

of the d«

suggestiv

he b,,nk as possible. Tbushe"U-n-iu> iis discussion under the

. continues it successively under the heads of.

I
'

>' 1 ' n > ind f'ndetcmti I < imt md ti

'""' r
' ,! ''" Keal and hnag.narv Ro<»is .,{ an Filiation of the

'

-"•'-'
'J

:

.

-

st, however, has not c-n-l

clearness, while it has given the work a character which renders t
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"Elementary," intn ., i; .j ate# Weikofld

liis preface declared tha! the work was intended "to give a full view of the
present state of the science," ami also to he adapted '• to the wants of
teachers and pupils not only in our < ..!„ oVS and Ac id, mies, hut /» m-Aw,/*
of a primary character." Dr. Strong has risen to such heights in the sei-

has lost sight of th wsarily oeiotro-
duced. But assuming the ,', lei to hav< ir«jniie«I a fail knmv ledge of
algebra, including the general theory of equations, we would recommend
him to read this work as a review in which the science is rearranged in a
special order, and a new light is thereby thrown upon many of its pro-
cesses. For Dr. Strong is a . landles the most
difficult parts of it with something of that kind of giant ease which we
feel and admire so much in the great Euler.

'"f understand that ;

review of this work, pointing out all that is peculiar in methods, or i

rangementof nit-thuds, would he a profitless and superfluous labor.

will make but a single remark upon that part of the book which i«

forth as new and important both by the author and h
viewers—namely : the Solution f Cubic filiations '-by pure algi

ingenious ; but

gebra,' ,_...
' Strong. He obtains the roots only

- of solving I

5 by Nicole as long ago

^ of the root w

I?

D
'- Strong meU

Places. This metln

Ration of tbeBhio
read with pleasure by
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2. Contributions to the Palaeontology of Iowa,

new species of Grinoidea and other fossils,—(supplement to vol. i. part ii.

of the Geological Repository of Iowa) ; by James Hall.—Eigl

an early copy of these contributions have reached us from the Author in

advance of publication. As we hope soon to receive a complete copy, we

ie>< n i b-\ ot it- •!' nts for a second notice.

[>ehsosal.—Prof. Dana returned to the United States early in Au-

gust, improved in health by his European visit, but not yet; in a >'a\ (>

permit the resumption of Lis accustomed labors. Lady Franklin was

Pa
protfc°U. ShepTrd) and Prof. Alexis Caswell of Brown University

are among ;
:

: Europe this season.

Prof. Klias Loomis. LLlh, late of New York University, has 1>«

elected to th ilosophy and Astronomy in ^ ak I oh

lege made vacant by the death of Prof. I). Olmsted. I'

nov in Kurope toi th ,11s to the physical cabinet

of Yale College.

Joseph E. Sheffield, Esq., a citizen of New Hav.-n, di-.i! -

his enlightened liberality, has at his sole charge, prepared a large and

commodious building for the uses of the Yam: S

brocing ample apartments for the Engineering, Mechanical and

departments—a perfectly appointed chemical Laboratory fitt.

special students, and private laboratories for the Professors-

seum rooms—forming altogether a scientific Establishment, second to

none in this country. It will be ready for occupation at the opening ot

Transactions of the Am. Pmxos. Society, Phila., vol. xi, new series. Fart III,

:•

of the sources of the voice and their Alphabetic notation. By Prof. S. S. Halde

U Phil. Soc. Phii-ad.. 1860, January to June.-p. lW,
J>

e

j^
tects upon mimm-i^i.. ...

»

. malogues; Pliny E.Chase.

Mc Klin

hihulolphia Kv
7resson.—-p. 177, Sanscrit an«l Kn-li-h analogues ;

Plin;/ ^J'
1'/'^-

Arctic Archipelat

i Nuttall-p. 320. Optical education : Dr. Emerson—Obituary r

Joseph Addison Alexander; John Leubnrn, D.D. M aiiima

cretacLurfoTsXfrom Tex°as ; A F.Skjnari^The lut

I

imrUhm ioffivenewepeciesofGastero

-:

_

•
.

/
/.../"

'

'-.
"

'• ,''..
-

"' .-.'.
.

.
. .

.' .--'..- - ; - ! -
.

"

Dijon, second series, Tome vii, 1858-1859. Dijon, 1859,

, Fouvent (Haute-Saone, : Ossements fossiles et debris de
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Postscript, September 7.

LeVerrier's Report on the Solar Eclipse of July 18, 1860, at Tara-
zona in Spain, {L'Instilut, JS

T
os. 1387-88-89. Aug. 1-16.)—[At the

last moment, and after our notices of this phenomenon were printed
(see pp. 281, 285, 288), we hai !: port of the I >h-
servations of the French Expedition to Spain, made to the Minister of
Public Instruction, w hi h v> liast n to In befon om readers, sliohtlv
condensed, although other matters which some of our correspondents
will naturally look for here are therein displaced. The interest with
which LeVender's new views of the physical

.•'

he read is our apology to all such.]

LeVerrier was accompanied to Spain by Messrs. Yvon Yillarceau,
and Chacornac, who were occupied^ chiefly with determining the h- igfat

and position of two or more lages. M. Foucault

ments. M. L,,\ -

of the whole scene. Two telesco] rere devoted to the

measurements, ! uliar construction,

devised by Yvon \ ill u, . m in rapid and ea-y manipulations in the dark.
Two excellent telescopes of 6 inch aperture (one for the use of the Span-
ish observers) were also provided, to which must be added the photo-

tus, a meridian circ'

-reat meridian instr
went, and with which the longitude ^

total of scientific baggage which on the 28th of June was mspatcnea wr
opain. The outfit of the English expedition was even yet more consider-

able. Earlv in .Tnlv Mr Vvn, Vilk
. n July Mr. Yv. n \

»i the center of Spain, on the banks of the Ebro, and immediately pro-

ceeded with them to Tara/nmi and to the chosen station called the Sane-
team, 1,400 metres (

- 4 oil -J feet ) above the sea. M. LeVerrier and Fou-
cault, fearing clouds, descended on the morning of the 18th to a plateau

near the cemetery of Tarazona where the weather was magnificent during
th e who],, eclipse, passing the description of the contacts and observa-

tions for time, (fee, wo note that at totality they found the general illu-

jJJWfcQf total
• they could read

Says LeV. : «
I aw in the field of the telescope

Jfter the commei i « W***l clo,ul separated
trom the moon's border by a space equal to its own breadth, the whole

fout a minute and that length. Its color was a

WWfefel wee mix- -parency seemed to

Urease even to brilliant white in some parts. A little below on the right

tw° clouds lav superimposed on each other, the smaller above, and the

tw
^
of very u nem, a l brilliancy. The rest of the western edge ot the disc

ai

;
1 tuo lower pan show, d I

'

"mna
»
the ll&bt °f

21* wae perfect brilliancy. But 30° below
«w horizontal dian "^d two 1(% and adJ°imnS
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peaks, the upper sides both tinted with rosy and violet light while the

lower sides were brilliant white. I do not doubt that the toothed form

I assign to these p< iks is i i
1

* 1 it-' uti isted with that of the

in shifting the telescope, whose high power permitted a sight of only

a small part of the solar disc at one time, I saw a third peak a little

higher, also tooth -formed, and resembling the two others in color and

form, differing only in ts large] linn - ons. The remainder of the disc

ance of the Sun approached, and while waiting for the first rays, I made,

during about 20 s
,
perhaps my most important observation. The margin

by a delicate fillet ness of a purplish red—then as

the seconds glided by, this fillet enlarged by degrees and formed soon

border perfectly d< B en! formed and with an irregu-

lar outline above. At the same instant the brilliancy of the part of the

corona which during the last second emerged from behind the moons

disc was exalted so rapidly that I was in doubt if the sun's light was not

, appearing like spots c

•1 3"» 14 s -3. The disc of the moon l

Sun at 4 h 6m 20 3."

|M. l-ou.-ault's interesting observations on the photographs

unavoidably postponed for want of room.]
LeVerrier goes on to state that the observation

his opinion, important modifications in the generally received i

Ban. Ar.-;go in his no4

>. ••where exist the reddish tiames with well derim

s phenomena of diffraction."

The two last suppositions have fumed few partisans. Before adopt*

my hypothesis it is necessary to decide by observation a certain feat in
'.

^

he disc of the S^n." But- do theSereddish 'clouds follow the moon i
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clouds is to be sought in the Moon; i

Sun. For clearness sake, assume tli

:«h! observe what appearatn .- sh a, ,

-ver tin: whole. Conside
ttvil on the cast and adherent to the Sun's limb,

mutant when totality commences. T

-
:

:

• •
-:,.-.:.; J'-

'

^'|ld :i|.|.o:,r hv thevanatieuMnlu

d'»o. The height of these ,

to the moon or

i»lv above the s

i- clouds, the quest ion in dispute <

hey would be displaced on the

11 ckllt!SS ( 'i a ha.

i

from the east to

eclipse. Messrs. Yv„„ Vularc-au and < 'haeornac have earet

lotions of a cloud, situated on the north. This cloud, m
* "'lai-ceau, in two mim.t,-" time was displaced 3f on the n

lluaioo. It should

'^ivati„,is mad- at the S<n,sto<ur< , U precisely equal
1

' .1 , assuininu- the duud to belong to the Sun.
;'"'. :

'.
'"' foundation fur a doubt, as to the nature ot

clout
haVe beCn vaHous,

-
v ca,U" 1 1,aUU' S

-

in ' H1,ltaUlS
l
,ruiuue-'-«>«""

The observation on one of the appendages, perfectly isolated from the

So the Sun ;"" 1 M<*
'

"

ch*rtCter'

' n '-"t of emersion n of a second appendage, fixed

7 ViHarceau and Chacornac, prove that these objects belong to the Sun.
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Let us then hereafter give the name of solar clouds to the rosy append-

ages which become visible when the solar light is sufficiently dimmed.
6
A few words more will finish the description of the phenomenon and

of the observations. Ismail-Effendi, a young Egyptian attached to the

Paris Observatory for three years j, :; .;. :i wry t-xi-'i-t astronomer, and who

accompanied the French expedition to Spain, has sent me a chawing

which proves the appearance of luminous clouds in the east immediately

before the commencement of the eel ipse. The clouds in question form a

slightly elevated bul i >f the outline of the

Sun. This band v. «ed behind the lunar

disc, and it had in effect ceased when 1 pa^.-d over this region in explor-

ing the whole periphery with a power which allowed me to see only por-

tions successively.

The magnetic observations were made at Paris, the variations being

sensibly simultaneous for the whole of Europe, and M. Deaaina, «*o

took note of the magnetic observations, detected no perturbations during

j to me essential. It must give place to

We have been hitherto assured that the Sun was composed of a cen-

tral dark globe ; that above this globe existed an immense atmosphere ot

sombre clouds, still higher was placed the photosphere, a self-luminous,

gaseous envelope, and the source of the light and heat of the sun.

Where the clouds of the photosphere are rent, says the old theory, the

i
frequently

"""Q(1

. •

>w, 1 far that the greater part of these envelopes are only fictions—
,

;heSun is a body, luminous, simply because of its high te>i>i-m-

and covered by an unbroken layer of m-an matter •

w proved. Thl, , a central nucleus, Uquw

id, and covered by an atmosphere, falls within the law common to

i on to discuss with some detail the solar spots m

ght of these new vie^s,l, ur thieve,hum d-f.w t..r .

ertain that a subject of so much interest will oio
tion from physicist-, and astronomers and we shall take care to giv

deserves. n .

r will the question be settled peaceably—already M.

, Aug. 13) in presenting to the French Academy a Ion

ith an account of his observj

it to be his opinion as well as that of Ba
furnishes the m favor of the opinion win

the corona and the luminous clouds to simple optical a]
;
" "'

" /

i ofthe Sun or of bis atmosphere. *
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Art. XXYIJI.—-Lecture on (he Gulf Stream, Prepared at the

Bequest of the American Association for the Advancement of Sci-

ence ; by A. D. Bache, Supt. U. S. Coast Survey *

By request of the Association, at their last meeting, at Spring-
field, I now present a summary of the results of the Gulf Stream
explorations made by the officers of the Coast Survey.
The Gulf Stra graphic-feature of the Uni-

ted States coast, ami n.-. survey of the coast could be complete
for purposes of navigation, mthoutit. Hence the explorations

fave been early und.-i-n -n and thoroughly carried on. But as

"required peculiar means and sruvial adaptation in the officers

jj>
this line of research, and did not require a continuous survey,

the work has been executed from time to time, as means and
officers could be had without interference with the more regular

operations of the hydrography.
.
An act of Congress which refers to this Survey, requires the

""mediate presei a to Congress and they have
therefore been discussed as soon as procured and have been
g^en to the public. .

1 ft"
is the great sea mark of the coast of the United States,

b°th Gulf and Al noes and aula

f° navigation require that the navigator should be well informed
111 regard to it.
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In order to present an intelligible summary of the results ob-

tained by the Coast Survey in the short time allowed for a lec-

ture, it 18 necessary to condense the subject very considerably,

to omit matters at all extraneous to the subjects in hand, and to

confine myself to a brief and direct statement of the means em-

the stream from its surface to its depths, the

method of studying the results, and of the results themselves.

The temperatures in and near the Gulf Stream, are among

its most striking peculiarities, and therefore have formed one

It will be necessary in order to

bring the subject within limits, to confine myself chiefly at

this time to the consideration of this class of facts and to the

ad laws connected with them.

I shall proceed therefore to consider the subject under the fol-

lowing heads

:

1. The Instruments for determining depths and temperatures

and for obtaining specimens of the bottom.
2. The plan of research.

3. The method of discussion of the results.

4. The results, consisting of type-curves of the law of change

of temperature with depth, at several characteristic positions.

Type-curves showing the distribution of temperatures across the

stream, represented by two sets of curves, one in which the vari-

able temperatures at the same depth is shown, and the other in

which the variable depth of the same temperature is represented.

Upon the diagrams showing these latter curves, the figure of the

bottom of the sea is given, where it has been obtained.

Discussion in regard to the cold wall, which is one of the most

interesting features. of the approach to the Gulf Stream.
5. The limit of accuracy of the results.

6. The figure of the "bottom of the ocean below the Gull

Stream.

7. The general features of the Gulf Stream as to temperature.

These points are illustrated by diagrams, enabling the eye to

follow the results as they are stated.

I. Instruments.

1. For Temperatures.—The instrument for determining temper-

atures should fulfill the two conditions of registering its indica-

tions and of being unaffected by pressure. The common mercu-

rial thermometer, whi I y for the determination

of temperatures at the
The ordinary self-registering thermometer, or self-registerin

metallic thermometer, in the watch form, as made by 8*8*™'

Montandon, and Jiirgensen, when provided with a suitable cover

to protect it from pressure, answers a good purpose, and has

been extensively applied in the course of the observations. -&»
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a rule it is only the minimum temperature thermometers that
must be used, as the temperatures decrease generally in descend-
ing. An ordinary self-registering minimum thermometer placed
in a glass globe. „ ,j by Commander Charles H
Davis, and by Lieut. G. M. Bache. It has the disadvantage of tak-
ing the temperature slowly, and of being inapplicable below a
certain depth. S jcal brass vessels which were
divided in two parts closely fitted by grinding, and within which
the Breguet thermometers of the watch form were placed, were
an improvement upon the glass globe, as taking the temperature
of the sea more rapidly, but besides the difficulty of making the
joint tight, they were crushed by the pressure, at even moderate
depths. The substitution of a globe, for the cylinder, extended
the range of these instruments, but the thermometers were often
crushed or injured by the access of sea-water to the interior of
the globe. Six's self-registering thermometers as bearing con-
siderable pressure without injury and without rendering the in-

dications erroneous, and as requiring no case to enclose them,
except to prevent breaking from accidental knocks in handling,
are very useful. They are still favorites with many of the offi-

cers, though others complain of their great liability to derange-
ment, especially if the mercury is not perfectly clean, when the
mercurial column easily separates and some skill is required to
bring it together. These instruments are from their cheapness
still furnished to the parties and are used successfully at depths
reaching about one hundred fathoms, and on occasions, conside-

rably lower. Keeping them in order requires the skill of an
experimenter, rather than that of an observer, and hence they
do not satisfacto: -Ions of the problem. The
metallic thermometer of Joseph Saxton, Esq., of the 17. S. Office

of Weights and Measures, is a compound coil resembling some-
what the well known instrument of Breguet. In its construc-

tion, two stout ribbons, ,.; <ilv. r and platinum—carefully united
bJ silver solder to an intermediate thin plate of gold—are coiled

with the more expansible metal in the interior. The gold serves

J>
prevent the tendency of the silver and platinum to separate.

Ihe lower end of this coil is fastened to a brass stem passing

through the axis of the coil, while its upper end is firmly at-

tached to the base of a short cylinder. The whole motion of
tfle coil as it winds and unu rids with variations of tempera-

te, thus acts to rotate the axial stem. This motion is magni-
aed by multiplying wheels contained in the short cylinder at top,

and is registered upon the dial of the instrument by an index,

whieh pushes before it a 1
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graduated by trial. The brass and silver portions receive a

iting of gold by the electrotype process to prevent the

action of the sea-water upon them.

When kept clean by frequent washing in fresh water, and m
good order and frequently compared with the standards to guard

,
.

_ ,

_ ;

.

• .. ... • ,. ;...: .:
:

-
;

Srably all the required conditions. The length of the coil

measured along its axis should not be less than six inches, as

the interposition of wheels to magnify the motion, should as far

as possible, be avoided. The water being all around the coil,

« bteh i- a good conductor, and has a low specific heat, the instru-

ment readily feels the temperature of the part of the sea where

it is exposed, and :_ sters it to less than half a degree (say

0-2) with certainty. The box which covers the coil aD

ting part of the thermometer is merely to protect it from acci-

dental injury, and is open so as to permit the sea-water to

pass freely through it. Plate IV gives a view of Saxton's

metallic thermometer, and of its various parts in detail. Al-

though there seemed no reason to doubt that this instrument

was free from any effects of pressure, it was deemed desirable to

actually try it by extreme pressure and a series of experiments

made by J

.

i at pressures less than

that corresponding to 600 fathoms, the effect was less than one

degree (0°-25 to 1°) and at pressures from 600 to U
the change amounted to little more than from 7° to 9° Fahr., the

index returning when the pressure was removed. For great

depths the effects of pressure must be ascertained, as it is specific

in each instrument and probably depends chiefly upon some

mechanical defect in the construction, perhaps in the soldering.

The apparatus used in these experiments on the effect of pres-

sure, was a verv ingenious one for testing hydraulic engines by

Mr. Thomas Davison of the Novelty Iron Works of New York.

Fig. No. 12, Plate IV.
•

2. For Depths.—Where the depth becomes considerable the

usual sounding line fails entirely to give it, especially if there is

a current and more especially if there is bee

rent. The amount of " stray line " is very variable. This sub-

ject has been ably examined of late years by Comma it li

and S. P. Lee, Lieuts. Berryman, Brooke and others oi

and by Commander Dayman and others of the Bril

and especially bv Prof. Trowbridge of the Coast Survey in mj

memoir read before the Association ("Deep Sea Soundings,

by W. P. Trowbridge, Assistant U. S. Coast Survey,) at tne

meeting in Baltimore and re-published in the A_merican Journal

of Science and Arts, vol. xxviii for the year 1858.

Gulf Stream Explorations ; Third Memoir Proceedings Amer. A
» Meeting, Springfield, 1859, and this Jour., [2], vol. xxix, 1860.

, Adr. SC
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The use of Ogden's or Ericcson's leads to 100 fathoms is still

continued by some of the officers of the survey, though, at such
depths, nothing better than the common sounding line is in fact

required. Massey's lead with Woltman's wheel, as an
has been extensively used of late years. Mr. Saxton's indicator
is more simple than "Massey's, but acts upon the same principle.

To remedy the defect of the turning of the cord of the lead line,

two indicators are applied, one on each side of the axis. Prof.

Trowbridge's lead modified somewhat from that described at

the last meeting of the Association in Baltimore, has recently
been tried with good success by Lieut. Comdg. Wilkinson in the
last soundings across the Straits of Florida for the telegraph to

Havana. The most reliable observations heretofore made in the

Coast Survey have been with Massey's indicator, the errors are

not such as to affect the development of the laws of change at

the moderate depth reached in most of the observations, and at

great depths the changes are very slow. The new apparatus
has the advantage of saving a great deal of time and therefore

as from change of position during the sounding are

avoided.

3. For obtaining specimens from the bottom—The only satisfac-

tory test of having reached the bottom of the sea at considerable

depths being the bringing up of a specimen, this has been a sub-

ject of constant study with us. The different instruments inven-

ted by Lieut. Stellwagen, Commander Sands, Lieut. Craven,

Lieut. Berryman, Lieut. Brooke and other officers of our navy,

are all in use for different kinds of bottom, and according to the

preference given by different hydro-graphic chiefs. The one

most commonly used in these explorations has been Lieut.

en's invention; a cup placed below the sounding lead,

covered by a dick or valve ot leather winch slides up the stem of

the cup and opens wli. ar when it is

raised. The weight of the lead and the turning of the cord gen-

iffice to sink the cup into the bottom, filling it, and when
H» valve is made to close tightly by a piece of flexible leather

below the stiff disk, the specimen is not washed out as the lead

is drawn up. In Commander Sands' sounding apparatus a

spring keeps an outer cylinder over an opening in an inner hol-

low one, until it reaches the bottom, when the outer cylinder is

forced upwards and the opening at the side of ti.e inner one,

non, penetrates the bottom, per-

suing the specimen from being washed out lhe only v«

deep soundings being, as a general rule, in soft bottom, San

specimen-cylinder is admirably adapted to that class of work.
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II. Plan of the Work.

temperatures were to

3 depths," at different distances from the

coast, on sections as nearly at right angles with the stream as

practicable, the sections starting from some point well known in

position. The temperatures were to be taken at distances di-

IB as the changes of temperature were more rapid. So

in regard to the depths, the observations were to be multiplied

in the strata of rapidly varying temperatures near the surface.

So in regard to position, when the cold water near the coast was

rapidly exchanging for the warm water of the Gulf S1

sections diminishing in distance as the source of the warm water

was approached.

The vessel's position was determined with reference to some

prominent point, Sandy Hook, or Cape May, for example, the

course run was perpendicular to the supposed axis of the stream,

S.E., several positions were takeu up in succession and at each

the temperatures ascertained at the surface, at 5, 10, 15, 20, 30,

50, 100, 200, 300, 400, 600 fathoms, or depths found to apply

more satisfactorily under the general rule, to the position and

section. Having crossed the stream any position found to be

desirable, could be as- and the extreme posi-

tion reached was verified by the return to the coast.

The summer season was selected for the standard observations

for various reasons, but chiefly for two, namely, that the weather

permitted more accurate work, and the phenomena were more

likely to be those of equilibrium, when the suria<v water \v«>

more slowly changing its temperature. Our little vessels could

not, without considerable danger, be exposed to the roughness of

the wind and water in the Gulf Stream in winter, and when we

attempted comparative winter obs raiment was

often the result. The loss of one valuable officer and ten of his

crew, and the extreme peril of another in autumnal explorations

of the stream, has but too fully justified these precautions. Ine

propriety of selecting the summer for making the obs

was completely proved by the success in determining the laws ot

temperature. .

These observations were but incidental to the hydrography ot

the coast, and hence were prosecuted only when means could

be spared from other more pressing and regular parts of the

work. It was only a favorable conjuncture with regard to offi-

cers, means, weather, adaptation of vessel, and the like, whicn

gave results even when attempted. Too much credit cannot be

assigned to those who have succeeded in this laborious and per-

ilous work,, and their names have been kept in close connection

with their results, whenever and wherever brought before tue

public, and they have been carefully preserved in the archives
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of the Survey. Charles H. Davis, George M. Bache, S. P. Lee
Richard Bache, John N. Maffitt, T. A. Craven Otwav H TU rr

v

man, BR Sands and John wkinsonSupS rfS
successful observers in this field within the last sixteen years
Iheir names you will see attached to the sections run by them
on the general chart of the Gulf Stream presented to you this
evening.

The first was run in 1844, from Nantucket south and eastward,
by Commander C. H. Davis, now the accomplished Superinten-

rT °4r-u
e N

" ' '' Ul
'

'"'• andthe lastin 1860 by Lieut.
John Wilkinson, from the Tortugas, southeast to the coast of
Cuba. The work still goes on perseveringly.
rhe number of sections run has been fourteen, the number of

positions on these sections occupied 300, and the number of ob-
servations made for temperature 3600. The limits below which
the stream and the adjacent waters have been explored for tem-
peratures are from latitude 23° N., to 41° N., and from longi-
tude 83° W. to 66$° W. from near Havana to near Cape Cod,
and from the Tortugas to 9£° E. of Cape Henlopen. The dis-
tance along the axis of the Gulf Stream to the most north-

mt in the North Atlantic, measures nearly 1400 nau-
tical miles.

III. Method of Discussion of the Results.

These have generally been discussed by diagrams, sometimes

DJ analytical formulae ; the former method is generally best adapt-

f+ik ? cnaracter and degree of accuracy and circumstances
oi the observation

; the diagrams finally adopted after trials were
chiefly of three different kinds, one for the discussion of the
change of temperature with depths, the two others for the change
°t temperature with position as well as depth. Of the first of

ams Nos. 1 and 2, Plate I, are specimens. The depths
' !• ordinate* and the temperatures the abscissa? of a
wing the law of change of temperature with the depth.

u pon the horizontal lines at the top of the paper the tempera-
tures from ten degrees to ten degrees Fahr. are written and on

J.

vertical line at the side, the depths. The separate observa-
tions being represented by dots ; the curve is drawn with a free
^nd among them.

-the next two classes of diagrams give the distribution of tem-
peratures across the sections. In the first the temperature cor-
responding to the same depth ; in the second the depths corres-
ponding to th< i In this latter the figure of the
oottom is shown when ascertained. In both classes the distances
ffom the cape, or headland, .-itv or inlet, which is the origin of

section is marked, and the several positions occupied for ob-
ervin

g, so that the abscissas of the curve are the distances from
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the point of beginning. In the first (see diagram No. 4, Plate I,)

the temperatures are marked on the vertical lines at the left side

of the diagrams, the ordinates of the curves thus corresponding

to temperatures. In the second (see diagram No. 9, Plate I,)

the depths are similarly written, the ordinates thus corresponding

to depths. The notes or legend, show in the first case to what

depths the curves correspond and in the second to what temper-

atures. The observations at each position being plotted accord-

ing to its temperature or depth in the two classes of diagrams,

the curve is drawn with a free hand among the points.

It should be observed that the discussion of each season's ob-

servations was in general made separately, and that the result of

one, two or three seasons, grouped, were announced separately,

leaving to the new observations to confirm, or refute, the con-

clusions drawn. It is a remarkable fact that with such difficul-

ties in the way, in the character of the phenomena to be observed,

in the diversity of seasons and of observers, the phenomena
have always been readily deducible from the observations, and

separate discussions have been confirmations, the follow-

ing of the preceding; in short that the nature of the medium
in which the work has been performed in its relations to heat,

has more than compensated for other difficulties and that the

results are more accordant than the elaborate ones obtained from

the progress of temperature below the surface of the ground by
the experienced and skillful observers who have made them.

Few observations have been rejected in the whole series.

I need not i »tice special diagrams which will be explained

when your attention is called to them.
When the character of the diagrams to be made had been

fixed, they were prepared under the direction of the

ol feol the parties, so that I was relieved of the personal labor

of representing the results. In th

I was wivutly insisted by Prof. Pendleton, U. S. N. and by Prof.

\Y. P. LVowbridge, Assistant 1 S < >ast Survey, who has made

a genera] review of the whole of the results preparatory to their

publication in a volume of the Records and Results of the Coast

IV. Results.

1. Type-curves of law of temperature with depths at the most charac-

.tf.ions.—The two most characteristic positions are in the

cold current between the land and the Gulf Stream and in the

axis of the stream itself.

1. Diagram No. 1, Plate I, is a specimen of the type-curve m
the cold current. The long tongue from the surface to about 50

fathoms in depth is the overflow of the warm water of the Gult

Stream, the temperature varying from 81° to about 55°. The
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temperatures in the mass of water from 50 fathoms down to 500
fathoms arc just such as would take place in a mass of water
heated by conduction from the surface, the law is that of a loga-

rithmic curve, in which the conducting power of sea water is the

modulus of the system.

A comparison of many of these curves with the logarithmic

form showed that it was applicable to them within the limits of

the probable error of the observations. Taking the warm stra-

tum from the Gulf of Mexico above and the cold polar stratum

below, the mass of the water between is heated by conduction.

The bottom of the sea has not been reached under the axis of

the Gulf Stream, north of Cape Lookout on the North Carolina

This form of curve was deduced in 1844 from the observations

of Commander Charles II. Davis and was the first discovery

made in connection with the then recently commenced system-

atic exploration of the Gulf Stream by the Coast Survey.

2. Nos. 2, 3, and 3 bis, Plate I, are specimens of the type-

curve in the Gulf Stream, taken from the sections off Cape Henry,

Cape Hatteras and Chariest* • d by the com-

paratively short beak or projection and the persistence of the

higher temperature to great depths as 55° to 425, 450, 550 fath-

oms giving the peculiar shape to this curve between 50 and

500 fathoms.

n. Type-curves of distribution of Temperature across the Stream.

(a.) Curves of temperature at the same depths.—The sections

made are the foll.,v .: _. .- n ii : the enumeration at the Gulf

of Mexico: 1. Tortu^Ts to Havana. 2. Sombrero Key to Salt

Key- 3. Carysfort. I, IL, to Cuba. 4. Cape Florida to Bemim.

0- Off Cape Canaveral. 6. Off St. Augustine. 7. Off St. Si-

mon's, Georgia. 8. Off Charleston. V. Off Cape Fear 10. Off

t'npe Hatteras. LI. Off Cape Henrv. 12. Off Cape May. lb.

Off Sandy Hook. 14. Off Cape (V,I, 1„ in» on the average one

t0 each hundred miles along the axis of the stream. Inese are

parked on the -.e,,,. I
. . art. iMatc III. •!.'' names of the ex-

borers being stated in the column which gives the point of

°"gm of each section. A,

| The Sandy Hook curves, Nos. 4 and 5 Plate I, are among the

^st of the tvpe-ciim^.l t- vne.atu.e at the ,mie depth, though

among the earliest determined. The overflow ot the Gull Stream

Wto the long space occupied by the cold current between it and

Ashore, mi l6 odd water, is well shown

Vthe curves a,% ;
' ^ 1 " ^l ™' an<* l

J«
?» greater admi

; water at 20 30 and 50

hole spaa ) 240 miles,

occupied, h.
tively cold water. Then
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met the sudden rise to the Gulf Stream shown especially below

50 fathoms and termed so appropriately by Lieut. George M.

Bache the "cold wall," that navigators have not hesitated to

receive the term into use ; next the hot water of the Gulf Stream,

rising to a maximum of 82°, then falling to a minimum of 80°,

rising to a second maximum of 81£°, falling to a second mini-

mum of 78° and rising from this toward a third maximum.
With these results the curves at 5 and 10 fathoms and those at

, 70, 100 and 150 fathoms agree and, with characteris-

tic differences, those of 200, 300, 400 and 500 fathoms.

The cold wall at 20 fathoms shows a rise of 19° in 25 miles,

three quarters of a degree to a mile, and at 200 fathoms of 16°,

in the same distance; at the surface it is nearly 8° in 50 miles.

The cold water between the Gulf Stream and the shore has two

well marked maxima and two minima in it. of which one seems

to correspond in position to the sudden deepening of the water

100 miles from Sandy Hook, as shown bv the Coast Survey off-

shore chart between Gay Head and Capellenlopen.
These res ictly seen by grouping the curves

into natural groups and taking the mean of their indications.

I' i l S ) Plate I. o-ives the group of six curves from the

snrfa. to .in fathoms of iom curves from 40 to 100 fathoms,

both inclusive of 200, 300, and the single curve at 400.

Similar groups are shown on Digram No. 6, Plate I, from

Cape Henry, the cold wall, three maxima of temperature and

three minima being very distinct ly seen. The results of three

different explorations of this section, by three different officers,

in three different years, are shown upon the same diagram. The

coincidence of result could hardly be better. The average of the

whole of the observations is shown in No. 6 bis, Plate I.

The cold wall here gives a change of 224-° in 50 miles from

the curves between and 30 fathoms and 18"° in 50 miles in the

mean of 200, 300 and 400 fathoms.
The average of the three years comes out beautifully on Dia-

gram No. 6 bis, Plate I. The Charleston curves are shown

upon No. 7, Plate I. They are less regular than those just given,

for reasons which will appear, when I come to speak of the sec-

ond class of diagrams.
The conclusions deduced from the examination of all the

sections between Cape Florida and Sandy Hook is, that the Gul

Stream is divided into alternate bands of hot, or warm and cool

or cold water, the most distinct of which is that containing the

axis of the Gulf Stream.
That between the stream and the coast there is a fall of tem-

io sudden that it has been aptly called the cold wall,

: at the surface and when- tl'm overflow from the Gull

Stream passes furthest toward the shore, but still distinctly

marked even at the surface.
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Navigators have noticed these changes of temperature and
have supposed themselves at each occurrence of warmer water

to be in the hottest water of the stream and so have been greatly

embarrassed and have deemed the phenomena and limits of the

Gulf Stream to be very irregular.

The cold water between the Gulf Stream and the shore has

also bands less regular than those beyond the axis of warmer and

The intrusive cool water in the Gulf Stream on the Sandy

Hook section was distinctly recognized in 1846 by Lieut. Geo. M,

Bache, who from the facts observed, supposed it to represent a

division of the warm water of the stream into two branches.

Passing through the Straits of Florida between the keys and

reefs and the coast of Cuba we have after going beyond Cape

Florida, a different type-curve. The cold wall is less distinctly

marked and the rise of temperature is less marked. It rises how-

ever to an axis near the coast of Cuba. Throughout the length of

the Strait there is but one maximum of temperature and the

bands belonging to the Atlantic regimen do not occur in the

straits. (See diagrams Nos. 3, 4, 5, 6, Plate II.) The cause of

this change of regimen will be seen in presenting the other form

of diagram.

{b.) Curves of depths at the same temperature.—I have selected

curves from the southern portions of the work, partly because

the bottom has been struck in the sections and the diagrams show

its sections as well as those of the stream, and partly to show

how fully the deductions in regard to the divisions of the stream,

apply to these, as well as the more northern sections. J lie

Charleston section of Lieut. Maffitt is given on diagram >>.
,

.

Plate I. The mm t » t
' ths .ml - th listurbanei

a storm, shows the cold wall, (see also No. 7) -the a.Ms ami

two other maxima, the corresponding minima, a maximum w i i-

in the cold cum *>**> » lias be
,

en suPP0sed >

cut off at Hattenis. the cum- «>i 7^ reaching to the coast and

77° nearly reaching it. The Cape Florida diagrams
,

(No 3 and

7, Plate II.) give two maxim » llnrd ** *•

corresponding minima. The cold wall cannot be recognized

^on it, probably for the want of one .

Theformofthebotton twosection*™
lj the Charleston and (

applies to thes Q as fer as explored. *.i

a gentle slope, then a su ,^r In-

considerable depth, a range of hills, a valley and a sec

The correspondence of these features with th.

Peratureis plainlv marked. The cold walei

and passing along the bottom rises upon the to]

discovery of this range of hills was made at nearly the £

nds of

. tuuo
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by Lieut. Maffitt on the Charleston section and by Lieut. Craven

on the St. Simon's section. Diagram No. 9, Plate I, shows this

connection in a very striking manner as does also No.7, Plate II,

and the figure of the bottom of the straits of Florida, shows why

there are no bands formed prior to passing Cape Florida, m other

words why the regimen of the -
: •• traits

te Atlantic. In the straits we see (No. 9, Plate II) that

ing the United States shore and thecomparal

surface extending to the reefs, tbei

Cuban side of the strait, the axis of the Gulf Stream being found

in the deep hollow of that side of the strait.

These results, with a more elaborate discussion of them, were

presented at the last meeting of the Association. It would seem

, from the configuration of the bottom, that the cold stn

bottom of the straits of Florida divides, one portion passing to the

north and west into the Gulf of Mexico and the other b I

western end of the Island of Cuba. That the polar stream still

occupies the bottom of the strait is shown by temperature of

35° Fahr. being reached at 600 fathoms from the surface off

Havana.
Do these bands correspond throughout their length to the form

of the bottom of the sea? This is' not yet made out, many as

have been the attempts to reach the considerable depths off the

more northern sections. Three officers have attempted to sound

out the Cape Cod section, but the cold wall is all that has been

reached thus far. The range of hills nearest to the

been traced from the coast of Georgia by Commander Sands to

off Cape Lookout.

III. The Cold Wall.

The cold wall extends with varying dimensions and changes

of its peculiar features, all along the coast where the stream has

been examined. A diagram showing the features of the cold

the various Atlantic sections and those of the straits ot

Florida is given in No. 10, Plate I. Table No. 1 shows the dis-

tance of the cold wall from the coast and the dimensions oi the

Atlantic bands of the Gulf Stream. ,

,

The table shows that at Cape Florida and Cape Hatter, -

wall is nearest to the co of the axis of the stream

from the coast will be ; Ifthe numbers m the sec-

ond column to those in the first column. It is obvious from these

numbers, when taken in connection with the longitudes of toe

poi its wh-n> the , vtions originate, that the earth's motion is not

the sole determining cause of the direction of the axis ot the

stream, a result which a more elaborate investigation of I

mentsfrom parallel to parallel confirms. In ihcpoi!

course between Cape Florida and Mosquito inlet (3i° of latitude;

the curve is actually slightly to the westward.
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Names of Sections.

Bis
11

II!

To '

Sandy Hook

87

III

40

37
30

87 so

'Cape Henry
CapeHatteras
Cape Fear
Charleston

Cape Canaveral
'.'.'.'.'.

Cape Florida

. different

Mrfft—The width of the bands beyond the 2d maximum, and north of Cape Hat-

teras are somewhat indefinite.

The table shows a width in the Gulf Stream proper along the

Atlantic coast of from 25 miles off Cape Florida to 127 miles

off Sandy Hook. The warm water at say fifteen fathoms, is

from 30 to 150 miles in width. The stream widens each way
from Cape Florida. These several divisions of the Atlantic

stream lose a portion of their distinctness as we pass northward

and eastward, the stream widening.

IV. Limit of Accuracy of the Determinations.

There are two modes by which the limits of accuracy of these

results mav be tested, by one of which their permanency is a'

tried. In "this latter mode the sections are run over in differ,

years, or in the same year by different officers, so as to connect

the observations of one year with those of the next or ot one

officer with that of another. Table No. 2 shows that the relative

results are reproduced from year to year with less variability

than those of the mean temperature of the section
;
and hence

the permanency of the bands and the possibility of observing

tnem with the requisite precision must be admitted. On the

Cape Henry section which was explored three times, the position

of the cold wall and of the axis of the stream were reproduced

within 5| miles and those of the succeeding points of maxi-

*um and minimum temperatures within 7£ miles. As the posi-

tions at sea are liable to an uncertainty of some three to five

*s it must be admitted that the permanency of the bands

and the accuracy of the observations of them are fully proved.

\ The Cape Henry section was run over by Lieuts. G M. Bache,

S- P. Lee, and Richard Bache, the Hatteras section by Lieuts.

Richard Bache and .1. N. Maflir, and the Charleston section by

Lieuts. J. N. Maffit and T. A. Craven.
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Table 2.—Table «

Jape Henry Section.

Dates and names of observers.

femthi'ST^re^

931
14«l 18?

Jl

218

l J !

;
Lt. G. M. Bache, 1846

84i 142| 184

Probable error for each year. ,,-j U-M 15-71 ?IS

Cape Hatteeas Section.

1341 162| 2141 286 355

ffit, 1853
1
-1 ?si

1 H 82| 129| 1591 212| 266|888

4-3| 24! 1-5| 16| 16

• , , -.,T...M- . . . . BM :.:. 34! 5-0| 6-4|11W|bo

all the other points, ** "
.

The other mode of testing the result is by the comparison ot

the remarkable points in the different sections, each one belong-

ing to a different position and therefore being entirely indepen-

dent of the other in its determination. It is established as a

general law that this cold wall and axis of the hottest water

change their position from the surface to the depth of six hun-

dred fathoms slowly and by an ascertained progression, and that

the succeeding maximum and minimum points are at the same

distance from the shore, nearly, at different depths, or in a "V ei il-

eal line at all the different depths. The positions of these points as

shown by the observations at different depths become thus the

test of the permanency of their positions and of the acem

which they have been ascertained. Table 3 gives the prob-

able error of the mean of the determinations of each point in-

cluding the cold wall minimum, the axis maximum, ami

cessive minima and maxima to the fourth n

These results sh, -u that the cold wall minimum is ascertained, on

the average, within 83 mile, the axis ma
miles and a half, the second minimum within two miles ana a

half, the second maximum and third minimum and thira

maximum, within four miles, and the fourth maximuni wiunu

eight and a half mm story except the WW.

wbfchafi ooaely defined. The Hatteras re-

sult for the axis of the stream, makes the probable error con-

siderably larger than it would otherwise be, probably from
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fact that the proximity of the bottom of the sea, makes t

result less permanent than in the other cases. Without this :

suit the mean probable error would be 11 mile.

of the bonds'for eaJ* ™
"'

Sections.

a

r

s

2 54

S|b|s|«\tars

Ojyear*

1*1

Mean probable cnw »:<
, •J4'J li'J

j
4TJ0

|
4*01

| 3 71
|
M5

While these results are so permanent, the mean temperatures

of the sections change considerably from year to year. The
average temperature between the surface and 400 fathoms be-

yond, or outside of the cold wall on the Sandy Hook section in

1846, was as high as that on the Cape Henry section in 1848,

and that on the Cape Fear section in 1853, within a degree of

that of the St. Ann istii ?eeti<»n in 1853, while the Cape Hatte-

ras section in 1848 and in 1853, differed two degrees m mean

temperatures. Again the temperatures from the surface to 30

fathoms just below the axis of the stream in the Sandy Hook
section in Augusl as high or higher than those

on the Canaveral section in June 1853. In general the Cape

May section in 1846 and the mean of the Cape Henry section of

1816, 1847 and 1848 are warmer at the same depths than the

sections south of it were in 1848 and 1853.

These results show that there are great changes in temperature

from year to year, and probably from season to season. Some

progress has 1 n n
suits in a general

way with the changes of weal Mexico.

The depths at which the results are easily determined and

where they are characteristic and as permanent as the phenomena

permit is thirty fathoms.

V. Figure of the Bottom of the Sea, below the Gulf Stream.

We have seen that in cross sections there is a great resem-

blance in the bottom of the sea off our coast to the region of land

more removed from the coast-line in the interior The top of

the first range of hills, (see Diagram No. 9, Plate I,) is 1500 feet

above the vail ej I

: miles
'

and the

top of the second range 600 feet above the same valley, distant

15 miles. The first slope is 125 feet, and the second is 40 feet,
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to the mile. The bottom of the sea from the Tortugas section to

that of Cape Florida, rises from 800 to 325 fathoms, and from

the same point descends, in passing northward and eastward.

The Cape Florida section showed that there then was present a

ridge of comparatively cold water since the division into bands

should apply along the stream as well as in the direction of its

cross sections. The temperature of 40° is in fact reached on

fathoms, and, as well as can be judged from

the results in the separate sections there are divisions of this

vhere the curves ot

:tions and indicates

and a sharp descent from

VII. General features of the Gulf Stream.

Upon the general diagram now presented to the members,

(Plate III,) the general features of the Gulf Stream are repre-

sented from the Tortugas to the Cape Cod Section. Passing

along the Cuban coast the temperature in June wi

to be about 84° or 8° above the mean temperature of Key

West, as given by the Surgeon General's report. The cur-

rent here is feeble, but sufficient to cause it to be sought by

sailing vessels making to windward and even by steamers. Is-

suing from the straits of Bernini, the stream is turned northward

bv the land which confines and directs its course. Its effective

velocity is not derived from difference of temperature, as the

observations abundantly show, the greatest relative differences

being in fact crosswise of the stream. The direction is here a

little west of north and the velocity is from 3 to 5 miles per

hour. The temperature bands now begin. The bottom of the

sea which was one slope and counter slope, across the Florl(™
Straits, is here corrugated; the depth instead of being unfath-

omable, as has heretofore been supposed, is but 325 fathoms, in

which depth the two cm-rents, from the poles near the bottom

and from the Gulf at the top, must pass' each other. While the

surface water is above 80° that near the bottom is as low as 40 .

The stream just north of Mosquito inlet begins to bend to the

eastward of north, and off St. Augustine has a decided set to tbe

eastward. While flowing thus onward the warm water seeks

the sides of the channel overflowing towards the coast of Florida,

and towards the Bahamas, but not as rapidly as it moves on

north. Between St. Augustine and Cape Hatteras the set or

the stream and the trend of the coast differ but little, making

degrees of easting in 5 degrees of northing. At Hatteras «

curves to the northward and then runs easterly, making about *

degrees of northing in a. In the latitude oi

Cape Charles it turns quite to the eastward having a velocity oi

between one and one mile and a half the hour.



fathoms and the ranges of hills discovered by Lients. Maffitt and
Craven all seem to indicate it. That the direction of the stream
is given in a general way by the configuration of the bottom of
the sea, it is hardly possible to doubt, while admitting that it

receives modification from other, and perhaps more general, cau-
ses. The after progress of this - 1 of its branches
if it does divide, remains yet to be traced and and so also its

heading in the Gulf of Mexico.
I forbear to mingle doubtful speculation upon causes, with the

inductions in regard to temperatures, which it has been the object

of these observations to supply and of this lecture to bring to

your notice.

Art. XXIX.—On Fermented and Aerated Bread, and their Con

parative Dietetic Value ; by J. Dauglish, M. D *

[Extracted from the London Medical Times and Gazette, vol. i, p. 468, I860.]

—a process whi.

chanical means, imparting to it the most perfect vesicular struc-

ture, while it Lea a of the flour wholly unchan-

\''
. . : /

".'"",
-'.: .'-- -:. ' •' •

... .. , -C, ,, , <

I iorvd, T|,,. ,-i .,,
;Uim

i
whlch M ""leed
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ged and uncontaminated,—there has not been wanting those

Vot whether the process of fermentation, by which bread

has been liitimrto prepared, is not really beneficial in other

respects than that of imparting the vesicular structure to it

;

whether, in fact, the changes which the constituents of the flour

i
reh—undergo, are not essential to healthy

digestion in the stomach.

Although I believe there are few members of the Medical

a ho will be prepared to maintain that fermentation

is beneficial, still, as some do hold such an opinion, and have

vi- that starch which ins not undergone the fer-

,.• new one which I have'introduced.

In order to dispose ol the ass rtion that starch requires to be

prepared by the fermentive changes to render it lit

food, it ishntmcessarv t<. ,vm;.i L, that the pn.poiti.m which the

i. .1 - t ,
, <

, re the,r smrehv W,,
I . t u m 1

n
,

,,„i n, 1 1 1 i'«
.

animal and vegetable diet, winle those who are led wholly."*

the products of th ve-vtab!.' 1 ngdom reject tin process of fer-

itireh 1 i is, th< millions < I indi i ml China, a

feed chiefly on rice, take it for the. most part simply boiled; and

that large portion of the human race who feed on maize, prepare
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it in many ways, but they never ferment it. The same is true
with the potato-eater of Ireland, and the oatmeal-eater of Scot-
land. Nor do we find that even wheat is always subjected to
fermentation; but the peculiar physical properties oi tins jieii
appear to have tasked man's ingenuity more than any other, to
devise met! m it food tfhich shall be both
palatable and digestible. In the less civilized states, a favorite

mode of dressing wheat grain has j and then
- it. On the borders of the Mediterranean it is prepared

iu the form of raaccaroni and vermicelli, while in the East it is

made into hard thin eakes for the more delicate, and for the hard
working and robust into thicker and more dense masses of baked
flour and water. Even in our own nurseries wheaten flour is

baked_ before it is prepared v. ith , il
' infant-' food. The

j wheaten gram to these manipulations

its richness in gluten, and from the peculiar proper-

ties of that gluten. If a few wheaten grains are taken whole and
thoroughly masticated, the starchy portion will be easily separa-

t"l mixed with the saliva and 'swallowed, whiist nearly the

whole of the gluten will remain in the mouth in the form of a

t-jugh tenacious ;.. m on which sear< Iv any impression can be

made. A similai -tat oi tinned will follow t'm ma-t it, mi of

flour. In this condition, the gluten is extremely indigestible,

smce it cannot be penetrated by the digestive solvents, and they

can only act upon its small external surface \ hence the necessity

to prepare food from wheat in such a manner as shall counteract

1 "s tendency to cohere and form tenacious masses. This is the

object of bakincr the cram and Hour as before mentioned, of

making it into maccaroni, and of raising it into soft spongy

bread; by which latter means the gluten assumes a form some-

what analogous to the texture of the lungs, so that an enormous

•
•

1

1

red for the action of the digestive .juices :
and this

T believe is the sole object to be sought in the preparation of

bread from wheaten flour. „ . _
Wheat is said to be the tvpe of adult human food, h

m just proportions, every "element essential to the perl

tion of the human organism. And yet in
;

r .J-:. ., „... ., ...... - • '

of our large towns am. \^!?Z

'

wheat, though in a coarser form.-
diet of a ve?y We number of the hardiest and finest portion of

the population °

In theWe towns of France wheaten bread certainly forms a

very large proportion of the diet ^ the laboring classes, but not
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so kse as oatmeal does in Scotland. And yet it has been

I by contractors for public works on the Contm

double the work of a 1- >ne consumes a very

lar^e proportion of meat, while the diet of the other is chiefly

bread. In Scotland, however, the laboring man is capable of

i immense fatigue upon the nourishment afforded by

oatmeal porridge.
.

The deficiency in wheaten bread in affording the nourishment

due to the constituents of the grain, is to be attributed solely to

the mode of preparing the flour, and the process followed lor

making that flour into porous bread.

The great object sought after both by the miller and the

baker, is the production of a white and light loaf. Experience

has taught the miller that the flour which makes thewl

is obtained from the centre of the -rain : but that the flour which

is the most economical and contain? the largest portion of sound

gluten, is thai winch is obtained from in»- externa! portion of the.

grain. But while he endeavors to secure both these portions

for his flour, he takes the greatest care to avoid as much as pos-

sible, by fine dressing, etc.. the mixture with them ot

of the true external coat which forms the bran, knowii

will cause a most serious deficiency in the color of the bread

after fermentation. ,

It is generally supposed that the dark color of brown bread

—that is of bread made from the whole win

utable to the colored particles of the husk or outer covering o

the grain. But such is not really the case. The col- .1

cles of the bran are of themselves only capable of >

somewhat orange- color to bread, which is shown 1

when whole wheaten meal is made into bread by a pr.

no fermentation or any chemical changes whatever are allowed to

take place. Some few Years since, a process was invented ^

America for rcuovm- the outer seed coat of the wheat -rain

without injuring the -ram itself, by which it was •

save that highly nutritious portion which is torn aw,

to the bran in the ordinary process of grinding, and lost to 11
•

man consumption. The invention was brought under the no 1

ofthe French Emperor, who cansed some .

in one of the government bakeries to test its value.

I
-riii mils wm oml'eet •- satisfactory ho far a- tie-

was subjected to the ordinary process ot" f
•

the experiments, arid of the inventor himself, th

brown instead of whit-. The eminence, of con

that the invention has never been brought into practical opew
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It has been estimated that as much as ten or twelve per cent
oi nutritious matter is separated adhering to the bran which is
torn away m the process of grinding, and until ve, .

T

" ir ' tl;i? h " ' 'iisid. red l,\ < i, r, ists to be gluten It has
however, been shown by M. Mege Mouries to be chiefly a vege-
table ferment, or met* - body, wind, lie has
named Oerealm, and another body, vegetable Caseine.

Cerealin is soluble in water, a i ,ol. It may
be obtained

1
a washing bran as procured from th. miller, with

r"M " :ih ' 'Med froin
the aqueous solution by means of alcohol ; but, like pepsin,
whenthus precipitated it loses its activity as a » dvcnt or ferment.

In its native state or in aqueous solution, it acts as the most
energetic ferment on starch, dextrine, and iriucosc. i

the lactic and even the butyric changes, but not the alcoholic.
'

.

It acts remarkablv mi damn, especially when in presence of

The lactic acid thusprodu. 1 imm liately com-
bines its activity with that of the

1

cerealin and the gluten is

rapidly reduced to solution.
I he activity of the cerealin is destroyed at a temperature of

• according to M. Mounds, but my own experiments
show that it is simply suspended even by the heat required
to cook bread fhoroughh : 'thus orea 1 made without fermenta-
tion, of whole wiieateifmoai. or oi flour in which there is a lame
proportion of cerealin, will, if kept at a temperature of about 7.V
'

' -
:

> Fall., pass rapidly into a state of solution, if the smallest

use be present. Mich as mvaiine or pepsin, or even
t"at small amount of organic mare, wl eh is found in impure
ivatt-r—while the same material, when it has been subjected to
the alcoholic fermentation, will not be adhered in a like manner.

Tiie activity of cerea n is yen easih destroyed b\ most acids.

also by the presence of alum; and while it is the most active
agent known* in producing the eai i r ehanjj - in the constitu-
ents of the flour, it cannot produce the alcoholic, but as soon as
,the alcoholic is superinduced the cerealin becomes neutralized
a » I ceases to act an\ longer as a solvent. M. Mounds, taking

Wvantaee itation, has adopted a
process by which h :- en .V,

, to separate from the bran all the
cerealin and caseine which are attached to it. He subjects the
bran to acti citation, which neutralizes the
a :t >* ^- m; rl„ e ,,,.,!,,, ;in ,i lt t h • , true time s pai t s the nutri-

i an i i , i cvm Mi lined t is thro ica a tine seive,

kadds il | ation of white bread,
hv ^"i'i'-h an economy of ten per cent is effected, and the color
of the bread is not injured.
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The peculiar action of cerealin as a special digestive solvent of

the constituents of the flour—gluten and starch—has been prac-

tically tested bv Mr. Stephen Darby, of Leadenhall-street, in a

series of careful experiments. He found that when two grains of

„ a to 500 grains of white flour, and the

rtcd in half-an-ounce of water at a temperature of 90°

ral hours, ten per cent more of the gluten, and about

five per cent more of the starch, were dissolved than

same quantity of flour was subjected to digestion without the

addition of cerealin, but in which of course there was a srnaU

amount of cerealin that is present in all flours. The action of

.-, -realm upon the gluten of wheat is precisely similar to that of

pepsin on the fibrine of meat. Pepsin, acting alone on fibnne

dissolves it, but very slowly, but if lactic acid be added solution

i.,\-,.< place vcrv rapidlv/ in like manner the starch present

with the -luten" of wheat is acted upon by the cerealin, and^iv-
"

ic acid to assist in the solution of the

gluten by cerealir..

With the knowledge thus obtained of the properties of this

substance cerealin, it is not difficult to understand why the admin-

>trat i. ran-tea with the food of badlv-

produces the remarkable results attributed to it by men both

dand eminent in the Medical profession; and *by,

-.in whole wheaten meal, which contains all

Jin of the grain, should prove so beneficial in some

forms of mal-assmiilatiom notwithstanding the presence of the

peculiarly indigestible and irritating substance forming the outer

covering of the grain.

It will be seen that in all the methods of br<

adopted, the peculiar solvent properties of this body,

have been sought to I

white color of the bread during the earlv stages of

mentit i It is by thus destroying the activity «»i t

di,-m< t,r ril) M lt wim-h N ;,tmvh;e supplied for the due assimi-

lation bv the economy of the constituents of the wheat

that wlienten bread is rendered ineapabb of

nance to the laboring man which the Scotchman obta

al porridge. Although the new bread has

but little mon turn < X p« rum nt il
;

inti .duced to

sumption, I have already received from members of

profession, who have recommended it in thei

from non-professional persons, accounts of the really

results that have followed its use in cas.es of denim.:-

and assimilation. Private -xentleman have sought

wi h me to record the history of their recovery to h
yearsnf,un'erin,- and, uiservM.v the simple use <>f th-

diet. Children that have been 'liable to convulsive attacks liom
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mediately the
new bread was substituted for fermented bread. And eases are
now numerous that have been communicated to me bv medical
men of position, in winch certain distressing forms of dyspepsia,
which had remained intractable under every kind of treatment,
have yielded as if bv magic almost immediately after adootmg
the use of the aerated bread.

The delicate flavor of the new bread renders it peculiarly
grateful to the stomachs of invalids and children, as well as of
those whose tastes have not become vitiated by the habitual use

'dbaker's l, n,ad. which I, slightly sour, and tastes of yeast. The
new bread was supplied to two wards in Guy's Hospital in place
of the ordinary bread t which is of a very fine quality, made on

pieces left in the wards unconsumed, while of the fermented
bread large quantities of scraps were eolkcted daily, for the eon-

sumption of which the appetites of the patients have been defi-

That persons who have been long used to the strong yeasty

-

Havered bake],-' bread should consider the new bread tasteless

.'it first is not to be wondered at, since the delicate sense of taste

is of all other senses the most easily lost by rough usage. Hence
die argument put forth in defence of adulteration hy some Lon-

don tradesmen, especially the beer sellers, that the public will

not buy the pure article, as it is wanting in the flavor to which

thev have been accustomed; and hence, also, the dislike of the

Viennese o[ ,!,„ I)( „ h ( , vsk . rs supplied to th« m when the railway

was completed, as they deemed tli. i 1 ii dpid. : :. i th« habitual

use of ovsters slightly' decomposed, with which they had been
Sl >pp llr d' when itrequired a lengthened period to transport them

from the sea.

I am disposed to attribute the beneficial effects of the new-

bread to two causes. The one to the absence of the pre

'natters imparted to 'ordinary bread by the process of fermenta-

tion, and the other to the }»-i-^na in th< 1 <>. unchanged, of

I believe to bread by ferment-

ation to be chieiiv Two- c acid and t v. -*
]
lant. The

firstispnH|ueedinh
l rge M

uantities.espeeia!lvtnhotu.

, m l, v aTiCo-oiieric contact, ot the alcohol produced.

- -:

,

'.
i, tncrrftirij of ferment-

ation ;„„,;, th ,..ns',i v ,. s from wine and beer by precipitation

.,, Xoris the die oi tn.' yeust-plant gene-
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nllv destroyed in bakinsr. because it requires to be retained at

before it is thoroughly destroyed
;

.\u from the oven, for economical
l

,, 1 .

i

,, Ml . ,. v ,. u before the centre of the loaf has reached the

ire of 212°. It is not difficult to understand how the

• toms and derangements may

destroyed previous to ingestion, and in those cases ol

tnm . n ;,n i'n which the peculiar antiseptic influence of the

and is incapable of preventing

ipment of the yeast-plant in the stomach, and the

setting up of the alcoholic fermentation to derange the whole

process of digestion and assimilation.

The presence of cerealin in bread is as beneficial as that of

acetic acid and th<-'

\

'ial. Digestion, or the

reduction of food is evidently essentially dependent on t

of a class of substances which chemists, for want of a better

term, have called ferments—to these substances belong pepsin,

ptvaiine. emuisin, diastase and cerealin; these are evidently

types ol a very numerous class, which act b) producing those

molecular changes in organic substances in which digestion con-

sist- : and since"the purpose of digestion or solution is ;

from heterogeneous substances taken as food a eiiw

shall not onl\ when absorbed present all the elements of healthy

blood, Leu shall previous to absorption, possess the

which will constitute it the proper stimulus to the functional

activity of the lactaels, it would appear to be necessan :

di.-tinc'i substance taken as food should be ii

sue- ', enema 1 M.Atni.bnt k\ ith that p en ial h»rii

ferment Y/'hieh alone can carry it thrombi '

_ s whi i . t nnin ii t production oi'J

Hence we- should infer that a substance \

ble just in proportion to the provision t

tion to the standard of healtln

have hitherto beenihe
mav at some future day be rendered highly

addin- to thcniMiitablJ ferments, artiticialiyobtained or otherwise,

that shall s-ure tumr oa-a-- tunmed tlie prooermoc

ges. Indeed. I think this subject opens up to us that v

the cause and prevention

and the b- of r-m-ii-s mav not, for the

mostpiart. if not- itirel . be dependent on the action of substan

ces analogous to .-neb i. ties 5^ ptvaiine, pepsin, <

•

tions ol .re profound inquiry in this neiu

of research, the physiologist and the pathologist may not a

future day lav the foundation oi true scientific Medicine.

Tuubridge Wells.



I— """""j- "" ^» lequusi ± nave examined tnem and nnd
that they exhibit several of the parts not preserved in those upon
which the original description was founded.

1. The posterior angles of the head are produced into short
spines, as we supposed, but these spines, instead of being elon-
gate-triangular are sub-eyli -imped and pro-
jected outwards at an angle of 45° or thereabouts, to the longi-
tudinal axis of the body. The cheek does not appear to be
striated but rather smooth. These two characters furnish
additional grounds for separating the species from C. antiquatus

falter), which has the cheeks striated and the posterior angles of
Qe head only slightly produced into short broadly triangular
terminations.

"

2. The neck segment bears a short broad-based spine. The
nret specimens collected do not exhibit this, but on reexamining
tbem I think I can see traces of it. Some of the specimens of C.

aronatus (Barrande) lately collected in the Primordial Zone of

Jjpam have a spine on the neck segment of the same form as
that of C. minutus, while others (according to the figures) have

f
1

', and it may In- that individuals of our species will yet be
aiseoyered in which the absence <>f the spine can be clearly

established. This remark is made here because on comparing
™e ngures of the Bohemian and >j ni .- ;

i -; ' eimens of C. coro-

«««* it would appear that the presence or absence of a spine on
ltle neck segment is not always of specific importance and should
*>»ne of those from Keeseville turn out to have only a plain neck
segment we would not perhaps on that ground alone be author-
26(1 to constitute two species *

* Compare the article Sur Ferisfence de la faune primordial? dans la ehaine

' -: d>-x Jo**,!,*, par

M1860). Ami,: m, plate It.
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3 Mr. Bradley's new specimens also show that there are three

pairs of glabellar furrows, the anterior being represented by two

small indentations Justin advance of the points where the ocular

ridoes reach the glabella ; and further that the course of the

tare is the same as it is in C.slriatus, (Emerich). The

a is more obtusely rounded than is represented in our

As to the correctness of the generic reference of this species

it may be remarked that Barrande is of opinion that no less than

eleven of those which Angelin has figured under the genera

Solenopleum, h'ryr. r, ,,„. „.-,„..,. and // >rpules should be placed

I iftfc
-:

. In this v iew of Barrande's, Angelin has con-

curred* The genus has thus been greatly extended and judg-

ing from the form of the head (and more particularly of the

glabella) of Ano-elin's species C. brachymetopus, C. homelotopus

iW\('.r,, lt , uh,tn I thin! ,ve are ^invtly justified in referring

iea to Conocephalites. The genus is most closely allied

to Calymene, having the same number of segments in the thorax

—the same number and arrangement of pieces in the head and

the same general form and lobation of the glabella, the differ-

ences between the genera consisting principally in o

acters of the pleurae and hypostomaf to which may be added the

ocular ridge which although not a constant character in Cono-

cephalites may be regarded as of some generic value as it noes

not occur at all in Calymene. I would also state that since MC-

amin. _ Mr. Bn,dl v's remit collection, I have been strongly

impressed by the resemblance between the form of the cheeK

and small needle-shaped posterior spines of 0. minutus and the

same parts of the head of the Quebec B]

called Menocephalus globosus, and it appears to me that

alus must be regarded as another closely allied genus. 11 W
except those two genera, Calymene and "Menocephalus there is

no other but Conocephalites to which our new trilobite bears any

near affinity.

* See Barrande's " Parallele enlre les depdts Silurien* de Bohhne etde Scanty

\ See
8

Bar
a

ranX, ' - de la BohSme," p. 417-419.



Sflcctp/1 from the Smithsonian Papers.

Art. XXXI.—The Great Auroral Exhibition of Aug. 28th to

Sept. 4:th, 1859.—6th Article ;
by Prof. Elias Loomis.

Since our last Auroral article was prepared for the press, the

following letter has been received from the Secretary of the

Smithsonian Institution.
, „„„

Washington, June 6th, 1860.

Dear Sir ;—Some time since, you wrote us in regard to the

aurora of September, 1859, and I now write to inform yo

we have a very large collection of materials in regard to t».« ...

teresting meteor which in justice to the writers ought to be pub

lished. It is, however, a pity that the data for scientific deduo

tions in regard to this interesting phenomenon should be scat

tered, and we will therefore present the whole to Silhman s

Journal, provided the Editors will i
ublish it. Will you take

charge of it. and prepare it for the press ?
P P

Joseph Henry, Secretary S. L

The editors of this Journal have accepted the liberal proposi-

tion of Prof. Henry, so far as to publish whatever might be sup-

posed to be of im^t,...-. in an 1m - ti.-n of the theory of

the Aurora. A of the materia s collected

by the Smithsonian Institution have already appeared in former

numbers of this Journal, and many of the reports are from

neighboring stations where the Auroral jipj^.ran. es are aimo t

identically the same. From the entire mass of materia s we nave

aimed to select those II ,,>, rs owl , v hi.-li v , vy the most
=

complete

and elaborate, amUvhieh w, re - distributed in geog™^ 1^
tion as to afford

appearances throughout

the entire area of the United States.

1 m ,• , o ;• i - Minnesota flat. 47° 1', long. 92° 30'),
1. Observations

v" ra
' V* 1 '

by A. A. Hibbard.

The aurora of Aug. 28th, commenced at 8 ,*^™y
J*

rapidly un1 L circumferen/e
over our heads. It went a

and at the top,
of the horizon at the base,

^°™ffifi* Stars very bright
and down about one-third on the soum r

me. -
. £,

SflysaVS ;:-»£-•;;
any part of the horizon, a; , , _, £
the north. Alt|P..l.i Sredd t eattei d. At 10 P M it had en 1}

d^appeartcl.
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2. Observations at Marquette, Michigan, flat. 46° 32', long. 87° 41'), by

Dr. G. H.. Blaker,

Aug. 28th, at 8 p. m., a bright crown overhead, with beams

or streamers extending to every point of the compass, but soon

lost in a white haze. In the course of an hour these streamers

extended to the horizon in every direction, with bright streams

of white light shooting up towards the crown, all of which be-

came perfectly red, or of a bright crimson color over head. This

continued to increase in brightness until after midnight, with

floods of white light at the horizon, all passing into crimson

fleecy vapor in the zenith.

3. Observations at Winona, Minnesota, (lat. 44° 3', long. 91° 36'), by

T. F. Thickstun.

Aug. 28th, an auroral bank and a few pencilled streamers had

formed at H i'. ir. At midnight the streamers and corona filled

the whole heavens except the N. E. portion. During the whole

light die light was equal to that of a half moon.

long. 87°

Aug. 28th, about 7* p. at., the aurora was visible in the north-

ern part of the heavens, but did not attract particular notice un-

til about 9 p. m. Soon after eitrht the sky began to redden, and

became nearly of a blood -red color. Soon the streaks were ob-

served shooting upward from all points of the horizon, and con-

centrat i n n in a large luminous mass in mid-heavens. The great-

est intensity of color was at the zenith. Eays were constantly

phooting up from all points of the horizon and the colors con-

stantly changing. The rays emitted an intense red light tor

about half an hour, when they began slowly to fade away in the

north and south, but in the east and west they continued to glow

until 10 p. M., when they began to fade away. Flashes of white

light appeared among them, commencing from the horizon aria

moving upwards, following each other in rapid succession like

the waves of an immense sea of light. They grew brighter as

the red color disappeared, and when this was wholly gone tney

r faded away.also gradually faded away.

Observations at Milwaukee, Wisconsin, (lat. 43° 3', long. I

Prof. E. P. Lahkin

Aug. 28th, at 8 p. m., an aurora commenced. About 8* P. *
an arch formed from S.W. by the north to the S.E.. v.

broken clouds below. The streamers now commenced,
in the X.W. and X.E., and were surprisingly beautiful,_of crim-

son, purple, peach and orange ;
t

eating.

8h 45* a perfect corona formed a few degrees south of the zenitn.
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At 9 p. m. the aurora began to fade, and at ten had nearly dis-

appeared. At lOf P. M. the north gave indications of another
aurora which occurred about 12 o'clock, nearly equal in splen-

dor to the first, and still another occurred about 3 a. m. There
were also auroras late in the night of the 30th and also of the

31st.

6. Observations at tin, (lat. 42° 39', long. 87° 44'),

by D. Mathews.

Aug. 28th, at 8 p. m., the appearance was that of a large lu-

minous ring surrounding the zenith ; but this form was very

transient, the light becoming concentrated in the west, Between
8 and 9 p. M. there were two arches formed in the north, the

fust almost 30° in altitude, and the second about 40°. From the

outer edge of the larger arch darted a succession of streamers or

rays of light. At 8h 15m a perfect flood of light came up in the

east, not in streams, but like the dawn of day, just before sun-

rise. This appearance lasted about half an hour. At 9 p. M.

streams of light radiated in every direction from a point about

ten degrees south of the zenith, covering the whole heavens ex-

cept a space in the south. One broad belt of red light extended

from near the zenith to the horizon at a point a little north of

7. Observations at Dubuque, Iowa, (lat. 42° 30', long. 90° 52'), by Asa

Hobr, M.D.

Aug. 28th, the aurora began with floating irregular masses of

auroral clouds in the north, which soon spread over the sky, ter-

minating in a broad zone of light spanning the heavens from E.

to W. and reaching to 20° south of the zenith. At 8 p. m. many
of the luminous clouds beca ». with the deep-

est hue near the horizon. At 8h 15m a distinct arch formed in

the north crowned with tall flickering white streamers Ihe

crimson clouds now dissolved into paler streamers
;
at 8 «Jom

the streamers subsided; and at 8h 40™ the red clouds near the

horizon and the diffuse light in the north appeared again, t rom

this time till 9 p m a crinxa '

over ^f
whol

f
of the broad belt, with n arvin- hue and brightness. The arch

* the north formed again with whitish streamers which re-

gained moderately bright until 11 P. M.

8- Observations at Waltharn, Massachusetts, (lat 42° 24', long. 71° 14'),

by Rev. Thomas Hill.

Aug. 28th at 7£ p. m., there were visible some splendid masses

°f rose-colored light in the east and west near the horizon

;

that in the west ben,, ». arlv ..loured by twilight At 7" 45-

a well defined arch ;.,- I -o" th ol th. finth, and all the sky

aorth of it was filled with light, radiating toward the pole of the
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clipping needle. I watched the aurora from 9 to 10| P. M., and

&t tf v. m. got up again to look. It was then very brilliant and

rosy all along the southern horizon.

0, Oh<.trratl».is "i M»w<, Mirhiijan, (lat. 41° 56', long. 88° 22'), by

Miss Helen J. Whelpley.

Aug. 28th, about 8£ p. M., there was a broad line of intensely

ight extending from east to west. In a few moments

sky to within 20° of the south, seemed to be per-

meated with a clear whitish light; yellowish rays constantly

shooting up from the east, north and west horizon to the zenith.

At the same time appeared a bright rose colored mass in the

east, which gradually enlarged until it covered nearly three-

fourths of the heavens, ai.'i" about 9 p. M. the rays met and

formed a perfect corona a little sonth of the zenith.

10. Observations at Willow Creek, Illinois, (lat. 41° 45', long. 88° 5&'),

by E. E. Bacon.

Aug. 28th—aurora first seen at 8 p. M., corona and beams at

8 h 40™, arch 8 h 45'". Beams of red very brilliant in the east

and west, and at the corona from 8h 35m to 8h 55in
. At 9h the

beams and corona had disappeared, and abroad red bell

e,l across the heaven., passing over to the south. 'I

arches were formed in the north. At 9 h 15m bright beai

southeast, the re- b< t disappearing in the east. At 9 b 25m red-

ness nearlv o-one. At i)
h 2*» arches broken. At 9 h 35m bril-

liant si .< >t i ti N.E. At 9h 40ra arch reformed, but not s<

At 12 h 30m beams with far greater grandeur than at 8'1 4(T.

Beams streamed from all round the horizon to the zenith, n

the southern half of the sky, the beams flash

a great fire. At 12* 45™ a bright belt from B. to \\ .,
m me

south, with a .lark l.elt something like a cloud under it At 1

12* bright belt in the south gone. Aurora lasted till davhgnt.

11. Observations at Sandwich, Illinois, (lat. 41° 31', long. 88° 30'), by

Dr. N. E. Ballou.

Aug. 28th, at 7i P. M., there was a bright luminous band, ^a

degree in width, spanning the heavens. Soon it became to

ous
; and in the zenith it pointed southward half way to the Ho-

rizon. At 8 p. M. red gleams shot up in the N.W. directly o

,i ;o i* di ,. ,. xi :—«„** nniTi(r ud intne

9i P. m. the whole was tinged with red, ah-

of light. At 10 p. m. the red tinge floated away to

At midnight it presented much the same appearance i
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12. Observations at Sag Harbor, New York, (lat. 41° 0', long. 72° 20')
from the Sag Harbor Express.

*Aug. 28th—between 8 and 9 o'clock rays of clear, white light
arose from every part of the horizon, and won met, in a common

5.E .

the Dolphin.
UU,DC *'g 11L iippt'ujea at two points on the lion;
of east and west. These were at first of a bright yellow lighi
but at 10^ p. m. that in the east assumed a dark crimson hu
and the hght in the west was tinged with a paler red. At th
time began the waves of undulatiuir li-ht. their motions bein
upward and across the radial columns in a direction from east 1

At midnight the brightness of the columns increased, the u:

dulations increased, especially in the south, and their motioi
became exceedingly rapid. The usual dark bank now appeare
upon the horizon 'in the south, well defined, but occasional!
broken by minor colu
thus glowing until t]

13. Observations at Kanosha, Nebraska, (lat. 40° 51', long. 95° 44'), by

Bela White.

There was a very brilliant light of a pink color from about
1 A. 31. Aug. 29th until daylight in the northern half of the hemi-
sphere, shooting upwards to the zenith, and passing off to the
south. It was so light as to enable a person to read coarse print,

14. Observations at Great Salt Lake City, Utah, (lat. 40° 45', long.

lll°26'),ty W.W.Phelps.

Aug. 28th between 9 and 10 p. m. a palish light wavered up
about 30° towards the zenith ; thence it spread east and west
with increasing grandeur, till about 11 p.m. when the perpendic-
ular streams beautified a large portion of the northern hemis-
phere. The light) ' < horizon, decreased upward
and downward, so that at nearly midwav to the zenith, the light

changed into a line yellow ereen. which was joined by a rich
livery of crimson, soaimm- the w >ole heavens from east to west,

^ a belt several degrees wide. This magnificent phenomenon
continued in varying hues, until about 1 A. M.

15. Observations at New York City, (lat. 40° 43', long. 74° o'), by Prof.

O. W. Morris.

Aug. 28, 8 p. m. there was a bright band above the horizon,
which spread upwards with rays. At 9h 10m the light spread
°ver the heavens, occupying the zenith and either side with
yhite, and interspersed with pink colored portions. At <)«> 20™

Jt formed an arch in the aoal
' nt below, while

the northern portion of the skv was perfectly clear. At i)h 25"'
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the beams shot up from all sides to the zenith, forming a beautiful

corona which lasted 5 or 8 minutes, sometimes putting on the

appearance of conflicting waves. Nearly the whole sky was ofa
i some portions of a dark red color. It faded i

away, first disappearing in the south, and at 10 P. m. only a bright

band across the northern portion without a dark segment. About
10h 30m occasional rays shot up to the zenith. At ll h it was

very light, so that objects could be seen at a distance. The au-

rora continued with varied color.- itil the dawn
of the 29th.

16. Observations at Pekin, Illinois, (bit, 40° 36', long. 89° 45'), by J. H.

RlBLET.

Aug. 28, 8»> 20m P. m. a white band running from N. W. to E.

with two columns shooting up, one by the north star the other

through Ursa Major. 8h 30m it is passing westward and a high

column is passing about 5° east of the north star, and about 10°

above it. At 8 h 40> two columns passing nearly to zenith

on the east side of north star. At 8h 46m the column by the

north star increased in width, the top bent over forming a semi-

circle to west. Color white in north, changing to a rose at its

upper edge, and a red in the east. At 8h 55m arches forming;
the lowest about 10° above the horizon, and of a pale color. The
second about 30° above the horizon, and of a pale orange

color. Streamers running from the lower arch through it and

about 30° above it. The color was most intense in the east. At

i arches better defined. The streamers passing f:

hT-nnnrV, +^ Q „™™ +Q & p in t aDOUt 10° WCSt Clf

t and ceased observing.

17. Observations at Urbana, Ohio, (Iat. 40° 6', long. 83° 43'), by Prof.

M. (i. Williams.

Aug. 28th, at 9 p. m. columns of white and yellowish light

shot from all points of the arch which extended from N. 80° E.

to N. 75° W. Many of the corruscations passed beyond the

zenith; in the east the light was pink and deep crimson forming

amass about 30° broad and 60° high peaching down to the hori-

zon. The color was sometimes almost blood red. At 9 h 10m a

ass formed in the N.W. At 9h 15m a remarkably beau-

4iot up ;tt N. on W~. bavin- ;i ' nvu< Ith of 10° and

reaching to the zenith. The colors were white, velknvish, pmk
and crimson. About 9h 20m an arch was formed in the south,

having an altitude of 40° at the centre. A few minutes later,

the crimson light extended down from the zenith, quite to this

: it most of the sky was covered with colored light- At

9«» 50'", a beam 2° broad, shot up from S. 80° W. passing 20' or

30 beyond the zenith. In a few minutes the beam seemed to

be broken up into fragments of 5° or 6° in length, and presently
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vanished. At 10 p. m. the brightness was much diminished ; at
10 15* revived

;
the northern arch very brilliant and slightly

!r
ng
o
e
~o Ttt

11 crimson
- At 10h 30^ the arch extended from E. to

A
.
8o W. At n itj on was still fine. From 2$

to 6 a. M coruscations of white light shot up all along the hori-
zon from E. to S. 15° W. The aurora continued to decline, till
the dawn of day.

18. Observations at Henry Co., Indiana, (lat. 40°, long. 85° 15'), by
William Dawson.

Aug. 28th, about 9 p. m. a red cloud covered a large portion of
the eastern sky with a similar one in the N. W. and several large
luminous beams extended from the north point to the zenith,
boon the red disappeared, and the bright streaks grew much
shorter, leaving a bright cloud brilliantly fringed with white, near
the northern horizon. After some minutes, several small bodies,
hke long white clouds, started from about 25° S.E. of the zenith,
and moved slowly towards the west, disappearing about the same
distance nearly S.W. of the zenith. About midnight, a dark
cloud decked with immense streamers of white, glaring light,

rested on the northern horizon, when suddenly it burst forth into

i of red, purple and white lights, shooting
o a point 15° or 20° south of the zenith, where these flashing
hghts presented the appearance of a cloud, tinted with verrail-

hon and purple. At 12$ A. M. fully two-thirds of the heavens
*eie wrapt in flashing torrents of streamers directed towards
this point. This tremulous illumination lasted about an hour,
wpen it partly vanished ; but soon the sky was again covered™ darting streamers nearly as before, and the light seemed
more vivid than at 12$ a. m. At 2 a. m. the light had in a great

measure passed away.

19. Observations at Gettysburg, Pennsylvania, (lat. 39° 49', long. 11° 15'),

by Rev. M. Jacobs.

Aug. 28th, the aurora was visible in the evening twilight

specially to N. and N.E. At 9 p. m. the whole sky as far

south as within 30° of the southern horizon was covered with
alternate bands of luminous matter like cirrus cloud. At 9 h 25°»

{he luminous band within about 20° of the northern horizon
began to shoot up streamers and soon became a mass of streamers

Jaich filled the whole northern sky, darting up to a point about
1 east of Aquila, where they crossed, some radiating thence

southward. The streams were visibly wafted round on the east
»n<* west, to the S.E., S.W. and even south. The streamers were
mostly of orange white below and crimson red above. At 10

J-H. the sky was mostly clear; the bank of vapor, dark below

Jut luminous above, with a few streamers occupied the northern

fonzon, rising to the height of 20° or 25°. The light was equal

am
of the moon at qra«Srature.
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Ano1

. 28th, the aurora commenced at 8 p. m. and continued

i.iortill 1 A.M. The corona formed aliont

10 p.m. with arch and beams. At 1 a.m. the coi

izon upward to the zenith and about 20° be-

yond. The light was equal to the clearest full moon.

21. Observations at Wyandott City, Kansas, (lat. 39° 7', long. 94° 44'),

by John H. Millah.

Aug. 28th, at 1TJ p.m. a diffused light was observed in the

N.N.E. gra til a1 ! a.m. the whole northern

sky from N.W. by W. to S.E. by E. was covered with

ess, shooting up to within SO- of

the zenith. . w from a uniform white to a tinge

of purple. The aurora passed "off about If A. M.

22. Observations at St. Louis, Missouri, (lat. 38° 37', long. 90° 15'), by

A. Fendleu.

Aug. 28th, at 8h 30m p.m. I observed in the northern part of

the sky some large patches of a deep red color, and tin

towards the north was filled with a white light. The
well as the red light rose gradually up to 4o°. At b'"

;'>' &*

upper part of the light to the right was of an unusual! v deep re J.

:

'
• the left was greenish white. The aurora increased

in splendor till 8 1
' 50'". rising to the zenith, with red streamers

running nearly N. and S. The aurora now declined in the north,

but spread its red color to about 10° south of the zenith. By

9 P.M. the red color was -one. onh a fain! v hit • light n maiim g

near the northern horizon, which continued till 9 1' 20m when it

became obscured by clouds.

Aug. 29th at 1 a.m. I awoke and found the aurora

liant than last evening. It, reached 45° south of the

had a corona 15° or 20° south of the zenith, of a deep lierv red,

sending rays in ail directions torn, this point towards'
'

Towards tie* north the Ii_.-I,t was white, and close to the northern

horizon the sky was blue: By 1" 2<»»- the aurora had retired to

within 80° aboVe the northern'horizon.

23. Observations at Fredericksburg Virginia, (lat. 38° 30' long. 77° 30'),

by Charles II. Hobev.

Aug. 23th, a most brilliant light appeared 8 p. m. and disap-

peared about 4h 15m a.m. It v.

face of the heavens with a brightness exceeding that of theJul

moon, the brightest part being N.E. and N.W. About M- lC

was of a red color.



Sierra Abajo, Utah, (fat. 3S°,
long. 110°), by Dr. John S. Newberry.

Aug. 28th—being at an elevation of about 7000 feet above
the sea, from 11 to 12 o'cI< ,-ecl remarkably
brilliant, the < mire n .rthei i hravens King covered with a dif-

fused red flush, with flashes of deeper red and white light. The
auroral flush was noticeable in the north before 10 o'clock, but
was not conspicuous before 11.

25. Observations at Santa Clara, California, (lat. 37° 18', long. 122° C),

by Oliver S.Frambes.

Aug. 28th, a'

tinged with reel

t 9 p, , M., about 10° E. of north the sky seemed
lid! t. In half an hour several cok

ed which rose to a height of 4<V\ and the

colors became \ bright. The light gradually rr.ioved to the

east, and after tWO h ours or more gradually faded a-W&J.

26. Observations at Piulucali, Kentucky, (!at. 37° 5', long . ST' 21'), by

dmght, the clouds ciearea on ana sno

>st beautiful aurora 1 ever saw in this latitude. Sometimes it

is red, and sometimes it sent up streamers overhead. Aug.
th, 1 A. M., aurora verv bright, but the sky became overcast.

ie light continued till near day break.

Observations at Monterey, California, (lat. 3G° 36', long. 122° 54'),

Aug. 28th—

a

12 p. 5.

very Ml* I from 9* ]?. M. to 11 or

28. Observations at Raleiqh, Nor
by W,LL.A

Aurora appeared at 9 p. m.

ih Carolina, (lat. 35° 40

M II. Hamilton.

and lasted till 11 P. jr. As light

2 &. Observations at Dallas, Texa< (lat. 32° 45', long. 9G<• 40'), by John

larto the hi
iV u

l'
llie

heavens.
.

iiniiiatin.. a round

?<% in the N. K, about 15° in dian, t. r. • »ran
. -

a b< autitni

20OT80iww*U«raovec i m y towards

^e north, disph.rin- the columns as it went. «-

In
P- The aurora continued with diminished brightness till near
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30. Observations at Selma, Alabama. -0° 51'), by S.

K. Jennings, M.D.

Aug. 28th, about 8 P. M., there was a very well defined arch

of red°rleecv looking clouds extending up about 20°, that was

beautifully brilliant for half an hour. From 8£ till after 10 P. m.

there were incessant flashes that might have been taken for dif-

fuse lightning.

31. Observations at Cahawba, Alabama, (lat, 32° 19', long. 87° 16'), by

Matthew Troy, M.D.

Aug. 28th, from 8 to 9 p. m., a bright light was visible a little

east of north. It was brightest near the horizon, and extended

to a height of about 30°, gradually fading at its upper border.

32. Observations at Jacksonville, Florida, (lat. 30° 15', long. 82° 0'), by

Dr. A. J. Baldwin.

Aug. 28th, about 8 p. If. was seen a remarkable aurora wLlrh

continued until 2 A. M. Aug. 29th. At times it was of a vivid

red, with streamers radiating towards the zenith. The brightest

were from N.W. to N.E. The color would almost fade out at

times, and then lighten up the heavens again with a I

which was majestic. About 9 o'clock there was a dark cloud in

the north extending from N.W. to N.E. ; and the auroral display

was beautiful along the fringe of this cloud.

33. Observations at Micanopy. Florida, (lat. 29° 35', long. 82° 18'), by

James B. Bean.

Aug. 28, just after dark I noticed a luminous appearance in

the north, which at times disappeared and then reappeared with

increased brightness, till 9 o'clock, when it exhibited streamers

shooting up toward the zenith, and sometimes a deep red glare

of rosy light toward the N.E. At 10 P. M. the streamers were

quite distinct, presenting beams of gray and purple light. It

disappeared about 11 P. M. but reappeared with more beauty

between 1£ and 2 A. m. The streamers were very distinct, ex-

hibiting various colors, and shooting at times within 10° or 15

of the zenith. The luminous haze in the N.W. continued till it

was obscured by day -light.

34. Observations at Cedar Keys, Florida, (lat. 29° 1', long. 83° 2'), ty

Judge Aug. Steele.

Aug. 28th, occurred an aurora, brightening up the northern

horizon with most teeautiful coruscations. It extended from JN-

to N.E. and upward to about 30° above the horizon, and exhibi-

ted frequent streaks of reddish yellow, Bhooting
pointed forms of the most da/xlm- bri-htm-ss. It ceased about

»iP.M. but reappeared the next morning in still greater bril-

liancy and continued until overpowered by the light of day.



Aug. 28th, about 9 p. m. an aurora reddened the sky in the
north, through about 90° of the horizon, and rising about 40°
above it, with columns of light stretching from the horizon
towards the zenith.

, long. 81° 48'), by

Aug. 28th the aurora was faintly visible soon after sun-down
and did not increase materially in brightness till 8£ p. m. At
9 P. it the color was of the most fiery red. The direction of the
middle point of the aurora was N. 10° E. and both horizontally
and vertically it subtended an angle of about 30°. There was a
narrow line of immovable clouds along the northern horizon in
the direction of the aurora. At 9 P. M. the aurora commenced
fading rapidly, and had disappeared at 9| p. it

Observations of the Aurora of Sept. 1st and Sept. 2nd, 1859.

Selectedfrom the Smithsonian Papers.

1. Observations at St. Johns, Newfoundland, (lat. 41° 35', long. 52° 38'),

by E. M. J. Delaney.

Sept. 1st, an Aurora of various colors appeared in the west,
moved towards the zenith and disappeared.

Sept. 2d at 8 p. it an Aurora of various colors appeared in the
north, south and west, moved towards the zenith and disappeared.

.
Sept. 2d, Aurora commenced at 8 p.m. in the north, and N.E.

;

increased very fast until 8j P. K. when it formed a perfect arch
frrom N.E. to S.W. and ran about one-third of the way down
from the zenith on the south side. The east and west parts were

J!»y
red; the east pari llashv like lightning. At 9 P. at nearly

J'sappeared. At 9J p.m. commenced in the north with very
br'ght and flashy light; then verv bright streamers ran up in-

stantly almost to the zenith. At 9£ p. m. nearly disappeared

;

only bright flashy spots B. and N.W.
Sept. 3d, Aurora commenced about 8£ P. M. ; beams ran up

Very rapid but very dim ; formed perfect at about 9£ P. m.

3
- Observations at Princeton, Minnesota, (lat. 45° 50', long. 93° 45'), by

O. E. Garrison.

Sept. 2d, a bright aurora extending from the N.¥. to the E.
a*d culminating in the zenith. It was a bright display of
"•earners in bands varying from a bright white to a red flame
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color ; the portion on the eastern extremity was flashing rather

than striked: that on the west was of a reddish flame color.

The bands were about two degrees wide reaching from the hori-

zon to the zenith. The central portion of each .band being

brightest, I hghl on the edges. The first

appearance was at dark, and it was still bright at 10 P.M.

Sept. 3d, the Aurora was repeated, but much less bril

and only al neh beneath about 20°

above the horizon. Disappeared before 9 P. M.

4. Observations at Gardiner, Maine, (lat. 44° 1 1' long. 69° 46'), by

R. II. Gardiner.

Sept. 1st, brilliant aurora over dark arch.

Sept. 2d, very remarkable aurora. Colored streamers with

constant, and very brilliant flashes of light at north and east,

and reaching south of zenith. At 9$ P.M. two very bright

arches at the north, one about 12° the other about 25° above the

horizon, the upper one being extremely bright : the sky between
them and below the lowest, being of a 'dark purple.

Sept. 3d, very brilliant auiou, with <oh>ied ^earners in all

parts of the sky.

Sept. 2d, at 1 a. m. a splendid aurora. The light continued

for nearly two hours.
Sept. 2d, 9* P. m. A few faint streamers shot up in the ea-t

and at the same time there was a fain* ro-e colored
v-r, uhtn all at once th. >v e<>i need « >.\ c\ or\ -id. a di-pbv

of waves of auroral light. It was an undulating motion com-

mencing near the horizon, and towardthe

zenith. In ten or fifteen minut. s it ha I r< 1 the /moth. ,e '1

a corona was formed, its rays of di fm rent lengths pointing down-

ward, ft disappeared almost as rapidly as it came o)u and a

was spread on all sides. A few minutes beidre icn a

i was formed, one extrmnifv resting in '

the other in the N.W. Its base was dark, vet the stars

were glittering through its whole length. The arch was some-

what irregular in form in the N.W. It rose gradual \

faint double arch was formed. The streamers were quite ~' ;i
"

tionary. wit »ut an motion from red it to left. In ies* tlia an

honrh had lost its form, and the light was diffused :

the glittering dome. There was som light continued through

the night,

6. Observations at Salem, Orerjon, (lat. 44° 58', long. 123° 4'), from

the Statesman.

Sept. 1st, about 8 p. m. a faint radiance was observed shooting

up from the northern horizon, and gradually the whole heavens
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from north to south were covered with a delicate rosy tint bright
and glowing in the zenith, and decreasing in brilliancy near the
horizon. It was most brilliant about 11 p.m. at which time it

yielded sufficient light to read common print quite easily It
continued to shine with gradually decreasing splendor, and

Matched.

1. Observations ot Fort

An aurora was observed on the night of Sept. 1st. The light
was most intense about midnight, and was sufficient to enable
one easily to read print.

8 - °< it at Ro I (er, New York, flat. 43° 8', lonjr. 77° 51'). bu

M. M.Mathews.
'

Sept, 2d, l h 4om A. M. the southern sky was one entire sheet of
red light, extending from near the zenith, quite down to the
horizon, and reaching laterally from S.E. to N. W. At 2 a. H the
redness gathered intensity, and divided oti'into two nearly equal
portions, one occupying the S.E. and the other the N.W.* section
of the sky, and for half an hour assuming a deep cherry red
hue, with an occasional streamer of white light ascending nearly
or quite to the zenith.
At 3 a. J|. the whole sky from N.W. around to the S.E. be-

came one entire blaze of deep red, and began sending off from

white light which ua\. .

' of the dark red
back ground. They converged to a point just south of the

zenith. This corona was must distinct at ;j» 15'" A.M. when it

presented the appearance of an immense fan resting on the hori-

zn 'i. At the north lav a lmavv bank of cloud rising about 2°

above the horizon, and during the most brilliant display at the

south, the upper edge of these clouds was tinged with a most
beautiful orange colon At 8 h SO" 1 a. m. the redness had become

comparatively faint, and the streamers had entirely disappeared.

Sept. 3d, about 8 P.M. was another auroral display confined

Mostly to the northern skv, and consisting principally of white

streamers that were constanl ^S- At » p-^-

™ey reached a point .^outh of the zenith, and were attended by
flashes of extreme brightness. At 11 r. m. the light had become

^ntefeinl ppeared.

9- Observations at Ostego, Michigan, (Int. 42° 28', long. 85° 42'), by

,
Sept. 2d, aurora brightest about 2 a. M. when there was a

^s from N.\V.' and x'.W'n
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10. Observations at Riley, Illinois, (lat. 42° 11', long. 88

midnight the whole north was covered with beautiful streamers

of varied colors. At 12 h 15m A. m., streamers shot up from the

north ; the whole moved south and rested about 20° above the

southern horizon, at which time a dark belt appeared under the

white. Immediately streamers shot up from all around the hori-

zon centering near the zenith. The deep red prevailed at S.E.

and N.W. In less than two minutes, the whole became a broken

mass, and the streamers disappeared. The dark belt still rested

upon the southern horizon, and the light continued all over the

11. Observations at Davenport, Iowa, (lat. 41° 30', long. 90° 38'), by

H. J. FlNLEY

t

Sept. 2d, 8 P. M. aurora in brilliant reddish parallel rays run-

ning east and west about 45° above the northern horizon. Co-

rona pale and but few rays.

12. Observations at Camp, No. 33, Nebraska, (lat. 42°, long. 109° 50')

by Capt. J. H. Simpson.

Sept. 1st, at 11 p. m. about two thirds of the whole southern

heavens appeared one sheet of beautiful roseate light. For a

while, the light continued in a state of repose ; the most concen-

trated portion forming a limiting belt on its northern side, and

extending from a point on the horizon about 10° north of east,

across the heavens to a point on the horizon about due west.

From this belt, the light with its roseate hue was diffused south-

wardly all over the heavens down to the arc of a circle whose

plane was inclined to the horizon about 10°. At length the light

assumed a more intense form and shot up in whitish corusca^

tions to the apex of the illuminated portion which was about 20

south of the zenith. My assistant observed this aurora at 10 p. m.,

and as it disappeared about midnight it must have lasted about

two hours.

13. Observations at Great Salt Lake City, Utah, (lat. 40° 45', long

lll°26'),6y W.W.Phelps.

An aurora was seen here on the evening of Sept. 1st and

morning of the 2d. A little after midnight, it spread from north

to south, from east to west; and by its light I could tell the time

on my watch. There was a beautiful center equally rayed near

the zenith. At times the southern hemisphere began with pale

red at the zenith, and faded down to a dark orange horizon,

while the northern hemisphere glowed with yellow and green.

I continued my observations till past 2 A. m.
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Sept. 3d, about 8 P. m. a faint light sprung l1p j n the cast, and
rose about 4o high. At*; totifcilW. After
10 P.M. it grew fainter, and disappeared a little alter midniyht.

14. Observations at Next, York City, (lat. 40° 43', long. 74' 5'), by
Prof. O. W. Morris.

'

Aurora from 10h 20™ P.M. Sept, 1st, till dawn of the 9,1

There was a dark band at the south of 10° or 15°, then a white

the S.E. and ye i h white bean*

Sept. 2d aurora from lo t>. m. to ll
h

lo'" p. m. At first a fa
; nt

light, then a dark segment above it on the northern horizon of
about 15° in breadth

; above it a band of .-.bout 8°; then another
dark band, surmounted by a white one from which beams of
bright light shot up along the upper edge. About lb 1

' l->

ling only a steady light on the

lo. Observations at Carlisle, Pevwylrania, (lat. 40° 12', long. 11° 11'),

by Prof. C. W. Wilson.

Very brilliant aurora lasting from midnight to 3 A.M. Sept.
2«- Also Sept. 2d, 9 P. M. It" first appeared as a luminous arch

-
•'.',!,. N.W. to N.K. and Li or 2"-- high. From this

t!,e whole then presented the appearance of a mass of light

half an hour.

16. Observations at Urbnna, Ohio, (lat. 40° 6', long. 83° 11'), ty

Prof. M. G. Williams.

Sept. 2d, my first observation was at l
h 30m a. M. when the entire

northern heavens were covered with a uniform vellowish light.

• ;l !s„a hu-e mass of crimson light in the S.W. At 2

a.m. the wh i ftitdanmaon light,

soon after a distinct and beautiful corona was formed a few de-

•: the zenith, and u*es. At
2* 40™ A.M. a beautiful column of light 12

:

in freadth white,

ink and crimson rose from the west at an angle ot

. horizon. At 8 a. M- the anoa-a was con-

siderably dii
- ', but continued with variations

^nofdav. r . , .,

T

Sept. 2d, at"8 h 45m P.M. the lig '

u™lcrm
*"ng the northern horizon. At !>' I'"

11 t" •
' ^' ' lK1 ° t

'
, -' ni^

-

5 had for their base a we'll defined arch «
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80° E. to N. 85° W., and its altitude at its center was 12°. Many

of them reached the zenith but no corona was formed. The cor-

Sept. 3d. The evening was cloudy, but the aurora was suffi-

ciently strong to illuminate the clouds.

17. Observations at Newark, Ohio, (lat. 40° 4', long. 82° 23') by

David Wyrick.

Sept. 1st, about midnight the entire heavens except near the

southern horizon were illuminated by a pale yellow light. In

about ten minutes masses of red light appeared in the E. andW

;

and as they faded away others appeared in the N. and S. Sub-

sequently there was a beautiful emanation of red rays from a

circular center near the zenith. The whole phenomenon lasted

about two and a half hours. In the S. and S.W. lay a dark

cloud rising about five degrees above the horizon.

18. Observations at Baltimore, Maryland, (lat. 39° 18' long. 76° ZV),by

C. Westbrook, Telegraph Superintendent.

On the morning of Sept. 2d, I found the telegraph wires

charged to an extent far beyond the strength of our ordinary bat-

teries. Upon disconnecting the batteries I got clear and distinct

writing from Cumberland, distant 179 miles. When the current

was at its maximum strength, the manipulations of the operator at

Cumberland worked the armature of the relay magnet here with

a force nearly equal to that which would be produced by a Grove

battery of 50 cups on a short circuit. The intensity of the spar*

at the instant of breaking the circuit, was such as to s

the wood work of the switch board.
mi

variable, and at times no sensible eff<

19. Observations at Aurora, Indiana, (lat. 39° 4', long. 84° 54'), ty

George Sutton, M.D.

Sept. 1st, about 10 P. m. a faint aurora was seen in the north

;

and about midnight the aurora extended over the whole heavens.

In the north the light was of a pale color resembling the breaK

of day, and a few faint streamers could be seen. About 1 A.

the whole southern heavens presented a deep red appearance.

At 1* 30'" streamers were more frequently seen in the north, ana

occasionally a ray would appear in the S.E and S.W. Between

2 and 3 a. m streamers arose in all directions, but much paler in

the north than in the south. The streamers converged to £

point presenting the appearance of a vast and gorgeous te

From 1 a. m. until the break of day, the most brilliant display

was in the south.
. ^

Sept. 2d, about 8£ p. m. the aurora appeared again in the
s

no •

There were occasional flashes of light resembling distant lign*

ning. It disappeared in a few hours.
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20. Observations at Auburn, California, (lat. 38° 53', long. 121° 2'),

by Robert Gordon.

Sept. 1st, from 9£ p. m. until daylight we had a most magnifi-

cent display of aurora, in which the whole sky north, south, east

and west was almost all the night glowing with ruddy light.

The northern point near the horizon where the aurora com-
menced continued rather dark.

21. Observations at St. Louis, Missouri, (lat. 38° 37', long. 90° 15'),

by A. Fendler.

Sept. 2d, at 8h 20m p. m. the aurora exhibited a white hazy
light 15° above the northern horizon. Soon long white streaks

appeared alternately on the right and left to 45° above the hori-

zon, and a light red tint was sometimes visible. At 8 h 30m the

aurora disappeared. At 9 h 20m p. m. it again threw out several

white streaks to about 60° above the northern horizon. Pres-

ently it changed to a few fiery red spots. At 9 h 27m a few short

streaks shot up a little to the east of north. At 9 h 32m the

aurora became brilliant. At 9 h 34m red with no streaks. Soon

after nothing remained but white diffused light,

22. Observations at Moneka, Kansas, (lat. 38° 30', long. 98°), by
f

L. Celestia Wattles.

Sept. 2d, an aurora appeared from 1 to 3 A. M. On the s

light appeared in the S.E. like the n

grew redder and r— 1

night abo
oftb
'ij. th

It did not wholly "disappear until the morning

up the sky until it reached the

westward, streaming continually across the sky to

It did not whnllv flisnnnpnr until the morning daw)

45),

—
* uy .Hum me eastern iionz.uu <^u "*^ u -

, , .

considerably south of the zenith. Beautiful streamers shot up

all around the north to the point of meeting of the beams, south

°f the zenith In the north a dark cloud extended from K to

y. in the form of a flat arch. Above it was an ever changing

display of white and deep crimson streamers. A similar arcnoi

doud was visible in the south but not quite so flat
;
and above

* streamers concentrated in the point above ™fJ^ed
-

The

Neatest observed brilliancy was from l"o0'» to I 6V AJL
Sept. 3d, 8" 45- p.m. streamers of white and pale red light

snot from the horizon half way to the zenith. At 9 P. M. only a

§rey light in the north.
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from the Louisvil

On the morning of Sept. 2d for some three hour

about midnight, the whole heavens were lighted up in the most

brilliant manner. The light was generally diffused over the

whole sky, but was reddest in a n, Towards

the north it was whil reaks of green and deep

crimson darting up towards the zenith.

25. Observations at the base of the Sierra Abajo, Utah, (lat 37° long.

110°, by Dr. John S. Newberry.

Sept. 1st, no aurora was observed at 9 P. M. the heavens being

partially objured bv broken clouds. At 1 A.M. I wa

was startled l>v the red liiml that heiietrated the tent

the landscape.' which was illuminated as stronedv a~

moon shinintr through thin clouds. On
whole heavens of a bright crimson with streaks of white and

vellowconwivinLMoward the zenith, where thev formed a beau-

tiful corona.
r

j hese ravs r. ach.cd down withi i 20 of the sent i-

ern horizon. The aurora continued almost without abatement

Observations at Bentonville, Arkansas, (lat 36° 22', long 9 ' 16'), by

) was a bright sheet or. light embracing

the eastern and northeastern part of the horizon, from thence

extending upwards 60°. It became so light that obi'

tiine, w
clouds iii the S. W. were tinged with red. It continued very

bright until 3 a.m. at which time it disappeared.

27. Observations at Asheville, K Carolina, (lat. 35° 37', long. 82° 29'),

by II. II. Strawb.odge.

Sept. 2d, at 12 h 30 n a. m. mv attention was attracted to a sin-

gular fiervkgiu hi th- N\K. at an eievatu f about 4bb f^
S

J
or 4° to the east of north also apppeared a spae '

light. Both l,_rl, . ,n,wi. 1, tn .pot. or lunt i

extending ouim ;„ f„e z,a,ith. A t lii" ... i » the li. '

t iem>elvcs over the skv. and from about X.H.toS.W
belt of roseate 1 gi,t , xt L-d f om h .rizon to horiz-

zanith. It was at first about 6° or S' in bread; h. its .

; out it gradually widened ;n: .

:,-., .
:

" •
.

•

.•'
•

,

'•'
-

'

' '

1'5" to I" 20"' a.m. I was able to read with per?:

smallest, type in a newspaper. At l
1

' 30 ,n the bun' -

clouds'so th'ck n'd as to p,vvent'ob> \[^. ,n",, although the red

zone was still clearly traceable.
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long. 90° 0'), by

Sept, 1st, at midnight a splendid aurora flamed up suddenly m
the north. Its breadth was about 30°, extending 15° on each
side of the meridian and its altitude was about 4U°. At first its

color was nearly blood red, and motionless; but about 12" '60'"

A. M. streamers bi ,. ith little or no change of
color. In less than an hour the deep red began to fade, and it

continued thus until 4 a. m. when it vanished.

29. Observations at Selma, Alabama, (lat. 32° 25', long. 86° 51'), by

S. K. Jknnings, M.D.

Sept. 2d, about 12.1 a. m. a strip of red cloud nearly transparent

across to the west, (brining a magnificent arch. It was striped

with the various hues of red from light to brightest scarlet, with
a tinge of straw color, and from the centre of the arch diverging
rays looking to the south and reaching nearly to the horizon.

The rays colored like the arch were sood scattered, but the main
arch did not entirely disappear until 4| A. M.

SO. Observations at J'an/Jiuy. Wxsissippi, (lat. 32° 20', long. 89° 20'), by

Rev. E. S. Robinson.

Sept. 2d, at 2 h 10m a. m. nearly the whole visible heavens were

overspread with a -mz-liko lurid tint which con inued till 3 1 '

S0"> A. m. It was hk >st, brilliant in the N. E. and X. W. and at

2" SO"1 extended thirty degrees south of the zenith.

31. Observations at Cahawba, Alabama, (Int. 32° 19', long. 87° 16'), by

Sept. 2d, the aurora was first observed about 1 A. M. An arch

spanned the heavens from E. to W. a few degrees south of the

zenith. To tl >rt i the sb had a distinct greenish tinge.

Itad by h
..obscured

ty daylight.

32. Observations at Hatches, Mississippi, (tot 31° 34', long. 91° 25'),

by J. J. Scott.

Sept. 1st, the aurora commenced at 10 p. m. I began to ob-

serve it at 12" I.")"' a. v.. Sept 2d. A -io»in- ar.;i ..1 the o.-p-

est crii'i^on and -b o- ! " in breadth, extenumg ('m the X.E.

tn the X. \\\ p () i' n t s f\he horizon, rising t-> the 1
eight of about

in\ whj]e it,„l below it. Atl2 h 30m rays

emanated pt south of a great circle passing

ftrougha ungof Pegasus. From this point

issuecfa broad flare of light which waved like a pennant. Every
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where in the northern sky, patches of light would appear, glow
for a time and gradually disappear. These appearances continued

throughout the night, growing fainter as the dawn approached.

33. Observations at Wheelock, Texas, (lat. 30° 55', long. 87° 29'), by

F. Kellogg.

At 10 p. M. Sept. 1st, I first observed a zone of crimson light

30° in breadth, reaching from 10° above the horizon due east, ver-

tically overhead, and terminating 10° above the horizon due west.

From the zenith to the eastern extremity of the zone the light

was mild, the color increasing in intensity toward the east, until

within 15° of the horizm, wb -re it irradually faded. Atllh 20m

a beam of whitish light passed due north through the zenith.

At ll h 30m another beam diverged from the former to the west,

making an angle with it of 40°. These two beams, if continued,

would unite about 25° south of the zenith. At midnight the

entire space between these beams was filled up with similar but

shorter beams of light, converging toward each other. Soon
these central rays began to shoot I pays of white

light from their northern and western ends which travelled with

great velocity. The eastern boundary of the zone became grad-

ually paler until 12 h 30m a. m. Sept. "2d, when the color in that

direction entirely disappeared, and the brightest light was then

in the west and northwest. At 1 a. m. the crimson color had

entirely disappeared, and nothing remained but the fan-like

appearance of the numerous divergent beams of white light.

The two rays first formed never changed their form or position

until they disappeared about 2 a. m.

34. Observations at Thomasville, Georgia, (lat. 30° 50', long. 84° 0'), by

W. Blavett.

Sept. 2d, about 2 A. m. the whole northern half of the heavens

was beautifully illuminated. The daily track which the sun

now describes formed the southern boundary of the illuminated

portion of the heavens. Upon this southern boundary was a

border of deep blood red light, of 2° or 3° in breadth, extending

from the eastern to the western horizon. Streams of pale light

diverged from the point where this band cut the meridian.

These pale streamers, at one moment, were numerous, and the

next moment scarce a trace of them could be seen. The great

red belt sometimes changed to a beautiful orange color.

35. Observations at Mobile, Alabama, (lat, 30° 41', 88° l')i from &e

Daily Mercury.

Sept. 2d, the aurora appeared at midnight and soon after 1

A. M. the eastern sky seemed bathed in a flame of lurid hgW,

while a yet deeper flame streaked with silvery beams the JN. W.

These two pillars were united in the zenith, by a broad belt or
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dimmer fire. The pyramidal foci of red light were situated one
in the east, the other in the N.W. A little later the red field
m the N.W. extended southerly so that one half the western
sky from the horizon to the zenith seemed a blaze of fire,

le brilliant streamers continued to shoot from the N.E.
and N.W. towards the zenith, sometimes extending over 50° or
60° of the heavens. These streamers converged towards a point
on the meridian about 15° south of the zenith, and from this
point shot forth smaller pencils of silvery showers. At 3 h 30m
the play of the streamers had ceased, while the flash of fiery red
had spread over the whole north. The red flush in the northern
quarter of the heavens, continued to glow until obscured by the
solar dawn.

36. Observations at Washington, Texas, (lat. 30° 26', long. 96° 15'), by

Maj. B. F. Rucker.

Sept. 1st, at 10 h 30™ p. m. I observed a bright light in the
north and N.E. At ll h 30"* the light had become much stron-
ger and a good deal more extended in the base ; and some beau-
tiful rays shot far up on the sky in the north. At midnight the
base of fiery looking vapor extended from N.E. to N.W. The
rays of fiery colored light rose from every direction like an inver-
ted fan and converged towards a point several degrees south of
the zenith. Some of these rays appeared like immense columns

;

others only as a thin streak ; some were pale, others fiery. At
1 A. m. the light continued undiminished, although the Parting

rays were not so numerous. The aurora continued until obscur-
ed by the light of the sun.

37. Observations at Jacksonville, Florida, (lat. 30° 15', long. 82°), by

Dr. A. J. Baldwin.

Sept. 2d, the aurora was witnessed from midnight till daylight.

At 3 a. m. the entire heavens, even at the extreme south were in

a red glow. Streamers ran up from a point in the N.W. and
from the S.E. and tortuous waves swelled up from the bottom of

these streamers and illuminated the whole heavens. At times

these looked like lambenl flames, flickering like a blaze of fire.

38. Observations at Union Hill, Texas, (lat. 30° 11', long. 96° 31'), by

Dr. Wm. H. Gantt.

Sept. 1st, at 11 p. it a faint glimmering light was visible in

the N.E., which gradually grew brighter and extended over a
iarger space. At midnight it reached from the north 35 east-

ward, and mounted nearly to the zenith, and soon began to be
seen west of north. At I \. m. it extended from west to east, and
beyond the zenith. Towards the north, extending east and west

about 20°, and rising about 10° above the horizon was a dark
looking cloud. Above this, the light was of a whitish color, and
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from it sprang streamers of pink merging into crimson. The
grandest display was from 1 a. ar. to l h 35m . It now began to

fade, and at 3 h *30 l" was nearly gone. A few flashes of it, how-

ever, remained until daylight.

rag. 82° 18'), by

Sept. 2d, at 12h 30m A. m. I first saw a luminous haze in the

north, and at 12 h 35m streamers shot up in the north. A few

minutes before 1 o'clock a lumiu but not well

defined. At 1 a. m. it included 160° of the horizon ; at 1^10"
there were many distinct -" -amers; at l h 15 ,n beautiful quiver-

ing streamers, while patches of white light appeared in different

parts of the northern hemisphere. At lh 25 ,n the corona w;is

very bright; at l h 35m corona very distinct, of vivid white

clouds of light. At l h 4f> very brilliant red beams in the west;

at l
1

' 50 [n the arch extended from E, to W. gjossing-\\\ rough Aries

and Pegasus; at 2 h a faint corona; at '1 U."' "disri:

near the zenith and on each side E. and W. ; at 2" 25 ,n arch

brighter red with red patches of li'jrht and distinct streamers

reaching bevond the zenith; at 'J' do"' arch fading, at 2" 40'"

red light in N.W. but streamers i ot so distinct; at 2 h 50'n

beautiful beams in N.E. ; at 3 h arch disappearing, beams indis-

tinct; at 3 10 ' red haze and no beams ; at 3 1
' 30" very faint

r.d haze, and faint white light near the horizon.

Sept. 1st, the aurora began about 11£ P. M, and continued until

daylight. Two-thirds of the whole visible heavens w<

up with a rich red glow, whilst the tremulous columns of variega-

ted light swept over the heavens, from the northern horizon

through the zenith to a line within 40° of the horizon on the

south. Its greatest intensity was about 1£ A. M. Sept. 2d.

41. Observations at Fort Jrferson, Florida, (1st. 24° 37', long- 82°

52'), by Capt. D. P. Woodbury.

Sept. 2d, at 12h 45m a. m. a continuous arch of red color ex-

tended from N. =0° E. to N. 50° W. having an altitude of about

15°, and the thickness of the arch throughout was ;

The shade of red was deepest along the central part (A

gradually diminishing above and below. Soon rays began to

appear in faint white lines; they grew brighter, and extended

above and sometimes a little below the arch. Soon the

came numerous, traversing the red arch in

verging to a point in the magnetic meridian somewie

Tliev sometimes extended as hi

l beyond. The aurora continued, gradually fading, till day

light.
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42. Observations at Key West, Florrda, (Jat. 24° 33', long. 81° 48'). «y
William C. Dennis.

Sept. 2d, at 2f am. there were two patches of brilliant ruddy

Itl
°n

!VhG
£oR and

J
he other in the N-^- From the

JNQrth estendmg 15° toward the E. there were rays of light

9b°snmV0Wai
t th

,
e Zenith) the lonSest caching full 60°. At

2h 50- the patch of light in the KB. broke up into most bril-
liant rays extending toward the zenith. At 3 A. ir. the patch of
light in the N.W. also broke up into rays of light in a similar
manner. At 3h 15- the rays gradually disappeared, but there
still remained bn • in the N.E. and N.W. At
o* A.m. the aurora was decidedly fainter, and at 4 A. m. nothing
but a famt glow remainedt Thig g]ow did not entire] disappear
until overcome by the light of day.

43. Observations at Sea,

mander
"

Sept. 1st, about llf p. m. the sky had a lurid appearance in the
north, and there were occasional flashes of lightning. The rest
of the sky was clear, bright and beautifully blue. The red ap-
pearance was very much like the aurora of high latitudes, and
now and then it had a wavy appearance. About 1 A. M. a body
oi heavy clouds passed over with rain.

ART. XXXII.— On the direction of molecular motions in Plane
Polarized Light ; by Prof. W. H. C. Baktlett.

FresneVs Formulas for reflexion and ordinary refraction.

It is proposed, in the following paper, to deduce these formulas
from the principle of the conservation of living force and the
rules for the resolution and comparison of forces, without any
hypothesis in regard to the condition of the ether in the co-ter-

juiuous bodies. If this were the only object, however, the solu-
tion would hardly be worth the space asked for it in the Journal,
because all now-a-days believe in the truth of these formulas.
"Ut there is a purpose beyond this. The mode of solution may
settle the vexed quest ion 'in regard to the direction of the mo-
lepular motions in plane polarized light; and, on this account, it

Wlli have an interest for those who are still in doubt upon the
object. There are few opinions among scientific men held
m°re loosely thai * to this question. Some
contend for vibrations in, and others perpendicular to, the plane
?* Polarization

; and a few of the most eminent and thorough
mvestigators have entertained both opinions at different times,
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having changed not once but twice or thrice. Although

Professor McOullogh has shown, in his elaborate treatise on

e reflexion and refraction, as published in the memoirs

of the Eoyal Irish Academy, vol. xviii, that vibrations in the

plane of polarization are absolutely essential to the theory, still

other results are adduced which lean to the opposite view, and

opinions are still divided.

"When a wave of a given length is plane polarized, by a single

reflexion, the plane which contains the incident and reflected

rays, is called the plane oj polarization. Are the molecular

vibrations, which in This case are rectilinear, performed in this

plane or at right angles to it ?

Take the well known wave function, say the first of!

(528), Bartlett's Analytical Mechanics, omitting the subscripts, x,

|»..itt£-<Ff-r) (D

in which the molecular vibrations are parallel to the axis x, and

the wave propagation in the direction of the plane y z, S the actual

molecular displacement at the time t, « its maximum value, V,

the velocity of wave propagation, A the wave length, and r the

distance of the molecules place of rest from the origin.

Living force and quantity of motion in a plane polarized wave.

Differentiate eq. (1), with respect to 5 and t, we find:—

Denote the density of the medium by ^, and the area of any

portion of the wave-front by a, then will the mass between two

consecutive positions of this area be a . a . dr, and the living force

within a quarter of a wave-length be :—

J r+ii <t t J vt-rmaik I A
I

(2)

Dividing by the volume a. V, and recalling that * and -j
are

constant, we shall find that the quantity of living force in a UD
ff

of volume of the medium will vary directly as the product oi

the density and square of the greatest displacement; and t

relation of these products, in tiio «>;ise of any two waves, wi

determine the relation of the effects of these waves upon iu

organs of sense upon which they act.
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win be--
the qUantitj °f m°ti0n in this quarter of ^ave-length

pi-^-f^3F-OT
T(^-')T''=---^.(..)

Resolution of living force and of motion, by deviating surfaces.

Take the co-ordinate plane x z in the plane of incidence, and
the axis z in the direction of the normal to the incident wave,
the axis y will be parallel to the line of the nodes of the molecu-
lar orbit in the deviating surface, at the place of incidence.
Then denoting any portion of the trace of the plane of incidence
on the denoting surface by s, and the angle of incidence and of
reflection by y and <p', respectively, will the element of the devi-
ating surface at the place of incidence be ds.dy, and its projec-
tions upon the incident, reflected, and refracted wave-fronts,

respectively, be ds.dy. cos?, ds.dy cos % and ds.dy .cosy'.
These will take the place of a in Equations (2) and (3), in com-
puting the living force and quantity of motion in the incident,

reflected and refracted waves.
Now take a wave of common light and replace it by its two

components, having the vibrations in the one parallel and in the
other perpendicular to the plane of incidence.

First take the component wave in which the molecular motions
are parallel to t' fore parallel to

the axis x, and employ the subscripts i, r and t, to denote the

incident reflected and transmitted or refracted component waves,

respectively. The living force in the incident, must be equal to

the sum of the living forces in the reflected and refracted com-

ponents
; whence, equation (2), omitting the common factors,

i
recalling the

(*•)

in which a and a, are the densities of the medium of incidence

a^ of intromittance.
, ... .,

The molecular motions are all parallel to the plane of incidence,

a^ at the same time normal to the directions of their respective

'*ave motions; they, therefore, make with one another angles

equal to those made by the directions of these latter motions, and

*e obtain two more equations from the rules for the resolution

ft composition of oblique forces. The angles made by the

Section of the motion in the incident with the directions of the

motions in the reflected and refracted waves, are 180° -2jp and

360°^(<p_^) respectivelv ; and the angles under which the
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sin(<)D-|-(jp')'

sm2y
m

'sm(cp + <p<y

n (?» + »')

Substituting these in equation (4.), we readily find:-

Substituting the above ratio of the densities in the equation just

preceding, we get :—

multiplying this by equation (7), member by member, and the

equation giving the value of «ir, by VA, ancl taking:—

,wefind:—

sin (?-<?') ,

?)~ sin(9+ 90

_^in2<p_
(10)

sin (9 + 9') "

To which may be added the relations,

,,.*, „„j^
Transposing the term of which <*xt is a factor to the second mem-

ber in equation (4), subtracting equation (5) from axi - ««, dl"

yiding the first result by the second, and multiplying the quo-

tient by equation (5), we readily find :

—

cos 9
—

co^p"'

That is, the projection in the direction of wave propagation and

on the 'deviating surface, of the greatest displacement in the

incident, increased by that in the reflected wave, is equal to like

projection of the greatest displacement in the refracted wave.
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Next, take the wave in which the molecular motions are per-
pendicular to the plane of incidence and therefore parallel to the
axis y ;

these are parallel to the deviating surface. The motions
in the incident, reflected and refracted waves are parallel to one
another, and, by the principles of parallel forces, the sum of the
motions in the reflected and refracted waves must be equal to
that in the incident. The equation for the living force will be
the same as before. Whence :

—

A. cos?. F.«2yr+ 4,.cos<p'. v^aZyt-A.cosy. F.a2
y
.-

;

A. cos?. V.ayr+ i,.coscp>. F,.^,-A. cosy. F.«£=0. (12.)

In which A and a, are, as before, the densities of the medium of
incidence and of intromittance, respectively; or,

Transposing the terms containing «yr and «
yi to the second mem-

bers, and dividing the first by the second, we find:—

v +«y,=<v (
14 -)

That is, the greatest displacement in the refracted is equal to the

sum of the greatest displacements in the incident and reflected

Substituting the value of —, as given by equation (7), in

equation (13), we have:—
sin^cosy

(15)yr^ sin?', cosy'
y

Substituting in this, first the value of «,,, and then of «yr,
de-

duced from equation (14), we readily get:—

_ tan(y-_?0. (16)"»"-—^'•ta^+?')' ' '

Jcosy'.siny' {l1)
<V-<V- sin2 y+ sin2y'

Multiplying the first of these by v/A, and the second by equa-

te
(7), and making :—

*/A.<xyi—\; */A.ayr= V; */&,.•#=* \

there will result,

tan^-fO
(18>)

.,._ _!i^ - (i9.)
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18. Divide equation (10) by equation (9), and equation (19)
by equation (18), replace v, «, v' and u' by their values, and sub-

stitute for the ratio of the square roots of the densities its value
as given in equation (7), we find :—

«^.cosg>'_ cos?' sin 2 q>'

ft^.COgqp -""^"'sin (v-V)'

Z=-^-^W+¥) (2a)

But axl . cos q>' and <*xr . cos % are the components parallel to the

deviating surface of the displacements which, are in the plane of

incidence; ayt and uyr are already parallel to the deviating sur-

face; whence, as long as <*>> <p\ that is as long as the velocity

of wave-motion in the medium of incidence exceeds that in the

medium of intromittance, the molecular phases in the refracted
and reflected waves will be opposite, and conversely.

Denote the living force in the incident wave of common light

by unity, that in each of its component waves will be denoted
by half of unity ; and the total living force in the reflected com-
ponents will, eqs. (9) and (18), be :—

t
Sin^ + 9<)+*-tan^+ 9 ^ >

and in the refracted

2(9+?').sin2(9>-9')

in which q> is the maximum polarizing angle ; the wave will

therefore be wholly polarized ; and since eq. (21) will reduce, in

the second member, to the first term, the wave will contain those

vibrations only which are parallel to the plane of incidence;
that is, the vibrations will be in the plane of polarization. The
intensities of the reflected and transmitted components will be,

respectively, under this condition,

£cos 2 2<p and£sin 2 2<)D-|-£tan 2 2<p.

West Point, K Y., 1860.



Art. XXXIII.—On some Questions concerning the Coal Forma-
tions of North America; by Leo Lesquereux.

(Continued from page 74.)

Stratigraphical distribution of the Coal-flora.

Details concerning the stratigraphical distribution of the coal-
flora of North America, to be intelligible, ought to be prefaced
by a few remarks on the order of superposition of the strata of
the coal-r

,
would appear perhaps merely

hypothetical. Such is, nevertheless, the uniformity of the dis-

tribution of the strata of our coal-basins, that a section made in
Western Illinois or Western Kentucky or in any part of the coal-
fields of these States, will prove comparatively similar, (that is

with some difference in the thickness of the strata,) to any sec-

tion made in the coal-fields of Pennsylvania or of Ohio. This
analogy of stratification has been fully established by a seriesm —

-nparative sections, reported for the 4th vol. of the State

attempted before, for the State of Pennsylvania, bj

my friend J. P. Lesley, in his excellent Manual of Coal. But
it was not based on pala?ontological evidence and thus the con-

temporaneousness of the juxtaposed strata was necessarily prob-
lematical. On the contrary, by admitting the similarity of the
flora of the coal -strata as a coeval mark and as a basis for

juxtaposition of the strata, the result of the comparison of sec-

tions gives evidence remarkable in a double point of view.

First it shows, by juxtaposition of the coal strata of which the

shales contain the same species of fossil plants, the unifm-min

"/•Gratification in the whole area of the coal-fields of the United. -

States ; and secondly it proves that the distribution of the coal

as followed the same developement, the same successive

modification in the whole extent of the same coal-field.

Though
]
>l:iuts of carboniferous genera are found below the

upper bed of the Archimedes or mountain limestone, as, appar-

ently, no coal has been formed at this low station, I take as the

base of the true coal measures this Archimedes limestone, re-

placed in Eastern Pennsylvania and Northern Virginia by the

red shales of the old red sandstone. From the top of the moun-
tain limestone, to the top of the m -ton uv\i s s. including

average thickness is from three

to four hundred feet. The upper part of the millstone-grit series,

sometimes its whole thickness, is a compound of coarse sand-

stone, shales and especially conglomerate, the last predominat-
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ing. The conglomerate formation thickens wonderfully at some
places, generally increasing westward. Its grmUest thi km--.
in the sharp Mountain near Pottsville, Penn., is 1100 feet*

To elucidate the details of this general section, we can admit
the numbered division of the coal strata, as it has been most sat-

isfactorily established by Dr. D. Dale Owen for the State Greo-

logical Survey of Kentucky, vol. iii, p. 18. From the top of the

millstone-grit to the base of another great sandstone formation,

the Mahoning sandstone, there are generally five workable beds

of coal. The lowest is No. 1A ; then No. IB to No. 4 inclu-

sively. No. IB coal is the Big, or Mammoth coal of the East.

Like the conglomerate, it increases in thickness progressively
westward. The fourth bed of coal is the Pomeroy coal of Ohio.

The Mahoning standstone overlying No. 4 bed of coal, like the

millstone-grit is generally conglomerate at its upper part. Its

thickness averages from one hundred to one hundred and fifty

feet. It might, as well as the true conglomerate, be considered as

the basis of a new coal epoch; even more so, perhaps, since the

m at its base and at its top shows a greater difference

than in the coal strata above and below the millstone-grit. From
the Mahoning sandstone upward, the marine influence predomin-
ates more and more and the shales of the coal strata more gene-
rally contain remains of fishes and of marine shells than of terres-

trial plants. This Mahoning sandstone is separated by about 500
feet of strata from another great ion still re-

sembling in its composition and I stone-grit or

conglomerate. It is the Anvil-rock sandstone of the State Geolog-
ical Survey of Kentucky. The 500 feet of measures between it

and the Mahoning, are sometimes barren of coal. But westward
they contain from Coal No. 6 to No. 12, five workable beds of

coal and two, scarcely if ever, i d Bes*t The
highest coal strata of this section, Nos. 11 and 12 united to-

gether, form the great Pittsburg coal bed of Pennsylvania.
Above the Anvil-rock sandstone, there are still 500 to 700

feet of coal measures, in which some thin beds of coal are formed.
But this examination of the flora of the coal measures can not

be extended higher than the Anvil-rock. The upper division

has been locally washed away by erosion and where it is still

present, its coal beds are too thin for working and thus their

unexposed shales can not be satisfactorily examined. Near
Shawneetown, Illinois, the first coal above the Anvil- rock

* H. D.Rogers's final report of the State Geol. Survey of Pennsylvania, <rol i,

p. 109.

t Ip those coal regions of the United States where coal is abends

. '

'

.

'"

jeet. In the Anthracite basin, the working becomes unprofitable for a bed of less
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sandstone has a roof of laminated sandstone, blackened by bro-
k~* "ndeterminable leaves and small stems of ferns. The

>nd bed ntains only fossil shells
remains of fishes.

The first trace of a terrestrial vegetatic
strata of North America appears in the Marcellus shales or
middle Devonian, in a species of Lepidodendron named L. pri-
mavis by Prof. H. D. Bogers * It has not been described, but
only obscurely figured by a wood-cut ; and as I have not seen
the specimen and could detect at the place where it has been
found, near Huntingdon, only detached leaves of this species, its

relation or its specific value is unknown to me. In the Devonian
black shales of Ohio, and perhaps of Illinois,! large silicified

trunks of trees have also been found, always very rare and at
far distant localities.

Ascending higher, we find species of Lepidodendron, of Sigil-

laria, and especially of Calamites and stems (Bornia Sternb. and
Stemmatopteris Gopp.) in the transition series of the Old Bed sand-
stone of Pennsylvania, and especially in the Mountain limestone
by which it is represented in the Western States. Leaves are

belong to the genus Noeggerathia (Sternb.), of which I have never
seen a single specimen in the true coal measures.:}: Below the
3d or upper Archimedes limestone, there is in Illinois and in

Arkansas a bed of schistose sandstone which, with peculiar

rcies, already contains some others of the true coal measures,

the Cabinet of the Sta»e < ieolosrical Survey of Illinois, I have
seen from tl is sandstone, specimens of Stigma-
via anabatkra (Corda), andGdppert's varieties: minor, and undu-

foto, reticulata, stellata ; of Lepidodendron Vellheimianum Sternb.,

a species p< Europe and

America; 0/ / >, t d ud„ n Unrthuiwm Iw,\ a beautiful species

related to L. Yolkmannianum Sternb. ; one Lepidodendron sp.

nov.;*one ( U three new and unde-

served species
; Calamites Suckowii Brgt. ; one Bornia Sternb.

;

* Final report of 1

' S2S '

label, All my specimens have been cut

ag from Devonian strata «ar

J^J
a

J^ ai' T earance

1 :l anT™will be figured and described with the silicified

,:ue two species of Noeggerathia found in

-.'.:., ,. , -
. ........ ,.

:

'

cnnseuuentlv unknown to me.
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Cordaites borassifolia Ung., Knorria imbricata Sternb., and some

undeterminable stems. From these plants, six have been found

also above the conglomerate series, ascending to coal No. IB, or

even higher. They are Stigmaria anabathra, var. undulata Gopp.,

and var. m •

' ianum Lsqx., Knorria

imbricata^ /joww Brgt. and Gorda>f

folia Ung. These two last species are present in the whole thick-

ness of the coal measures, as high at least as the 12th coal.

[ have said before, no coal has been f

low the 3d Archimedes limestone. But just overlying it, a bed

of coal is generally present over the whole extent of the Western

coal-fields. In Arkansas, this is the only workable bed of coal, its

thickness varying from 18 inches to 4£ feet. In the

part of the Eastern coal-basin of Kentucky, and also in Virginia,

two, even three beds of good coal have been formed below the

millstone grit. All the species of fossil plants of the shales of

these coal strata have been found also in Arkansas. At Potts-

ville and Mauch Chunk, near the eastern margins of the coal-

fields, the coal is formed between strata of conglomerate, and

even at the base of this formation.

The shales of the subconglomerate coal contain not only re-

mains of trees of large size, like the subcarboniferous sandstone,

but thus early and simultaneously many of the species of ferns

which become more and more abundant above the conglome-

rate series. Thus Pecopteris velutina Lsqx., Neuropil,

saBrgt., K hirsuta Lsqx., Sph> : <»ii Sternb.,

Pecopteris nervosa Brgt., Annularia sphenophylloides Ung., Odon-

topteris crenulata Brgt., blia Ung., Hymenophyl-

Ikes furcatus Brgt. : and Sphenopteris latifolia Brgt., all found

there in connection with it, ascend to coal No. IB or higher.

Among the trees seen in this coal, and ranging still higher

in the measures, there are six species of Lepidodcn

'imaria and its varieties, and a

few species < wm. Though this sub-

conglomerate coal has not been yet explored over a large area,

it shows already more than twenty species, representing all tne

essential genera of our coal-plants, which have a wider range ot

distribution, and appear still in the coal strata above the con-

glomerate. It is therefore evident that a separation of the sub-

conglomerate coal, as a peculiar formation and under a peculiar

name, is contrary to palseontological evidence. Like every other

coal bed the subconglomerate coal has species peculiar to it.

Two species of Lepidodendron, two of Sigillaria, one oi bPp'
nophyllum, two species of Trigonocarpum, one very large Carcfto-

carpum, one Stigmaria, one Alethopteris, and three or lour bpM-

nopteridece* In the shales of this lowest bed of coal, near *rog

* AU the new species i

Geological survey of Ar
i of this coal, or at least most of them, belong t

, and are reserved for publication in
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Bayou, Arkansas, I have found for the first time in America
one of thos f insects, referred by M. Germar
to the genus Blattina. Though related to BlaUina didi/ma
Germ., our American species is new.
The first bed of coal above the conglomerate, our No. 1A,

is generally thin (two feet to four feet thick at the most), and
overlaid by a stratum of coarse sandstone or of black very bitu-

minous shales. In the shales, I have never found any other

remains of plants, than leaves and cones of Lepidodendron, six

species of Lepidostrobus and Lepidophyllum. The shales are too

bituminous for good preservation of specimens. With the re-

mains of plants, the shales generally contain a few specimens of

mbonata Cox, a shell extremely abundant in the shales

of No. IB, and rarely represented by a very few individuals in

the coal No. 2. Sometimes coal No. 1A and No. IB become
united together, being separated only by a thin parting of

shales, but more generally there is between them a stratum of

coarse sandstone, marked with numerous prints or casts of great

vegetables of the coal, especially of Lepidodendron obovatum

Sternb., L. rimosum Sternb., L. rugosum Sternb., L. aadeatum

Sternb., Sigillaria alternans LI. and Hutt., S. reniformis Brgt, S.

Brardii Brgt., S. laevigata Brgt., Sirigodendron pachydermia Brgt.,

and some I id Trigonocarpon. Other species,

one Caulopteris, one Megaphytum, some Calamites, all rendered

undeterminable by the coarse compound of the sandstone, have

been seen in this stratum.
Coal IB. Its horizon appears to mark the epoch of the high-

est development of the vegetation of the coal formation. Not

only is this coal bed the most reliable of all, and consequently

the most extensively worked, not only does it attain locally an

enormous thickness, justly meriting the name which it

some parts of Pennsylvania, viz, the Big Coal, the :

vein, he; butlli—lui . u lu.-h u>w i r .
a - i i- s

divide it

into two, three, or more members, afford to the explorer the

greatest amount of species, distributed among nearly all the gen-

era of plants which belong to the coal formation.
.

The vegetation of coal No. IB maybe characterized: !•;-;,

^ the great number of fruits, found in the strata connected with

' m f/'

nrpos and Carpolithes belong to ii

*e great abundance of species of I
\

"m
,
sPe"

«es of this genus have been found in this bed of coal and no

»ew speciesWe been, as yet, seen above it A third chai tc *

* the constant presence in the shales of our No. 1 1> of
1

- % -

^ the Pecopteridece] viz. AletiapUris and Calhptens, and is mostly
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deprived of the true Pecopteris or of tbe small forms of the order.

Ahthopteris Serlii Brgt., is met in its shales, but is very scarce
;

the species rather belongs to No. 3. It has Ahthopteris

Brgt., not seen in any other horizon ; also Ahthopteris Icevis Lsqx.,

probably peculiar to it, and Ahthopteris nervosa Brgt., which as-

cends higher. Besides the genus Pecopteris Brgt., I cannot men-

tion any species peculiar to this coal. Pecopteris velutina Lsqx.,

a fine species, which by its fructification would be referable to a

separate genus, was found in its shales ; but we have mentioned

it also with the subconglomerate coal. Pt i

or P.polymorpha Brgt. (probably the same) is a species found some-

times in its shales ; but it is common in the whole thickness oi

the coal measures. Pecopteris pennceformis Brgt., P. 5

Brgt., P. plumosa Brgt., P. villosa Brgt., are connected with it,

but are found still higher in the measures. The fourth character

of this coal is the great number of species of large Sphenopteridem

and of Eymenophyllites connected with it. Sphenoptm
Brgt., S. obtusiloba Brgt., S. glandulosa Lsqx., S. polyphylh LI. and

Hutt., S. Newberryi Lsqx., S. artemisicefolia Brgt., with Eymeno-

phyllites Hildrethi Lsqx., and H. spinosus Gopp., have not been

hitherto found except with this coal,

Of the genus Odontopteris Brgt., all the American species are

connected with No. IB, except 0. crenulata Brgt., which first

appears in the subconglomerate coal.

Among the >SigiUarice, it has as species peculiar to it, Sigillaria

stelhta Lsqx., & SerliiBrgt, S. tessettata Brgt., & BrochantiBrgt., S.

alveolaris Brgt., S. oculata Brgt., S. polita Lsqx., S. obovata Lsqx.,

S. alternans LI. and Hutt., S. discoidea Lsqx., and & cahnidata

LI. and Hutt.

By far the greatest number of - specimens preserved in the

shales of this coal belong to two species which we have seen al-

ready below the conglomerate, viz. the otm
hirsuia Lsqx., and N. flexuosa Brgt. Although these two species

are so abundantly represented in our coal No. IB, that »

their remains exclusively, fill the roof of some mines, other

species of Neuropteris are' scarcely found in connection with it

it; but both species are very scarce and closely related to 3.

flexuosa Brgt. The last especially may be considered
'"" Newb. isety of it. Neuropteris lancifolia Newb. is an undescribed spe-

cies, found in the shales of this coal, perhaps only one of the

numerous forms of N. hirsuta Lsqx.
Connected with this remarkable coal bed, we still find Cor-

daites borassifolia Ung., and Dictyopteris obliqua Bunby., locally

distributed ; Whitthseya ehgans Newb., formerly described and

found at one or two places only
; species of Asterophyllites, An-

' "
*, but none of them peculiar to r.

especially C. Suckowii Brgt., C. Cistu
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Brgt., C. nodosus Brgt., (-'.approximates Brgt., and C. cartno'-for-
mis Brgt., some of which ascend higher in the coal measures.
I never found in it ai

derma Brgt., which M. Geinitz unites, I think incorrectly, to C
cannoe/ormis Brgt. Its true place is within the sandstone of the
Millstone grit. Thus also, from dissimilarity of distribution, I
would admit with Mr. Brongniart Calamites decoratus Brgt., and
G Suckowii Brgt., as distinct species, though they are also united
by M. Geinitz ; the last belonging especially to this coal, the
former to a higher bed, No. 3d.

It is perhaps useless to mention that Stigmaria ficoides Sternb.,
is also present with our coal IB. It has not only penetrated by
its leaves the fire clay which the coal overlies ; but has filled the
coal also by its remains :—moreover, contrary to the assertions of
some authors that Stigmaria, being a root, is found only in the
bottom fire clay of the coal strata,—it has mixed its remains in
the shales of this bed, and even sent them into the sandstone by
which they are overlaid, or sometimes replaced. Thus, in the
absence of other remains, or until I had discovered them, the

abundance of Stigmariaficoides in the roof-shales has helped me
to identify this coal in many places.

The roof shales of No. IB coal are occasionally overlaid by
a stratum of limestone or argillaceous shale, containing a great

abundance of fossil shells. Locally also, and where this lime-

stone is absent, its place is taken by a bed of coal, variable in

thickness from one to four feet. As it is rarely formed, and some-

times in close proximity to No. IB, I consider it still as a mem-
ber of No. IB ; and it is according I

ioai as No.

1C Though it has no great valued its combustible matter being

a compound of half decomposed stems, mostly transformed into

charcoal and rusted by oxyd of iron, it is worth mentioning as

an evidence of conformity of composition of the shales and of

the coal strata at the same geological horizon over a wide area.

The shales of this bed, even the coal itself, appear like a com-

pound of broken, heaped up stems of ferns and Calamites.

Now, it is found with exactly the same appearance, either of

shales or of coal, on the western limits of the eastern coal basin

of Kentucky, near Green upshur-: in Virginia, on the Tug river

;

and in the middle of the great Apalachian coal basin, near the

mouth of Yellow creek, in the Ohio river, above Steubenville,

Ohio.

Coal No. 2, is generally placed at about one hundred feet above
No. IB, and separated from it by various strata of shales and

sandstone, and occasionally by the limestone mentioned before,

or also by a chertv compound named Burrstone. Its roof-shales

irticularly well developed in the northern part of t

iiann wh.re I haxooeuit lately from four to mx
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are coarse, micaceous, and generally barren of fossil remains

;

but it is separated into two by a shale parting, of from two to

eighteen inches, which contains a great abundance of broken re-

mains of plants. Here, we have scarcely any trace of Lepidoden-

dron, but a remarkable abundant

Neuropteris flexuosa T$rgk., Neuro/ . Cordattet bo-

I iig. I have found with this coal Lepidodendron obova-

tum Sternb., Sigillaria Brardii Brgt., with its leaves, and an unde-

scribable Lepidostrobus Brgt. Without doubt, it has many pe-

culiar species, but I have never found the shales hard enough
for preserving specimens even of a moderate size. As soon as

they are exposed to atmospheric influence, they are rapidly

broken into minute particles by efflorescence of the sulphuret

of iron, generally predominant in this coal. Its vegetation, as

far as can be seen, is intermediate between No. IB and No. 3d

coal, the number of predominating species being from the genera

Asierophyllitcs. Anna ma, and « <\n ci dl) (Adamites.

Coal No. 3 is variable in thiekm ss. ai'id is not as generally and

as uniformly formed as No. IB. Wherever it has been seen

it is overlaid by a roof of gray soft shales . containing a great

quantity of well preserved remains of plants. It has still a few

specks of Lepidodendron : Lepidodendron dichotomum Sternb.,

•ially its branches, are abundantly distributed in its

shales, with a great number of its long cones, Lepidostrobus vari-

abilis Brgt., and its leaves. Dictyopteris obliqua Bunb. is still

found connected with it and locally distributed as in coal No. IB.

It has also in abundance Neuropteris hirsuta Lsqx., and N.flexu-

osa Brgt., and as peculiar species of this genus, apparently be-

longing exclusively to it, Neuropteris Clarhsoni Lsqx., N.{
Sternb., N. delicatula Lsqx., and N. rarinervis Bunby. The genus

Sphenopteris Brgt. is represented in this coal by Sphewpkris

Lsqx., S. Lesquereuxii Newb., and by an Byrne***

te between H. elegans Brgt., and //.

Lsqx., and which is perhaps only a variety of the last species.

The section of the large Pecopteridece shows in it numerous re-

mains of some of its species, especially Alethopteris Serlii Brgt.,

A. nervosa Brgt. and A. muricata Gopp. This last is uncommon
and has been found only in connection with this coal. The spe-

cies of true Pecopteris are more numerous than in coal IB, begin-

ning here to show their predominance. Pecopteris unita Brgt., P.

polymorpha Brgt., P. L • n i Brgt. are connected

- bed, though none of them except perhaps the first is pe-

;•

their remains Xo. 4 coal,

except Annularia sphenophylloides In-, which attains here its

greatest development. Among the Calamites, it has Calamines

dccoratus Brgt., O. undulatus Brgt., the first apparently peculiar

to it, with C.cruciatus Brgt. and C. ramosus in abundance. Thus
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far, I have never found with this coal C. Suclcowii Bret which
has left so many of \\ |

> A few of
g^™

common species of SigiUaria, viz. £ .Shmfc* Bret. S Menardi
Bvgt Sreniformis Brgt. and & ££Tj
cept £ JWrf* Brgt,) which ascend higher or are found also inNo. IB To this enumeration, I may add two species of fruits

pp, and a small Cardiocarpon, fruit
of an Asterophylliles. It is found also with No. 4th coal.
Coal n . 4th ls ^5 coal of the gmall ferns> es ja]] f th

Imall PecopteridecB. It has no more remains oiLepidodendron
!
either con. s, t,< >r leaves of this genus. Still it has some Sigilld-

'-% 'V "
-SDefran-« Brgt, & scw/pta Lsqx, & ota?ua Brgt.; £ ^Vatote Lsqx., tf

& *SW wnjoen Lsqx. These five last species are pecu-
liar to it. All belong to the sections of the uncostate Sigillarice

1

1

ie costate species, none have been found in the shales but
'a Brgt. The remains of Asterophylliles and its cones, of
yllum and especially of Pinnularia capillacea LI. and H.

are extremely numerous in its shales. This
its threadlike branches in every direction and mixed with Xe»-

irsuta Lsqx. ; and N. flexuosa Brgt. still common species
of this coal, covers the roof of the Pomeroy vein with a painting

:

il garlands. Dictyoptens obliqua Bunby, still appears
with this coal, but is very scarce indeed, a species apparently
dying out. Now the Neuropteridece become more predominant
and varied than in any other horizon. Thus, Neuropteris spe-
ciosa Lsqx., the most beautiful of the genus, N.fissa Lsqx., K
Pjicata Sternb, X. rotundifoUa Brgt, X. GW/oV Hrer.. X. I'Utii
Brgt., N. Villersii Brgt, N. gibbosa Lsqx, X. undans Lsqx, N.

Lsqx, X. OawroLsqx., X. hetero-

Pmh Brgt, all these species, except perhaps the last, appear for
«ie first time, and are probably contemporaneous with this coal

°^y- It has still V< '/
, -iscrenulata Brgt, a species connect-

ed also with No. IB. The Sphenopteridece are represented
tere by Sphenopteris tenella? Brgt. (The only specimen found
was indistinct.) S. Gravenhorstii Brgt, & Dubuissonis Brgt, S.

Wreviata Lsqx, & intermedia Lsqx, S. plicata Lsqx, all species

type with small dissected leaflets, far different from
• (the large leaflets) of the species of No.

*£. To this coal belong exclusively all the species of doubtful
"ffinity, referred by some authors to Aphhbia Sternb., and con-
nected in my catalogue with Hymenophyllites Gopp, viz. Byrne-
nophyllites fimbriates Lsqx, K affinis Lsqx, H. hirsutus Lsqx.
and B. giganteus Lsqx.

f he PecopteridecB have the first rank for the number of repre-
sentatives in coal No. 4th. It has . I ica Lsqx,
4

- oquilina Brgt, A. urophylla 1 Brgt, (specimens incomplete,)
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A. obscura Lsqx., A. serrula Lsqx., A. rugosa Lsqx., with Pecop-

teris arborescens Brgt. (abounding), P. notata Lsqx., P. distans

Lsqx., P. oreopteridius Brgt., P. pusilla Lsqx., P. dubia Lsqx.,

(referable with doubt to P. arborescens Brgt.,) P. cyathcea Brgt.,

P. arguta Brgt,, P. concinna Lsqx., P. incompleta Lsqx., mostly

species peculiar to this coal. Pecopteris polymorpha Brgt. is also

found in its shales.

The genus Calamites is here represented by Calamik

Brgt, C. dubius Brgt., C. bistriatus Lsqx., C. disjunctus Lsqx.

These two last species have been found only with this coal; but

each has been established on single specimens and thus they

From this enumeration, it is evident that we have passed at

this geological horizon to a vegetation much reduced in the size

of its representatives and of a quite different character. The

arborescent species belong to the ferns, or to Sigillaria, of small

Our 4th coal is covered, as was said before, by a thick stratum

of sandstone, generally conglomerate in part, varying in thick-

ness from 10 to 150 feet. The vegetable fossil remains of this

sandstone afford a new evidence of the predominance of the

ferns at this geological horizon, and of the disappearance of

Lepidodendron. It is the immediate deposit of silicified trunks

of Psaronius, extending from Ohio to Virginia along the Great

Kanawha river. At Shade river, near Athens,. Ohio, the broken

pieces of these trees are so numerous that they cover in places

the bed of the creek.* They appear generally as pieces of small

stems horizontally broken, varying from two to eleven inches

in thickness. The largest specimen which I was able to find is

apparently the base of a tree. It is nearly round, eleven inches

in diameter, and perforated, not in its central part, but somewhat

on one side, by a regular round hole four inches in diameter.

Many of the small specimens have their surface regularly costate

like species of Sigillaria ; but their internal structure is appar-

ently that of Psaronius. It would be very interesting to com-

pare with ours the position of the Psaronius deposit of Europe,

which, I suppose, is contemporaneous.
The five hundred feet of measures intervening between the

Mahoning sandstone and the great Pittsburg coal, have not

afforded hitherto very abundant materials for the study ol

their botanical remains. It has been seen already that, in Penn-

sylvania, this space is occupied by strata of shales, sandstone

and limestone which are generally barren of coal, at least oi

* Unhappily, I have not as yet been able to obtain for microscoy i
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any bed of coal of sufficient thickness to encourage the working.

Thus the shales are still unopened and no chance is given of

examining them. In Kentucky where in the same space the

coal is more developed and has been opened at different places

and different geological horizons, the shales roofing the coal-

strata are mostly very bituminous and contain especially ani-

mal remains, fishes and shells, either with or without few fos-

sil plants. Nevertheless I have been able to find here and
there some determinable species affording points of comparison

for the distribution of the coal-plants in those higher measures.

Thus, the fire-clay of the bottoms of all the coal-strata is always

filled with remains (leaves only) of Stigmaria ficoides Brgt, and

at any place where the coal is formed, it shows on its horizontal

sections the carbonized prints of Catamites, Pecopteris and Stig-

Coal No. 6 is covered by a schistose, gray, laminated sand-

stone, blackened by broken fragments of ferns. Leaflets of

Pecopteris,
\

rophyllites and crushed branches

of Calamites, are distinguishable in great abundance among the

fragments
; but their specific determination is not possible.

Coal No. 8, has in its shales Pecopteris polymorpha Brgt. in

abundance. Near Marietta, Ohio, its place is occupied by a red

soft shale full of the remains of Asplenias rubra Lsqx, closely

related to Pecopteris arborescens. Neuropteris hirsuta is there also

in its normal form.

Coal No. 9. Its roof shales contain mixed together a great

quantity of well-preserved fossil shells, of scales and teeth of

fishes, and of remains of ferns evidently floated. Two species

of Sphenopterif, one of which appears identical with S graven-

horstii Brgt., Pecopteris polymorpha Brgt., another Pecopteris

referable by the small fragments found, to P. arborescens Brgt.

;

Neuropteris flexuosa Brgt., leaflets only separ:

a few undeterminable species of Calamites and one togiUariu.

Coal No. 11. The great Pittsburg coal has also both animal

and vegetable remains, but generally on isolated strata arnong the

shales. At Pittsburg the lower bed is roofed by black bitumin-

ous shales which appear formed wholly by remains ol -

Lnx and by leaves oiCordaitesbor

and in the shales of the upper part of this coal, which corres-

ponds to our No. 12 and which in Kentucky is sometimes sepa-

rated from No. 11 by a thin and very irregular bed of limestone,

there are at Pittsburg well preserved specimens also otJSieuroptens

hirsuta Brgt., F.fiu*
polymorpha Brgt, P.

arborescens Brgt., P. cyathaa Brgt, Sphenophyum ^ginatum
Brgt, three species ot Calamites and one Srgillaria. The same

species with a far greater proportion of Calamites and also one
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Siyid'.iria* are found at Paradise, on Green river, Kentucky, in

the shaly or 'brashy ' coal separating No. 12th coal from aniron

blackband which overlies it. I must not omit to mention with

this coal the first appearance of a species somewhat related by
its form to the species of the Oolitic series. It is the remarkable
' .••,.

primary or secondary from any typical form

of the coal-plants. It may be compared by its general appear
ance to Aktkopteris WhtAiemia Brgt, of the Oolite of England
but the affinity is distant indeed, as the American species has no

marked medial nerve and some of the forked and arched ner-

vules of its leaflets emerge from the common rachis.

The third great sandstone formation, or the Anvil-rock sand-

stone, which underlies the highest section of the coal

is from all appearance as distinct a point of division in the dis-

tribution of the fossil flora as any one of the other great sand-

stones, the conglomerate and the Mahoning. From my own
observations and from the data collected by other g
especially by my friend J. P. Lesley, no trace of Lepidodendron
appears either in the Anvil-rock sandstone or in the measures

above it. At least, none has been found as yet. This sandstone

nevertheless is not barren of fossil vegetables. Near Greens-

burg, Penn., it contains in abuifo i£ half silici-

fied, half transformed into sandstone. Among the si

which I had an opportunity to examine in the cabinet of Prof.

Moore, I found a portion of the base of a small tree which bad

been evidently imbedded in the sandstone, in its standing posi-

tion, still preserving the embranchment of three diverging roots.

The surface of the tree and of the roots is marlftd by peculiar

scars. Though not jcrfectly distinct, it was at once evident that

this fossil tree did not belong to any of the genera of plants be*

fore seen in the coal. It was nevertheless impossible to describe

it, in its state of obliteration. Later, Dr. D. Dale Owen, the

(Celebrated geologist of New Harmony, discovered in the Anvil-

rock sandstone of Posey Co., Indiana, not far from the Wabash
river, three or four standing stumps which by ex;

proved to belong to the same species of trees as the one found at

Gre< ns .u rg. The specimens of Dr. Owen have been carefully

removed and are preserved in his cabinet, with the roots attached

to them, just as they were found. The stem is round, about

one foot t h i

! iase in nve or six large roots, di-

verging nearly horizontally. Its surface is

and is marked by double oval scars, united by a deep wrinkle,

very regular in their position, and about one inch distant from
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each other. At the point where the roots branch and diverge
from the tn -

' vome moiv vn<) more separate,
more irregularly placed, and thus the roots take somewhat of the
appearance of Stigmaria. The difference is well marked, never-
theless

; the scars bei edin the center by a
deep point only, and the roots quickly diminishing in size and

ing in a point at a short distance from the base of the
tree. The imbedding shales not having been preserved, there is

no trace of rootlets. Thus we have here, at this high position

in'fche coal measures, a new typical form which probably indi-

in the subsequent and last stage

of the coal formations.

This enumeration is already too long, and though still incom-
plete, it must be abruptly closed, for fear of becoming tedious to

the reader. In order to be understood by those who are not

acquainted with botanical palaeontology, it is only necessary to

sum up and briefly discuss some of the conclusions which are

derived from this examination.
Considering its generic distribution, the American coal-flora

is nearly related to the European. We have only two or three

peculiar genera, representing distinct types, which have not been
seen in Europe. On the contrary, Europe has no peculiar and
true generic types of coal-plants" which are not represented in

the coal-fields of the United States.

Considering its species, a more marked difference in the coal-

flora of both continents becomes evident. Some of our species

represent marked and peculiar forms or types, which are not

seen in Europe, though a much greater number of species has

been found in its coal-measures. Thus the predominance of

typical or distinctly characterized forms, belongs to our country.

By comparison of the flora of our epoch on both continents, we
find now the same proportional relation and difference as at the

time of the coal i.>nn:Vm ,, ilmt is, on this side of the Atlantic a

predominance oi well marked types; a predominance of species

of trees ;* a number of species perfectly identical on both con-

tinents, and many American species so nearly related to Euro-

pean congeners that their specific characters can hardly be

established.

Though further researches on-. 'crease the

number of species of fossil plants belonging to our coal measures,

the proportional difference is likely to remain as it is establisued

above.

The fossil-flora appears identical at the same geological hori-

zon, over the whole extent of our mil-fields. I Iks proves uni-

,<,,,! geologic il i "in of the different coal

tains of America.
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The first trace of vegetable terrestrial life appears in the middle

of the Devonian in a species of Lepidodendron, represented by its

bark, its leaves, its cones, and large trunks of silicified wood.

No remains of any other form of terrestrial vegetation have been

seen in strata either inferior or cotemporaneous to this. All

the vegetable remains known in the Silurian and lower Devo-

nian belong to species of fucoides or marine plants, mostly of

small size, resembling some species of Fucus of our time. The

first leafy terrestrial plants appear in the Old Eed sandstone.

All the representatives of this new vegetation belong to a pecul-

iar genus, Noggerathia Gopp., more related to Conifers or even

to Palms than to Ferns. They are found in the same geological

horizon, both in Europe and in America, and entirely disappear

at or before the beginning of the coal epoch.

Ascending to the base of the coal-measures, we find there simul-

taneously in the subcarboniferous sandstone and below the upper

Archimedes limestone different species of trees of large size. At

the base of the Millstone-grit, where the coal begins to be formed,

the number of species of large sized trees, especially of Lepido-

dendron, increases. At the same time, we see here the first species

of ferns belonging to the true coal-measures, and already some

species which reappear periodically writh each bed of coal, in

the whole thickness of the coal-measures.

At coal No. IB, the second above the Millstone-grit, we have

apparently the maximum of predominance of species of large

size, especially of Lepidodendron. From this horizon upwards,

Megaphytum, Ulodendron, Halonia, Caulopteris, Loma
and Knorria are not seen any more. The species of Lepidoden-

dron diminish in number to coal No. 4, where they are entirely

lost ; at least they have not been found as yet in any strata of
•"

•
; folio

- - 1 '

the coal-measures above it. The genus Sigittaria follows i

from coal IB the same gradual diminution in the number of its

species ; but it is preserved in one or two representatives as bigra

as coal No. 12.

As fast as these species of trees decrease in number, the ferns

mostly of small size invade the coal-fields. They become pre-

dominant and show the greatest number of species at the base ol

the Mahoning sandstone.

This substitution of species is not the result of any perceptible

change in their character or in their relative affinity. The rela-

tion of Lepidodendron is to Lycopodites. Both genera appear or

at least disappear at the same time, and are replaced by typical

forms, which have no a ith them.

They appear, it is true, grouped togethei

of relation between contemporaneous species; but we do n

.see, either before or after any of them, a trace of an intermedia
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form between the lost types and the following ones. The large-

leafed Sphenopteridece, the Odontopteridece belong to coal No. IB
with most of the fruits of the coal measures; the Neuropteridea,
the PecopteridecB and a peculiar section of small leafed Sphenopte-
ridece belong to coals No. 3 and 4.

As if to show how useless it would be to argue on the distri-

bution of the coal-flora as resulting from successive variations of
species and of genera, we find predominant genera represented in

the whole thick ni e extenifof the coal-fields by
species so variable that they can be called polymorphous, and
which nevertheless preserve everywhere their identity. Thus
appear Keuropk i

•

i lex uosa Brgt. , Pecopteris poly-

viorpha Brgt. In the palseontological report of the Pennsylvania

geological survey, I have figured eighteen forms of the first of these

species, passing o oi is from a small round leaflet

to a large, nearly square Oyclopteris ; then to cordate or reniform

leaf of medium size ; then to opposite, oval-lanceolate leaflets

united by a narrow margin ; then to a digitate leaf of which the

five divisions are lanceolate-obtuse, and thus ad infinitum. Nev-

ertheless, this species is perfectly well characterized and may be

identified at first sight in any of its multiple forms*

There is not in the number of N'europteridece and Pecopieridfi.ee

a well characterized specie? which could be admitted as a modi-

lied form of the predominant and variable species. Moreover,

the numerous species of Neuropteris and Pecopteris appear at

coal No. 3 and 4 in the middle of the coal-measures, and do

not ascend higher, while those species which should be consid-

ered as originators or parents and consequently ought to be de-

stroyed (from the law of selection) by their offspring, continue

to predominate to the top of the coal-measures. Thus the vege-

tation of the coal shows at different geological horizons botli a

gradual and sudden disappearance of species and even of types

;

both a gradual and sudden appearance of other species or oi pe-

culiar types, without regard to the former or extinct ones, and

a continual reappearance in the whole thickness of the coal-

measures of well-established species which neither by their form

or their nature appear particularly prepared to sustain without

varying the sue*
j on the surface

of the coal-measures at the time of their fo™ation.
+

It is certainly possible to suppose I

1 ^ ~

Version, or upheaval of the coal-m

* As the specimens are mostly found in

J™^
1?^^
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vegetation. But this supposition would not explain how it

happened that the most obvious changes in the vegetation of the

coal have not followed the formation of those great strata of

sandstone, which, like the Millstone-grit or the Mahoning sand-

stone, must have employed a longer time than any other stratum

for the gathering up of their materials.

The supposition may be further extended, and it may be

asserted that the disappearance of certain types, or of vegetables

of a large size, from the marshes of the coal-fields is only appar-

ent. That in their forced migrations by the gradual submersion

of the marshes, some species have been either arrested some-

where, and thus left inhabiting other countries or destroyed for a

time by a too slow migrating process, while others, having the

faculty of migrating developed in a larger degree, have re-

appeared again and again on the marshes, living there for a

longer period.

The field of supposition is unbounded, but it is a field where

science is not permitted to wander. Where have the new types

or species come from ? How is it, if the disappearance of vege-

tables like Lepidodendron is only apparent, or local, that we do

not find any of their remains succeeding the carboniferous

epoch * And admitting that species of Lepidodendron have been

arrested in their migrations on some dry land, should we not

find above our 4th coal some remains of this genus in the strata

of sandstone where so many -trunks of Psaronius have been

imbedded.
I wish that I had time to discuss here at length and with the

attention which it merits, a subject of importance con no

the examition of the stratigraphical distribution of the plants <>!

the coal-epoch. Are the coal-measures a single, unique

tion? Do they belong to a single epoch, or are they composed

of a succession of formations separated by immense space oi

time, and of which the different stages might be compared to

those of the recent formations : the Eocene, the Miocene, and

the Pliocene, for example? In the last case, can we admit the

vegetation of which the remains have been preserved in the

shales of the coal, or the vegetation of the coal-marshes, as a true

representative of the flora of the various epochs where the coal

was formed ; or was it then, as the bog vegetation is at our time,

composed of a peculiar group of plants, adapted to the forma-

tion of the coal, pertaining to the marshes only, while another

* A single specimen of Stigmaria is said to have been found in Gem
.- !.' '

i

Old Red sandstone and vice-versa, from t
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flora of a different character was covering the dry land, if there
was any dry land, at the carboniferous epoch ?

From the thickness of some beds of coal, representing a mass
of combustible matter as great at least as that which is contained

* oldest and deepest peat bogs ; from the thickness •<

appears that the last alternative is admissible. Different

hypotheses have been put forward to explain the so-called huge
or gigantic vegetation of the coal-formations. But there is

nothing in the carboniferous epoch authorizing the supposition

that the power of vegetable life was greater than it is at our
time. The combustible matter heaped in some of our peat

bogs is sometimes sufficiently thick to be equivalent to the coal

of a bed of four to live feet. The trees growing in our marshes
or on the peat bogs are generally larger than those which have
been preserved in the strata of the carboniferous measures.

The Dismal Swamp is impenetrable on account of the great

compactness of its vegetation. It is not an easy matter either,

to get across the heaped, half prostrated or erect and closely

pressed trees of our cedar-swamps of the North. If such

marshes were extended over the greatest part of the United

States, they would present a fair representation of those of the

carboniferous period.

The occasional appearance of petrified trees, standing imbedded
in sandstone, does not give evidence of a rapid formation either

of the coal or of the other strata. Local disturbances may throw

a few feet of sand upon a marsh, covered with active vegetation,

and thus preserve the stumps from decomposition and by-and-

by these may be converted to stone. The bald cypress and other

species of trees grow sometimes in the marshes near the sea

shore under ten feet of water. Whole forests of those trees

have been imbedded in a standing position in the marshes around

New Orleans. Thus I do not find in the geological records of

the carboniferous period any indication of a rapid process of

formation either cataclysmic or abnormal, and I readily admit

that each bed of coal with its accompanying strata of fire-clay

and shales has required for its formation a period of time as

long as any of our recent geological divisions.*

The question concerning the existence or non-existence of dry

land covered with a peculiar vegetation at the epoch of the coal

formation cannot be answered positively or negatively by suffi-

cient evidence The only fact that would indicate that the
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marshes of the carboniferous epoch were surrounded by laud-

bearing plants of different kind than those living on the bogs is

the presence in coal No. IB and in the sandstone underlying it

of a great number of fruits of different species which by their

nature have no relation to any of the other remains preserved in

the coal. They have been generally referred to species 01 tor-

daites. But the two only species of our coal measures are found

in abundance at geological horizons where the fruits are entirely

absent. And even at coal No. IB shales appearing entirely com-

posed of heaped remains of leaves of Cordaites borassifolia do not

contain any fruit. The species of fruit, Carpolithes Cordai Gem.,

referred by M. Geinitz to Cordaites borassifolia, our most common

and omnipresent species, has not been found in the coal measures

of America. Therefore, either the fruits of unknown relation,

Carpolithes, Trigonocarpa and Bhabdocarpos* belong to vegetable

species which have grown on the marshes, and of which the re-

mains leaves and stems, have been entirely obliterated or those

Li .ng to species growing out of the marshes, around them

and have been floated and thus disseminated in the shales ana

in the sandstones. This last opinion appears at first confirmed

bv a similar process of distribution of species in our deep swamps.

I have already mentioned elsewheref how the hollow trunks ot

the bald cypress which grows in Drummond lake (Dismal bwamp

of Virginia) are filled by fruits, acorns, nuts, &c.
?

of trees whicti

grow on the dry land near its borders. But, it is not presuma-

ble that species of fruits only could have been floated and dis-

seminated by the agency of water without any of the brancnes

and of the leaves of the plants to which they belong. And no-

where have the shales, covering what is called the tail

bank, viz : the part abutting against a hill of sand or

self in sandstone, exposed any remains of plants of another tjp

than those belonging to the true coal formation. -Ever. .

shales of the coal are covered with remains of shells and ot fisnes,

and consequently formed when the marshes were mm
the floated remains of plants which are found with those ot ani-

mals belong to the common species of the coal. I b<

that the plants preserved in the shales of the coal gn

representation of the general flora of the carboniferous epocn,

true and as general at least as the fossil plants of the miocene rep

resent the general flora of the tertiary period. And 1 snVV

that if there was any dry land around the marshes, tne ve°
n

tation contained only a few species different from those nvi g

the marshes. But this last opinion is merely hypothetical.

, and probably of
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In a notice which appeared in the September number of this

Journal, I described a subjective phenomenon, which is seen
when a bright sky is viewed through two or three plates of co-

balt glass. Most persons who are in the habit of directing their

attention to this class of phenomena, have even perceived /'tint

of the circulatory movement with the naked eye.

But in the experiment with the cobalt glass, where this motion
is seen with distinctness, as well as in the faint indications of
it obtained with the unassisted eye, the moving bodies are not
observed to be in com it were, sprinkled over
the field of view.

If however the light of a spirit-lamp with a salted wick, be
concentrated on the eye by means of a convex lens, 3 inches in

diameter, having a focal length of about 3 inches, the bright field

soon resolves itself into a mass of small, round, densely packed
moving bodies, which appear light on a dark ground.

This is seen with varying degrees of readiness by different

persons: some perceiving it in a few seconds, others requiring a

protracted gaze of several minutes.

The moving bodies at first appear very closely packed together

like fine mosaic-work, but as the view grows more distinct, their

path can be traced, and the conviction is forced on the mind of

the observer, that they are moving at slow uniform rates, through

narrow channels; the whole reminding one strongly of the cir-

culation seen in the web of a frog's foot, by a microscoj

out of focus.

The interposition of plates of yellow glass rather adds to the

distinctness of this appearance.

The indistinct vision attendant on faintness or on mere eye-

weariness, is, I suspect, in many cases, mediately caused by the

,< il,,s «. n ilation for e\ai n»h\ some weeks a 20 I

tned the - xivrimentof binding up the right eve. and using only

the left, for two davs. After reading with left eye for half an

and this de se eir. ul itio .. whi. h I had '» - observed, set

in, and continued to be visible for some minutes. It reappeared

a number of times during that, and the following day.

Subjoine i

^-i' from Prof. Win. B. Rogers.

"Your extern,) utwith th< blue glass appears.to render much
more distinctly visible a phenomenon u ha li 1

have oiten observed

and which has been noticed by others. After a continued effort

dm' combination or hi the use
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of the microscope as well a= al'ier active exercise, or any other

stimulus to the circulation, I am able to reproduce it easily and

with great clearness.
" When in these conditions I look intently with the naked eye

upon a bright surface as that of a white cloud or a sheet of letter

paper in the sunlight, the first appearance presented is that of

numerous bright points darting around in various broken curves,

coming in view and disappearing fitfully, but in such positions as

to indicate the recurrence of the same motions, or the passage of

successive particles in certain prescribed and permanent chan-

" As the eyes continue to be fixed on the surface, a shade comes

over it, and on the dark ground I see innumerable streams of

particles, moving in infinitely various loops and other curves,

which, by a little attention, are observed to maintain a constant

pattern, strikingly analogous to the capillary circulatioi

in the microscope. These streams of particles are of a tawny

yellow tint well contrasted with the dark brownish surface in

which they appear.

"Under the most favorable conditions of the organ I can usually

obtain the effect with both eyes open, but it is more certain and

far more distinct with a single eye, the other being closed. I

should add that the appearance rarely lasts more than one or

two seconds at a time, being obliterated by the recurrence of the

white illumination and after a short interval returning, though

usually with less distinctness than when first seen.

"In looking through a tube of black paper at a whi

until the eye has become fatigued, and we should perhaps add

ded, I have often noticed the same phenomenon and 1

believe I could at any time bring into view the yellowish mass

of the circulation by continuing the experiment for a minute or

two. With the lens of my pocket microscope held at about the

focal distance I scarcely ever fail to obtain this effect in a few

seconds.
" Your experiment with the blue glass is very interesting and

succeeds with me perfectly. It will be a great gain if wita

comparatively little discomfort and without risk we shall be able

steadily this intraocular phenomenon."
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Akt. XXXV.

—

Some experiments and inferences in regard to

Binocular Vision
; by Prof. Wiliam B. Rogers.

In the theory of binocular vision which has been so ably ex-
pounded by Sir David Brewster, Briicke, and others, it is con-
tended that no part of an object is seen single and distinctly, but
that to which the optic axes are for the moment directed, and

unity of the perception is obtained by the rapid survey
which the eyes take of every part of the object," According to
this view our perception of "an object in its solidity and relief,

instead of being the simple and direct result of the pictures
formed at any one moment in the two eyes, is acquired by a
cumulative process, in which the optic axes are successively con-
verged upon every point of the object within view.
In an experimental discussion of some points in binocular

vision published in the Am. Journ. of Science several years ago,*
I was led to conclude that the phenomena of the stereoscopic

ftsultant do not necessarily or even usually conform to these

conditions, and that " the perception of a perspective resultant

line or of a physical line in the same attitude does not require

the successive convergence of the axes to every point." The
grounds of this conclusion were,—first that the perspectiveness of
the resultant although not perceived when the axes are steadily

maintained at any one convergence, appears as soon as they are

allowed sufficient freedom of motion to unite a few contiguous

points of the component lines, and that it then effects the whole

extent of the resultant; and—second that the resultant presents

a perspective attitude even when the component lines, instead <«f

being united into one, are brought together so as to intersect at

a small an^le, each of tk interta Hng tin i m this case appearing in

relief.

Satisfied from these considerations that the perceived single-

ness and relief of the resultant are to be ascribed rather to a

process of suggestion then to the exhaustive binocular survey

which has been supposed necessary, I was led to the opinion

that, while some change of direction and convergence of the

axes is needed for the effect, the successive view of a few contig-

uous points 3tive action

into play and to give rise to the full perception of the position

and relief of the resultant.

In this view while leieetm.; the theory ot - c -i\< \ mod m
the form in which it has been propounded, I still considered

some degree of motion of the axes as one of the steps by which
we obtain the perception of the binocular resultant.

The following experiments, intended still further to test the

theory of the successive combination of corresponding points

* This Journal, [2], EX, 86, 204, 318, and ad, 80, 173, 439.
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in binocular vision, are believed to be in part new, and are in part

modified repetitions of e\i ime its ahvad\ described b\ L'rr.is.

Wheatstone and Dove. They offer what seems to be

proof that such a successive combination of pictures point by
point, however it may enter in many .cases into the complex pro-

cess of vision, cannot be regarded as an essential condition to the

singleness and perspectiveness of the binocular perception.

1. Let a brilliant line, held in a perspective position at a con-

venient distance midway between the eyes, be regarded

for a few seconds so as to produce a lasting impression on the

retinae. On turning the eyes towards a blank wall or screen

the subjective impression will be seen projected agaii

having the same perspective altitude as the original line. If

then one eye be closed the line will appear to subside into the

surface of the screen taking an inclined position corresponding to

f the original line as seen by the unclosed

eye and therefore corresponding to the image formed in that eye.

By opening and closing the eyes alternately, and finally directing

both to the screen we are able to see the two oblique lines cor-

is and their binocular resultant

ponding to the original object.

3 slightly inclined luminous lines formed by narrow

3 of black card-board be combined into a perspective

resultant cither with or without a stereoscope. Looking at this

fur a kw seconds so as to induce the reverse ocular spectrum,

and then directing the eyes towards the opposite y,

apartment, a single spectrum will be observed having the attitude

and relief of t , resultant.

As a strong illumination of the lines is necessary to bring out

the most striking effect, the card-board should be held between

the eyes and some bri Sice, as the globe of a

solar lamp or a strongly illuminated cloud, care being taken to

prevent the entrance of extraneous light.

3. Using the same arrangement, let the luminous lines be

regarded in succession each by the corresponding eye, the other

eye being shaded so that no direct binocular combination can be

formed. On looking toward the wall it will be seen that the two

' " -'''

r- lie) us if the lines had been directly combined with or without the

stereoscope.

While the perspective image continues distinctly visible, let

either eye be closed t] (ted towards H»
wall. The image will instantly lose its relief and take its posi-

tion on the plane of the wall as an inclined line corresponding
to the subjective image in the eye which has remained open.

When the- :i v strong, "
is easy to alternate these effects by projecting first the picture



proper to the right eye and then that of the left on the plane of
the wall, with their respective contrary inclinations. On then
looking with both eyes we see the resultant imago instantly Man
forth in its perspective altitude.

It is hardly necessary to say that in order to obtain these
effects satisfactorily even with lines very strongly illuminated,
the observer should have some practice in experiments on sub-
jective vision. In the*e circunulnuces, hoicevr, I have Jvinal (he

results to be 'perfectly certain and uniform.
The conditions of the experiments are obviously such as to

exclude all opportunity of a shifting of the image on lhe retina.

Such a shifting however is essential to' that successive combina-
tion of pairs of points in the two images which on the theory of
Brewster is required for the production i>\' the single perspective
resultant, Hence according to this theory the resultant spectrum
in these experiments, instead of being a single line in a perspec-
tive position, ought to present the form of two lines inclined or
crossing, situated in the plane of the wall without projection or
relief.

In reference to the first two experiments it might perhaps be
.

resultant on which the ey "s were converged formed part of the

direct perception in the first stage of the experiment, it would
be likely through association to be included also in the spectral

or subjective perception. But this consideration, which at best

does not impress me as of much weight, is entirely inapplicable

to the conditions of the last experiment, where the eyes are in

the first place impressed in succession with their respective ima-

ges, and where yet when they are together directed to the wall,

the perspective siru/k irsullant at once s/>rin>/s into view.

4. Without resorting to these troublesome efforts of subjective

vision the following is a simple proof that pictures successively

impressed on the respective eyes are sufficient for the stereoscopic

effect. Let a screen be made to vibrate or revolve somewhat

rapidlv between the eves and the twin pictures of a stereoscope,

so as alternately to expose and cover each, completely excluding

the sinvdtanconf visi>> , of the tiro. The >t, reoscopic relief will be

^apparent in these conditions a- when the moving screen is

withdrawn.

Here there is no opportunity for the combination of pairs of

corresponding points in the two aultaneous

convergence of the optic axes through them, but at each moment
• ,- one eve, and the retained impression in

the other, form the elements of the perspective resultant which
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momentary illumination of the electric flash, furnish a further

and most powerful argument against the theory of successive

binocular combination here referred to.

iled°ar

included in the outer circuit, the intensely brilliant spark of

which can be made to throw its light upon the object viewed in

any direction or at any interval that may be desired.

When a twin-diagram of any simple geometrical solid was
placed in the stereoscope and viewed by this momentary light it

was found to exhibit the p ts; eetive resultant in m<
'

a single spark, and it never failed to present i1 in perfection with

a succession of sparks even when they followed each other

slowly.

A large circular disc of brass, marked with the usual concen-

tric stria\ was placed in a position to catch the illumination and

produce the peculiar intersecting lines of reflected light. At
each spark the bright resultant line due to the binocular union

of these intersecting lines was seen penetrating the disc and

extending in a steep angle beyond and in front of it.

As, according to Wheatstone, the duration of an electric spark

is less than one-millionth of a second, it can hardly be supposed

that in either of these experiments the eyes have time to make
the successive changes of direction required, by the theory, for

the singleness and relief of the observed resultant. Not less at

variance with this theory is the familiar fact that the illumination

of a single flash of lightning is sufficient to give us a clear per-

ception of the forms and positions of objects to which the eyes

are for the moment directed. So the long straight spark of one

of Geissler's narrow vacuum tubes, glowing for an instant in a

dark room, impresses a precise perception of the altitude and

place of the tube and its included line of light, and even their

regular path of the long spark through the air produces a dis-

tinct perception single and faithful to its devious directions.

We may therefore conclude—first, that the perception of an

object in its proper relief, or that of the perspective resultant

through binocular combination in a stereoscope, or otherwise, may
and most usually does arise, by direct suggestion from the t""

mai

impressed, without requiring the successive combination 01

corresponding points ;

—

and second, that for the singleness of the

perception, it is not necessary that the images should

fall on what are called corresponding parts of the two retinas.

The condition of single vision in such cases seems to be simply

this, that the pictures in the two eyes shall be such and so placed

as to be identical with the pictures which the real object would

make at a given distance and in a given altitude before the eyes.
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Prof. Guyot's Measurements of the Alleghany Sys-
tem.—It is well known to the scientific men of this country that
Professor Arnold Guyot of Princeton, New Jersey, has devoted a
portion of his summer vacations for ten years past to the study
of the different portions of the great Alleghany system which
faces the Atlantic coast from Canada to Georgia. Several years
ago he measured the highest peaks of the Adironihs
and White mountains, in the northern part of the chain, and
more recently he has been at work on the southern portion of
the system which is found to possess the most elevated peaks
of the whole Appalachian chain. His determination of some
of the highest peaks of the Black mountains of North Carolina
was published in this Journal, for September, 1857.
By a private letter from Professor Guyot we learn that during

last summer (1860) he has devoted two full months to further

measurements in the south, in company with Messrs. Sandoz and
Grand Pierre. The weather has been propitious and he has ac-

complished much work, having measured between one hundred
and fifty and two hundred points in addition to those which were
previously determined. He has extended his investigations as

far as Georgia, and has seen the extremity of the Blue Eidge
and the Unaka. It may now be affirmed with safety that the

southern portion of the Alleghanies is better known so far as

pertains to its hypsometry, than any other portion of the system.

There is reason to hope that at an early day Professor Guyot
will lay before the readers of this

of his important and prolonged investigations; meanwhile tli.-

reader will be interested in the following partial summary of his

observations in North Carolina.

These measurements sufficiently indicate the grand traits of

structure of that loftiest portion of the Appalachian system. It

may be seen that the Boan and Grand Father mountains are the

two great pillars on both sides of the Northgate to the high

mountain region of Nortfe i extend between the

two chains of the Blue Ridge on the east and the Iron and Smoky
and Unaka mountains on the west. That gate is almost closed

by the Big Yellow mountain. The group of the Black Mountain
' • - to irlv isolated on one side in the interval between the two

chains touching by a corner the high Pinnacle of the Blue Kidge,

and overtowerfno all the neighboring chains by a thousand feet.

In the large and comparatively deep basin of the French Broad

Valley, the Blue Ridge is considerably depressed, while the west-

ern chain preserves its increasing height. Beyond the French

Broad rises the most massive cluster of highlands, and of moun-
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tain chains. Here the chain of the Great Smoky
tends from the deep cut of the French Broad at Paint

Rock, to that, not less remarkable, of the Little Tennessee, is the

master chain of that region and of the whole Allegnany system.

Though ils 1 1 1

_- 1 .
- ~ t ->iu! - are a few feet below tl

peaks of the 111 -V .\hmiitai i, it presents on that extent of 65

miles a continuous series of high peaks, and an average elevation

not to be found in any other district, and which give to it a greater

importance in the geographical structure of that vast system of

mountains. The gaps or depressions never fall below 5000 feet

yards the southwest and beyond Forney Rid

the number of peaks, the altitude of which exceeds 6000 feet,

is indeed very large. On the opposite side, to the southeast, the

Blue Ridge also rises again to a considerable height, in the

stately mountains of the Great Hogback and Whiteside, which

nearly reach 5000 feet, and keeps on in a series of peaks scarcely

less elevated far beyond the boundary of Georgia.

Moreover the interior, between the Smoky mountains and the

Blue Ridge, is filled with chains which offer peaks hi

than the latter. The compact and intricated cluster of high

mountains, which form the almost unknown wilderness covering

the southern portion of Haywood and Jackson counties, is re-

markable by its massiveness and the number of lofty peaks

which are crowded within a comparatively narrow space. The

Cold mountain chain, which constitutes one of its i

shows a long series of broad tops, nearly all of which exceed

6000 feet. Near the south end, but west of it, not far from the

head waters of the French Broad, the Pigeon and the
'

gee waters, Mount Hardy raises its dark and broad head to the

height of 6

1

to the northwest, the group col-

minates in the Richland Balsam, 6425 feet, which dii

waters of the two main branches of Pigeon river a

Caney fork of the Tuckaseegee. Amos Plott'a Balsai

midst of the great Balsam chain, which inns in a para

tion between the two main chains, measures &2 t * iecr. {

-'ff\
ering therefore these great features of physical st re-

considerable elevation of the valleys which form the base ol

these high chains, we may say that this vast cluster of high-

lands between the French Broad and the Tuckaseegee rivers, is

the culminating region of the gre stem.

New Map of the Alleghany System, by Mr. F. bAV

doz.—The measurements of Professor Guyot just referred to,

furnish important'data for the correction as well as the comple-

tion of all existing mans of the iv«ri<>ns whi«-h he has

These data, with the exception of those

summer, have been employed by Mr. Ernest Sand
of Prof. Guyot, and an accomplished draftsman, in the constr
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tion of a new map of the entire Alleghany chain, which has
been published in the July number of Petermann's J///

Mr. Sandoz had accompanied Mr. Guyot on many oi

tain expeditions and took the results with him to Goth a, where
the chart was drawn and engraved under the direction of Dr. Pe-
termann. To the editor of that excellent repository of geograph-
ical science, we are indebted for an early and proof impression of
this map. As it is by far the most satisfactory chart of the Eastern
portion of the United States in existence,—a request has been
sent to Dr. Petermann to permit its republication in connection

with this Journal, and there is reason to hope that at no distant

day it may be laid before our readers, with a paper illustrative

and explanatory of it, from the pen of Professor Guyot. The
new edition when issued will contain some emendations derived

from the more recent surveys to which allusion has been made.

The scale of the map is 1 : 6,000,000. Two detailed subordi-

nate maps are printed on the same sheet with it, having a scale

of 1 : 600,000, one of which gives the White Mts. of New
Hampshire, the other the Black Mts. of North Carolina, both

according to Mr. Guyot's measurements.

Narrative of a Voyage to Spitzbergkx i.v the vear
1613.—In the Transactions of the American Antiqu

- 1

Soci

, Narrative of a

Voyage to Spitzbergen made in the year 1613 at the charge of

the English " Muscovey Company." Although this voyage is

one of the series embraced in the celebrated collection of Pur-

chas, commonly known as "His Pilgrimes, " yet this account,

which has been lying among the Manuscripts of the Antiquarian

Society, has never before been printed. There is reason for

believing, savs Mr. Haven, that the Journal now first printed

was from the pen of Robert Fotherby, whose name both as an

author and as a skillful navigator is connected with two succeed-

ing voyages. . . .

" The expedition of 1613," he continues, "was fitted out with

unusual (i ;t ;, 1 urn isk-d to the charge of some of the ablest

men in the service. Besides the chief Captain, Benjamin Joseph,

i iaffin and the author oi a aocompa-

fciedbyThoa.Bdge, = .tzbergen

i to Edge for the map of the coast inserted

in his work, and also for a summary of Northern Dig

which appears in the same volume. Baffin was attached to the

ship of the commander of the fleet; and from

ions, his journal would naturally be the one selected for

publication. The auf
am. jour m

another vessel



At this period when Arctic explorations are attracting so

much attention, the printing of this early record is peculiarly

acceptable. The introduction and notes, with which the paper

has been enriched by the pen of its learned editor, illustrate

many interesting points pertaining to polar discoveries. The

cuts which accompany this edition are fac-similes (except in their

size which is half that of the originals) from some rude drawings

which are attached to the Manuscript.

Dr. Engelmanx's Measfkemext of the Klevation of St.

Louis, above the Gulf of Mexico.—In the Transactions of

the Academy of Science in St. Louis, vol. i, No. 4, I860, there

is an article by Dr. Geo. Engelmann on the elevation of St. Louis

above the Gulf of Mexico, from which the following statements

are derived.
" A knowledge of the exact altitude of St. Louis is important

as an element in the physical geography of North America, not

only for (he aty stands, so to say, in the centre

of the great Mississippi Valley and not far from the confluence

of the four great rivers, the Mississippi, the Missouri, the Illi-

nois and the Ohio, but, also, because most of the hypsometrical

measurements throughout the northern and western regions of

this valley and into New Mexico and Utah, made by the differ-

ent explorers during the last twenty years and more, by Nicol-

let, Fremont, Owen, Wislizenus, Emory, Stansbury, and several

of the Pacific Eailroad exploring expeditions, took the altitude

of St. Louis as their starting point, and were based to a great

extent on the barometrical observations of those explorers com-

pared with mine.
" Mr. J. N. Nicollet was the first who ascertained the elevation

of St. Louis as well as a great many points on the V

and Missouri rivers, as he was the first to give us a

geography of the Miss
mental observation. He laid down an abstract of his labors in

his Report on the Hydrographical Basin of the Up?
sippi, in 1841, published by order of the U. S. Senate, after his

death, in 1843. On pages* 93-101 he gives a detailed account

of the methods employed to obtain the desired results, and on

pp. 122-125 is contained a most valuable table of geographical

positions, distances, and altitudes." ,

In this table, the altitude of St. Louis is stated to be 382 feet

from which two feet must be deducted to reduce it to low water-

Dr. A. Wislizenus next calculated the elevation of St. Louis.

His results arc published in his Report on a Tour to Northern
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Mexico, printed by the U. S. Senate in 1848. They place the

altitude of the present low water-mark at 389 feet 6 inches.

Dr. Engelmann's recent calculations and measurements give

the height of the low water-mark at St. Louis at 374 feet 4

inches, a few feet lower than either of his predecessors had esti-

mated it. .ii! a
The following table shows their comparative results lor three

different points measured.

•tthe Gulf, in Englishfeet.Height of I

496-0 480-9

420-0 404-9

389-5 374-4

Engelmann's Barometric Station, 486'5

City Directrix, 410"5

Low water-mark, 380 •

" Intimately connected with the altitude of St. Louis and other

points along our river is the question of the fall of the river and

the velocity of its current. Nicollet's tables, mention*

give us the only data at present available lor anjippr.

estimation of the fall of the Mississippi in its different

The following little table, calculated from these data, explains

itself:

Mouth of White River

i „t th« MissU-ippi

>r's RivertoJheGulf,

\j^Jis

4 inches per mife; between St. .LWs ana tne ru pKU

Lrefmrn the lower end of the Rapids to New Orleans a little
more trom tnc lowe

7 mch and from
less; in the region of the Kapds, ^ A
New Orleans to the mouth, aooui i .

analysis of the tables shows the fall on both rapids to be 21

inches to the mile;'
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Dr. Engelmann then gives the following data, based, as he

says, on his own "rather loose observations" respecting the ve-

locity of the Mississippi. As he remarks on "the absence of

all other information" on this point it seems proper for us to re-

fer to Marr's Heport of Observations at Memphis in 1849, and

to Dr. Ellet's work, to the measurements of Riddel], Forshey,

and Dickenson reported to the American Association, and to an

article by Lyell in this Journal, [2], iii, pp. 36 and 118.

1845. Feb. 20, 5 feet, 3-00

10 " 3-50

1844. Mar. 5,' 15 " 4-00

Ap. 26, 20 " 5-00

1839. May 27. 21 " 5-09

1>37. July 10, 27 " 5-55

1844 May 19, 27 " 568
22, 35 (;•<:>

ilos,

HH

Kiepebt's Neuer Hand Atlas, (Berlin, Eeimer: N.Y., West-

ermann, I860.)—This admirable work which has been for some

years in progress is at last complete, presenting a collection of

forty maps of different portions of the world. They are drawn

with great beauty and skill and the whole work is at once at-

tractive, convenient and trustworthy,—as might indeed be ex-

the" several maps, but we append a list for the information of

those who may wish to purchase a complete general Atlas tor

every day use.

The world on Marcator's pro- 16. Switzerland.

jection. 17. Italy.

Eastern Hemisphere. 18. Spain and Portugal.

Wt-t, in Hemisphere. 19. France.

Europe. 20. Netherlands and Belgium.

Germany. -Si Isles.

Southwestern Germany. 22. Denmark and South Sweden.

Western Germany. 23. Scandinavia.

Northwestern Germany.
Central Germany. 25. Turkey and Greece.

Brandenburg, Schlesien, Posen 26. Asia. .

Pommerania and Prussia. 27. Asia Minor and Syria.

28. Western Asia.

(i;ui.:ia. Hungary, <fec. 29. Hindostan.

Bohemia, Mahren, Austria. 30. Eastern Asia.

Eastern Alps. 31. Australia.



32. Australia and New Zealand. 37. Eastern North America.

33. Africa. 38. Western North America.

34. The Nile Lands. 39. Central America and West

36. North America. 40. South America.

Exploration of Western British America.—In the last

number of this Journal a condensed account was given of the

ms sent out by the Canadian Government for the explo-

ration of the Red river and Saskatchewan districts. Since then,

we have received several important Canadian documents, re-

ferred to in that article. As they possess a permanent value we

subjoin a notice of their contents.

1. Report from the Select Committee on the Hudson's Bay Company,

together v.
j I the Committee, minutes d

appendix and index. Ordered by the House of Commons to be printed

31st July and 11th August, 1857.

This public document presents in the usual style of the In-

vestigations of a Committee of a House of Parliament, a vast

amount of matter relating to the affairs of the Btadfl

Company and the res i

' tol,—derived from the

examination of Hon. J. Ross, Col. Lefroy, Dr. Rae, Sir Geo.

Sir John Richardson and other gentlemen. It is ac-

companied by three maps ; 1, of the British and Russian posses-

sions in North America; 2, of the aboriginal tribes of British

America; and 3, of the Northwestern portion of Canada, Mud-

son Bay and Indian Territories.

2. Papers relating to the Affairs of British Columbia. Part I Copies

of Dispatches from the Secretary of State for the Colonies t » the gov-

ernor of British Columbia, and from the Governor
"J***™**^

State relative to the Government of the <^*J*PF^£.
,:,. for the Government of British Columbia ,

lament to pro
^ ^ ^ _

( ^^ ^ Counc,| to provide
Governor's Commissions and Instructions ;

M?^T^rAltSk^m^ Hudson's 1

panyforexch. ,] tans as relates^

Houses of Parliament by Command ot 1

1859. London, 1859.

moat! revoking so much

to the Hudson's Bay Com-

as relates to tb«

jmbia. Presented to both

Mai-—,, 18th February,

British America showing the different rout<

across the country to the mouth oi the m er.
_

nary and general Report »"
.

tio„5 from the principal Secretary,

SS'TCar Yots Hon, M. A. in charge of the Expedition.

Toronto, 1859.
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.'.
Red River Settlement and between the latter place and Assiniboine

and Saskatchewan. By S. J. Dawson, Esq., C.E. Printed by Order

of the Legislative Assembly. Toronto, 1859.

A particular account of these expeditions was given in the

last number of this Journal, p. 218.

5. Geological Survey of Canada. Report of Progress for the year 1858.

Montreal, 1859.

6. Map of the Northwest part of Canada, Indian Territories and Hudson's

Bay ; compiled and drawn by Thos. Divine, Provincial Land Surveyor

and Draft*! Jos. Cauchow, Commissioner of

Crown Lan 357. Published by S. Derbeshire and

G. Desbarats.

This is a map in outline, geologically colored, of the region

above mentioned, extending as far north as 75° north latitude

and as far south as 45° north latitude. Being made previous to

the recent exploring expeditions it is now behind our present

. The authorities on which it is based are J. Arrow-

smith. A. Mackenzie, D. Thompson, the Admiralty and Coast

Survey Charts, Pacific Kail Eoad Survey Reports. Sir Geo.

Simpson, Governor of the Hudson's Bay Company, Sir fm.
Logan and others are also quoted. The isothermal lines are

given according to Dove and Blodget.

V. Government Map of Canada from Red River to the Gulf of St. Law-

rence, compiled by Thomas Devine, Head of Surveys, Upper Canada

Branch, Crown Land Department. November, 1859.

This map in three sheets, is limited to Upper and Lower

Canada, the counties of which an ' b.Y
colo

F>

and the more detailed topography is also clearly given. It is

clearly drawn, and presents in its margin a variety of useful

information respecting the resources of Canada.

Dr. Babth ix Asia Minor.—Dr. Henry Barth, the celebrated

traveller in Africa, has published in a Supplement to Peter-

mann's Mittheilungcn an account of a journev which he made

in 1857-1858 from Trapezund, through the interior of Asia

Minor, by way of Tokat, Amassia, Yusgad, Cesarea and Angora

to Constantinople. His attention was directed to the

structure of the country and also to the remains of ancient art.

The archaeological inquiries which he made will hereafter be

made pub! tgh many of the more important

facts are brought out in Petermann with illustrative wood cuts.

A sketch of his journey is given on an accompanying chart

with plans of Tokat, Amassia, Kara-hissar and Kyr-schehr.



ART.XXXVII.—Further Remai "<s between

Equivalents ; by M. Carey Lea.

In papers on this subject published in the January and May
numbers of this Journal for the present year, I endeavored to

Lt a large number of so-called elements could be arrang-

ed in seriated groups, the members in each series differing from

each other by a common quantity, in most cases the number 44

or one approximating to it. I endeavored to show that not only

were these groups natural groups, but that the chemical proper-

ties of the members of each group corresponded in many <""*

with their position i
observations seemed to favor

. ,„,„' at preset: - -round, that those \

which we have as yet failed to decompose, we have not proved

to be elementary. „ _, . ,

An interesting and elaborate paper by Gustav Tschermak

published in the Proceedings of the Academy of Science of

Vienna, and extracted in an abridged form in Knops Central-

blatt, (July 4, I860,) on the subject of the law of volumes ol

liquid chemical compounds affords a support to the views above

expressed, from a new source. The author therein shows that

many of the substances usually classed as elements comport

themselves in the physical pro] a ^ co™bl -

nations as compound bodies, and that it is possible from these

physical properties to determine (hypothetical^) the number of

-physical or absolute !T0Sf
t0 b

f
C°TTn

in a chemical atom of such body or pseudo-element He en-

deavors to showthat it is possible to calculate the spec:

of a liquid from its atomic weight and the number i

(chemicatt atoms in its compound molecule, as data, but tli.t

the results lead to the immediate inference that each chemical

ns with few exceptions several phji

For particulars of his theory refer to the original

paper, but some of his results are as follows

:

(0=16).
(S=32) .

'ndare those subsequently used by t
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If now we arrange the first six of these substances in parallel

series we shall find

difference, 17 difference, 2

Thus a common difference in each case amounting to 16-17

corresponds with a difference of two of the physical atoms into

which Tschermak divides the chemical atoms.
If now we put 0=2o, Cl = 2cl, l'--=2p, the approximate differ-

ence between S and 0, CI and F, &c, (16-17)=2A', the dif-

ference (48) between S and Se= A" and the difference (44-45)

between the terms of the nitrogen series = A, we can express the

whole of three important series in terms of these six quantities,

so that at one and the same time both the numerical value of

the atomic weights and the number of Tschermak's physical

atoms shall be correctly expressed.

In which table the number of radicals by which the chemical

atom of each body is expressed, corresponds with the number

of Tschermak's physical atoms, while their numerical value is

equal to the atomic weight of the bodv.
Thus tellurium o 2 A' 2 A", would have two each of three radi-

cals, in all six, agreeing with the number of physical atoms as-
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signed to it, while their value 2x8+2x8+2x48=128, at. wt.

of tellurium.

These observations of Tschermak, taken in connection with

the numerical relations which exist between atomic weights,

give rise to very interesting results, and if the conclusions which

he arrives at from his experiments should be confirmed, they

cannot fail to exercise a very important influence on the progress

of chemical science.

Ilia, August 28th, 1860.

Aet. XXXVIII.— On the Production of Ethylamine by Reactions

of the Oxy-Ethers ; by M. Carey Lea.

While engaged in making a series of experiments on this

subject I met with the paper of Juncadella* and the obser-

vations of De Clermontf on the same subject. Finding that

the subject had less novelty than I supposed I merely oiler here

one or two of the results v, . ..

Nitrate of ethyl C
4
H

s
O, N0 5

heated in sealed tubes with

chloridof mercurammonium^} NCI for many hours in the

water bath did not appear to react upon it. Kept for some time

in a boiling saturated solution of chlond of calcium the tubes

although eitreu ^VLTZ
calibre° was used, exploded* with great violence shattenng

_

the

vessel in which they were contained, although they had been

WtfS$ hetd in a sealed tube with chlorid of zinc-

ammonium gj 1 NCI in the water bath, does not appear to act

^ h
\ . ., , , _. :- ^„,tor bath in a sealed tube

;

2
C 3 3

dissolv •

On cooling radiu„.!,n- \.u alul , hell

evaporated to drj > . - v ,<1, . • y
-'

'| ^^"H ? trong alcohol
exhausted with ether to which a lew ar°P u

.

have been added vi.-Ucl :*>;"»'jS,finsisting of
eolpred precipitate with Uchlorid of platinum, B

Wife; ortions remain

>•.-'
, .

-. i

i " !i " "/":
, ,

,

,

manner as in those of the halogen etners

Phikdelphia, July 11,1^.
t Ibid, 274.
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[Bead before the Am, Assoc, for the Adv. of Sci. at Newport, August, I860.]

Beewster and Haidinger have described a remarkable

property possessed by certain crystalline surfaces, of reflecting,

besides the ray normally polarized in the plane of incidence and

reflection, another ray, polarized perpendicularly to that plane,

and differing from the former in being colored, a property ren-

dered more conspicuous by the fact that the color of the ray so

: is either complementary to, or at least quite

distinct from the color of the crystal itself.

I find that this property is possessed to a remarkable degree

by the pierate of manganese. This salt crystallizes in large and

beautiful transparent right rhombic prisms, sometimes amber-

yellow, sometimes aurora-red, exhibiting generally the combina-

tion of principal prism, and macrodiagonal, brachydiagonal and

principal end planes. In describing this substance in a paper

on picric acid and the picrates,* I mentioned that in a great

number of specimens examined, no planes except those parallel

with or perpendicular to the principal axis had been met with.

Since then I have obtained in several crystallizations specimens

exhibiting a brachydiagonal doma, but this appears to be rather

The optical properties of this salt are very interesting. It

exhibits a beautiful .Ji.-hruUin. If the crystal be viewed by

light transmitted in the direction of its principal axis, it appears

of a pale straw color, in any other direction, rich aurora-red in

some specimens, in others salmon color. A doubly refracting

achromatised prism gives images of these two colors, except the

light be transmitted along the principal axis of the crystal oi

pierate, in which case both are pale straw color.
.

But it also possesses in a high degree the property of reflecting

two oppositely polarized beams, and the great size < >f
"

in which it may readily be obtained, renders it peculiarly fitted

for optical examination. If one of these crystals be viewed by

reflected light while it is held with its principal axis lying in the

plane of incidence and reflection, the reflected light is found to

be not pure white, but to have a purple shade. Examined

with a rhombohedron or an achromatised prism of Iceland spar,

having its principal axis in the plane of incidence and reflection,

the ordinar
j

1 1 > the extraordinary is

.of a fine purple color, the phemenon having the greatest dis-

tinctness when the light is incident at the angle of maximum

polarization.

* This Journal, Nov., 1858.
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The experiment maybe varied and the purple light beautifully

seen without the use of a doubly refracting prism by allowing

only light polarized perpendicularly to the plane of incidence to

fall on the crystal ; in this case the surface of the crystal appears

rich deep purple, no v. riie eye.

This property is not possessed by all the planes of the crystal,

but is limited to the principal prism and brachy- and macrodi-

agonal end planes, in other words to the planes parallel with the

principal axis of the crystal. The brachydiagonal doma and

OP planes do not possess it. Nor is it exhibited by the first

mentioned planes, when the crystal is turned with its prismatic

axis at right angles to the plane of incidence.

All specimens of picrate of manganese do not possess this

property to an equal extent. The crystals vary considerably in

color, and those which are full red exhibit it more strongly

than the amber colored. Picric acid boiled with aqueous solu-^

tion of cyanhydroferric acid and saturated with carbonate of

manganese gives crystals of a rich deep color, which exhibit

the purple polarized beam particularly well.

These properties are not possessed by the manganese salt alone,

but also by the picrates of potash and ammonia, (especially when

crystallized by very slow spontaneous evaporation in prisms of

sufficient size) and the picrates of cadmium and peroxyd of iron

—with this difference however, that while the prismatic axis of

the crystal in the case of the cadmium and manganese salts must

be in the plane of incidence, in the alcaline salts it must be per-

lar to that plane. As they all crystallize in the right

rhombic system, it is probable th ae salts on

the one hand, or the manganese and cadmium or the other, are

prismatically elongated in the direction of a secondary axis.
_

It is convenient that distinct phenomena should have distinct

names, and none appeal •
Brews-

ter speaks of it as a "property of light," and Haidingcr uses

the word " Schiller " for it. The terms dichroism, tnchroism and

pleiocnroism are limited to properties of transmitted light I

therefore suggest for that here in question the name cak

using the preposition **r« in the same sense as m the word

ishea surface,) applying it to ex-

Property of reflecting two beams, one normally polar-

te plane of incidence and the. other polarized in a plane

perpendicular to it.

The chromatic properties exhibited by the picrates of ammo-

nia and potash are very remarkable m their variety. Their

Tt
al

T
P
h°e

S

wellTnown play of red and green light. If a little

very dilute solution of pure picrate of potash be spontaneously
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evaporated in a hemispherical porcelain basin, so as to form a
net work of extremely slender needles, and these be viewed by
gas light, the play of colors is singularly brilliant.

2d. Dichroism. When by spontaneous evaporation of large
quantities of solution of potash, or better, of i

parent prisms of T\ to TV inch diameter are obtained, these,

viewed with a doubly refracting prism by transmitted light give
two images, one pale straw color, and the other deep brownish
red.

3d. The above described property of catachroism, or reflection

in the plane of incidence of oppositely polarized beams.
Philadelphia, August, 18C0.

Art. XL.— On our inability from the Retinal impression alone

to determine which Retina is impressed ; by Prof. William B.

Rogers.

[Read before the Am. Assoc, for the Advancement of Sci, at Newport, Aug. I860.]

t

Although on first view it might be supposed that an impres-
sion made in either eye must necessarily be accompanied by a

mental reference to the particular organ impressed, it will be seen
from the following simple experi a sssion of it-

self is not essentially suggestive of the special retinal surface on
which it is received.

Exp. 1. Let a short tube of black pasteboard i inch in diame-
ter be fixed in a hole in the centre of a large sheet of the same
material. Hold the sheet a few inches before the face of a sec-

ond person and between him and a bright window, moving it

to and fro until the bright circular aperture of the tube is brought
directly in front of one of the eyes, suppose the left eye; and
let him fix his attention upon the sky or cloud to which the tube

is directed. He will feel as if the impression or image of the

hole belongs equally to both eyes and will be unable to determine
which of them really receives the light.

On moving the aperture towards the right, or nearer the nose,

but not so far as to be out of the view of the left eye, or to be

visible by the right, the observer will imagine that it is now in

front of the right eye and chiefly seen by it. Shifting it still

further in the same direction, until it is brought within view of

the right eye but not fairly in front of it, it will appear as if

fore the left eye, and by an additional motion bringing

front of the right eye it will seem to be equally be-

fore both eyes or to be in the medial line between them.
Like effects may be observed by using a half sheet of rather

bole in the centre. Bending this

over the face and moving it until the hole is in front of one of
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t'ac eyes, the same uneenainn and contradiction will be pro-
duced as in the preceding experiment.
Exp. 2. Similar results may be obtained by rolling half a

sheet of letter paper into a tube of about one inch in diameter,
and holding it before and a little in advance of one eye while
both are directed to a white wall some feet distant. Keeping
the view faced upon the wall there will be seen upon its surface
a circular image of the remote aperture of the tube. This as
we look intently at it will appear as if seen equally by both
eyes, occupying a midway position between them. If now the
eyes be converged to some point nearer than the end of the tube
the circular image will appear against the side of the tube giving

the impression that it is seen by the eye which is remote from
the tube and is at the same time directed toward the outside.

For the complete success of this experiment the wall should

be only moderately bright, and but little light should fall on the

exterior of the tube next the uncovered eye.

Exp. 3. Let two tubes of stiff paper each one inch in diam-

eter and six inches long be held close to the two eyes in a con-

verging direction so that the outer ends may touch each other.

Then directing the view through them to a white wall at a short

distance, the observer will see the two tubes as one, with a

single circular opening clearly marked out on the wall. If now
a small object as the end of the little finger be brought near and

in front of one of the tubes, it will take its place within this

circle and will seem to be equally an object of vision to both

eyes, so that the observer will be wholly unable to decide before

which eye it is actually placed.

Let the observer next direct his view'toa very remote object,

as the sky, seen through the window, still retaining the previous

adjustment of the tubes. He will now see two circles, continu-

al e as long as he keeps his eyes fixed on the distant

surface ; and if the finger be held up as before in front of one

of the tubes it will appear within the circle which is in front of

the other eye ; thus causing the impression on the right eye to be

apparently transposed to the left, and vice versa.

Exp. \. Fasten a small disc of white paper on a slip of black

pasteboard of the size suitable for a stereoscope, and place this

in the instrument so that the white spot shall be centrally in

front of one of the glasses.
.

To a person not aware of the position oi the

in the stereoscope as if equally in view to both eyes and he will be

entirely unable to dee:

Indeed properly considered the spot does not appear directly in

front of either eye but is seen at the into rsection of the optic

axes, in the medial or binocular direction between the two.
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Let the spot be now moved toward the right side but still

within the range of the left eye and it will seem to be before
the right eye rather than the left. Shift it into the right com-
partment but not far from the dividing line and it will appear as

if seen chiefly by the left eye, and finally bring it to the middle
of the right compartment and it will seem as at first to belong
equally to both eyes.*

Keferring to the results observed in the above experiments
when the object is directly in front of either eye it may be con-

cluded that the mere retinal impression, on either eye is unac-

companied by any consciousness of the special surface impressed,
and that the formation of the visual perception appertains to

that part of the optical apparatus near or within the brain,

ichich belongs in common to both eyes.

These observations show moreover that the perceived direction

>.s just as truly normal to the central part of the reti-

has received no light as to that of the retina on which the white
spot has been painted. Indeed as before indicated, it is normal
to neither, but is felt to be in the middle line between the two,

that if, in the binocular direction. It need scarcely be added
that this conclusion is at variance with the law of visible direc-

ttained by Brewster, which requires that the apparent
direction of an object shall in all cases be normal to the part of

the retina impressed.

The reference of the object in certain cases above noticed,

(parts of 1, 2 and 4) to one eye chiefly, and that the eye from
which it is actually hidden, is accounted for by the direction in

other eye receives the light. As this direction, in the

case of the left eye for instance, would be decidedly toward the

field of view of the right eye, it would at once suggest the

place of the object as somewhere before that eye, and so when
the object is actually before the right eye, but in a position

> left, it would excite the idea of an object somewhoiv
before the left eye. As the retinal picture alone gives no indi-

cation of the particular eye in which it is formed, but only
excites a visual consciousness common to both, the object in

these cases will seem to be visible by both eyes but chiefly by
that before which the suggestion just mentioned would naturally

j through the con-

verging tubes. Here the false visual reference of the finger de-

pends on the fact that the circle in front of either eye is sugges-

* The effect here described is one of a series of phenomena which Dr. 0. W.

ad. Arts and Sciences, Feb. 1860.
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tive, merely by its position, of a special vision by that eye, while
from the conditions of the experiment these circles are in fact

reversed in their places as compared with the tubes and eyes to

which they appertain.

We have seen in the above experiments that when an object

is presented to one eye without any accompanying circumstances

leading us to refer the visual act specially to this or to the other

eye we have a consciousness of seeing it equally with both eyes.

The same result occurs when separate objects are presented to the two

eyes, provided as before, extraneous sources of suggestion are

excluded.

Exp. 5. Thus if we place on the black slide of the stereoscope

two spots, differing either in shape or color, one before each eye,

we perceive them both in the middle or binocular direction, each

seemingly visible in an equal degree to both eyes, the one being

seen through or upon the other according to the fitful attention

or suggestion of the moment. A pleasing modification of this

experiment is made by using two unequal white spots on the

black slide and interposing a green or other colored glass be-

tween one of them and the lens. The spot which appears

colored will give as strongly the impression of being seen by

both eyes as the white one, in spite of our knowledge of the

position of the colored glass.

Even in cases where the two objects are wholly unlike, and at

very different distances from the eyes by which they are sever-

ally regarded, this feeling of a common or united visual act in

regard to each of them is often easily recognized. Of this we

have a ready illustration in ««»»* on ocular

parallax in which a distant object, hidden from one eye by an

Herposed finger or pencil, is seen through or behind the pencil

directed towards the distant objer*

— experiment in an apartmeui in which a single small lamp is

|.lanM at n in d -tai <> from the spot on which we sum ;.

Looking intently at the lamp, we bring the

face in such position as to give us an image on .
ach side ol the

lamp, and then move the pencil toward th,

hand image seems to e :il1 lotion with the

lamp, which appears to shine through or to

As we continue to look thus at the lamp we have a clear

impression that both lamp and pencil are equally visible to both

- :.' ; - - - '
-' '

-

!

' •"

and motions we are unable to determine which is actually visible

to the right and which to the left eye.

The same experiment furnishes also an incidental ^ration

of the principle of transposed visual reference before alluded to.
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If, while the above adjustment is maintained, we contemplate

the other image of the pencil situated some distance to the right

of the lamp, and endeavor to decide, from the mere visual im-

pression, to which eye it appertains, we almost unfailingly refer

it to the right eye as that which most nearly fronts it, although

obviously it belongs to the other, as will be found at once on

closing either eye.

Where the eyes are externally very sensitive, any strong illu-

mination of one as compared with the other will interfere with

the effect above described by referring the impression specially

to the eye thus unduly excited. In snch cases the observation

is best made in a moderately lighted room by interposing the

pencil between the eye and a vertical stripe on the wall.

Exp. 7. Eecurring to Exp. 2, in which with a tube in front

of one eye we perceive a bright circle on the wall in the medial

direction, we may obtain a pleasing illustration of the point now
under consideration by bringing a dark card or book or even

the hand between the uncovered eye and the wall. The spot

instead of being intercepted will appear as a perforation in the

opaque screen.

Here as in the case of the pencil and lamp, the bright circle

and the screen are both optically referred to the intersection of

the two lines of view. But the luminous circle almost or entirely

obliterates the corresponding part of the screen. As the full

view of the screen and its connections continually remind us

that it is in front of the uncovered eye, we are led to refer the

luminous circle seen as coincident with a part of it, to the same

eye, and thus to believe that we are looking through the *

that eye. It is however not difficult, by intently regarding the

luminous circle, so to counteract the force of this extraneous

suggestion as to feel even in this case as if the circle were

equally in view to both eyes.

These considerations explain very simply the experiment of

the pseudo-diascope described by Mr. Ward of Manchester,

which like several of those above mentioned is but an instance

of the old observation of Da Vinci, that when we see behind a

small opaque object presented near the eyes " it becomes as it

were transparent." In making this experiment with, a tube of

paper supported between the thumb and forefinger of the left

hand and held before the right eye so that the back of the hand

may be some inches in advance of the left eye, it will be noticed

that the effect varies with the amount of convergence of the

eyes and that the bright perforation in the hand may or may not

be referred to the left eye according to the force of the accessary

suggestions or the intentness with which we fix our gaze upon

the distant spot to which the axes are converged.
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In concluding, it may be remarked that the experiments which
have been described are for the most part too obvious and fa-

miliar to have merited such a special notice but for the peculiar

and in some respects new interpretation which they have offered

of many visual phenomena. Considered in this relation we are

I think entitled to conclude from them;

—

First that the retinal impression of an object presented directly

to either eye is accompanied by the feeling of a united visual

act, and of itself gives no indication of the particular eye im-

pressed ; and :—

•

Second, that the reference of the impression to one eye rather

than the other is the result of collateral suggestion, which may
either locate the image in the eye that actually receives it, or

may transpose it seemingly to the other, according to the partic-

ular conditions of the observation.

Aet. XLI.— Correspondence of J. Nicklh, of Nancy, France.

Physical Chemistry.—PoUmt I Light lata Reagent—Bio*,
who entered his 86th year on the 21st of April last, and who continues

to labor with the ardor of youth, has just published a resume of his com-

plete works on circular polarization, applied to the study of chemical spe-

cies. These rosea;, fttly promoted, have often occu-

pied us and daily gained more importance. Biot has given us the fol-

of th^ fundamental fact which ha* -iveu point to all his labors in this

field. He says:—
"Accident," that great pmm • -;

v0 m(i ,n ] M °

obliquely through I

'

' ,
"' 1( '>r '

i

i >luU li

plate in a large metallic ti

'
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1 hence inferred that there was a deviation from the plane of poLarizn

axis. Eevolvi -i.-.-.-^ivi-ly in these two directions,

i iter, until at a few d»

ly, and reappeared beyond colored

red, which I had found to be a distinctive character of rotary phenomena

produced by plates of left-handed quartz. Hence I immediately con-

nt.a phenomenon of the same kind, was here present

that it was produced by the successiv articles of the

The principal f

which are dedu<

ences, the 23d of October, 1819, and were published in a few days after

r. p, 190.

Since then Biothas most persevering I \ proa

and labored to have chemists adopt them as a means of studying the inti-

cal analysis is applied to the study of those bodies only after they Lave

ceased to exist: he explain- inn. m < .1 in p< rs iad

ing chemists to adopt this method. It is eredil

would not have been overcome, if the author of circular polarization had

been an obscure savan—just as the value of the beautiful disi overii * of

Pasteur, would not yet Lave been recognized had not Biot been their

interpreter. Biot closed his recapitulation of the principal discoveries

of which the circular rotatory power of molecules had been alike the

occasion and the instrument by the reflection, if his investigations had

left undiscovered other facts of a kindred nature, no one could regret the.

involuntary omission more than himself.

On the existence of new simple bodies.—The beautiful labors which

Bunsen and Kirchhoff have recently published (see page 415) on this

interesting topic, the great advantage which tlmy derive fiom the wonder-

ful and peculiar action of the different metals upon the solar spectrum, the

use made of it for qualitative chemical analvsis and which they propose

to make of it, in instigating the nature of 'the light ...f the sun and die

fixed stars,—ail these and many other questions raised by their memoir,

have recalled attention to a research published ten years ago by Leon

Foucault on the rays of the electrical spectrum. This physicist first pro-

posed the use of points of gas carbon to form the voltaic'arc*

In studying this arc in 1M7-H. he discovere,! that the ray D of the

electrical spectrum coincides with that of the solar spectrum, and hence

we may produce a superposition «,f two spectra, bv throwing on me

voltaic arc a solar image funned bv a convex lens. When metals, which

produce the ray I) only fceblv, as iron or copper, are used as poles,

remarkable intensity can be secured, bv touching them with a salt of

potash, soda, or lime.

Foucault further adds :

—

"Before inferring anything from the constant

presence of the ray D we must ascertain if its appearance does not imiicate

the same material mingl.,] with all on, conductors. Still this phenom-

* L'Institut, Feb'y, 1649 ; see also this Journal, [2], xxix, 421.



Catalysis and Contact Act

We recall in fact, that relyir

{Journal de Pharm a, „ ,; ,/, CI,, , ,
\]',\, \ m,h. •„ ,| thi- Journal, xxix. p!

424.) in the compleb I it 1 \ I telj save in Poggendorffs Annals,

• ; i'hia can be recog-

nized in the rays they produce and these characteristics continue even

We will not dwell further upon this important research which is

elsewhere presented in this Journal : but we should point out another

direction of these resean h -. be discovery of new

simple bodies. Messrs. Bunsen and Kirchhoff made known lately the

probable existence of a fourth alkaline metal, placed in relation to the

rays of its spectrum nirm i tl m nd pi (ceding strontium.

It is thought lb existence of the new

metal dianium annoui 1 by M. Kobdl (this volume, July, 1860, p.

123) and whose reality is contested by H. Rose.

Catalysis and Contact Actions.—The class of phenomena in chemico-

physical research which for the want of a better term we distinguish as

above, has been enriched by the discoveries of H. Loewel,* whose re-

searches have remained hitherto too little known, but which demand

attention from the very original ignt to light
;
which

are the fruits of -

His researches on supersaturated saline solutions.—It is well known

that a supersaturate
' ,f soda exposed to

the air crystallizes suddeuh when touched by a glass rod but that it

does not crystallize when'this ,-., 1 is heated to 100'' C. This fact is

connected with many mv.-sti^ions which Loewel followed tor a part

of his life, and which are the subject of a critical analysis pubhsled

by Him, a pupil of Loewel, who is well known by his interesting re-

analysis ~e « *—<*•*> faults has rather the character of a

i pu
searches on he;

i filled with new facta >
have been dis-

puted, have yet remained so hidden in the diffuse memoirs of Loewel

that they appear, as it, were, now for the first tune. As the ^searon »•

too long to reproduce here, we content ourselves with citations trom it.

* Poggendorff's Biographical Dictionary speaks of this Author thus : "

J»JjJ
Henri, Director ol I Sept 1795 at Monster

died Sth of Sopi I .;. r iij T xiv 1M5
Upon some salt- oi

""' H * Ph^^ ' '

:.'.;Lix, 1850, xxxiii, 1851, xxxvii, 1853

";,'.
,n upon the solution of the salts of sesquioxyd o

li (J,«.xx.lS43) Su
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Reverting to the experil n of sulphate

of soda, welee ii is the "/?• adlei ni to th -lass rod which determines the

if the rod is heated to 100° C. no such result

follows. Is it then the air win. h -' i" -
'.'<> 'h s 1( tion or some pecul-

:r;.in.-cl iii th- air; The hitter supposition seems the most

probable since it is not caused by air which has been filtered through

cotton contained in a tube, nor by air which has passed through a prop-

ilasks connected by tubes of glass. Air thus agi-

tated or h -ated bv friction, may be brought in com

urated solution, under the form of a continued current, without determin-

ing the crystallization, which comnuM sence of nor-

mal air. Loewel attributes the modification produced by the air to the

laced in his mode of experiment, and a recent experiment of

Hirn proves that it is so.

The air thus rendered passive by Loewel is called adynamic air. linn

has observed that the air is rendered completely adynamic when it es-

capee after of a jet from the receiver in which

it was confined. After this compression it can 1

into a solution of sulphate of soda saturated by heat in a closed vessel.

On the contrary, the solution solidifies instantaneously if by the same tube,

n d ratL^emerii ol th apparatus, some bubbles of ordinary

mechanical u ie example of

i of foice which raises a crowd of .pio~iioiis and which

leads to the impiirv if an identical can i
liwayshaw

. n upo ii a living b.iiM
, it air rendered adynamic by a

storm is not found in different conditions in relation to organized beings

than air long undisturbed.

This brings to mind that Schrceder and Busch have shown that fer-

mentation is not caused by air filtered through cotton, and we now ask

if the air rendered adynamic by the process of Hirn will not possess

still more passivity.

It is an argument more in favor of this theory now held by the advo-

cates of spontaneous generation to know that it is not by germs
^

of

infusoria suspended in the air that fermentation or putrefaction is carried

on. Those experiments appear to us to touch questions of the greatest

importance in the sciences of observation, as well as others relating to the

most interesting considerations in cosmogony.
Em

l)
lrlr:,„ l .— Arl >r„; i rl < lll ,,f tin- Pln/.^rul Srkurrs to 7

discussion which has recemiv takmi place in the Academy of Medicine

by medicines in virtue of
'

-. and w ho think that the

a tions of the animal economy differ entirely from

those which are observed in the vegetable kingdom.
At the head of this retrograde school (which ignores the progress

mad.- b\ pi vmcs and ,-] mwtn in the 1 ,st « , >htv years and to whom or-

ogs are composed of a mat. <t to the gen-

'-i'l lavss ot matter which composes the universe) appears a

celebrated more than the rest, Dr. Trousseau, who raising the banner of
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vitalism has declared that el: dn^ when used in

ferent means from appose. Space does not allow
us to notice the reply in ie a n.' sitting i ther physician, Pog-
giale, who is also -

1 Hit we shall he asked whatus
i is a force in the category

> been called catalyti

ice and which is e\

5 that saying of Liebig, " If we allow forces t

i is evidently an obstacle t

lis tliat saying- ot Licbig, " If we allow forces t

s become useless and it will be impossible to $

ot truth." Vital force is .ilea en who ignore

they have installed this senseless word in placi of an organic fact which
ranks under the laws ... h. mistrv. Vital face is

insufficient to explain how it I'.appens that a Large number of substances,
•'•' '

& .. undergo in the animal economy the same changes as when subjected

When we remember that slight compression of a muscle suffices to

develop 1,,..,). and that it- contraction evolves electricity, that in order to

establish chemical action it suffices to place two heterogeneous bodies

in contact—one is surprised that medical men should seek to explain

the phenomena of life by " vital force" ; as if the material of our bodies

was exempted from \h W, M it' "hat they call

vital laws could iterfei with th j v of physical, mechanical, or chem-

The discussion is not yet closed. It is still continual in the Medina!

rourn ils s, u, ,| which' like M h » i-m ui vitalists i ithology ami

empirics in the domain of therapeutics.

Electro-Magnets a7id Magnetic Adkesion*—\V& have on several occa-

sions given in this Journal the progress of our researches upon magnetic

adhesion, as well as the laws which regulate elect

requestof several physicists and mechanics we ha\e pubhshed the whoh

of our researches upon this subject, and a small octavo v,.ium

above title is the result. For the two electro-magnets, the rectilinear and

number (several hundred) ditfering h ' ''" p r"P"

erties. All these new pl< * 1,,J "'U -

or whose existence has been foreseen, have at first rendered our task rery

difficult, for we were obliged to give names to them

their study. To give them wicfi Barnes aa
l kor»e*ko ' only rendered

th. ii stmh ni .re d'itli. u . v.e th refer, pr. ferred to gi p them under a

systematic nomenclature according to the principle of their natural clas-

sification.

We divide the electro-magnets into two great classes according to

their form, these are :—
1. Branched Electro-magnets.

2. Disk-shaped Electro-magnets.

* Les Electro-aimonts d "adfurcnee magnetique.
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These classes are onbd iich rank according to the

number of branches or disks of which they are composed ; thus the rec-

tilinear electromagnet having only one branch ''

The electro magnet with two branches will serve as a type of the second

:

: I

: •
.

i.e., those with more tha t' electro-mag-

nets stop here ; there ato, sexto . . . n furcated

electro-magn< 2 shown that the properties of electro-

magnets with more than three branches are very much the same, one

new branch adding no new property.

The same method is fol ped electro-magnets whose

name is derived from dromos, course, in order to distinguish their most

characteristic property, that of turning or revolving. These electro-

magnets are ipa, viz

:

1st. Para-circular. 2d. Circular.

The first group is sabdi tier uni-dromes, bi-dromes,

tri-dromcx, or mufti-dromes, according as they are composed of one. two.

three or more disks, in the same manner as for the branched electro-

magnets.

Thus the three groups of electro-magnets are composed each of four

families. These are sub rmined by the number
of helices; into species, characterized by the nature of the poles; and

finally, into varieties, determined by the intensity of the latter.

The number of helices is expressed by the Greek words mono*. </<', frt,

. . . knemes, from xvijulg-idog, (a greave or leggin,) the nature of the

poles by the words isonomes or antinomy, and" their intensity by the

words isodynamic and heterodynamic. The use of these expressions re-

quires some explanation, one fact heretofore unperceived in electro mag-

nets, one to m\ - that we wa
this apparatus without inquiring if the pol,,s have the -aine or different

intensities; and yet we have shown on several occasion- :* 1st. lhat there

is a irreat difference between electro-magnets of two rategori. - .

ence no less great befcwfc I nagnete with poles of the

same name or poles of different name.f Take for example, the horse-

<-lio,., which has only one bobbin or spool, and which for that reason is

called electro-aiman't hoiten.c\ it has two poles of unlike names, but these

two poles are of different intensity : if we applv to this magnet the above

nomenclature we shall have a bifurcate monokneme electro-mag
antinome and heterodynamic poles which cons
properties of this apparatus just as the expression " sulphate of potash

tell us much more of the composition of that ternary than did the Sal

pofychrestum Gfaseri of the alchemists.

If the question is in regard to the common horse-shoe i

shall say Bifamil d dil , m , for th - io ul ir niacin ts with three ih-. i

dbk-+ we -li-,11 ( .;,|l h;,l()Ui r d'.knrnn with i-o,] vnaiuic poles or with hetero-

dynamic poles according i- th. h lix i i
'

. ! -vintneti . tli\ oi otherwise

* This Journal [2], xv, 107 and 383. f Vol. xvi, p. 110. $ Vol. xx, p.
101-
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sification suggests the kindred simplicity of symbol-
- Space fail- u- to panne this ques-

tion work in which the
theoretical points particularly discussed are the following :

—
Of isodynamic and heterodynamic poles—Of anomalous poles (points

Ms)—Of magnetic phantoms—On the power of electro-magnets
as affected by 1st, the elongation of the legs, 2d, the position of the

Id, the distance between the poles—Of armatures—Of the form
of polar surfaces—New process for measuring the effective power of elec-
'" magnets

—

Of magnetic adhesion—Magnetization of locomotive wheels.

which we have already . 1 ,— r i '
.

. : in this Journal (vol.

ice been successfully repeated in the United States,

paper read by I"

xvif[2]!l3?,)TaTsi
as we learn from a p

SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.
I. CHEMISTRY AND PHYSICS.

1. Chemical A/- /Spectra.—It is well known
that many substances when introduced into a flame, possess the prop-

Bunsen and Kirch-

f qualitative analysis which

' many difficult problems. In the present memoir, the aut

develop the method for the metals of the alkalies and alkaline earths

The lines in question b, higher the tempers

and the less th< • erofthe flame itself. Bun
gas lamp which gives a flame of very high temperature and very

h consists essentially

of two telescopes and a hollow prism ibon. and

having a refracting angle of (J0°. The eye-piece of one of the teles-

copes'is rem ved Tmd a metal pla: -iib-tiiuted having a narrow slit

whir], is placed in the focus of the objective lens. The lamp is placed

before this slit, so that the border of the flame lies in the axis of the tele-

scope. The mi! -mi,., to h, examined is placed in i little lonp on the end

of a fine platinum wire, and is -up| '
' below the

p,.int wl.ei axis of the telescope. The rays di-

verging from the -lit are made by the objective to fall upon the pri-m,

an 1 a fie i i

"'' t! "' " :! "' r telescope

. V r
p, iU er of which is ibt.ntfonr. I'he slit should be so wide

that on v lie mo-t di-fir.et ot the dark e- in i spectrum are visi! !e.

The lower pari of the prism carries a -mall mirror: a tele-cope directed

towards this mirror \> rmits the observation of the image of a horizontal

scale placed at a short distam

ng telescope, and every part of the -ju
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wire. A reading of the scale is to be made for each position of the
spectrum ; this reading however is not necessary for those who know the

nation.

Bunsen and Kircbhoff show in the first place, that the different states

of combination of the metals examined, as well as \erv great

-ft. mperatu ttced.exert no influence on Ok
of the spectral lines corresponding to the particular metals. The same

• spet tram whk i »tl moi ii ten«e the higher

9 me; moreover, the most rolatik compound of
any particular metal always ,-ity of light.

When small pieces of potassium, sodium, lithium and calcium, are at-

tached to the ,,m W j,.es enclosed in glass tubes
and the spark of a Ruhmkorff's induction-apparatus is allowed to pass
from one pole to the other—the spectra are found to contain the same

B as the flames. From this, it appears that these 1

may be looked upon as ceri ai 1 1 indi
, ,f the metals

in question. They serve as reactions bv which these substances mav he
recognized more sharply, more .juieklv'.-u.d in smaller quantities, than by
any other analytical process.

The authors give in their memoir colored drawings of the spectra pro-

the pure solar spectrum for the sake of comparison : for these however,
we must refer to the original memoir. The special results of the investi-

So<ti>u,i.—
\ ho sp etral reactions of sodium are the most delicate of all.

The yellow line Na« the only one found in the sodium spectrum corres-
ponds to Fraunhofer's line D, and is rem ' f..r its i rtieularlv sharp

. -v. If the temperature of the tlame
:i'"l 'be 'juai.tity of shIm:,,,, emploved verv large, traces

-]' '"'i' "-e < 1 hs,.m ,i in t i„, ,„ .hhorhood of the line.

in the sp.etra of other suhstanees only become

fade ftwat,

' u;rhth,MM V .

1 ..,-h!..Mne, iodine, and hro-

i and Kirehholf have shown that the ,'plical reaction is

te to detect h>s than the
: .,, >.,!-, of ;'i milligramme of

d long continued spectral observations mav possibly

i between the presence and db-tributiuii of endemic dis-

ntity of sodium in the atmosphere, since chlorid c"

From the i

ntiseptic substance

inconceivable delicacy of the sodium reaction, it will readily
-• - •:: •

: ,

,
.

.

.

eral steps the strongest sodium reaction.
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L>th,Hm.—The ignited vapor of lithium compounds exhibits two sharply
defined lines, a very faint yellow line Li a, and a brilliant red Ijm Li

'->.

The former lies between Fraunhofer's lines, C and D,but Dearest to] >-

the latter lies between B and C. The reaction is somewhat less wnsitii
than that for sodium, perhaps because the eye is more sensitive to yellow
than to red rays. The authors find that less than r,jn̂ , <nnr of a milli-
gramme of carbonate of hthia can be detected with the greatest cer-
tainty.

Minerals containing lit-,
, iiane, petalite, etc., require

only to be held in the flame in order to give the most intense line Li »,

In this manner the presence of Hthia in many feldspars may be immedi-
ately detected. Direct observation fails however to detect" lithia when
present in very minute quantities in natural silicates. In such cases the
following process may be adopted : a small portion of the substance is

to be digested and evaporated with fluo-hydric acid or fluorid of ammo-
nium, the residue is to be evaporated with a little sulphuric acid and the
dry mass extracted with absolute alcohol. The alcoholic solution is to be
evaporated to dryness and again extracted with alcohol, and the solution

evaporated on a flat watch glass. The residue is to be scraped up with a

Introduced into the flame by means of the platinum wire :
-fa

of a milligramme is usually quite sufficient for the experiment.

This process places beyond a doubt
I litltiV v»

one of the most universally diffused substances in nature. The authors

have detected it in sea-water, in the ashes of seaweeds, and of various

wood growing on granitic soils, as well as in many minerals

and in spring waters. A mixture of salts gives

the reactions of lithia with scarcely ;

quence of the greater volatility of the lithia salts, the sodium reaction

UsuaJl) Lets rather longer than that of the lithia. In order therefore to

lie presence of very small traces of lithia, when mixed with

soda, the test should be placed in the flame while the observer is looking

through the telescope : the lithium line is then often observed only for a

few instants, among the vapors which first arise.

Potassium.—Potassium compounds give in the flame a very extended

continuous spectrum, which exhibits only two characteristic lines—one at

the extreme outer border of the red rays, Ivi«. exactly corresponding to

the dark line A of the solar spectrum, the other Ka /? far in the violet,

also corresponding to a dark line in the solar spectrum between G and

H, but much nearer to the latter. A very mint line corresponding to

Fraunhofer's line B is 01 - v,v intense, and is

not very characteristic. The blue line Ka ,' is rather taint but as well

adapted as the red line to the detection of potassium. The position of

,',TO of a milligramme of potassium can be ren-

dered visible in this manner.

All the volatile compow : silicates

andotherfiva ^I,. ,,nh m. h i when th
,

vntit\ of potash is very

large. When the quantity of p. la-h i-.-m.ii. - \ - in • . t i>

53
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The firsjM.-uoi <>i -;ui- > not sensibly affect the re-

action : tiiu- it i- sufficient to bold tbe ashes of a cigar in the flame be-

fore the slit, in order to detect immediately the yellow line of sodium and

the two red lines of potassium and lithium.

Strontium.—The spectra of the alkaline earths are much less simple
-.':!' •-"

I

.'..:.
: .

by the absence of green lines. Eight lines are very remarkable in this

spectrum—six red, one orange, and one blue. The orange line Sr« which

lies close to the sodium line, the two red lines Sr|3 and Sry and the blue

!

authors find that TT7TJ*Ws- of a milligramme of chlorid of strontium may
be detected by the spectral reaction. In order to detect strontium in its

less volatile compounds, as in sulphates. .,iii,--,i. -. ,r,-.. i, is host to fuse the

M&rtance to be tested, with carbonate of soda, and to moisten the fused

mass with muriatic acid. The authors give a very simple and elegant

process for en* nam mre, for which how-

ever, we must refer to the original memoir. The reactions of potassium

and sodium are not disturbed by the presence of strontium. The li

Calcium.—The Calcium spectrum may be readily distinguished from

the four sped character-

use line in the green, Caj?. The very intense orange line,

Caa, which lies considerably farther toward the red end of the spectrum,

Kirchhoff and Bunsen find that TTnr?Tnn> of a milligramme of chlorid

of calcium ina\ I . ,- h (1>1 ivrtaiiiK ivn.^mzed by the spectral analy-

sis. The volatile compounds of calcium exhibit the reaction with the

Jtmctness : sulphate and carbonate of lime give the spectrum,

the powder packs together without fusing. A drop of ran

then added, so that the giviter part of it remains in the loo

On bringing this drop int.. the hotto-t part of the flame,

without boiling, and at the instant that the last portions ai

a l.rilJiant ..-alnum -P<vtruni is seen.

Those silicates which are not attacked by muriatic acid, :

vantageously treated by heating the very finely pulverized s

rid of amni ,
!,,• volatilization c

residue i- then to be moistened with .me or two drops of sulphi

and the excess of this expelled by heat- *

he Maine. Wl
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later. When th
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) all present together, the chara

spectral reactions do not appear; we obtain them however, immediately

when the wire is moistened with nun a tic t< id, an i held for a few mo-
ment in the reducing flame.

The authors point out the importance of these simple processes in a geo-

logical and minerological point of view. Thus sea-water is easily shown
to contain potass; u d strontium, and many other

iteresting and important examples are given.

•ium.—The spectrum ut ] Sari u, ' ' t complicated of all those

\ t invesLigat. . It contains two bright gi u lines between the spectral

lines E and F but nearer to E ; these the authors denote by Ba a and

Ba#. A third line l>a; is less sensitive, hut still < iracteristic. The

spectral reaction of the barium compounds is somewhat less sensitive than

that of the metals already considered : about Ti^ of a milligi

barium is exh !!li(i
- iodid,

fluorid, hydrated oxyd, carbonate and sulphate of barium give the reac-

tion immediately on heating in the flame. Those silicates which are at-

tacked by muriatic acid, must be treated in the manner pointed out for

the silicates of lime. Other silicates should be fused with carbonate of

soda, as in the case of strontium. In a mixture containing chlorids of all

the six metals and at most TV of a milligramme of each, each metal was

readily detected by the spectral analysis.

In conclusion, the authors point out the gr. i
r a [vantages of the new

method of qualitative analysis in detecting

of particular substances an iUition upon the

surface of the earth. They even venture to assert that there exists a hith-

erto undiscovered metal belonging to the same group with potassium, so-

diumand lithium, whi -.h gives a ~i trum as simple and characteristic as

that of lithium. This spectrin " ll1^ '"' v

,

tu "

lines—one, a faint b u
.' -•

I

,tie ^rojitium line

Sr<5 and the other a blue line vvhi.f, 1, < a littl farther toward tne violet

end of the spectrum and compares in intensity and distinctness with the

: the sun and of the brighter

lA

Kirchho"fT has shown from theoretical considerations that the spectrum

f an ignited gas is inverted when a m-up-, ot nght ;>t sufficient intensity

: l.,,}und it. In other w.»rds

Tspe'ctrum, which the atmosphere of the

.ilTshoVbv itself. The chemicals

therefore only to determiir ™
_

)roduce bright lines corresponding to t

uthors have verified by direct e

re inverted the bright lines ot potassium i

"*
' promise a furtl:
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their yery beautiful and valuable investigations.

—

Pogg. Ann., ex, 161,

June, 1860.

[Note.—The inferences of Kirchhoff and Bunsen with respect to the

chemical nature of the sun's atmosphere require two assumptions neither

of which is as yet supported by observation. The first is that the body
of the sun is intensely luminous and that its spectrum contains no^iark

lines : the second is that no substances except those of which our earth

is composed and with which we are acquainted exhibit in their spectra

bright lines corresponding to the dark lines in the solar spectrum as we

relations between the densities and equivalents of

\as communicated to the Royal Society of

observations on the densities of several of

relation which the author has detected

lply to this—that the densities are in certain cases accurately

by the square roots, cube roots, or fourth roots of the equiva-

lent. In obtaining the densities, the author takes a mean of all the best

recorded observations in each case. The following table exhibits his re-

rtainU vn striking, the coincidences being too numer-
ous and too perfect to be accidental

:

Diamond, 12 3-48 V 12 =3-46
Graphite, 12 2-29 %/ 12 — 2-28

Charcoal, 12 1-38 4/ 12 — 1-36

Silicon, (adamantoid,) 14-2 2-46 \f
~14-2=:*2*42

"~

Silicon, (graphatoid,) 28"4 2'33 V 28'4=: 2-30

Boron, (adamantoid,) 7-2 2-68 %/ ^'2 — 2
'68

±1 wiii De seen mat there are some inconsistencies in the selection of
Ihe equivalents which however only affect the degree of the root to be

It remains to be determined whether the other elements ex-
hibit similar relations.— Chemical News, No. 27 and 29 1860. v. a.

3 On the Loss of Light, by Glass Shades; by Wm. King of Liver-
pool, and Prof. Verver of Maestrecht ; with a note of odditis
ments ; by Frank H. Storer * Under date of Feb. 24, 1860, Mr. King

the Editor of the London Journal of Gas Lighting, etc., (see
vol. ix p. Ill,) as follows :

« Sir,-Having recentlv tried some experi-
ments tor the purpose of ascertaining the amount of licdit lost by the use
ot various descriptions of glass shades, I thought that the results ob-
tained might prove not uninteresting to some of your readers, more espe-

t is a subject of practical importance, and does not seem to have
attracted the notice which it deserves.
The following table exhibits the amount of light lost by the use of the

J Journal, by Mr. Storer.
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Clear glass, - - 10*57 per cent.

Ground glass, (entire surface ground 29-48 "

Smooth opal, .... 52-83

Ground opal, - - - ... - 55.85 "

Ground opal, ornamented with, painted figures, "|

the figures intervening between the burner V - 73-98 "

and the photometer screen, J

As the large amount of light lost by the use of a clear glass shade ex-

cited some surprise, a sheet of common window glass was placed between

the burner and the photometer screen, when it was found that 9-34 per

cent of the light was intercepted, thus confirming the result obtained by

the employment of a shade of clear glass.

I may state that the shades were selected from a large number, and

great pains were taken to obtain an average specimen of each kind."

It should be mentioned in passing that Veryer* had previously called

attention to the subject in these words :
—

" It is not necessary to surround

the wicks [of platinum, placed in the flame of the ' water gas,'] with glass

chimneys as is done with ordinary coal gas ; on the contrary it is prefer-

able not to employ them, because the chimneys, no matter how well pol-

ished or how clean they may be, always absorb a considerable portion of

the light which is produced." »aa shown by the

following experiment. A burner with twelve jets without any chimney

afforded an illuminating power of 6-75 candles ; but on surrounding the

wick with a clean and perfect I v ' » hog P **

amounted only to 5-25 candles ; it had consequently diminished 1-50 can-

dles, i. <?., 22 per cent." But, as Schilling! has already remarked, this

was absorbed by the glass of the chimney, since the conditions ander

which the gas is consumed when a chimney is used must be entirely dif-

ferent from those which obtain when no chimney is employed.

Immediately after the arrival in this country of the journal containing

Mr. King's note, I was requested by Mr. W. W. Greenough, Agent ot

the Boston Gas Light Co., to institute a series of comparative experiments

upon this subject. Since the results of these experiments have id the

main fully corroborated those of Mr. King it seems but just to tins gen-

tleman to give them publicity. _„t \

Instead of lamp shades, flat sheets of glass (ordinary wmdoi »j

tance of three feet from the gas hght.J

The gas employed was prepared, from the caking coal of Prcton, »
.
S

expressfy for these experiments and was contained in a special gas-holder.

» r,r'- , • a .A rWa» A Yarlonnr >' L'k'airapt an Ga* Le Prince,

Leide,1858,p.2_6. , .... „ ...

'

T l

At
1

S^y
b

enta

a

no STnfluence could be detected in a number of experi-
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power" of this gas when consumed from the Parlia

foot

pny

7 the balance in • eti per hour.
The experiments were made in the blackened experimental chamber of
e Boston Gas Light Co., with the photometer (Bunsen's) which I am

tomed to employ in my daily tests of the gas furnished by the Com-
to consumers, every precaution being taken to ensure accuracy. It

i photometer, from the standard candle) obtained by actual experi-

were calculated,

—

i. e., reduced to their equivalents in candles,—un-
i whole series of experiments was completed, and that no compari-
f my own results among themselves or with those of Mr. Kino- was

mberof the table had been calculated as it stands be-

* experiments may be worth therefore, they have at

jing entirely independent and wholly unbiassed.

Whatevei

-h plate,

Crystal plate,

English crown,

Mi," window glass
" Double German,"!
" Single German,"f "

Double German.f ground,|
Single German,f ground,!
B-i-Wiir-. (Ma&s.,) ground,!
Berkshire enameled, i. e., ground 1

only upon portions of its sur-
}

face,—small figure,
j

" Orange-colored " window elass
"Purple" " « '

"Ruby"

Ihe term "loss of light" employed by Mr. King does r
seem to be strictly appropriate, for a very considerable portion
not transmitted by a glass shade might be reflected against the walls of

* With the ordinary chimney.—Mr. Kin? does not specify what burner was
';.; - -

: . .. -.... ..,:.-'< -. -

is applied to glass of Belgiant Among the Boston dealers, the t

ts and my own as regards ground glass

window glass used by myself was mom
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sh the lamp i s burning ami i!m- aid in the general
om. The meaning which Mr. King attaches* to the
rfectly evident that I have not hesitated

pven by us express as accurately as the
case will adm .-n of the a
example upon the pages of a book
be occasioned by the interposition c

Boston, April 20, 1860.

[We cannot doubt that the great loss of light proved by the experiments
above given, is to be, in part at least, accounted for by the conversion of a
portion of the light into heat—an effect perfectly in harmony with the the-
ory of transverse vibrations as applied to explain the phenomena of polari-
zation of heat. On this theory, heat and light are different effects produced

iL
°ne

J
and

'?.?
same

,.

ca
,

us
?>
and they differ physically only in the rapid-

lupogaieu serves 10 uimimsn nrst tne rapidity of
...v ..umwuus ic^msut! 10 produce the most refrangible ravs, and in 'pro-

portion as the transparency of the screen is diminished by any cause, in-
herent or sup oomes more and more complete. As
the more rapid etherial vibrations have probably the least amplitude, we
infer from analogy in sound-waves, that as waves of least inl

the greatest amplitude, so with the luminiferous ether the extreme red
has but little brilliancy. Hence the loss of light from polished screens
is small compared with that observed in screens of opaline or rouo-h-

\c to examine the spectrum obtained
from a pencil of rays under each of the cases given, by means of a sul-

on prism.

The subject of absorption of light bv screens has long since been care-

oined by Bougwr.* By a photometric method essentially like

Rumford's, Bouguer measured the loss of li^ht in the beam of a candle
compared with a flambeaux and also wiih the light !' full moon, in pass-

ing through 16 thicknesses of common window gia.-< having a n united

: 21*48 millimetres= -85 inch. The mean loss ofV
by these trials was as 247: 1, or over 99 per cent of the whole Quantity.

Six plates of the pui -
- thickness

of 15-128 millimetres din be ratio of 10 to 3, occa-

sioned a loss of about 70 per cent oi tss of very

pure glass about three inehes thick diminished the light only about half

the latter amount, owing to its being a single mass and not cut up into

many planes.

He also measured the absorbing power of sea-water for light and
found as the results of experiments made in France and of obs

also in the torrid zone, that at the depth of 311 French feet the light of

the sun would be equal only to that of the full moon, and at the

depth of 679 feet would wholly disappear. He estimates the trans-

parency of the air as 4575 times greater than that of sea-water, and

* Traite d'Optiqae s

par M. I'Abbe De La Cj

~-
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from the properties of a logarithmic curve (which he calls gradulucique)

whose functions he had determined experimentally, he seeks to fix the

outer limits of the atmosphere. Bouguer was an expert geometer and

sustains all his conclusions by mathematical demonstrations. His results

seem to have received less attention than they merit, the only reference

to his researches I have seen being by Daguin in his excellent Traite de

Physique, iii, 300, 1859.

We should not omit in this connection to refer to the very interesting

observations of Draper* on the spectrum formed by means of a platinum

wire heated gradually from dull redness to perfect whiteness by a volta-

electric current. He observed the red part of the spectrum to appear

first and as the heat and brilliancy of the wire increased the other colors

of the spectrum appeared after the violet. This result perfectly harmon-

izes with views above expressed.—b. s., jr.]

Astronomy.—New Planets.—A new planet, the 59th of the group

between Mars and Jupiter, was discovered Sept. 15, 1860, by Mr. James
Ferguson, of the Washington (D. C.) Observatory. It was then about

as bright as a star of the 11th magnitude.

—
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The 58th Asteroid (since named Concordia) was discovered March 24,

1860, by Dr. Luther of the Observatory at Bilk.

Personal.—Prof. J. D. Whitney, State Geologist of California, sailed

from New York for his post of duty on the 2 2d of October la3t with

Prof. Wm. H. Brewer (late of Washington College, Pa.) in charge of

the Department of Agricultural Chemistry and Botany, and Mr. William
Ashburn-er who is assistant in the field Geological and Astronomical work.

The head-quarters of the survey will be for the present at San Francisco.

But the Act authorizing the survey contemplates the establishment of a
State museum, on the moti location of which is to be
determined by a future legislature, which place, wherever it may be, will

doubtless be also the permanent head quarters of the survey. For the

present, letters addressed to any member of the corps, " State Geo!. Sur-

v<v, 8an Francisco," will reach their destination. Parcels or books for

Prof W iiitney or any member of the corps may be sent to care of B.

inn & Co., 440 Broadway, New York. No similar enterprise in

the United States has ever been set on foot on a more liberal and enlight-

ened basis, or opened under more fevoi BCts either the

importance of the work to be done or the ability of those charged with

The General Index to the 3d decade of volumes of the 2d Series of

this Journal, now complete, occupies more than the space usually ap-

propriated to our Scientific Intelligence, and our numerous friends, whose

M are thereby excluded from the present issue, will pardon
the unavoidable delay.

Obituary.—Died in Montreal, Oct. 9, Dr. W. P. Holmes, well known
as an early cultivator of mineralogy and botany in Canada, an active

promoter of the Montreal Natural History Society, and for the last ten

years professor of Medical Jurisprudence in McGill College, Montreal.
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